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A. INTRODUCTION

On June 12th, 1975, a group of twenty-two American Adult Educators

embarked on a sixty-five day educational program iy India. Under the

leadership and directorship 8f Dr. Moses Stambler, and the sponsorship

#nd funding of"the office of Education, Institutd of International
. )

Education, Group Projects Abroad Program (directed by Dr. Joe Belmonte)

at its agent USEFI, members of the group participated in the first

such federally sponsored program for adult educators. It was one of

the five OE-University sponsored programs operational for India in

1975, and represented a major recognition and milestone for adding an

International Education dimension to the personal growth and teaching

capability of Adult Educators.

The grdup that went to India included city and local directors of

adult education, vocational education teachers and administrators,

community college and xttolnsion service people, teachers of Adult Basic

Education and English as a Second Lanquage,kand Adult Education Masters

Degree students and doctoral candidates.

The proposal, as submitted by Dr. Stambler, coordinator of the

Graduate Adult Educator Program at Southern Connecticut State College,

included in its trip objectives the addition of an Indian international

perspective for adult educators. in the New England Region, and the ad-

dition of this dimension to their Adult Education programs at home.

To accomplish this task, a broad program of visitations to Indian

Adult Education operations was developed and implemented.
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In the course of our broad travels and visitations, we had an op-

portunity to view some major adult education operations, and to come

to understand and appreciate many of the problems and accomplishments

of educating adults in India. There was extensive interchange, of ideas

with counterpart adult educators on issues and approaches in Adult

Education both in India and the United States, and a broadening of

perspective and appreciation by both our American group and the

Indians we met.

Ilmthe federal, government structure of India, we found a grea.---

deal of helpfulness, friendliness, and genuine warmth at all levels -

natiop 1, state, local, and at the level of ancillary private v

soci 1 service and adult education agencies. Inherent cultural and

polical differences on a broad national level were quickly and

significantly minimized by a consistent frank and healthy people-to-

people exchange of ideas.

Our trip lasted Trom June 15-August 16, of which twenty-one days

were spent in residence at Seva Mandir (Temple of Service)/-

I

in rural

Udaipur in the state of Rajasthan. Our first seven days were spent in

Delhi and included visits to the National Directorate of Adult Educa-

tion of the Ministry of Education, the Indian Adult Education Associa-

tion, the National-Federation of Indian Women, the National Centre
s

for Educational Research and Technology, and the Ghandi Peace Founda-

tion. Our objectives in Delhi included securing a broad national

perspective and conceptual framework on Adult Educatior1 in India.

What we found were hard working people at the Ministry of Education
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9 and at public and private organizations, trying their best to maximize

information and programs, at best, a difficult job in a federal

political system. After a two day cultural visit to Agra, we spent

three days in Jaipur under the auspices of Mrs. C. K. Dandiya, Head

of the Department of Adult Education at the University of Rajasthan.

Arrangements were made for us to visit literacy classes in the

scheduled caste section (i.e. Harijans or untouchable caste) by the

Rajasthan Adult Education Association. Also, we visited a worker

Education p/rogram, where we viewed an effective use of simulation
I

techniques.

We arrived at Udaipur on Saturday, June 28th, stayed there for

three weeks, and had an intensive adult.gducation and cultural program

in affildatiOn with Seva Mandir undet theldirection of Dr. MohanlMehta,

Sri Bordia and Kishore Saint. In addition to lectures delivered by

.11

members of the University of Rajasthan and people affiliated with

Seva Mandir on Indian culture, civilization, arts, history, politics,

education and international, relations, we went on extensive visits to

villages and rural adult education operations and other types of rural

oriented development programs. Also, we visited the Bhil Tribal group.

Througi our visitations we were able to learn more about, the exciting

and colorful folk-arts and handicrafts of the Rajasthani people.

During cur comparatively long residence in Udaipur, we had the un-

usual opportunity of extensive in-depth discussions with Indian

,colleages and counterparts on ideas, plans, activities and

accomplishments of programs for adults in rural areas.

1 0
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From Udaipur, we traveled to .Bombay in the state of Maharashtra,

whei.e we stayed for three days. During that time, we visited the Saint
V

Xavter Jesuit Institute for Communications and learned from Father

Gerry Dtozario about the exciting plans to use the. TV media for A

adult literacy and social education purposes. We also visited the

worcer Education program whose objectives included inculcating,,trade

union values in workers, and were pleased to,see role playing activi-

ties in process and to learn about creative group' dynamics and the use-

of interaction techniques for training adult workers in trade union

activities. We visited the Institute of Worker Education, Adarsh Nagr,
.Nsd,

and also the award'winning and exciting Polyvalent Adult Education

Center, Samaj Shikshan Mandir. At this Polyvalent Center, we came in-

to contact with a highly pragmatic, needs assessment based and com-

petency oriented urban adult education program run by the secre ry

Mr. G. is program seemed to be a valuable one in urban
a

adult education and is currently providing a model for developing urban
4

adult education in othpr Indian cities (the previously mentioned visit

in Jaipur was an affiliate of this Bombay organization). The Bombay

program, assisted by UNESCO, has potential fol. broad application out-

side of India as well.

Our two day stay in Poona, a city near Bombay, included a visit

to the impressive Directorate of Adult Education for the state of

Maharashtra, Gram Si4kshan Mohin, and also the historically

significant Higne Stree Shikshan Sanstah. Our visit to the Seva

Sadan,Society, of contemporary importance for its social welfare and
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educational work. with destitute and needy women,"was 120th inspiring

and educational. Cultural visits to the Ellora and Ajanta caves in

the. environs of Aurangabad were followed by a visit to the State ofP

Keralal. Hexe we learned of the literacy rate in Kerala, highest-in

the nation,' and t eff ctive library program and-cultural conditions

contributing to this marked]!achievement in adult education.

Our visit to the State of Andhra Pradesh included a three day

stay at the capital city Hyderabad, with visits to Andhra Mahila

.Sabha, a literacy and broadeilsocial service agency, and the National

Institute of Community velopment - a major national government

training and research center on community development projects.

On our three df(visit to Calcutta we included a trip to the

West Bengal Committee to Erradicae Illiteracy, an organization doing

both literacy and social service k in the urban slum areas of

Calcutta. We found the West Bengal Committee involved in ai interesting
a

experiment, supported.by the national government, of participation in

a city-based consortium of social service agencies attempting to deal

with broader city-problems in againtegrated and systematic fashion.

We also had an inspir4kional visit to the Salvation Army, which is

doing a very effective social service job, and an opportunity of

meeting and speaking with Mother Teresa, a living "Saint" of the

Catholic Church who is widely known for her exciting missionary and

socia service work, and for the extensive training activities for

sociA'service workers.

dl

0

ff



4 After a cultural visit to Varanasi, religious center for the

I

i Hindu religion, we visited the world renounced and award winning

Literacy HouseoCenter founded by WelthY Fisher, in Lucknow. The

trip was completed by a "Rest and Relaxation" visit to Srinig.r in

(;)/)

ashmir, after which most of "the participants left for Delhi and

yae States.
0...--:*

The itinerary was: June 15 - Ar. Delhi; June 22 - Ar. Agra;

June 24 - Art Jaipur; June 27 - Ar. Udaipur; July 18 - Ar. Bombay;

July 21 - Ar. Poona; July 23 - Ar. Bombay; July 24 - Ar. Aurangabad;
41 .

Judy 26 - Ar. Cochin; July 30 - Ar.0 erabad; Aug. 2 - Ar. Calcuttg4

Aug. 5 - Ar. Varanasi; Aug. 7 - Ar. Lucknow; Aug. 9 - Ar. Delhi; Aug.

11 - Ar. Srinigar. Aug. 14 - Ar. Delhi; Aug. 16 (Depart for U.S.)

Thies trip resulted in a.number of significant .consequences for

many of the participants. Many participants, previously limited in

expe0.9ce and perspective by their own environment in the United

States, broadened their global out ok adding an international
aw

e face -to -femme with the wide'dimension to their world views.

disparity between the affluent and the mass of disadvantaged in
....,

Indtn society. As,guests at posh hotels, we participated in the
I,

affluent society, but As visitors to the villages and, disadvantaged

groups involved in Adult Education programs, awe came into contact with

C-4-4
people from the masses of Indian society. Reports ittlicat(ed that

W 1,, .

participants had a heightening of social consciousness and awareness

of class and social differences, and a high degree-of personal
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values clarifications. Most ofrys had worked with groups of American

disadvantaged at some time in our past and were able to recall

idealistic dedication of our earlier periods: For a number of us,

this experience clearly revived earlier commitments and dedication,

a development at.a mid-life period when many of us are in responsible

positions io use expertise for implementing our ideas.

Visitations to Adult Education operations ivillages and die-

advantaged urban areas, and residence in rural Udaipur for a period

of twenty-one days enabled us to engage in significant interaction

with Indian people on various social levels. Most of us developed

very positive appreciation of Indian people and cultUre.

Despite the evident and often seemingly overwhelming economic,

educational, 494 political problems being faced by the people of

India:participants came out yith a sense of hope, rather than des-

pair. This was essentially because of the tremendously dedicated and

devoted people with whom we came into contact, who were intensively
0

working to improve the difficult conditions. We found that adult

education in India has attracted people of very high caliber, dedicated

to ideals of human betterment and eager to improve the lot the

people. Contact with these people of'excellence and dedication Left

most participants with a hopefulness that the enormous tasks of adult

education and social change can be accomplished..

'Papers were written by participants in India for the publication

edited by Dr. Stamblcgc"Perspectives of Some American Adult Educators

on Aspects of Indian Adult Education." That publication reflects the

14

V
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reactions of American Adult Educators to their Indian experiences and

the expanded international dimension that took place in the minds of

participants. This second publication consist of Indian documents

and materials on Indian Adult Education from many of the places we

visited, and are in many cases, "fugitive" documents, not genemIly

available. The documents reflect some of the tremendously human

and humane qualities of Adult Education operations in India.

This manuscript is dedicated to Dr. Mohan Sinha Mehta, a devoted

and inspirational leader of Indian Adult Education, and a true "giant"

among men, who exemplifies the finest qualities of humanistic Adult

Education leadership in India. He recently celebrated his eightieth

birthday, and is still very active at Seva Mandir and Vidya Bhawan in

Udaipur. It is also dedicated to Mr. Kishore Saint, his associate

Adult Educator, for his intensive humanistic labors and dedicated

commitment to uplift the disadvantaged and improve the human

condition.

Thiamauthor wishes to thank authors and publishers for permission

to include their articles in this publication.



ENDS AND ORFENTAJlONS
i A

In the area of adult education, the past biennium witnessed a stocktaking andconsolidation of past experiences and projection of perspectives and possibilities.S,,-.veral adult education programmes have been expanding:. These are: Non-formalekiucatcon programmes for the age group 15-25; functional literacy programmes andnon-formal education programmes for urban situations.The educational programme forunderprivileged out-of-school youth is intended to be the largest non-formal educationalastivity for this group. In the Farmers Functional Literacy Programme, in 1974-75alone, more than 150,000 farmers have been enrolled. A large number of adult educa-tion programmes were organised by over 100 voluntary organisations, many in coopera-tion and with financial asststance from Government authorities. Over 700,000 adultshave benefited from these programmes.

However, it is obvious - as in many other countries - that the growing
educational needs canncit be achieved merely through traditional ways and con-
ventional educational institutions and moda'.ities. Eoth the rising quantitative
targets and the new socio-economic and socio-cultural requirements call for
rethinking of some aspects of the educational system in general, as well as for
introducing essential innovations at every educational level and for-specific
categories of learners. The Union Education Minister has described this
necessity and perspective thus: "The existing system of education is almost
exclusively formal and relies mainly on fulltirne institutional instruction at all
stages. This leads to several majoi,weaknesses. It can be availed of by the
non-working population, whether children, youth or ddults, and the needs of the
working population are :'most totally neglected. It divides life into two water-
tight compartments one of fun-time education and no work and the efter
of full-time work and no education, instead of expecting nn individual to parti-
cipate in work and educate himself throughout his life. Education cannot be
prop9Cy integrated with the life of file community and become truly meaningful
so long as this dichotomy continues. Above all, the cost of such a system,
both recurring and non-recurring, is high an,1 beyond the resources of a
developing nation like ours. It is also doubtful whether the investment in formal
education, particularl.y formal higher education, would offer adequate returns
in terms of social benefits, if made beyond a certain limit. Have, therefore,
to take immediate steps to create an inter2tel form of a national educatior:al
system in which all the three channels of instruction - full-time institutional,
part-time institutional and non-institutional self-study - are properly developed
at 11 stages and for all sections of society." In the last two years a lot of
thi, ing, programming and initial experimenting has been dove in that direction.

1.1 Ministry of Education and Social Welfare Education in India, Reporton Educational Developments,
1973-75, Presented at Geneva, September1975, P. 2-3, 11-12, 17=19, 25-28, 34 35
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ntral Advisory Board of Education, which includes Education 1Vanisters
tats as well as other eminent educationists, met in September 1972,
3 and in November 19744 to review and reappraise the educational

programmes in the context of the total policies and strategies, of
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evelopment. The following are some of the/policies and strategies
been adcptecl and formulated:

ex,:lusivc emphasis on the formal r.vstem of education should be riven up and
element of non-format-education should he introdaeed within the system.
- entry and dr°9-,-a of part-time education have to be adopted in a big \+,ay.
econdary and university stage.i, part-time and,correspomienee education should
loped and all encouraerneit given fOr pyogrammos of self-study. A big pro-

le of ion - formal education for out-of-school youth in the ago group 15,-25, is well
!r youth services en a Iii.rge scale, have to be developed. All State plans should

forth include prop; immes of non-formal education as an interal part of educational
sion, and suitable achinerY he set up in Act-, State to formulate, devise and

ement nrog-rani7.1t >f non-formal edue!doil, including :-unctioral ecurnieula,
ed and inter- linkc9l with the formal system.

sig
pr
ad

th

There should he covecntration of effort on a few major prog-rammes of identified
nificanee and priority. These may include; universalisation of elementary education,

ogrammes of qualitatko improvement, vocationalisation of secondary edudation,
option of the new pattern of 10 + 2

The haphazard and 'unplanned expansion in secAlary education should be controlled
rough proper planning and location of new secondary f3 h o ol s , rationalisation of exist-

ing institutions and maintenance of proper standards. \,

In higher education more drastic steps will have to be taken to regulate enrolments;
emohjisis should be laid on exixinsion through correspondence courses and other non-
forn1 channels so that the demands of .the weaker sections of the society for higher
education can he aceotmoclated.

A climate of enthusiastic and sustained hard work should be created in all educational
institutions through a deep involvement of teachers, students and the community in all
programmes of educational reconstruction.

1'7
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EQUALISATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Another new s c h eme of "Non-formal Education Programme for the

age-group 15-25" ha`s been formulated and is designed to be a major contri-
bution to the objective of equalising educational opportunities. In reality, it is
a programme that aims to offer some educational facilities to young boys and
girls who, for various reawns, kiave been deprived of theCiri. The scheme
has oeen formulated as part of a larger, trategy of correlating and integrating
formal and non-formal modalities of education. Priority is being given to the
age-group 15 -25, so that this most sensitive and productive segment of the
copimunity becomes an asset to the nation. The scit'tive also seeks to correlate
all non-formal educational efforts with developmental activities in which this
youth group can be meaningfully involved. The scheme is being planned for
implementation throughout the county in cooperation with the State Govern-
ments and Union Territory AdmirOstations. The programme of non-formal
education is conceived as a decentzlised and environmentally-based one.
Both the content and the methods haVe to correspond to the local needs and the
learners characteristics and desire. The Union Ministry is en raging those
responsible for the iMpleme tion.p tire programme (State. an District(
authorities, as well s v tary orgaRisations) to adapt pr2bg amore component
to the respective en ironments and to tisv local facilities.

The Central Ad)iisory Board of Education has inn& the following recommendations

t) at the programme for the 15-2.5 age group should begin in ifrr.i-75: (a) in one
'district in each o States with central assistance, and (b) inat least one additional
district with the state funds;

that adeq tc financial allocations should be made in the SLite Plans for non-formai
educl'ion of e age group 15-25 on tlitcbasis of well defined norms set up by the State
Government

Thep og-rmarme of non-formal education colreLite:,.educationnl efforts with develop-
mental activitie-i in which the youth of the country, partculari.) of the age agroup 15-25,
can be n'qenningfully involved. In this programme emphasis is being Laid on imparting
inform, tion and knowledge about the living environment and the development processes
In the country, basic knowledge and understanding of the various social, economic,
scientific and tecloological changes in the midst of which the youth live and work and to

whieb they have to adjust in terms of knowledge and skill, and the elementary principles of
family life health and hygiene. Introductory vocational and occupational skills which will
prepare youth for employment and self-employment, also receive due empha,li3.

With these and other programmes, and with the steps outlined above it is
ed that educational facilities will spread among various areas and sections

the country and make equalisation of educational opportunities an accompli-
ed reality.
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LINKING EDUCATION WITH NATIONAL DEVELOPMFINT
Another major programme of linliage of education with national develop-

ment is the programme of adult education which has been oriented to and
integrated with the general economic and social activities of the people, as
producers or beneficiaries. Increasing interest was shown in inter-linking
developmental objectives and adult education programmes; some programmes
based on such a relationship were implemented; the idea that a certain pro-
portion (1-2%) of funds for Some development schemes should be set aside for
adult education and for the training of those directly involved in the implemen- .

tation of these schemes has been accepted in principle and practical steps are
under consideration. The Farmers' Functional Literacy Project constitutes the
biggest country -wide programme of non-formal education in which 'educationis linked to development particularly for increased production. It is one of thethree components of the integrated Farmers' Training and Functional Literacy
Programines jointly operated by tile Ministries of Education, Agriculture andInformation and Broadcasting. The other two components are Farmers' Train-ing' and Farm Broadcasting.

The Project is based on the premise that there is a direct correlation
between physical and human resources inputs, and that the practising farmerswould be interested in literacy if it comes to them as part of the process of
employing new techniques for improving their farming practices as well astheir rural environments. The programme has so far been confined to districts
in which high-yield varieties of food crops are grown.

During the Fifth Plan period (1974-79), while the programme will be`
extended to rpore districts, it will also be linked with other development
schemes such as: dry farming, small and mairinal farming, industrial develop-
anent, family planning etc.

Upto the end of 1973-74, more than 300,000 farmers had benefited from thefunctional literacy component of the programme. 150,000 farmers were enrolled in1974-75 in the functionalVtieracy groups. The programme is now spread in 107 districtsin various parts of the country.

As part of the efforts to forge a closer relationship between education and
development, the National Service Scheme provided opportunities to students
in institutions of higher learning to participate actively in social and economic
programmes, as well as to contribute towards the promotion of the practical
side of learning and to make it less theoretical. The objective of the schenie
is to provide\ opportunities for university and college youth to participate in
meaningful activities Of community service and national re- construction as
part of their educational development. Activities taken up include: village work;
service in urban areas; campus programmes; adult education work; service
in hospitals, orphanages and institutions for the handicapped; projects designed
to confer economic benefits, such as, poultry farms, fisheries, kitchen
gardens; health services, relief work; work in backward and tribal areas etc.
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A significant feature of the NSS activities in recent years has been the
special camping programmes in which a large number of student and non-
student youth volunteers have been involved in programmes of special national

. significance, such as, "Ybuth Against Famine", and "Youth Against Dirt axid
Disease".

'k The NSS programine is now in implementation in all the States of the country and
Involves student youth in nearly 80% of the universities and colleges. Its membership
exceeds 200,000 or about 10% of the undergraduate population. About 2,000 teacher§
are participating in the scheme.

16-re than 65,000 youth were involved in the Youth Against Famine Programme inabout 750 camps, and over 75,000 youth in about 900 camps in the Youth Against Dirtand Disease Programme.

SOME EDUCATIONAL INNOVATIONS

SITE (The Satellite Instructional Television. Experiment )

0 India is launching a one-year eXperiment : an artificial satellite will relayinstructional and educational programines for school-going children, youth and'adults in rural communities in 2400 villages. The satellite will be over India.from mid 105 until mid 197G. This provides an opportunity to conduct a largeexperiment for'providing data on suitable hardware and the kind of satelliteIndia should utilise in future, as well as for getting data on software for educa,tjorial objectives.

The total broadcasting time of four hours per day is divided in t o s :ninety minutes in the,morning hours for school children and one hun ed and
I fifty minutes in the evening for the adult audience Oncluding news, as. 'culture.

p! '71'11f1:: Atilt education). During the school .vacation period, the
',till be used for in-servite teacher's' training.

The satellite will be used also for
. in-service ttaining of teachers. In

0,..ro5er 1975, 24, 000 primary sch-ool /teachers will follow a 12-day course in
science teaching and three more series of similar seminars will be held in
1076, bringing the number of teachers who will derive benefit from the TV
programme for their ongoing training in various subjects, near to one
hundred thousand. The in-service training materials will be in the form of
multi-media package, including television programmes, radio programmes,
activity guides, enrichment materi, ts.,and tutorials. One of the basic aims of
these programmes is to familiarise thki,teachers with the following essential
features of the pedagogy associated withlhe Science Education Programme :
an enquiry ap roach in teaching sa.ence;''an increased use of demonstration
and class exp riments;.active ,involvement 6,f children in all stages of a learn-
ing unit;,utili ation of low cost and nocost apparatus; and relating the learning
content to the Children's everyday environment. It is hoped that important
lessons- and 'conclusions will be drawn:II-010MS parf bf the whole programme.

II
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Non-formal education'

The period under review was also marked by new approaches) innovative
in character, towards the improvement of quality in the sphere of non-formal
education. A few examples deserve to be cited in this connection.

AtBhumiadhar in Nainital an experiment was conducted which proved the efficacy of
non-formal education to-school drop-outs particularly from the deprived sections of the
community like Scheduled Castes and 'Tribes. Not only were the drop-outs given the
incentive to rejoin the school but also to actively participate in the programMe. The
instruction included work-experience and service towards community development. This
innovative experiment gave encouraging results.

rune for non-student youth

In response to an increasing concern over the needs of non-student youth
hitherto largely neglected, a programme for establishing a network of district
youth centres for organising activities for youth and by youth was taken up
during this period.

These youth centres which are called Nehru Yuvak Kendras have been sanctioned
for 110 districts in the country and it is hoped that as the programme develops, every
one of the 350 districts in the country will be served by a Youth centre.

A typical Nehru Yuvak Kendra organises activities in five major areas :
programmes of nonformal education for non-student youth as most of them have

\ been deprived of formal education; employment facilities and promotidn of self -
generatinggenerating employment for youth in cooperation with the appropriate services;

voluntary services by youth to the community; entertainment and leisure
activities including cultural and artistic programmes;,development of sports and
games and promotion of physical education; and programmes which will enable
youth to participate in the community life, be involved in community problems,
activities and search for solutions.

Problem-solution oriented curriculum

For adult education and adult literacy programmes some new type of
curriciklum has been elaborated and experimented. More particularly, the contentof the Farmers' Functional Literacy Programme, although from the verybeginning designed around some basic agricultural inputs needed for High Yield-ing Variety Crops, has recently been More closely linked to farmers needs andenvironmental parameters:

In the Jaipur District in an area of bajra growers the educational content and thelearning/teaching materials have been so oriented as to help farmers to understand theirdifficulties, to%overCome the obstacles in reaching fixed objectives, to improve theirskills in farming-practices and to be ready for solving their outstanding proble7p-Inother words, the content and the materials which are experimented now in thisAstrici,are problem-oriented.

=
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Jt became' more and more necessary to build the curriculum on an Initial
Survey whose aim consisted of identifying the crucial pzoblems faced by farmers,
the remedial measures that-should be taken, and how conscio s farmers were
of the problems and how prepared they were to take reMedia action. The conter
(curriculum) and the learning /teaching material evolved in t at way are built
around such skills, ,knowledge and practices which the farmer should learn to
offset those physical, socio-cultural and economic factors which linder the
attainment of the agricultural objectives as well as of other objet es in trans-
forming and improving the rural environment.

A similar approach is being tested in some urban-based programmes of
nonformal educAtion, as well as for non-agricultural rural groups.

Although non-form education programmes for urban situations need to be expanded,
A few experiments des,e re to be mentioned, viz., the Polyvalcnt Adult Education Centre
(Shramik Vidvapecth) in BOrnbay conducting a variety of integrated vocational-cum-
general education programmes for groups of workers in organised and unorganised
sectors, the Workers Social Education Institutes at Indore and Nagpur, the
Workers Education Scheme in various .parts of'the country and an,, experiment in Bombay
using television fora functional literacy Orogramme for slum-dwellers.

It is hoped That these types of problem oriented programmes would help in
gaining experience for similar educational activities on a larger scale.

ADMINISTRATION 4ND FINANCE

Education in India is primarily the responsibility of the State Governments
but the Union Government is concerned with general guidance,- coordination of
educational facilities, promotion of new educational schemes and innovations,
detern4nation of standards in higher education, technical education, promotion
of Hindi d of research in Hindi, and the development of all Indian languages.
The Union ernment is also responsible for running the 7 Central Universities
and such other titutions of national importance, as ParliaMent may by law
declare.

A number of advisory bo s, like the Central Advisory Board of Education 'lel-) the
Ministry in working out the pro .4mmes and policies in accordance with the prinqiples
enunciated in the National Policy oit,,,Education approved by Parliament.

The obligations of the Uniion Gokwnment are discharged by the Ministry of
Education and Social Welfare, as welt\as through several of its autonomous,
attached and suborckinate bodies such as. the University Grants Commission
(U:G.C.), National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT),
National Council for Women's Education, All India Council of Technical
Education, Central Hindi Directorate, Directorate of Adult Education, etc.
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A ..,r, trt: p !r(norshp has been evolved between the Ce tr4 and the State
rl cnt in implementing the educational developmen plans. Mariy educa-
!(.iii :clichips are formulated and implemented byrth- St to Governments with

assistance from the Centre.

The Ministry of Education and SocialeWelfare consists of two Departments
viz: Department of Education and Department of Social Welfare. The Department,,
of-Education is responsible for guiding, planning and coordinating the educational
activities in the country. Besides, there is a separate Department of Culture
which is al's° under the Minister of Education and Social Welfare.

The Sdcretariat of the Department of Education is headed by Secrelary to the
Government of India. The Secretariat consists Of 17 Divisions and 6 Units,
the Divisions being grouped under 6 Bureaus, headed by officers of the rank of Joint
Secretaries.

One important recent change in the structure of the Central administration consisted
in creating the "Bureau of Planning", as part of the Department of Education, in order 0
to achieve better coordination, higher level of globality and efficiency in planning the
implementation of educational strategy, the allocation and utilisation of resources for
overall educational development.

There are 23 subordinate offices and in addition 40 autonomous organisa-
tions that are financed and supported by the Department of Education. The
subordinate offices and autonomous organizations execute directly the Depart-
ment's policies and programmes r their respective spheres of activities.

In each of the State Governments there is a Department of Education and
nletin every District and Block an ad istrative unit headed by the District or

Block Education Officer. State Institutes of Education are responsible fir the
professional, research and training support to the educational administration.

The distribution of financial allocations for eaucational development and
facilities reflects the same set-up : the= responsibility iS 'shared between the
Centre and the States; States have a larger share, since the responsibilit' for
education is primarily at that level; the major portion of educational expUcli7;
ture is covered by budgetary resources.

Theo expenditure in 1973-74 amounted to Rs.13,575 million ($ 1729.46 m; 752.Q8m)
while during the next year 1974-75, a sum of about Rs.15,706 million ($ 20C'O
£ 870.14 million) is estimated to have been provided for Education in the various
Departments of State Governments and Union Territory Administrations.

11.

On the basis of estimates central expenditure excluding grants-in-aid to4States and
Union Territories) amounted in 1974-75 to Rs.1,423 million ($181-.29 m; 78.84 m),
compared to Rs.1164.00 million ($ 148.29 m; £ 64.49 m) in the previous year (1975 -74).
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Budgeted expenditure in the year 1974-75 compared with that of the jlrevious
year, shows an increase of more than 14 per certt in the case of States and
Union 'Territories and 22 per cent in the ease of the Central Budget. When
compared with the 1972-73 budget figures, the increase becomes more cons-
picuous. For all States and Union Territories taken together, the percentage of
educational expenditure to the total budget of States and Union Territories was

o 'estimated at 23.3 per cent in 1973-74 as compared to 26.3 per cent in 1974-75.

Thus, a bier financial share of the aggregate was progressively coininq'to the
educational sector.

2
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!he Content of Education

If the masses and the workers arse to bo made the central
foeup of the national system of education, a restructuring of
the existing educational system is necessary but not suffi-
cient. We will have to go ahead with one morn urgent
reform, namely, to transform the content of the educational
system to suit the needs of the people. This will involve
radical changes, not only in adult and elementary education,
but in other sectors as well.

In the prdgrammes of adult education, it 'has been the
tradition to emphasize literacy. By and large, programmes
of adult education have not been co-ordinated with those of
socio-economic development ; and from a mistaken fear to

9,
keep out politics, no attempt' has been made to give the
adults a sense of self=awareness and dignity and to involve
them in serious discussions of the different problems facing
th ountry, These wrong traditions hex/et, made the pro-
gra mes of adult education uninspiring, if not actually dull
and oring. Even if we had the finances necessary, pro-
gramm s of this type, which will r4 motivate the adults
adequatel , are more likely to fail tha to succeed. What
we need is the..ddoption of an entir&ly different strategy,
Where the adults are illiterate, literacy will, no doubt, form
an important step in their education. But it need not be
made indispensable. Instead of adopting the approach of
literacy first and general education next, it would,be desirable
to emphasize general education through the word of mouth,
or audio-visual aids, as the core of the programme. If pro=
perly conducted, this will, in all probability, stimulate the
majority of the adults to learn to read and write. When they

. feel so motivated, literacy should be included irithe pro-
gramme. But if they do not feel so motivated, it may be left
out : this will not detract from the value of the programme
as a whole.

The main foci of adult education should, therefore, be
three. The first would be the upgradinsof vocational skills
or on-the-job training. The object of thWpart of thial pro-
gramme would be to make the adult more efficient in his
job and to help him to earn p.atter and to improve his
standard of living. As poverty is the most important problem
to be tackled, this will be an effective programme for moti-
vating the adults. The second part of the programme should
be, what Dr. M.S. Swaminathan calls rechniracy, or impart-
ing- the basic knowledge of science and technology to the
adults in a simplified form with direct implications for their
job, their health, family planning, and other aspects of their
life. The third part of the programme would be citizenship
which will include a stqy of the cultural heritage of the
country, a history of the freedom movement, a rational dis-
cussion of the different problems such .as poverty, u employ-
ment, population growth, defence, etc, facing t ountry,
and the part-which they are'expected to play in their ution

r

t-

0

1.2 J,.P. Naik, "The Content of Edutation," Policy and Performance in
Indian Edudation, Delhi, Orient Longman, 1975, p. 23-25
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and in national development. Special emphasis, should be
laid on creating a sense of sell-awareness, and an under-
standing of their rights and responsibilities as .citizens, and
on building Up a sense of dignity as individuals so that they
would stand up when it is encroached upon. What I have.
in view is something like the programme of conscientization
suggeV

ev
ed by Paulo Freire. It is only a programme of this,

type that will make adult education relant to our program-
niet 01 national development. ,)71'

wtk.

in-the programme of non-formal education for out-of-
school. youth in the age-group 15-25, the core content will
necessarily include the three foci describOabove under
adult education, namely, upgrading of vocationanskills,
techniracr and edu,cation for citizen-ship. In "addition, two
more foci will have to be added : (1) physical education,
games, sports and recreation ; and (2) participation in pro-
grammes of service to the local community. The attempt
should be to individualize instruction as far rils possible and
offer a package deal to each person to meet his requirements.

The class-biased system of elementary educatipn which
we inherited from the British adminittrators had a very limit-
ed objective, viz., to prepare. a student for admission to a

secondary school. Its curriculum was not related to the im-
mediate envjronment nor disci it have any worthwhile compo-
nent of work eXperience. Our major error has been that we
are tying to extend the system, without making any changes
of cotent, for the education of masses. This can only have
disastrous consequencres betausewit makes elementary educa-
tion largely dysidnctional to the life of the average child
from the ferntliei of workers and peasants and spreads the
unhealthy white-collar attitudes to the masses ..also. Fdtir

instance, the late Shri E. W. Aryanayakam used to say that
the handicrafts of lnda, which earn so much of valuable
foreign exchange continue to survive for the simple reason
that our attempt to introduce universal elementary educa-
tion has not.succeeded I

It as to correct this weakness of the elementary system
of edication, in the interests of the .masses as well as of
the classes, that Mahatma Gandhi promulgated the scheme
of Basic -Education of which Dr. K.G Saiyidain was so 'ardent
as admirer and advocate. This is one of the major reforms
which the educational system needs and which has remained
unimplemented so far. &The main obstacles have been, not the
Ink of funds or the non - availability orsuitable teachers as
has often beenmade out, but the resistances of the classes
who dominate the scene and who do not desire to' vOup
their white - collr attitudes They defeated the program
of basic education ; and it is: they who also prevent the
introduction of work-erlenie in the educatiOn system. It

must also be realized that a radical programnie pf this type
cannot b...R implemented succ&sfully at the elementary stage
only in It& absence of its simultaneous introduction at the
seccmdary and Highef stages. The new strategy to be
adopted should, therefore, include three simultaneous attem-
pts : (1) ,to implement the programme of Work-experience
on a priority bails at the elementary stage ;,(2) to introduce
it simultaneously in secondary and higher education as well

_
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and (3) to break dovvO the dominance of white-collar atti-
tudes In society by introducing programmes based on -the

--\1%dignity of manual labour in all wa s of life. In Cbina, for Ins-
tance, even the manager of a fact y is required to take his
turn in cleaning and sweeping the floors. I do not see why
such piactic s should not be introduced in all our organiza-
tions. In .fact the Government offices are so over-staffed that
their efficidn would improve if they aro made to work for
five days a week only and all employees are required, for one
day:a week, to participate in mania' labour and programmes
of social service to the iommuniiy. Such measures would
bridge the wide gap that now exists between intellectual and,
manual labour and facilitate the successful introduction of
work - experience in the educational system.

o
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21
. Exprdituro/OutlaY on Ed-ligation in the Successive

Vivo Year Plana (1950-1974)

No,
First Second
Plan Plan

1. Elementary 85 95
Educatictn (56) (35)

2. Secondary 1 20 51 -
Education (13) (19)

r.
i .-

University it 14 48
Education (9) (18)

''r

(Rupees In crores),

Third
Plan

Annual
Plan years

Fourth
Plan

178 65 239
(30) (20) (30)

103 53 140
(18) (16) (18)

87 77 195
(15) (24) (25)

Total
of

662
(31)

367
(17)

421
(20)

Teacher Q )
Education 23 9 32

(4) (3) (2)
Adult 5 4 2 2 6 . 1'8-Education 434 (1) ()4' (1) (1) (1)

'6. Cultural 3 7. . 4 12 26Programmes (1) (1) (1) ( ) (1),..
7. \ Other Educational 9 23 64 33 90 , 217

Programmes (6) (8) (11) (9).

, (
(i1) (10)

,.... .
'10

Total General 133,- 24 464 241 681 1743
Education 07) (82) (79) (76) t, (87) (82)

8. Technical 20 49 125 81 . 106 391
Education (13) (18) (21) (25) (13) (18) .

Grand total 163 273 589 322. ,. 786 2153
Education (100) (100) (100) (100) (100)

r
Sourco : 1. LF4ducation In the Fifth Five Year Plan (1974-79), Ministry cf Education Et Social Welfare,.1972, for the First, Second and Third Plans.

'2. Draft Fifth Five Year Plan (1974.79), Planning Commission, for the Fourth Plan.
)
.._,3. Figures in parenthesis indicate percentages of total.

D

Itittided in ppentliesis indicate perceritages of total.
Included und'Or other educational programmes.

N.B. Those do npt include allocations for education under other Ministries such 'as Food It Agr. Haalth orlabour Er Employment.

1.3 J.P. Naiic, "Expenditu flutlay on Education in the Successive FiveYear Plans (1950-1974)" Policy and Performance
in Indian Education,Delhi, Orient Longman, 1975, p. 99-100
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I 110t,111.. & rif\ I 1.01NII NI O ADULT LEW(' II0N IN .

In India, tinder the British Mile. the deplorable state of mass illiteracy
touched the Inarts of coot,. broad mated administiators and noworTit ill lead-
(1,, Ilutli Illiti.11 md Indian Earneht effints Wile i11111.1t11.1 to impros things.
The labours of those piotwers, like Mr. !Nitta sylio founded the Bratahari
Movement, have been forgotten. in tarty Scam some steady amt ),,..,10,,, moves
were initiated 1,v poldiwilited institutions to :1111,' the light of education to
adult prop'''. in the diflernt dad; cornets of the country. Among them the Scva
Sadan of Pinill 1. ilit Si ryatits of India Societe, the Y Nt.C.A...and the )),.pressed
Classes NtissioteR \lang.ilore) are notable Tlw f)eorillar flit lion Trust
in \tal ilrir (A1'1) (a roil a-thri (-year coo sa for men. The re ore others who
explor,41fts-w. i414 ill( ,I I C for !main!: adults liter ite The name of a zealous mi.-
%inn us in Ow c lose \Ir 1.311 it nit is 'still nine 1111)(1111 ht Ntitive of us )lint the
'mildew r,Ato Om it as, formic] dile as ever and di fie1 solution. In 1'137, \ (mita-,
gut-null isford P., tams r line into fore,. and popular ministries were formed
in the Powitu t s Ind tilin ation \s ac transfer:a d to them. The consernce of
the haili is now in office was tumbled :hoot the (lint ational bat kssardmss and
illmttracv of the pi oolc. Thus ere 1.1111 to reform things. lioss ever, not nine /progress was made lies and :Ionising piddle opinion on the issuie and the prom c-
don in :mite places of literature fur the neoittrates ,

At time initiative of the Indian Adult Education Soictv (of Delhi), sup-
ported by a mother of Atilt education \voltaic. the first All Indio Adilit Educa-
tion Conferen« was held at liliagalpur in 1919 under the Chairmanship of' the
late Dr. II. P. Masaiii of liornhav At that session, the Indian Adult Education
Association was established and its Constihition was adopted.

Soon after Independence, it its fifth Animal Confernte held at tlesva in
December, 1017 the new col cept of Adult (or Social') r,(111Calt011 Was properly

The Conference in its resol ition. stressed ?tea view that "the need for adult

accepted. clearly differentia ant betwe adult literacy and adult education.

education in all aspects of its programme was never greater in our land than
it is today." It was further urged as necessary "to re-interpret the function and
develop further, through hold experimentation, the techniquels of adult educa-
tion as the only means of equipping the Indian people for playing their part
worthily in the democratic social order." I must quote one more sentence from

a resolution of that Conference which is illuminating although its main pur-
pose even now remains remote from realisation. The resolution said, -Adult

It, Education must aim at enabling the common man to live a richer life in all its
aspects social, economic, cultural and moral."

The move to get the concept of Adult Education accepted and a steady
d endeavour made to reduce illiteracy among adUlt men anfl women started gain-

ing momentum. Advocates of the idea kept up their pressure on the authorities,
and also in educating public opinion on the subject. Deputations met the Edu-
cation Minister.. .the subject was brought up in Conferences and Committees
and at the Central Advisory flaard of Education, At these meetings, fro! time
to time, proposaN were moved for the establishment of an autquomotts Natit,
Board of Adult Education with its counterparts in the States, This sustained
off rt had its effect. Social Education, the new name with a slightly different
col ntAtation given to it by NI:1111311a Abul Kalam Azad, the then Minister of
EdOcalion in the Central Government, at the Fifteenth meeting of C.tiit;, made
soniie P ogreSs. .Voluntary agencies entcred the field in many pa`rts of the coun-
try,' M sore State Adult Education Conned, liombov City Social Education_ ___
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: 1.4 Moh4n Sin0 Mehta, Progress and Development of Adult Education in

In+ BOm ay
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Committee, Christian \fissions in marry places and several other organisations
kept up their la rule effort against all manner of difficulties. In other States,
eflorts chlivrlit emphasis wil' also undertakn. Etawah Project be-
came will known for its bias on economic side. !ladras pursued the purpose
through their will] orgarlisill library system. From Rombay.. a handwritten
bulletin, liallhaqiised to he i.siird for the rates lic

at Lucknow in 11156. Anotlicr very fine effort, was 11111.11-1.-111 1111l-t:1

An Amt rican Mts. Vc1111%. the
Lityric).

enoniragenint i,t, some districts of Southern Maharashtra' the si.heine be-
came famous fur 4s cocas, t1111)11V.11 11)al enterpiise. It is known

as Crain Sliikshan; N11)11611. It is neither poss11111 nor necessary to mention all
the organisations sir the leaders w ho lahotired hr the field with splAdid devotion.

These activiti ....meagre and largely noioordinatcd though they were,

marked some ch. age in official thinking also, which (unlit r encouraged tho
workers in the soluntary organisations- Provision although ridiculously in-
adequate was mad for social education in the national Five-Year Plans. The
Education Collin fission (presided over by 1)r. 1). S. Kothari) stressed in its report,

I (1906) the need for prunding adult education in various forms. It devad a

whole chapter a Ow Ntibit an event of some significance in the itimals cif
rodern Indian Education and -boldly commended the cause to the Govern-

niirrt, tfi Stmts and the Unisersitirs. The Union Government consented in
1970 to set up representative National Board of Adult Education, with a plan
(or organising : dult education on liberal lines throughout the country, with the
active cziopera ion of the Stato Governments. Some projects like the Farmers'
Functional kti cr4cy, Experimeilts. (or Preparing Material for Literacy, Pro-
grammes of A sistanec to Volunt-ary Organisations in the field and similar other
schemes hay also been set on foot. These arc 'right and hopeful trends which
raise expecte ons and sugar well for the future.

After re ording this appreciation and hopefulness, it is only fair to express
the general f eliti.g4unong educational circles and independent obs rvers that the
whole subje t mid purpose of adultedueation and its relation to social change,
'social reconstruct, c ununit:v development are not yet du, and ade-
quately mule d by mans sections of the public. Even the Central and State
Governments an the Planning Commission Are not clear and conistent in their
`policies. At an late, the inanities, provisions and processes of implementation
leave this impression. A progrssie-out-lnol: and derv, bold., forward-looking
plans do not appear ,to hac emerged or perhaps we do not have full informatfon
about them. For poverty. ignorance, illiteracsr, economic exploitation, disPase'
and malnutrition arc ills for which comprehensive, vigorous and well thought
out plans of Adult (Continuing or Community) Education can be an effective
remedy. We must link varied, flexible but well organised programmes'of 'peo-
ple's education with our national plans of development and the aim shdidd be
to build up people's awareness of their backwarduess and a strong sense of self-
reliance to overcome the handicap.

This is a-prohlem of immense dimensions in this yen. large country. And
yet we cannot run away from it More thinking larger investment and
a countrywide support ilk: called for The State, the- legislatures, the pro-
fessions and the public shciuld all join together to find a solution to tly problem.
A cynical view sv.is scrionsls expressed at a Government Committee at the nation-
al level that the political leadership is definitely not interested in -adult educa-
tion becoming an' effective national movement. It will mean the general
awakening of the ignorant mass I Let us hope this apprehension is not well
founded.
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An unfortunate impression is also created by certain facts and events. Let
is look at the provision made for Social (Adult) Education in the 4th Five-Year
Plans in the general scheme of education:

(Rupees in Crores)

Five-Year Amount Amount Total
Plans . provided spent out allocation

for Social of that for
Education provision Education

1 2 3 4

IV 4.45 not known 824.24

These figures'are revealing and so depressing. Do they correctly reflect
the national policy on the' issue?

Thinking on the subject has gone further during the discussions for tbe
formulation of the Fifth Plan. It wo nronosed. and the idea was well receiv d.

that paucity of funds, though a serious obstacle, could be overcome t ing
condition in every deVelopment scheme that at least tw , it not five,

ki.1 4 cent ut the total provision lot each scheme would be earmarked, for the
training and enlightenment ut the beneficiaries of the particular schemes. This
will release a fair amount ut money which will be ut undoubted value to the
scheme itself and at the same time would substantially help raise the social and
economic condition of the community.

The State policy ul giving high priority to the scheme of universal primary
education is to be greatly commended and should be welcomed. Ve havo to
;bMake up for m uch olust time. There are no dillerences of opinion n this point.
But we should also take notice ut the patent tact that between 20 to 30 per cent
ut this huge investment is seen wasted beeause a large number of children drop
out before reaching the top class and often relapse into illiteracy. One wishes
that at least one-third ur one-half of this amount, which is undobbtedly lost;
were ilIVSted in the cduc<<tiun of parents. It needs no great debate to prove
that literate parents will not keep their children out of school, while the converse
of it is generally true,

Mass of our pcuhlc MI.' Still illiterate- Flirty or fifty years ago, literacy was
taken to mean capacity to read and %%lite the learning of the three Ws. This
is no kniger consideird adequate mjensible. A literati- man or woman should
be able to use his or her knowledge for meeting the meds of his/her profession

agriculture, ur drtisanship or business. -Ftinutional Literacy" is now the aim.
Illiteracy particularly in thc rural areas, in-remote habitations in hamlets,

forest villages, mountain regions and -among the tribal people is a serious
problem. Efforts su far Made have vowed utterly inadequate. While the per-
centage of literate persons is slowly rising, the total number of illiterate people
is reckoned to be greater at the end of every decode, owing to the rapid increase
in population.

Year Percentage of illiteracy Total number of
to the total population illiterates in the

(millions) country
(millions)

1951

1961

300

334

140 31

289

334

-

0
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Removal of illiteracy is a matter of pational urgency and importance and
should have a high priority. There are tree factors of special relevance in thi
context: (1) The adult learner will not respond unless he can be motivat to
do so; (2) Literacy Centres should be closely linked with some pkte.tical schemes
of national development in order to yield results; and (3) The whole scheme of
literacy would have to be taken up as a matter of national urgency and should
be supported by dynamic, well-planned schemes with the effective participation.

of all sections of the people. This will have to be worked out wifit
thoroughness and purposefulness.

a

The scheine w have in-built provision for evalmition and re!'yarc:,`14k-a.--,4,..,

that mistakes could be promptly corrected. A vast number of non-goverNielialf 0
agencies, with adequate experience and selfless leadership, will have to be roped.
in for the project. There is hardly any sense in making casual appeals to uni-
versity students to accomplish this during their vacations. One wonders how
responsible people can seriously put forward such untenable ideas. As the late
Dr. 'fakir Hussain pointed out, this complex problem of huge dimensions has
to be tackled with thought and care. The solution of the problem will become
more difficult with every passing year and will move away twin the solution
stage, unless it is tackled with a vigorous strategy and a multipronged attack.
It would be a greNt error to put this responsibility on the government alone, or
only on the Ministry of Education. All Ministries, all State Departments, the
public, the Press, piotessional people mid nun- official organisations will have to
cooperati in accomplishing the objective within a specified,period. This is by
no means ail easy task nor does it present a ready solution. Many competent
educationists, administrators and sociologists will have to put their heads together
to evolve .1 great national project with a foolproof and thoroughgoing arrange -
ment. Besides a large tinny ul workers will 'lase to c 'trained for the purpose.
They need not necessarily be professional teachers, lit should be drawn frum
the locality itself. This big ellurt would have to be kept up tor at least ten or
twelve years.

Let it be remembered that literacy by itself opens no doors. Unless in be-
coming literate. .1 'also!) Lis in front of him prospects of higher income from
his farm or fai tory or v. urkshop or occupation, or unless it briugs about other
satisfying results, - e g., soda], emotional or mental enrichment - he ur she is 4not likely to join the grand game %vhole-heartudIv. On the other hand; the
handicaps and the burden of backwardness which go with illiteracy are all so
obviotis What is the chance of .i true democratic process' ur the essence of
social justice striking roots in our sueietv, unless the existing disparities - social,
economic, educational - are drastically reduced? Universal franchise and' near
universal illiteracy go ill together. The e\ploitation of the lowly and the less
privileged avill go on hadanitely, whatever may be the provisions of our Con-
stitution, until the adult manor woman everywhere becomes a reasonably alert,
self-reliant and self-respecting citizen, living above the poverty.line!

The public library has been, all over the world, a solid support for adult
education. Right from the early times, the pioneers of the movement thought
of establishing libraries and reacting rooms for the enlightenment of the people,
to develop their desire for knowledge and for arousing interest in public prob-
lems. Whether it was the Lyceums in America, the People's High Schools in the
Scandinavian countries, particularly in Sweden, or in France or Hungary - as
also in this country - the library movement has been the close and natural ally
of adult education activity. For eradication of illiteracyor promotion of func-
tional literacy or for technocracy - a expression which will soon emerge

.
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from the Ministry of Agriculture, the establishment of public libraries large
Of small, mobile or stationary. rural, urban or suburban, will be a sustaining
force fora developing society, which adopts people's education as an imperative.

Friends, you may be keling indignant in your mind. I have had the
impudent e to drag ) on .1101md in a ramble without a compass or a road inapl
The audience at a lecture generally expeet the speaker to start with a proper
definition of his subject. And I have not done that as yet.

What is Adult ducatioe Ilow do you define it or at least describe it?
I did not attempt its difimtion for good reasons. By its nature and scope, it
defies attempts at a logical definition 16llfinitions of Adult Education" in the
words of Robert Blakely, are as multitudinous as are autumn leaves." Yet none
satisfies many persons engaged in it.

In the words of an experienced Canadian professor :

"Adult Education is difficult to describe and almost impossible to define,
because it it found in so many different forms under the sponsorship of
such a wide variety of institutions and agencies. This complex situation
inclines any definition to be either too inclusive or too narrow."

To quote an adult educator and writer, John Walker Powell; -Philosophical
theca ies have therefore little conscious effect...upon the hundreds of thousands of
learning activities now being pursued by millions of people." I would be con-
tent.to agree with Bryson that "Adult Education covers all activities with an
educational purpose that are carried on by people in ordinary Inisiness of life."

In terms of the needs, aspnations and environment of people, Adult Educa-
tion should have these elements, namely, (1) it is voluntary on the part of the
learner, (2) it is part-time or whole-time for a short, limited period, (3) it is

purposeful, (4) it is conducted under organised auspices and is planned for
persons who arc no longer enrolled for formal education. Thus, it differs from
education in traditional institutions like schools, colleges and universities on the
one hand and unplanned. unconscious or casual learning situations on the other.

If this general description does not satisfy )our scientific standard, and you
insist on a proper definition of the concept, I would reproduce before you the
definition given by Professor Coolie Verner.,pf the University of British Columbia.
Here it goes:

"Adult Education is the action of an external educational agent in pur-
posefully ordering belt:Om:1 into planned systematic experiences that can
result in learning for those for whom such activity is supplemental to their
primary role in society and which involves some continuity in an exchange
relationship between the agent and the learner so that the educational
process is unair constant supervision and control."

This heavy exercise in logic had better stay with you for analys s and diges-
tion tonight. Wo shall now meet in a lighter mood tomorrow.
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ADULT EDUCATION ITT INDIA:-CONTI= b
DEVELOPMENA: FROM AN AMERICAN P ECTIVE

1. 0/ERVIEW

1.1 calTExif

1.1.1 The tasks and problems confronting, Adult Education in'India are

extremely difficult to cope with, and often staggering ,to the

imagination.- The 1971 Indian population of over 557 million,(om

increase of 359 million f 'rom 1954-lived in an 'area about one-half

the size or the American mainland, and on a less bountiful lAnd.

In 1971, approximately 80% of the; population liyed in villages, and the '

national per capita income was leas than $100 per year. There had

been a rising proportion of literates in the population, from 24%

in 1961 to 29.37, in 1971, but the ctual number of illiterates
..--/

had risen because of population ncrease, from 298 million in 1951,

to 386 million in 1971. In India, the population increase over

jobs available is at least two-fold,leading to a widespr 04 (.2

increase in unemployment and underemployment. In this context,

Adult Education has of necessity often taken the basic forms and

functio,x; o' health, nutrition, family planning education,

elemental agricultural / industrial skills, and literacy

education.

1.1.2 Adult Education traditionally has had the virtues of functionalism,

being responsive `to immediate needs of the local community, and

democratic in that it has been concerned with the uplifting and

improvement of the c'xlditions of qze masses and disadvantaged.

In recent years Adult Education has also made significant moves

for release from the almost exclusive emphasis on "catching up"

type objectives, to a growing stress oa continuing lifelong

1.5 Moses Stasibler 3 1
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learning or education for all levels of society. In addition, new

re definitions have been cl6veloped for Adult Education in the
0

context of national development needs which give greater recogni-

tion to its place as a major nonformal strategy. There are

increasing attempts to utilize Adult Education as a component in

national development schemes. The current situation and changes

taking place in Adult Edultion in India serve as important bell-

weathers of the broader changes'taking place in Adult Educ on

operations, especially in the less developed nations.

1.2 EXPANSION AND BROADENING OF THE 61GEPT OF ADULT EDUCATION

1.2.1 Through a series of economic development plans implemented since

independence in 1947, India has been attempting. to mobilize for

a bettor fature. After independence, the idea of Mass literacy

received the main emphasis of Adult Education in India. In the first

two oyhe five, five-year plans after independence, recognition was

given to the basic incompatability between wide-spread illiteracy

and rapid social and eccnomic progress in Indian Democracy, but .

emphasis was placed on literacy rather than its social.implications.

11,-1.2.2 As a result of an Education Commission'investigation of 1964-66,

it was recognized among other things that direct literacy campaigns

among adults were not accanplishing a reversal of the trend, and

that a new mass national effort was required, focusing on social

education. The aims of this social education approach were sixfold:

to secure literacy, to promote life, health and hygiene, to develop

skills that could contribute to raising the standard of living, to

provide opportunities for practicing and learning the responsibilities
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.; ,iof citizenship, to promote opportunities for tion, and

promote the social education of women. The emphasis was directed

to broaden the Adult Education concept to include wider ranges of

' ctivities than mere literacy, i.e. community and social develop-

ment, civic education, cultural and recreational activities,

developMent of the folk arts, library development and regular

literacy work.

1.2.3 Delivery agenciks for the "social education" concept were to be

the local government agencies of community development, voluntary

agencies, community centers, youth clubs, women's organizations,

farmers groups, recreation centers and literacy. training centers.

This type of emphasis has resulted in a program of agricultural

extensioQ services to increase farmells competence for improving

agricultural practice, and combines the efforts of at least three

federal ministries-Family Planning, Agriculture, Education Informa-

tion and Broadcasting. The effor these ministries come together in

numerous parts of this program: the training of farmers through

farmer training centers, demonstration camps and young farmer groups,

radio broadcasting of farmer discussion groups and forums, and

actuate functional literacy courses in approximately one-hundred

agricultural districts.

1.2.4 Included in this "social education" approach has been a recognition

of city worker and the Adult Education needs of urban areas. Ttkig.,)

has included programs with a stress on urban based Polyvalent

Adult Education Centers for city workers in cities like Bombay

(Shramik Vidyapeth) and at other centers of economicaily and

educationally underprivileged clients in need of job related

36
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skill development. Undergraduate college students have also been

provided with an opportunity for participating in developmental

programs, inclining Adult Education, through t,he activities of a

NatiOnal Service Scheme.

2. ADULT.,,tb GATION AS A "TEMPORARY" ORGANIZATIONAL VENTURE

2.1 To its credit, Adult Education has not bAn p ssessed by traditional

organizational conttraints, by the fallacies f elitist education,

or by the certification syndrome which often equates the process

followed in securing an edUcation with the competencies achieved in

education itself. Yet, the developmental and distributary tasks for

lifelong pursuits, require of Adult Education some type of rational

systems framework to maximize the results of expending physical and
-........,__

human resources, and utilize the experiences that on-going institutions

can develop and transmits

2.2 One of the problems endemic with adult e ucation is the--14 of a

central institutional responsibility and capability of doing the

required job. Unlike elementary and secondary education whiCh are

clearly defined as to responsibility and scope, Ad It Education is

generally a wide open operation. 941e institutions doing the -job

generally do not have their main focus on the multi-dimensions of

Adult Education, but are, involved in other pursuits (such as

agriculture or family planning) of which the education of adults is'

only one dimension. Organizations engage in Adult Eduction to the

extent that it fits in with their other.-often primary-objeCtives.

2.3 This lack of a regularized institutional framework leads to a number

of problems in Adult Education operations. There is little continuity

3 7
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and learning from previous experiences, and few adult education op-

erations in litgracy and family planning etc. actually capitalize on

the!experiences of Similar operations. In many cases, they seem to

,be "reinventing the wheel." This is particularly true where there

isn't a centralized educational system with a ministry of Adult

Education providing for continued growth. and continuity.

2.4' In India, as in the United States, one can't really refer to a visible

and continuous movement of Adult ucation, in the sense of building

on th4 achievements of others. Rather, it a sporadic operation,

coming to the fore periodically and ,lien being pushed to the back-.

ground. In India, in particular, with its focus on Guru and

crismatic leadership, the story of Adult Education can be written

by linking personal biographies and charismatic le4dership.

2.5 Without ene institutional continuity that Ines role and objectives!,

and 4ithout continuing organizational sjZpport, creative leaders of

Indian Adult Education have had to build temporary organizations to

achieve their objectives, and have had to rely very heavily on their

charismatic qualities and capabilities to attract "a following. In
iR 0.

anno case have they been able to build permanent org nizations.(an

.endemic problem with Adult Education in the United St tes as well)

yd therefore their organizations generally disintegrate when .they

eave or pas o
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2.6 Despite this lack of continuity, or because of its demanding

selectivity in which only certain types of people can prevail,

Adult Education operations in India have attracted those of the

highest ideals, great-commitment and intensity of,purpose, and With

an unusual output of creative energy. It has brought out a degree:.

of religious fervor of those working for.the disadvantaged and

willing to toil intensively to build temporary organizations where

permanent organizations are a rarity. The chronicles of Indian

Adult Education are therefore the stories of charismatic leaders who

have developed personal folloW4ings, worked against overwhelming'odds

to do a job, and achieved greatness of self in the commitediact of

working with adults and "prevailed," over adversity. The activities

also show how in the struggle by these ch ismatic leaders against

great odds, energy was invested essentiall in survival and getting

the job done rather than in institution building and training or
-)

prAiding an atmosphere for acilitating potential leaders to carry

on. Generally, during th waning years of energy and health, these

charismatrc leaders were un le to find replaceillent leaderhip within

their own organizations to turn over the key's of their organizations,_

.

resulting An a decline of the organizations after their departure.

2.7 There are already many posftive Adult Education activities going on

in Ind , many different .governmental and private organfzatiOns

involved in the operations, fine literature on tbe,Subject, an two

high quality Adult Education journals regularly appearing. The
(1

general high level of dedication. and ATevotiomp.that exists ahong

Adult Educators in India, is most impressive. It is unfortun

a

_
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however that despite these healthy and progressive compbaents, there,

is.lacking an effective.organiational
infrastructure to capitalize

on.all these assets and systemP atically build and improve Adult Educa-

tion operations. This organizational limitation, characteristic of
.

Adult Education operations in nearly all nations, results essentially-

fromfrom the ancillary nature of this type ..of aeducation. As fringe",

or "supplemental" area, Adult Education often is charatexized by a

fragmente&-nature and somewhat disorganized state. The healthy

-components, of Adult Education, therefore often become lost 8tithe.

national scene and failto make their maximum Contribution to

national development, even though they might be considered very

successful locally.

3. 'ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATICN FOR ADULT EDUCATION

3%1 NATIONAL AND STATE
'... .,

P
3.1.1 There are clear pranical,expressions of commitment by the

federal gOvernment c4, India to advance Adult Education, somewhat.I

tempered by the realiti s of the Indian federal pblitical system.

On the governmental level there is a separatio6 of powers and-

O

0 responsibilities for adult education operations. There are two ce,

major program areas for Adult Education in India. Those-that are

directed towards the masses of Indian adultd in b urban and
e

rural society who are illiterate and semi illiterate come under

the Federal Ministry of Education, andcbpartments of education in

( the states. But, those concerned essentiall with b skill and
)

vocational development come under different control agencies sUch
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aS governmental Ministries of Health, riculture, Railways Post

and Telegraph, Defence, and family planhing and twlso under in -hone

business and private agencies.

3.1.2 There is also a division of powers between the Adult Educatio&op-

erations of different government le.Nels. Similar to the American'

federal system, where central or federal pOwer is not strongly

generated, either for education in general_ nor Adult Education in

particular
i
India too faces this type of endemic organizational

-0

problem. Adult Education has been mentioned and provided for by

the Indian federal government in every one of the past five-year

plans, but in reality education is a matter of concern or neglect

for the twenty-one-state governments of India rather than the

'central Sederal government. Although the central federal govern-

ment does provide some coordination, advisohr organizational and

fiscal su ort, the state level as well as the district and village

levels are eally where vital policies and plans are determined,

and implemented. This poses a key problem on the effective uses

of education for developmental purposes, especially where the

planning c missions of the federal government neithe'r have the

full planning nor implementing and fiscal capacity to advance the

programs advocated. This organizational situation, to be effective,

requires a higher degree of communication between different govern-

mentand ,private agency. s.

3.1.3. The United Stateaed this type of problem with general ,conflict

*
between national, state, and local authorities especially in those

areas such as education where all three have degreesLof-authority

4 1



and no one has c ritplete
responsibility. The federal system oil the

United States been able to cope despite prObTiaM of fragmehted
authority apd responsibility through the development or_private
ancillary organizations. \The supplemental organizations which work
outside f the formal

federal system, serve as informal agencies
to brig order and a degree

of uniformity of action and purpose on
all ree levels of goverrtient.

These organizations include:
pub ishers, teachers organizations, professional groups, national
un on s, and the print and video-media. In the federal system of
dia, these ancillary organizations which help the American federal

/
system lice its

operation together are not adequately
operational.

` The newspaper and T/V media also do not serve that purposel leaving
a federal system which has not overcome the disadvantages inherent

federalism.

3.1.4 A significant and constructive Indian response to the problem has
been throup i he developMent

of "voluntary" (private) agencies.

6

These volun ary agencies however lack an effective
communications

network, are overlapping in many cases and develop objectives and
strategies which are not necessarily

consistent with national
priorities and objectives. Unfortunately, orchestration of these
voluntary agencies for achieving greater effectiveness, is a most
difficult task often running up against individual

sensitivities
and philosophies.

3.1.5 In the UnitedStates, in addation to the ancillary non-governmental
organizations, the American federal

government recognized the
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inherent t ae of problem in federal systems and established an

lC (Educttional Resources and Information Clearinghouse) opera-

tia4 to ce trally locate documents developed by different people

or agencie on developments in education, and centrally diffuse

these on microfiche cards thru libraries and subscribers.

3.1.6 Significa tly underdeveloped in the Indian federal systeM is a

feedback mechanism for communicating evaluations and reactions to

-V

Adult Education programs to some central'disseminating authority.

(In t' e United Stato, this state of semi - chaos was glorified in

praised the past by "educationists" as an Educational labora-

A,
y approach where many different experiments were taking place

in- education in/the different school systems). Experiments and

new approaches to Indian Adult Education are tried in the field, %

with terribly inadequate feedback, resulting in "re-invention" of

the wheel and outdated and inapplicable programs being adapted.

There is a clear need to have experimentdeon and operation

programs feeding back to a single data bank source for

dissemination of information and most effective evaluation. In

this way, valUable experience does not have to be lost and knowledge

broadest

' does not have to be rediscovered in a field where diffusion of

cumulative experience should be the kez strategy. To its credit,

leaders at the Directorate of Adult Educatio ve recognized this
0

need.

3)1.7 There are many excellent prOgrams and ideas about Adult Education

in India, but a terrible brain drainage and loss because of the
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lack of an effective

administrative a ucture needed to cope with
thes.problems and ideas. The Ministry of Education

Directorate

I

of Adult Education, under the direction of Mts. Doraiswamy-is
doing a tremendous

job with a very limited staff
(under fifteen c>

people). They have started to develop centers and key areas where
they will send information on their latest

programsoand.secure
feedback on programs in the field.

CommUnicatien feedback shedts
are being sent out and a network is growing. Ho Aver, this sOemo
to be a very limited start along

traditional lines - for a problem
of such great magnitude. Thin author thinks teat an- approach
Curnently being used by UNESCO, d's well as Western Europe and the
United States, might help to overcome the information

and communiN-Is-
tion gap in Adult Education without going through the difficult
resource and linear

sequence problem of building a tradit nal
communications network. A system whereby all pertinent informationon Adult Education programs and proposals could be placed on nlcro-
fiche and distributed to major library centers in India', would help
speed up the needed two way flow of

communications. This type of
system, could represent a major step in

having ,India utiliie its
own excellent

resouree people to develop more effective appi-oaches
t.cope with

India's Adult,Education
problems.

3.2 GANDHIAN HANCUP

Part of
Adult Education prOblem of overcoming the inherent

difficulties of a federal system is related to an Indian ideol ical
context which has glorified

decentralization as a populism giying

4.
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giving the government back to the common man. On the global scene,

sources feeding this ideology are, the philosophic iconoclasts such
0

as Ivan Illich who in a Rousseaian sense have dammed central-:'

authority by definition as corrupting and destructive, and E. F.

Shumncher in His book Small is Beautiful. Often, for these critics

devolution is equated with humanism, and centralization with op-

pressiveness-. On the Indian national scene, this ideological

context for decentralization is being nurtured by interpretations

of the philosophy of Mohandus Gandhi.

3.2.2 It is this author'silOression
that 'Gandhi's ideas on grass roots

village participatory democracy and the need y local decision-

making representi ideological hangup for the Indians very similar

to the American hangup with the Jeffersonian agrarian myth_ of the

Yeoman farmer which lasted until the New Deal Era. In addition to

rhetoric, dedicated workers in the Adult Education field seem to

be concerned with proving the philosophical wisdom of Gandhi by

attempting to develop successful agrarian-based democracies in the

village..

3.2.3 Running counter to this agrarian impulse and tradition are those

Aw adult educators stressing pragmatic efficiency systems`-t'

proaches with performance based criteria and stressen need for

effective central/national power. The approaches used by the t

PolyvalentTrban Adult Education Center in Bombay reflect one of

these few moves towards pragmatic programs of adult education.

In my opinion the ideological Ilgup on the decentralization q th

and the myth of the rural republic might be philosophic

a

satisfying,\but have little to contribute to solving adult
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Education problems in India. The ideological approaches should be

set to rest and stress placed on developing effective organization

and approaches for problem solving in the contemporary period.

3.2.4 There are, very striking similarities between the American agrarian

experience which stressed the virtes Jeffersonian-Madisonian

heritage of the Yeoman farmer and the dian emphasis on the

virtues of Gandhi. In the United States, he Agrarian myth of a

lost Eden and of the return to this Eden by local participation
a

and involvement in government the Republic of Yeomen-farmers-was

a central ideology of Americqn agrarian democracy, and the root of

conflict of Madison and Jefferson vs. Alexander Hamilton. Although

Jeffersonianism won in the initial philosophical and ideological

struggle, the long-range victory was on the side of technylogY,

large scale organization, money interests and strong central

power as advocated by Alexander HaMilton. Although Americans

continued to espouse the agrarian ideas of Jefferson, until the

Great Depressigc of the 1930's, the new realities of the industrial

revolution required a movement to initiate and eventually accept

a HaMiltonian large scale production economy, earlier than the

1930's.

3.2.5 In the American post-Civil War period the trend in terms of

0-

economic production and distribution was clearly in the direction

of large scale and monopolistic enterprises. There were efforts
t..

during' the progressive Period.of President Theodore Roosevelt to

-assert federal authority over large scale business groups, and
4

/
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during the Progressive period of President Woodrow Wilson, to

break the developing large economic units into smaller units. The

approach of Wilson, failed to deal with the fundamental issues of

effective control over necessarily large scale units of production

and distribution. Rua control over large units in the United

States came through the socializ.ation of large corporations and

the growth of countervailing powers of labor and farmer organiza-

tions. In the United States, we found that by fostering governjent

by organized interest groups and lobbies, humanity and dignity of

labor and the disadvantaged classes could be. enhanced.

3.2.6 In India, the organizational trend for efficiency in the use of

capital and business will probably result in increased development

of large fCale Organization. To maintain the fragmented state of
1

the farmer ugh the local village panchayat system, and to

press for a mythical dignity of labor in the handicraft area),. can

result in supporting local oppressive institutions that will keep

the farmer in a regular state of servility and powerlessness.

Theoretically, the farmer should have greater control over local

institutions. In a practical sense there is a great deal of

conception and on the local level. To achieve the

human dignity advocated by Gandhi, requires strategies of a

contemporary nature to achieve his ends. Gandhi's message for

contemporary Indian Adult Education is not Gandhism, nor localism

as advocated by supporters of the Panchayat system of local

ernment.

(

W
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3.3 bIFFUSION NEEDS

3.3.1 Indian Adult Educators on high levels of decision-making are

generally well informed and knowledgeable about major ideas and

advances in Adult Education and Lifelong Learning. In fact, a

number of upper eschelorvfficials participate in international
s,

conferences, communicating with other professionals and are

generally knowledgeable about major world movements of Lifelong

Learning and the uses of Adult Educat n for development purposes.

r
P

They are generally up on the lates eas and approaches, and are

articulate in expressing these ideas. However, despite key people
.1%

knowing about the latest ideas and developments, there are few

organizational networks in India far diffusion of this information

into field areas. Many of the positive values of the various Adult

Education programs are therefore in adequately diffused to other

Adult Education programs, and appropriate types of communications

are lacking. This means that one can and does find highly advanced

ideas or Adult Education in the capital city or New Delhi, but often

inadequate approaches and ideas being operationalized in the village

area and in the field operations. This also generallFAresults in

inadequate spin-off value in programs. Instead 9C a logical and

continuing building and improving of adult education operattle)

through effective communications, the field is characterized by

cycles of' program changes, without adequate linear progress

development.
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3.3.2 India, to a large degree, "tf not capitalized on the excellent
.

quality of its elite leadership cadre in Adult Education,,.and

these people are generally not situated in leadership positions.

with diffusion capability. One rinds it easier to get information

aboat advanced Indian thinking on Adult Education from American

li-brascarces than could be secured in India, outside of Delhi

n the lower levels of decision-making. This "top-down" diffusion

problem is or the type generally characteristic of a federal system,

where the multi-levels of go'eernmeht, pose persistent problems for

diffusion. Central government personnel, in a federal system rarely

have the possibility authority and power of disseminating informa-

tion to other levels of government.

/4. INCREASED IMPORTANCE OF NON"ORMAL EDUCATICNAL APPROACHES RESULTING FROM

REFORMULAFED DJ VELOPMNT OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES

4.1 To maximize the impact anebxtent /of economic development, there is

a growing recognition of the need to transcend the traditional stress

on an increased Gross Natibnal Product, often reflecting elite acquisi-

tion of goods and services, and move instead to an improved qualitative

distribution for a greater numbpr of people. With this shift to more

comprehensive and inclusive developmental objectives, has come a shift

in emphasis on strategies to be used.' Under traditional development

approaches ah)h favored\he elite, major stress was placed on developing

the college oriented formal institutions on the assumption that the

production of a select leadership cadre would in turn contribute most

to the general welfare of e cammon people. However, this proposed
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extensive improvement for the m4ses, for the moat part, has not

taken place. Investing large amounts of limited resources in this

elite educational area, has resulted in further national disjointing

by reinforcing the colonial an elitist heritage of two nations, the

haves and have nots.

4.2 The traditional emphasis on formal education, K-College, as the major

strategy for national development is being challenged because it has
failed to provide the necessary broad base for national advance, or

an elite who could and would produce effective leadership to achieve

this broad national advance. There is greater governmental recogni-

tion that national and, personal development strategies cannot rely

exclusively on formal educational operaion to provide the changing

vocational and attitudinal skills needed by large massesof the

population, and that continuing with traditional pattern of formal

school organization, Will not necessarily
contribute significantly

toward resolution of major socio-economic problems. Traditional

linear formal apparatus might haver,sufficed in the period of gradualist
\and evolutionary expansion of European economics and societies, but

different types of approaches are needed for societies under moderni-

zation pressure in order to accelerate the participatory process,

rapidly increase trained manpower, and broadly distribute the

increased' economic benefits. Yet, despite its evident faults and

elitist limitations, traditional formal education was able to formulate

an institutional framework 1'4 interface communication, problem
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recogni on and problem solving. It also developed a degree of

internal efficiency in meeting internal objectives, and a degree

or external efficiency in meeting the broader objectives of society.

4.3 Far many years the daminant strategy was to expand quantitively the

formal elementary and secondary school apparatus, providing larger

quantities of the traditional type of education. In our contemporary,- )

period, with the evident limited resources available ,Most

modernizing nations, greater consideration is being given to develop-

ing an appropriate balance between formal nonformal and informal

educational operations. There is a growing recognition both in

India and abroad of the significant role that can be played by

functionally oriented nonformal adult education to further a broadly

(---
based scheme of national development. What is needed is not tradi-

tional expansion but qualitative change to shift the favored fiscal

position of the urban areas often funded on the basis of formal

school operations, to rural areas, which could more effectively de-

/liver education through nonformal means.

4.4 The Indian government has been involved in greater emphasis on non -

formal education to achieve national and individual developmental

objectives. As the Ministry of Education indicated,

One of the major weaknesses in the existing system Of
education is that it places an almost exclusive em..
phasis on the formal .full -time system of instruction.
This leads to three major weakne:ises. 1) Firstly, the
education system is availed of only by the non-working
population, whether children, youth or adults. This
restricts its use to the well-to-do sections of the

o.
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society and a link is established between education and
privilege. 2) Secondly, it not possible to move towards
a system in which oppbrtunities for continuing education
are provided throughout the life of an individual. 3)
Thirdly, the cost of education, both recurring and nonre-
curring, becomes very large and goes beyond the resources
of a developing country like ours. It is, therefore,
necessary to create a new and integrated form of a
national education.system in which all the three channels
of instruCliDa'fUll-time institutional, part-time in-
stitutional and non-institutional self-study would be

i

properly developed at all stages and for all section of
society. This is one of the major programmes of edu,a.
tioaal reconstruction to be implemented in the FifthfFive-

:Year Plan. N
\,

4.5 Many leaders of Adult Education in India are familiar with global

approaches for nonformal education, and in fact are,making significant

contributions, to this global development. Asher DeLeon, a UNESCO

representative assigned to the Directorate of Adult Education, has

been a major force for developing the seminal UNESCO publication"'

0
Learning to Be, which advanced the cause of nonformal education.

Mrs. Doraiswami, Director of this Directorate of Adult Education; is

working very hard with limited staff o spread the word of nonformal

education among the. Adult educators. A though the theory is there

and the effort is being made, the context of limited resources,

practical problems of illiteracy, health, and the need for develop

appropriate organization and personnel expertise, results i very

limited nonformal education actually in operation. This situation

. is generally true,
a7

of India as well, and represents an early.

groping for a practical applic tion and development of functional

forms to with logical theory.

4.6 In India, emphasis is being p aced on developing and expanding non-

formal programs for youth in he 16-25 age group as ways of

5.2



.positive linkage between in school education and nonformal education
and skill training, and formal program provision is in the process
of implementation.

Othe'r programs include

5
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Dr. Zakir Husain in his' Patel
Memorial Lecture described the
crisis of the educational system
that he had helped to develop
thus: Just as we can turn a so-
called intellectual book school
into a mechanical memory train-
ing school, as we have, God bless
us, succeeded in doing in-
hundreds of thousands of our
schools without a dog barking
and without yet presenting their
number from jumping up higher
and higher, sb we can, as we
have in quite a few cases, succe-.
cded in making of the work
school, the basic school, a place
of mechanical wort.. I want in\
his memory to call attention to
some aspects of Cie all pres5ding
crisis of our educational system.
Education is for me the process
of learning. The educational
system is the complex of institu-
tionsthe school, the college, the
University--which mediates that
process. Education is thus the

-, judge of our educational system.
As a learning process, society
through the educational system
decides what it wishes to learn,

( where and how.

educational system-7-a
\ reflection of our society

And here is our first dilemma.
Our educational system is a

--)
reflection of our socio- economic
system. It is as maldevelopect\as

a our economy. :The, evidence of
this is seen in the fact that its
products are unemployed or un-
employable. Our economy is
growing at such a w pace that
it is - not able to absorb the
engineers and scientists produced
by tV educational system. Should

- _ -

our engineering colleges and poly-
technics then have been planned
as we are doing now at the same
rate of growth or non-growth as
that of our economy? We planned
the" Fourth Plan at, an annual
average rate of growth of 5.7 per(
cent and industry at 8 per cent.
Actually we will be averaging
something nearer 3 per cent
and 6 per cent respectively.
For the .Fifth Plan ,-we are
planning a growth rate of
5:5. per cent and an industrial
growth of 8.3 per cent. And so
for, both plan periods we arc
maintaining admissions into our
engineering institutions at the
reduced level that we cstablhcd
in 1966-67 and have thus equated
our technical educational instit-
utions with our economy in that
both partake of a stagnant, stop
and go a rid" declining trend.

Even more serious is that theproducts of the educational
system ase unemployable. Today
3 million of the 3.2 million
S.S.L.Cs. and above registered
With the employment. exchanges
arc the non-professional general
education S.S.L.C., I'.U.Cs.,
graduates and post-graduates.
They are not employable bectu se.
what thexAnarn in the educational
institutionot§ appfirentlynot what'
our society needs. I say apparent-
ly because it must be that society
itself does not know what it
needs and takes the easy way out
in letting our educational instit-
utions churn out year after year
the same irrelevant products. We
arc accustomed to criticising our
educational institutions as being
out dated in their learning
materials, futile in their learning

p techniques and misleading in
their evaluation of what has been

'learned. But this is exactly what
our society wants of our educat-
ional systdm. How otherwise

can weImplain the long train pf
educational reform blue prints
and educational =Ovation re--
ports starting freim the Wartiha
Scheme to the Kothari Com-
mission that wo. -have not done
anything about? It is not sinfply-
the school and college that have
not,acted on them, Itis society
which does not want them to.
Contrast this with -such proposals
as the new agricultural techno-
logyHYV, NPK and peslici-
deswhich society promptly actg.
upon. -

Or again how can we, explain
the quantitative explosion of our
educaticnial institutions with
parents rushing in year after year
to enter their children intoThe
deteriorating schools and colleges
to a-poirit where The admission
time is a period of nervous break-
down for so many Of our head-

onasters, principals and vice-ehan-
cellors. Contrast this contin=.
uously rising demand for' the
useless, education imparted.
outrunning its supply, with the,
demand and supply situation fot
such similar pioducts as ildulterat-N -
ed food or infected milk. ,And

P SO our first crisis point is that our
poor`-"maldeveloped ,socioy is
getting the poor distorted edhca-
tional system that it demands.

'educational steman
elitist syste

This social demand for edit-

cation, dis a class -demandan
that is the second point of our
ducational crisis. Even this

pooredticational 'system of ours,
is so strueturethas to load the
dice against the vast majority of
students of school or college
going age. It is not only that
there arc more students who arc
out of school rather than in its60 per cent at the ry, $0
per cent at seco 'dart's d 97
per cent at the i niversit ° level
aTe out of -sato b nthe
process the poor majority; who-
arc pushed out -of school and
college learn how unsuited they
arc to go to school, how- ragged,
their clothing is to sit in with-
well clad. stadcnt, how attrociou
their manners arc at the midday'
meals i.mmnared to the behaviour

1.6 Malcolm S. Adiseshiah, "The Relevance of Adult Edudation to Our
Educational Crisis," Indian Journal of Adult Education, January,10574,
p. 1-8
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of the Wclf fed ones and aboi)e
all how stupid they arc vis a vis
the 3 per cent bright ones who go
onto college and 'university.

- 7herc is a vicious circle, a
kind of built-in perpettation of

'privilege in the school system, as
there is in the, social system.
Those who survisc in the schools
and colleges do so because their
fathers have the bcttcr positions
and their sons and daughters
will get bcttcr jobs because they
stayed on in school; their fathers
and mothers ha* all the places ,
of power in goveifriment and
business a d so their children
stay on in schools to take over
these centres of power from their
parents; their parents are well
mated with large -dowries and
endowed property and they will
also marry into similar families ',,
and become the most handsome
bridegrooms and the prettiest
brides because Illy hay.e -st.1 cd
on in school: Thus the educa-
tional system is the monopoly
playground of the well to do
minority ,bf our society. In
return it sustains them and ic-

/fleets their class values which are
andcd down froM one genera.-

..ti n to the next.

0

irrelevant education content
and techniques (4

The curricula. methcrds.and
techniques of our educational
system(' arc a race n of this

s .slopsided social tern. We
worry about student fro the
villages, which are the ma .rity
sector in the couctry, being re-
ed to follow an urban based in-
dustry oriented curriculum. Ve
are critical of the learning meth
do logy which calls for cicvernc
in beating the 'rules and competi
tion, leading to the survival o
the most ingenuous, We argue
against tilt teaching methodology
which teaches conformity through
ver,bal outpourings and moving
demonk.trations in an atmosphere
of quiescence. Wit turn away
from the evaluation system which
is no record of what the students
learn hut simply of ,the marks

k2they get.
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here again the education
nyteflects,,in the conicnts of

its ca`riting, its methods, t Imi-
ques anti. evaluation proees.es
the mores and values of societ
cio which it has added its
twists and twirls; for the sc tool
is the full-time, learning institu-
tion, While society ,has, besides
learning, other avocations. thence
the perversions of the !carping
process in the school owe a part
of their origin to the school ,
which has added to and improy-
ed on the irrelevances it mirrors
from society. It has framed a
system of learningcurrictila,
conten4s,teliniques, methods
and kaluationunder which
"those who go through it slowly,
laboriously and surely become
clerks in the Government, techni-
cians in industry and the exten-
sion agents in agricillture, while&
those who learn to beat the sys-
tem and finesse the examination,
become the political and econo-
mid elite of the COUntry.

All Masses have ser/ved\their
apprenticeship in the' school
the drop-outs, as hewers of
wood and drawers of water, the,.
conformists; as the skilled
workers, ;end the clever ones, as
the exploiters. The educational
tools which they use are deris;ed

frpm society but their use and
further refinement igthe educa-
tion system's 6ontribution,

moral and immoral values
A fourth crisis point is that

our educational system reflects
the values and morals of our
social system. Just as in society
where We have to pay something
extra to obtain the cement or
sugar or yarn our family consu-
tiles, so toq.in admission to our
schools and colleges the student
secs his parent or guardian pay-.
ing an under the cover 'dona-
tion' to have him admitted to the
institution. Just as we have to
ba c sonic godfathera minister,
a .L.A. or M.P. or at the very
least a P.A. to a Government
Secretary to be considered for
a job, so too, we carry so called
recommendations from these per-
sons to secure an in cw with
the principal or ilea cr for
chool and college ad ns.
urther, to be sure, to .ge

3 bribe has to be given, au
so oo the students sec teachers
bei appointed upon the pay-
ment similar sums of money to
the 'appointing authority.

Other more subtle and in some-
eases justifiable forms of favouri-
tism which arc built into our
society in the name of social
justicethe reservation of posts
to scheduled castes and tribes
the safeguarding of the culture
of ethnic minorities, the student
secs reflected in the schooland
college which goes one better
in reserving scats for what are
called backward communities.
We are sowing the dragon teeth

Hof cageism and communalism
m the early formative "years of
his life. cal- educational system
thus, has _become the training
fount and demonstration centre
for the corruption, the dishon-
esty, the nepotism and the in-
built:unties sshirh are part of mu(
social sy'stem

contradiction between
education and educationalsyste

And so our educational sys-
tem finds -itself in contradiction
with wh t education is.. Educa-
tion is arming. Our cducationd1
systen is memorising. Education
is learning how to learn. 'Our
educational system is learnin!.
hoW to cdiffornit Education is
the right of every Indian. Our
educatiatnal system" is a denial,
of cducM). n to the majority of
Indians. Education is life lone.
Our educational system is age
specific at 11 or 14 or 18 or 21
years. Education is democratic
calling for equalising educational
attainments. Our educational
system is elitist dividing' the
educated few into intellectual and
social hierarchies. Education is
humanistic standing for Wvrk,
truth, understanding. coop a-
lign through its one to .
rclatio 'ship. Our cducatio-n

li
A,

system anti-mn:in or Minimal
in promo u g intellectual lazi%
ncss, dishon ty, corruption, ego-%
ism based on the principle of
each man for himself, the devil
taking 'the hind-most. I regard
this antithesis between educa,

In and the educational system
one aspect of the perilous'

position of our society and our
educational system. Against this
profound crisis gripping of our
educational system, what -do we
do?

5.5
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the way forward: understand
the crisis

The first task is to under-
stand the crisis; that is, the
nature, limitations and ills of
our socio-cconomie system. This
is for me an essentially educa-
tional task and is a prior obliga-
tion on our educational syStem.

Our socio-economic system
today involves a structure in
which the dominant group is not
simply the monopoly houses and
the big landlords, nor the capi-
talist and landowner but people
like ,oit and methe lower
middle class. Dr. K.N. Raj, in
his Kale Memorial Lecture de-
fined the lower Ihiiddle class as
compfising smallNproprictors in
agrichlture, industry and com-
merce (dcpendents, to some
degree, on hired labotif),--Aa wide
spectrum of the self-emdloye
and those engaged in the. p
fessious of medicine, clerical am
administrative work and teach-
ing (whether Self-employed or
working as employees). The
criteria for the identification of
the components of the lower
middle class is that the income
of the person should be derised
to a small extent frbm property
and a large extent from work.
Property here is not only mate-
rial assets such as land. niacin-

\ eery, commodity stocks, shares
and deposits but also what we
'have come to calr human capital,
The possession of certain kinds
of knowledge and skill in the
administratite, managerial and
scientific areas plaits the holder
in the same position of earning
a rental clement similar to the
-holder of a fleet of taxis, a coin-

,

pany share Or an moan
property. It is this poup of the
lower middle class which holds
political reins in each of our
States and in the Federal Union,
which runs the 'economic mach-
ine of State Capitalism and
which is responsible for the gap
betwan professions of Aquality,
social justice iind growth and
their expressioirin soaring prices,
hoardingnd black mdney and
black marketing, the mockery
°Nand reform, the failure of
wholesale grain takecover and
the stagnant economy. We the
majority, an),not some large
landlords, som giant 'industrial-
ists or avaricious black mo

purveyors (except in so far as
they arc allied to us) arc res-
ponsible for, and tolerant of, the
wheeling and dealing, the cor-
ruption and i5trigues by which
the political and economic mach-
ine is kept going.

preconditions to educational
regeneration'

I being pointed to etWittion's
responsibility to analyse the
nature and gravity of the crisis of
OW society which begins with us,
with each of us, it is then neces-
sary for .education to help its
study where we go from live. It
could be in any one of several

wayAwhich I will broadly classify
into two paths. One is to do noth-
ing and allow the mounting con-
tradictions in the system ro move

-s farther away from thcw- values.,-

of justice, liberty, equality and
fraternity that we embodied for
ourselecs in our --eon-stunt-ion.
The other alterh.itite is to work
towards a system tinder which
political pow ery 'will be shared
with the` rural masses who are
now kept out of it and the socio-
economic system °mote in the
direction of their participation
in all decision making processes,
int oleed in establishment of
strategies, in the elaboration of
policies and in formulation of

lams as well as in execution,a1
projects. I need not say -that l
very much hope thi we will-
move in the secon direction.
But to do so there are three
rather serious and somewhat
sombre preconditions.

The first is that we of the
lower middle classes must be
prepared to shed our current
monopoly poltions of power
and our alliance with, and
tolerance of, the forces of
reaction and accept sharing
power with the poor numerial
majority. We of the lower
middle classes have successfully
carried out the rennovation of
wresting power from the capi-
talist classes and the higher castes
but we have seen to it that
the renovatiion stops at us.
We have managed to change
our socio-cconomic and political
pyramid by moving everything
from the top to the middle. We
have spotlighted our monopoly
houses and established curbs on
them , we have ibolished the
princely order and nationalised
our financial barons and remov-

/ ,

co our large landlords or made
them exist tinder benami condi-
tions anti eh:0%I oursel.Vcs to
the I ok Sabha, the State Assem-
blies, the Panchayati Raj tasttlyi
tions, the cooperative manage-
menu; etc. The bottom of the
pyramid is still where it was and
has not shared in this revolu-
tion. It is this revolution which
we must now extend to
include the poor majority.

Second, the poor- majority
particularly the currently un-
organised, disinherited, dispirited
ruial poormust be organised to
participate in society and share
in its potter centres, its economic
processes and its cultural expres-
sions. It. is important here to
remember. that political partici-
pation not coterminus with
the excicise of political Raper.
We have a society in which
sixty per cent of the people
exercise their right to vote but
only the same small-sr-W.4 group
have the entry to the cleetive-
and appointive offices of perer
and decision. We .416-longer
arcept caste as or social
norm, we hast now committed
ourselyes--Politically to removing
41-ibrms of privilege leading
to ineqtellities. Now, these nor-
mative positions of ours must be

\ translated into realities and that
fails- -for theorganisations of
the poor majority for politica
and social action and decisi
Making,

Third, the educational instru-
mentality should be reshaped
and renovated as a means of
bringing about this society. All
these three preconditions arc
our hands and it is our inescap-
able responsibility to help
to bring them about if we
are to move towards a progres-
sive, peaceful and just society.

autonomy of educational
process

But carli tookth position
that the edu nal ystcm is

ood or as b society.It is true that the educational
institutions, educational con-
tent, educational techniques are
conditioned by the nature and
stage of development of the

'society of which they arc parts.
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And when we tal*Of the need to
funetionalise education, to make
curriculum reflect our rural and
urban realities, in other words,
to rid ourselves of the foreign
models on which the system has
been built by making it a more

faithful mirror of our own
society, we must be a yaw of
this danger; of the educational
system reflecting the stagnation,
the shoddiness and the sins of
the social system. While the
educational system faces this
parameter of being a part of
current society -as far as ills,
weaknesses and limitations. arc
concerned -without reflecting or,
as Dr. Zakir Husain put it,
through persertmg the strong
points of our society, education
as the process of learning faces
no such constraints. Education
is autonomous in the sense that
the learning prhcess can func-
tion anywhere, gives rise to new

and innovative models and can
meet squarely the challenges of
what has been described as the
resolution ol using expectations
ofd our poor countries or the
richness syndrome of the indus-
trially advanced countries.

out-of-school education as
the learning process

One such educational emana-
tion is the new form of Adult

-Education which I prefer to
call by the more generic title of
out-of-school education, which
others also term as non-formal
or informal education. But right
at the start must confess that
I am not satisfied with any oji-
these terms starting from Adult
Education on to out-of-school or
informal education because of
their question begging nature.
They imply an educational dicho-
tomy between the child and the
adult. between school and the
farm or factory, between formal
institutionalised instruction and
non-formal de inst it utionalised
learning. In terms ,of institutions
and, of course, in course content
there are distinctions. But the
educational discovery, or redis-
cosery, of today is the unity or
oneness of educationas the
learning process, continuing,
never ending and individually and
socially responsive.

. It is the use of education asat, in ert ; ,. gi..r

>V -
clientele is the poor majority
the drop-outs and push-outs from
our school and University sys-
tem, the illiterate rural masseswho constitute srsemv per centof our- society, the organised
industrial workers who arc conti-
nually battling to relate their
earning to escalating prices, aswill as the students imprisoned
in MIT schools and colleges,-wcof the professions, the educa-
tors, scientists, the engineers,the doctors. and nurses, the
administrators and the politi-cians, and the capitalists and
large landowners. his continu-
ous -learning process is open toall in our society. It is univer-sal and can be denied to anindividual or a grop only by
neglect or manipulation. 1 hereis no need here for establishing
priorities or a time path except
in relation to the majority who
have to he started now on the
need to learning.

The content of out-of-school
education, as noted earlier, is

s-a-ricwd and dIsaggre-
gated. The Icarniiirconi-e.n.t_fot
a school or college drop out
around the skills of communica-
tion, computation and reasoningin his work or home situation,
will be different from that of anilliterate larmer and agricultural
labourer ssho must also learn*skills of his occupation and
those called for by the impera-
tives of economic and political
participation in his society at
the village, State and national
level. In fact that disaggregated
curriculum will follow the in-
dividual learning pack and apti-
tudes of every indisidual. 'that
is the essential humaakin of out

of-school education. I he cum-
culmn unit is not a r.nle of
boys and girls sitting in :t am
room, not the morning shitt of
factory worl.eis meeting for soca-
tional training, not illiterate
adults assembled in a functional
literacy course, nor women or
youth groups going through

ccial programme but the
dual len 'or women. Such a
curriculu ii has to be innovated
and in pined and. is subject to
conslat renewal and change.

I teaching technique and
learning methodology is one of

-dialogue and not discourses. of
discussion not of ex-cathedra
pronouncements; of thc

rorin; of c,Ir

'setting there is no real division
between teachers and taught, the
learners and the learned, rAery
one is learning something all the
time and feeding back the re-
sultspositoe and nerative
into the system of methods and
techniques, This makes impossi-
ble imposition of any ideology,
except the ideology that every
man is a thinking, teachable,
learnable individual, an in-
dividual ssho is endoued uith
rights ulna he has been de-
pmed of an individual u ho thus
becomes conscious of, his rights
and the need to exercise them
fully, freely, and responsibly.
Out-of-sch.Vol education is thus
inherently human and deeply
democratic.

Its evaluation procedures are
similarly as continuous and conti-
nuing as the learning process'
itself. These is no point c f time
where the evaluation of learning
takes place or leaves off. .1 he
evaluation of each piece of the
learning process is on going and
takes place during and at the
end of escry learning cycle. Its

---cx-pressim is not a diploma or
certificate sy sic tti-vniIS people
into the successful and the -fails_
ures and grades the successful ,
into a hierarchy of prisilege, but
the actual work turned out
whether it be in improved agri-
cultural practilx. or ability to
use a sophisticated machine, or
capacity to organise into groups
in order to participate in the coun-
try's ,political processes and eco-
nomic and social decisions. Out-
of-school education thus enables
each learner to break through
the constraints imposed by exami-
nations and their accompanying
diplomas and degrees which are
prabably the most serious denial
and defeat of the learning pro-
cess, and to participate in a
system of ,evaluation which sets
him Further forward on the learn-
ing path. j

Thcrc is also an immeiate
rescue operation for our school
and University products that out-
of-sthool education must engage
in Earlier I referred to the
unemployables that our school
and University system is turn-
ing Out, The 5 lakhs educat-
ed employment generation
selleme launched this year by
the Union Closernmeo begins
with the tragic admission: "a

1
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large majority or the educated int-
enin,loyed turn mil to be re.div

1. nemploy Alto. 11 entre about
60 per ccnt of the Its. IOU emotes
budgettcd for the prog.ramme
if, bring allocated, on the basis
of schemes formulated by the
States, for the training and
retraining of the matriculates,
graduates, and postgraduates to
make them employable. Ciser
half the number, that is around
2.8 lakhs of 5 lakhs of the
educated unemplovea, are being,
put through ground level orien-
tation--whiCh means first de.
schooling-them, and then educat-
ing them to make them accept-
able in the employment mark...1
Such is the immediate firstl's!
ambulance operation whicit-
ofl-sehool education }is being
asked to \psrform to undo the
damage done to its product; by
our educational system. All
over the country, in esely St.tte
and Union Territory, new and
inuovatiye cdpication and train-
ing programmes have been
launched outside of the schook
and colleges, inventing the course
content, using the' pc.iago.:y of
the factory, ()thee and mai ket
pine, and testing the trainers
continuously in terms of the
pa rticular Itie situation V. h
they are planning to elver.
lease you to im agine what 'hes
men and women think o
educational system yy hi
crippled them, and the out-of
school system which is rehabili-
tating, them. Here is one orvut-',
of-school education's inirheiTi77tt
functions, the I unction of rehabi-
litation of the :majority of men

and women who 'have passed
through the school stystein. lout
1 wish to "point beyond this
immediate service function of
outof-m.hool education and refer
to its potential for saving the

o school system itself.

out .q.f.sc Iwo! education,ion, because
once we do that, its content, its
techniques, its es a lot Km' system
and its end purpose can begin to
be fed into the school sy tem and
help in the latter's rear 'cation
and restructuration becau it has
helped society itself to change
from a stagnant to a dynamic
system, from a closed class rid-
den sub system to an open
participator;ik community. 1 Ins
fall out effect on the school
system will be all pervasive. the
work on tented vocational bias of
out-of-school education which
takes people al\ the point of
whatever work the learner is
engaged in and develops learn-
ing system out 9ili it and. throughit oimmd and to waide,aoicildp
school education desclop
similar wojk and vocational bias
withont imposing, on it as it
has done in the basic schools in

the past A111110.11 work sunations,
what fakir .0 I hisain called
mccham. al %%or k 'vitiations Ont.
of-school education's learning
methods W loch I hay e ear her
described as learning how to
ream will help the school replica
or at ist supplement the ele-
ment of mIsion which forces
the student ahandon what lie
wants to do in favour of the
immobilik and boredom of the

out by linking lemony:. with
is needs, desires and aptitudes.

It will help the school turn
around and scrap its various
small hordes and piles of fixed

information and immutable
knowledge called syllabus, and
replace it by, a wide ranging,
varying, changing, and grower
learning process where the ab ity
to understand, to analLs to
seek and search and the,Kiik bet-
ween the general ziriO,'',partieular
between knowled;rVand action
become decisive,./jIn this again
the learningi,ptoress in cover-
age is pr. Arcal----jt is the pray'
tiee of .ilysixtg, of seeki

lag. ft becom a reflex
nil a habit wi the subject,

Probably the most important stare
facet of out-of-school education
is its Fall out effect on the school or ter the_ aster-pupil rely

college system. There is a ,/ tionshik-is'replaced by that of
kind inverse Greshani's law partntqship in which everyone
work here whereby good e a- receiving, and giving--receiving
tion drives out bad- e- a1 the substance of learning and
No country, _no- giving from his thoughts and

his experiences. It demonstrates
how the school's selection and
evaluation system, which as we
have seen is an ideological and
actual smoke screen of so-called_. _.

society,
runs _two-- pagf lel educa-
tionarsystemsAli the long run.
One ineripinto another. What

Tie need is to make a start on
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merit but whose reality is the
perpetuation of privilege, can be
replaced by an open system in
which failures in examination
and rejections by society are
absent and w here society first. and the education system as a
consequence are wide open to
all for study, training, updating
and professional renewal.

out-of-school education
as the curing process

That (cis why I look toadult education which in this
lecture 1 have broadenedout to range over all (rms of
outof-school education to instill
in us the will to act. And that is
what we are lacking. We know
what is profoundly wrong in our
educational system. NA, e have
time and again over the past fifty
years established g, comprehen-
sive. diagnosis of our educational
malady. 1 his dingnostcs is
almost complete. I say almostin that weotrave not always
traced the disease in the educa-tional system to the disease in
our social system. 1 his. gap we
arc now Idling. We also know
what kind of educational renova-
tion and regeneration we need.

We hail this charted for w, by the/Air 1 I tisain report on Iii is
National Film:anon in 1936, the
(1t.td11.41%linfin) report on 1 lin-

rdneat ion in I 9.18, the
(l.a Slima nasyvaloy) report on
S mdary Education in 1951, the

harij report on Indian
ation in 1966, the report of
Indian Adult Education

ciation round-table on life -

ucation in
icy resold!'
i the same
st recent
Learning
1972 by
it Nadu.

-economic
th way

that we
reportthe

'ilth Plan
strategy and
ould lead us

id productive
direct attack on

inequality and
opment that are

All the cnnaitinns

0
Ear
the
Ass
lo
19

integrated ec

8, the National Po
n on education

car and in the m
report, Towards a

Society, established in

one of our States---T.
On the broader soci
front we have charts
forward, the liex_t_s
should takein the
Approach to the
which sets forth the
programmes that
on to a free, just
society through
the forces of
under devc
shackling s



for a move forward--an agreed
diagnosis and'n accepted pres-
criptionare thus present. What
we need is the will to act. And
it is to the generation of this
revolutionary sparkthe will to
actthat I look to out-ofschool
or adult education, with its
tradition ter fight against using
education to crentintte the past
unjust social order, to accept
instruction as the means of
ensuring conformity as isiimila-
tion into a stagnant culture and
elitist social system: ,JJoeloet it
to build in...p1 an men
questiorvitg, productive system
'narked by the continuous
straggle for learning, which is
acting on the principles of a real
and ellecti,e demOncy. Only
there is now no time* lose. We
need now to rict.
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, Patterns of
Adult Education

Concern for adult education has been shown from timc to time
by our educators and reformers but is only recently that muchbut

has been devoted to rea tic planning in working out
methods, techniques and programmes, that could be carried out to the

r heartening to note that our universities are coming
forward and have )eg --: a very vital role in facing this

---,,- e. The life of university and commut .4 thus being vitally
linked up that wl _thcir mutual enrichment. The Kothari
Commission Itzport on education Tiartiveli. definite stress over
the role of universities in the field of adult cduca r tr. .h_e_
universities will have to think and plan programmes in this

leaye been developed in areas emphasising ren

Adult learner's ai tl different in terms or their
personality, physicalglevelopment, experiel , ole, motivation
for learning etc. from chilIlle.o and youth. Must educators
for effective learning to ta4ce place, methods should be felated to the
purposc of cd.tication, si/e of the group. and nccds of participating
learners. An astonishing variety of forms, methods and techniques
are available to the adult educators and teachers. But ability in
selection of an appropriate kniethod or technique. is required, and
this is one of the chief skills Uf the teacher of adults. Before indulging
into direct 'planning of adttit education programmes, one should at
least acquaint himself with the existing and expected patAprns of Adult
Education.

Patterns of adult education have been developed out of experience
caching adults in various settings. Most orthem arc characterised.*

by t nature or their informality in contrast to formal methods
adopt d in teaching children and youth through class rooms, an,d

edesigned curriculum. A variety of patterns o dult education
lilt education,

continuous or life-long education, workers educan etc. Some of the
known patterns existing and those 1.v,ich are being tried out, are
being described briefly as follows :

A. Remedial Adult Education:
Th bulk of programmes that are being carried out in India can

be ch ctcrised as 'Resmedial Adult Education', This is an arca of
adult education concerned with the tnajority of adult men and
women, who, because of certain circumstances had little or no oppor-
tunity of schooling at all., The patterns that are being adoptcd under
this category are :

1.7 "Patterns of Adult Edbcation," A guide to Literacy and Adult Education,Lit racy House) Lucknow, 1969
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(1) Adult Literacy Campaigns :
,It is an extensive effort to reach most illiterate adults in a
specific area, in- a minimum 'possible time, helping them
by bands of volunteers to learn minimum of literacy skills
to begin with. Such campaigns have been initiated by
states, universities, voluntary agencies or communities by
themselves. These have, however, always been sporadic
and temporary. If followed up Ntith sustained effort, cam-
paigns could be of lasting value. p

(ii) Cram Shikshan Mohim:
Relatively better organised than most campaigns, 'Gram
Shikshan Nlohim' as a mass approach to adult literacy has
been first adopted by Maharashtra State Department of
education and has later been followed by some other states as
a pattern for wiping out the problem ()Mass illiteracy. The
organisers of 'Mollins' involve the whole village in pledging
to make the village literate. The INIollin' evokes good
enthusiasm, and if supported effectively by necessary services
and educational - materials, it could be an effective pattern as
a mass approach.

(iii) Social Service Camps :

University professors and students, often engaged in
-organising adult literacy classes as social service activity
during social service ramps° held met-ally in vacations.
or N. C. C. camps, have similarly to en interest in theproblem. Such activities, however, have not proved to be
an effective way of even touching the fringe of the problem.

(iv) Literacy Classes :
.

As a planned and relative' -,-----Siaiil------aat4. -vity Literacy i

classes arc organised through e appointment of par -
trained' teachers, a pre-design urriculum, use of primers, ,..,._ .

supplementary readings and supply of some equipments
and materials, followed by a system of evaluation. Such
classes are organised by state departments of Education,

Municipal Corporations, Panchayats and other agencies as a

u

tp t of their social or adult educ tion activities. If the
b eaucratic procedures in s pply d services, supervision,
and technical guid-
such classes could be va
has successful experience of

workers, are taken care of,
le. Literacy House, Lucknow,
rganising such classes.

(v) Functional Literacy :
The concept of literacy has undergone changes. More
literacy or skill in three R's is now not considered enough.
Literacy is supposed to be a means to an end. The level
of literacy skill need to be developed up to the level which
renders its application in every day use possible and thus
prove to bo functionally effective. UNESCO has empha-
sised this.concept of functional literacy and is helping countries
who have initiated such projects of functional literacy on
pilot basis. In India, an integrated project known as
Farmers Education and Functional Literacy has been
initiated as a joint project of the __Ministry of Food and 61
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Agriculture, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and
Ministry of Education, Government of India. To begin
with, it has started High Yielding variety crops in selected
districts of U. P., Punjab and Mysore. More States have
now accepted the pattern and are co-operating in the project
being organised on sysiromatic lines.

(vi) Crash Programme of Literacy
It is another type of campaign basis on principle of 'Each
one Teach one'. It is involving students, teachers and the
educated volunteers to teach literacy skills, extensively.
Bombay City Social Education Committee is ex*imenting
with such crash programmes for the city of Bombay:

B. Continuing Education:
Although there is statistical justification in giving major attention

to the task of remedial adult education, it needs to be mentioned that
adult education-has functions other than remedial too. The idea that
a man needs to educate himself not only during his youth but all his
life and each age must be fully lived pervades the philosophy of con-
tinuing Education. The terminal concept of education that the bulk
of knowledge and skill regained to solve problems in adulthood can
be imparted in and youth has become Outmoded and is
being rept &15-51-the concept of continuing or life long Education.

Thy patterns of continuing Education are :
i) Vidyapeeths or Janta Colleges :

Bared o4inally on the idea of Folk High Schools or the
Peoples High Schools conceived by N. S. F. Gruntrig, the
great Danish educational reformer, Vidyapceths or the
Janta Colleges were established as residential schools for
young adults. The purpose is to give a good grounding in
liberal education with rudiments of vocational education to
a selected group of Young adults so as to help them assume
leadership responsibilities in villages. Mysore State Adult
Education Council has a network of such vidyapeeths in the
state. Based on near similar lines but on rather smaller
scale, Janta Colleges were also developed by certain states.
Some of these Janta Colleges have assumed other functions
of adult education too.

(ii) Condensed Courses for women

Under this pattern women who had terminated their school-
ing without completing a recognised level of qualification
are coached and prepared to qualifying examinations. These
courses help women to qualify and thereafter get training
to be a worker, a midwife, craft trencher, or a teacher in a
%Aline school. The Central Social Welfare Board gives
Grant-in-aid to educational and social welfare agencies
working among women both in rural and urban areas.

(iii) Adult Schools :

These are the regular schools organised for working adults
in evenings or forenoons. In cities, such schools have
proved an asset to the working adults, specially those who
had to leave school earlier to enter the struggle for life.
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(iv) Prof( isionul L'ontinning Education:
Much of the professional continuing education is provided
by the professional associations in the form of occasional
conferences, seminar; publication of periodicals or profes-
sional journals and other materials. Alumni Associations,
similarly, have come up to do part of such professional up-
keeping.

To more organised opportunity for professional
continuing education, a new pattern is being developed by
the Department of Adult Education, University of Rajasthan
at Jaipur, in the form of building up a Continuing Education
Centre.

(v) University Extension and Departments of Adult Education/
Continuing Education:
With the realization that the universities, colleges and such
seats of learning have a role to serve communities, many
academic institution began to develop this extra-moral
pattern of adult education to teach the newly discovered
knowledge to the adult communities in the area they are
located. Originally this developed as the social service
actiOty of the university and later began to be called Exten-
sion Programme. In their better organised form these
programmes developed into Department of Extension,
Department of Adult Education, or School of Continuing
Education. Purposive and well planned series of extension
lectures are an effective way of continuing education when
knowledge is of interest and value to wider public.

(vi) Summer Schools :
Summer Schools, especially for teachers and lecturers in
various subjects are becoming very popular. These are
being organised by sonic of the universities with giants made
available by the University Grants Commission and the
National Council of Educational Research and Training.

(vii) Correspondence Courses :

The correspondence courses, which are variously known as
'Postal Courses', 'Home Study Courses', have been orga-
nised effeetWely by commercial agencies, states and
universities. The roaring business that some of the com-
mercial agencies are making out of such courses indicates

response has been the right one. The items are so skilfully
arranged as to take the student from responses lie already
knows, through new responses he is able to make be'cause
of other responses he knows, to) final responses, and to
the new knowleil`ge it is intended that he should command.

In a country desperately short of teachers, programmed
instruction could be a good device to multiply good teachers.
To the adults with unusual motivation to learn, it can be
test for self-learning.

In India, efforts to popularise programmed instruction
have been made by the department of psychological foun-
dation of the National Institute of Education and National
Council of Educational Research and Training. Literacy
House,- Lucknow is planning to apply Programmed Instruc-
tion in the field of arltilt liternev nr!1It prblr,tiln

11111111111111111
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Libraries :

Libraries are considered to be the best means of continuing
education. To reach the knowledge through books, various
systems are adopted such as organization of public library
and reading room services, mobile libraries, (Bell bicycle
libraries, Camel back libraries, and information centres).

C. Workers Education I
With the industrial growth and development, nced to provide -

educational and training opportdnitics to workers is getting special
attention of state, employers, trade unions and Labour Welfare agencies.
Like in developed countries, universities and colt$ges have not come for-
ward to Share their responsibilities in educating the workers. Workers'
education being an educational endeavour should have a place in the
adult education system of any country. Apart from the Literacy work
which is carried out by various agencies working for workers, the
workers education patterns that exist in India are :

(i) Workers' Education (Trade Union Oriented) :

The Government of India has set up for the education of
industrial workers an autonomous structure in the form of
Central Board of Workers Education at Nagpur. The
emphasis in the programme illargely on trade union oriented
subjects plus the elements of liberal and social education. It
is a three tier system where training to the selected Education
officers is provided by the Board. These officers in turn
organise through the Regional Workers' Education Centres
training for worker-teachers. The worker-teachers organise
training at the unit level classes on a part-time basis in the
premises of factories. The curriculum of the training is pre-
designed and approved by the Board which is represented by
the interest of Trade Unions, Erriployers, and the Govern-
ment.

(ii) T. W. I. (Training within Industries) :
On the assumption that real learning takes place on the job
and e shop floor of the plant, many employers have
develo d a pa ern of training the workers within industries
so that t ey conform to the skill required of them and
develop efficiency for enhancing the productivity.

Another form of on the job training is provided under
the Apprentices Act, under which certain industries are
obliged to train a specified number of workers on the job.

(iii) Polyvalent Centre :

As against an isolated programme stressing a single content
area of need of worker, a polyvalent approach is being
adopted to provide an integrated education and training to a
specific group of workers according to their needs, inclinations
and interests. Polyvalent centres are being established in
India by the Adult Education Department of the National
Council of Educational Research and Training. A Polyvalent
Centre known as 'Shramik Vitlyapeetle is an institution
providing polyvalent,(many-sided) education, and training
to workers in industry, transport, hotels and restaurants,
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offices, homes and other organizations. The vidyapectli.
ascertains, systematically the educational needs of workers,
Onst he basis of specific requirement, course curricula are
designed in consultation with experts to offer part -time
education and training in various fields\such astechnicaland INtional education, worker and his environment,
education for family life and family planning, arts, culture
and personal enrichment, job safety, domestic and personal
services, general remedial adult education, secretarial services
and business education, language courses of functional value,
supervision and,, human relationships, local National and
International understanding, courses for the aged, penisoncrs
and retirees.

The courses are .organised at the factory premises, trade union
buildings, schools, welfare centres and u iversity premises, through
informal methods. The courses are taugh by the subject matter
specialists engaged on part-time basis.

D. Mass Media Patterns of Adult Education:
Adult education programmes are being organised through such

articulated media like F. C., Radio, and film. Agriculture T. V.
organised for the members of rural youth clubs, Radio Rural Forums,
Radio Listeners Forum, are the examples of adult education being
.organised through these media. In programming these activities
universities, scientists, and professors, can 'contribute effectively.
Similarly, use of films pertinent to a jelected subject matter is of consi-
derable value in adult education. Films on scores of subjects are
available from the Central Film Library, Department of Audio-Visual
Education, NCERT, New Delhi, and from Informationand Regiotial
Publicity Offices. USIS and the British Libraries also loan the films
and maintain a catalogue of films.

Publication of general books of adult interests, issue of informa-
tive News Bulletin, putting up of exihibitions on particular themes etc.
could also be effective programmes of adult education.

i With the type of resources universities have it is always possible to
select patterns of organising adult education which suits its policy and
resources and fits well with its organizational structure. Patterns can
be modified and improved on the tested evidence based on experience,
research and studies.
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new dimensions

Adult education has a very
important role to play in modern
societies. Educational workers in
general and adult educators in
particular, have to take notice of
a number of very important and
major clopments which are
influ ncing the pattern of their
wor . The growth of modern
sci ce has introduced in our
liv s the use of equipment requi-
rin contin bus acquisition of
more in =Lion and knowledge
about them, their upkeep and
simpl repairs. The ever rising
flood of new knowledge brinks in
new concepts so that whatever
one s learnt in school and
college in one's childhood and
youth, gets quickly outdated, and
needs to he replenished. Events
like the Green Revolution, or the
High Yielding Crop Production
Programme, required new know-

ledge, knowThoW and modified
attitudes from millions of farmers.
Advances in technological and
specialised skills have brought in
new techniques of production and
management and have created
new types of jobs; and what is

more important. these develop-
ments have changed the nature of
old jobs necessitating continuous
need for training and retraining.
The breakdown of traditions and
customs has resulted in lack of
understanding and conflict bet'
wren the outlook of the old acid
the new generation Acceptances..

of parliamentary d ocracy and
democratisation of cultural life
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have involved the common man
in the deliberative and decision -

making processes. Where is a
large scale Movement of popula-
tion all over the world from rural
to urban areas, from region to
region, and from country to coun-
try; in all such cases, the social,
emotional and economic adjust-
ment will be easier if the mobile
citizen earn to the new environ-
ment intellectii;Illy rind mergailly
prepared to learn new ways of
living, .thought and practice.
These are some of the major con-
siderations which have added
new dimensions to the role of

'Adult Education.

A very significant progran .c

of adult education would be the
liqu4ation of illiteracy. In spite of
the efforts made in the past two
dficades or even longer, world
literacy today is only around 35°,1
and the number of illiterates
stands at the staggering figure
of 783 million. No human pro-
gress or social and economic
egalitarianism worth the name
is possible so long as this situa-
tion is allowed to continue. Hu-
man justice and wisdom demand
that this gap bemeen the two
zones in human society be bridged
with a sense of imperative
urgency.

The ideals, objectives and
goals which people and govern-
ments strive to achieveget directly
reflected in the ways in which
information, education and train-
ing are transmitted to innumera-

ble adultsmen and women,
workers and farmers, literates'or
illiteriates, young and old, school
drop- outs or those out - of -
school. That is why prograrn-
mes of adult education develop-
ed in one country arc of great
interest and advantage to others.

I would like to highlight a few
major trends in our educational
practices and orientations, which
augur well for adult education in
the future. Ir these efforts yield
anticipated results, we can look
forward to some decisive modi-
fications in our educational ph-
cies and practices.

increase in financial alto
cations

First of all, the is a substan-
tial increase in financial alloca-
tions for educational activities
outside the formal system. While.
the Fifth Five Year Plan k pro-
viding large additional amounts
for all educational "areas, an in-
crease of more than 400% has
been provided for in the areas of
adult education, as compared to
the Fourth Plan. Althotigh in
absolute terms, this is still mo-
dest, the increase shows that at
the policy making l&cels, there is
a growing concern about provi-
ding educational facilities for out-
of-school youth and for adults.
It goes without saying dial we
have to ensure the efficient use
of these financial allocations.

1.8' D. . Yadav, "Trends in Indian Adult Education," Indian Journal of
A lt Education, April/May 1974, p. 3-5
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_coordinated effort
..-

.Secondly, there is a noticeable
A

change in the traditional attitude
.:ovVtiltds the relit roles of go-
ernmental an non-governmen-
tal agencies in c cation. Too
long. has the system suffered from
a rigid division of responsibilities
which held tat government's do-
main'of operation was mainly in
the area of formal education,
while non-governmental voluntary
organisations haN e to make the
bulk of thj'effort for out-of-school
education,- notably for adults.
But now it is being increasingly
realised, especially among policy
makers and educationists that
adult education can no longer be
kept isolated from the general
stream of educationz\ either in
content\and philosopl or in the
agency implementing it. For,
adult education in its fullest
meaning of life-long and continu-
ing education has become so
varied and complex that it needs
to be developed by all those who
can make some contribution.
UnfAs all organisations, institu-

tions and agencies which have
contact with and. responsibility
for the adult, population join
forces, the task of adult educa:
tion cannot be organised compre-
hensively and successfully. Va-
rious government departments,
developmental and employment
agencies, farmers associations,
schools and universities, employ-
ers and employees, trade unions
and clubs, all have to lend a hand
in this effort. The big task ahead
of us is therefore, to mobilise and
coordinate all potential agencies
and resources in this programme.

non7forrrial51id part-time
education

Thirdly, the concept of the
educational system is itself un-
dergoing a major, if subtle,
change. As in many countries,
the Indian educational system
was hitherto almost exclusively
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designed for instruction in full
time institutions, served by pro-
fessional teachers, open only to
those who could afford the leisure
and money to devote one part of
their lives' exclusively to institu
tionalised education. It totally

ignored the vast majority of the
population which could not take
advantage of the system under
these terms, and had no alterna-
tive service available. It was inevi-
table, in these circumstances, that
educational 'institutions moved
more and more away front cont
munity contact, that educational
content by and large lost rele'va-

,,nce to collective and individual
needs, and that tlie working po-
pulation had little chance of com-
bining work and continuing edu-
cation. ,As the Special Committee
which rAcentiv studied. this prob-
lem obs&ved:-..."The present edu-
cational system in the country is
br adly ra single -point entry,

.s quential, fuil-time system of
institutional_ instruction. It is
essential to transform it into a
new system in which there would
be opportunities fdr multiple late-

-Ital entries at several points and
in which all the three channels
of instruction full-time, part-
time and self-studywould be in-
tegrated in an appropriate fashion
and would have _equal status".
This means a bia nge, and if
realised, will sign Major me-
tamorphosis in ."1ucational
enterprise.

at the unirersity level : the esta-
blishment of an Open University
at the national level, and provi-

. sions,of facilities for correspon:
dence education in at least one
university- in each State ; for
adults : a variety of non-formal
programmes, according to their
needs. The acceptance of these
concepts, and the provision of a
legitimate place for, them in the
national systr, is a gratifying
departure from the traditional ap-
proach, which had, any way,
proved out of step with our chan-
ged needs and circumstance's.

The first steps have been
taken to build in our Fifth
Five Year Plan iron- formal
educational facilities at all
stages at the elementary stage,
the multiple entry and part-time
programmes; for out-of-school
youth: non-formal programmes
for the age group 15-25; at the
secondary stage : part-time classes
in secondary schools for those
who are already wbrking, exami-
nation facilities for private candi-
dates and correspondence courses:

6 7
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link with development
programmes

Fourthly,. ,there is a visible
trend to link the programme of
Uq dating adult illiteracy with

development scheme and pro-
grammes. In other words,. it is an
effort to find ,a correlation bet-.

ween economic aBd 'social objec-
tives and educational @inputs.
What it r Is in practical terms
is that educational "compo-
nent" is integrated with develop-
mental schemes as for co mple
with agricultural prodi

°', de-
velopment of family il'educa-,
tion programmes etc: The firSt
step in this direction has been
made by the Farmers Functional
Literacy Programme which is

'jointly operated by three minis-
tries of the Government o
namely, Education, and Social
Welfare, Agrithlturc, and Infor-
mation and Boardcasting. Func-
tional Literacy in India has
a dual role to play, As an
integrated component of the joint
project, it acts as a service pro-

- gramme in so far as it help to
improve the efficiency of the far-
mer in the-programme of agricul-
tura! production. At the same
time it is linked with the World
Experimental Literacy;Progamme
of UNESCO and herein it assu-
mes the role of an experimental
project. Evaluation studies of
the impact of the unctional
Literacy programme ve shown
Iton/g rruitivr rt-culfc



They have revealed that the
programme of Functional Lite-
racy has developed literacy skills
of varying degrees of utilityAlis-
seminated knowledge of impro-
ved agricultural practices, spidd-f.
ed up the adoption rate of these
practices, and effected certaM
changes tri....:4140des. There
also abundant evidence to indi-
cate that the Functional Literacy
training has a positive influence
in making an impact on agricul-
tural knowledge and adoption of
innovations. A start has already
been made to try out the same
principle in other areas. Educa-
tional "components have been
built into programmes of child-
care, family life and family plan-
ning as well as in several employ-
ment schemes. Step by step we
are moving closer to the view
that mere literacy (that is, the
knowledge of 3 R's) is not
enough, Unless the prckeramme
of literacy or adult education was
integrated effectively With the
plans of economic development,
the aim of removing poverty will
not succeed. All programmes ctf
development should have at least
a small portion of their financial
provision earmarked for training
in skills and literacy.

youth involvement
Finally,*a major innovation is

11:e emphasis on education "of
non-sttn!ent youth, particularly
the gut-of-school ones\n the -.),.(!c

group of 15-25. This group of

youth is usually neglected, or
receives marginal place in educa-
tional activities of many coun-
tries. As we know from experie-

ce, enrolment of a child in ele-
mentary school does not signify
much unless the system can hold
him until a certain stage of
attainment. As of now, more
charm drop out on the way,
than reach the end of primary
school. Out of 90 million youth'
in the age-group 15-25, about 47
million are illiterate, and 2b mil-
lion --arc semi-literate. Until
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recently we had no programmes or
institutions to take care of their
special educational or r rofessio-

anal needs. Recently, howi"ver, we
have taken up a programme of
non-formal education, incliithirg
literacy, for these young Persons,
kveloned round a group of new
it titutions called the Nehru
Youth Centres (Nehru Ytivak
Kendras), which are being esta-
blished one' in every district of
the country. There arc alre ay
94.-Kendras in existence. he
aim,. of these) youth centres is
bring education closer to commu-
nity life and needs, to provide
constructive channels for the ful-
filnient of individual and group
aspirations;qnd to create oppor-
tunities for youth to participate
in community work, and in de-
velopment and decision-making
processes.. These cenlres are pri-
marily designed to organise out-
of-school education for youth,
with special emphasis on literacy
and non-formal education cove-
ring current topics, trade policies
and economies, civics and general
sciince, skills and agricultural
improvement, health and family
life. The Centres also provide
facilities for creative activities
through youth participation in
the performing arts, especially
folk dance music and theatre, for
organised sports and physical
education, and for constructive
use of leisure time. In other...-words, it is a programme of par-
ticipation by the youth, for the
youth, for the optimum exploita-
tion of youth potential, and for
youth development.

These are some of the major
innovations in the Indian educa-
tional scene. One thing is obvious:
adult education in this widened
perspective is an uncharted sea.
It is a field where many innova-
tions will have to'be tested, eva-
luSted and .tested yet again, as we
go along. What is of crucial im-
portance to any measure of suc-
cess in this effort is a spit it of in-
tense dedication, . courage to
adopt unnrthodo\ method,,, flexi-
bility, and vision.

- 6 8
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,Aduit Education And National Development

It

Concepts and Practices in India

INTRODUCTION

It is universally acknowledged that education is an essen-
tial a.mponent of development, that developmental objectives
conno Abe t,llty achieved withkut education, and that education
in turn s in uknced by developmental processes.

toss, the inter-relationships between society and
more complex than they-were assumed to be
ntribution of cduc n to the achievethe
als is not easily rneas rab!c or identifiable.

on contribute in ireumstances to develop-
)1 of 'develop t' itself has under -

sveral 'tional views about it are

education
in the \past.
of socio\ccoi
Nor does edu
mcnt. I n

gone a than
now being quc

The old idtls of ransferring 'society models' from one
part of the wort an ther, of backward countries 'catching
up' with advanced c untrii.,, or of 'bridging the gap' between
the so-called develo eveloped. nationsarc 'no longer
valid..

tv

In a recent confere Itural policies, held in
Jakarta, representatil;es of As s declared : "......that
economic deiclOpment 'Mould ail cut of human life
by bringing material, spiritual, socia dual values into
harmonious balance that the achit a high le el
of consumption is not always a guarantee 4 vitality...
.. that the attainment of a humane society is th_ ultimate
objective of all cultural developments Oh \ the c cctive
self-realisation and the authentic Iiberation of pe les the
quintessence of the humane satiety that the liter Ii of
man is an essential foundation of the cultuial achievetents
Asia 9 9

the light of such objectives and orientations, edt.ica-
tion also needs to be modified and enriched with new goals, so
that it rridy contribute to the self-realisation of peoples, to the
liberation of man and openiti tip of new perspectives. Educa,,,

tibn in general, and adulteducation specifically, is now expected
to. bring millions of young people and adults into the Main
stream of the struggle' to discover mid build the future of
nations. This, it seems, is-the basic taslaor Udult education in
the light of direct and indirect- correlations between develop-
meat and education. .

1.9 Directorate of Adult Edtcation, Adult_,Education and National Develop-
ment, Concepts and Practices, in India, New Delhi, Ministry of Education
and Social Welfare; June 1974, p. 1-40
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PAST ACHIEVEMENTS
.-

1. Ad Education : A Long Tradition in India

t education has had a long history in this country.
We had evIve, . e centuries, several interesting forms: o(
non-foul& ult edecation so average Indian, who
may have be illiterate for lacic of access to forifalrthteatiori,
was still a man f culture and character. It is true that

_ liQn-formal sYstei had its own weakness : it made people exces-
sively tradition -bo d, and restricted isecial mobility. But it
also had its own im ense strength and vitality which it would
be Vro to ignore. \I

In th 150 pars or so, this tradition was neglected
a 'froult f the veremphasis that came to be plaeed'on

al educLity. n. evertheless, some efforts in favour of adult
tion, in ilt modern meaning had evoked much before

deuce. `11C work was largely confined to adult literacy
to___:i-libra-ries--as a follow-up. Cultural agencies
ecrca ionaldimension to this programme. though the

a

for
C

k

ep
an
ad added a

roceeded side by side as distinct entities. Thetwo stream

wr4GV4'.' day4,7 great uay lor

S.

ult literacy, with which adult education wassynonymous at the me. came with the assumption of poser inthe provinces by the C igress. Mass-campaigns %%ere launched,-t encompassing towns an he countryside. The net resultthis. movement, howescr, s not significant. The educationsystem of India continued to ei hasise formal and institutionalmodalities for full-time learners nd nc cted tlic need ofyouth and adults who were outsid thermal cducationa1,\system. This imbalance between form and non-formal edu-cation is now sought to be corrected, and c hope to evolveover the next ten years new forms of adu education moresuited our needs and aspirations which will re ve the tradi-tional'forms that still have relevance and blend th with newand more powerful techniques of formal and n. -formal.education, mass'media and educational technologies.

2. Adult Education : Broadening of Conceptfl

It was but natural thlt immediately after independence
the problem of mass illiteracy should have been one of the first
to attract the z.ftention of Indian planners. The First Five-
Year Plan recognised that'democracy would not take root in a
situation where nearly 80 per cent of the population was illi-terate. The Second Five-Year Plan went further and stressed
the link between democracy, development and education. It
declared- that "rapid social and economic progress along
democritic lines and wide-spread illiteracy are. scarcely cornpa.
tible with each other".

7 0
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As early as 1949, a decision was take t designate 'adult
education' as 'social education' because t latte term signified
more appropriately' the broadened co ept of a It education
which included civic education, c Itural and ecreational
activities, literacy work, library developmc,nt, deve .pment of
folk arts, etc. Social education thus became a comp hensivc
programme of community uplift through communit action.
It 'was, therefore, closep integrated with the progra c of
community development blocks and extension services: 'The
programmes of social education included community cen es,
youth clubs, women's organisations, adult literacy cent s,farmers' groupsecreation centres, literacy training,
The funds, for social education were also provided within 0
community development programmes. The programme,iitticv
ed a measure of success in several areas and in some sectors.
But, on the whole, it did not receive sufficient resources and
was not supported by adequate organisational and aleamtit
tive set -up. *

su ject came again into focus when t
Commission (1964-66) examined the Ektitirespcctrum of educa-
tion in relation to national development and ,observed that
illiteracy was inconsistent with an age of scientific and techno-
logical progress and emphasised the need to liquidate illiteracy
and to provide facilities for continuing education. The Com-
mission went on to state that conventional-methods of hasten-
ing literacy were of poor avail, and if the trend was to be
reversed, a massive unorthodox national effort was necessary.

The urgency to liquidate mass illiteracy for achieving
developmental goals was also reflected in the Resolution on the
National Policy on Education, issued by the Goverment of
India-folloWing the Commission's 13oport

"The liquidatio4\of mass illiteracy is necessary not only
for promoting participation in the working of democra-
tic institutions and for accelerating programmes of
productioy, especially in agriculture, but for quickening
the tempo of national development in general. Employees
in large 'commercial, industrial and other concerns
should he made functionally literate as early as possible.
A lead in this direction should come from the industrial
undertakings in the public sector. Teachers and students
should be actively involved in organising literacy cam-
paigns, specially as part of the social and National
Service Programme."

Thus, the conceptual framework of adult education cameto reflect two major concerns : the magnitkide of illiteracy'among adult population, and its effect on the \nation's socialand econorAc development.

71
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Some good literacy programmes came to be organised,such as the Grain Shikslian Mohim (Village Education Cam-paign) in Maharashtra through which several hundreds ofvillages were made entirely literate at a very low cost throughthe voluntary effort of the people. But on the whole, approachto the problem of illiteracy was to rely more on extendingprimary education than on direct literacy campaigns amongadults.

Commen9Melcchievei t has been registered in thissector. .1.11-4937, only ild out of three in the age-group

6-1I fled and only one out of 11 in the age-group II-
present, 4 out of 5 children in the age-group 6-11 arealready in schools and, in the age -group 11-14, two childrenout of five have been enrolled. IIy the end of the Fifth Plan,we expect to provide for almost universal education in the age-group 6-11. In the age-group 11-14, universal enrolment isexpected to be achiesed by the end of the Sixth Plan. Toachieve this, it is proposed to adopt vigorous measures such asmultiple -entry and part-time education for the age-group 6-14to ensure that the contribution of primary education ko adultliteracy would be substantially larger.

At the same time, some major attempts have als beenmade to further widen the concept of adult education an linkit to some of our major developmental and productive a tivi-ties. Illustratise of these efforts arc the agricultural extensionservices airnd at upgrading the farmers' competence in adopt-leg improved agricultural practices; family planning educationwhich was launched on a country-wide basis for promoting alongterm programme of population education and control;
mothers' education in child care, nutrition and far,,life;
programmes for educational development of workers in urbansettlements; programnles for the upgrading of skills of thelabour foice and the building up of management cadre;promotion of a network of rural libraries to provide a shintelfor distributing reading materials for lite ates; the use of massmedia, particularly the radio and the tele sion for adult edu-cation programmes in general and for . gricultural and family
planning education in particular; the highly organised conti-nuing education programmes of the Indian army .for its person-nel; and adult'education programmes at the university stage,etc.

In all these various fields, a large number of traditional,
ongoing or innovative and tlxperimental programmes have
been undertaken. The experience gained in them has contribut-
ed materially to the enrichment of the programmes of adult
education and has also helped in resha ng and formulating

o further programmes:

3. Some Significan Education Programmes

a georraphically vast and socio-economically
rogenous country, has varied experiences in adult and out -

of-school education for youth. A feviof them could be men-
tioned since they will probably influence future prorramminv 72



(a) The Farmers Training & ctional Literacy Project

This is an inter-ministerial roject implemented by the
Ministries Of Agriculture, Ed ion, and InfOrmation and
Broadcasting in the sclecte. High Yielding Varieties disticts
in the country. a

The project is based on the concept that there is a direct
Correlation between physical and human ingredients in agrtcul-

turc, between inputs and the uprradinglof human 10.0l1ICes.
It is an integrated. multi-faceted approach to the -Green
Revolution", the main goal of the scheme being tt support and
strengthen the basic national objectives : self-% flieicney in
food, increase in crop production, and growth of ricultural
productivity. It is an attemptand n first one n such a
scaleto put educational activities directly in relation_19., 444:e-
of the major development purposes la-that-sense, in the

field of Cc-41 lt edue,at-lo-rr; rhiS.-ivas a real educational innovation.
that functional literacy is much more than literacy.

that it is a method of training for development purposes. It
represents.a comprehensive non-formal educational programme
and an opening to continuing education.

T- here are three components in the project : Training of
Farmers ( through Farmers Trainin Centres, demonstration

camps, young farmers groups et Farm Broadcasting (streng-

thened by farm forums; discu sion groups etc,,,) and Functional
Literary Courses (implemen d through a network of 69 groups
of farmers in each of abou 109 districts all over the country).

An integrated and i novative programme like the Far-
mers Training nctional Literacy needs an efficient
administrative and coordinating machincry. Recognising this
factor, coordinating committees of representatives of the three
ministries concerned have been set up at all levelsnational,
state and district and sometimes even at the block and village
levels.

The implementation of this project required new
teaching and reading materials : some have already been pre-
pared and published, such as primers for functional literacy
groups in the major languages and supplementary reading
materia ls,

Evaluation studies have shown that the Farmers Training
and Functional Literacy Project is basically a sound concept,
that it receives positi e public response ; that it helps in the
search for new educational solutions, that it makes a direct
impact on 'eaglets and that the farmers made functionally
literate more readily accept new agricultural practices, This
is not to claim Unmitigated success. in a programme which
demands highly coordinated effort at various levels from the

7 3
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Centre to the village, many financial and administrative pro-
blems are bound to arise. The main problems have been (i)
the lack of synchronization of effort and methodological
approach; (ii) the lack of continuity in the. orientation and
training programmes for group leaders; (iii) the lack of coor-
din n between targets and the sujoporting services ; and
(iv inads4uate feed-back from experience into the programme.

In spite of these deficiencies, the project is at the present
time the largest all-India educational programme for adults.
Its results, although partial and far short of targets, have
proved the validity of the programme, although much greater
EITort should be put into it, more imagination brought to bear
on it, and larger human and material investment continuously
channeled into it in &icier to make it reach its full stature.

Based on the achievement and experience gained, the
Fifth Plan proposes to (I) extend the functional literacy com-
ponent to cover a total of 175 districts; (2) reach a target of
about 1.3 million farmers to be brought under the programme ;

(3) extend the project to areas other than those covered under
the High Yielding Variety Programmes such as thy land
Ihrming, multiple cropping, and small and marginal farming
areas.

(b) Use of Massmedia for Adult Education

Teaching and learjing being separate acts, invested in

separate personq, communication between teacher and learner
hays-often to take place across distances. Any person, no
matter liow poor and how remotely situated, or how socially
disadvantaged and ,how educationally unprepared. can be in
communication with the teacher, if there is an effective commu-
nication system.

Mass media Wave been assuming an in teasingly impor-
tant role the world over in adult cdntinuig education, in
serving the viried needs of the indirithr9 for adjustment and,
fulfilment. Its use in India for direct educational purposes has
been limited though progressively increasing.* The media
units of the Ministry of Information and Broadcastinikunder-
take programmes which promote adult literaCy drives as part
of their normal information and publicity effort. The Radio
has also been used for experimental purposes in programmes
such as the 'Radio Rural 'Forums' with a good measure of
success. The Farm & Home Units of the All India Radio,
broadcast a few programmes of interest to farmers only.
Further, talks are frequently herd on other topics of interest
to adults. Cultural items are also put up frequently. Similarly,
televis,ion was tried to present programmes of social ediThation
in Delhi and currently being emplo ed for dissemination of
agricultural informal' to farmers Delhi through a popular
programme of "Krishi a (Agricultural Television)
telecast thrice a week for half an hour. A large number of

4P1
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documentary and a few feature films have been produced by
governmental and non - governmental agencies genci!ally for
pre-literacy and motivational purRse. The experience of
using other media like the press and visual aids such as
posters and charts for adult literacy and adult education work
has been rather limited.

Growth of Different Mass Media

(Refer Page 71,

S.
No.

Differefit Mass Media 1960 1970
Percentage

growth
1960-70

I. Newspaper & Periodicals I____.&026 11,036 37.5
2. Broadcast Receiser 2t,42,754 ITTOL,65S 452.4

Licenses (Radio)
3. V. 0250 24,833 9833.2.
4. Feature films 324 396 22.2
5. Censure certi(ficd

. short filirrrj 628 1,227 95.3
6. Documentary newsreels 639 1,146 .79.3
7. Short films 504 1,199 137.8
8. Feature films (Children) . 8 70 775.0

° Figures relaic lo 1971.

Some lessons which could be drawn in regard to t use
olmodern media are:

(i) The mass media have to be supported by a local
leader who has capacity to assimilate the informa-
tion, vivify it for the listening group and conduct a
discussion on it.

(ii) The radio and T.V. lessons should also be printed and
sent to thelgroup to assist retention and reference.

(iii) The radio and T.V. should have arrangements for
receiving and answering questions which may arise
out of their lessos.

ttz,

(iv) The group should meet regularly so that the link is

not\brakegi.

ut-

(v) The timing of the broadcasts and telecasts must be
suited tp oc31 op ve-irsxtbicets,

hich should he explained in terms of the local
situation.

(vi) The media should he controlled by the State. Other-
wise the net result will be cxploitatioa rather than
education of the rid-U,Its either through cheap

.....telfferrownittir or false advertisements which will
,elbow out the educational proerammes.

7 5
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In the coming years, satellite communication will become
one of the most important factors in Indian society in general
and education in particular. Perhaps the most important
question before the educator is whether we would be able to
use-this media for worthwhile progress of education and techno-
logy development. It is imperative that the revolutionary
potential of satcllitc communication is fully understood and
used wisely and effectively for educational purposes.

While planning for the use of satcllite communication
dystem for adult education, one may have to consider staffing
in respect of the programme, including persons responsible
for selection of programmes. persons who will direct the
programme and_persskas____wh.o- wt14 nppt=ar Tfitilem; the
organisers of the tele-clubs and those responsible for making
other listening arrangements, including members of Panchayat,
school teachers, factory management etc.; (iii) technicians,
right from those responsible for telecasting up to the repairers;
and (iv) government functionaries at all levels concerned with
the use of this communication media.

(c) Development of Library Services

As a necessary support to the programme of adult educa-
tion vigorous efforts are needed for dc%clopment of library
services. An important step in this direction has been the
enactment of public library legislation in four States, namely
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra andMysore. Other
States, which at present have comprehensive grant-in-aid rules
for establishing such libraries at different levels, are also
contemplating to enact public library legislation, largely on the
lines of the Model Bill for Public Library.Acts drawn up by the
Working Group on Libraries appointed by the Planning

,

Commission.

A recent development in the fietiof library services is the
settini up of the Raja Rammohun Roy Library Foundation. The
main objective of the Foundation is to strengthen and promote
establishment of a country -wide net-work, of libraries through
which it will be possible to carry to all sections of the
People, new information, new ideas, and ncw knowledge. The
Foundation which came into existenceirTvlay 1972 has in its
first phase taken up the programme of strengthening district
libraries, including those at the Nehru Youth Centres. The
total numer of libraries being assisted is about 500.

(d) Contribution of Voluntary Organisations to Adult
Education

Prior to Independence, voluntary organisations were
practically the agency in this field, and the dedication of
their workers achieved appreciable results against heavy odds.
After independence and with the advent of planning, it became
a definite governmental policy to encourage volunta-ry organisa-
tions playing an even larger role in this area, and encourage
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support to those organisations which have their root among the
masses and are motivated by genuine public concern. These
organisations have a special role in carrying out pilot projects,
research and investigation; in literature production; in working
With special groups where a high degree of dedication is called
for; and in establishing lh,ison with the people and mobilising

local support. The special need of such organisations is to
build their dedicated workers into technically competent people.
They also need assistance in project formulation and evaluation.

Ma
(0-, Adult Education in Urban Areas

Although the rural population and its social, economic
and educational needs are dominant for adult education, the
urban population in a country like India is by no means small.
I n fact, India's predominantly rural character conceals a rapidly
accelerating gro,,vth' of dimensions as have led urban India
alone to be ranked "among the biggest countries of the world"'

Greater Calcutta, if its municipal boundaries are more realisti-
cally drawn, is as big as New York or Tokyo. Apart from their
size, the urban areas command attention by virtue of their being
the scat of economic and political. power as also of concentrated
poverty and squalor, with their volcanic possiblities.

Therefore, another area where we have built up some
experience is the education of industrial workers. With increas-
ing industrialisation, nee Was felt for educating industrial
workers abtiut their roles and responsibilities in society, industry
and their unions so that genuine trade union leadership coup
emerge from among themselves. For this purpose, the Ministry
of Labour set up a Central Board-of Workers' Education in
1956, which has beef organising Lraining of education officers,
trade union officials and worker-teachers, and holding classes for
the rank and file of workers. The Board has trained over
1.7 million workerS'from over 5.000 enterprises. These courses
have generated a general consciousness hi thvvorking class and
added to their understanding of the trade union movement.
The reaction of the employers and union leaders has been mixed
as was to be expected. While some have appreciated the pro-
gramme and ooperatcd with the) government, others have
vehemently opposed ittradc union leaders, who sec in it a
potential threat to their leadership, and the employers, who feel
thali the worker becomes extra conscious of his rights.

The Ministry of Education, side by side, carried on an
experiment of broad-based social education of the workers with
the object of stimulating a desire for knowledge in the working
class, providing, facilities for general education, arousing a 9.
Sense of social and civic responsibility and providing whole-
some reaction. The institutions were set up for the purpose
one at Indore in 1960 and another at Nagpur in 1968

which were evaluated in 1970. The main lesson was that these
institutes should base their programme on clear identification

. .
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of the needs of the workers and should also cater to the needs
of other than industrial workers.

Other experiments in this direction were the opening of
Centresvaric-Jsly known as Social Education Centres,
Community Centres, artl3 Labour Welfa)v/Centresin urban
or industrial c.:mplexes. These centres were expected to provide
a wide spect:-;rn of .activities of educational, cultural and re-
creational nal-zre for men, women and even children. Adult
education incl_ding literacy, libraries, reading rooms and craft
classes was to 1-e basic component of the programme. In actual
practice, howner, their main emphasis very often remained
only on cultural and recreational activities.

1. "The 1.4-1 Census has once again highlighted the growing phenomenon
of urb.:-Isation as an inescapable feature of a developing economy.
During :he decade 1961-1971. whilst the overall population grew by
24.99 rcrr cent. the urban population increased by 38 per cent. The
increase of towns with a population of 1 lakh and above was 49 per cent.
During :he four decades 1931-71, the urban population in such towns
has Inc:cased sixfold, namely, from 9.5 nullion in 1931 to 57 million in
1971 an with a corresponding increase in the number of towns from 35
to 842" Draft Fifth Fite-Year Plan, Government of India, Planning
Commi:)..1..on, 1974-79

2. Bosc. cshish, Studies in India's Urbanisation 1901-197/. Institute of
Eeonorr.t.: Growth, Ncw Delhi, 1973, Tata McGrlw... Hill Publishing

c;,Compa.-. v Ltd.. Delhi p. 18

(f) Polyvalent Adult Education Centres (urban based)

Out of these various experiments has emerged what is
being known as the "Polyvalent approach" and the "Polyvalent
Centre", which seems to hold considerable promise. The poly-
valent mitre is based on the principle that the adult worker
should have conti 11; access to education and training
throughout his working e ; that persons should bc accepted
at the educational level t arc, and taken to the level they
can possibly reach ; that this L ucation should be functional,
integrated and tailor-mzide to cet each individual's specific
needs ; and that the programme hould be need-based and
problem oriented. The centre is primarily intended for working
adults in urban and industrial areas.

A

The problems existing in urban areas and raised by
yrbanisation are legion. Those whose solution can knssisted
through adult education efforts,are broadly five economic ;

health, nutrition and family planning ; citizenship train-
ing ; recreation ; and those pertaining to education and
culture.

The economic problem pertains to the provision of
guidance services and training and placement facilities for
those wanting to enter employment, change their jobs or im-prove their job performance. These services are needed at alllevelsfrom the lowest job squght by a migrant slum dwellerto the additional competence sought by those in the senior-mostpositions. The need for such services is heightened by ther

c
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CN to bring together the prospective employers and employees, the
desire for lateral and vertical mobility of the labour force, therapidity of changes in technology and the need for frequent
adjustment to iY etc.

As regards health and family planning, the problem
relates to the proper use of very inadequate community
services provided ; quick and informed response to the hazardsto the health of the community in the form of outbreaks of
epidemics, selling of uncovered foods etc. ; knowledge of the
nutritional value of different articles so that a balanced diet
table could be constructed with a tight family budget ;
knowledge of family planning : awareness of the value of regu-
lar habits and exercise : and knowledge of the supreme impor-
tance of and use of open spaces. which arc the lungs of the
cities.

The problems relating to civic training arc spry arduous
and yet very essential. If closely packed.human beings can-
not live as a community and are not aware of and do not work
fOr their common interests. they can only explode:As Bulsara'
says, "the immigrants to the city come with their class, caste,
language and religion-wise aggregation" or segregation, and
"there is no effort at the city to enlighten" them in the ways of
adjustment to the urban way of life and integration or assimila-
tion into the civic community". It is this absence of community
life and community sense in the cities with their size, their

'speed,. their heterogeneity, their vast inequalities, their temp-
tations and exploitation that breed violence and crime, and
make the 'cities not only the seats of economic and political
power but also the potential spots of volcanic cruption.

'As regards recreation, the majority of 'the theatres,
cinemas, clubs, games and sports etc: are beyond the means of
the average citizen. And yet the pressure of his life badly
ncc such outlets and relief.

e need fOr non-formal educational facilities outside
the reg lar educational system is therefore an urgent necessity
for urba citizens and workers, for people wanting to improve
prospects, satisfy and diversify their interests., utilise their
leisure profitably. Ome of the cducaticinal institutions aiming
at the satisfaction of these educational needs is the polyvalent
adult education centre (Shramik Vidyapeeth).

1. Bulsara, J.F. Problems of Rapid Urbanisation In India ; Popular
Prakashai, Bombay; 1964, p. 128.

t

The first siN polyvalent centre] was set up in the city ofBombay. The centre concentrates its energies and resources on
helping those who are economically and educationally under-,.privileged. The educa tional and training programmes arediversified,2 and are drawi. up on the basis of the specific needsof particular groups of working adults as identified through asurvey. Thcsc are held at a time and place convenient tolearners ; and conducted in the language of the learners, whosebackground education should not be a handicap in takingadvantage of this type of action-oriented and practical cduca-lion. The curriculum includes a wide range.of rclated subjects.
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presented in an, inter- isciplinary way, and aimed at the inte-
grated development o the, learner.

The Centre has been able to secure the support of indus-
tries,. workers, and trade unions,. who have provided materialsupport as well as the use of machines and equipment for' teachinglearning purposes. It&orks as an autonomous orga-tkisation, with financial assistalice from the Ministry of Edu-
cation, Government of India, and technical guidance from the
Directorate of Adult Education. It is managed by a committeeof members representing industrial undertakings, educatir,
business enterprises, municipal corporation, adult educationagencies etc. In addition to a nucleus of full time academic
and administrative staff, it draws from the part-time servicesof competent persons from various fields according to the
requirements of each course. The expenditure on buildings
and equipment for the Centre has been kept to the minimum.
The courses arc organised at different places, such as factory
premises, school buildings, community centres, welfare centres,trade union buildings and other places which are mach:
available on rent free basis.

The programme was evaluated after a }ear of it, incep-
tion. In spite of the difficulties which a new approach of this
type was bound to encouter in the beginning, the evaluatio-n-
report said that the eXpertment had met with moderate success
in achieving its aims. 1 he report also suggested ways by which
the centre could increase its effectiveness. These were to involve
the workers' organisations and envl yw-s-\ more effectively
by taking up courses at their init e; bydrawing up the
content in consultation with them ; -draw up programmes
after a very careful assessment of the felt needs of the'
participants ; and ensure that while the integrated .character of
the approach to the needs of the individual and the group

'might be maintained, the mixture of the felt need and the other
needs to be met should be judicious so that the focus of the felt
needs was not disturbed. The Centre has tried to improve its
program', both qualitatively and quantitatively, There has
been general appreciation of these courses as shown by the
great demand for repeating 4he Cores or developing new
ones, since the courses directly Contribute to increased efficiency
and better wages, The generated interest has led the Govern-
ment to decide to have a network of such centres established in
various cities and....laustrial towns in the country during the
Fifth Five Year Plan.

(g) Youth Involv re.,"Lent in Adult Education

There are two basic aspects of youth involvement in
socio-educational activities : participation of youth in various
constructive and developmental programmes ; and the organi-

,

1. The term 'Polyvalent Adult Education' is used to indicate a multiface-ted approach to adult education and the 'polyvalent adult educationcentre' is intended as an organisational structure distinctly for adulteducation purposes to provide a variety of "needbased" courses for theworking population.

so
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2. The range of courses offered is' very wide from courses for effective
supervision and management to quality control training; from courses
for maintenance of departmental workers fo auto-loom weaving ; from
mechanical draftsmen to courses for cobblers ; from courses for boiler
attendants to home nursing ; from conversational and functional English
to training of office helpers ; from 't itizenship training courses to
training for secretarial services, etc.

.ty

sation of activities for youth and by youth.

The first aspect is mainly/ taken care by the National
Service Scheme meant for under-graduate students in universi-

\ ties and colleges. The members of the National Service Scheme
participate in various constructive and 'developmental pro-
grammes and there is an increasing emphasis on the role of
these students in the promotion of adult education programmes.
This will be further' strengthened in the coming years as it is
strongly felt that every young man and woman who has had
the privilege and fortune to receive the advantages of higher
education should be required to make a certain Amber of
adults literate and informed.

The second aspect is built around Nehru Yuvak
Kendras, a programme that has come up in recent years in res-
ponse to an increasing concern over the needs of non-student
youth, hitherto largely neglected.

o These centres have been established in 94 districts in the
country and it is hoped that as the programme developg, every
district in the country would be served by a youth \centre. .The
primary objective of the centres is to organise)kriotis youth
activities for the youth and by the youth. They attempt to opfer
facilities for non-formal education for non-student youth as
most oa4hem_bave been deprived of formal education ; to
facilitate the attainment of some of the basic youth needs ; and
to give youth opportunities to participate in and to contribute
to community development.

A typical' Nehru Yuvak Kendra normally organises its
activities in five major areas :

(1) programme of non formal education for illiterate
and semi - literate youth, for "drop-outs" ; for out-
of-school youth, for youngsters growing up and
becoming voters ; for young *ivesk and future
mothers ; for youth whose knowledge becomes obso-
lete in various fields ; programmes of science edu-
cation and for strengthening the scientific spirit ;
p s rammes of civic education ; etc.

mployment facilities, and promotion of self-gene-
rating employmett in cooperation with appropriate
services ; preparation of youth for existing jobs ;
training of remployed youth and job ,seekers ;
retraining of 'educated youth whose skills arc not
relevant ; identification of new employment facilities
nr of CP If-pPricritinr! (mninvment etc.

b
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(iii) social 'voluntary services by the youth to t

nity. youth service schemes or voluntary ork
in various fields ; water supply and relief works ;
anti-famine action ; vaccination ; sanitation
measures ; irrigation ; pump repair ; road building ;
adult education and literacy ; information to farmers
etc.

(iv) entertainment and -leisure activities, cultural and
artistic programmes ; youth participation in per-
forming arts, theatres, singing, dances, music etc. ;
acquaintance with cultural achievements and values
in different parts of the country, conducive to pro-
mote national integration ; search for and support
to talent for folk arts and.craft work; development
of competitive sports and games ; promotion of
physical education, mountaineering, camping etc.

youth participation in community life. youth
involvement in community probleins, activities and
search of solutibils ; youth participation in the
decision-making process ; involvement of youth re-

presentatkes in managing their own affairs, their
educational and recreational facilities, their welfare
services, as well as in managing some larger commu-
nity services ; development of the civic sense and the
sense of responsibility ; etc.

These five areas are neither exhaustive nor exclusive nor
are they all organised in each Kendra. As the Kendras work
among the youth of the community aeound, it is likely that new
needs will be expressed for which new programmes will have
to be devised.

It is too early to evaluate 'either the activities or the
impact of Nehru Yuyak Kendras. But it is obvious that
their programmes fit into the general framework of the ne*
approach to educational endeavour, and that for its effective-
ness, thc programme content should be relevant to the
community and should lead to democratisation of educational
opportunities and attainments.

00 Adult Education in Universities

With assistance from the University Grants Commission
on a sharing basis, Departments of Adult and Continuing Edu-
cation have been established duting the last th'ree years in
selected universities. Eight universities have initiated the Pro-
grammes already. This programme will be enlarged in the
coming years.

The oblective of this scheme is to assist the national
literacy programmes by providing-training 4ourse for instruc-
tors, organising demonstration and functional literacy program-
mes; extending the benefits of intellectual leadership and
facilities for contintlino rrliirtion to Ofc'commilnity irounci

(
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enablin the individual adult to FrIl the gaps in his intellectual
akd profe sional equip.ment by prbviding credit and non-credit
co'dfs'es in semi-professional and professional fields;' providing
opportunities for updating tin knowledge an competence of
professional and specialised personnel assistingTh the cultural
and intellectual enrichment of community life; and undertaking
studies and ttisearch in adult educatio'n with &view to deve14-
ing it into r(disciplinti in the universities.

.N...\. Programmes to a,
pr

these objectives are taken up by
the DepartmerAil ter prliminary survey of the nerds of the
communjty nd ttieuniversities., Iraining and orientation
programmes of short and tong -term durations arc organised.
Departments also take up the production of necessary literature,

The Indian University Association for Contiquing Edu-
P cltion has been recently set up to provide a forum for the

exchange of experiences andgo generally stimulate larger
interest among the universities.

These are some of the recent trends in practices and ex-
perimen which .attempt :

- ,

I.

t correlate developmental je?tives with educa- ,"
tional practices;

to put adult ,education 4n
contribute effectively to the achievement' of socio-
economic goals; r-

a position where it can

to integrate the formal and the non - formal educa-
tional approaches;

to 14aetk °unto a largksection of adults through
educational programmes especially to the clepri;ed
Fillips of the population;

to contribute to the equalisatiod of educational
opportunities;

to mukc the ,educational content more telex/ant lo'the learaor's environment;

to maximise the indi 4's freedom, initiative andparticipation in the learn ng process;

and to relate education to individual and collectivedevelopment.

From the broader Perspective, these' also constitute con-crete steps,tozards continuing education as a major parameterof future educational policies.,

v.

I
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A LOOK AHEAD

Edu.ftion is the process through which .human beings
acquire u iderstanding and ,mastery over the environment. It

necessity though perhaps not a compulsory condition for
civilised hunian existence. In relatively static societies, it was "'
posiblc to impart all thi needed skills, knowledge and attitudes
through education over a fixed perioct.,pf time. Traditionally
Phis was how educatron was envisaged, bO-th in the East arfd the
Westa period of education followed by 'a period of work. In
modern times, however, with the dynamic changes that ccrns-
tantly occur in society and. the continuing increase in know-...
ledge, no education given is adequate for all tinie. Human beings
have to be constantly renewing themsches through educational
processes.' The concept of life-long education hal bel; o deve-
loped maidy to meet these requirements. This coneeN, has,
however, acquired a new dimension and new urgency owi g to
the many new problems ow facing the world. Life-long

hich em ses adult education) -is now the main
answ r ,/hich mankind has at i s disposal to meet the.nev-
ch lenges before it. It is in that light_ that we have to loot; .

ahead at the development. of both Conce ts and practices, itt,
the large area of adult education.

1. Adult Education : Some New Dimension

Adult education has a very importa t role to play in
modern societies\ Educational workers in ge cral ancfadult
educators in particOar, have to take notice of a um r of very
important and major 'developments which are in cncing the
pattern of their work. \Adult education has to make important
contributions to the solu6\on of present challenges like : the
increase in productivity and cfricicne). as one t.4f

main Ore.
conditions for development; pfovision of greater cmployn t

opportunities aid rennivar of poverty; the pl'oblem of Ina e-
quate food supply in the face of increasing world populatio
the problem of inade'quate energy and mineral -resources in
relation to the requirements of mankind; the pollution and
acstructAn of human environment, sometimes deliberately and

, more of Vi- unintentionally., The growth of modern soignee has
introduced. in our lives, the use of equipment requiring conti-
nuous acquisition Of more information and knowledge about
them,: thcir upkeep and simple repairs._ The c\er rising,flood
of new knovded-;?trrings in new concepts 'so that,Whatccr one

has learnt in school and college in one's childhood and youth.
gets guilty outdated, and needs to be replenished. Events -
like the 'GreCn Re,volution', or the High Yieldag Crop Pro-
duction Programme, required .pew knowledge. know- w . and
modified attitudes of milliong"of farmers. AdvanCes in tcc no-
logical,and. specialised skills have brought in new tcchniqu s of
production and management and have created new tyies of
jobs; ..and what is more important, ese developments aye
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tt, changed the nature of old jobs necessitating continuous need
fdr,:trfiining and retraining. The breakdown of traditions and
customs has resulted in lack of understanding and conflict
between the outlook of thc old and the new generations.
Acceptance of parliamentary democracy and democratisation
of cultural life have involved the common man in the .delibera-

five and decision-making processes. There isle. large scale
movement of population all over the sv,ogld from rural to urban
areas, from region to region, and from country to country, in
all such cases, the social,*emotional and economic adjustment
will be easier if the mobile citizen came to the new environment
intellectually and mentally prepared to learn new ways of
living, thought and practice. The ideals, 'objectives and, goals
syhich people and governments strive to achieve get directly
reflected in the ways in which information, education and train-
ing arc transmitted to innumerable adultsmen. and women,
worker\s and farmers, literates or illiterates, young and old,
school drop -outs or those out of school. These are some of the
major considerations which have added new dimensions to the
role of adult education.

2. Conceptual and O rational Consequences for Adult.
Education .

We are now entering the period of the Fifth Plan t974-
79) which is crucial for the country's development, impo, ant
for the further rethinking and reorientation of the educate
system in general, and for better conceptualisation and desclop\
ment of adult education in particular. The framework for all \
this rethinking has been set-by ft!, planners as follows

"Removal of poverty and attainment of self-reliance are
the two maipr objectives that the country has set out to -\
accorriptist io ,*fo Fifth Plan. As necessary corollaries,
they 'require growth, better distribution of incomes, and

, a very significant step-up in the domestic rate of saving
The pattern of production must lay emphasis on

food' and other articles of t,pass consumption. There
must be massive employment generation It is also

'essential with a view to maximising the efficiency and
productivity of vast numbers-a& 44kas to - improve the
(Italic), of their life. It is necessary to establish liaison
between the concerned authorities in industry and agri-
culture on the one hand, and those who run the educa-
tional establishnients on the Policies designed
to improve distrigutron of income ust include measures
which lead to a better distribution of material property,
especially land, improve substantially earning from
labour through providing extensive opportunities for
gainful work, and f'acilita'te the process of formation of
human capital especially in the deprived sections of our

society through equitable sharing of public goods such
as edocation and health."

- 85
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There are two main isvies in this context (I rwhat are
majoNtrends in our educational practices and orientations,

. augur well for adult education in the future ? and (2)
what conceptual consequences for adult edbcation flow from

--these objcctiv /

First f all, there is a substantial increase' in finan-cial
allocations for educational activities outside the formal system, N..

Itt While the Fifth Five-Year Plan is providing large additional
amounts' for all educational areas, an increase of. nearly
400 ecr cent has been pros ided for the areas of adult educa-
tion, as.compared to the Fourth Plan. Although in absolute

0.°

terms, this is-still modest, the increase shows that at the policy
making levels, there is a growing concern about providing edu-
cational.facilitics for out-of-school youth and for "'adults. It
goes without soing that we have to ensure the efficient use,of
these'financial allocations.

Secondly, there is a noticeable change iat the traditional
attitudes- ibwards the relative roles of governmental and non-
governmental agencies in education. To long has the system
sUffered from a rigid division of resprsibilities, which held
that 'gervernrnefiit'S" dormant of _opera-H-0n w as mainly un the xrea
Of foimal education, while pongoiernmental voluntary orga-

II j 1;)% 11.1%e to Mat the 1jttft. t t the LAM] I forout-ofs,ltpol
education, notably tlir J(111Ill. 0111...110W It Is being increasingly
realised, ccipccially amithg-pc wafers and educationists that
adult educlit ion can no longer kept isolated from the geTtl.r.il
stream of education either in content and phdosqiihy or in tine
agency implementing it. for, adult education in its fullest --
meaning of lifc-long aria cut inning cdu9tion les become sirt
varied and Lomple thaut ccds to be dp-cIpped by all those
who can make .some contribution. Unless all organisations,

institutions and agencies, which arc c i lied with and have
the responsfririty in some form for dult education, join
forces,Doe task of adult education cannot be organised cam-
prchcnsiscly and successfully. Various government depkt-
ments, devalopmental and employment agusics, farmers'
associations,'schools and universities, employers ancitemployees,
trade unions and clubs, all hale to lend a hand in this eftcprt.
The big task ahead of us is, therefore, to mobilise and coordi-
nate all potential agencies and resources in this rogramme.

Thirdly, the concept of the educational system is itself
undergoing a major, if:subtle, change. As in many countries,
the educational system in India was hitherto almost exclusively
designed for instruction in full-time institation's served by pro-
fessional teachers, open only to 'those who could afford the
leisure "and money to devote one part of.thcir lives cxclusiNely
to in'stitutionalised education. It totalty'ignored the vast majo.
Thy of the population which could not take advantage of the
system under these terms, and had to alternatiVe service avail-
able. It was inevitable, in these circumstances. that- educational

8i3
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institutions moved more and more away torn community
contact, that educational content by and large lost relevance to
collective' and individual needs, and that the working popula-
tion had little chance of combining work and continuing
education. As the Special Committee which rocentlY,studied
this problem observed : "The present educational system in the
country is broadly a single-point entry, sequential, full-time
system of institutional instruction. It is essential to transform
it into a new system in which there would be opportunities for
multiple lateral entries at several points and in which all the
three -channels of instructionfull-timcart-time and self-
study would be integrated in an appropriateNfashion and would
have equal status." This means -a big change, and if realised,
will signify a major metamorphosis in our educational enter-
prise. In other words, non-formal education will receive a

.recognised status in the whole system of education and become
integrated with formal ways of learning. Opportunities fo
min-formal education will be offered to learners of all ages at
all stages. If achieNed, this important change will be ushered
into the very matrix of the educational system, and should
serve tile educational needs-of the %%orking population, in
general, and the weaker sections in particular. This deeply
affects the whole area of adult education but in f,ct goes much
beyond that. The first steps have been taken to build into the
Fifth Five-Year Plan, non-formal educational facflitics at all
stages : at the elementary stage, through multiple entry and
part-time programmes; for out-of-school youth, non-formal
programmes for the age-group 15-25; at the secondary stage,
part-time classes in secondary schools for those who are already
working, examination .facilities for private candidates an
corresporfdc-nCe courses; at the University level : the establish-
ment of an Open University at the national level, and proOsiczn
of facilities for correspondence education in arleastt'one
university in each State4 fur adults, a vane of non-formal'
programmes, according to their-needs. Th cceptance of these
concepts, and the provision of a legitimat place fo,r them in
the national system, is a major departure from the traditional
approach, which had, any way,- proved out of step with our
changed needs and circumstances.

Fourthly, since in the context of a democratic political

order, a programme of social, ce`onomic and cultural develop-ment can be based only on the active participation of aninformed peopleemphnsA has to he placed on programmeswith a mass approach. The biggest and most innovative ofthese programmes is the one aiming at pon-formal education of'about ten, million young people co ned with their socialinvolvement- and participation in th_ -munity life and work.Although out-of-school education facet t.es should cover youthand adults -irrespective of age, constraint of resoilmsec r,-- '
87



to make certain hard choices. It has, therefore, been decided toconcentrate our immediate efforts on the age-group 15 to 25 forseveral reasons : the size of this age-group is itself substantial,being about 90 million or about 17 per cent of the total popula-;n, out of which more than half, i.e., about 47.6 million aretotally illiterate', a large par4A this group has to be preparedfor employment .wider social participation, for work with im-
proved technologies, for newagrieultural practices, larger civic
participation, increased family responsibilities etc.; it is thisgroup which is largely deprived and neglected but which is alsoost alert, inquisitive, impressionable and capable of being
i spired by ideas and ideals of sers ice and commitment, Inth t respect it should. be particularly underlined that a plan
which attempts to cover a very large youth popdlation has to
improvise special staffing arrangements. What seems almost
inescapable is to motivate and use the young people who have
completed education upto a reasonable level of education and
who can be called upon rye as 'peergrounps- in an educa-
tional programme for their n age-groups. The concept of a
peer-group needs to be understood.. In one of his adresscs,
Julius K. Nyerere, Fresident of Tanzania, said : "But as well
a being student, we all have to be wil g to be teachers.

e have to be% willing to teach whatever skills we have by
hatever methods we oanby demonstration and example, by

discussion,. by answering questions, or by.'formal class-room
work. If we all play our part: both as students and teachers, we
shall really make some progress. I would'likc to remind you of
the promise of TANU members, I shall educate myself to the
best of my ability and use my education for the benefit of all.

An c t consey the educational message to this vast
age-group will c 1 for extra-ordinary measures. Most of the
educated persons in this age-group may have to work as
volunteers, Broadly speaking. categories of persons w ho will be
directly insulted in this programme will be : (a) the educated
youth who will serve as peer-group, including NSS volunteers,

hanti Sena organisers, members of Yuvak Mandals etc. ;
(b) persons whose full -time responsibility is to work among the
youth, inchni. 1 Nehru Yuvak Kendras,

J
NSS Coordinators

etc. ; (c) technical and other experts who w.r11 take cares of the

Size of the t5-25 age-group vis-a-vis total population :

(Figures in thousands)

Classification Total Afale

46,689

382.422

r
Population in the

agc-group 15-25 90,598

Total population 545.495

88

Females, Rural Urban

43,909 69,156 21.442

26.3331 436,892 108,603



1 hos. this .1g op 4. onirrq.Cs heath onCCi lb 1 ot popula
lion. At we know from expectsrwc, enrolment of A child in elementary
school Joe-, not signify much unless the system can hold him until a
certain stage of attainm.:nt As of now, more children drop out on
the way. than res.h the end of primary school. Therefore, further
analysis of this agegroup reveals that about 47 million arc illiterate
and 20 million semilitcrate. This "lodes the category who may be
ralak_laulawithyireii le written words but carrot use their literacy in
any fruitful manner and, therefore. have been. treated as illiterate.
The ncxt category is of the dropouts, being 28 per cent. This
inetudcs drop-outs wh did not complete primary cdaeation as well
as those who pursued stprimary education but did not complete
their education. Finally. t the category of pupils in schools,
being 12 per cent tall types off mat educational institutions).

Content of the educatainal pr,yranime including those who will
organise agricultural pol)technics. granicen tidyipeeths. etc. ;
(d) leadership group ss ho sill woik, in a voluntary apacity;
such as those drawn from the Panchayati Raj institutions,4 political parties, retired civil or militar) services personnel and
others ; (c) admithstrativc functionaries at the Panchayat,
4jock, district, State and Central levels. Only with.such a
large moblisation of resources could an ambitious and innova-
tive programme of this magnitude bc impelemented.

Fifthly. adult education should bc a built-in "component"
in various developinent schemes in the rural areas.' The success-en,r,

and impact of many dev'elopment schemes depend on the level of
involvement of human resources, of thOse who are bCh the
agents a the beneficiaries of these projects. As the Fifth Plan
says: "Pa experience in the tiQd of social education needs to
be combined into an effective strategy sshich should optimise the
use of available resources, mobilise community support and
develop and exploit-fully the, potentialities of adult education for
economic and social devclogment. For this purpose adult
education should be linked effectively with key national ,tasks
like elementary education, health and family planning tgricul-
tura'I extension. corporation etc:' "It is proposed". the Plan
goes on to say. "to integrate adult education with all develop-
mcnt programmes wlere large masses arc invloved as producers
or beneficiars the agencies concerned should be responsible for
organising adult education programme for their clientele." The
Education Department will be assisting them by producing
literature suitable for neo-literates. The adults will be motivated
by linking adult education effectively, with' their activities and
interests. Various occupational and interest 'groups will be

entitled, "which xre large and cohesive enough to allow for the
orgartisation of a well-focussed,, programme of literature p(roduc-

r..,i, ,,
Therefore. several major developmentll projects will

make provisions for man-pidwer training and functional literacy'.
In other words, it is an effort to find a correlation between
economic and social objectives, and educatihnal inputs. What
it means in practical terms is that an Oucational "component"
is intwated with de7lopmental Schemes. Such a functional

..apiirOa8h is not only required for he economic and proquction-
oriented programmes of agricultural,,\and,rural development but'
wooldVertainy be beneficial to employment schemes, family" life

.deelopmj.nt,,Kr:family planning, sanitation,i,rrigation dnd water
I 7, 1 I o. t .1 1.
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social promotion, civic participation, etc. A start has-already
been made t,p try out the same principle in certain areas.
Educational "components" have been built into progranimes pc.
child care, family life and family planning. as well as in several
employment schemes. Step by step we ar moving closer to the
view that -mere literacy (that is, the kii ledge of 3 R's) is not
enough. 14nless the programme of literacy 'Sr adult education
is integrated effectively with the plans of economic development,
the aim o' removing poverty will not'Succced. All programmes
of development should have at least a small portiOn of their
financial provision eairnarked for training in skills and literacy.
In other words, adult education a-nd adult Iiteracy, progOmmes
will be diversified in their nature, linked with envir nmental
needs, develtped round the interests of potential clientc e gr-oups,
differentiated in content and methods, and selective in approach.
As will be evident, these programmes will represent an impor-
tant element of a many-sided educational strategy.

Finally, adult education and adult literacy programmes
would need to he developed for urban areas as,. well. Although
the great majority of the Indian population lives, and will for a
long time to come continue to live in ruralareas, the size of the
urban and suburban population, as well as the perspectives and
problems stemming from urbanisation also deserve attention

from the point ol slew of education, tiainiiir. and civic Pm t'cl"-
tion of urban adults The current neglect or Adult literacy and
adult education in cities. towns. factories, industrial areas,

etc., should be corrected early.

These are sonic of the major innovations on the Indian
nal scene. One thing is obvious : adult education in this
ilerspective is an uncharted sea. It is a field where

inovations will has e to he tested, evaluated and tested
n, as we go along. What is of crucial importance to any

re of success in this effort is a spirit of intense dedication,

educati
widencc

many
yet ag
mea

rage to adopt unorthodox methods, Ilexi,bility and vision.

ucational Needs and Motivation

At the core of any change lies the individual and for any

effective progress, the indisidual needs tp be changed. Education
aims precisely to do this job, and adult education attempts to
do this particularly for those groups of adults who lia,sc not had
the benefit of formal schooling or for those who had such
benefits Writ still requ*c education to meet the needs of changi`ng
society. The task of adult education in thkconte\t of national
development is, therefore, to des isc an adequate and effective
system of non-formal educatar to induce the requisite
behavioural change.
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,There a2, however, who. are of the opinion that in

view of the availability of modern audio - visual and other media
for providing information. it would he sufficient for example
to provide the basic facilities to the farmers Bch as, water,
power, fertilizers, seeds, etc. and literacy and adult education
are only marginal inputs in terms of increasing agricultural
production. Such a view can prove to02e.extrcmcly short-
sighted, There is no doubt, that there are,4,,avery community
a certain percentage of progressive and educated farmers ,Avlio
adopt innovative practices rather readily. atIt if substantial
increases in agricultural production arc requi\.r6d, it would be
necessary to 'ensure that All farmers participat in development
and not only the limited number of progres ive and cducated

(-----bfarmers. In r to reach the large masses of people who'are
illiterate or semi-literate, an effective programme of adult
education linked to the requirements of farmers is a necessary
part of any strategy for increased agricultural produmon. The
educational input is as important as other inptits and in any
ways even more significant from th,e long term point of vie
For example, fertilizers, might he in short supply, rains migh
fail,' agricultural research might not produce suitable new varie-
ties, but once the farmers have been 'edAicated' in the true sense
of the word, ,they would be able to meet the challenge that arise
from such difficult situations. If our goal is to...make farming
community self-reliant and self-sufficient i. e. capable of meeting
any eventuality without detrimeltt to aericultural production,

.,,,we have no option but to make use of adult education in a more
effectiVe manner than hitherto.

An ex-post facto study' of the impact of the Farmers
Functional Literacy programme, undertaken in the distrct of
Lucknow in 1970, has conclusively established the utility of the
functional teracy\programme in ,contributing to agricultural
pr.. . Three batches of farmers who had gone through

e functidnal literacy programme were studied in comparison
with the control group of farmers, who were similarly situated
in all other° respects, but did not have the benefit of the
functional literacy programme.

The study has established not only the utility of the func-
tional literacy programme but it ha's also shown us the process
by which functional literacy becomes usefin. it has also
confirmed the assumption that the investments made in farmers
training, agricultural extension, radio brbadcasting and othery
measures Can lead to greater results provided the farmers are

I, Farmers Training and Fain-tin/ad Literacy A Pilot Evaluation Study.1972, Directorate of Adult Lducation, New Delhi.
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made functionally me.ate. It -has shown that adoption of imp-
roved Practices is not a mere matter of technical competence or
availability of factWies and resources. It requires basically an
attitude of mind; a-desire on the part of the farmer to improve
his production and to add to his own welfare and to that of his
community. There is enough emperical evidence (apart from
logical premises) which conclusively establishes that returns of
investment in agriculture could be increased many-fold provid-
ed there is an adequate pkramme of fuctional literacy and
non-formal education.

Family planning is yet another area where evaluative stud-
ies have established the importance of literacy and education.

In correlating disapproval of birth control measures by educa-
tional level' the "All India Survey Report on Family Plan-
ning Practices in India" by the Operations Research Group,
Baroda (1971) confirms that level of -family planning at each
educational level of hustand when the wife was illiterate, was
almost identical to the practices at the corres onding educa-
tional level of wises when the husband was Furthel,
the study observed that when both spouses were educated the
practice of family planning was more than what would be ex-
pected by mathematical addition'of the levd of practices corres-
ponding to their educational levels. For example, when the hus;
band had a primary level of education, the family plannt
practices increased by 5.7 per cent its compared to when the wife
was illiterate. Similarly, the family planning practices increased
by 4.6 per cent v: hen the wife had gone to the primary school as
compared to when she was illiterate. When both husbaird art4
wife had been w primary school one would expect that the
family planning pr;rtices would increase 5.7-4-4.6 or 10.3 per
cent as compared to when both are illiterate. For those pre---
paring to invest sizeable sums of money on family planning pro-
grammes, the implication of the conclusion should be obvious;
it Would be well worth tEcir v.hile to spend adequately on func-
tional literacy and non-formal education in relation to family

.planning. By doing so it is parible to improve the adoption of
family planning practicv from a mere 5.0 per cent to 15.0 per;
cent level.

)
There are several other suc1 studies in India in different

fields such as 'on heialth and nutrition, which prove the
importance of functional literacy and non-formal education. The
provision' of various facilities and extension services whether
it is for agricultural improvement or family pt6nning or health
and nutrition, or any .other development programme, can make

...

a certain impact even without functional literacy prograinmes.
But if the impact is to reach all sections of the community and
the full benefits of the developmental efforts are to be realised,

this can be achieved only through an education effort which
aims at motivating the individuals concerne and providing
them with the requisite competence.

.0
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The question of motivation is looked at from many diffe-
rent angles by psychologists, economists and administrators,
sociologists and anthropologists. These many ways of looking
at motivation or demand-creation fpr developnvent only indi-
cate tile complexIty.of the problem. It is the failure to take fully
into account this aspect of demand-creation shich has often
been responsible in the past for the lack of full realisation of

ti

1. Disapproval nl birth control measures
Education level of wife Percentage of husbands

and wives do.approving
birth control measures

(I) Illitcraic 40.5
(II) Gone to prim.iry school 23.0

Gone to secondary school 14.3
(Iv) Gone to college 6.4
(v) All levels 40.7

anticipated benefits from arious programmes. As the infra-
structure for deyelopment have already been created in many
sectors and regions, and as these facilities can optimally be
utilised through sullicient demand creation, adult education
affrfca unique opportunity for significant economic develop-
ment in the coming decades.

ult EduCation and Stalling

The staff concerned with adult education programmes
will, of necessity, he full-time as well as part-time, paid as well
as voluntary. A system of idcntification'and recruitment will
have to be worked out. For example, in forming the peer-
groups, f8'r 'organising mass programmes for 15-25 age-groups,
the work of identification sill have to be entrusted to local
leadership, field government functionaries as 411 as youth orga-
nisers. The identification of the latter will, therefore, be of
primary importance. The qualifications for recruitment will
have to'be devised with skill, imagination, and
cases dominant consideration will be technical ba
training, but in others, it would be commitment to
adult education.

sion. In some
ground and
he cause of

".

Conditions of Work : In keeping with the policy of inte-
gration of, adult education programmes with other connectc

'programmes, particularly education, fit might be advisable not
to create a large isolated cadre but" to make it a part of the
general cadres. An exception will aturally have to be made
wAre.there is ed r professionals and specialists.

Trainin c all other aspects of staffing, training will
also hav,e to be rel the programme needs. A few genera,
categories could perhaps ae describ'td :

, N
(i) Part-time rkers : In each' of the important

Ithemes, there is a large component of persons who
will do adul- education work on part -time basis'. It
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is indeed difficult to think of any large field pro-
gramme which would not have a substantialamber
of part-time adult educators. The training of such
persons will have to he adequate, though the demands
to be made on them may have to be limited. The

emphasis in this training should be on adult psycho-
logy', and educational methodology most suited for
the programme concerned.

(ii) Panicipals ,and collaborators : There would be
persons Who will not work even on regular part-time
basis but will contribute to the programme by

demonstrating their commitment to it and by secur-
ing the involvement of all persons under their

influence. The most important illustrations in this
,700'4154 category are the political leaders and persons asso-

ciated with Panchayatt Raj institutions. The training

programmes for this category C.vill aim at securing
their complete commitment to adult education.

(iii) Specialists and technical personnel : In almost every

programme there will c emphasis on diversification,
persons involved in a ult education will be drawn
from diffeient professions, specialities, socio-political
environment, etc. or there may be technical person-

nel needing orientation. For 'example, in satellite

communication, training will have to be designed for
a large category of technical personnel from repair
mistry who would ensure that all sets are in working
order, to senior engineers responsible for organising
the, ellite communication system in such a manner
that it has the best communication results. More-

over, in most programmes of adult education, content
of the course will be, important and specialists will
need to be suitably oriented for adult education
work.

(iv) Primary level (Midi educator : E%alualion of almost
all programmes conducted so far has shoivn that in-
adequate training of the primary adult educator was
one of the main factors in unsatisfactory achievement.
Being the full-time field worker, the training of this
category is of the greatest importance. It is this per-
son, the person in charge of a telcclub, a Coordinator
of .the Nehru,guvak 'Kendra or Functional Literacy
Instructor on whom the successful implementation of
prograinme depends.

1
(v) "Supervirsory toff and trainers of primarylerel wor-

kers : This is again a very important category.
Proper training of the trainers is the key to success-
ful training of the primary level workers. Moreover,
even`the well-trained primary level workers tend to

t)
show low achievements in the absence of supervision.
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Social Education Organisers' Training Centres hav-
ing been abolished, it might become necessary to
make adequate arrangements for training exclusively
for this category of personnel. A

(vi) Government functionaries : The c !wept of life-long
continuing education implies that even the most
highly educated persons should make the necessary
effort to participate in a learning process to renew
their knowledge and to up-date. their information.
It may be only a seminar or an educational tour, but
the senior functionaries in the State and Central
Zovernments should expose themselves to new ideas
and developments. Further, it is almost certain that
most persons connected with implementation of edu-
cational programmes are not fully acquainted with
the implications of the n,ew strategy b f adult educa-
tion adopted by the Government of India. The
Regional Institute of Educational Planning and
Administration is well-equippqd to impart such
training. Ins.titutes of public administratiOn, univer-
sities and other institutions an also contribute to
the training of the administrative personnel.

OW Full-time professionals : Adult education is fast be-
coming ,,a profession and a disciplinye, and some
universities in India offer courses for such profes-
sionals. The Directorate of Adult Education is also
equipped to organise courses for such persons.

IN CONCLUSION

4

>

In all the thinking about adult education that is now
emerging in India, two points seem to stand out :

The first/is the realisliGion that our exclusive emphasis in
the past on the formal system of tuJ1.-time institutional instruc-
tion has to be broadened. Stress is, therefore, being laid on
continuing education which will be of direct -relevance and use
to the individual concerned. This is probably best expresses
in the words of our Prime Minister, Smt. Indisrd Gandhi, who
said, "No doubt there is need for good institutions, for good
schools and colleges and universities, but educatien is not some-
thing that is confined to the class room One is learning
continuously from what is happening to One or around one, from
the people with whom one is mixing, from the 'books one is
rcadingeand even from the events of the world which may take
place far away. And it is this ability to learn which is true

education ...... Whether you are in this factory, whether youare working in the field, education must continue. It is no useyour learning something if it is going to be..locked up in your-self. It should be used for a purpose "
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"But how will 4111S.meaningful and continuing education
be provided for all ? The intention is that this task will be
attempted by suitably modifying the existing formal system
itself. The existing system of education is almost exclusively
formal and relics mainly on full-time institutional instruction at
all stages. This leads to several major weaknesses. It can be
availed of only by the non-working population, whether child-
ren, youth or adoilts, and the needs of the working population
are almost totWly neglected. It divides life into two water-
tight compartmentsone being of full-time education and
no work, and the otherfull-time work and no education, instead
of expecting an individual to participate in work and educate
himself throughout his life We have, therefore, to take
steePto create an integrated form of a national educational
system in which all three channels of instructionfull-time
institutional, part-time institutional and non-institutional self-
study--are properly developed at all stages and for all sections
of society.
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OCIOLOGY OF ADULT EDUCATION IN INDIA°

IC. N. UNNITIIAN
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The conception of education as a means of primarily 'enlar-

ging and enlightening the' mind', has been given way lo

the view pf education as a utilitririan means to promoting

one's own\position and thereby achieving more satisfactory

conditions in order to enjoy a material life. Controversies

have ranged between these polar conceptions; polemics in

regard to the philosophy of education has been in existence

since long. But it is difficult to compartmentalise the con-
tribution of education. 'Modern education. surely, is 'predo-

minantly directed towards enabling Mc individual to achieve

a status so that he may become an effectively function-

ing individual for the maintenance of a social system which

is characterised by the dn,11111CS of increasing application
of mare amid better technolog\ . I lowever, a purely enligli-

telling function of education cannot be denied. But it is

regarded a, mcident.'d and not the primary purpo*se of edu-

cation in contemporary societies. In a world where homo-
geneous societies are fast giving way to highly indus4rialised

urban complexes, where specialisation is increasingly affe-
cting .human life in every way and _greater possibilities are

opened up for communication facilities of all varie.,ties, it is

but natural that greater emphasis is placed on the utilitarian
aspect of education.

The process'of education may start at the very early
stage f i ,the idividual's life; yet the process of socialisation
and f al education are two categories. That which is

4(' internalised or learnt involuntarily does not constitute a

part of the system of formal education. Different types of
formal education imply formal agencies which direct the
type of learning that is envisaged. In the natural proce-
sses of internalisation of societal values, although there is

involved a certain element of directionality, by and large,

what the child learns is through involuntary informal con-
tacts 'with the rest of the society. So if we define education

as a system which involves conscious impartation of know-
ledge through various institutionalised means in order to
develop human personality in certain directions, it p?eclu-

des socialisation and also informal types of education. it
is in this sense that wrse9the concept of education here.

rio

.1.10 T. K. N. Unnithan, "Soclology of Adult Education in India Prassar,April 1973, p. 6-13 ,
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A broad-based adult eduealkn Trogramme_would
include__Elaldult literacy programmes,_continuing_education
and extension programmes i.e. all educational activities pri-
madly intendeCiTurt (FTVYever a limited conti-
nuing education programme will only emphasise those
areas of specialization which the aspirant addlts want to
achieve with a view to improving their chances oI attaining
better and higher social positions. Of course, there is the
enlightenment aspect of this programme which might ,be the
primary concern of some in a developed society or even in
a backward country.

The role of education is becoming increasingly impor-
-1

taut in the coctext of the complexities of modern society
characterised by specialization in all branches of knowledge
and skill. It is here that the adult or continuing education
programmes assume importance. Any programme of edu-
cation to be successful, must have certain pre-requisites:
(i) aspiration and motivation of the individual who desires
Lb participate in a programme of education; (ti) capacity

of the individii,11 to Asimilate progressively the knowledge
imparted; (iii) the capabilities of -the agencies and indivi-
duals who participate in imparting knowledge to the aspi-
rants; and (iv) a social system which permits the function-
ing of an educational system effectively.

These pre-requisites for a successful educational pro-
gromme are also essential to a continuous, continuing or
adult education programme with the difference that in the
latter the recipients do not start their education at a young
age but only when they are mature. This of course is a
very important difference on the reckoning or understanding
of which will rest the successful implementation of an
adult education programme. In the case of a child, edu-
cation would imply impartation of certain .values and know-
ledge through systematic measures in order to prepre him
for specialization. This might involve a de-socialisation of
certain values which the child has internalised and which
are in conflict with the values which a modern educational
system tries to impart. The child may first have to 'unlearn'
what he has internalised through the process of socialisation
in order to assimilate new values. For example, take the
case of the caste system in India. Adherence to the caste
system is one of the best illustrations of a systematic institu-
tional attempt, to perpetuate inequalities in all fields of life.
The very principle of the caste system is a principle of ine-
qualities. A' child born in a traditional Hindu family
would have already internalised the caste norms rooted in
inequalities by the time he goes to school. Modern educa-
tion does not recognise the non-egalitarian caste values.
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Whether it is in the matter of sitting together, eating to-
gether or interacting in other respects i.e. in all conunensal
and connubial relations. the child constantly has to learn
that what he has internalised at home is wrong. There-

fOre, the traditional values which the child has inter-
nalised, will have to be removed in order that the child once
again internalises the egalitarian values of a modern society.
And hence the desocialisation and resocialisation processes
run concurrently and concomitantly. This becomes easy
because of the plasticity of the child, that is to say, the capa-
city of the child to eschew some of the values it has interna-
lised and to replace them by new values. But in the case

of an adult, the problem is of resocialisation and perhaps of
attaining a specialised skill at a stage when his personality is
fully developed. This is a crucial problem which necessi-
tates expert and competent handling of adult education and
continuing education programmes, as otherwise they are
liable not only to be of no consequence but also to prove
harmful to society. Because to arouse aspirations among
people in a socio-cultural milieu where fulfilment of such
aspirations is not possible may result in ambivalence,
frustration and consequent tensions and conflicts. In order
to avoid this situation we should utilise expert knowledge
which could be gained only through experienced and sys-
tematic research undertaken in the field-of adult educatton
in different societies. Socio-cultural differences do not
warrant any generalised stipulations in regard to the methods
of continuing education and adult education to be applied
in all societies under all conditions. The experience gained
in European and American societies may he thoroughly
irrelevant in the context of an Indian society or an African
society because the divergences in the cultural configura-
tions of these societies will not permit any generalised app-
roach except to arrive at certain fundamental principles
which may, at the most, emphasise the need and importance
of continuing education programmes. The application of

the methods will definitely have to be altered in relation to
the context in which the programme is envisaged.

In a developing country ,like India, any programme
for continuing or adult education will have to take into
account the special characteristics of its cultural and social
structures.. Divergent cultural values have contributed to
what we haveThs our cultural heritage in India at the moment.
Divergences exist on the bqsis of language, religion etc.
but at the same time within these heterogeneous divergent
factors, there exist also some factors which develop certain
converging centrifugal, tendencies responsible for the fee-
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brigs of Indians for natiopal intergration etc. It is possible
to envisage the co-existence of heterogeneous and homoge-
neous factors which together would contribute to the exis-
tence of a harmbnious Indian society., Only these divergen-
ces and convergences have to be recognised and accepted
and an inter-linkage built up as the result of an eplightened
appreciation of the existence of differences rather than try-
ing to impose uniformities which have resulted in the past
arhal,1 result in the future in conflicts and disintegration
instead of the much desired integration.

14.
, This problem is inherent in the structural attributes

of a society. Aspirations might not find suitable fulfilMent
because of the thawrting influence of the established system
of status-hierarchy and power. Equality of real Toppor-
nities is limited, for social structures in general as all social
structures, are stratified and function within the framework
of a power structure which has some established character.
But this is equally true for the self-selectivity of individuals
to the educational poles. Maybe, the individuals who get
access to or control educational opportunities belong to a

social system, which might have seen it fit to institutiona-
lise inequalities of opportunities in this ,regard. In such
a case tensions generated by rising aspirations would be
further enhanced.

Social structure in India, by and large, is hierarchical;
even through )caste is a /Phenomenon sanctioned among the
Hindus,' only, It has penetrated into such religious groups
as the Sikhs, the Jains, the Buddhists, the Christians and the
Muslims who theoretically at least do not believe in the

,_practice of caste. The interactions of these religious groups
and the predominant influence Of Hinduism which existed
partly because of its majority position in comparison to the
other religions, have contributed to the phenomenon of hier-
archical segmentation of a society that is at its best at the base
of the Indian social structure. But the fact is that this
tradition-bound, caste - oriented, ascriptive society co-exists
along with an achievement-oriented, competitive societ,
which has at its. core egalitarian values and the promotion
of increasing use of technology. India and large agri-
cultural, nearly 70% of the people are rural-oriente True,
yet is it also true that about 150 million people (more than
the total population of some of the highly industrialised
countries of the West) are urban. Though these urban
dwellers are not modern but traditional in many respects,
they do embody elements of modernity in varying degrees
and surely are initiators of change in the entire social system.
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Whereas the traditional society would primarily ascribe
social positions, the modern society would assign positions'
in accordance with the capacity of the individual to perform
certain specialised roles. In. other words, modern society
is primarily achievement oriented. So !lit Indian of today
is facing a very peculiar situation which is relevant perhaps

in the context of other developing societies also. Even the
persons who live in urban areas are riot fully urban in their
outlook. Their values, by and large, are traditional though
the very foundation of the traditional society has been broken
by altering the social-political framework of the Indian
society in such a manner which no more recognises ascription
as a legitimate process of status assignment. The constitu-
tion of the country does not approve..phe traditional status
assignment pattern but sanctions social mobility by reco-
gnised achievement as the major criterion in status assign-
ments. Theoretically at least a person who traditionally
has been condemned to certain menial services can aspire
to occupy the highest social position in the country. This
was not possible before we altered the political super-struc-
turcof the Indian societythat is, before Independence.

Now this situationthe situation which permits
people to aspire for positions beyond the barriers which tra-
dition had imposed on themis one factor that is to be fully

".reckoned with in constructing an adult education programme.
Obviously, a Harijan could not aspire to become a teacher
which job was traditionally prohibited for him. The Vedas
were forbidden fruits for the non-Brabmins. The Brahmin
alone was the supreme in the social hierarchy, the fruits of
knowledge were exclusively his rights. But, today, it is

possible for a Harijan to aspire to be a teacher t4nd to be
anyone in the social hierarchy. This possibility has created
new aspirations among certain sections o1 society. The
younger people in the lower rungs can endeavour to take
advantage of the modern educational facilities offered by
the State. Of course, here we assume a viable degree of
correspondence between the selectivity of personnel to the
continuing education and the society's ethic of distribution of
opportunities. We assume an egalitarian form of social stru-
cture. This, by itself tkiay or may not be operative and even
though operative, its rates may vary. But despite this, the
fact remains that in our society today there is a rising wave of
new aspirations especially from these sections which were
down-trodden so far and this has to be reckoned with, also
at the level of the adult education
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Adult education is, primarily, however, concerned
with the older ones; the ones who were born before these
opportunities sere available, and those who are bec,oming
fast outdated on account of the rapidity of growth of modern
knowledge and technology. If the persons who were denied
opportunities of education for no fault of theirs become aware
of the possibility of furthering their prospects and impro-
ving their social positions thereby raisipg their aspirations,
It would become the responsibility of the State to undertake
means to fulfil these aspirations. Otherwise mere raising
of hopes in these people are liable to result in severe strains
not only for those belonging to the poorer sections but also
for the rest of the society. Raising of aspirations only
one of the pre-requisites. Assuming that the individual
has the capacity to rise up in his efficiency and that the social

system can impart additional knowledge, special techni.

ques of impartation have to be developed. Nursery school
methods are hardly applicable to an adult instruction situa

tion. Adults are unlikely to enjoy playing with toys or
singing together "Jack and Jill went up the hill" and similar

nursery rhymes. On the contrary, adults are psycltologi-
cally not even prepared to let the society know that they are

deficient in their knowledge and that they still intend to

learn. Therefore special instruction methods have to be
evolved for instrairting the adult taking jilt° conAderation

problem.dincensions of thethe social and
Even the rest of the -.0cial T.tent ha-, to he prepared for
accepting a programme of adult eduk.,Iimil.

For this it would be necessary that the focus of adult
education programme is directed to .vasiuth, ocial sub.
structures e. g. peasantry, industrial workers, professional
and white-collar workers etc_un their. needspecific bases.
It xvould_theiLlurilierTbe necessary to chart out the factors
which constrain or mobilize the .acceptance of the scheme in
ordcr to get it institutionalised in the social system.

This is where a scientific adult and continuing educa-
tion prograrkne can be of great help. Once we accept the po-
ssibility of a social structure based on egalitarian values and
justice, social mobility becomes a reality. This situation
creates aspirations at all levels. The gap between aspira-
tions And achievements becomes pronounced as this process
proceeds. This is positively true of new nations striving
hard to catch up with, the developing countries. To reduce
the gap it would become necgssary not only to undertake

...literacy programmes for adults who desire to improve their
proficiency with a view to achieving social positions which
they could not aspire for earlier due to the rigidity of the
social system which has since become liberal and democra-
tic. Adult education and cantinuingducration should be

-
an important segment of the overall educational system.

4
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In a developing society a programme which takes into

.h.count the entire educational chances of the adult should
be one that combines proper literacy programmes of the
adult and continuing education' programmes for the deser-
ving and a programme of research to evaluate the progra-
mmes which are already undertaken and to re-orient the
further programmes on the basis of the results attained
through research and studies of the existing programmes.
Such a progrimme of adult and continuing education is

bound to have far-reaching consequences\of sociological
significance.

The sociologic& consequences of an effective progr-
amme of adult-continuing education are manifold. It will
have consequences (a) on the social structure (b) on the
cultural structure and (c) on the structure of the persona-
lity of the individual. The basis of stratification of the
society might undergo a transformation. There would be
greater vertical mobility. Persons of a lower social status
will have chalices of rising to a higher social status. Incom-
petent persons, incapable or performing their roles satis-
factorily in relation to various societ-a-1 positions they hold,
will prove to be urm orth of such positions which would
be taken over by more competent individuals, who were
perhaps holding .1oer positions. This :is well illustrated
by the social history of India daring the past 20 years. Many
(e.g. the princes, the feudal lords, the upper caste people
etc.) who held positions of power riot perhaps due to their
competence but due to .traditional factors have lost such

-Rsitions t6 persons who have come up on the ladder of
social hierarchy by dint of thcVcapacity and competence.
This raises aspirations of individuals. Form a 'fatalistic
society', transformation will be in the direction of a society
which believes in the capacity of the individuals to earn and
to live in a manner chosen by them. In a tradition -bound
society where occupation is hereditarily determined, economic
backwardness is a natural consequence. Where this occupa-

tional rigidity no more exists and where the possibily of an

up-ward social mobility exists on the basis of one's achieve-
ment, a well conceived adult and continuing education pro-
gramme is bound to accelerate economic development beca-
use the mechanism of production will be basecrdn individual
initiative. A traditional production mechanism is not based
on individual enterprise but rather on the traditional assign-
ment of occupational roles. In a modern society one selects
an occupation not on account of its hereditary nature but on
account of one's capacity. If individuals who are intere-
sted and4capable of performing certain specific occupational
roles are,also able 10 secure such positions which enable
them top ertorm such occupational roles, then naturally
the production mechanism of stich a social system would be
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most effective assuming other things are equal. So a back-
ward society, which slowly cuts away its shackles of social
rigidities, is capable of advancing economic development
only with an effective progfainme of adult and continuing
education as the core of educational and social planning
measures undertaken to reconstruct the society in question.
This is particularly so in a country like India. Haphazard

measures of planning are incapible of taking the society

towards a desirable direction, progress. Any development
programme, therefore has or must have a proper place for

adult and continuing education along with other measures
which are envisaged. The egalitarian vatues and speciali-
sed knowledge which we impart through adult education
and continuing iticts are bound to create a better appre-

ciation of the necesity of co-existence and alsd the possi-
bility of territorial mobility and national solidarity.

Thus a good adult education and continuing education
programme has tremendous consequences on the social and
cultural structures of a society, and it will also help in the
evolution of an:individual personality which is conducive
to cultural assimilation and change. Therefore, it is nece-
ssary that adequate emphasis is given to this challenging
area of adult and continuing education in any educational
system particularly that of a backward, developing society.
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iCSOMialliS adopimi h

1 This Twenty Seventh Adult
Education Conference held in

Luck now from November 3 to 6,
1974 regretfully notes that a very
large majority of the people of
India specially those living and
workin3 in the countryside, con-
tinue to lead a life of abject
poverty bordering on destitution.
1 heir income is Idw, their employ-
ment irregular, their mode of
work often onerous and condi-
tions of living dismal. This calls
for drastic changes in the whole
approach to the problem of rural
poverty. There is urgent need,
on the one hand of initiating and
undertaking a vide range of
economic and social activities for

ismeeti g the varied ,needs an
requir ments of the poor people
in the rural areas and on the
other hand the imperative neces-
sity of changing the out-moded
economic and social structure in
the countryside with the object of
bringng about conditions both
for economic development and
social justice.

_' n the field' of Agriculture
which is and for quite sometime
likely to continue to bc, the major
occupation orthe rural poor, there
is need for establishing a more
just and equitable system of kind
relations as well as suitable sup-
Porting institutions. The experi-
ence of two decades of planning,
legislation and development has
dearly shown that. however well
intentioned they might be, their
benefits hardly reach the rural
poor for whom they were primari-
ly intended. In the process, the
rich become richer, and the poor
still poorer. There is, therefore,
a strong need for developing
representative self reliant demo-
cratic organisations of the rural
poor as effective watch dogs of
their interests. The pooror sec-
tions of the rural people s dial
be enabled to create a po
instruments by which; on th
hand they can assert their will
and promdte their interests and
on the other, strengthen their
operative functions of production
and related activities.

3. The Conference is empha-
tically of tile view, that the main
thrust of adult education in the
service o the rural poor should
be to inspire an attitude of radi-
cal ehalige and help mobilise
-Organised action. Programmes
of adult education should stimu-
late and generate such action.
Plans for education and action
should therefor;, be within the
same synoptic field as two closely
inter-related activities. Education
should lead to action and partici-
pation which in their turn would
result in promoting further edu-
cation. Only then will education
and action acquire a dynamic

character fulfilling their historical-
' roles in the crucial stage of the

country's economic and social
development in conditions of
freedom and democracy.

4. In order that Adult
peoples education becomes a vital
and effective instrument in the
service of the rural poor, if is
essential to re-define its priorities
and functions, and on that basis
to effect a re-structuring of the
total educational and develop-
ment services particularly for
rural- India. The rural school
must be rescind from its present
deplorable condition both with
regards to its personnel and its so-
cial and instructional programmes.
It should be helped increasingly
to become the centre of education
working for the service of the
whole community. Its functions
should cover total education
formal, vocational, non-formal
and 'informal for ;pc .childrn,
the youth as also (adults of all
seetions,of the community with
p.micular Emphasis on the c4u-
c,;tion of /women. The school
should become theagency through
which all the services of the state
in the fields of agriculture, indus-,

ealth and social well-being
rovided and coordi-
vhich all sections Or

ould turn in times of
rk-
th

the
need lb vice.
ing in c ose co-operation
organisations of the rural peopi
the two together, could strive

citectilely to ensure that the pro-
vision of the services ;records fully
with the necds and also that they
reach those people for whom they
are primarily created.

The concept outlined -(above
will call for drastic re-structuring
of the state services and appara-
tus. And yet it is not likely to

--call for any greater additional
resources, since it is possible that
the pooling together of all the
available resources and theirs
effective utilization might meet
the purpose..1lowover. the initia;
lion and the process of education
and development here proposed
need not wait till full structural
changes as indicated are achimed.
Pragmatic approach and well
consideredgefforts can well be
started soon. They are bound
to have their Own dynamics err
bringing about the necessary
changes and orientation of ideas
and attitude in accelefi-ating the
process and leading to building
up of a structure suited to the
nccds of the rural poor.

The Conference therefore cal k
upon the Indian Adult Edticatio n
Association and its Institutional
Members to initiate, support and
cooperate in programines of edu-
cation for the rural poor.

i
2

This conference notes with
satisfaction that the eduea-

tional strategy in the Fifth Five
Year Plan is built on the assum-
ption that formal ang nonformal
education should Te correlated
and integrated, since in a country
like India with enormous edu-
cational nccds, formal education
through' full -time and institution-
alised education only, cannot by
itself be/fullicient for the achieve-
ment ot major educational objec-
tives. 1 is wk.() based on the
assumptio 1 that non-formal waysof imp, t ng education will be______developc for all categories of__..

1.11 "The Resolutions Adopted by the Conference," Indian Journal of Adult
Education, Jan./Feb. 1975, p. 6-7
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learners and at all levels of edu-
cation : for children, youth and
-adults and from elementary to
higher education. The confe-
rence supports ate proposal that
emphasis in the fifth plan will
be laid on the following pro-
grammes : I. Non-formal educ-
tion for non-school going child-
ren in the age group 6-14.

2. Non-formal education for
youth in the age group 15-25.

3. Functional literacy linked
with development schemes. The
conference also welcomes the
acceptance by the Governnient of
recommendation made by the
Task Force on Adult Education
that 2'30 of the budget of all
development schemes should be
earmarked for education and
training of the beneficiaries and
people otherwise affected.

The conference appeals to the
institutional and individual mem-

,,bers of the Indian Adult Educa-
tion Association not only to ex:-
tend cooperation to the govern-
ment but also- be involved them-
selves in the implementation of
these programmes.

13 This conference is happy to
d learn that the Department of
Social Welfare and the Central
Social Welfare Board is launching
a scheme of Non-formal education
for adult women during the Fifth
Plan period. As this is a new
venture, it is necessary that vol-
untary organisations with experi-
ence in similar programmes
should be involved in the imple
mentation of this scheme. As
the programmes of such organi-
sations are being coordinated.by
the State Social Welfare Boards
and the Central Social Welfare
Board, this conference, represent-
ing a large number of voluntary
organisations, recommends that
for successful implementation, the
scheme may be entrusted to the
voluntary sector through the
Central Social Welfare Board.
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Anti Bordia

,strategy for adult educa-
tion

CLIliC0111311'

The conceal consequences
for adult education, 6f the basic
aims and objectives of national
planning in India as elaborated)
upon by Shahid Alikhan in the

.position' paper presented on be-
half of the Ministry of Education
are :

(I) Education is viewed as a life-
long process and the impor-

t> tancc of min-formal educa-
tion is recognised. Non-for-
mal education is not viewed
in isolation, but integrated
with formal and institorio-
nal education, integrated
also in the context of different
stages of education and fur-

ther intcgratect with life and
work. --

(2) Satisfactory programmes of
adult and non-formal educa-
tion will be organised for a
very substantial member in

age-group 15-25, being the

most Important grcrttp in the

nationalAlife.

(3) Adult education, if properly
designed and efficiently imp-
lemented, can make it possi-
ble to derive full fruit of the
development programmes. It'
is, therefore, necessary to make
adult education an in-built
component in all development
schemes for the successful
implementation of which man-
power training is imperative.

(4) Increasing urbanisation being
a factor in the process of de-
velopment, a systematic pro-
gramme of adult education
for the urban groups is envi-

saged.
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rarcr pr ed at the Col milt)
ss...xlilt {Lc Ooti.t1 Seminar on Adult rilti
ration and National 1)oelopinent held'
at New Delhi in Which 1974. Jhe
author is Director of Industries, Go-
ertinient of Liaj ithatt, J.)ipiir and
1 ditor of the Indian Journal of Adult
Education.

1A11LE
Size of the 1(5-25 age-group via -a-lis total population

(figures in hundred; pertoining to 1971)

Classilkation

Population in the
age-group 15-25

populAtion

Total

905,983

5,45.1,958

Male

466,893

3,82-1,223

t'uu

439,090

2;637.310 ,368,920

Rural Urban

691,560 214,423

1,086,038

In the context of this strategy
of adult education, an attempt is
being made to identify a few ma-
jor programmes and the main
agencies which will implement
them and to see the implications
in regard to staffing.

mass education for 15-25
age-group

What is the size of this age-
group ? Consider the following
kurcc

-s,1

hus, this age-groupio.compri-
scs nearly one-sixth of Tic
population. Further analysis of
this age-group rcvials that about,
60% are out -of- school illiterate
peisonk. This includes the cam-.
got y ssho may be able to identify
simple nritten words but cannot
use -their literacy in any fruitful
ma,.-Iner and, there fore, have been
treated as illiteritte. The next
category is of the drop-outs, being
28%. This includes drop-outs
who did not complete , primary
education as well as those who
pursued post-primary education
butcLid not complete their
education. Finally, there is the
category of pupils in school being
12% (all types of formal educa-
tional institutions).-
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A plan which attempts to
cover a population of nearly 10
millions has to improve special
stafing _arrangements. What-
seems almost inescapable is to
motivate and ust the drop-outs
who completed education uptO a
reasonable level, say secondary,
and such among the in-school
group who will attain a similar,
level. It can be assuming that
together between these two cate-
gories who have 10% of the en-
tire population of the aXgroup,
or approximately about one mil-
lion persons. These are persons
who have attained a reasonable
level of education and who can be
called upon to serve as "peer -
groups" for an educational pro-
gramme in their own age-group.

'The concept of a peer-group
needs to be underscored. In one of
his addresses, Julius K. Nyerere,
President of Tanzania, said :

But as well as being student, we all
have to be willing to be teachers.
We have to be willing to teach
whatever skills we have by whatever

1.12 Anil Bordia, "Staffing in Adult Education," Indian Journal of Adult
7 I 1
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methods sec can by dc .mstration
and example, by discus ion, b,y ans-
wering qut.gtIons, or by lot mr.1
classroom work. If w all play our,
part, both as students and tcalilcrs,
we shall really make some propeo.
I could like to remind you of the
promise of TANI, members :
shall educate msszlf to the best (IC

my ability and use my education for
the benefit of all."

An effort to convey tlicedu-
cational message to this ast age,-
group will call for extraordinary
measures. Most.of the educated
persons in this age-grottp may
hairs. to work as volunteers. The
National Service Scheme will
have a role to play. himarily,
the role of NSS volunteers will
be to identify Eli persons who
can serve as peer-groups, to train W
them and to provide them neces-
sary help ltd direction.

What are the implications of
this for staffing ? Broadly spea-
king, categories of persons who
will be directly involved in this
programme will be : (a) the edu-
cated.,yoUth who will serve as

peer- group, including NSS volun-
teers, Shanti Sena organisers,
Sanchalaks of. Yuvak Mandals
etc.; (b) persons whose full-time
responsibility is to work among
t4 youth, this l'kuld .40clude °the
Nehru Yuvak Icendras,NS5 Coor-
dinators etc.; (c) technical persons
who will take care of the content
of the educational programme in-
cluding those who will organise
agricultural polytechnics,- Grantik
Vidypeeths and other experts ,; (d)
leadership groups who will work
in a voluntary capacity, whetlier
drawn from thePanchayati Raj
itistitutions, political .pariitkii, reti-
red civil or military' 5erviccs per-
sonnel and others ; (e) Adm
trativc functionaries at the pin
chayat, block, district, Sltateith
Central levels.

ir

tl
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functi9nal literacy
programme

The Working Group on'A.lalt
and Out-of-School Fclueation -ap
pointed by the Planting Commis-
,sion as a preparatory measure

for drafting of the Fifth Five
Year Plan has made a mast signi-
ficant report on the role of adult ,

education- in national
ment. Its r commend:moil that

.earmarked :ovision he made for
due lion in developmental

projects is now beingNeenerally
accepted at polieY making levels.
Farmer functional literacy pro-

, gramme is one of the best illus-
trations of the mamiermin which
a built-in component can b pro-
vided.

The mcrs functional lite
racy proramme aims at Mere: cd
agricultural production by impro7
ving thwfficieney of the farmer
with reference to the High Yield-
Varieties Programme ad its co-
rollary inputs like fertilizers,
plafit protection chemicals etc.

Such cultivation requirefully
plaid farm operate s and
adoption of scientific practices.
Therefore, training of farmers is
consiared an essential input in
this prozramme. It provides for
well organised functional literacy
programme which would impart
not'only .literacy skills but also
agricultwal information which
could be immediately used by
them. An important component

of the project is the Farm Radio
Broadcasting which attempts to
harness the 'media of QradiO for
the objectives of the IIY\' Pro<
gramme. Naturally, implemen-
tation of this project calls for

joint effort by the plucatioo.
Agriculture and Information &
Broa dasting Ministries.

lill+Iuring the Fourth Five Year
PO( the' Farmers' Functional
Literacy programme covered 100
districts and envisaged a coverage



of one million persons (the actual
achieve'rnent was between 200,100
to 300,000). In the Filth flan,
the number of districts to he co
vered under this scheme will be
200 and cacti project will orgoitis
90 Farmers' Functional l itciacy
Centres as again* (.0 at pr..sent.

The target has also been doubled
(to 2000,000).

In relation to staffing, (his

scheme will have to cover the
following categories :

(a) The functioitial jieracyAea-
,

cher.

(b) Field supervisors.
V A

(c) LI NIL extension and

technical staff which impoits
technical know-how and

which is responsible for post-
literacy follow-up.

13

(.d) Persons connected .with Farm
Radio Broadenting.

(e) Administrative functionaries

at all levels.

communications satellite

Teaching and learning being
separate acts, invested in sepa-

rate persons, communication bet-

ween teacher and leallICEdian tal.se

place across distances. Any.
person, nolilattcr how p and

residing at remote place hose
disadvantaged and how

educationally' unprepared. can he
in communication with the tea-

cher, if there is eflectite conin--
nication* system. Satellite com-

munication will become witin
few years one of the most impor-
tant factor's in Indian sociciy in

general and education in particu-

lar. Perhaps, the most impor-
:tant question before the educator

is whether we would be able to'
use this media for worthwhile
programmes of education and

technological development. It
is ;quite possible that our inacti
vity ancl.passive aquiescence will
place (hi! most importapt media

in the hand; of the vulgar enter-
tainer and those interested in*plee-
ding the people plgibps.
Although we arc already lat:, it
is still possible to fully grasp the
importance ;Ind roolutionory po
tentiol of communication sateilite
and to use it wisely and elfcsli-
vely.

While planning for use of sa-
tellite communication ssstern for
adult education one may has e to
consider stalling in respe*ct of :

(a) the programmers, including
persons responsible for sele.:-
lion of programmes. persons
who will direct the program-

s mcs and persons who will
appear in them.

(b) The organisers of the tele-
clubs and those resposil4e for
making. other 1151k:11'1(1g ar-
rangements, including, mem-
bers of Panchayat, school tea-
chers, factory manogen ent
etc.

4c)Technici:ms, right from those
responsible for telecasting to
rCp.11rCri..

(d) Got eminent holt onorIgs at

all loels conic' ss i li '1 he

use of this communication
media.

implications for staffing

Decision in regord to the sto-
tymig%il have to be takco ni rest
pcct of each pro:!ramme or

scheme separate ly. Some gene-
ral observations may, however,
be in order :

identification and recruitment :
The staff concerned with adult
education prygrammes will, of
necessity, b/tull- mac as well as
part -time, pjaid*.s.well as volun-
tary. A system of identification
and recruitment will have to be
worked out. For example, in
farming the peer-groups for or-
ganising mass programmes for

* 15-25 age-groups, the work of
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Wentineation wit nave to be
trusted to local leadership, Ii.
goveinment functionaries as ss

as youth organisers. Ihe Men,
ficatiun of the latter will, the
fore, pc,rLips be c.f. primary

The gnolificao4s for recru
went will have to be devised i
skill, imagination and vision. I

some cases dormoant consider
don will be technical backgronr
and training. but in others,
would he commitment to d
cause of adult education.

Comhtions of cork : In keel
ing with the policy of integratio
of adult education proc..r.imm,

ith other conneeted orogran-
mes. particularly edus:ation,
might be ails isab;e n it to create

isolated cadre but to
it a part of the ,..eneral cadres
An exception will naturally his
to he made where there is nee('
for professionals and specialists.

Prahling : Like all other
aspects of stalling_ training wit'
also hose to h, related to the
progromme needs. A few gene-
ra categories could perhaps be
described :

(0 Part-time ',others : In each

of- the three important

schemes cited above, there
a large componslit of per
sons who will do adult cdii
cation work on pat toini
basis. It is difficult to thin'
of any 1:111,!C Iie.IJ 1)10:7'1'.1111111

o ss high would r have
substantiol number of pait
tine :Walt educators. Th,
training of such mason, \1:
hate to he adequate. 111,

emphasis in this trainin
should be on adult psycho
logy, and educational metho
dology most suited for (11(

programme concerned,

.(ii) Participants and collabora-
tors :--iThere would he per-
sons who will no tvorsk even

on regular pa-IT:time basis but
will contribute to the pro-



their commitment to it and
by securing the involsement
of all persons under their in-
fluence. The most important
illustration, m this category
arc the political leaders and
persons associated %%ith Pot-.

cltayati Raj institutions. The

training,programmes for this
category will aim at wolfing
their commitment to adult
cd ucaJn.

.(ki) Specialists and 1ratni«11 per-
sonnel: In almost c% cry pro-
gramme there will be empha-
sis on diversification, persons
involved in adult education
will be drawn from different
professions, specialities.
socio-political en% ironment

ele. Or there may be techni-
cal personnel needing orient-
ation. For example, II satel-
lite communication training
will have to be de;igned lor

large category or tee:1111...d

personnel, from repair nnstry
-who would ensure that all

,
o sets arc in %%orkiii ... order to

senior enrineci,
for orgaiiisow the satellite
communication ytem Ill .11,11
a manner that it ha,. the heat
communication remits Nlorc-
over, in nro,t pio g.ramines
of adult education, content
of the C0111,C ss iii he impor-
taut and specialists %% ill need

to he suitably onented for
adult education work.

(ii') Primary keel adult educator :

' Being the full-time field
worker, the training of this
category is of the greatest

importance. It is this person,
the person in charge of a'
tele-club, a Coordinator of
the Nehru Yuval, Kendra or
Functional Literacy !mum:-
tor on whom successful im-
plementation of a programme
depends. Evaluation of al-

(%)

most all piogrammes conduc-
ted so far has shown that
inadequate, trainuilt of the
primary adult educator %%as

one of the main factors in
unsatisfactory' aelioement.

Supcn Jor y stuff turd trainers
Of pr intor I. /eta worker c :

Proper twining of the train-
ers is the key to successful
training of the primary level
workers Mmeover, es en the
well - trained primary le% cl

workers tend to show low
achioements m the absence
of super %Iwo. Social Lin-
eation Organisers' Training
Centres Laving been ab011sh.
ed it might become nuessary
to set up one or more train-
ing centres esclusively for
this category of personnel.

crimt.'11( fnnt'luularicc
The concept of can-
tinning education implies

Mat C Veil the must
cd %hot' Id

M A C 111C 11(:.:C . a y cf.! or t

pail11 unit pro.
CC...s to renew their kn ixs
am( to up-,.etc rho! ram -
illation. It m iy be only
SCM111,11 or an education 11
tom, but the senior fun.:-
tionaries in the Slate and
Central Cio% eminent should
expose thenbelves to rid W

ideas and developin.':nt,.
Further, it is almost certain
th3t most person; connected
with implementation of edu-
cational programmes .ire not
fully acquainted with the
implications of the new
strategy of adult cdue.11tt

adopted by the Gosernment
of India. The National In-
stitute of Educational Plan-
ning and Administration is

well-equipped' to impart such
training. State Institutes of
Public Administration, uni-
versities and other install-
tirbns can also contribute to
the training of the
frtt,'- r, 1

WO hill-time professionals : Adult
education is fast bzcoming
a profession and a discipline
:and some wiper...it les ill
India offer eouri.:s for such
profession its. 1.1iere Is also
the Directorate of Adult
Education which is equiprd
to organise courses for such
persons.

In conclusiou it may be stat-
ed that alrhough the need tiiudraw
up goo./ imagmatoe pro:;ramincs
cannot be meremphasiseJ, their
effective nnplemmtation swill

depend on %rot:II:sin:I the stailin;
and tramin" requirear:ms and on
taking steps to ensure that id,m-
tdication, recruitment and train-
Mg is adequate for the needs.

mat
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I nd tan A111111 I 1,,, 311,,n A. I CO ,iblidieti In

1919, is a eollinials. ,,, 11,,. ., At non.

SCCIa11:111. V01101111 d to ails ante

the cause' of adult and eduealion and

promote cootie' anion lee in Indic

It is a leVlstcrsilll sot itly Ultticr the So.liiis s
lion Act XXI uf

1 he plogramince and a, In tile. of Trieieeoeiltion
have a national oils IiiiIin and wettish: tiealing an
environment (or propel inislerstandini... of the impor-
tance of adult and lifclong edination 01(0,101 scull.

nars, confeiences, 1.11s. u. %Ion ci oily.. NMI's ations,
assisting, national and stale goeei lime
policies and ploilanims 'i aditlt and eoritinuing
education, setenslins Looperation ioor,Imation to
agencies both oflie1.11 and 'llsomolliel.11 in et'r'dueune
prograniniet, encovras..ink, the esieting inetiiiitions of
adult education and to eet up nese llt III arv.ts .there

such institutions do not exiei. pro "iv.. home

services to member pilot

projects and CnCtIntaV114; ITC.I1,11 to

education and publishing it tort-. nide hoots
and related literawic on all phases of adult and Corm-
nuing education

The Association pillUhes books. pan ohlets,
dicals and vieuals aids for Is ainere,

and administrators It also products oft esional and

referent-c mate! i.t on stlifirent aspects of adult and
continuing cdur:Toini in Hindi,' Liiglish and regional
languages.

NGusiz

Adult Education Basic Material

ADULT I DIICATIO,IN COMMUNITY
DEVLLOI'MI
Rs. 1.50; S 0.75: 'wet 37; 1956'
Papers presented at a symposium.

HISTORY OF ADULT- E DUC,V1 ION IN
INDIA DURING URI 1 ISH PERIOD
Sohan Singh
Its. 3.50; S 1.75; pages 120; 1957
Analysis the main trends and ae hies emeriti in the field
of social education during the bluish rule.

HUMAN VALUES IN ADULT EDUCATION
Re. 1.00; S 0.50; pdges 28; 1958

'Vert
presented at a symposium held in Calcutta in

57.

NEW DIMENSIONS IN SOCIAL
EDUCATION
S.C. Duita
Rs. 2.00; S 1.00; pages 60; 1961
A collection of articles on adult education to serve the
need of the hour

111

NEW TRENDS IN ADULT EDUCATION IN
INDIA
S.C. Doilta
Rs, 2.00; $ 1410; pa;es 50; 1966
A collection of al I deecsibing the n v trei ds to the
field of adult edsieation

ON TO E I ERNI TY
Vol. 1, ll and III
Edited by S.C. Duita
Vol. 1 1(s. 5.00, S 2.00: pages 186;
Vol. 11 Rs. 2.50; S 1 oq, pages. 65;

Vol. 111 Rs. 6.00; $ 2.00 pages SO; 1974.
VOIU1110 gnC a rcttid of the preeidential addresses
and resolutions of ill: All India Adult L.ducation .;elit-
ferencee from 19.IS19 /3.

REPORT 01' IN I f RNATIONAL
CON:FERENC! ON ADULT I DUCATION
Edited by S.0 Dow% & liciciu Keinphn
Rs. 3.00; $ 1.50, pages 72; 1961
Report of the International inter,: tic un Adult
Iducation orgartiscd by WC011' in New 11:1/u to
1961.

SOCIAL I DUCA I ION
11 N IN RI I ItOSPECT
S.C. 1)inia
Re. 0 50; S 0.25: pa,. s 17; 1957

Des..10,. ti i dt'S th,..,t 1st Of so41.11 CdtI,Jt IOU III India
during the pci Pi-1757.

SOCIAL I DUCA I It/N IN RURAL
RECONS I R UC I ION

Re. 1.00,S 0.50; paees 44; 1957
,Report of the 7tlt N'ational Scm,nar held an f)abok
(Rajasthan) in Mi

SOCIAL. I I)t'C,. \,I ION AND DLNIOCRATIC
-DEt EN 1 RALIS,\ 1 ION

Rs. 3.00.5 / 50, pal:es 89; /9612

Report of the 12111 National Seminar held at Coimba
talc in 1961

SOCIAL I.DUC'A I ION AND THE YOU Fli
Rs, 2.50. $ 1,00. 56; 1964
Report of the I folio 1 Seminar
role of yow' in social eilmalion.

Describe% the

ADULT [DUCA HON AND ECONOMIC
DIAT EOPMEN
Rs. 2.50, $ 1.00; pogrs 43; /966
Report of the 14th National Seminar held in New

opclho on 1966.

l.),3 Indian Adult Education Association, Adult EduCp.tion - 1974



. ADULT LDUCA HON J OR
PAR LI AMLN1 A10 DEMOCRACY
RS. 5.00,5 1.75; pages 86. 1969
Report. of the I(ith National Seminar held to
Pondicherry in 1966.

ADULT EDUCA HON AND NA I IONAL
INTEGRATION
Rs. 3.50; 5 1.25, pager 45; 1970
Report of the 17th National Seminar held in Gauliati
in 1969.

ADULT LDUCATION IN -THE SD/ENVIES
Rs. 5.00; S 1.75, pages 90; 1970

Report of the 241h All India Adult Lrhication
Conference held in Bhubaneswar in 1970.

SOCIAL EDUCATION AND THE SECOND
FIVE YLAR PLAN
Re. 0.75; S 0.35, pages 32; 1959

Papers presented at a symposium in New Delhi in
1959

SOCIAL EDUCATION IN A CHANGING
SOCIETY
Dr. S. R. Rangan.itli.in. Dr. & MN. Homer
Kempfer & Sultan Sin;.2.11
Rs. 1.25; S 0.60; pages 28; 1960
Collection of parcrs by reputed adult educators
presented at a symposium.

ADULT EDUCATION IN INDIA-A BOOK
OF READINGS
Edited by: Anil Bordia, J.R. Kidd and J.A.
Draper
Rs. 50.00; S 10.00 (Hard cater) and Rs. 25.00;

. $ 6.00 (Paper buck) pages 532: /973

A comprchensisc hook on Ann ctinc.Ition in India.
Gives Historical persp...Litse-z*sl'hilo phi .4nd nbji..-
lives, Adult Liteiacv, Methods and Programmes and
Agencies of adult eJucation.

EDUCATION I.OR PERSPECTIVE
J.R. Kidd
Rs. 24.00; S 6.00; pages 369; 1969
A collection of speeLlics of the ,igitlior delt.eic,1 ut the
various countries on the problems of Adult L,tueation.

cauds and "Fcchniques

CELLULOID IN INDIAN SOCIEI Y
II.S,
Rs. 2.00; S 1.00; pages 41; 1961

The booklet describes the role of films in the education
of adults.

COMMUNITY ACTION
Re. 0.3 0; pages 12; 1958
0311cct on of Abstracts on "Community Action".

-10.5-
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CONIMUNITY ORGANIZA I ION IN
ADULT I DUCAT ION
Re. 1.00, S 0.50; pages 40; 1960
Collection of ab.traets on 'Community Organisation inAdult dueation'.

GROUP DISCUSSION
Mclier C. NIalia\atty
Rs. 3.75; c 1.75: paces 1960
Describes11.c role of erourr dr,cussion as an aid toeducation for cult/cliquy

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF
WORKERS I:In:CATION
RS. 3.00; S /.50; pages 87; 1960
Report of the siott.%hop on 'NhiuoJi and Techniquesof Worl.ers education' held in New Delhi in 1960.

TRAINING OF SOCIAL EDUCATION
WORKERS
Rs. 3.50; 5 1.75; pages 96; 1953
Report of ill; I mirth National Seminar held in Ilikram.Bihar in 1953.

ORGANISATION AND ADMINISTRATION
OF SOCIAL EDUCATION
Rs. 1.50: 5 0.75: pages 50; 1959
Report of the 10th National Seminar held in Gargotiin 1959.

COMMUNI1 V ORGANISATION IN
SOCIAL EDUCATION
Rs. 2.00; S 1.00; pages 78; 1961

Report of the 11th Seminar on 'Community Oranisa-
non in Social hlueation' held in Aliabada in 1lZ60.

SCHOOLS AND ADULT EDUCATION
Rs. 2.00; 5 1.00; pages 32; 1968
Report of the 15th National Seminar hc..k.1 in Mysorein 1967.

TRAINING OF ADULT EDUCATORS
Edited by S.C. Diitta and Ili. Fischer

Rs. 5.00; S 1.00; pages 174; 1972
A record of the Proceeding:, of the Seminar onTraining of Adult klucators held in New Delhi in 1972.

SEMINAR TECI INIQUE
Dr. S.R. Ranpriatlian
Re. 1.00; S 0.50; pages 20, 1966
Guide book for seminar organisers.

TRAINING IN ADULT EDUCATION
Re. 0.35; 5 0.10; pages 12; 1958
Collection of abstracts on 'Training in Adult
Lducalion'.

MANUAL FOR ADULT LITERACY
TEACI I ERS
N.R. Gupta

Rs. 10.00: S 2.75; !'ages 184: 1971
A guide hook for teachers arid supervisors.



Programmes

ADULT EDUCATION IN RURAL AREAS
Re. 0.35; $ 0.10; pages 20: 1958
Collection of abstracts on 'Adult 1 dteation in Renal
AicV.

ADULT EDUCA HON I N SOU I I I ASIA
S.C. Duna
Re. 1.00; S 0.50, paves 28; /065
Describes the problems of adult education in southAsia.

COMIUNI FY CEN ORES
Rs. 2.50; S 1.00; pace .r 44; 1969
Rcvitetl edition of the report of the Second National
Seminar held in Indore in 1951.

RECREATIONAL AND CUlfl URAL
ACTIVITIES IN SOCIAL EDUCATION
/;% 3.50; S 1.25: pa?es 144; 1969
Report of the 5th National Seminar held at Pas tints.a-hint (Mysore) in 1954.

LIBRARIES IN SOCIAL EDUCATION
Rs. 3.50: S 1.25; pages 46: /969
Report of the Sixth National Seminar held in NewDelhi in 1955.

SOCIAL EDUCATION IN URBAN AREAS
Rs- 1.50; S 0.75; pages 36: 1959
Report of the 9th National Seminar held in Luclnowin 1959.

ADULT EDUCATION FOR WONIEN
Rs. 6.00; S 2.00; pages 96; 1973
Report of the National Seminar held in Ncw Delhiin 1968.

DEVELOPMENT WORK RNIONG RURAL
WOMEN-A GUIDE BOOK
Krishna Bat Niinbkar
Rs. 1.25; S 0.60; paces 54; 1958
Discusses concrete suggestions for soik among rural
%Nomcn.

r

1

1

THE HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS di'
ADULT EDUCKI ION IN RUSSIA
Sohan Singh
Rs. 1.50; S 0.75; pages 59; 1957
An account of the visit of the author to Russia.

SOCIAL EDUCATION IN DELHI
S.C. Duna & Helen Kemprer
Rs. 6.00; S 2.50; pagis 127; 1960
Report of the research surrey to assess the Social
Education Programmes in rural and urban areas of
Delhi.

TRADE UNIONS AND WORKERS
EDUCATION
Re. 1.00; $ 0.50; pages 36; 1963
Report of a workshop held in New Delhi in 1963.
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WORKERS E1)UCATION ABROAD
Rs. 2.00; $ 1.00; paces 40; 1965
Docnbc, the ssorkcr% education programmes carried
out in United States. United 1:fly...dom. Yugoslavia and*
Federal Republic of Ciermany.

ADULT I 1..)IR' ION ;,.1 OR FA,RN1ERS IN
111E DLVLLOI'ING SOULTY
J.C. NiatlIttr
Rs. 12.00; S 5.00 (Pap,.r hack Rs. 20.00; S
7.00 (Hard cover) rages 233; 1972
It introduces educational policy odnonistrators
and teachers as sell as adult c,tticatois in cleselopiti:;
countries. to the sit nihc.urec of corient at.rieuhural
breat,-thrinigh and to the mot .rod potential of Adult
Education to farmers. its techniques and agencies.

0
AINJI.T AND CONINIUNITY EDUCATION :
AN INDIAN LXITRINIENT,
S.R. Mohcitli

Rs. 10.00; $ 4.00; pages 185; 1973
A case study of the lainia !data
Traqqi (Intitute of Adult :Ind Social 1.dueatiOn).

At'

:mutilating Education

LIFE-LONC; I E.\ RNINC; I OR SUIVI .'AL
Rs. 3.50; $ 1.50, pacts 55; 1064
)(molt 01 the !siker Jubilee Codeienee held in New
Delhi rn 196.1.

THL IMI'I.ICAI IONS OF CON TINUOUS
LEARNING
J.R. Kidd
its. 2.50: $ 1.00. pages 56: /966
It discusses 'he unclic.itions of the concept of con-
tinuous lcainui.t in the oerall concept of life-long
integrated education.

LIFE -LONG INTEGRATED EDUCATION
Rs. 4.00; $ 1.50; pares SO; 1968
Report of the Round Table held in Ncw Delhi in 1968.

Literacy Education

TilE AI.PIIAIIET FOR PROGRESS
Muslitaq Ahmed
Re. 0.60; S 0.25: pages 28; 1960
Discucws the sarious hindianees and difficulties faced
in conductimn litera41'1,ro!!raninies and makes stigges-
lions for conducting adult schools.

LIQUIDATION OF ILLITERACY
Rs. 2.00: $ 1.00; pac,,e. 44; 1962
The second edition of the report of the First Seminar
on 'Organisation and -1 echnique's for the Liquidation
of Illiteracy' held in Jabalpur in Nladitya Fradesh
in 1950.

LITERATURE FOR NEO-LITERATES
Edited by S.R. Ranganathan
Rs. 3.50; $ 1.75; pages 83; 1966
A revised edition of the report of the third National

;,, t).1ri 1,1 1c)c'
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A SURVEY OF READING MATERIAL
FOR NLO-LEIERATLS IN INDIA
Mushtaq Ahmed
Rs. 2.50; S 1.00; pages 120; 1 057

A Stirey of ssork done in ilie ticld of rib
reading materials fur neo-literates in India.

A LITERACY JOURNEY
C. Bonanni
Rs. 8.00; $ 3.00; pages 114; 1973

Narrates the esperienee of the ai

education ss 'thin the franies or k
international literacy projects.

Ct,

Others

AMERICAN-HINDI COO
Edited by Helen Kempfcr
Rs. 7.50; S 4.00; pages 134; 1964

A compilation of the recipes of the sari us American
and Indian dishes hose ingredients are aatlable in
local market. Itoilt Lnglish and Hindi sersions- are"'
given.

ductiort?of

ithor in literacy
of national and
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onBasic Material

ADHARB1100T SIIIKSIIA
RS. 1.65; pages 97: 1956

A Hindi translation of Unesco hook on Fundamental
Education : Description and Programmes.

PROUDI I
VICIIAR
Rs. 2.00;

A Ilindi
Educa tio

PROI
RAJ

Rs.

A 1

SIIIKSIIA AADHUNII:
DI IARA 111*VA PRAYOG
pages 172; 1956

Translation of Uncsco's book on Adult
n.

1011 SIIII:SlfA SAMMIK. AUR
NAI I II: 111.1 AIWA! I.AV

2.50; pages /19: 1957

lindi tr.mslation of thcreport of the International
minar organised by Unesco Institute of Lducation in
amberg in 1952.

SAMUDAYIK VIKAS ME PROUDH
SIIIKSIIA
Re. 0.50; pages 36; 1955

Contains four papers by renouned adult educators,
presented at a symposium hcJd in New Delhi in 1955.

MANAV RUCHIYON KE EK
ADHAYAN
pharam Vir
Re. 1.00; pages 24; 1971

Deals with the psychology of adults'.

Nlethods and T chniques

LOKPRIYI: S. \IIITY,\ SA1\I1GRI KEE
VAIVAS-1 I IA
Rs. 5.00; pages 292 :' 1962

A Ilindi translation of Uncsco book on 'Pros ision of
Popular Reading Materials by Charles Grandsione
Richards.

MAZDOOR K1 PRANALIYA
AUR TAKNIQE
12c. 0.75; pages 26; 1961

Report of the Woikshop on 'Methods and Techniques
of Workers 14i:cation%

PROUD!! SAKASIIARTA SHIKSHAK
NIDESIIIKA
N.R. Gupta
Rs. 10 00; pages 30S: 1971

A guide book for adult literacy teachers and supet
visors.

ADHYAPAK AUR PROUDII SIIIKSHA
A.S:111.)fely
,Rs...4.00; pages 78; 1971

A Hindi translation of the Unesco book 'on Teachers
and Education of Adults' by A.S.M. Hely.

Programmes

GRAMIN MAHILAIN AUR VIKAS
KARYA
Re. 0.50; pages 2S; 1957

A report of the Regional Seminar held in tile New
Delhi in 1956.

JANTA COLLEGE KE VEVASTHA AUR
KARYA
Re. 0.50; pages 32; 1915,

A report of the Regional SC'minar held in New Delhi
in 1955.

P ROW) I I SI HKSHA AUR A1?1IARB1100T
SIIIKSHA NI LIVE P11S FKALAYA
Rs. 2.50; pages./ 96; 1957

A Hindi translation or lines:0 report on the Malmo
Seminar on Libraries in Adult and Fundamental
Education.

SAIIKARI SANIITIYA AUR
ADHAR111100 SIIIKSIIA
Rs. 2.50; pages 184; 1957

A Hindi translation of the Unesco book
tivcs and Fundamental Education
Colornhain.

SAIA1A1 SIIIKSIIA ME MANORANJAN VA
SANSKRIA IK KARYA
Re. 0.75; pages 40; 1956

A report of the 5th National Seminar held in Paschim-
vohini (Mysore) in 1954.

on Coopera-
by Maurice

At.
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NAVASAK SHIM K LIVE R1KA I N :
( SAMPADKIYA PRANALIYAIN
11.00; pages 120; 1958

A Ilindi translation of thc Harsco book on 'Periodicals
for NcoLitcrates : ditorial Nlethods*.

NAV SHIKSHIT PROIJDII0 KE LIYE
SAII1YA KA NIR \IAN
Rs. 1.50; pages 46: /953
A report of the 1 hird Nationil Seminar on 'Literature
for NcoLiterates' organised by the Association in New
Delhi in 1952.

ASIA MEN PROUDII SHAKARTA
YOJANA r AR VICLIARGOSIITI
Rs. 1.75; pages 46; 1973
6 Ilindi translation of the report of the Seminar on
'Planning Adult Literacy in Asia'.

ASIA ME KARMA ATAMIK SAKSIIARATA
K1 AYOJANA--- ER SUJIIAV PUSTIKA
Rs. 1.75; pines 68; 1973
A Ilindi krarslatioli of 'the handbook of suggestions on
planning functional literacy in Asia'.

VIKAS KA.EK NIADUYAN1 SAKASHARTA
Rs. 1.50: pages 50; 1973
A llindi translation of the thicsco Mendilitt No. 3 on
'Literacy as a Factor in Development'.

SAKS1TARTA AUR PROUI)I1 SIIIKSHA
Re. 0.50; pages 15; /973
A Hindi translation of thc llnesco Mendilitt No. 6 on
'Literacy and Adult l.ducation.

Others

°KACYAKARTAThENTINAR
Re. 1.00; pages 58: 1958
A report of the Seminar held in Rishikcsh (U.P.1
in 1957.

Books for Nco-Litcrates

KAMGAR AUR izANOON
Re. 0.35; pages 28: 1965
Deals with the various lass of workers

KAMGAR K1 VISAISIITAIN
Re. 0.15; pages 16; 1966
Deals with the characteristics of the workers.

KAMGAR SANGH KAISE CHALA1N
Re. 0.15; pages 16; 1966
Deals with thc organisation of the trade unions.

KAMGAR SANGH KYA HAIN
Re. 0.15; pages 16; 1966
Deals kith what and why of Trade Unions.

MUH1K SODAGIRI
Re. 0.35; pages 2S: 1965

*Deals with collectisc hargaining for workers.

115

ANTARASIITRVA SIIR,ANI SANGH
Re. 0.15; pages 20; 1966/
Deals with woiking and programmes of the ILO.

" SADACIIAR GYAN
N.R. Gupta
Rs. 1.50; pages 108; 1968
A collcgion of short stories on moral education.

PARIVAR NIYOJAN
N.R. Gupta
Re. 0.80; pages 32; 1968
lc.r)i.ais with problems of Family Planning in a pl.'
form.

ITNGALI

Methods and Techniques

JANASI I IK SI IA PRAKASI IAN
&, 4.00; pageA 131; 1965
A Ilenrali translation of Uncsco Publication on
provision of popular reading materials by Charle,
Grandstgaic Richard.

Others

DIIARAMA ANEK MANUSII K
Chanakya Scn
Rs. 1.25; pages 68; 1961
Describes that there arc many religions in the world but
thc objects of all religions arc thc same.

4
JOUIZIZALS

English

INDIAN JOURNAL OF ADULT
EDUCATION
Periodicity : Monthly
Subscription,

Single Cu-Py Rc, 1.00
Annual :
Inland Rs. 8.00
Foreign S 3.50 (Sca-mail)

Hindi

PRQUDII SIIIKS11 A
Periodicity . Monthly
Subscription :

Single Copy Rc. 1.00
Annual Rs, 10.00

KHETI ME SUDHAR
Periodicity :
Subscription:

Single Copy Rc. 0.20
Annual Rs, 4.00

Fortnightly



PUBLICATIONS

SURVEYS AND STUDIES

Evaluation of Janta College, Alipur. 1961.

Village Meeting Places and Community" (Social
Education) Cantles : An Inquiry in Mehrauli
Block, Delhi. 1961.

Reading Interesits and Habits of Village People :
A Study in Village Mukhmelpur, 1962.

Village Meeting Places : A Pilot Enquiry. 1962.

Radio Rural Forums in Delhi State : Report of a
Survey in 1961, 1965.

Working with Village People : Collection of Case
Studies. Pub. in 1965.

An Adult Literacy, Project in tho Union Territory
of Delhi : Report of an Evaluative Study. 1967.

Agricultural 'Education needs of Out-of-School
Rural Youth engaged in Farming, 1967.

A Quantitative Evaluation of the Pilot Rural
Agricultural Television Project.. 1968.

Coverage of Social Education in Teacher Training
Institutions in India : Report of Study, 1969.

Krishi Darshan-Agricultural Television Project-
Delhi-Continuous EVaruption Report, 1969.

Farmers' Training and Functianal Literacy : Pilot
Evaluation Study in Lucknovv District (Non-
Technical Report). 1971.

Magnitude of Illiteracy in India : 19611981.
1971.

Researches and Studies in Adult (Social Educa-
frai): A Selected Bibliography (1948-1963) 1972.

Evaluation Report on Operational Asoects of

Farmers Functional Literacy Projects in India, 1973.

Fdrmers' Training and Functional Literacy : A
Pilot Evaluation Study of Functional Literacy
Project in Lucknow District (Technical Report)
1973.

Farmers' Functional Literacy Projects : A Review
of Fourth Plan and Progress n 1973-1974. 1974.

116
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CONFERENCE Et SEMINAR REPORTS

Adult Literacy : Report of the . Seminar, on
Literacy. 1962.

Problems of Education of the Tribal People of
India : Report of the Symposium. 1966.

Shramik Vidyapeath (Polyvalent Centres) Pro-
ceedings of a Study Group-. 1966.

Report of the National Seminar on Tribal Educa-
tion in India. 1967.

Role of University in Adult Education : Proceed-
ings of a Seminar. 1967.

Impott of the Department's Programmo of Training
of the District Officers in charge of Social Educa-
tion : Report of an Evaluatixo Study. 1968.

DIRECTORATE OF ADULT EDUCATION
AUGUST 1974

Evaluation of Television : Report of a Seminar
1969

Summar Institute in Aduit Education : Report of
the Second Summer Institute held at Regional
College of Education, Mysofe, (May-June) 1969.
1969.

. Polyvalent Adult Educ.ition Centres : Final Report
of the Asian Regional Seminar on Polyvalent
Adult Education Centres. 1911. .

Report of the Regional Writers' VVo kshop on
Preparation of Materials, Poona. 1072.

0
Socio-Economic Impact of Functional Literacy
Programme : Report of a quick Assessment Study
in three districts in India. 1J72.

Report on the Working of the Farmers' Functional
Literacy Project in India+ for the quarter ending
December, 1972. 1911

Report on the Working of the Farmers' Functional
Literacy Project in India for the quarter ending
March 1973. 1973.

Report on the Working of the Farmers' Functional
Literacy Project in India for the quarter ending
June 1973. 1973.

1.1'7
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. -TEACHING-41EARNiNG ,MATERIALS ON

FUNCTIONAL LITERACY

(A) Tout Books

Khedut Akshargynan Yoja9a-Pahli Chaupadi(Gujarati). 1968. '

Kisan Saksharta YojanaPahli Pustak (Punjabi).. 1969.

Kisan Saksharta Yojana-P6hli Pustak (Flinch) 1970.

Kisan Saksharta YojanaPrayogatmik Pustak Part-I(Rajasthan. Ke Jaipur Zile kallye) 1974,

(B) Supplerinen ry Reading iVlaterial

Adhik Paidawar Done Wall Phaslen (Hindi) 1969.

Dhaan Ki Adhik Paiddwar (Hindi> 19681

Bhari Paidawar Denewala Boni Gehun (Hindi) 1969.
. Sankar Jwar so Adhik Upaj (Hindi) 1969.

Sankar Makka se Adhik Upaj (Hindi) 1969.

(C) Guide Books

Sahayak Pustak (Proudh Saksharta ke Spikhsha-kon ke Iiye) 1964.

Handbook on Farmers' Functional Literacy Project(Kisan Saksharta Yojana). 1972.

Kisan Saksharata Yojana (Pahii Pustak)Shikshak
Nirdeshika. 1973.

LITERATURE FOR NEW LITERITEs

Desh Jaacj Utha (Hindi) 1963.

Desh kt Pukar (Hindi) 1963.

Nefa Chalo (Hindi) 1963.

Des ka Dhan Sona (Hindi) 1963.

to Main Jeevan Dd Raha Hun Turn Kya Doge (Hindi)1963.

REFERENCE MATERIAL

(Bibliographies, Directories).

An Annotated Bibliography on Tribal Education
. in India. 1966.

I
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* Nov Saksharopyogi Hindi Sahitya : (Sankalit

Suchi). 1966.
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Ashler UNF.SCO's ALM-
Icr in the Go% crnincnt of India, Nlinis-try of Ethic:mon Soci
1 his is an aht,.l i l crsion of his p.113,:s
of this tii'c publish.41 by ibc

So:ia1 \N'elfarc. Publi-
cation No.,990, 19/..

Ithe paper Education in thc
1 Fifth Five Year Plan, 1974-79,

prepared for the considera-
tion of the Central Ads isory
Board of Education, it is stated:
"Another ,for transformation
needed in the rem -cducatioual
system is to e it a large in-
formal orientation," There arc
many valid reasons for this new
trend, both from inside and out-
side the ctducational sphere.

To keep pace with the inagni-
Ili& and diversity of the prob-
lems, the halting rhythm of
,progress through the formal sys-
tem alone is insufficient and in-
adequate. To achieve some tanea-
ble objectives and meaningful
targets in out-ofsehool educa-
tion, the Government has to play
a more significant rolc.

limitations of
formal education

There is more and more evi-
dence that formal educatrit can-,
not satisfy all societal, collective
and individual needs for educa-,
lion, knowledge, skills and be-A7
havioural changes. The formal
education system itself has been
severely handicapped by the
enormous increase in the school -
going population, rise in edu-
cational cost per student, and
limitations of governmental ex-
penditure.

But, there is also the fonda-
mental point: schools and uni-
versities, even if ideally develop-
ed, curricula and certificates,
even if perfectly elaborated, can-
notby the very nature of
today's worldcope with all the
necessities.

First, because there is a trend
for democratisation of education.
It is neither feasible nor realistic
to offer to all peoplewho are

requesting or needing some edu-
cation and or trainingformal
educational facilities.

Second, because the environ-
mental differences and the variety
of people to, whom educational
opportunities should be offered,
require more flexibility regarding
the organisation, content, dura-
tion, timings, place of education.

Third, because the rapid sieve.
lopment of science and know.
ledge, as well as the living situa-
tiOns and problems everybody
has to solve in daily life, are not
compatible with the relative
rigidity of formal schooling.

Fourth, because so many
learner (children, your' esters or
adults) are leavingfor one rea-
son or the other the eduea-
tional path. Millions of dropouts
every year are the negative as-
pect of educational expansion.
Nobody should be compelled to
give up using educational ser-
vices for Iif, if he leaves the edu-
cational sYstem.

Fifth, because there is incom-
patibility between the variety , of
living situations, the complexity
of cdycational tasks and the uni-
formity of the formal system.
One single institution (the school)
however extensive it may be, is
evidently insufficient in our time.

Sixth, because formal educa-
tion, by its very nature, encom-
passes complex programmes, re-
quires continuity, rejects frag-
mentary teaching, accepts with
difficulty educational values ofv,
practical as well as professional
life or of the working experi-
ences and responds sldwly to new
demands and to partial or indivi-
dual educational requests.

Seventh, because the formal
education system inevitably divi-
des the schoor-age population into

two very different groups: one,
v. It ich be ne ti Csfrotn full time school
instructions, and the other, un
able to benefit from this precept,
and is in fact condemned to do
without education. Ilftsrmal edu-
sfation is an attempt ti find out a
,,;.'.hlle lid). and to do away with

\his dangerous polarisation.
Eighth. because the cost of

formal education (both the over-
all expenses. due to the increase
in the number of learneis and the
per capita expenses) is becoming
so exorbitant, that every country
feels obliged to find out less
costly educational facilitiesif the
present trend towards the Cemo-
eratisation of education has to
be continued.

These, and many other, fac-
tors are negative reasons for the
informal orientation of 'future
educational development.

new potentialities

But the trend towards infor-
mal education is not only due to
the inherent limitation; of formal
education, it is due simnItancous-
ly to the present possibilities for
the larger development of a paral-
lel informal system.

'1 he 111117011;1 !I regOIS aelli01*-
cd by formal schooling are the
mainpre-condition and the pre-
requisite for infoimal (nictitation.
On the one hand, the acquisition
of at least some edurfition by so
many individuals creates in them
the need for su;11,1cmentary k now-
ledge and the feeling. of lack .of
knowledge; on the other hand. so
many people still, dcpriscd of
formal schooling, exerci7.e
pressure for some education.
Both requests find their answer
in the trend towards the expan-
sion of informal education.

The present society ha ;dew
educational potentialities. he
types of work, the cis is hi he
cultural institutions. the pa ern
of today's civilisation. the corn-
mitnication media are all offering
new possibilities for education.
In other ssnr rs, the educational
value of nonedueational activi-
ties is constantly increasing. This
will explain why the trend to-
wards informal education has its
basis in the fact that everybody
can learn in many more ways and
in many more different places
than ever Lefore.

Asher Deleon, "Informal Edu-..ation," Indian Journal of' Adu Education, ,

1'20,



'At the same time, there gre
more facilities for learning .tit
ones disposal: radio lessons, TV

ssions, pocket-hooks, pam-
phlets, cheap booklets, libraries,
evening classes, centres for sl:ill
training, literacy centres, him
shows, contacts with various ex-
tenciern officers, extramural acti-
vities, correspondence courses,
not to mention more sophisticat-
ed technological devices (com-
puterized education. videotaped
instructional units., etc). all very
important for the expansion of in-
formal learning, but still not at
the disposal of large masses in
India.

The human factor plays an
equally significant role in the ex-
pansion of informal education:
besides millions of teachers. there
are millions of other profession-
als and intellectuals. millions of
college and university students
and voluntary participants of.the
National Service Scheme. All of
them can contribute their share
in developing informal education-
al activities. Our present society
is much better equipped to carry
out such a programme than the
societies at any earlier period in
history.

These, and some other favo-
urable conditions are positive fac-
tors which re-inforce the need
for giving an informal orienta-
tion to future educational growth.

misconceptions
regarding
infotral education

/ Misconceptions, or mislead-
ing ideas, regarding informal edu-
cation are very frequent today.

. There is a wideSpread opini-
on that informal education is
good for lower social classes, for
people without any education,
or jor unskilled and illiterate men
and women. In other 'words,
this opinion is cqualtzing educa-
tion with sehooLs, and informal
education with a lower substitute
of education.

There is another view 'which
considers that the informal edu-
cational approach should he ad-
opted only if the conditions for
formal schooling are ahescnt, In
other words, formal schooling
is always better than any other
educational modality.

3.14

In fact there is sufficient evi-dence that4while formal educa-lion is more advantageous in
achieving some educational orsocial statue, the informal way
or out-of-school modalities arcoften the fiFiKC effective nwans
of achieving some practical aims
or objectives. It is also evident
that informal education has in
its power to correct the rigidities

. and discriminations inher.:nt in
the formal education system. The
crux of an educational strategy
which is trying to be compre-
hensive and is trying to
include both the formal and in-
formal approach -rties in identi-fying the interrelation Intwe;:n
all varieties of educational goals
and all kinds of modalities ter be
used.

Much harm to informal edu-
cation is done by those who con-

\sider that all that is required for
its implementation is merely
goodwill and zcaj without any
need for specifiegnowledgc and
experience, or professional. pre-
paration and methodologt,:al
training. " ach one teach oar,

somecan be a solid slogan for
purposes, bu without systema-
tic prcparation 't has done more
harm to the valid idea of depro-
fessionalisation of teaching than
it has contributed to removing
ignorance.

So many well- :onccivcd na-
tional campaigns (of community
education, basic education, lite-
racy, youth activities, social
schemes, etc.) and generously
implemented programmes (on the
radio, in remote areas, in slum
areas etc.) have often vanished
without leaving any trace, mainly
because they have not been built
on real motivation and because
they have bzzn implemented in a
non-professional and improvised
fashion. This is no( the waylto
succeed in an area like informal
education.

Thus, before proceeding in a
big way towards informal edit-

it is necessary to devote

sonic lith thie,iatellectual pie-
pannion v,Ifidi-----shohl(1 precede
this move, in order: (i) to clalily
the conception; (ii) to develop
the theoietical base through

t
re-

lloction: (iii) and thus eliminate
the prevailing confusion which
distorts the true nature And pur-
pose of informal education. If
the trend towards the expansion
of informal edncation. whlchi
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wo d in reality represent a major
than c in the existing pattern,
is aseepted, there will be a need
for ststematic elforts and confirm-.
ous planned pirepara tory work, for
the fulfilment of the above.

potential
clientele

A very large varietyof people
are potential customers of the
infinite ranee of modalities for
informal education:

(I) People of all ages who
never had the opportunity to
follow any formal education pro:
gramme. This includes early

_ehild1100d, where there are no
institutiorql opportunities for
pre-V.110°14g childrign; younges-
ters,12-IS years old, who missed
the elementary sehond also
illiterate men and wonilq, etc."

(2) Students who left primary
or secondAry,school before the
completion of a cycle.

(3) Learners who during their
formal schooling (elementary,
secondary or higher) feel a need
for deeper and more complete
knowledge in a subject orparti-
cular interest'.

(A) Labourers, both in urban
and rural areas, young workers,
small farmers, landless farmers,
amall entrepreneurs, construction
and road workers, all of whom
need upto-dale knowledge relat-
ed to their job and particularly
related to constant teehkplogidal
improvements.

(5) Educated -unemployed of
various age groups, but mostly
below 30, whose non-relevant
education should be made more
relevant in orderito increase their.
employability.

6clraduwahtoes,aftperroftchsesiocnoamls.,intellectuals(() com-
pletion of the college or univer-
sity need a refreshmenr of their
knowledge, or some addition-al
information, or some new data,
or _special explanations.

(7) People in all age groups.
in all social Sts.*ta and Willy all
educational backgrounds faced
with problems and situations
which cannot be solved without
new ad-hoc learning.

(S) Citizens benefitin from
opportunities for professio I and
social mobility. In a corm ry like
India, the stronger the socialistic
character of the .SyStein the more
expanded and developed will be



the vertical mobility. Such ino,
bilityinvolving the present gene-
ration and inevitably callinr on
to many people to take up res-
ponVilities for which they have a
not ecn prepared or trained
has to be supported by larTe
scale educational activities .locam
for politicians, administrtors,
forenten, local leaders, officers in
ysarious community services, etc.

(9) People cequiring pro-
grammes tor personal ,satisfac-
tion: recreation, leishfetime
activities, cultural. or artistic
programmes, games and sports,

--' travelling and tourism, etc.
Informal education for all

these nine croups re\ more or
less relevant in all orninuniOes
and shouldL--at d crent Icvel,s
of prioritybe whaled, in the
future devc lent of theiludian
educational system.

agents of
informal education

A broad scheme of iniornial
education has tube implem..:Hted
through a large variety of ways,
and means:

-.1kk

(a) Institutions. for . form ;1
Cc !cation (primary scho,q,,

isecondary schools, hgher-

fiisecondary schools, vt ~anal
schools, etc ) shouitl gr,

i
dually

expand their activities in order
to open their doors to learners
wishing knowledge in au infor-
mal way. Especially in -.14,ral
communities the foundry, smithy,
bakery or wcavery, as \veil as
some advanced agricul t ural
farms, arc normally within

,accessible ., distance and may be
'used as extensions to schools.

(b) Colleges, universities and
research institutes should') play
a similar role on a hi!,,her level,
for particular subjects and speei-
if grows of learners. .

(c) Major Develot-ment Pro-
grammes (High Yielding Varie-
ties Programmes, Small Farmers
Scheme, Integrated Nutrition
Programme, Family Planning
Programmes. Rural Employment
Projects, etc.) are offering pos-
sibilities for inclusion of the
cducationaL component. The
implementation of many deve-
lopment prograulmes suffers
from lack of skill of literacy
and of technical know-how.

tf

A

(d) Special institutions for
cducati,ni(like libraries,

Nehru Yuvak Kendras, Shramik
Vidyapeetli, Nillagc literacy
centres, training centres in
factories, centres for workers
education as well as centres for
correspondmice education) are
a pre-requisite for informal
education programmes.

(e) 1'ohrniary nongovern-
memal organisation; have always
played an important role and
should be integrated with
Governnvnt's efforts.
. (1) Radio and Television have
to play a tremendous role in
informal education. In this
connection, four different types
can be mentioned: (i) ." pro-
grammes as part of or as 14port
to formal school curricula; (ii)
educalional non-curricular, Or-U-
m-monies for school learners;

real, instructional pro-
grammes for out-of-school youth
and adults: (iv) programmes
for animation, motivation or
information.

There arc, it goes 'with
sayin7, many otli}er or:;anisations
and in.nitutions in the country
available tor and already active in
informal education. Rut the
implcruentation of any in,..iniin;-
kffand realistic prog,hownell,i, to
be seleLtive.

selkted areas

In a rocicly like vlIrS, with
all its diversities, n is neo:sary
to activate an Over-all open tilai
cational.cr.ctrnr with a %ariAy rit

choices for the learner: and
lug mobility v.ithin it. Wilde
the continuinri, promotion of the
present dosed syNiem, v.lileh
mainly selc4.ye'and competitive,
it is also imperatke that an oi,ca
system- on a non-competito.c,
non - prescriptive basis, be
encouraged catering ,,to the
participants' own interests.

Although the 1priorities of
informal education' should e. be

selected at the State, District or
even. lock levels and must
cor sp d to the , conditions
and needs or different environ-
ments, some tentative description
of posse e sclutions.and priority

, area and "troops may be of some
help.

l'.8 echNation'of early Add-
hood. The recent po.dagtIgi.:31
and psychological investigatichis
are bringinf, valid arguments in
favour -of pre-school education,

1,.2Z

`.

as inc age between 2-t) plays a
much greater role than believed
traditionally; and, moreover, the
trend in Indian education
equalize educational chances of
deprived social groups has no
chance of success if children
coining front these social strata
arc not prepared for an equal
sla14.1.

-!*
2. Mulfl-point entry system.

'The basic goal of utriversalisation
of primary education would need,
besides the main effort to inc:Keast.-
Rte numbep of ifTriary schools

o and of chi enrolled in or-
diLtary cla se;, a\ simultaneous

.,,,cfrort to ncrease considerably
part-time klementar'' ehoolin:!,

..admisSion of chit en 'into
elementary echication of
reduced duration at an advaav-d I.
age (say 9 or 12 or 15) and in-
formal elementary education to'r
thoSe who are' not in a position .

to 'follow regtlar sc;dhoolifig or
who missed it previously.

3. Extra- curricular activities.
One of the very important areas

for informal eritheation is in the
schools themselves (in the form
of extra-curricular, co-curricular
or non-forMal activities). But,
at present, this is often a neglect- '

ed and under-developed educa-
tional activtty. These eNfracurri7
cuiar informal activities should be
particularly developed in four
areas-: natural science.); languages,
literatur't and arts': manual work
and vocationalisation; games and
sports.

4. Illiterate youth in the age-
goup 15-25. The position of the
young people of this group is so
important fu the growth of the
country, as the are the potential
manpower, for the social evolu-
tion, as due to their dynamism
etc.that their educati n must
come under Main priori+i The
members of this ageg up a
generally
inquessio nablalert,

imp itive.
e and -c-apabtc of

lining inspired by emotional coin-
the people and

the

6

1.
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a It true,'
mew. Youth, hoth sillool and
outoscfiool, need souse het,
multipurpose,--nuit.forni:il learnin
facilities. This t% pc of educational
facilities are practically non-
existent in the countt.N, either on
a Lure scale or as a itc%clopoi
pattern. F.% idently, some isoLol
initiatives have pioviNI successful.
The decision to . establish a
District Youth CentreNehru
Yuvak Kendrq Lis the most com-
prcbcpsive. tuition -%%ide initiative
taken in this regard till now.

6. Inncnonal literacy. Our
Five Year Plans are ambitions
plans covering all sector; of Irfe,
the Fifth Plan in particular more
than atiy previous one. Itut the
projects of production and
emp ymcnt arc `(lot likely to

(1 unless and until the job
training of the primary producers
becomes a part and parcel and
an essential and simultaneous
ingredient of the principal pro-
grammes. In the previous
adult education, 04h:ding adult
literacy, was treated as an isolat-
ed programme for its onn
The new approach to he folloned
in the. Fifth Plan should he ,to
link adult education, particularly
'functional literacN, %%heroer
illiteracy is a real botticneA,
effectively %cid% all development
programmes which require train-
ing of farmers or %%orkers at
CtlirCiellt les CIS. in our conditions.,
it would be arlNiable to out
asidg for literaocum 'training
about 2 per cent of the total
iny'sted sum in Nations de%elop-
ment schemes. cITIoloN tiler pro-
grammes and programmes for
minimum ncN.

7., illanpowe\r ineporation and
prennotion. Formal precmploy-
ment education should aim at
forming trainable Tooftle hile
the task r`t developinpecilie
skills should bf: the responsibility
nrenterprises in both the public
and private sectors.

S. University leis!. One
cannot think today of unisersity
cducation for the only 'purpose'

)of offering -degrees, they have
/many'other and larger purposes.
'One cannot, again, today think
of universities as open only to
regular students. Utit17Orts
have as well a rescue and a
remedial function. 'Three different
modalities could,. constitute

. priority areas in the near future:
first,. correspondence courses
(whieh deserve, greater support);
second, Open,Uniseisity; third,
COI-a rntiral or inte.i-mural onror- .

p
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advantages and
limititions of
informal educatiorl

Informal education has vari-
ous adsatii.o!es. It can lielpto
bun:. education to millions of
youngcsters and adults, still
excluded from the cd...eational
stream. It is an arm for tho
dern7ratiiation of education.
Fduc; twnal contents nansmitterl
Of acquired by non-formal w.Cys

could he !pole hew:-
adaptable to emilomn,..iitol con-
dittow; and nceds, r to the
latest scientific or ft:IMMO:R..1i
dlCO% MAI eillIC,111011
can mobilise for its unplcmonta-
lion Val 101I5 SOL IA
institutions, bodies, professions
as %%cll as the %N.Ini:e range of'-
economic means, cultut Al Ns a),

and communication media. is
also a way to ccononnC fonds,

10 (ICU 03,e 1%3C1C01,prOr,'C'.iotial
and financial rc,..ottr.e,.,
limited national funds. to %It::
crease the capital and the per
capita cost.

Die, it Would he erroneous to
hell eV that informal edit:Afton is
a rcinnly for all' the deli, i,mcies
of formal education. mat
education has ;Is own sct jolts
limitations. It should be
kept in mind that Atamfoinial
was s and mcthods ate not to
replace*formalised,
iced education and tea:lune; they
arc not a substitute for or%.,inis,..,1
sstematie learning; they can
create an illusion of all C.Isy p..1111
to hi1'11:1 knowled.e: they .can
discourage some people from
making the: needed efforts to
learn; they are limited the
very nature of the eo!.nitive
process, by the \Nays of trans-
mission of knowle4pc, by the
movie of sonic spes.ilie disci-.
plincs, and professions, by . -

the needs of continutty in learn-
ing, by the -nature of human
ruotivat'wns for learning or.
acquiring skills. This is why the
adoprkh of any pattern or model
of informarediteat,ion shOuld, be
preceded by-an invcsti,ation of
the advantages or

clidisathtnntcaor..nc:canof any particular senic to
What we should aim at now

is not a discovery of Wes./ un-
known modalities or mothods,
but rather to develop informal
education with a large support of,
public (non private, non - colon'

(governmental and panchayats)
fund; to introduce such a pattern
of educational planning which
does not nerd; et areas outside
formal educating b:eause su:11
areas scent intanHble, but doe;
'accept and enlarge. Informal
education prol.Jannues to 11 site
where it becomes relo ant (or the
country's deNelopment and for'
the ,i'nclividual's fulfilment. We
must also aim at cstablishure
direct links between formal
informal eLification, and to permit
everybody to use both was and
to switch wet 'from one to alte
other by impletnentin the prin-
ciple of recurrent eduzation. This
would also establish the indis-
pensable link between life, work
and learning, And finally we
must endeavour to resoke
gradually the e\isting cOntradic-
'till between institutionalited and
non-institution:lilted education
by ink rating the formal sand
informal Koh into a (-alien:1ft
system in Vhielt they complement
and supplement each other,
aiming the s:ttisfajlon or a zrk:A
variety and inuiliplioty,.)f
tional needs.

0
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Dear Reader,

Much water has flown under the bridge of adulteducation since we were with you lust.

The most significant 'happening' was the endor-
sement by the C. A. B. F. of the programmes of non -format education formulated for implementation in

the I ifilt 11Liii Vie report in this issue the rect*II-
mendations of the Board and the main features of
the programme.

Nonformal education is not as some sceptics
would h.1%e us hello e, lust a nets tcrm for 'good old
adult education'. Neither is it a 'second rate'

<education for those children and youth who for
sarmus rcasops cannot .fflord to use facilities forformal primary or Sek:OfIttlf) I:Lila:ARM. Althoughit may partly alics talc the shoricominl;s or formal
education tt tonnotes an entirely new perspectise
on rhe._.,educt tonal proLess whether for the young or
fur the adult It is the loeical sokition to a need
that has al%%.1s !wen present but ss huh has not been
strongly articulated: the neci/ of cscry indisidual, to
learn when he III. how The will and what he will. Atruly egalitarian society should provide facilities

to Ricci Ilicsc needs the cultject b7conws tirc,tIn a ilcc1,1,111. t owl! r 11,21C .1 hulk of it,: peopare cut till I rt1111 Ill: 111.1111 SI rt'.1111 Of tICielOpIllellt .11ChAllre. as %%ell .1% 1.1'0111 the e eill1L.111011,

we ',clic% c Ih.,1 the lowrds 'non formeducation' dory not m..111 f .Iii.1111011 ol1)pcs of cdue.thooal rtri.ianitic to lie 01,1 Loit%%ibanal ones. I lu tclorc it is a ithastitetil
tittioil and ast.eittatt.. ill the t,:,110,. Ih. t 11011101wmattes of cdtu.ation to ifil.:!1.11of the eilusat ion thi.it little tun, s%lost in puttin:_ 111,.. 1,1,a into
base selectLd Ii t drsitirts till 4,1.11110r the pi,gramme. Some 11.1%e es en 111:
others ale csot lout ntotr %%HI ottercsIlli %:If I I IOWSolite :Tll, hcl Sic!, It 11 111110,11 Obtitit 011011lion tr.onot! polsonitel (lil:yient ly%el, Si'.otheti are planion.,.., studies. antl csitt.rinents. Ilexflt the 1./iieLtotate vyk: has,: been %toiling. on poblcit
based cur riLltR1111, a t 111 I it.111,1r Etude and oth.literature We !Live tried to bring sou tip-to.dot
on all th:se (le%Llopinents in a (piit.t. icviesc.

AII that is keit,onl lnyotti,ICII 1,!. 11055 e cr. IlIct
arc sofne pitfall, to h; asoid Nonfol mat vitt kMort is not and c.inii,,I a imil.tec,t for all cdta....itioi
al shortconimp N etlilLation is
necessary and ,nc% liable lot societies. but 'actormalls:mon' 01 sitinc proLedtires does noalone sulhic I clut..iiloo his to h;Lonic mole cl(
linked to the real otitis of the learners and so-id
'cdticands' 11...%c to betook leas ens 111 the tr,IC %ill'of the word A 1.1e S.Illie 11111C. %cc liaC tO 1,1'.,care not to pat the same content in a new hott:e

Directgrate of Adult Education, "Special Feature: NonComal Education,"Adult Education New:;letter, Ministry of Education and Social. Welfare,
'July-Dec. 1974, p. 2-19
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t L1(.11% n I al to 1 tC spirit success of noniof
CdUCM1011 programme iv. and should be, its 'non-
formality' -- in mcibodolop, 1,:arning nute,0,,
timings, duration. One has to he %vats:brill that rt
does not fal, into a tpe-cast. .1 1110tdd ul fortn.Wscii
nonformal education Not that 'mammal education
means flabbiness or chaos. on the contras, it should
release new encipies and lead to a discipline that is-4"
creative and not deadening.

Neverthcles:. let us not forget that we :lie not
just starting some new propammis this is a first
step in a far-sighted do cc I loll

For 411 1110%1.. in.ol.rd in taLoo, the first steps
of a wide (allow,. nonlosmal educational pro-
gramme it rs probably important to know that we
hase in mind both some near as well as same

distant goals.

entral Ad%I.ory board or I ilus.ilion .0 II%
held rn 7,.eiliticr. 1')1-1 h 111 siippoit

to the developin:111 u1 sc hems-, of nomoi milcdneliion. ktcoi.nisine the realit% that mere
reliance on 1,11 mal ed tic anon cannot incet .111

`educational need. in Inclta, the lloald nude the
following recommendations

The esclusise 011 ro1,11.11 vdit, Anon
shouk be riven up and a la r,c element of nonfor111.11 ,
education should he introduced within the educational
system as a whole.

O All State plans shouid henceforth include
programmes of nonformal ethic ition as .111 111legl .11

part of educational pro-
visions, 'ind suitable
machinery he set up in
each State to foimulatc.
devise and impleinciirtrc.
gra mmes of nonlor ma I
education, including fun-

0 In particular, the hoard recommml. lhii
the I 1,11,1nolal

1 11,1,1,.% Prol.1.1111111e %%111,11 irlit ii
tile .1 011-roln 01011 1111sfisie 110111.11

citination linked to a ileslopmntal acti% itsshoidd ecpanded that south?,
N11,11011.11 lilt 1.1,% programme% shaui,d be desk-1'11),cl
III 'dation to oilier cloclopmental Schemes appropri-
ate to rural and iii bait situations.,

0 Adult education protn.amm:s should form an
in -built poi t ut e,ris deselopninital activit whether
in the rural, or 111.1).111 r1111111C co private sector, and
CS'efy Central and State Moust;y / Department
should make appropriate pros ision in the respective

-twines.

CABE
DELIBERATION'S.

ctional curricula, integrated and interlinked with
the formal system.

G Multiple-entry and programmes of part-time
education have to be adopted in a big way. At the
secondary and university stages. part-time and

shouldcorrespondence education 1 1_ 1 d 1 op:d and all
encouragement given for programmes of self study.

0 Programmes of adult education arc of great
significance for the success of the programme of
universalisation of elementary education as well as
for securing intelligent participation of ihc people in
all programmes of national development. They
should, therefore, bc developed on a priority basis.

Adequate financial
allocations should be
made in the State Plans
for' nonformal education
for the arc-rioup 15-25
on1tho basis of well-de-
fined -norms set up by this

Slate Goccrnntents.

0 The prcn.aamme should he llesible, dis to,
sificd and functionally related to the needs and
interests of y uth and should equip them for partici-
pation in developmental activities.

tr) During Ili: current scar 1974.75, all efforts
bc made to begin the pi ()..!1-3111111C (a) one district
in each State w oh Central assiffance and (b) at least
one additional district with the State funds.

0 13y the end bf the Fifth Plan an effort should
bc made to cover at least six to seven million illiter-*
ales in this arc-group.

12:?*
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studint
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learners to learn
to stimulate le arreo
InCptsiiiveriess on.
rcatlyncos to sobe
problems and gel
into aeries
to Date's continuall
tho mimic( of lilt per
grammikvon 'cameo'
and the environment

MAIN ASPECTS OF NONFORNIAL EDUCATION
( helm% the 11111111 ehIllell I of the

nonfo ,ant edst( non proiirciimue for ilk oc;e :roup
/5-25 We is wild, Inn, ever, hist' to 'noise it ( leer tiler
these are only Intruded to he brood i:seileltneit.
cienthl defined to prdiilr r, frum,:itorls, bud with

For whom and why ?
Nonforinal education i% not con:incd t ) any age-

grqup or any speeltieNateevi). But linttations of
expertise and resources compel the adoption of
priorities: I herctore, one of the priority provainnics
in, thc first phase Is intended tor the youth in the
age-range ,J5-15 because :

a larger number of them arc illiterate or
semiliterate and thus unable to participate
fully in sociucconomic and developmental
processes ;

they arc nevautheless Ake and alert and
involved in lantily, community and societal
responsibilities, and need to he helped
through education to ply these roles
efficiently ;
Since most of them arc living in rural areas.
the deeeease of rural poverty largely depends
on them.

How will the programme be orgrinixcri ?
The programme will start with about 100

. entrcs in each distilet and will try to reach about
200, in stages, each centre enrolling about 30 learners.
Itcrc again the number of centres depends upoa the
learners available for enrolment.
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concideruble ope fur adaptability and clivolfiention
For fuller detail v, renders ore .referred to the Govern-
ment of bubo publication : \lain Schemes of Non-
formal h.dtication, 1974 Editor)

What will the programme content offer ?

It will he a composite programme of nonforma
education including literacy. It will contain :

information and knowledge about lb,

environment.

knowledge about thc social, economit.

'scientific and technological changes_ in th

midst of which young people liveani
work

elementary principles of health and hygiene

child care and nutrition

basic skills in reading, WI iting, and aritl.

niche

introductory occupational and vocation,
skill programmes to prepare thvlearner lo
cmployinciy and self employment,

bos



Who will be responsible for district level
implementation ?

Onc of the exiting functionaries al the district
level :

An officer designated for the nonformal
education programme

the Nehru l'uvak Kendra Coordinator

the Functional
Meer
a voluntary organisation

any other officer considered
Government as suitable

Literacy Project

by the State t)

Who will be the instructors ?
A wide range of full -flair and paw- time rance-

nic nts IS ens isag,d 0%ith preteicme to ihose whocollie
from the same ensironnt.:oi as ihe learners):

school teac;icis

unemplo).d educated )outh

IsISS volunteel s

ssol kers or pr(TICSSIve ;timers

social xvorkers and le...hiller:Ins

university and'college students

How will the class( s be supervised ?
Supervisors niav he either part-time or full-time

as found convenient h) the Slate Iducation Depart-ments.

What Avill the curriculum material consist of ?
The learning and teaching materials will consistof :

a combined,primer and leader

complementary-karning sheets

a teacher's guide

a kit of charts

other audio-visual aids

The reader will cnsist of 40 to 50 learning unit'.
each consisting of a Its Mg or working problem. key
words related to II, basic knowledge and know-how
for understanding and solving it.

What will be the basic approach ?

To relate the cducation41, content to the
needs, interests and environment of the
youth

To make the programme us functionally
related as possibl:

To h:lp the youth to understand their
environment and proble%sw.irntifically and
to be ready to able to save them.

Who will be the implementing agencies ?

A sag let), of existing institutions. resources .11'
a!2.encies will need to be piesscd into ser s me :

State gosernments

volmitai v alcm:ICS

Nehin l'ut akKendias

dbuth clubs an outh organisation%

1rut al des .lopment and social well'aie ct nti,
etc.

How long will the programme be ?
11,c programme con he organist:4i

ways to suit the learners :

as a 1 month ci:ursc with shorter hours ea
day

as a 4-5 month course sith long r hours ea,
day

as a recurrent course ove three s rimers
or any other arrangement

to a variety

When should the classes be held ?

Any time that suits the learners :

mornings

afternoons

late esenings

holidays

How long should the classes last ?

Again, this should be left flexible from situaft
to situation, fro t se. con to season, and even ft,
one week tcr nothe , warding to the occult:wit:
and environmental de lands of the learner gromp,
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WHAT IS I IAPPI1\!.!L2.12,a.._y11-1AT IS 11APPENING ?1,
MMIMMMI,M.

AT CENTRAL AND STA.] I, LLVLLS

The following districts have been
the age group 15-25 :

SLLECTION 01' DIS1RICIS

selected so fur for introducing programmes of

O

non formal CdUC011011

SlatelUition'Terrtiury Distrii selected ,Srate/(hsion 7 erritors. 1)1.m-hi Selected

Andhra Pradesh Khanunam. Rajasthan Ajmer, Bikaner, Jaipur
Krishna. Jodhpur, Kota. Udalpui

Assam Cachar, Dibrugarli. Tamil Nadu Coimbatore.

Bihar _

Kami up. Laklumpur,
Noss tong. Sihsagar
Ranclii, Daiblianga Tripura

Tiruchirapally

West Tripura

Gujarat Itaroda Uttar Pradesh Forty Six Districts
Haryana Bliiwaiti, lind \Vest Bengal PUrulta

k Himachal Pradesh Chamba, Sirmair Andaman & Nikobar Andaman
Jammu & Kashmir Jammu, Si inagar
Karnataka Shimoga, Raichur Arunachal Pradesh Pasighat (Subdivision
Maharashtra \ \'ardha of Siang District)
Meghalaya Garo Hills Goa, Daman & Diu CanacOna and

Khasi & Jaintia Hills Bicholim Talukas
Orissa Italasore, Put
Punjab I'aridkot. Iloshiar put Miriir am Ch Isiristui5sui

CURRICULUM PRLPARM ION

(Ire reported in ma ria'i licit(' that stork had
commenced in the Directorate WI the formulation
of the curriculum for the iline-molith prognismisc.
As should have been expected this bus proses/ no
easy task. But the very effort has proses/
educative and enriching. Ire svould 111,e to thank
the many spccialicts. dill i edit(' a WI S and writers
who gate so many patent .borers of labour to- this
task. The curriculum, a curriculum guide and one
or 151.0 illustrative nulls will be released shortly
in draft form.

Editor)

Three main characteristics of the learning group
have provided the parameters for the curriculum
for nonformal education :

that the learners arc a young group, no
passive takers, but questioning and
which means that the curriculums: /mist wake
sense to then:
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that the learners are a gtibup that is facing
many probiews of life, work and environ-
ment II bleb means that the curriculum must
help them to search for answers to these
problems

that the learners arc alr.:ail,/ pla%ine role%
of responibilitr in the family and society
in a modernisliu... are. /I mcwir that the
currrictilvai mist quip than to phis these
TO/C.Sirinre epic seria.l urn! is/di Arson /edge

The first step ,was. thertifore, to lied out vhat
precisely were the Vital concerns of youth social,
economic. perselnal in order to see what kind of
educational pro..2.rainnn.s would have to be structured
to make it of direct consequence to them. A
'clinical approach' was, therefore.. adopted to
diagnose the problems and needs of youth in order
to build a curriculum content which would enable



1

them to understand their own problems an the
obstacles that came in the was of solving them and
then seek appropriate solutions. lhe problems were
ideatilied through SunOS. di leVIOs. studies. they
were then analysed and related to learning objec-
tives.

The aim of the) croup which worked in the
Directorate of Adoll-rdmmion ss.ls iii eny case to
prepare onlv a prolol pc programme, which will
encourage %mutat: groups to work out concrete
contents and diversified learning material; for other
languages and % armus environments. 1 herefore, it
concentrated its attention to the following major
problem areas around which the curriculum was
decided to be built :

Low agricultural produ;tion
Health and sanitation
Home and family life
Participation in civic and community
activities ; and
Human resource development.

Each major olublem %vac then broken down into
sub- roblems which were (i constitute the basis of
each /earning unit. Broadly sp:aking the obj:clive,
of each unit would : to lead the learners to
discover the prob-km become aware of its Impact ;

understand the problem in its % alious aspects ; to
explore what should he done to overcome the
problem ; and to gel hd.R: scientific and rationli
altitudes. The learning mot will bz des- eloped in an
inter - disciplinary wa% co%ering technical, sot:11111K%
socio-economic and mathem meal concepts related to
each sub-problem on the learning situation. Literacy
component will form pat of the learning unit.

For the benefit or teachers and writers, a

curriculum guide has been developedgiving guidelines
on

Major problem arcah

..urriculuni Units (sub-problem)

Analysis of the sub-problem to
awareness of concepts rclatin to :

values, attitudes, behaviour

socio-cconomic aspects

bring about

scientific explanation

Numeracy and arithmetic

Literacy .

Understanding (knowledge to be gained)

Methodology

lead questions
style of presentation
references

teaching and learning aids
klr111,1",, 129

Activities to he taken up by the learners in the
effort to overcome the problem

A few illustrative units have been piepAred.
hope that these matcials Nall cilabl: vatious agencie,
to develop teaming and teaching materials suited b
their own environments.

. word of controls : There can bc no ont'a
curr4culum or one set of materials for id/ time in
nonformal education. It will base to bl an
unending process of adapiltion, revision :ad
improvements if dB: programme IS to respond to th.
environmental needs front time to time. Abliony;
this ma) seem difficult and time-consumin7, this I

the basic condition to run a programme reloan'. t%

learners and community needs and conditons.

.00
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UNITS "tr4-=',-'GO01) I ODD'
rch

Ea a similar rus:thodolopea Join@the State Departmeat ol I ill; won Uttar Natio-hhas evoked learning unit for their prog'ramme olnonforinal education.
the task- %% asexecuted by the Literacy !louse, I U(1.110.. k% 110 cresearch officers hale identified real problems anddeficiencies (from a nutiltional point of %los)

seseral villages surrounditift Luck naow before fluelaborated t he experimental composite 'leamit;units on good food'.

1 he 'amid I- ood' touts ate printed in Hindand can he obtained from the Literacy house.ORILN1 AI ION OF SENIOR I XIFollowing the CABE deliberation on nonfortnaleducation, the National Stan .College of EduationalPlanners and Administratr.rs, Naw Da hi, set up a,tVorking Group in November to formulate guidelorasTor orie mint: senior e see tins at the Centre and Inthe States who will be in charge of Implementingvarious programmes of nonfoimal
education. In thefirst instance. executives in the Union Ministry ofEducatiop and us organisations and sensor executivesin the States and Union territories will he covered.

The objectis es of the training
programme wouldbe to help the executives to;. develop an over-view of the programme ofnonformal education includAg its relationswith the formal system of education ;formidate speofic programmes of part-timeand nonformal education ;

Supecvis..,. administer, coordinate andevaluate the programmes.

"Three types of programmes hase bec,n suggesteiin the first' phase :

a shorter information seminar for Educatio.Seeretari,es and Directors of Educationa longer orientation programmt: for Scat(.olliecrs in charge of nonformill educationDeputy Directors of Education and Directorsof State Institutes of Education
courses for District Education Officers

While the National
primarily responsible for
programme would he the
Government consented.

Staff Collere would bk.the first tsso, the Mild
responsibility of the Stat.:

tlic first phase of training. th.National Stait Collel.:e plans to bring out a hand-book for the benebt of planners and administrator,of prograinnies of part-time and nonformaeducation.

TRAINING OF DISTRICT 01 FICERS"The Education Department in Rajasthan hasdecided to organise a protzramme of nonformaleducation in six districts to! children and youth inthe age-group of 8-25, both in urban and ruralareas. It is ex p;eted that merere will he sonic 305)

areas.
villag and city centres imPlcmentifig the prorramme.The u MC Ui UM will be disersified, adapted as muchas the conditions would prenut to various envjron-

meals. and will take into consideration
psychologiesand mental differences, as well as dilieicnt cducatitpal needs related to the age of !camels. All dienand other aspects have been widely discussed durina one-week uoikshop for district officers. organise,jointly by the Department of Education and the Ra'asthan Adult Education Association. [lie Directorarof Adult Education has provided Tjsource services,

TRAINING OF PROJECT PLRSONNEL
groups. The total number of supervisors anproject office' s for the two

age-groups together willover (00. 1 he State
Goseinment has entrusted illtraining of these personnel to the Literati y IlousLuckno.v, which plans to organise nine oricntatioprogrammes of is ten-day duration beginnin:; fro'the first of March, 1975.

The Education Department of Uttar Pradeshis establishing 25 nonformal education centres ineach of 46 districts in the State. One supervisor isbeing appointed to take care of live centres. ThaProject (Mica in the district will take care ofnonformal education for both 11-14 and 15-25 age-
)/
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The Indian Adult Latin-anon Asirtiatioli 11,1%
decided to &Note the scar 191s lair studies of

I hevarious aspects of nontorinal relocation.
following three studies ace planned :

A national workshop on nonformal educa-tion for school drop-outs to he rut! inis;(1 in April
1975 in collaboration with the Bombay City Social
Education Committee. I hrs r k shop trill eonLent-rate o tn l_eveitT111NI of tonc1100,1 curricula furboys and girls who !lase dropped out of schooland are at work in homes. tams and factories. Itwill also study the various teaching and learning
methods appropriate fur this group.

A national sy mposium on nonformal
education for the age-group 15-25 will be held in

it

AN1) \\'()ItKti1101'
Jcitie;Jul 1975 in Collalutr.ition %soh the Karnal,,t, ,

I atom Council, Mvsaitc.State Adult 1 I

l l"symposium will outsider the different tiainilt.
programmes . kult:thle 1,11 this 14011p and on II,.
development of ciirricill.1 shish tall take intoaccount saritltons 111 local enaironnient, social an

chant1. anFes around the south, elementars
healttand faintly pia milli!! practices,

andthe basic reading

A. orie-seek training picagramme On thepreparation of pioblem-oriented mateilals
taken up in Collaboration %%oh the Literacy blouse
LucknoNN. lhe Association hopes that this pro
gramme will throw up ideas and expeiicitecs srltiti
will he of benefit in implentrentilig programmes o'
noctformal education in the caauntry.

A N111111,-PURPOSL PROGRAMML IN RAJAS [I IAN
The State Government of `it tiasthan has already

starteJ the pro,l,ramrne ail noillorntal education 11,six districts : Kotah, Ajmer, Jaipur,. Jodltpcir,
-Udaipur and Bikaner.

The programme has two major elements :
(a) nonformal and pAr:-tints education tochildren in the :1"e-group 8-14 and youth

of 15-20 who have received no schooling :
(b) continuing part-hill.: education to the samegroups of children and youth who havedropped out of the formal system atvarious stages, to Allay multi-pointlateral entry and to enable them to com-

plete education up to class VJ II.
Nonformal Education Programme

In the first phase the pro2laillie is betng triedout in two arzas in each of 6 di.tileti at ihe divisio-nal headquarters repranztatting an Urban milieu : analin one or to tot panchaal samitts iii rural areas. Each
district will start with 50 centre;, 2.) iii the urbanand 30 in the rural areas each. Each centre willorganise tWo learnini group:, one for the youngeran&the other for the older ace-groups.

Continuing Education
This is- a two-year programme intended!' furschool drop-outs and will also cover the same age-,

grt ups. It has been started in two _' ilontintit
Lcfuc.ttton C:iltres' in cant divisional It ad111.11-ter
with 12 classes in each centre, each cIa -!with 31
students.

In the second phase, the scheme is expecte,'
to he eMendeal to inure centres in each of these si
districts an.1 also to three new districts.

The Curl IC11111111 will be environment-based
flexible and suited to the interests of each rroup
During the interim period. the pckQrananie is hem.
based on the existing primary school curriculum
Flircc distinct eioironnients arc chstingulshahle : th
azrieultural districts o!' Ajmer and Udalpur
anini ii hush indry districts of Jodhpur and Bil:anei
and the industrial area of Kota. Curricula sill al.
need to take into consideration the urban and stir:
interests. The formulation of the j'irtriculum an
learninc materials has been entrusted to th
Rajasthan Adult I:dui:anon Association.

The retpsnsibility for implementation is heir
shared by the Slate Education Department an
yolun'ary a,:eneies. In some districts the saw
agefocl administers both programmes and is provide
with a full-time project ot4er, and- two luill-tint
supervisors. Whey: the urban and rural areas ar
administered by separate agencies, a full-time senio
supervisor is in charce. assisted by one part -tine
supervisor in urban areas and-four part-time onct...Jrural areas.

V
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The Board of Continuing Stliication set iip
recently in Tamil Nadu will he laiohlung an espeli.
mental project of noniornial education for youth ssho
have been dropped out of school courses either _atter
class V or class VIII.

The objects of this projects arc

IIIOSE \\'I10 IN 1 I RRUPTIA, THEIR EDUCATION
The second is a t Wo%Veilr UM/id/lied CHItSe tofeboys who lia%e completed 18 years of age and whohave left school at any stage after passing Blassor who has e completed the preparatory course. Th.:course will include functional I anal at a moreadvanced lesel with accent on mitten and spokenTannl applicable in an industriak'ut ban environment.functional Lnglish with the same sobtecties. mathe-matics, applied science including Laboratory work,practical citizenship. . including implementation ofprojects. engineeling drawing and practical geowctry.Thh duration of the programme will be for to yearsbut a student may choose to spread the course overa longer period, taking 2 or 3 subj :cts at a time.The classes still he tun for not less than 220 days inthe year inclutfing examinations,

The progress of the learner in the preparatorycourse 'will be assessed through assignments andsix-monthly tests. Evaluation in the senior coursewill be thiongli assignments, practical records, andsix-monthly alsessments.

Students satisfactorily completing the prepara-tory eon rSe still be given an infornud Certificate andthose passing out of the senior course will he given anESLC (L:ening School Leaving Certificate) whichwill he considered as equivalent to SSLC for purposeof admis§ion to industrial training or for jobs intrades.

to improv'c the quality of the social and
Civic life of youth by gi\ing, them knowledge
and sociil skills to handle stluattoos ,which
confront them in urban life;

to open to youth. a5enues for p.roductivc
employment including self - employment:

to experiment with and evaluate new subjects
and methodologies oppropriate to urbanyouth.

Two courses will be organised, each for 3 hours
a day for 5 evenings each week, with facilities forprivate study on Saturday and Suaiday.

One is a preparatory coin se for boys over15 years of age, who have left school at any stageafter class V. The courses of study will includefunctional Tamil. functional hivlish, general mathe-
matics, general science. element ry poetical citizen-
ship and craftwork or (hawing. 1 he duration of the
course will vary according to the entry attainment
and the rate of progrkss of the student.

INNIOVAI IVE 11)FAS :

RECURRENT EDUCATION

The crisis in the educational system is compelling
many societies to restructure their current institutional
frame-work. Among the fundamental questions being
raised ,ate :

Is a continuous process of schooling ft oin
,Ninekrjrnaly through pinnory, secondary. and

higher edneatton. the best way to prepaie
individuals for their future idle in society
and to provide optimal opportunities for
self-employ nt ?

Is a continuous lengthiqring of the school
period and hence continuous further expan-
sion of the concurrent educational system
the best way to respond to the increasingly
important role of knowledge and abilities ina modern society'?

Only lifelong access to education can provide .aviable alternative to furt=her expansion of youtheducation.
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It is proposed to select the first hatch of 75 to 80learners from the 7irm areas of Ntylapore and San11tunic. The \lunicipal col poration's school build-ings will provide the aycommohatron for OWcLISNCN.

The concept of recurring education arises from thedemands of a rapidly changing technological society,the complexity of which demands that the individualhas to keep learning throughout his life. antral tothis concept is the principle that such learning cannotbe acquired as a once-for-all-time 'permanent' acti-vity, but has to be distrib-uted over the life-span ofan individual in recurringecurring way. 1 his means a breakfrom the }nom plactice el a long unInterruptedpre-work period of full-time learning into an arrange-ment -which educntion alternate with other'activities of the individual, the chief of which willbe work and leisure.

Recurrent education dues not contemplate thedamn-lion of an entire education scstym, but itgradual if radical transformation of the total ((Inca-tional framework to achieve two main objectives :
to provide education during schooling periodand after it, through informal, formal andnonformal ways;
to bring about major changes in societypolitical and economic institutions, educationplaying an instrumental aNd facilitating role,



A

The appeal of the recurrent education proposition
lics in its claim to offer an ahem:disc to the unlimi-
ted further expansion of the formal and youth oriented
education system as well as making possible an earlier
participation of the individual im society.

Recurrent education- is truly a long-term educa-
tional strategy embracing the full range of educational
prOvisions, formal and informal, fOr young people
and adults and involving a gradual re-orientation of
the present system and* approaches to the needs and
demands of the future.

For fuller discussion and clarification see :

(I) Recurrent Education : A Strategy for
Lifelong Learning, Centre for Educational
'Research and Innovation, OECD, Paris.

(2) Recurrent Education : Plea for Lifelon,
Learning Ed. : Vincent Honp liton and Kt:it
Richardson (Publ. Ward Lock Educational.
London, 1974, pages I3U)

. .
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THREE COMPONLNTS OF A PROGRAMME FOR ADULTS IN HARYANA
i The Education Department of Haryana is _build

ing up a ssell-concei%ed infrastructure for adult non-
formal education. It consists.of three major elements:
(i) a functional literacy project (it) general adult
education programme; and (m) the social education
mobile squads.

The functional literacy project is in operation in
five districts -Karnal,-Ambala. I I Issas. Rolitak and
Gurgaon. In each district six block, have been selec-
ted to be brought -conder the prograMme with ten
villages in each block. The Block education Officer,
who is in charge of education at the block level is also
in charge of the ten centres in each block. The
District Project Officer is in full-time charge of the
project at the district level. The leaders of the fune-

tional literacy centres are mostly primary sch,
teachers. y

The adult education programme covers the
districts with TOO centres each district. 1 he arran
meat for supervisor and control is more or I.
on the pattern oflhe tune tonal literacy progranum

The third component. namely. the.,,wsocial edis
tion mobile squads is in operatics m---ilf two district,
'Lind and Molundetgarh. 29 centres arc covered -
for men-with whole time teachers and superviso
The teachers have been trained for one year and !
object of 'the programme is to make adults soeio'
assaie of and practically competent to deal wi
their day-to-day life problems.

At the State level, a department of no
formal (nd adult education has been %cry recent
created with its headquarters in the State Institute
Education, Gotgaon. It is staffed with three prole
signals - one. Director assisted by one officer in chat .

of nonformal education and the other in charge
adult education. This deprtment will organise !!
service courses for field workers, writers' worksho;
for prOduction of literature for neo-literates etc. Ti
State is thus poised for a truly coordinated programn
of adult and nonformal education in the Fifth Plan.

.+4

(We hope to report further success stori,
of 014. experiment in our subsequent issues.
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PLANS AND,EVENTS * PLANS

A ....in India
INDIA CELEBRATES EIGII l ll INTi:RNATIONAL

LITERAcY DA y

The ,fidernational Literacy Day 1974 took on
added significance in view of the emphasis that is
being placed in the Filth Plan on providing nonformal
education facilities for large numbers of adults specially
in the young groups. The following objectives were
kept in view in the observance of the Day on
September 8, 1974

that the celebration should demonstrate unity
of purpose in repaid to the problem of
eradication of illiteracy which, by virtue of
its size and implications, is of concern to all;

that the celebration should pro%e an occasion
for reviewing the progress that has been
made and deciding on further objectives for
the gradual reduction and ultimate eradicat-
ion of illiteracy and for highlighting illiteracy
as a factor militating against the economic.
social and cultural des elopmcnt of the
people;

r
4:0 that the celebrat.40 should serve as

stration'of international cooperation
of Bier:ley \olk throughout the
which India is also a part;

a demon-
in favour
world of

that the occasion shOuld draw the attention
of authorties at all le%els. educators and the
general pu ilic to the scope and implications
of the liters v campaign;

that lc occasi 1 should provide awaieness
of th urgent need o make the struggle aga-
inst t c scourge of i literacy a matter of nat-
ional priority an thereby imp: t a fresh
impetus to Merit programmes; ,

that the eclehtt
!unity. for acqu.
lady teachers an
Nvork, with new
methods wlitich
of internatib

should afford an oppor-
ling people, and particu-
lose in charge of literacy
roaches, techniques mid

c now available as a result
xperiences;

that the eclebiation should .provide occasion
'to launch action for total mobilisation t,
national, public and private resources includ
ing the media to arouse public consiou,snes
about the evil elects of illiteracy on the .ont
hand and to seek the active support of publU
opinion on the other;

that the occasion should create an oppo'rt-
'unity for the direct involvement Of illiterate
themselves in activities pertaining to tht
International Literacy Day;

that the celebration should he treated as tht
most appropriate occasion for recogniliol
of the gxrd nark done. sere -ices rendered ant'
contra-Alt-ions made by individuals. institu
lions anCr'sorganisations .for their literac
work;

that the celebration should serve as an opp-
ortunity to concentrate/oil formulation any
implementation :01 prog.riiinmes and act ivit ie
falling %ithin the scope of the main program,
mes of nonformal education For the illiteratt
and semi-literate youth anti adults, both urban
and rural, and Farmers Functional Literac:
Programme.

State Education Departments, State Universitie:.Nehrii l'uvak Kendras, Departments of Ada!,
Education in Unisersities, voluntary organisation
colleges of education, teacher training institution.
Uneseo Clubs etc, participated in the observanceof the Day and took up various programmes .and
projects in adult education.

Formal and informal meetings were held to emp-
hasise the importance of adult literacy and the urgency
For eradicating illiteracy among the masses. Mass
tallies and processions were organised in towns and

compaigning for the promotion of literacy.

A flambe). of organisations opened new adult
literacy centres and classes.

Special literature was brought out, highlighting
the significance of the Day.

Surveys for loeati ig illiterates in specified areas.



were
for

ridettaken,. to provide data for drawing up plans
It tI ation.

1 shows and other
C re ed for the promotion of literacy campaigns on

the Uty.

1 h 0-VISU:11 ICC h ',gilt,:

A variety of cultural programmes supported the
theme of eradication of illiteracy.

Exhibition of books, leaflets and other reading
materials weir organised for the benefit "of neolttc-
rates and eini-literates,

RURAL 1.111R \I:Y - CUM-- LITERACY
MOVEMLNI IN KLRAL'c

It is a common belief that illiteracy is not a
problem in Kerala. !low ever, 39.5 per cent of the
population in the Stale (neatly 85 lakhs) are still
illiterates. Of this, at least 45 lakhs arc adults.
Even in the heart of the State capital, Trivandrum,
there are wards which have an illiteracy rate as high
as 80%.

Libraries

The Kerala Grandhasala Sangham, a voluntary
organisation established in the State' in 1945, has
been carr}ing out a literacy-cin-librar.;v movement
in the rural areas of Kerala not only to eradicateilliteracy but to bring about a social and cultu.Q1
change. Starting, with 47 rural libraries, the Sangh.
has today a nem°, k of over 4.100 libraries which
really serve as community centres rot cultural and
recreational ac tic tries nursery classes, sports and
arts progiammes;di;cussion group and radio clubs
and farmers' for.ums. hose libraries serve over 10
lakhs members with a circulation of nearly 2.5 lakhs
books.

Literacy Programm4p.

The. Ultima le aim of the programme is not only
to make adults literate but to brine about attitudinal
and behavioural ehant_stcs eRSUring better cooperation
in improved and scientific health habits, nutrition,
collective work, participation ,/ developmental
activities and in reducing antisocial habits and
tensions etc.

A pilot _project was slatted in December 1971
with 24,centres and, with an eM olacnt of 900 kailiers
in the age-group 15-10. Of these SOO.completed the
course and more -that Sir could read and Write to
a fair 51 I tlstandard. In process 80 literacy workers
teachers, library Wrkers, \a culturc And law
graduates were trained.

Expansion of the Programme

. On the basis of an evaluation of this pilot effort,
it was decided to npand the programme from six
months to one year and from 150 hours to 300 hours.
The second project was also confincirk 20 centres in
the same blocks. lint II centres wcrc substituted.

-800 learners were enrolled and completed the course
Oratisfactorily. In fact, their achievement level was
-tr superior to that of Ihr first batch.
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The third project cvhi .1 began in June 1973
for JO new centres \\ ith 400 learners. Ten Odle)

*centres exclusively for women were started in coastal
area of Trivandrum and Quilo'n distrwts with at
enrolment of S00.

In all t4c.s.c alea. was a distinct change it
attitudes amonr...i the learners. They showed great.'
interest n h)gienic conditions- personal and environ
mental; better food habits, making use of loco
materials.

Books for Neo Literates
Two workshops were organised in 1972-1973 fig

writing 50 books for 'leo-liter:al.:4:r, 5 books hat
come out and the rest are in press,

Bell Bicycle Library -....._ (.

This idea has been tried out in 50 villages i

Cannanore distriet. House wives and Bidi worker
have been attracted to the prog.ramme and the readiu
habits among the village population have, bee
increased. Useful books have been sup - chn
will help in change of attitudes and modernisatio .

Follow up BiLWeekly

This pertodical has been started as a follow
for-Aim-lima-les. It is sent free of cost to an II..

---literates,. In 1.973 the hi-weekly was converted it
a weekly. -HUN has been found to be a very elft:i
medium in maintarning literacy and ht creating
enquir ing mind.

(" 0 0
1'

TV LITERACY EXPERIMENT

1

In our last issue, \\ e reported about an expocnt in using tele\ ision for literacy work i.hat w.eing planned in the city of Bombay. This is a jot'ffort of the In,litute of Comiminication Ails, SNavier College, the Bombay City Social -1..ducaticC mmittee and the Bombay Television Centre of A!India Radio.

*%The progratrAe went through aS scheduled fn
September 10 to D:ccinber 31. .1 lie course consist
of 90 -class days each of 90 minutes: on 34 days
television prltgiamme was broadcast: on otHer Oa
the se-ssion \\ tis carried on by the litermey work
'I he \' sessions were divided in three segments:
20-minute pre-telecast activity: a 20 - minute te
lesson; and a 15.minuie'post telecast teaching.

The first -20-minutes span Was used by the'cl.
roorn tedacher to rec ise the pre\ ious day's lesson a'
to intrciduce and prepaie the class for .the comp
TV lesson.

The,tpost telecast period \\ as intended for d
cussing, reinfoicing and revising what was taught
the tele-lesson.
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The telc-lesson programme is _a _part of the

4-month literacy programl being entated by
the Bombay Crty Social lalu ation Commute= in the
city of Bombay. In most c ises, the wo s given in
the primer were t-hoe that we taught tl the tele-
Icsson-also. Ilow et er. it was n eetitfy sof times to
modify the situations ter the wort s in- the praintr to
make them mote suitable fort V.

The 14 tele-lessons experiment consisted of a
variety of formats in putting across the message:
documentaries. tsongs, 'playlets,. slides, question -
answers, folk dramas. 1 he literacy content of t.he
lesson was either stords which
taught or sentences which were used its readingexercises. 1 he social educgion cdntent was related .

to the literacy coutent.A

The programme structure adopted the following
sequence :

intropction

soda education message

teaching of new letters and 'swords or words
and sentences for unit reading

recaptulation

The television presenter introduced; taught and
acted as a link between the programmes.

A two-day round table discvssitMis being orga-
nised in February 1975 to evaluate the protect and
to plan further.

a

AGR1CUL1 URE.AND I'AM Il.1S LIFE
EDUCATION IN1,./XSTLRN U.P.

The Eigstern up Adult Education Association
has been striving forohe past live )ears to shares
and disseminate knowledg,e and ideas concerning'
agriculture and f4mily life through functional
literacy programmes. With the help Of educational
institutions and voluntary organisations in Eastern
UP and Western Bihar, it tries to create a "change-
prone" group of individuals and institutions who
will undertake to develop their community through
programmes of adult educatiOn.

These institutions work in the surrounding
villages' f roin which the studsms are drawn. The
programme works on.lthe tInderstanding that cyery
institution sets aside half of its income or
Rs-4000 per year whichever, is more, de'pending on
We area or land it has, for adult education work.
In return, the instutions are provided with necessary
expertise for farm development.

The agricultural extension tries to ensure a per-
manent source of income to the institution and to link
functional literacy with food production tiltd with
knowledge of latest agricultural practices.
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Farmers' forums provide opportunities ft
discussing coeunon problems faced by farmers an'
for ,tipdating their inform ation .on various aspeti
of agricultural prolfuetiorf. Farmers fairs constitui

--a.r ..42portaitt activity to make farmers acquaint.
with -hew agricultural tothnology.

- The Nibahi village has been
ohe

centre'
women's welfare work. Nearly 80- wnen have bet.-
brought under the prbgramme in various aetivitit
including literacy- cum - embroidery classes, 111111Mei
ance of poultry farms and developrpent of kitche
garden.,

With assistance from the Govellithent of Indi.
functional literacy classes have been organised 1,
farmers in 51 villages benefiting over 1700 ,men an
women.

In the next five Oars, the Association has a
ambitious scheme, of funttional literacy and lout
education combined with library services.. Th.
Association hopes to bring 33,000 adults within tl
ambit of its programmes.,

I1FILM ON FARNIERS' 4

FUNCTIONAL. LITERACY PROJECT

The Directorate of Adult I'ducation had sonic
time back brought out a 16m.tn. fihn on the 1:arm.er's
Functional Literacy Project in J_nglish. The film is
now being dubbed into Hindi, Telugu, Gujarati
Marathi, tt\litla)alain, Rannada, Assamese, Bengali,
Punjabi, fan' and pri,.a. More prints are also
being taken of tin version. MI (bete films,
ktIbe distributed to the Field ) :trblieity -Units in the
different States'for projection in the respective areas.

NATIONAL LITERAY CONFERENCE- ,

The National Literacy Coordination Committee,
Calcutta is organising a Natiollal Literacy Conference

from February, 22 -25,. 19Z5, to mobilise di rent
agencies engaged in literacy work 'and to draw p a
_programmesfor developing, a mass literacy campy
A large nuMber of rearesentatiyes front the Me
States are expected to participate.
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A PANORAMA OF ADULT LITERACY,

ISSUED BY LITERACY HOUSr, P. 0. ALAMUAGH, LUCKNOW - 216005 U. P.. INDIA

ervvrzifor..-

Voj.2, No. G 19-n

NON-FORMAL EDUCATION A VOCATIONAL APPROACH
The pres .,ucaiional system in a large {tart of the.'world continues to turn out unompcioy.
able youth gear after year svithout:being heedful Q f social needs. Not that educationists are
not aware of the educational maladiesbut they seem to be helpless as the education which
they have received in their youth -was p.art of a system fashioned in a very ditTeront way.
It is doubtful if in the present cueurnstances of rapidly devclopiig; societies, they can contri-
bute effectively towards the removal of those maladies.

This impliesimplies that a new band of workers should he -produced and charged with educatioa.V
responsibilities of a new mature. The new iesponsibilities call upon, every individual, in-'
terested in educational reform, to cleate an atmosphere which should be non-formal in
nature and woven into the process of life-lona learning. In this system are included caluta-
tional arrangements which are generally outside formal ediwation. beneficiaries of
this system are both literate--aid dliterat,_, persons ; men and women ; farmers and 'in-
dustrial workersall of there are helped to find out. practical co.u.I tions- of ,their real pro-
blems with the help of discussions. demonstrations, eldubitions, study 'tours, etc. through
courses of a produCtive (vocation-oriented) and un- productive (electoral education, lahgu-
aee proficiency, cultural activiti s etc.) ^attire. They are also helped to make their
knowledge up to date, acquit e ri uired.skills and he cmnloyed in productive activiticq,
This system is not confined to r etermined houndarie3 of education sessions. school-build-.
ing, examinations etc. Rather it is a,life-long educational programme which can be repeat-

' ed and suitably adjusted according to the needs and convenience of the people.

The non - formal educational system does not intend to drive away the formal education.
It rather helps the formal education to minimise its dissoeiation with community-needs
and produce educated youth %vim could be employ'cd in productive activities of social and

, economie 'amelioration. It is not only oncerned with the undoing of the harm of formal
education but more positively allemptt; to integrate with it at all levels. It provides

; practical experiences after theoretical knowledge gained through formal education. It re-moves the educational deficiencies of drop-outs of formal education and places them in the
main stream of further education. It employs educated school and college-going youth in itsown activities and makes al;ailable its resource personnel to contribute to school-teaching.
Keeping in view the rapidly deepeninet of the present, educational crisis, non - formal
education will have to take a vocation-oriented shape,

The present system of education does not prcpa
ing. A graduate in agriculture- seldom turns Du
engineer an efficient technician.

the youth for the application of his learn- -
be experienced farmer, or a graduate

Non-formal educatitin may remove this deficiency by offering practical vocational.courses,
to prepare youth _for work and employment. Venues for such courses can be farms, homes,
markets, factories and, educational institutions. these courses will not only serve as produc-
tive units but as practical training centres. .

2.3 "Non-Formal Education - A Vocatidnal Approach,P Literacy Today, A
Pnnornmn, or Mull Literacy, (Lucknow, Literacy !Louse) Noy. -Dec.`
1974,-p. 1-2 137
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The domincnt illiteracy prolm in the developing countries ha', -40 the planners to give
a high pi inrity to literary in the cdUcational programme.° As a matter of fact, rudimentary
literacy !hilk, aloof, although they play an impoi Lint role in the developmental activities,
arc not goine to help much. What is needed is to help enable the youth first to employhims61( in' ductively in vocation-onented socioeconomic programmes and to impai t,hteracy
to him afti t Wands at an appropriate time so that he can use it as a tool for gaininga-thk
retainipg new skills and knowledge.

To achieve the desired goals in this direction, vocatigns should be identified, suitable instruc-
tional and learning materials prepared, techniques- of imparting Instruction developed andworkers teamed.

The industrial'. policy, if it encourages competition between Milan and big cnterpreneurs and
permits email -scale indu,tries to be over-shadowed by big industrial groups, should
undergo a drastic change specially in the developing countries. The new industrial
policy should oblige the big induAtrialists not only to assist the small industries in efficient
management find better functioning, but also to utilise their products in their production pro-
cesses. A clear-cut demarcation in respect of production of commodities by small and
big enter preneures will encourage the growth of small industries in which the ber.eficiaria772
of non-forma education can be employed. This will solve the problem of un-employment'
to a great extent and pave the way for a socialistic pattern of society.

The vocation-oriented non-formal education will thus not only become a tool cd educational
reform but of social4change as well.

I
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>,NON FORYAL EDUCATION PROGAIMEI IN 1-illii.EASiiTRA
'

.

- ACTION PROGrAE 4e 7-mP Pi 7S--7 t"h D k.,41.(,,,ta z.., c efLu_te_y_Lih, -1,r c c ,t,,,, ,t, t., N. tt:t-t 1) & ,^4 AI. Area to b- rovered
'.--)

(a) Farmers' Functional Literacy Project is alreadyintroduced in 12 districts viz. Pune, Kolha.pur, Shc'lapur,Thana, Kolaba, Jalgaon, Aura4gabed, Parbhani, Buldhana, .kola,Astrict Lmravati and Chandrapur. In each/60 centres with 30 adults ineach centre are opened. From 1975-, central pattern ofpay-ment of remuneration to teachers, supervisors etc. is being...o....Mqpted. This is also a part of Non - Formal Education Prog-amme.

(b) Wardlla'District ie oileady been selected forintroducing Non-Formal Education Programme with 100 Centresand total enrollment of 3000 Adults.

(c) It is proposed to introduce during 1975-76, Post -Literacy Pregramme on the Wardha (Karanja ) vattorn in 8districts of this State. Even though this is a post literacy
programme, it is proposed to cover till those adults witAinthe age-group 15-25 who were made literate but have n.-lwrelaps- 1 into illiteracy. Provision of Rs.4,00,000 has alreadybeen m.1,,e in the State Budget. The va,rking ,f this schemewill be exactly on the lines of Non-Formal Education I'roLramme.The districts proposed are:

(1) Sanrli, (2) Ratnariri, (3) Nasik, Bhir,(5) Osmanabad, (6) Danded, (7) Ycotmal and (5) Nagpur.'

There will be GO centres in each district withenrollmeA of 30 adultS in each centre.

(d) -.6 With the aid of San rn Dawid Trust Fund,
Farmers' Furctional L:racy Programme is being implementedin two districts of -)a-tara & .i.;:,Ilednerar. There r13e 10 classosin each district with eArollment of 30 in ,:ach clon. During1975-'16 we nr'y alopt Wardha pattern in these
and start regular Non-Formal Education Centres in these distric;

(e) Only two districts viz..Dhulia and B1iand6ra remainuncovered. It is, however, hoped that these nay be selectedby the Central GovernmAt for Farmers'' Functional Literacyprograma

Total coverage will thus be as under:-

4". -
Dists. Blocks Classes Enrollment

(a) P.F.L.P. V 12 72 720 21,600(b) Wardha, 1 .3 100 3,000(c) State Post- 8 48 480 14,400,Literacy

(d) Sir Shsoon scheme 2 2 20 600
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..(The State Government's original scheme of eradicatiozl-of
illiteracy is being implement/oas in the past) .

,

II. DEVELOPILE:IT OF A 1i0DEL BLUCK IN EACH DISIHICT :

'Non Formal Education Cell' recently formed by the
Director of Education will select one block from each District
for developing, a model pattern that could be adopted by the
District authorities in other blocks. In the first ph-se
8 districts s.i.; selected for State's Post Literacy scheme and/
2 districts of Sir Sassoon David Trust Funds,vill be taken up.
Wardha District is also to be coverer'. under the centre's.
programme: The remaining 12 districts of Farmers Functional
Literacy Programme will be taken up immediately after the
completion of the fiist phase.

III( ACTION PROGt(Alli-LE FOR 1110DEL

(A) Identification of a block :-

TIrector of Education has already und.'rtaken a survey
of illit 'ate adults within the age-t:roup 15-25 in Dece!:i5er
1974. Thcse survey reports will be checked and classified
eithpr at the Director; to pq at the district H.t.c. on the basis
of tiles° results and in consultation with the district Officers
one block will be identified. For this purpose a small
discussion f,roup of following Officers at the District H.Q.
will be formed :-

i) EducatiOn Officer
ii) Dy.Chief Executive Officer
iii) Ly.Chief Executive Officer Planning
iv) itedical Officer of Health.
v) Agric.vtural Development Officer.
vi) Animal Husbandry Officer.
vii) Executive Engineer.
viii) Industries Officer.

Co-operation and help of all these Officers is essential as
block level officers of the respective sections work as
per their technical guidance.

`After a c,eneral discussion meeting of about one hour
at the District H.Q.;4nd subsequent informal discussion with
the concerned non-officials, the Officer of this Directorate
will visit the Block H.Q. alongwith one officer of the
District Education Office..

Identification of Centres :

(1) At the Block H. Q. a discussion group of following
Officers will be formed ;-
,i) Block Development Officer,
it.) Medical Officer,
iii) Dy.Engineer,
iv) Extension Officer - Animal Husbandary
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vii) Extonsion Offer - Education,
viii) Lady Social Education Officer

(and male social Education Officer ih Vidarbha).

Discussion points :-

General outline of the pro3ramme, village-wise
no.of illiterates in the ace-croup 15-25, avcilability
of natural resources, existing pattern of occupations,
genoral pattern of land holdings, employment potential,
feasible occupational skills that could be introduced
and 10 centres to be selected for the progrriuc.

(2) After these preliminary discussions and tentative
identification'oi 10 centres, on the spot study of these
centres will be done by actual visits to them. This will
take about 3 days time. Nature of visits will be as under :

Informal discussion with the illiterate, and
literate adults and knowledgeable people tO
identify the occupational skills that thcy desire.

ii) Detailed survey of clientele in the forms used
in ardha projcct.

iii) Identification of a class-room for accommodating
thc centre, lighting ari:angements, etE.

'iv) ;;election of a teacher for the centre.

v) Ascertaining the suitability of daily timings
of the centre, weekly holiday, special holiday -
periods.

vi) F,)rminr of 71 Working cell at each village
consisting of.

Head Master of primary school, Hi6h school
(if any), Gram 6evak, Agriculture Assistant, Secretary
of Gram Panchayat Secretary of Co-operative Society,
Chairman, of Tarun Handal and Mahila Harfdal, Live Stock,
Supervisor, overseer or Mate (if related skill is introduc-
-ed). .Piedical Officer (or Nurse or health visitor or
health educditor).

This group will work as resource personnel and
help thc adults in completing the units with which they
may be concerned.

(3) At the_and of these visits, the Block Level
Group will again meet at the Block H.Q. and finalise the
following issues :-

i) Selection of 10 centres.
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iii) Selection of 10 instructors N2 for occup4tional skills.

iv) Detailed arrangement for co-ordinAng the teaching of
other units covering life rel:-.ted topics such as health
common diseases, child care, nutrition, population
education, 'daily games and physical exercises,
leadership training, medical examination, social and
cultural programmes, etc.

v) Selection of supervisory officer from .t)mong the
Extension Officers (Education) in the Block.

(C) DISTRICT LE'/EL 1.1EETIOG

After the Block-level action, the procedure adoptedin identifying 10 centres and other related arrangement willbe discussed with the Education Officer and other avail:,bleofficers of concerned Departments. The Education Officer willbe then advised to initiate action in other blocks of the district
on these lines and finalise the arrangements in these blockswithin 2 weeks' time. Th.se proposals will be submitted to theDirectorate for approval.

(D) FIFAL APPROVAL BY THE DP,. :

After these 'on the spot studies' of all the 10
districts by the officers pf'NFE CELL', the proposals will bediscusseH and finalised,:With. necessary modifications etc. in
a meeting with the Direoitori 4f Education..

If the proposhls f other blocks are received bythat time, the same will be discussed and finalised in, thesaid meeting. Otherwise these will be subsequently approved
on the lines of the decisions taken in the meeting.

(III) TIM SCHEDULE :

Allotment of Districts for visits will be made nSunder : _
i) . Shri M.K.Pandhe Nagpur and Yeotmal

ii) Shri S.D.Salunkhe Nasik and Bhir
iii) Shri K.K.Jadhav Osmanabad, Nanded and Ahmednagar.

iv) Shri S.N.Patil Sangli and Ratnagiri and Satara.

(a) D.O. letters to Education Officers
regarding the broad outline of the
proposed programme by the Director
of Education.

(b) Visits to the allotted districts
and selected blocks for finalising
the

(o) Meet ng with the D.E.

3rd week or
4th week of
June 1975.

1st to 20th
July, 1975.

4th week of
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( i u) CURRICULUL raArlING

This will consf broadly of :

(a) Basic Literacy

0 (b) Occupational skills that nay have been
identified in the initial survey by the Cell.

A and'

(c) rel-ted topics such as
health, common deseases, individual and public
sanitation, child care, nutrition, population
education, leadership training, games and
physical exercises, social and cultural
programmes.

(a) Course in basic 4iteracy has already been developed
for Wardha Project. The 6amc with sorno modifications, will
be adopted in all the districts.

For this puipose flash cards will have to be got
printed in sufficient number. A proposal is being submitted
to Government and will be pursued.

13) It is likely that some occupational skills
introduced in Wardha Project viz. i4asonry, Carpentary an'&
Dairy, Youltry-sheep rearing, are identified in other blocks
also. Syllabus and unit planning are already prepared.and
could be used.

Howeger, syllabus and unit planning in some other
skill areas may have to be propared, For exnnple InRatnagiri district some new skills may be considered morepracticable....

It is-proposod to orp:nrise a State level work-shopat tune for pieparinf; the syllabi and unit-planning. Forthis purpose following persons will be invited :-

i) One Dy. Education Officer each and one trained
Graduate Extension Officer (Educ,Ttion) or Social
Education organisor each from all the 10 districts.

ii) Experts in the respective occupational skills.

iii) Some experts from health Department.

iv) 4 Officers of the Cello

Dwation : 6 days.

Time : First week of August, 1975
Agency : Maharashtra State Social Education Committee
Funds : Out of the allotment sanctioned by the Central Govt.
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(V) TRAINING OF SWTERVISOttY OFFICERS :

It is necessary to organise a state levcltrv.ining
course of supervisory officers immediately after tti.)-
curriculum, syllabus and unit plann phase is completed.
The details may be as under :.

i) Personnel to be : 1 Dy.Education Officer rInd- 60
6 Extension Officers from

r 7 X 56
each district.

ii)

iii)

For Satara
& Ahmednagar

Duration 6 days.

2 X 2 -c

lime : 3rd or 4th week of August 1(,75.

Venue : State Institute of iducatin, Dune.

Agency : iiaharnshtra State Social Education
Committee.

Funds : Out of the allotment sanctioned by
the Central Government.

vii) Broad outline of the syllabus for training
course :

(line
(a) OutLof the Non-Formal 4ducatien Prograr.,me

(b§ Selection of a particular age-groupde,

, (c) Detail study of the curriculum and
unit planning.

ld) Basic literacy : new methodology
Theory and practice including practice teaching.

I(e) Records and registers.

(f) Duties of supervisors.

(g) Daily rou ne of N.F.E Centre.

(h) Jigencies involved in the programme at villagem
level, at block level and at district level.

(i) Financial pattern.

(j), Evaluation.

(VI) PREPARATION OF PRIMERS :
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The issue may be decided by the Director of Education,

Who work of centres could start with the help of
(planned units).

(VII) TRAINING OF TEACHERS :
C'

There is a provision for such training in our budget,
Some funds will hove to be found out for Satara And Ahmednagal4
districts.

These courses could be organised at block level or
district level by the Supervisory Officers trained at the
State level. Duration of the course will be 6 drys.
Syllabus will be on the same lines as for supervisors.
More stress will be laid on 1,1ethodo16,77, village level co-
-operation, drily routine, etc. Detailed syllabus will be
prepared by the CELL in due course. This course will be
conducted during the first fortnight of oeptember, 1975.

VIII) INTRODUCTION OF TEE PROGRAMPiE :

Immediately after the completion of Teachere34 Training
Non Formal Education Programme will be started in all the
district:, on or about 15th September 1975 and will be completed
by 15th 'larch, 1976.

(Ix) 44,

This will be undertaken during the second fortnight
of ,Larch, 1'J76.

Details regarding follow up visits, on going ev:-luation
procedure and rrnal evaluation will be formulated later on.

(x) FARPLERS' FUNCTIONAL_ LITERi.CY___P2-10G21A110A :

Action /programme for Farmers Functional Literacy
Programme in J.districts will be taken up from October 1975.
Scheme in this respect will be prepared and submitted for
approval of the Director of Educrtiol,.

However action on the following points has already
been initiated by, the Directorate :

i) Identification 60 centres.

ii) Selection of Teachers

iii) Selection of Supervisors.
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Training programme of all the district level Officers
of Education and Agriculture Departments will be t.c,In up as
soon as Governm..mt approval to our proposz:1 is received . ,

Separate funds are Flvilable for this. After this State level
training course district level courses will also be organised.
These proposals are being :)ersonally pursued.

.14

( CHITRA )

Director of aucation.
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. VOLUNTARY ORGAN I 7AT TOUR

The Role of Voluntary Organisations:

Have non-governmental or voluntary organisations .

special capability for adult education, for farmers ? The
experience of most European countries particularly the
Scandinavian group, Denmark, Sweden and Norway, and.
of Japan shows that cooperative societies of farmers,.
fishermen etc., are the most efficient agencies for the
training of primary producers largely because they
combine this function with that of supplying inputs,
providing customs services (for anti-pest opehtions for
land development and machines etcpi-04ln many cases,
with the purchase and marketing of farmers' produce.

In those countries, the strength of the cooperatives lies .

also in the efficient management cadre, though voluntary.
The cooperative societies take care to employ wholetime
paid staff. This staff has the competence to organise
training facilities for farmers, to act as intermediaries

,nbetween farmers and agricultural specialists. Their own
proficiency in credit matters enables them to help farmers
in understanding and interpreting credit proeramthes. The.
society thus is a primary training group for all member
farmers and not merely for those who are office bearers.

Japan offers perhaps the best example of how in a
populous country with small holdings and in the context
of a transition from landlordism and semi-feudal practices
to individual ownership by small farmers engaged in
intensive and mixed fanning, the cooperative organisa-
tions have emerged as the sheet anchor of a burgeoning
agricultural economy. The leadership to farmers is pro-
vided by the cooperatives. A Unit cooperative has usually
a large membership, of nearly 6,000 members. It has
generally six departments and covers credit, custom services,
supplies, marketing, life-insurance and leadership. Some
have special department for feed development.

An important function of the Unit cooperatives is to
-help every member-farmer prepare his Farm Plan. This
process is indirectly a kind of training in farm-marfa2e-

sment and is the basis of the farmers' operation in all
stages. The cooperative has a specific interest in the
preparation of a sound and accurate farm plan for that is
the basis of its calculations of the year -long transactions of
supplies, marketing, and projections, of imports of raw
material (e.g. maize for the manufacture of feeds) and

exports of the farmers' produce. Nlutual. self-interest is
at the root of the learning process.

gr.

3.1 J. C. Mathur, "The Role of Voluntary Organizations," in Adult Educa-tion for Farmers in a Developing Society, Delhi, Adult EducationAssociation, August 1972, p. 172-10
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A number of Unit cooperatives arc affiliated to the
prefecture-level centre which is i an by thz. association, of
the cooperative Units of the prefecture. The centre-is'Also
a kind of a branch of the National Purchasing K. deratipa
-of Agricultural Cooperative Association ("ZENKOREN"*
itt short) It is often a comblination of technical service,*-

adaptive research and training. Thy adaptive research '
institute has a link with the, national level research insti-
tutes and with government's 'di?trict emension staff*:

Thus the centre because of its composite character an&
'because. it offers within easy access of most farmers s'veral
facilities, is able to perform more than one kind of train-
ing to groups and individual meinbers of the cOoperatives.°
Every centre normally hast laboratories for the- testing of

-chemicals (pesticides), fertilizers, food plilducts, feeds, and
machinery and certifying them for .farmers'. use. When
field problems are reporte'd al.:se laboratories may try to
tackle them initially.- If they fail owing to the comple'xity
of the problem, they would refer the matter alone with

necessary technical details to the . research V-

institute. The laboratory of the Centre creates a learning
environment for the farmers of the prefecture.

Several courses for young farmers arc conducted at
the Centres. A popular course is that on repairs of-
agricultural machinery. Considering the importance of
innovationYin machinery suitable for small farmers, the
Centre has also usually an exhibition of latest implements
and devices. The Centre also maintains machinery in
common uses Thus'20 farmers may share a -large rice-
thresher kept at the Centre. Since cooperative Units also

sell consumer goods aruk T.V.,sets, prefecture centre may
run courses on repair and maintenance of T.V., sets or
other complex machinery for consumer use.

Capital and loans for kuch of the equipment and other
needs are provided by the National Federation (Zenkoren).
There were in 1970 two cooperative federations at the

national level one for marketing and another for pur
chases,--but there was a talk of their merger.

What stands in the way of a country like India having
the cooperative system play a central role in; agricultural
development and training ? India has a National Co
operative Federation with sizeable funds for new projects
provided by government. It has also a National Agri
cultural Marketing Federation. The number of cooperative
societies has gone up also.

One of the principal reasons for the uneven role of thre

cooperative structure in agricultural development has been
that the private money-lender and the private food trade
are both deeply, and traditionally entrenched in the
countryside. They constitute an all pervasive and often
elusive vested interest against the cooperatives getting into
strides. Nlordbver .after independence with the abolition
of Zemindaris and tenure-holders (intermediaries between
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tenants and. government), many of tivse interm ies
owning large personal lands found it advantageous to
form cooperatives with the minimum required members ip
consisting mainly of ,their agnates and relatives : the e
`cooperatives' readily grabbed the liberal assistance an
loans that governments in free India, keen to develop the
cooperative movement, offered. Again the growth of the
cooperative movement in India since 1905. had been
blighted by fragmental approach at the Unit-level. First
there were only the Credit cooperatives which in a stitic
agricultural economy, only encouraged diversion of a '
cultural loans into other domestic uses and ceremonials.
Recoveries in a rigorous way scared the peasantry and
eventually the very word cooperative was identified Vith
a relentless mechanism to deprive the debtor of I his
property and belongings in lieu of arears. Sugarcane
cooperatives started well, but soon in many parts of the
country they became ,citadels of local political power.
Office-bearers used the society fundS, and' position for
building their position in local Panchayat institutions and
in the election tactics. for state legislatures. Consumer
cooperatives have mostly drifted into uneconomic opera-.
tions, their losses becoming a headache for governments.
Market cooperatives; joint farming cooperatives., forestry
cooperatives all have run their course and because.of their
limited fragmentary character and want of adequate
operational links with sister bodies, they have often
become sorry spectacles of.inefficiency and corruption.

Not that the, cooperative movement all over India
has had such fate. On the contrary there are qtstanding.
examples of successes particularly in Maharashtra, Gujarat
and parts of Mysore and Tamilnad. Perhaps the best results
have been obtained wherever cooperatives were developed
in response to a new market for .commodities that conlA1
be produced by members. Thus the highly efficient and
famous network of Milk cooperatives in the Kaira districts
of Gujarat at Anand, owes its phenomenal growth to the
assured and growing market for milk and ilk products in
Bombay and later in the wined forces The Kaira co-.

operatives are also excellent examples of multipurpose
'functioning at the Unit-level backed by a meticulous
system and unmistakable business litres on \vhich the apzx ,

organisation is run. The multipurpose roli also accounts
for the success of outstanding cooperative orglinisatigns 4

i itnh e ri -tiki nfcoharnni ri n

it
Maharashtra

spirit of the leadership and in the latter the business
cumen th3t Itave sustained the cooperatives,

These and' other successful cooperative institutions in.
the country have played a,djstinct role in educating their
members on both the-occupational and the business sides.
Organised training has in India been, mostly confined
to the executives of the cooperatives and the personnel
employed by .Government in promoting j,lie cooperative
movement. Most of the courses have been. organised
directly Or indirectly at the instance of the National -
Cooperative Development Corporation arid under, a
number pf schemes of the cooperative department.- Few

low

.%
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cooperative institutions themselves out their carning.
'One of the exceptions is the Kaigtithict

WI;Coopzra-
tivrUnion which in most respects is

comparable to sonic
of the best cooperative agencies in the world.However th' overall picture is of a

government domi-
nated cooperative movement showing only occasional and
rather rare signs of local initiative. Does it mean that the
cooperative movement has an uncertain if not h dismal
future in India? There are strong.

reasons to bclieve that
this would be an unjustifiably

pessimistic outlook. Ns the
'Green Revolution' spread to the small farms, fishermen,
poultry men and milk producers 'etc., the need for orga-
nisations getting them together would grow. But what
India' seems tc?; need today is a crop- of

'transitional' org,A-
nisatian-s{ These can be

associations c f arNs,
institutions

and occupations. These
associations will have to be more

fle4ible than
cobperativcs, more

accommodating to the
small men, more bold in trusting farmers and in planning
and

implementing investment
programmes. They will be

more rotted to the soils. All this they can be if their
organisations could he undertaken by voluntary institutions
inspired by ideology and dedicated to the service and
progress, of the people.

Let us examine the 'background of such voluntary
institutions in the country and how in recent years they
seem to be making a decisive entry in the ;agricultural
field. One of the

manifestations of the revolution in Indian
'agriculture has been the new role of voluntary organisa-
tions as agencies for organishig production

cum-training
programme on the .lield: This is a role of far reaching
significance in tile process of

communication with and
training of farmers and primary producers of agricultural
commodities. In order to understand the significance of
this role, it is necessary to identify

objectively the
characteristics of voluntary

organisations for rural
development an training during the Gandhian phase of
India's recent 'history and,,also to see how

those-charac-
terittics have had to undergo change under'the pressure
of necessity,

Though during the Gandhian phase most voluntary
organisations worked with the object to bring about
overall development in'-the rural areas, few of tliozorganisations were concerned with agricultural technology.
The tendency was to regard agriculture as a way of tif:-

-and as a suNsistence
activity for the poor people that could

not support them and had therefore to be
supplemented

*'.by cottage industries and
homecrafts. In that stage

of agricultural technology, the concept of
investment-

orietited agriculture seemed to be remote and
unpractical.Gandhian ideolsgy also emphasised the duty of the

'biller off people tow'rds the have-nots. In a sense it was
essentially an elite apppoach to the villagers, i.e., one based
upon helping the villager from aboy'e, passing on to Jilin
rim ideas and working among them in a spirit of self-
sacrifice. Thus the duty ofthe educated among the Indians

5
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was to impart education to the illiterates, tike duty of the
'OM people to uplift the I !moans' I he poor and the
denied were hardly iii a po,ition to help themselves. Not
much_ attention wa-- given to orginise them for this
purpose. It %vas paradoxically cnoush not .1 self-help
ideology. One other circumstance is relevant. While
Mahatnia Gandhi trained construrtive workers :11 the
Ashrama, eveky mass movement that he initiated meant a
suspension of the constroctive activities and often when
he resumed them in the:iiitervals between two movements
he would even begin afresh at an altogether different .

campus.

Between Mahatma Gandhi- the teacher-communicator
and Mahatma Gandhi tliiie leadercommunicator there is a
clear distinction that was esflen blurred by this stquenc.e,
Struggle (against this Bfitishl, followed by internal construc-
tive activities, thereafter agS-iu_strugg:e. Without observing,
this sequence most people could s l: only one aspe,..1 of his
communication process i.e., as he patriotic leader who
mobilized rural masses i non-violent action that baill:d
fthe British Governm . This mobilization was done throuLzh
massive public meetings, through marches led 'by afte
Mahatma, through fasts and similar other acts that drama-
tized situation and enabled him to communicate with the
the people at one stroke, as it-were. The other role orthe
Mahatma.as the teacher-communicator was very different.
'The process there was specific, attention was given to details,
instructions were clear cut and meant to be acted upon.
The organisations and ag:aties set up for implementation
were func,Lional, with precise rules. Communication was
directed towards individuals engaged in specific activities.
The copceted works of the Mahatma are full of guidelines-
on sua diverse matters as the ideal way of travelling III
Class, use of human refvst as organic manure, nature cure
for common ailments, how to write the diary, nutritious
food etc.'

As teacher-communicator, Gandhiji devised the Basic
System of Education for children. The theory of Basic
education is based upon the correlation betsween the
learner's mind and hands. Work such as spinning, weaving%
and kitchen gardening provided opportunities to the
teachers to lead his pupils on to arithmetic, reading, writing,
geometry, economics, vography etc. But this technique
was got adopted in the area where it had logically far
better chances of so-cm', namely, the education of adults.
Had the programme of adult education attempted in
.Gandhiji's life-time primarily as a literacy campaign, been
based upon the theory of correWtion the training of adult
farmer would have been part and parcel of a movement
towards better agriculture and higher incomes for the farmer.

In this role, Gandhiji set up a number of voluntary
institutions on a national basis such as the all-India
Charkha Sangh and the Hindustani Talimi Sangh. No

. ,. _.
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organisation was ftrmed for farmers only and the field was

..., left to some leftwing, parties to develop orgarisations, or
the Trade' ,Union type to conduct struggles regarding land
reforms. During the years immediately following Inde-
pendence, these. Gandhian organisations went. into the
doldrums and most constructive worI.crs ound an escape
in the padayatra missions of Achary VinOba [;have.
They got out of touch with the change that was coming
over the country-side and mere disillusioned to see that
some of their oft repeated theories such as exclusive use of
organic manure were being upset. .,

The above analysis of the voluntary institutions during
the Gandhian phase is not .meant to be a criticism but
essentially the analysis of a historical phenomena What
is more important for today's worker IS to spot those

aspects of the Gandhian approach that are relevant today.
Of these the most tmportat seems to be not to approach
rural development and the question of the tramily! , f the
rural peoplz through a predetcinncil process based upon
sociological types and even economic behaVtorlsill
Typology 4.nd sociological and econoink: principles should

follow evaluation and analysis. The Gandhian approach
was primarily a pragmatic approach based upon the
exigencies and demands of the situation.

Indeed the worker has to base his programme upon the
needs of the mwrieut and the sarotum. By the moment is
meant a specdie set of circumstances that can generate the
process of development. By 'situation' is meant the
identification of spzcilic problems in a particular local area
and to look for a workable solution of those problems.
Thus the Gandhian action is snot so much a long r. nee
plan of acioa, but a ton...bouU programme of activities.
This unquestionably brings the workers to grips with a
local situation as against his pre-occupation with theories
and inferences. This pragm'atic approach has to be
demonstrated increasingty in s-,ecilic situations because
otherwise the Gandhian workers runs the risk of being:
inundated with theoretical premises.

Historically one can date the re val of the role of the
constructive Gandhi:in worker he years following the
Bihar drought of l966,67. Until then the Garinian type
of field constructive activities had been at a discount in
Free India and'the Gandhian worker had bzenelpsed for

va.rious reasons. Outside the Gannian circles there were
two kinds of voluntary organisations. One, the Missions,

at were concerned witri cjarity. Most- of these are
Christian missions though there are 'others too like the
Ramakrishna Mission and the Marwari Relief Society. The
second category of organisations were the centrebased,
'umbrella' type of organisatiorts. Their come. would be
at the capital and they would be concerned S-Iith a large
number of activities for which they were themselves not
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dird'etly responsible. Some of them soueht to build up
pyramids from the top which in its turn led to a structure
not very different from that of Government organisations.

What were the factors, that led in India to the apticar-

ance of a different kind of voluntary organisations ? It
was not nierely the re ult of the Bihar drought though
that did lead to some heartsearching. It appears that the
experience of the Community Dzvelopnint programme
made people wary of the so-called community action in
the name of which a new kind of middle-man began to
operate. Community Development action led sometimes
to the emergence of village contractors, most of whom
were former petty zamindars or their gomashtas. These
people, already in power in the counteryside became even
more powerful and were able to continue their influential

.position. They got rich by building culVerts, block -
buildings, village roads etc., irl the name of the village
community. The small man had thus nobody to guide
him and help him but many morz to exploit him.

Another inadequacy of the C. D , programme in the
fifties was that the Village Level Worker.turned out to be
a generalist extension agent who could not command the
confidence of the farmer for want of sper;fic expertise.
The inadequacy of the ger:rails( type of extension agent
became even more apparent as agricultural technology
grew more complex.

Thirdly, the small farmer felt even more left out when
the new technology. of the high yielding varieties pro-
gramme in certain parts of the country lent .urgeney to
input availability and increased the volume of the inputs,
credit needs, ctc 1 herc was no agency that could put
the small farmer into touch with the authoriti.:s that
would provide inputs btnd rn.:et his cr.%lit needs. Again,
tardiness in the impttmentation of lat.nd reforms resulted
in the identifieatian of the bmgr-olT farmers with local
political p.mver while the small cultivators found access to
inputs denied to him ; the first prefe:nce for credit cowl-
nucd to be given to doeunicntyid:.nce of ownership
over land or giving it on mortagage in order to obtain
loans etc.

In this environment the Gandhian type of dedicated
social worker was eclipsed by the politically influential
novo rich. It was the latter who could command resour-
ces for arranging visits of political superiors. No wonder
tqat in the mid-sixties the necessity for new or transformed

'volurtary field organisations was felt.- Such organisatioas
devoted particularly to agricultural prods on and
connected activities have been in operation for the at 5
or 6 years in India. It is poSsible to analyse the factors
that make them effective. These characteristics may not
necessarily be shared by all these organisations, but they.
are the 'infrastructure' upon which the framework seems
to have been built.
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These voluntary field organisations seem! to succeed
because they operate in small, compact, local, Oral areas
rather than seek to develop a programme in a dispersed
way over a large region or zone. The compact operations
enable them to keep activities under proper control and
review. Quite a few of these are societies reeisecred under
the 1861 Act which enable them to seek exemption from
the levy of income tax on their funds. Generally, there is
resistance to forming cooperatives except in those parts
of the country w here traditionally cooperatives have

succeeded.
What is the kind of programme that they prefer ?

Generally these are programmes of promotion of agricul-
tural deselopn:ent blended with the training of prospective
beneficiaries through participational groups. In other
words, they do not aim at increasing production on the
basis of tarect-fulfilment. Nor do They think in terms of
having short courses of training that do not arise from
production activities. The training itself seeks to serve
the production needs and it does so through field agencies

of small groups of bzneficiaries.
These new constructis e %oluntary organisations depend

for their resources and funds not so much on Govern-
ment but upon various non-Governmental organisations,
inch/ding those from foreign countries, and also industrial
and manufacturing firms in India. In this respect these
organismions have benefited from their association with
the Freedom From Hunger Campaign Society under the
Ministry of Asi.riciilture. This Society also facilitfites

coordination among voluntary organisations.
The leadership of these organisations is now increas-

ingly in the hands of persons who are not just generalist

organisers. Quite a 1.,:w among them are people with
distinct technical expertise and understanditn. Some are
engineers, some arc acronomists, some are poultry

experts. It is for this reason at they command the
attention of the villagers.

-Politically these new organisations are neutral. They

seek the interest of and help from Governments and
administrations regardless of their political views. They

a also try to use their personal influence for meeting

developmental needs. But the influence is personal rather
than through the party. Though these orgaMsations seek
help for meeting their nonrecurring and capital expenses,
they also, at the same time, seek to undertake activities that
would generate funds for meeting their recurring expenses.
It ma be a commercial activity which might increase
income fr m the farm. Income might accrue from customs
service pro ided to farrilers. This is undoubtedly a welcome

trend as it gives them economic stability and independenze.
Another feature of the activities of these constructive
organisations is that while they give first attention to tp.
needs of small farmers in the implementation of the pro-
fr:IMMe, they take care not to isolate the small farmer

f"'m the prosperous ones. They seek to maintain the

goodwill of all sections of society in the compact area
and thus achieve results for the entire population.

15r-
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Since 1966 some interesting programmes undertaken
by these non-Governmental institutionihave been

noticed. The Malwa Water Development Society. Ihdore
which liar a nOn.Governmental committee under the

ti":1111.111%Ilip of a retired officer, has done excellent, wink

111,`,.t:\:clolliile ground water resources. Its team is teclti-
k..11/Y conitietunt and is able to pay its way. Another

that has concentrated on ground water ex-

ploitation is the Tuh :wetlsi Development Organisation in
Turkaulia, ii Champaran district of Bihar, and the Bihar
Relief Association which under Jaya Prahash Narayan's
guidance operates on a much urger scale.

The development of lithermen's boats by a small
Fishermen Centre, Mutton (Tamil Nadu) deserves mention.
This organisation started at the instance of a Belgian
Engineer, has been able to mount engines on catamaren

boats, giving a rich dividend to the small p;iniitk e fisher-
man who has increased his income considerably. The
D.A.V. College trust has been org.anising development of
the tribal people in Orissa, one'of its centres being near
Rourkela and another in Roraia. This Society has been
concentrating on land development and minor irrigation,
the nucleus of its funds, a sum of Rs. 1 lakh was donated
initially by Dr. A.N. Khosla. These funds have been
supplemented by substantial' assistance from the FFI{C.
The Uruli Kanchan Cooperative Society in Maharashtra
has concentrated on the organisation of animal husbandry
and cattle development activities. The Vaisali Area Small
Farmers' Association has undertaken the drilling of tube-
wells and a programme of improving cropping pattern
among small farmers in North Bihar. The Rama Krishna
Mission Centre in Narendrapur in Howrah District has
organised an excellent programme of poultry development.
The Uttaral:hand Nic114i in the Almora dis rict of U.P.
is concentrating on horticulture and mushr ints. The
Mitra-niketan near Trivandrum in Kerala has a note-
worthy programme of cattle development, poultry and
-crops. AVARD which is an Association of Voluta.ry
Organisations undertook a programme of minor irrigation
based upon food for work in Hazaribach district. The
,Andhra Mabila Sabha at Hyderabad has organised a
Farmers' Training and Functional Literacy Programme for
women in the Mahboobnagar-District of Andhra Pradesh.

. There are several other orcanisations that have been
engaged in these activities which have grown during the
last 5 or 6 sears. The interesting thing is the large
variety of constructive activities and beneficiaries for field
work opened out by such programmes.

In the process gf undertaking such programmes by
these organisations numerous problems have come up.
These problems have to be tackled with care and fore-
thought. The first problem is that of having a cadre of
-qualified field workers. These field workers as stated
earlier have to be different from the generalist and dedi-

t. type of organisers. They have to be technically
-qualified and not merely ideologically inspired. They
c)1^.,1 bn "1. -1, *. r),Tr, r"1,,r 1,1%%.c

a
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and proforrm that the farmers and fishermen have to.
tackle for their programmes. These forms etc.,
can be a cha:::age even to experienced government officers.
The voluntary workers should not be identified with local
group intcres:s ; )et they should be able to know the-
needs of those interests. They should not be worried by
personal and family financial problems. Again they should
have a good :owledge of the principles ofcommunication
with the villa:ers and of training and adult pedagogics.
They should have the confidence and pa fence to pursue
matters with Government departments, banks, commercial
firms etc.

H w has cadre to be organised? One possibility
could e to c7tate a special fund in the nature of a
Foundat on. The interest from the Foundation funds can
be use for the expenses of voluntary workers.
Experience of FFFIC society shows that on a voluntary
worker, it is :-...:;:essary to spend about Rs. 5001?.m. so
that he may reasonable conditions of living far away
from his home. zed should not have to depend upon local
charities for :-.:s peronal convenience. This cost is much
less than what is spent on Peace Corps Volunteers and
other foreign v ::unteers.

Funds fro.7.-. available sources could also be used for
building up for training and orientation of these
workers.

. Another problem is that local organisations that are
brought into nistenee as a result of the effortl of the
voluntary workers should have regular guidance from
research centres and institutions so that they could be
effective with the villagers. They should also have a forum of
information regarding the experience of other organisations.

A headache for organisers of voluntary institutions is
to get work done for their institutions in Government
offices. Every state Government sh6uld have one indi-
vidual who could bra point of contact for voluntary
workers so that they do not have to knock from one door
to another. To him the volunteer worker could go for
guidance and help in expeditious disposal of applications
an proposals. Unless something of this kind is done, the
d partmental fragmentation characteristic of most adminis-

trations is bpund to exasperate voluntary workers. Today
the lack of communication among different limbs of
Government causes frequent set-backs to programmes of
non-government organisations.

In the long run what would sustain the voluntary
organisations engaged in these activities would be their
impatience for concrete results. Indignation with status
quo is often an engine for change. The participationl
approach to the people rather than an attitude to help the
villager from above would always lend strength to their
effort. Externally their strength would lie in the attitude
of a benign and active administration rather than one.
plagued with suspicion and indifference.
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SCHEME OF ASSISTANCE TO VOLUNTARYPORGANIZATIONS WORKING
IN THE FIELD OF ADULT EDucivrioN

Introduction

In our atolls to achieve rapid social and economic development in India, high illiteracy among the
population has been and still is one of the major handicaps. Today. two out of every three Indians are illi-
terate. This is not only a serious hindrahco to modernisation and industrial do:1,1)111cm but also 'a stumbl-
ing block in the proper workinp. of democratic institutions. In a democracy the citizen has to exercise his
rights intelligently and perform his duties efficiently for which a minimum of education is essential and literacy
is, therefore, indispensable. 1nspiie of the efforts made since Independence both by the Government and the
voluntary organisations in the field of adult literacy, the actual number of adult illi:erates has been increasing
by about 4 million every year.

2. The significant contribution of the human factor to rapid economic development has been recog-
nised in India only lately. This should have re 'ved greater attention and emphasis as efficiency, and pro
ductivity of the workers. whether on the farms or in the factories. are influenced by 11).ir ability to acquire
knowledv and skills through further educatioi, training and re- training. If ;he worker is to adjust himself
to the changing pattern of society and if he is to have a better understanding of his role in the 'emerging
social order, he is in need of further education.,

3. Expansion of knowledge takes place at slich a fast rate that every educated person needs continu-
ing education to b: able to keep up with the current 4velopments in his own ft610 as well as in other fields
in whiclrhe is interested. Thus, the major task of adult education in India today relates to :

(i) Speedy reduction of illiteracy and linking literacy to agricultural and industrial production.
(ii) ding materials to new literates and the public at large.
(ill) mg opportunities for further education and training to workers of all categories.
(iv) iting programmes for continuing education for the professional people.

Provision of
Provi

Orgt

4. T need for thew programmes has been felt by one and all, but the country docs not have the re-
soul es r such Adult Edut.ation programmes and, therefore, the resources and facilities available with the'
volu tar organisations in the country, which have played a significam role in the deVelopmen: of education
in I d , should be used. The main assets of the voluntary organisations arc the capacity (a) to enlist the
services of devoted educationists, (h) to tap private financial resources for the development of educ:I:ion,.and
(c) to conduct educational experiments with the personnel they can command and on account of the treater
academic and administrative freedom they ordinarily enjoy. Their main handicap is the inadequacy or
financial resources available: and this inadequacy is increasing continually because private charity is being
spread thinly over an ever increasing number of voluntary organisations.

5. The Government of India feel that voluntary educational organisations can play a very vital part
in the re-construction of education if their three principal assets arc developed to the full and their principal
handicap is returned through special financial assistance. The Scheme of Assistance to Voluntary Oreanisa-
lions working in the field of Adult Education is designed to serve this purpose. Another aim of the Scheme
is to establish a link between the voluntary organisations and the technical expertise in the field of adult educa-
tion.

6. The Scheme was started in the First Five Year Plan and was continued with expanded scope in the
Second and Third Five Year Plans. It has been included in the Fourth Five Year Plan also with an expanded
scope and further liberalisation regarding financial assistance.

7. Definition of Voluntary Organisations

(a) Registered societies, public trusts and non-profit making companies only would be eligible for
assistance. Organisations which are not legally formed would not normally be entitled to assistance. If,
however, in rural areas organisations without a legal personality arc formed owing to practical difficulties,
they may be recognised for purposes of grant under a certificate from the Collector/Depaty Commissioner

rthat they are bonalide organisa:ions. Further, in such cases the bond should be accompanied with-two sure-
ties.

3.2 Ministry of Education, "Scheme of Assistkince to Voluntary Organiza-tions Working in the Field of Adult Education," New Delhi, Ministryof Education and Youths Services, Government of India, 1970, p. 1-14 +
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Note : Grants for preparation and production of literature may be given to individuals also in exceptional
cases.

(b) In order to be eligible for financial assistance under the Scheme, an institution/organisation shouldpossess the following characteristics :

(1) It should be a rccognis:d institution (where such recognition is required for securing grant from
the State Government);

(ii) It should have a properly constituted Managing Body with its powers, duties and responsibili-
ties clearly defined and laid down in a written constitution;

(iii) It should ordinarily have been engaged in adult education work for a minimum period of three
years prior to the request for grant-in-aid under the Scheme;

00 Its financial position should be sound;
(r) It should haveacilities, resources, personnel and experience to initiate the project for which the

grant is required;
(vi) Its work should have been reported (wherever such reporting is necessary) as satisfactory by tho

State Government; and
(vii) It is not run for profit. to any individual or a body of individuals.

(c) Normally no assistance will be given if the project, for which grant is applied for, is covered under
any scheme of the Central Sticial Welfare Board.

with the approved plan and estimates shall also be submitted. In the crow* of grants not exceeding
Rs. 2,000 a certificate by a Ciazetted Officer in the followinr, form shall be sufliciert.
"I have verified the accounts of
of Rs .,1 (Rupees

in respect of grant
)

sanctioned' by the Minis trid. Education & Youth Services for
with the help of the vouchers and certify that they arc correct and that the grant has been
utilised for the purpose for Which it was sanctioned."

(iii) An institution/organisation in receipt of financial assistance shall be open to inspection by im
oiricer of the Union Ministry of Education and Youth Sersices or the State Education Or conceincd
Department.

(0 In the case of grants for buildings. an institution must complete the building within a period of
two years from the klatc of the receipt of the first instalment of giant-in-aid unless extension is
granted by the Central Government.
The accounts of the project shall be maintained properly and separately and submitted as and
when required. hey shall always he open to check by an officer deputed by the Government
of India or the State Government. They shall also be open to a test check by the Comptroller
and Auditor General of India at his discretion.

(vi) The audited accounts together with Utilization Certificates in prescribed form duly countersigned
by the Chartered Accountants are required to be furnished within three months of the date by
which the grant is required to be spent.

(vii) The grant alongwith its counterpart share is required to be spent within a year of the issue of the
letter sanctioning the grant. It a part of it is kit unspent, it will have to be refunded to the
Government of India alongwith the interest @ 6 per cent ,per annum or the rate prevalent at that
time, unless the Government of India approves its carry over to the following year on a formal
request made to this effect by the institution/organisation.

(viii) The institution/organisation shall maintain a record of all assets acquired wholly or substantially
out of Government grant and maintain a register of such assets in the press aged proforma (sepa-
rately in respect of each grant) and a copy thereof furnished to the Ministry of Education &
Youth Services. Such assets saa..1 11 not he disposed of, encumbered or utilised for purposes other
than those for which the grant was given., without prior sanction of the Government of India.
Should the institution/organisation cease to exist at any time such properties shall revert to the
Government of India.

(ix) In case,of a building grant exceeding Rs. 10,000 no portion of a grant shall he paid until the con-
trolling, authority of the institution/organisation has executed and registered a bond in the approved
form, securing to the Government cf India a prior lien on the building for the recosery of the
amount paid as grant alongwith all monetary and other benefits which the institution/organisation
might have received or derived in the event of the building ceasing to be applied to the purpose
for which the grant was given. In other cases the Government of India may accept a written
agreement in the form prescribed for the purpose.

(v)
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(x) \Vhen the State Governments/Government of India have reasons to believe that the sanctioned

money is not bei g utilised for approved purposes, the payment of grant may be stopped and the
earlier grants recovered.

The institution n ist exercise reasonable economy in the working of the approved project, es-
pecially in respect of buildings.

(xii) The institution must be open to all citizens of India without distinction of religion, race, cast;
language or any of them.

(x/i1) No capitation or other similar fees shall be charged from students belonging to States other than
the one in which the institutioh'organisation is situated.

(xiv) An institution organisation organising a seminar, workshop, conference, refresher course, etc.,
under the Scheme shall not incite foreign delegates without obtaining the prior approi, al of the
Ministry of Home Attairs'External Affairs. An application for such approval shall invariably
be routed through the Ministry of Education & Youth Services.

(xv) The grantee institution'organisation shall furnish to the Ministry of Education Youth Services
quartet ly progress reports of the project, indicating in detail both the phsieal and financial achieve-
ments on each of the approved items. Such reports shall continue to be furnished until the pro-
ject is completed to the satisfaction of the Government of India.

(xr/) If the Ministry require clarification on any point not contained in the statements, the institution/
organisation shall supply it within the time WeCiiiell by the Ministry of Education & Youth Services,
failing which the application will not be considered.

(xvii) The decision of the Secroaly to the Government of India in the Ministry of Education & Youth
Services on the question whether Oleic has been breach or violation of any of the terms and con-
ditions mentioned in the sanction letter shall be final and binding on the grantee.

MO1PNLK-2/Min. of Edu./70-5-9-70-10,000.

01111/111111-

C
/
8. Extent of Assistance

(u) Financial a;sktance %sill lie given on a sharing basic. The grant-in.:nil Clout the Central ciovern-merit to the institution shall not ordinatilv exceed 75 per cent ol. the non-reeni rims And IcLurrinp, expendituresubject to a ceiling of Rs. 2.5 lairsils 'ICI' anpl 0\ cd project. The rentaininL, e \pendituie will he borne by theinstitution /organisationt concerned. 1he grant will be gien on a project-bask \\ hiLli may goon for a periodof three or four years. In special cases, grants may also be gixen for construction of building subject to50 percent of the total conch uelion cost of the building or Rs. 75.000 whichoor is less. Grants under theScheme are further sublet:1'4o an o\ eiall ceiling! of Rs. 2.5,,laklis inehidinl.t the building giant, for which aceiling of Rs. 75,000 has been prescribed. 1 he exact p,:liod for which the [pant, is approved and theconditions under which it will operate will be communicated to the institution/organisation at the time ofapproving the project.

(b) If an institution organisation had already received or is expecting to receive grant from sonic otherofficial sources for a project for which application is being made under this Scheme, the assessment of Centralgrant will normally he mad after Eakin, into consideration the grant received/likely to be received from suchother official sources.

9. Criteria for Selection of Institutions/Organizations
(i) The relationship of the institution with the local conminnity, its capacity to win the confidenceof adults among whom it desires to work and its general competence in the field.
(ii) Availability of.the right persons in the organisation who could take the responsibility to run theprogramme.

Whether the organisation is closely knit with the community as defined in the programme.
(iv) The experience of the organisation in the past in respect of similar programmes.

10. Procedure for Selection of Institutions/Organizations

(i) Grants will be giv'en only for specific projects relating to the priority areas to be laid down by theMinistry of Education and Youth Services. For these projects, voluntary organisations whichhave the capacity to take them up will be selected for assistance.
(ii) Before. giving the grant, the project will be cleared with the concerned State Government wher-,svcr necessary.
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(no Grants will be released directly to the selected organisation cr through the State Governmentdepending upon the nature of the project.

Watching, the pi ogress of the project, offering technical
guidance,,overall supervision and evalua-tion, will he the lespoltNibility of the newly set tip Directorate Of Adult Education of the Ministryof Education and Youth Services.

For each )project, there should be a local advisory .committee including representatives of theconcerned State GLAernment.

(ir)

tv)

II. Areas and Programmes for Ithich Assistance may be given.
(A) The following are the priority areas in the field of Adult Education in which projects may be givenassistance.

ti) Adult Literacy and Post-literacy
(ii) Librariesieonnected with Adult Education and Adult Literacy

Supportive service, :

(a) Research, (b) Production of literature including journals, (c) Training of Adult Educationworkers and their professional development and (d) Evaluation.
(I3) In these areas, projects relating to the following programmes will be given priority for assistance duringthe7Fourth Five Year Plan period.

(i) Pilot projects on the Gram Shikshan ltlohim pattern would normally be the responsibility of theState Governments, but in exceptional cases a few projects may be taken up under this Scheme.
(ii) Intensive Adult Literacy work among Womenthere may be five projects in this category.

(iii) Intensive literacy work among the tribalsthree projects in the tribal areas.
(iv) Literacy through students and teachers of schools--two projects. In this services of studentsin the age group of I I to 17 years would be utilised for literacy work.
(v) Literacy in industrics or in different occupational groupsfour projects including one project inan urban slum and another in a Harijan colony. One of these projects may be for artisans in-stead of industrial workers.

(vi) Post-literacy work in the literacy pilot projects should be an integral part and should proceedimmediately after the tir# stage of literacy has been attained.
WO In addition, under the post-literacy programme, one project on civic education for adult's maybe sanctioned to be tried in two or three places.

(viii) Similarly, a pilot project on Adult Education as related to economic development may also beapproved for trial in two places.
12. Conditions for Grants.

(i) The grant-receiving organisation/institution will be required to execute a bond according to a.prescribed form. "I he bond should be supported by two sureties if the organisation/institutionis not a registered society.

(ii) Grants will be paid in suitable instalments, the first instalment being normally released with thesanction of I he project. To he eligible to claim a subsequent instalment , the institution shallspend the previous instalment alongwith its counterpart share first, in accordance with the appro-ved pattern. Applications for the release of second or subsequent instalment, made after theclose of the financial year in which the project was approved, shall be accompaitiol by an auditedstatement of accounts of the expenditure incurred uptodate. The final instalment shall be releasedonly after audited accounts are submitted and found in older. in case of huilding,,, a certificatefrom the head of the institutionmrpanisation that the buildinl,, has been constructed in accordance
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ARI"IICAT1ON FOR GRANT-1N-MD 1:JNI)ER THE CLN I RAL SCHEME 01:
ASSISTANCE TO VOLUNTARY ORGAN17ATIONS WORKING 1 .T1111 HELD

OF ADULT EDUCATION
From

To

The Secretary to the Government of India,
Ninistry of Education and Youth Services,
ew Delhi.

(Attention : Adult Education Division)

ti

Through
The Secretary to the Government of Department of

Subject : Grant -in -aid under the Central Scheme of Assistance to Voluntary Organisations winking in the
field of Adult Education. -

Sir,
On behalf of the management of the Institution:Organisation. I submit herewith an alieation in

duplicate for grant under the Scheme 'As<istance to Voluntary Organisations woi king in Ow field of Adult
Education" (hereafter referred to as the Central Grant). 1 have read the rules and regulations of the Scheme.
and I undertake to abide by them. I further agree to the follsming conditions : --

(a) No assets acquired wholly or substantially otrt of the Central Grant shall e oxunihrtcd [exccot
as provided under Clause) ti) dealt with, or disposed of or utilised fur other than tho...;
for which the Mitt is given (hereafter referred to as ap'prmeil purposes). Should 111.1 Institut :on

Organisation cease to function and 'or exist at any time assets so acquired shall on demand Le.
transferred to the Government of India by the InstitutiOmbrganisation. In default it will Le
open to the Government to acquire the said assets.
The accounts of the In<titution:Organisation shall be properly and separately maintained ill

respect of each Central Grant. They shall alwa)s be open to check by an officer deputed by the
Government of India or the State Government. They shall also be Oren to a test check by the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India at his discretion..
If the State or the Central Government has reasons to believe that the grant is nut being
for approved purposes, the Government of India may stop payment of Rather instalments z.ral
recover earlier grants if necessary by enforcing the charge.
The Institution/Organisation shall exercise reasonable economy in its 1,N or k ing, especially in respect
of expenditure on buildings.
In the case of grant for building, the construction will he completed within a petiod of two years
from the date of receipt of the first instalment of grant unless further extension is granted by

the Government.
No chang: in the plan or building will be made without the prior approval of th.:-Government
of India.
Progress reports on the project will be furnished at regular intervals as may Jp; specified by the
Government.

(h), The Institution:Organisation will bear the balance of the estimated expenditure on the project
'''" It the Institution;Organisation will bear, ...per cent of the expenditure or the Institution/ Organi-

'I ;,...stitibit will not bear any expenditure and the entire balance will be borne by the State Govern-
ment.

16:
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) As security for repayment of the Central Grant and performance of the aforesaid conditions all
assets acquired Ldiolly or substantially out of the Central Grant shall remain chat end to the Govern-
inc and the Institution Organisations shall execute on demand in tavoui of the l'i esident of India
a deed of mortgage on terms to be settled by the Ciovernment or !nom.

Yours faithfully,

(Signature)

(Designation)

(Office Stamp)

16°
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if f Gujaratis arc far removed from
I Gandhian thoughts and det.ds,
so arc all of US. 11 is not at all sur-
prising, for the people who has e done
Gandhi the greatest disservice are
those who took upon themselves the
task of interpreting his philosophy.'
' There was nothing to interpret.

His thoughts and deeds were based
on Truth. He established no cults
and left no dogmas. There ought
to be nothing like Gandhism. Ile
one F wrote: "If Gandhism is another
ra'n-te, for sectarianism, it deserves
to be destroyed. If I were to know,
after my death, that what 1 stood for
had degenerated into sectarianistn,
I should be deeply paitteil...L.Ct
no one say that he is a follbwer of
Gandhi... You are no followers
but fellow students, fellowapilarims,
fellow seekers, fellow. workers."

Mahtrna. Gandhi stood for Truth,
plain and simple, and if his thoughts
and deeds scent to be irrelevant today
it is only because Truth has become
irrelevant. In fact, we have all

-become humbugs and the worst
culprits arc those who insist on being
regarded as paragons of virtue.
They have killed Gandhiji's soul by
their misinterpretations aped misdeeds.

Take, the Sabarmati ashram in
Ahmedabad and the Scvagren ash-
ram in Vv'ardha, the two plac.e.s with
which Mahatma Gandhi was so inti-
mately associated. Ile had conceived
these as centres of work and service.
Instead, they have been converted
into places of worship! \

&vagrant lies deserted. Occa-
sionally, a group of tourists are
brought here to be shown where
Gandhiji sat, where he slept, where,
prayers were said and how he lived
in simplicity. Across the muddy

Lroad is the villaCe in which several
hundred inhabitants still cherish the
.
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memories of hose cly namic days
when liapuji a1110Dgil us."

Today, they re use to set foot in
the ashram prenu es because there
is a simmering I aired forpithose
handful of people ho live there to
pass their last days of life. These
followers of Candi iji ace as far
removed from the cr. rumon man as
President Lyndon Joh ison vZ.as from
liasliIr Ahmed, the f arachi camel-
driver.

When I went trier in 1969, the
animosity was simmer net;. We had
gathered at the aS111:11 1 to celebrate
-the birth center.ar of he Mahatma.
It shocked me to not that none of
the villagers partici rated in the
week-long programin s.

I tried to find out why. During
Gandhiji's time, P I arnt, they got
help and guidance fr the ashram.
Now they only get lectures. Then
I saw for myself- wl at they meant.

In a vulgar display of pomp and
'pageantry, the then Governor of
Gujarat, who was the organiser of
the get- together, drove into the vil-
lage in his impWrted car, complete
with outriders, motorcade, secre-
taries, ADCs and path:lianas.

11e, was ceremoniously escorted to
N. the platform. For 15 minutes he

delivered a tirade on the need for
Gandhian simplicity a.pd manual
work. The old people in the aud-
ience who were there during'
Gandhqi's_ time, smiled knowingly
but the younger ge-neration fumed
and fretted.

However, what finally alienated
the people was a sordid incident that
occurred some /time in 1970. It is

something unimaginable and unfor-
-

givable.
To protect the ashram orchards

from poachers, someone had the
bright idea of electrifying the wire

'16

i
fence. One young man paid with
his life. .

The story is not melt different at
Saharmati in Ahmedabad: '1 here
too, the ashram has !soil Uc identit

.

About the only activity that goes .11

(--
iliac, is a festering feud between '-tiny
Harijan occupants and the mani.itc- ''
mitt of the Sabarmati ashram. Por
the rest, it has been converted into a
museum Miele the possessions oT an
idolised Gandhi are kept on display.'

Perhaps Oleo day is not far' when
temples will he built. and people still
worship Gandhiji as they do Rats
andwkrishna., Instead of continuing
with the service of the poor <trld
search for Truth, those who were
closest to Gandhiji and wereLo.,21:cd
upon for guidance, pin him on a
pedestal and went about in search
of power. ,

Like the priests who come Did
extol the virtues of our gods and
goddesses, -the Gandhians address,
congregations and speak glowingly
of his simplicity, his sacrifices and
his truthfulness. Then, like the
priests, they co back to a life which .

is totally antithetical.
To expect anyone to do anything

simply because Gandhiji said so, is
ith6rd. You cannot generate M-
ing among inople that way. Gandhiji
himself practised what he believed
and if people followed him in whaO,
ever, he did, it was because he
earned their respect.
"`Truth and service of the poor were
the ,[nessages handed down 1.0 us
from time immemorial. Christ;
Buddha, Rama, Krishna, qtticuaius
'and everyone else, said-the same
thing. But, each one of them after
death was put on a pedestal and
idolised. heir message became
scriptu which evcrydne swore by
but seldom followed. 0

3:4 Arun Gandhi, "Is Gandhi Relevant in Gujarat Today?" Youth Times,Aug. 8, 1975, p. 21
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1)k,c-ector of Adult Education
J-17. Nauz Kiln Enclave

Now Delhi-110016
.4unct.1, 1975,.;
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ln, the past five nion'ths sse have been discussing various aspects of implementing the
flinctional literacy' project the problepi of enrolment, how to ensure an efficient reporting system,the importance of evaluation as ati nisCruincnt of programme improvement, and in general howto raise the total efficiency of the project. Thi)re are, of coutrse, many more aspects that recdto,ke discussed, and we shall be taking them up in our subsequent letters,

There is, however, an inherent pitfall in g`, ettinsi over- preoccupied with pedagogical refine-
..

ments : that the real issue rs lloSI SIglIP01, even if temporarily, that of losing the snood for the
trees !

" So, in this-monthly letter, it would perhaps be yo tolnieSto pause mist get our main
objectives into focus again..

.-.' Let us not forget that functional literacy (as all forms of nonformal cducaaion) is not just
another educational `dole'a way of offerine a less structured, a less scholastic, a less expen-
sivesive alter-66%-e to the 'left-outs' of °the cduca ion systcin. We need to remiyid ourselves ofthis repeatedly since most of us are, by and Inc, working within the mental ilramessork of aformal system of education and tend to' conceptualise,* plan and measure nonformal education
on the pattern of the formal system. ;Ilf-the functional racy programme is taken merely as a
series of nine-month courses duithg Itich all of us go through motions of an educational process,
expectinh results/2o llow in the qisiont future, then we would have missed the essential' point.Doubtless, one of the ribrposcs of the functional literacy 'Programme is to give education tothose who have not *received it hitherto: Rut that is only a small part of the entire objective. Thereis a basic difference between the formal and the nonformal systems in their role and their timings.
The formal modalities of education-bre mainly based on the philosophy of o' long-term invest-ment with distant and generalised goals for a future sshose shape and demands 'WC '',van' at, bestonly vaguely cedict. The nombrmal ways of education generally assist learners to'acquire know-.ledge and know-how for instant and use.

fd -#
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4.1 Communication :mom Mrs.
June 1) 1975
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have a far-re, ching social and economic content. The purpose is not merely to bring about a

more equitable distribution of educational benefits, but to implore the quahty of life of the
people here and brut, The programme would be successful only if it helps illiterate fanners to

live better. to earn more, to stiffer less, to solve their problems more ell iciently, to combat,
injustice around them, to take part in collective action...etc.

The functional literacy programme is mainly directed to the rural areas Much, by and
large, arc underutdised and underdeveloped and whose population, partieulaily the illiterate
ones, wilier participate in tfccisio4 making nor know how to take adVantag. of decisions made
by others for them hey are often helpless and doubtful, apathetic and indifferent. If the entire
rural popuTatiort is to Ile drawn into she inapt stream of the de4elopmental processes, a socio-
economic trmisformation has tit be brought about. Education is one of die most posserlul tools
known to help briYals tlbs isolatibn in which they exist., THIS is the objeLtooe of the functional
literacy programme to help the farming population through education to contribute acttsely to
a process of social and economic, change, not at sonic distant date but today.

Therefore, we arc asking you to be not only an efficient administrator but to
behave as a real social .t,VOrker. You should help all our (etchers and others responsible for
village groups to act as partners of illiterate farmers, to be their friends and not their tutors, to

'make the effort to 'understand them fully and gam their confidence, to get acquainted with the
local environment and the social relations in every pillage, to cot rid of es en the \lightest KIICCS

of derciagogic, paternalistic, or-condescending behaviour. We hope that you will pay attention
as melt to your ediictional-as to your social role and task.

The entire exercise of buildtrig curricula around problems of the farmers, and the emphasis
placed on inteation with other developm.:nial agencies, are ;ill geared towards this goal, to

ensure (rat in the shortest time possible, the learners are prepAred for a stronger social and
economic role.

If the socio-economic perspective of the project is.constantly kept in view, the entire
methodology, organiAtion. elassro'oin'tpaching, tekher-learner relationship, will undergo an
automatic transformation. Mild; inoreainic should be devoted to prepare vs hat we can call
the 'learning environment', to select the learners, to create close links between them, to build
conditions for collective work, to learn and search for solutions to common problems. Teachers
.,

and learneri will then he seen as joint_ partners in mastering eductional 'tools riot as ends in

themselvecq but as means of improving the quality of life in the community, of mastering their
w,n environment.

Let us not, however, assume that education by itself can bring about all thechange, not
redress _all the wrongs. But it can make a big contribution to this end. LCCUS make the best
use of it.

You could perhaps devote a monthly mzetimi to discuss with all the project personnel
and particularly with the teachers about these larger purposes underlyito; the project. Alter all
what Ase, are basically aiming at is a common concern for reaching national objectives through
akprocess of total participation. 9

1-
With regards 4111

l).9. 1419.

16

Yours si-pscrcly,

Nrs. S. Doraiswami)
Director
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DIRECTORATE OF ADULT EDUCATION
Ministry of Iclucation and SocI.11 Welfare

Government of

11"..-1.4

The Directorate of Adult Education is
the academic and technical wing of the
Ministry of Education, and Social Welfare
in respect of matters relating to non - formal
youth and adult education at the all-India
level.. It assists in the formulation, imple-
mentation, coordination and ovakation of
programmes initiated by the GotOnment
of India.

The main functions of the Directo-
rate are'

Training and orientation
Production of learning materials
Surveys and studies
Dociimentaiian-- and. clearing house

d functions
txperimentation and innovation.
Promotional activities
Consultative and advisory services
Forum for pooling of experiences and
exchange of ideas

The major on-going programmes are
Farmers Functional Liferacy Project
Non-formal EducatioaProgramme for
the agegroup 15-25
Assist in Nehru Youvak Kendras
Programme a

Polyvalent Adult Education in urban
areas
Workers Social Education Institutes
in urban areas

.Training and -orientation' of key
personnel in adult education and
youth work
Documentation services to national
agenelfp

.71.11.100/0/.

FOLDER-

4

4.2 Directorate of Adult Education, Farmers Functional Literacy Provarnme,
. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare, 1975, p. 1-21.
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Farmers Functional Literacy Programme

CONCEPTS

One of the recent innovations of significance to
developing countries is the concept of linking educa-
tion(not only vocational training) to development,
particulatly for increasing production.

The Farmers 'Training and FunctiOnal literacy
Programme initiated by the Government of India in
1968 was an effort to translate this concept into
practice. The protect is a joint enterprise of three
Ministries viz. the Ministries of Agriculture, Education.
and Information A. IiroacLsAistilig, with asskstance
from UNDP/FAO,UNLSCO'.

The Ministry of Agrieultto e provides the farmers
training and field demonstration facilities: the istinistry
of Education provides functional literacy: the Nlinistry
of Information and Broadcasting relays special type of
farm-broadcasts through the All India Radio for the
benefit of pa.,rticipant farmers.

Basic Idea

The basic idea underlying the programme is that
9herc is direct correlation between physical and human
ingredients in agriculture.bietweeNinputs such as new
seed varieties, fertilizers, water and credit, and the up-
grading of huipa-n reources
literacy and agricultural, kno
this is an integrated, mult
"Green Revolution.

trtAkg.. information,
-hi-ilk In other words,

-faceted approach to the

Basic assumptions

The concepvanf functional literacy assumes that :
ii

(a) literacy is not an end in itself, but ha-s mean-
ing only as a componerit of a larger scheme.
composed of physical as well as educational
inputs;

(b) a 'programme of functional lit acy has to
help the farmer in his life and ork. indivi-
dual.behaviour and community action, and
in _understanding and using compleitekimo-
logics;
o

(c) adults involved in improved farm. g practices
would be interested in literacy t 14 comes to
them as a part of know .

l ncEessary for
their agriculturaI, bet( rment6and increased
income; and

FEL-1

(d) functional literacy curriculum is a composite
one including reading, writing, numeracy,
socio- economic knowledge, agricultural
know-how, and practical experience.

Thus, functionalliteracy is much more than
Mcrae), it is inality a method of training for
development purpriseA, a comprehensive non-formal
educational programme, and an opening to conti-
nuing education.

In that sense the Farmers Functional Literacy
(FIE)

11

°grae is very different from all previous\ mm
adult lit racy schemes, which hac been, more dr less,
tladition. I literacy drives mostly limited to 3 Rs (read-
ing, writing and 'rithructic). The concept is radical,
it requires considerable rethinking for its effective
application, and it has broad implications for all levels
of education.

Traditional icrsus Functional Literacy

The difference between the traditional concept of
literacy and the functional literacy is many-fold :

the former is extensive and diffuse'in charac-
ter, aiming at the education of as many
illiterates as possible, and confining itself to
an elementary knowlcdre of reading, writing
and arithmetic in the initial stagesIthe 'plan-
ning of a campaign for mere -literacy is

genckally based on a territorial approach
accoriTing to the number of illiterates and the
availability,of funds and resources; methods
and techniques arc generally based on thc.s./.
use of a simple primer; diversification in thc
reading material comes only later when
books arc made available for further reading:
the evaluation is in quantitative terra and
relates to the number of new literates and the
per capita cost;

in functional literacy programmes, literacy
operations arc oriented towards development,
intcgr atcd with development activity, and
made a component part of a dvvelopment
project; it is not an isolated and separate
activity viewed as an endin itself; it should
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De seen trout tnc viewpoint of dcyclopoit:nt
which leads to technical and vocational
training; all aspects of a functional literacy
programme (pl inning, location, learning
material. clientele, timing, financing eft.) arc
distintt and dificient from traditional literacy
(scc chart).

---
Functional literacy is, therefore. conceived in

the context of social and economic priorities,
planned and implemented as an integral part of a

development programme or project. Its ultimate
goal is to assist in achieving specific socio-economic'
objectives by making adults receptive to change and
innovation, and by helping thew to acquire nor
vocational shills, hnovviedge and attitudes vvhich
they can use effectively.

OBJECTIVES

It is in the light of the above mentioned concept
that the objectives of the Farmers' I unctional Literacy
Programme (Kisan Saksharata 'Yojana) have been
formulated.

Relation with Food Production

The objectives arc directly related to a high
priciiity sector of national development rt.: increased
agricultural production. as it aims at improving the
efficiency of the farmers in the special programmes of
agricultural production know n as the 'High Yielding
Varieties Programme' (H.Y.V.P.). India. as a country
which traditionally has scarcity in food production, felt
that as part of its efforts to become self-reliant in this
area, a farmers training and a farmers literacy prog-
ramme had to be related to measures aiming to improv
agricultural production. '1 he programme of food
promotion envisages the use of seeds hybrid and exo--
ticwhich are known to produce much higher yields
than the normal varieties in ii e. These seeds icipure
larger dosage of fertilizers and carefully planned larm
operations inv.olv Hie adoption of improved and
scientific practices. lhcretore. the training of farmos
is considered an essential input for the success of this
programme.

The Panne!. I iinctifinal I iteracy Pror2ramme is
,ganised for illifriale farmers in the II. Y. V. I'.

J>istricts which would permit them not only to get
literacy skills but alai agriLultur.il knowledge. skill and
infostnation. Another important component of the

joint project is the 1.111» Radio Broadcasting Program-
me of the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting
which helps to harne..s the use of radio in a special and
practical way by csi.lhlishing a two-way channel of
communication betwrcn the farmers and those respon-
sible fcr assisting them in the agricultural production
programme.

This integrated three-dimensional approach is,thus, the unique feature of the joint project.

18
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The broad objectives of the functional litcracy
component arc :

(a) to bring about a socio-economic change with
particular emphasis on changes in agricul-
tural production;

(b) to increase thc attainment and use of litcracy
skill and knowledge for agricultural promo-
tion.

Targets

The High Yield Crop Varieties Programme is
aimed at increasing, the production of main crop'.
(wheat, paddy, bajr.i, malic etc.) by several dozen
million tonnes. hr prorrammc is implemented in
selected districts in all the Statcs in order to stimulate
food production all over thc country.

(
The Functionhl litcracy Programme, as a compo-

ncnt of thc IIYCV Scheme, is already organiscd in 107
districts. More than 300.000 farmers have until now
benefited from thc programme.

During the Filth Fivc Ycar Plan (1974-79) thc
cxpansion of thc Programme rs envisaged in three
directions :

(1) Si terms of coverage : thc programme should
be implemented in about 175 districts;

4(2) the number of village centres in each district
will be increased from GO to about 70 on an
average;
apart From districts under thc IlYCV Schcmc,
the Functional Literacy Programme will bc
linked with other dcsclopment schemes : dry
farming, small and marginal farmers prog-
rammes, industrial development, slum
improvement, family lifc and family planning
etc.

Thc,,FiTth Plan period will bc crucial for explor-
ing the socio-cconoinic impact of functional adult
education on Indian devclopment.

(3)

ORGANISATION FFL-2

Farmers Functional Literacy Programme is an

inter -ministcrial programme involving three different
'Ministries.

The Ministry of Agriculture is rcsponsiblc for
organising farmers training and national demonstrations
(training centres in district headquarters, peripatetic
training in village', practical agricultural demonstra-
tions linked with extension work by village levc1

workers);

The Ministry of Education and Social \Vclfarc
provides for thc c.tablishincnt of functional litcracy
groups of illitcrat: adult farmers engaged in thc
cultivation of llrgli Yielding' Variety Crops who arc
given instructions in litcracy with agricultural contcnt
suited to their spcc rfr needs:

170
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The Ministry of Information and firOadeastingprovides through the All India Radio (its special Farmand Home Omts) special programmes, messages andinformation on new agricultural technology byestablishing twice a day a two-day communicationchannel between farmers and agricultural specialists.
Structure of the Literacy Component

At the Central lc%el, the Union Ministry ofEducation and Social Welfare is responsible for oser-allplanning of the literacy component, for establishing thecoordination with the other two components, for provid-ing financial means for
programme operation in variousStates and districts.

The Directorate of Adult Education providestechnical and professional support to the
programing,_

in the form of matdrials, media 'and methods; trainingand orientation4, supervision - and guidance; andevaluation.

At the State level, the State Education Depart-ment implements the functioival literacy programme inthe distnets under its jurisdiction, generally throughthe existing
districtadministrativc machinery at itsdisposal. However, there are sonic variations in thispattern. In Andhra Pradesh, for example, the StateEducation Department has entrusted the implementationof the programme to a voluntary organisation--theAndhra Mahila Sabha. In Madhya Pradesh, it is theSocial Welfare Department that implements theprogramme, and in Kerala the Development Depart-ment' takes the responsibility. In Rajasthan, the StateGovernment h entrusted the

implementation of the
project in on&Pclisteict

(Ilharatpur) to the ExtensionDepartment o0 Udaipur Agriculture University and inan other district (Udaipur) to Seta 'slander, a soluntaryorganisation. Thus. State Governments use theirexisting infra-structures in assigning responsibility forthe implementatiorrbf the programme.

At the district Ic, the District Education Officer
or his counterpart exercises ()serail supers ision andcontrol of the project. The project itself is to he runby one full-time project officer (sanctioned from 1973.74
only). He has, on the one hand, to select the villagesand "target groups" and, on the other 16 supers Ise,guide and coordinate the implementation on he projectin his district. He is assisted in his %sock by a team ofsupervisorseither six part-timers (at the ratio of one

for 10 classes) or two full- timers (each in, charge of 30classes), or a combination
)1. both,

At the village level; for each functional literacygroup, an instructor, preferably drawn from the samearea where the class is organised and having agriculturalbackground, is engaged on a part-time basis. on a
modest monthly remuneration. While mostly primaryschool teachers attend to this task, there are instanceswhere educate rmers and .teacher-farmers hale beenconducting the cla s. Very often, extension officers.village level worker , outstanding farmers. leaders offarmers clubs, or social workers assist the instructor inbringing the necessary agricultural competence intothe learning-teaching process.
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a great advantage,
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easier.
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xisting administrative
me of this type and

since if the programme
till be much stronger

ration into "normal"
tional practices much

some disadvantage and risk, since it hriiir,s a
new "burden" on the already overv.helined
administration and may blur the clear
"boundaries" of the programme.

'fiectlyc Approach

The functional lit

in areas wh
Scheme in o

among fare
impedimei
t ice s.

The selection
lion with a gricu It
Revolution" mca

cracy programme is carried on:

ere the High Yielding Varieties
perating,

ners for whom their illiteracy is an
it iii improving agricultural prac-

of districts is made in close coordina-
uralauthorit les, parallel to the "Green
sures and requirements.

The selection of villages for locating the classes
is made on the basis of an initial survey shish takes
into account factors such as those of areas coveted
under ItYVP, cdu cat io na I infra strut t u re as a ila ble in
villages, magnitude of illiteracy and identification of
potential target groups for opening functional literacy
classes, besides esploring possibilities of locating,
centres %%ith local community support. Base-line surreys
of thc selected areas help in deteimining the content of
the learning process, and the instructional requirements
of the lc,7ers.

C.00rdina tion

At the, national level, coordination of the
'programmes between the concerned Ministries is sots' ht
to be ensured through an inter-ministerial Coordination
Committee. consisting of representatives or thc
participating, Ministries. UN1)P,TA011NESC0 and
other technical agencies. This Committee is expected
to meet regularly and review the progress of the project
in-terms of overall objectives and give guide-lines for
further course of action. Since agriculture and educa-
tion arc, state subjects, coordination at the state level is
ail-1*d through Inter-departmental Coordination
Committees constituted on lines the national
level committee. Similar c rdination is envisaged at
the grass-root level e thc farmers training ccntrcs
and functional loci:icy asses are located, through the
formation of distriet-I vet, block-level and in some
cases even village-leve( coordination committees.

Coverage

The Farmers Functional Literacy Programme is a
centrally assisted scheme, all the" States except Tripura
arc covered by the project. Started in three districts
in 1967-68, the project has now brought within its fold
107 districts.

1967-68 3
1968.69

1969-70
1970-71

1971-72
1972.74

10
districts

99

25 99

60
80 99

107

The schematic budget provides for-the establish-
ment of 60 centres \snit 30 adult farmers in a districtper year. Thus. in a district about 1.800 adults arc
offered opportunity to undergo a "ell -deli tied ten-month
coursc of instruction inwlsing the acquisition and use
of reading. %%ruing and arithmetic, skill in practical
tasks connected ysith agricultural operations, and daily
requirements of a fariners life.

Further Development

Since the aim of the Farmers Training and Func-tional Literacy Programme is essen9ially that of
"increasing food production in the couthy by helping
inter-aim, the illiterate farmers to acquire not only
literacy skills but also agricultural skills, knowledve and

ern".
the

and it

information which tould he immediately user
there is an urgency to place greater em
implementation of functional literacy and
in ycars to come.

As far as implementation is concerned, it will be :

expanded. by enlarging The number of opera-
tional districts in order to reach in live years
about 1.3 million farmers;

ilrengthened. by I"Ck italr.ing the coorilm:11;011
committees and their functioning :it all levels:

dry, oled, by ensuring the development and
supply of suitably Llesq;liect cutrictilutn
materials; ensuring training/orientation of
project personnel;

rendered more eIJiciem. by iihiply ing evalua-
tion, feed-back and data inflow systems;

made more integrated, by ensuring closer links
betsseen functional -literacy, agricultural and
development processes at all levels; =

facilitated by streamlining, the administrative
machinery to ensure the 'even flow of funds
from the Centre to the States and to the
districts.
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CURRICULUM AND LEARNING. MATERIALS 1:11, 3

Functional literacy is much more than literacy ;it is in reality a method of training for dcychipmentpurposes, a comprchensise non.for mai educationalprogramme, an opening to continuing education.

The curriculum and learning materials reflectthese premises.

WHAT ARE T111. 1-NPIC1ATIONS The specific ex-
FROM FUNCTIONAL LITERACY? pectations from

the functional
literacy component arc evidently more numerous and
differentiated than from a traditional literacy pro-
gramme. They include

(I) elementary knowledge of socioeconomic as-
pects of agricultural modernisation, as well
as the know-how for improved agricultural
practices (the use and treatment of IlYV
seeds, application of fertilisers. 'irrigation
etc.);

(2) knowledge and attitude change which may
enable farmers to perform eflicientl,' all those
functions which are necessary for them in
the HYV programme ;

(3) preparation of participants to acquire the
capacity to' adapt themselves to change, as
well as to actively participate in the socio-
economic change and in the life of the
local environment ;

(4) reading skill, for making use of simple exten-
sion bulletins. rural newspapers, labels on
fertiliser bags and pesticide packages, leafletsetc.;

writingskill, for preparing their input cards,
writing simple letters, completing applica-
tion forms for loans, keeping simple
accounts of,, arm operations etc.

110W ARE LEARNING The concrete content-
MATERIALS PREPARED ? subjects or themes lmve

been identified by un-dertaking a quick survey in a few sample areas in
selected districts in order to find out the needsand requirements of farmers cultivating the High
Yielding Varieties of Crops and applying modern
methods and practices with regard- to those crops.It was on the basis of this survey and also on the
basis of relevant discussion with the technical, pro-
fessional and knowledgeable personnel in he field that
the professional agricultural practices have been iden-
tified and included in the curriculum and in the teach-
ing-learning material.

The Directorate of Adult Education prepared inthis way the first book in Hindi, using the analytico-
synthetic method, containing 18 lessons to be coveredin a period of six months. This first book was
based on findings in Lucknow District (Uttar Pradesh)
in a lowar grossing arca, mainly with small farmers.
This is to be followed by a set of five supplementary
readers based on different high yield varieties of crops
such as wheat, paddy, maize, 'jowar and barley. These
supplementary readers are expected to take the next

(5)

r"N r .
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first book is accompanied by a teacher's
11 II designed to help the teachers t he

/10,10tory Of using the hook, cortclating
f practices with literacy skills.

This material is prepared as a proto-type reading
argil learning material, which needs to be further adapt-
ed to conditions in carious districts, Mitch are varia-
ble from the social, agricultural. linguistic and cultural
points of view. A national woikshop of w riterS from
different language areas was held to help them in de-
veloping such materials, 1 a ch Linguars area waS
represented by a team of specialists consisting of a
writer, a social education worker, and an agricultural
specialist, lhe State Departments of Education, with
the cooperation of the State Agricultuic Departments
and other technical agencies, are then expected to pro-
duce suitable learning and reading material in the
regional lapguagcs, related to cropping patterns and
practices, as well as to local circumstances and
needs.

Teaching and Reading Materials
in various Indian languages

Assamcce (4) Marathi (11)'
Bengali (1) Oriya (4)

Gujarati (6) Punjabi (1)
Hindi (20) Tamil (2)

Kannada (12) Telugu (10)
TOTAL : more than 70

Thcsc materials are reviewed and revised from
time to time on the basis of commous and suggestions
received from the teachers conducting the classes as
well as from field observations carried out by the stair
of the Directorate. TV revision ;inns at n imism
the difficulties experienced both by the adult part,ci-
pants and by the teachers in using these materials. The
Kisan Saksharat,t Yojana, Pahali Pustak. which was
prepared in I96S has been subjected to such revision
four times during the last six years.

WHAT DO THE
LEARNING
MATERIALS
CONTAIN ?

The pedagogical material. for the
Farmers Functional Literacy Pro-
gramme tries to take into account:
(a) the pschological and socio-

.
logical characteristics of adult

!corners; (b) new trends in educational theory and
practice; (c) the need to combine scholastic and practi-
cal learning: (d) the necessity to imbue the whole
programme with various aspects of the "Green Revo-
lution".

Therefore :

the content of the learning materials relates
to agriculture and the farming practices con-
nected with the use of high yielding varieties
of seeds; only those basic elements of the
subject are selected as would make them an
interesting and useful learning and reading
material;

mmr

the emphasis is on inputs necessary for the
new type of farming s\ ith the use of High
Yicldiny Varlets or seeds; this is an approach
which can he common to most of the districts
and offers an clement of uniformity' in'
approach all over the country;

the curriculum, as well as the material must he
learner-centred rather than teacher - centred;
the emphasis should be on learning rather
than teaching and the learner must derive
satisfaction from the experience:

to secure the appropriate le\ el of communi-
cation and also a sense of security for the
learners, the starting point has to be the
expelicnee of the learner by working from
the known to the unkNown;

a balance has to be maintained between the
pedagogical requirements of imparting
literacy skills and the content necessary for
agricultural improvement;

the %N..11,tildry used in thisc materials is thatin common usar by the learners: hkw v
in addition. the re is A.0 Ilse need lof hol-edl voCa hula y related to the wol k of. thefarmer;

as the farmers .ire already con\ ersant withnumb' rs sit tip to one hunched- and also
W101 Ufa .1r1111I11.11t: in Illt11 ottii etas, the fun-damental and oche: alhcd operations in arith-
metic are soil lit to be taught to the farmers
through the anti) me.ic content rntolted iii
their farming work in a practical- manner
such as calculatine the inputs necessary fur
their farming and theft cost. sot kin out thetime schedules for different farming opera-tions, keeping household and farm accounts
leading to calculations for finding out profit
and loss etc.;

the content, thus selected. is treated in asequential manaer in these books. All the
lessons are arranged in sequence, scattingwith the input of seed, followed by those of

feitihreis. insecticides and pt:sti-cides, pest control, a mid finally the input ofmoney that is to he obtained through co-pperatives and other institutions to help the
--farmers in their goal of increasin!: produc-tion. Each lesson is planned in such a warthat the farmer is led from his present positionto the desired position,
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There is another important question: Should theprimer be followed by a reader, as in orthodox literacy
programmes, or should -the lost book' he much morethan a primer ? The usual primer generally introduces
only the elementary mechanical literacy skills to startwith. Meaning to these skills is given only when they
arc followed by a reader and the learners have to waitfor a meaningful experience till they reach this stage.This delay in giving meaningful experience to thelearners is counter-motivational, and often results indropouts.

In the Farmers Functional Literacy Prog-
ramme, therefore, the imparting of meaningful
experience to karaers starts from the very first dayof learning. 1 he expectant and sensithe adult
fartuers, impatient for their economic achierement
and progress, cannot nait a day longer.

LEARNING AND TEACHING METHODS OF TEACHING
AND LEARNING

1'

The methods promoted
and experimented with
in the FFLProgramme
are based on

(1) a combination of oral instruction, audio-
visual communication, dialogues and discussions.
demonstrations and practical manual work;

(2) increaser learners' participation and active
involvement in searching solution. for problems in
daily life.

Thcr fore, there is a mutual .rapport and an
inter-relati n between Farmers Training, National
Demonstrat ons in improved agricultural practices,
Discussion ;roups or Mucha N1andals, listeners'
grtnips of radio programmes, and Functional. Lite-
racy learning groups. I

As far as methods fused For literacy teaching
01,,rr, they arc a combinatimn bchveen synthetic

/11,0d analytical, The synthetic method starts with the
basic elements, namely. the alphabct, and continues
through building upwards the syllables, the words and
sentences .to bring in the mcaninrin1 content; whereas
the analytical method begins with insaning,ful units in
a language such as a word or scntence and conics
down through analysis .to the 1)3.1% elements of the
language necessary to build the nen words required for
further use.

a
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As most of the Indian laii.,iia_ges arc phonetic,

. the traditional method of literacy-teaehing, involving
the synthetic approach, cannot b; totally discarded.
At the same time, considering the motisational aspects
and the Emphasis on a nicaninglill %.ontent of the func-
tional literacy programme, use has .0.0 to be made of
the analytical method to .shies: desired results.
Hence a combination of both the methods hA been
used in preparing the first books for the functional
literacy programme.

TESTING OF Tests serve to measure the gains
EDUCATIONAL made in reads -w, wrickg and
RESULTS arLtlimetic, ossttpationalt" know-

ledge, social aria economic under-
standing and oilier cognitive or atilil:dinal variables as

foreseen at the start of the programme. They are based

on the syllabus covered under the functional literacy
course and the field requirements of the local farmers
in their daily occupation of farming related to the
High Yielding Varieties of Crops. This set of tests
are intended to serve as models, and are to be adapted
to suit the local conditions and the language of the
region.

The tests cover aspects of reading aloud, writing
to dictation or transcription, comprehension of the
matter read and arithmetical skills required in problem
solving. For this purpose a set of four tests consisting
of a reading-cum-comprehension test, a writingcum-
knowledge test, a transcription test and an arithmetic
test were developed in Hindi.

In particular; it was expected that at the end of
t the functional literacy course a literate person \\ ould

be able to read simple materials specially piepared for
neo- literates, on the subjects related to agriculture in
High Yielding Varieties of Crops at the speed of about
50 words per minute and comprehend them ard thou-
ghtfully react to them. He %,is also expected `to h_a've

mastery over 1,500 most commonly used words'aiong
with about 250 technical words related to farming. He

was also to have a tasonable speed in writing and
reasonable mastery over comp tational skills such as
are required in his farming s ,ork.

TRAINING FOR All th c 'innovations and new
RUNNING THE facets literacy work are in

PROGRAMME
sand

tie\ demands on officers
Uand teachin staff responsible for

running the programme. Thus comprehensiveitrain-
ing programme has already be n in operation for lwral
years.

The Directorate of Adult Education organises
triking and orientation programmes for key personnel
engaged in the project in each State and district.
These key persons, in turn, help in organising training
programmes for the teachers and supervisors and
district -level officers in the respective/States..

A scrics of training programmes were organised
for key personnel in the different regions in 1972 and
1973. This has necessarily td be a recurring feature as
there is co.nsiderable turnover of project personnel and
also to bring in new insights from time to time.
Accordingly, a scrics of four regional training coursies
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for project officers arc being field- during July-Septem-
ber 197.1. 1 his w ill he followed by an orientation
programme for State love' officers administering the
programme.

The training of teachers is organised at the district
level by the district project still. 1 he training of
supervisors and the orientation of district-level officers,
was initially organised by the Duet:write of Adult
Education. As the prorramme expanded. efforts have
been decentralised as far as the training arrangements
arc concerned.

A LOOK The improvement of the FFI. Programme
AHEAD necessitates during the coming years of the

Fifth Plan :

(I) an expanded training programme for the
functional literacy personnel;

(2) supply of up -to -date informatiom on agricul-
tural practices and related matters, to functional
literacy workers;

(3) production of extension literature to suit the
level of nco-literate farmers;

(4) preparation of teaching and reading mate-rials, ensuring the use of the medium of radio broad-
casts.

(5) synchronising of the Farm and Home Unit
programmes with the functional literacy classes;

(5) enriching learning ,materials. by providing
to the functional literacy groupa kit consisting of :

a primer, reading. boodets. content sheets, farming
prospectus, monthly new stetter, sonic charts. other
visuals, filmstrips for learnersand teacher's guide for
the grouj leader;

(7) updating reading materials, by organising in
as rij,any a district as possible the production and

C.,-.G.iftlilation of a monthly newsletter, or local newspaper,
or a `rubrique' rri an existing newspaperwith news,
texts, lectures, answers to farmers, etc.

(8) creation of small 'cells' for the production of
a great variety of proto-type 'Wiling and teaching
material.

PROBLEM( ORIENTED .LEARNING MATERIALS

FFL-5

A step ahead in preparing the,Itarning material is
represented by an experiment in Jaipur (Rajasthan) :

(1) the learning material is lar?.tly based on the
problems encountered by the farmers in the
use of high yielding variettcs of seeds

(problem identification);

1 7 7
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(2) the learning material is oriented to prepare
and he! p farmers to solve v:..onoinic and social
problen in the area (problem-solution);

(3) the 1 ning material is elaborated in an
inter-disciplinary way (unit-h ise);

(4) . the learning material corresponds largely to
the conditions an nteds of the physical.
natural, and hum,rr environment (ecological
approach).

As early as 1971, the National Workshop on
Farmers' Functional Literacy Project recommended/
among other things, that the "curriculum for the
Farmers' Functional Literacy should he problem-

, centred so as to deal with the ot.tdcics in the way of
achieving the objectives of the probleni." The work-
shop also bid down different steps tot identifying these
problems and for developing a curriculum based. on
these problems and the instructiOna I materials necessary
for the curriculum.

NOW WAS IT In order to Wentify . the specific
PREPARED? problems in the area for which the

experiment was foreseen, an inter-
discipliniry teamconsisting of an agricultural expert,
a rural sociologist, a linguist, and an adult educator
conducted.a survey :

(1) of the crucial' 2) of the remedial (3) of the farmers
problems face measures sug- consciousncss
by the farm s gested by the of the pro-
in the High agricultural Hems and of
Yielding Varie- technicians ihci,r capacity
tics programme to implement

remedial
measures

/

This survey helped to:

(I) locate the problems in order of priority and
in respect 051'the coverage by groups and
areas;

'HOV4,) WOULD IT This experimental project. to be
BE IMPLEMENTED. tried out in Jaipur district for

it1 validity, has to move
through the following phases:

(1) Exploration Phase the survey to identify the
actual problems faced by the farmers in
adopting new high yielding varieties of
Seeds ank the new agricultural practices re-
quired, or them.

(2) Syllabus and Curriculum Construction Phase
identification of agricultural remedial meas-
ures to be adopted by the farmers during the
operational calendar for ovcrcomi ig their
problems as indicated by the survey

Materials Preparation Pfrase= consisting of
the preparation of first book, posters and
charts, teachers' guide and supplementary
readers.

(3)
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(4) Action Phase the use of these material inthe actual situations in a limited numberof appropriate'y selected functional literacycentre3-with the teachers and the super-
,

0.1sors adequately trained in the usc of these
(Materials1 and

(5) tva/uarion Phasethrough the evaluation
of itl.aterwl for their simplicity or dint-
eulmas,4 also or their clheacy in the 4...u-
ncle aclotsv uncut of the overall socro-s..,economic objectives. '

The first- three phrases have already been com-
pleted, with the publication of the first book along
with the poskrs and (cachet s' guide. I he remaining
two phases have been recently launched, namely, the
action phase. for the to-out the materials, and the
evaluation phase, for judgingnheir efficiency in the
field, with the training of insiructors and the.supeisi-
SOrSitl, Ore Ilse of materials, oi about 30 fun, tion.il
literacy centres and for .underiaking bench-mark
surveys an the villages sv here these centres are to be
locas

If this experimental project pro's satisfactory.
the same or similar -problon-r ntrd appr.oach." in

preparing learning materials will M used In Ionction,11
literacy programmes in other JiSillelS or local ens iron-ments.

tT>
12

(2) make a detailrd 'inventory of the practical
measiles as proposed by t he ,competent
agrictrItuial teclinrcians fur the Solution of
each of the identilwd problems;

(3) ideqy the pliis swat, technical, socif15
cultufal and linguistic factors skitch accelerate
or retard the rinplementation of the above
men't toned measures.

Based on the research findings of this survey., a
Curriculum was cons'tructcd consisting'. of 22 wilts

agricultural operatlions, incorporatinp the retire dial_
measures necessary for solving the problems encountered
by the farmers and rilied socio-economic, scientific isc4
mathematical conceVNinsolved n them.

The learning'material.is thus "translation", of
socio-economic and socio-psycho findoIf7s into a
"pedagogical language,fransforming the "eduCational
needs" of farmers into "learning unills".

WHAT DOES IT The learning materials, "trititle'dC 0 N ? "Kisan Saksharata Yojana.-Prayo-
gatmak Pustak, lihaag I" is divided

into livens "u6its".

Eacji unit is composed of :
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Functional Components

Rational Components

Sociocconotnic Components ,

nstrumental Component
Ditractic Components

Eyaluatbre Components

"'the first four comNoncnts ale presented in theFirst nook (for adult lehmers) and tkrematningcomponents in the '1 eadiers' Manual.

Unlike other pre siousl utilised learning materials,t his one is not organised as "subject - matter" sequencebut around life and 1,. of k-priablein, to suLlt a v.ity thatthe fu,nctional, rational, socio- economic and instru-mental components all converge tosards the commoncore of the ss ork Ing operation Or of farmers problems.as welras inefasour of their knowledge, skills, attituttsand ap-tituder

1

/
_.---1 LN'ALUAl ION

FFL 6 :=....,

.67

/ '
\ ,/jlli the Farmers I-unction il 1.11Ciat y Pi oNanlille. lillIS, the aim of evaluation has not been merely

6 for the first time 14,'," the ht,,tory of adult literacy in onc°of passing judi.eincilt on the success lsr ()therm 1..0 of
/1'1 dia that' there V.,o a Sy Stein uf concurrent built -In ,the proraiminc, but of pros rni.trust\sorthy ink» ioation

,
evaluation.

for decgron-mal.inr v.ith repaid to continu:inee,
/ .

. expansion or moditication of the :approach and
MAIN CONCI:RNS I: valuation has been m.affiry methodology.eorlicrtiod \l, ith pr to. iding to theplanners, administrators and policy malers

p

(i) data for prorravime planning, for 'den ifieati.onand selection of areas. s ill, es and croups of learnersas well as for adaptation of contents to envy onmcntalconditions,

(ii)' feed-back on programme aspects Ak h the objectcc helping in csolsinp str.itc.i'n` Io )100":1 Mineimprbvementboth cone t wally and operatio and
(iii) evidence of t1,4nip ct of the project inif measurcablc results. -

af.the study

(I)

Report of the Evaluation
Committee

terms

MAIN I VAI 1.1,V1 ION Durin!t the past five yearsS'IUDITS d RLl'Olt 1 S several evaluation studieshacc been carried out,mostly by the Directorate of Adult thic:it-Ion: Apartfrom these' sliudies ronoIng different shades of semi-scient die an48 scientific nre.hodology, thCre emst a 1, wworks \Ouch cannot he strictly classified under the ii"esalu'ation" but still lend support to e\1froCy'.1", , compared to the act cos crape by Ow:programme in.slie and population, the es aluation efforthas to be expanded and disersilied.

Objectives

(2)

To determine the .progress
and unriact of the

Since itsinception

Quick
Districts

Stanley ten

The important-studies are the

Location and sample s,i:e

(3)

In four districts
,

interviews

Year an7 or'ganisation
which conducted the study

(4)

1969
(lsiinistry of food, Agricul-
ture and Community
Development

To assess the functioningof the local prkrammcs
All" ten districts covered
up to 1968:69 1970

Miniscry of. klucation and
Youth Seivices

Impact cif nct,;onalLiteracy, on Agricultural`INVelo ent

To study the adoption offarm) innovations and the
behtl'vioural ch'inges

4

DISjrICI IS1chboobnagar,in Once Hares (ssii113other control:villages)

1 0,

1970
ExtensiOn Education) Ins-tittlite Agricultural Uni-
versity, Hyderabad
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A Pilot- Evaluation Study
%.

-
To Study.
a) impact on participants
b) attainment of literacy

skill
c) teaching-learning situa-

lion .

District Lucknow 411 12
villages with 240 ru.spon-
dents (4 control villages
with 80 respondents)

. 1971
Directorate of Adul
1 dutation ,

..

(1)

Operational Aspects of the
Programme

_

(2)

To identify factors that
facilitate or- 1)abuper the
execution Of the pro-
gramme

(3)

Observations uring field
trips to Jaipur',4, Udaipur,
Ilhuhailesskar, Poona and
1 uelcnow

07

1972
Directorate bf Adult Edu-
cation

.s.

Impact on learners

%

Part le tilqr ly .

the relationship tkoseen
previous educational lc s els
and performance in final
test

I

District Trivandrum
therala)--in . 10 s'illave
Centres, with 287 rcs-
pondcrits

1972
Department of Education,
University of Kerala

.

q ,,,
.

Socio-economic impact of
Functional Literacy Pro-
gramme

Quick assessment of the
impact of literacy on:
a) agricultural dcs'elop-

mcnt
b) agricultural production

Districts : 4.-
Kolhapur, 13angalore,
Agra.

1972
Dilectoratc of Adult Ear-
cation.

Six-monthly Report ,(one
District)

-

To assess the gains 'by.,
participants in the first
phase of (he project

District :
Kotah

1

1973
Evaluation Panel, District
inspector of Schools

Semi-annual Report (one
District)

To assess the gains by the
participants, after the first
half of the course period

L.-

District :
Jaipur in six villages
98 respondents I

1973'
Evaluation Panel District
Inspector of schools

,

Study of the EFL Prr.).:t
. / ) assess the effectiveness .

the Progranierie
District:
liharatpur (Rajasthan) in -

6 villages, 85 respondents

1974

DIrcctorate of Extension
I ducation, Udaipur
University -,

,orwitt,411 Study of
Iff,;,acct in.). itsur

.10 - studs' the tilpast
against the followian -indi-
cators:

awareness
--,-" understanding of hasic

gfac ult u r al technology
adoption of improved
agricultural practices
attitudes toss ards ,adult
literacy
level of literacy skills
acqbircd

181

District :
Jaipur (Rajasthan) in 16
villages (4 Loot Lol-villapcs)
with 267 le \politic ills (76
control respondents)

1C-

1971.71
Directorate of Adult
1 ducation

ii



MAINNANDINCNS All ealuation studies have
and could not, bring out t c

shine findings and conclusions, the scopes and obj c-
-tives of these studies base been different-4n the
methodology followed and in the research tools Utilise
there were considerable variations.

Nevertheless, arne findings, particularly tho'sc
regarding the impact On learners. diserve to be men-

tioned t
either as more or less general, or as particularly

significant :

(l) The overall impact of the Farmers Training.,
And Functional 1 ricrac), prorrammc has been satisfac-
tory: the response of the farmers to functional literacy
facilities has graduallx become higher than in' ronimc
literacy work, maim) title to its immediate use,-value
which Increased the farmers' motivation..

(2) There was a sig.ngficaiTrArrnprt ,:mcnt in
knowledgrawarencs and adoption eff improved agri-
cultural practises n the rroup of farmers enrolled for
aNtonger durati n In Junctional literacy courses.

(31. The stor-es have r nerally been better in ari-
hmetic arid Lakulat'ioi ran fn rcatling and writ'ing.
Th.e results base hcc gener.klly hirlier regarding iigri-
cultural practices at d'trop ratation, than regarding use
of fertilisers and ecticriles. and the adOption of ,rtyw
economic actrs itics such _as ponlky eh:.; the
indicators of the -leel contacts with thc. extension
staff have not shown noticeable chanirt a rid rtjsaVcon-
sicfercd that until now pa'rticrpmion rn fUnctional
literacy was not fulloWed or associated with better-
riaenA of Contacts ;

.(4) Regarding the reading skills arid compretren-
si: on, it was fouR4,1 that in groups with sustaineod team-
ing, 60"/ of the respondents -13.id a speed of 10 to 20
words per qurtutc, 20'' h,r2J peed of oscr -10 words v

per minute. I he aver:1RJ:- rticipant could understand
2/3rds of what he read, inan, of them could under-
stand and comprehend whateer they read ;

(5) Regarding the us* of fu.n,ctional literagy
skills, itwas folind that the large mam.rfity of respA.
dents (between 80 -90 " ) could 1111 a simple farm plan:

(6) Regarding changes in attitudes, it was
noted that a.mbng farmers f ollowing functional literacy
training, their curiosity had increased to get informa-

__ Lion on machinery and crops, to apply rnarhemaileAL-
knowledge in daily life; their attitudes had fi
changed towards new agricultural practices and towards
the education of their children,

- (7) It was found that in' the villages with well
organised functional literacy centres there was some
increase in the average yield per acre, as compared to
the situation bclorc the treatment was started and to
the conditions prevailing in the control grozup; the
annual income of the participatin farmers increased
as compared to non-participants.

182,
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(8) The respondents covered by Functional

Literacy Programme had moic fasourable altitudes
towards rmOdernisation in rencral and sorb- economic
improvement of their respeLtoc communities in parti-
cuJar, as compared to the 'het ore' situation, and ib the
attitudes of the farmers who did not p,,irticipate in the
programme. This ssas re neetcd, first of all, In a
degree of awareness and actual adoption of improsed
agricultural practices,

(9y One of the more elaborate studies (for1 tieknow DistfiLt) showed
. that aehic%enwntsand the knowledge S!t'idint!

and .its related practices had a direct..ie ationsliip. inother words, higher the .n.hie%enients in illefat
the kno%,;cdc of %%heat (111') and its h.l.tc.1- practices; altliongh 11,e r encl.!! beha% lour

adoption of the tour practices; 11: ,seeds. ;cc
implements and inses.tieides tat all tour .
awareness, Interest, 1(1,11 and adopt ion) ter,

7low in espi:rinien1.11 grou p, It nes C1111,
%

than in the control croup, it is obser%7cd th it v.
Uhl( fOn of Iunckion.ti literaes the respordcw

Intetested to getting further nil 1..mation on al
tural matters and lienee the contacted the est,
people?iough there ale dill:tem:es in the L. kt,., t
psn Lit ion ill the two ri,,urs (experimental
control)11.esc do not \seem to he %, cry
sharp; hence, it (IL')' he 1nfCrred that f hi
has a limited role i'n-inercasing trfe lesel of 501. 13 1 pa I 11-
cipation of the adults.

(10) Sonic studies show that enrolled farmers
got socio-pschologieal gain, since they had
a ft'S.4tig that participation in functional literacs
courses enhanced their social prestige; it helped them
In getting cleoed to positions of repute in social Luga-

r" msations, It SS.a,, helpful in ...,4edditig their inhibitions
in social gatherings and L f iscussions.

(

-.2
4--- (I I) The /*rrstrelatis els most elaborated evalua-

tion study (fAr ka ipu r I )i,;Tikt ) show s ss illf it,.aid to
awareness and understandin basic agricultural
technology related to IlY I: stops of wheat and b.i;ra,
there was an increase of the order of more than 70",
from pre - Survey stage ko post-suis cy stage in the ex-
perimental group, the corresponding InCte.15C 111 WC
control, group 't'eiiig much lower; w iith regard tylie:-
attitudinal change to%Irds modernisation, the as ert;.e
score in the experimental croup moved from 23.3 at
pre-proOmme stage to 27 0 at post-programme stage,

\ with almost no th'arige in the control group..
44,

(12) The 'drop-o t' rates have in many places
been quite low (below, 0'41,),

(13) The structural and organisational patterns
of ttLe programme %%we not commensurate. to its goals;
high targets and rapid expansion resulted in a ricat
strain on the administratise machinery! the necessary
inputs, such as adequate and timely budgetary alloca-
tions, competent teachers, abunekant instructional and

-1?-a rnin g. materials, full-time administration and super-
vision, efficient tra,ftspoitation, ;route facilities in the
elags, were not fully provided and th,s affected the
final output, both in'qua,ntity and quality; the problem
i,f Irrrrularrtv in atifs.nda rice 5. e'r I,rori1

the participants often joined the functional 'actcentres at teachs:44'? persuasion, but at a later cimotivation on the part of adults, dedication ofbulk of teachers and group leaders, enthusiasm ofvoluntary orgaryrsations' staff %soul(' seem tocompensated some of the organisattonal and struckweaknesses of the programme.

ca-
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PROBLEMS AND DEFICIENCIES FFI.-7

if Farmers Functional Literacy Project has hccn in operation in India for about 7 years. This programme.sas a Wee developmental scheme, in% °lying huge human Worts and needing various supportsmanyhicvcmcnts. However, several dellocneies, drawbacks and lacunae lia%e :tic() been observed. t his seems un-,voidable, as much as Ii urn the conceptual point of %tew as from the point of %Jew of implementation, since.g constant flow, of new experiences, both positive and negative, is coming into the programme.

ALTHOUGH there has been a break-through in general
acceptance of the concept of "functionality" in literacy
programmes, there is still Considerable conservatism
and traditionalism at carious levels. A proper under-
starkling, of the concept and approach underlying the

?"nproairric is still to gain giound among the field
woill.c.rs. The functional literacy tido:flies often re.-

.semblc the old-fashioned Mcrae% drives, without linking
literacy witlo.he promotion of agricultural knowledge,
skill provision, a pprcutiLeship of new tarimng practices
etc. In other w orJe, there is still a lack of under-
standing what functional literacy really mans that it
is not a mere literacy pro9rammc but an educatiemal
*effort and an cirott of human resources promotion
closely linked with development. purposes.

THE three -dimension ral approach to thc implementa-
tion of the Fainters Training and Functional Literacy
Projcct has not bccn alvf-as ful41. appreciated. There
is a lack of integration between the three components :

\Agriculture, education _a_nd information. It is evident
that withbut integrating, all these parts, without a
deeper' involvement of agriculture, of extension work-
ers, -'and of technical personnel, the functional literacy
component cannot be "functional". Although. the
whole programme is a "tripartite" one, it is observed
that facilities of broadcasts of Farm and Hometnits
arc available in only 38 districts.

THERE have been delays in setting up thc coordina-
tion committees and the level of coordination and
cooperation has not bccn sufficiently productive in
term" of mutual understanding, appreciation, confi-
dence and contribution to overall project efficiency.

IN the last two years of the Plan period, this eoordi
nation was not as continuous and vigorous as desirable
with the result that the project as a whole soinc,w11.,
languished for want of coordinated and constai,
guidance from the Central point. Not surprisingl\
this situation in 4lic Centre has found an echo at th
State and district levels also. At tfic district"lcvel
took considerable time for the states ,to set up sue'
committees. Lvlp where states ,J.is district lo.t
committees were set ll r. t hey' WO 1'1 I ngl 11.1S N: 11 sumo
what haphazard and apathetic. District coordinate'
committees have not yet been set up in all thcidistrict

yen where they have hccn constituted, there al
jto clear indications that they have played a posits°
role in the promotion of the project.

THE goal of converging thc three components (farmei

training, functional literacy and radio support) has in.
always bccn achieved. The progress_of thc agricultur.
component was generally speedier, the educatiol,
aspect constantly lagging behind. It)yas oils in tl
la% year of the Fourth Plan that th-e-4(sivei.iee of r

cultural and educational component.coUld approx
mate each other. Much more remains to be done I,

achieve an organised and functional intcgratio
between the three components in terms of physic

inputs and in teertis of mutual support And sochr,
nisation of prograinmc elements. -

0-

USUALLY references arc made to the following defitiel

tics : lack of effective coordination ; registration

non - fanners and even sometimes children below
`is

Q,

years of agc in adult literacy classes ; wcak supery

of wio,rk at grassroot level ; delays in administrate
sanction, funds and supply of classroom equipment

unsatisfactory maintenance of records and' s-tasmissi.

of periodic progress reports ; use of traditional of

best marginally functional learning materials.
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AS regards the personnel at the level below the dis-
trict, it is observed that a substantial proportion of the
staff have not had any training. This is due to trans-
fers of trained personnel out of the district and lack of
immediate local arrangements to train the new !ileum
kents. Concerted efforts are called for from the Centre
as well as fro'm the state Icsel to organise (a) 10.-riodical
orientation and re- orientation of key personnel (Direc-
torate of Adult Fthication) ; (b) prompt orientation and
training and supervisory and instructional stall (Slate
Governments) ; (c) minimising asoidable transfers and
turnover of project personnel so that the training and
orientation given is not wasted.

(

THE need for specially- prepared materials for the
functional literacy programme can hardly he over
emphasised. However, there are still instances where
traditional materials arc being used and to this extent
the concept and objectives of the programme arc not
being realised.

THE delays in preparing truly functional prototype of

learning and teaching materials, and inure partiodail)
in assisting states to adapt them to local situation5. the
dearth of supplementary reading matenak and net-
works for their distribution, have in their turn adseisely
influenced the interest and demand for literacy as well
as the progres,sbf the programme.

FOLLOW-UP action for the neo-litcratcs has been
found weak in many districts, . The nco-literates have
to be provided with so me suitable learning and reading,
materials for a period of at least a year or so till they
acquire the permanent habit' of reading and using

literacy. So far, in all our previous literacy cilorts in
this country, this ,type of follow-up has been the
weakest link, and should not repeat itself in the Far-
mers Functional Literacy Programme.

ONE of the major deficiencies has been the inadequacy
of infolmation argl reporting system about different
aspects of the programme. "I he reports have not-been
sent regularly and some of the. importNnt aspects have
not been adequately reported. It is hoped that in
course of time the system ofieporting will be further
improved and the implemeiritation of the programnie
will be on a more sound and film footing in respect of
information, continuous reporting and ','fedd
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PROJECT operations have been hampered by lack offull-time functional literacy officers at district level, fre-quent transfers, and transport difficulties. Consequentlyat the field lescl, supervision has remained superficialand perfunctory.

THERE arc also administranse and financial difficultiessuch as slow financial procedures, delays in theappointment of whole-time project officers. Time lagbetween the Central sanction and arrival of funds in
the project district, all of which cramp the smooth andeven pace of implementation, and discourage anddemotivaa the projei.Trersonnel.

TIlE Functional Literacy Programmatis in'Tact a verycomplex type of innovation with aspects bearing on(i) a wide-spread scrtical and horizontal coordination
stretching all the way from the nationa,1 to the
level and several ministRes and depAlments4 (ii) anew type of motivation and incentive on the part ofparticipants, instructors and public leaders

: (iii) anew type of problem based curriculum and interra:ed
instructional material ; (iv) a uniquely complex admi-
nistrative and supervisory systems"

INSTITUTIONS, particularly those which arc deve-
loped-over a period of time, are hard to Ora rige.Very
often, people are' so used to traditional, Instructional
and educational methods that they arc suspicious of
all)thing-new. Psycholor Ica), intellectual and protessio
nal obstacles also affect the deciston-makers, educators,
adininistrators. development officers. social workers,
as well as learners themselves. The elimination ofprejuilmes and conventional. old-fashioned patterns is
akdy% ;i long process. Many preconditions arc neces-
sary hi pave the way to the introduction and expansion
`," "'Rational innovations. he effeetise tinancial.

is hampered by diffoent deselopmcnj
;:,"Ilitients, due to thc.fact that resources for rhysical
t,.;r1:1,,ients still hold largo' appeal than investments

"flan resources: All this affects the necessary
ht rid social support tosuch educational seheines.
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Functi nal Literacy In Kerala
AN EVA UATIVE STUDY OF THE PILOT
FUNCTIONAL LITERACY PROJECTS IN

KERALA CPCRRIED OUT UNDER THE

AUSPICES OF THE KERALA

GRANTHASALA SANGHAM

According to the 1971 census figures nearly 70% of the Indian
population of 55 crores. remain illiterate even aftr 27 years of
independence. It is no cx.igger'ation. that the number, of illiterates
in India at present i3 more than their number in 1947. This is so.
not because of lack of attempts at .e radicating illiteracy but beca-
use of the alarming rate of jib:re:s,: in population. India can be
s'aid to bc a land of agriLutlure and villages. Unlike most other:.
parts of India, where hamlets arc found here and there, the villa-
ges in Kerala are clustered all over the state. In Kerala there are
952 Panchayats as against 26 .Ntunicipalities and 3 Curporations
The number of the rural folk could be estimated from this. Kerala,
which stands first in literacy among the Indian States also has
four illiterates out of every ten. These illiterates are mostly in the
villas the urban No* except a few factory, workers, day
labourers and slum.dssellers are educated to a reasonable level.
Surveys conducted have reseaeed t hat there are illiteracy pockets
in Koala having 90 to 95% illiteracy.

The rural people:
Poverty, diseases and illiteracy are the three major sins of

the rural people. Sonic accept it as fate while some others try to
avenge this situation through concerted efforts. The raral folk do
not have access to the modern amenities that are available In
the urban areas. Urbanisatictn is a process that is taking place.
Still the rural people live ignorant of their privilbes, rights and
dutics They are a nc;glected group of people, for no fault
of theirs.

Attempts of the Kerala Granthasala'Sa.ngham:
The Kerala Granthasala Sancham,- a uniqe organisation of

local libraries, which has on its fold more than 4100 rural libra-
ries, directed its attention to the spread of literacy when they
had enough basic data on the appalling illiteracy level in the
State. Till 1970, they were engaged in inculcating reading habits
among the educated- During the 25 years of existence, the
Sangharn found that unless new readers are attracted to the libra-
ries, their attemptsowili be futile, as with about 2/5 of the popu-
lation in Kerala being illiterate, any attempt at improving the
sociql, economic, cultural and economic conditions. will be
in vain-. The Sanchans,conductd base flue surveys on reading
habits and literacy. 'with the help of its dedicated, voluntary
workers. This resealed that even within corporation limits in the
capital orKcrala, there are pockets having 9O-95"/"0 illiteracy.

1
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, The Sangham came forward with an elaborate plan for starting
literacy centres attached to its libraries. The Scheme was thorou-ghly scrutinised. by the Government of India, which s'anctioned'
a pill:St project on 75" grant-enaid on select items. The Sanghay
believed in the dictums something, is better than nothing" and
readily accepted the offer.

The approach:
The S'angharn felt that teaching merely reading, writine'and

arithmetic without relating them to life situations and vocations
was the main reason for the failure of adult education. I fence itwas decided to impart. reading and Writing closely related to the
vocations or job opportunities prevalent in each area. To startwith, two areas, one domin.yed 1,) agricultural sorkers and the
other by fishermen, wercterected for implementing the project.
Two streams viz A :rieultnre oriented and fisheries oriented is ere
planned < For both the streams it w as (It:cities! that some in the--
maties useful in dailx life', health habits including environmental
sanitation, first aid, prevention and curing of tVscases etc, social
studies dealing with citizenship rights and duties, democracy,
develop i ental schenws, our neighbours etc, and subsidiary voca-

tion sue as bee-keepiiu2.-poultty. dairying,
. -

cottai4e-industries etc
should he tail lit as part.of the curriculum It was felt desirable
to give ample opportunities for expiessing and deseloping tailents
of the learners n arts, sports crafts etc through personal atic:n-
tion and motivation. 'f he lessons were planned to he interesting
by directing the workers to inmate discussions, discuss daily
features. arrange rote play, narratin adventures or special features
etc, in the class and thereby enthusing them to read and write.

The Adult learner:
Though the adtilts lise in rural areas and they are poor, they

have rich and varied espernences which they could consey to others
in-oral form bit not in written form. The skill and :ibility that
the learners h.ise are really superior to those of the instructors. A

.sympathetic understanding and co-operation is what is required
for these ad'ults Many of them conceded that they newer
dreampt of such an occasion to get thernselvePacquainted with
the written letters. They consider it :t God given opportunity
Motivating the illiterates:

Among the adults there are two types of illiterates. One set
. had not vile to any sehool where as the other had just studied
one or two classCs, then dropped out and then relapsed into illite-
racy. I3oth men and women arc found in these two categories.
They include da-labourers, coolies and even people without any
livelihood- Some are of the opinion that even if they become
literate they are not going to get a, job and arc not mterestea in

o getting themselves\educated. 'Such people has e to be told that
they could at least be better citizens constructively taking part in
the developmental rogrammes of the locality. Further they will
thereafter be beyond exploitation by other sections of the society.
Proper rilRtivation i't:, eswntiale order fo ensure thier full co-ope-
ration and e ontMued interest.

o
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The- Yfteracy Jatha:
To begin With the Sangham conducated base,line surveys to

locate illiteracy'poeke As per census figures the least literate
Districts (Pal hat Malappuram) have about 45% literates and
the best one, eppey) 72.5%. But ift moat pr ctict's, there arc
wards and villages which have about 90-95 literates among
the ada!ti. [I :vings id.:ntified the we.:kspits. a literacy jatha
was orpoised This shouted slogans highlighting the iroportan;',e
of literacy and »ffincratay and ing those who could till the
rocks and conquer the wastes rn the sea, to learn the alphabets
and become men .tiid \toinen Instances of people in dist-
ress due to illiteracy and the attempts at eradiciting illiteracyt all
the world osr welt: OCYL11 bed at the public meetings

Selection of centres and workers:
Since in Kerala there is a net woik of about 41C0 libraries which

could run liter;:cy -classes for 30-40 persOns, selection of centres
was a real problem. The most essent.4i1 areas w.cre given top pri-
ority This w.,sdone sty consultation %kith the local leaders-both
social and political. Library ssorlers arc mostly interested in
literacy work and they soluntecr:d to be insteuctors in literacy
cuss.-s Among them. a sel:etion s.ts made in regard to antitude,
ability, time to sp.tre m addition to spine being selected on
the giund the aieteaceis.
Orientation Course:

Teachiicg the adult is different from teuchine the young
children. A thoro.Th in.ist.2ry of adult cl;ology their specific
needs and rrobl,:ins their interests and hobbies, their outlook and
ways of life etc k essential to be a ,ucce>sful teachr in the literacy
centres An orientation conise was organised for about a week to
highlight there aspects as w5,11 as equip them better to discharge
their duties in full earnest. The daurcnt technic,ties of teathin,..,,
testing- impiovising aid, en: %scut: discussed at len;!th in these
courses The likely discussions that Followed; enabled the part;ci-.
pants to clear their doubts..

Forming an Expert Committee:
The organi,btion of the oi icination course preparation of

syllabus and text books, planning the entirc.prograrnme, design-
ing evaluationsrocedures etc as ale the follow up were
in detail in the meeting, of the expert comMittee constituted for
the imr.lementation of the pilot functional literacy projects in Ke-
rala. The Committee consisted ()respects in Agriculture, Fisheries,
Health Education etc- besides thou pi-often:11E in educational
technology techiniques of evaluation and tost contruclion

Lie,ides those proficient in educational technology and tochni-
.

clues of evaluation and test construction specially suited to the
adults. They rendered expert service .voluntarily.

s
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THE F,NPERININNT:i IN KF,JtALA TowA.RDs
ERADICATION OF ILI ITERACY

By

DR. K. SIVADASAN PILLA1,
Department of Education, University of

,fiERALA stand' first among the
Indian states with 00.I(1 percent

literates the 197) Census
Figures. With a opulation of 'about
213 lakhs, there' still regents about
85 lakhs who are illiterates. It was
the Kerala- Grandlia!ala
with a net wo bout 4000 libra-
ries all over K .ho got 'interest-
ed in t ng to root out illiteracy from

sti the state, came forward \vial propo-
sals to the state and Central 'Goviiin-
ments. ..According to flick original
scheme, literacy was to he wiped out
front Ketala within 5 years using all
the local libraries as literacy centres.
But the Govertini,nt of 1,11dia sanction-
ed nly two pilot projects of In cen-
tres ch with an int,ie of 4044dults
in each centre. This" proje'a was
launched on the 1st of December 1071
and got sucqessfullv I,ornpleted by
May/une 107`.?, Encoraged by the
result4of the pilot pioject the San-
ghom submitte.1 fresh proposals and
at present with financial °assistance
from the Central ( ;overnment, 3t)
centres for men and 10 centres for
women arc engaged in educating .the
illiterate adults. This `.01mt process
would take years to react i the target.
It k high time that the Government
comes forward with liberal grants to
eradicate illlitvacy the next 5
Or 0 years and help Kerala clairn,100°
literacy. Though humble in nature
the attempts of the Sanghom have
come out with very valuable and
creditable results.

I- By literacy we,.,.,do not mean sim-
ply the ability to ad and write.
Besides this we want fo educate them
to be good citizens. Our literacy
curriculum has.. bee'n so framed as to
ensure the all round development and
modernisation of the individu..1.
teach Social. Studies, Arithmetic,

Kerala, Trivandrum - 14

health education, poultrying, diary-
ing, bee-keeping, cottage industries"

-etc, through the main stream ol agri-
culture or fisheries which are predomi-
nant in Kerala. In these subjects
we expect the standard of an S. S L. C.
student from our learners. (1) 'Itiough
this might appea; rather impos:.ible
to conic, we gave achieved this.
The reading and writing abilities
could not reach the expected level
within the six monthr- So we have
now revised the pattern and ti e
course is now of 12 month duration.
So, as against 150 hours of %cork in the
first pilot project we are now using
300 Ctrs. The working hours and
exact timings are fixed subject to the
convenience of the learners but we
have: fixed 2 hours (2'. hour.: including
warming up, discussions etc.) per I'da)",
for 33t ays a week for each centre.

An expert Co:-nmittee. consistingof subject specialists in various fields,
jy,yehologi,1 s, ethical ionist s and socialworkers have h 'c ti formed for theimplinieht.itiorvii 'this pioject. (2)We have evolved a (1,1 ailed syllabus,
prepared books for the different sub- (jec:s and drafted a 4cheme of evalua-
lion. didn't have a literacy.piiiner during the first project butused to teach reoding and writingwith the help of the subject books.
From the evaluation report (3) it wasfelt essentiA to have a literacy primer
and we it pared one. (1) It contains
30 lessons to be covered in 50 hours
covering the entire alphabets andensuring a COO word vocabulary. The
idea=sentence-wordlletter approach of-
langt;[:,t learning has been used in its.ptepeation. The adult learners haVefound this very useful as 1a.:-o theteachers. The second part of the'rimer (5) was Augustugust

A

4.4 K. Stvadasan Pillai, "The Experiments in Kerala Towards Eradication
pe Illiteracy," reprinted `7'from Educational India, -Oct. 1973, 3 p.
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1t17' SO teat tne secoriu prn)ect people
have the benefit of another 1000 word
vocabulary by to time they complete
the course.

We admit people of the age group
'15 to 35 or 40 considering how far they
are motivated and their chances of
completing the course. Each batch has
about 40.50 adults. A team of 3
teachers arc allotted to each centre
after a thorough orientation. Lectures
on functional literacy, adults-their
needs and problems, adult psychology,
special methods of teaching the adults,
teaching aids, Effectiveness of evalua-
tion etc and model lessons arc pro-
vided for 'the literacy teachers during
their orientation courses of about a
week or so. Dedicated social workers
usually come forward for this work.
Only a i'mminal honorarium is being
given to these, literacy workers. The
Expert .Conimittee arranges monthly
seminars at various literacy centres
to discuss problems and they review
the progress.- Continuous evaluation
by the workers and periodical tests by
the expert committee are ensured.
The reports are also published. We
find a lot of attitude changes in our
learners (6)

It is but true that throueh disuse
the literates relapse into
Henc we are looking after this aspect
too, mmediately after the comple-
tion 1,110 first pre)ect we started
publishing a fortnightly "Salishara
Rem larn" with useful reading ei ttetial
for the -neoliterates. This k si iit free
of cost, by post, to all the 800 nculitc-
rates. Follow up studies have shoWn
that this helps the neoliterates keep
up their knowtedgc, improve up in it
and keep in touch with the lite:lacy
centres for timely help.

iA workshop . for prepalior, hooks
pir the neoliteratcs was organised

luring April '73 and Wrscelpts on
;,errious topics are readvifor Lena. A
*second .set of 25 scripts will also be

1
ready.by October '73. We are also
publishing a book "Sabsharatha"
shortly for those who take to literacy
works. It describes the how and why
of functional literacy. what to 'teach'
and how etc. This will be published
by the State Institute of Languages.

Another organisation currently
engaged' in the literacy work is the
Kerala branch of the Nehru Institute
of Ynoth Afirs, of v 16,11 the author

4.86-
happens to be the Hon. State Execu.
tive Director, We have launched a
massive, time bound, voluntary pro-
gramme for eradicating illiteracy. Wecould enlist about a thousand volun-
teers in our literacy trigade, within a
week of its fortnaon. This brigade,
to start with, will make 10,000 people
literate within one year, using the
leisure hours of employed hands and
vacation time of College Studentg.
We have also called upon the Student
community in Kerala to follow the
"each one teach 'one" method and
lthus 'help eradicate illiteracy from
Kerala at the earliest opportunity.

The Adult Education faculty of
the Calicut University has started
some literacy classes in its constituent
Colleges. Now the Government of
Kerala has also come up with its
programmes in one districtCanna-
nore. How far governmental machi -'
nery could worlc %%lenders is to be
seen. But there is no doubt that
Kerala would be the first state to
come out with 100 percent literacy in
India.
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A Profile
of-

Literacy House

Lit.n.; ie es

Literacy House, an institution dedicated Ito advance the

level of adult literaty and the promotion of ,adull education

among out of school rural' yOuth was founded by. Dro(Nlrs.)

Wclthy fit. Pislier at Allahabad in the year 1953. It shifted to

Lucknow in 1956. Its programmes have a national orientation

and include training, material production, mearcli.and extension.

These programmes are organised um such a way-that they make an

effective contribution to the national literacy campaigns and to

national development. .4

Literacy House aims to evolve literacy education tech-

niques and tools through initiating action-oriented programmes of

functional education related to food production and family life,

train viorkers in the above fields, stimulate and guide other agen-

cies to undertake literacy education work and produce materials

for all phases of functional education primarily for out -of- school

youth and adults in rural areas.

devdop institution:11.1nd stall capabilities and reso-
ur,.es to mcct training and material production needs
of government programmes and to give integrated
liadership to functional literacy education move-
ment.

2 conduct training programmes for literacy and adult
education workers, agricultural development, especi-
ally practical education for small farmers, family life
education for the entire family unit and conimuni-
cat ions.

A \
3 develop and produce basic, instructional and follow-

up materials, systematically evaluate the impact on
participants and devise effective means of distributing
these materials.

4 develop onimunicatio.ns aids for functional literacy.
and adult education including T. V., radio, films,
puppetry, folk art etc.

:5 demonstrate functional literacy education prograrnmes
'through action projects especially in the fields of agri-

}".4..*:-: c. z culttiral development. family life education and
occupational training for manOwer development.

. .

4.5 Liteir:ricy
p.

Calendar of [vents

1953 Dr. (Mts.) WIthy H. Fisher Founded Lite-
racy House at Allahabad on 13 February.
The first ass;gnincnt Training of Chief Social
Education Organisers for the Government of
India.

1954 Mr. K. M. Munshi, Governor of Uttar Pradesh
invites Literacy House to Lucknow.

World Literacy inc. (Now World Education
Inc.) the principal supporting organisation of
Literacy House sends its first contribution of
50.000 dollars.

1955 Educational puppetry for social change gets it
beginning at Literacy House.

1956 India Literacy Board established to own the
property "and guide the policy of Literacy
House.

Wel thy Fisher visits Vinoba Bhave in Gaya
and receives his blessings for the project.

Ground broken for the new campus at Lucknow
tlesigned by architect Laurie Baker

douse, A Profile of Literacy House, tucknow, Literacy House,
1-20
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sations working in areas of functional literacy, food
production, and family life, education, and share its
expertise and experience4Ahrodgh material, discus-
sions, services, workshops and conferences etc. ,

7 establish collaborative relationship with various
governmental and non-governmental agencies at

. regional, state and national levels and relate its pro-
grammes to their activities.

Programme Development
t937

The work at Literacy House developed through several
stages. The initial emphasis-was on conducting literticy clas1
in rural areas, developing methods and techniques for teaching
illiterates. The next step was to provide follow-up services lot

retention of literacy skills. This led to the establishment of a
Scho of Writing with the grant received from Ford Foundation
in 1958. Ways and means devised to deliver the simple inate0a1
developed in the Writers' Workshot4 to aco- literates at the doo?
steps. The consequent emphasis was on developing mobile..librar services. The experiences gained showed the need forlia ng and integrating the literacy education with agricultural
aid industrial development. This led to the ,:reation of a Farers' Institute at liijuaur in 19136. Then came the realisation
t at literacy education should be built around the needs and prob.
1 s of family as a unit. Thus finally came into existence aF roily (Life Centre in 190.

Ore Programme and Special Projects

Literacy House programmes fall under two categoriesnamely Coie Programme and Special Projects. The Core Pro-fraMme includes training.of functional literacy workers andproject coordinators (especially for fond production and familylife education), development, production and evaluation ofrelated teaching materials and audio-visual aiiis for new literates,
teachers and teacher-trainers. This is the continuing programme
at Literacy House and carried out by highly qualified profess-
ional and administrative core staff.

' The special projects are time bound systematic investi-
gations, studies and programmes undertaken by the project and
instctiOnal core staff of Literacy House. These projects lay emp-
hasis on programme development and feed back of the results for
modifications and improvements and are uncle/taken only when the
required financing is assured. The nature Pad scope of t
action oriented special projects fall into Si? major.categori
agricultural development education, family life edulation,
functional literacy education/training, literacy, education comm-
unications media, research and evaluation and library services.

'A profile of Litcracy.l-lousc is presented below through, a
capsule description of its programmes and activities :

world Literacy of Canada formed to support
Literacy IQUiC.

400 lady teachers trained to open night schools
for young mothers.
Administration Building inaugurated by Dr.
Radhakamal Mukhcr)ce.

Received 69.000 drillers gift from Ford
Foundation for the establishmiint of the
School of Social Writing.

1958 The first three-months Writers Training Course
initiated by Mrs. , Welthy Fisher and Dr.
Radhakainal Mukhcvjee.

CARE gives a grant for distribution of 1.00o
literacy kits.

Indian Adult Education AssOciation holds its
IX National Seminar at Literacy I louse
Campus.

The first Indian support conies ft oni G. D.
India's leading industrialist.

1489 'I he I loose of Prayer for :ill Nonle is inaii;
rated by Dr. S. RatIliiikiislinan, Vice Preside
of India.

Di. :fakir ViceChancellor of Abe..
University joined the India Literacy Board.

Nepal sends a group of literacy educatorstraining. fiat
Panchayati Raj Training Centre to train villa;
leaders inaugurated.

1960 American Junior Citatb.:1* of .Commer..
ports first Tibetan teachers training pi
gramme.

Titeracy clatsv, among industrial cs

kers in Konpur commenced with the coop:
tion of Labour Welfare Department. Gov:f
meat of U.
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Agricultural Delelopment Education

The agricultural development education activities hope to
demonstrate the positive correlation between functional literacy
education and agricultural production by initiating programmes
o farmers' functional literacy classes, farmers' training, agricul-
tur extension service, preparation of teaching materials for
young farmers, nraintenance of a vocational workshop and
doclopment of demonstration activities.

ff Some of the special projects underway arclarmers' Train-
ing, Agricultural Extension and Custom Service, Training of
workers for Farme.rs' ,Ennctlional Literacy project sponsored by
Central and State Governments, Shramik Vidyapeeth, School of
Tractor Drivers and Mechanics and research studies,

Farm Management

Literacy hlouse is managing two agricultural farms of
approximately 60 acres each one at Bijnaur and the other
lit NeiWan a poultry farm of 1000 layers and a cattle breeding
cum milk production farm in collaborativ with National Dairy
Development Board at Bijnaur Campus. The farm management
programmes aim io he developed as a training-cum-demomtration
units fot the young farmers under training and the farmers of
the locality.

Fondly Life Education
e.

The family life education programme aims at propagating
the idea of smaller, healthier and better educated families
through functional literacy education programmes centring
around the concepts of planned parenthood. l'4)1111LIt and

'amity life education, nutrition, child care, home moniTgentent and
wooeconomic development of rural communities._ The focus
throughout is to reach all members of the family. The programmes

under this sector include building

up resource facility centre relating

to functional literacy, family life

planning and population education

for use of workers; development

of proto-type programmes and

teaching materials in family life

planning education both for workers

and target population; organisation

of training courses,. workshops,

seminars for professional workers;

and conduction of research studies.

s
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1962 Nava Sasera Teaching Technique material
(Primer and graded boOks in Hindi) written,
published und distributed.

Retell ton f y skills programme initiated
ibrarics.

Welthy Fisher receives the, G. J. Watumull
Memorial Award for her work in literacy and
adult education.

1963 Two books published by Literacy House won
Government of India Prizes.

Bil and Cora Baird, America's famous puppe-
teers spent ten inspiring days at Literacy
!louse

1964 %Veldt)* Fisher receives the 10,000 dollars'
Ratuon.Magsaysay Award.,,,,
Two books are written and published for
UNICEF.

1965 USA11) sanctioned Its. 79,99,000 us grant for
five years to expand the work of Literacy
House in other parts of the country.

1966 Workers Mobile Library Project initialed in
Kanpur.

Literacy House programmes reorganised.

Young Farmcrs' Institute inaugurated.

1967 Bata Sigma Phi, the Amerian women's orga-
nisation ten -year dontributions totalled' over
60,000 dollars.

1968 Construction of educational campus of Young
Farmers' Institute at Bijnaur Farm comme-
nced.

Literacy House joins Stave Sava Sangh (Vinoba
Bhave's Land Gift Mission)to promote literacy
and train farm leaders in- Bihar and Uttar
Pradesh. -

1 .1,

Six-week seminar on development of primers in
regional languages organised.

1969 Eastern U. P. Adult Education Centre estab-
lished at Deoria out of thzgrant received from
World Literacy of Canada.

\Velthy H. Fisher receives the first Nehru Lit-
eracy Award from Mr. Zakir Ilitsain, President
of India.

Mr. James George. Canadian High Commiss-
ioner to Itulia inaugurates the hostel building
of Young l'arnicrs' Institute at Bijnaur.



Some of the special, projects

underway are Welfare Extension

Project sponsored by the Central

Social Welfare Board; Family Life

Planning Mobile Van Services;
sponsored by World Literacy of Canada,

-19u-

Chikan Embroidery
Project,, a practicing Nursery School, Literacy Oriented to
Better Family Living; Nutrition Education, Documentation of,.
the Family Lire Education material developed in India pail.
Research Studies.

Functional Literacy Education/Training

The training pr ranunes conducted both on and off cam).
pus for literacy and adu i educatio9 workers such as teachers,
supervisors, trainers and admitriitrators are oriented to the
needs of both governmental and ptivate literacy etlucation insti-
tutions. As an integral part of these training programrles this)
sector is involved in the preparation of course syllabi, instruct-
ional materials, programmed instruction and teaching materialsfield tested in the on going literacy classes conducted in
neighbouring villages which provide an excellent laboratory and
feed back mechanism. It also conducts evaluation and research
studies in literacy teaching. techniques. rya

Some of the special projects initiated by this sector include:
conduction of off-campus training courses for literacy and adult
education -workers through peripatetic team, School of COrre-polidence Courses, Radio/Transistor Mechanic Training, Training

of University Teachers and Student Leaders in literacy pr4ra-
mmes under National Service Scheme and Functional Education

4
Projects.

Literacy Education Communications Medi
.

The functions of the literacy education communications
media include : develop, test? and produce primers, texts, follow-
up and instructional teaching and reading materials for illiterate,and newly literate adults, communication aids and adaptation of
folk media such as puppetry, folk drama etc. for educational and
recreation niiltoses for out of school youth and adults especially inrural areas. It also aims to initiate en'terimentation and evaluationin the production and use of new media and aids (radio, television
short films, comic strips) and their implications for literacyeducation, after porfcssional training programmes, seinivarssworkshops in specialised communications (puppetry, radio, tele-
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The first Corresponttcpce Course for training
literacy teachers and workers inaugurated.

Family Life Center established tit link literacy.
with family life planning.

Family Life Centre develops Family Life Pla.
nn:ng Education Kit for dual health workers..t

USAID extends grant for two years.

Netherlands Literacy International Cornmitte?
and the Fraucn Weil, Organisation in West
Germany started supporting Literacy House.

Literacy Information Centre established at New
Delhi.

.1

1970 Litcraupopulation/Fam.ly Planning Edu.

cation Workshop for 49 representatives of
neighbouring countries organised at Now Delhi

and Literacy House, Lucknow in collaboration

with *odd Education Inc. New York.

Mohammed Ra7a Pahlavi Prize of UNESCO
awarded to Literacy House.

Dr. (Mrs.) Welthy H. Fisher Endowment Fund

1971

created.

Eastern Regional Conference on Population
Policy and Programmes sponsored by Popu
lation Council of India held at Literacy House.

Welthy H. Fisher conferred Humanitarian
Award of the Variety Clubs International of the
United States.

Produced five teaching aids on applied nutri-.
tion programme for UNICEF.

1972 Regional Workshop for Development of Inte:
grated Teaching Material on Functional Lit-
eracy and Family Life Planning sponsored by
Population Council or India, India Literacy
Board and World Education Inc. held at
Literacy House.

)111

Ncw Library Building completed,

Programme for training of workers for Far-
mers' Functional Literacy Project sponsored
by Ministries of Education. Food and Agrtcul
tyre , and Information and ()loath:Jo:gig.

{fit of



t writing, comic strip and reading material writing
(erates) and publish the results in order"to share the

/and experiences with others. It also looks after the
Jetion, sale and distribution of.various types of communi-

ion aids.

The nature and scope of special projects Initiated under
this sector include : Production and Testing of Motivational
Films for Functional Literacy Education; Folk Media Communi
cations (Puppetry and Folk Drama); Integrated Teaching Mat.
erial Development and ProductiOn; and Silk Screen Printing
cum-Training Unit.

Research and Evaluation Services

The basic role of research and evaluation services at Lite-
racy House is to build a fund of usuablc knowledge on the prob-
lems of educating adults and to assist staff of Literacy House and
other agencies in developing research designs, tools and techni-
ques for initiating basic and action oriented study projects,

The services extended by this sector include : conduct
bench mark surveys, kecp records, build new programmes, watch
change and guide programmes accordingly, develop model built-
in-evaluation tools and techniques for &I...going activities of
Literacy House, organise (workshop and seminars ori, research
methodologies and evaluation techniques; and initiate basic
research in collaboration with universities and other academic
institutions on topics Mated to functional literacy education.

Library Sell Ices

This function of Literacy House is being carried out by
Central and District Libraries.

Central Library
. The central library seeks to serve the wider needs eit the

Literacy House academic aff and progamme, develop both inte-
rest and, awareness of likokary resources among workers, and
scholars and stimulate the literacy movement in India and Asia.
It also aims to survey of ivo Id literature out-put in functional
literacy education especially n the fields of agrieUlture and family
life planning, procurement /of' books, reports and journals etc.,
documentation of available material, develop instructional mat-
erial on library services i'or use of functional literacy workers
and readers and condUct professional training courses, workshops
and seminars in library management.

District Library
The district library seeks t meet.the jnterestd of the new

reading public in rural areas, dev lop' new patterns for distri-,
bution of hooks (market library, book banks, bicycle library),
organisation of effective follow- p serIces (thrOugh'individual
and institutional memberships), book 'fairs, readers' discussion
forums to inculcate the habit of reading and providing technical
knowrhow to other agencies in strengthening the literacy skills
and rrMtintlitio th 01,1:Ilion of n w literates.

20,000 sets of Naya SavEra Teutons' ,11C"al
pr uccd and supplied to Panch,ivoi JI

'al Welfare% Department, Goro, en: of
Utt, r Pradesh for initiation of a %I so. i :04c11
Campaign. 5200 literacy classes ..1."cd 'n
first phase.

Family Planning Foundation of '16 ,.14 sanc
dolled Rs. 7.500 for Workshop on fp. velopment
of Integrated Teaching Material on June
(tonal Literacy rela,ted to pop,lation and
Family Life liducation held at Faintly
Centre.

Life

\-7

UN tCrx as 'c6ritract tcr I e All IndiaSurPe7 of-Tifiilling Aids relaii I. Trainingor%Nurses and Para.111,,ii. dl TrainingInstitutions.

India Literacy Board submitted
Year Planto Ministry of Education and !.ti.;a1 Welfare,

Government of India, New Dellii fur support. '
National Dairy Development Board, India
sanctioned Rs. 14,00,000 for establishment of
Cattleilreeding and Milk Production Unit at
Young Farmers' Institute Campus,

1973 Sint. Indira Gandhi, Prime Knister of Indiacomes as Chief puest on 20th Foundation DayCelebrations.

4
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. troglrontme Plan ing .
. t

lic programa e planning, activives Include; coordination
of prop-amines of L' teracy House, write up project proposals
work plans and repo Is establish, contacts with-Prospective donors-,
and perfornethe fun ions of the Seca:1404a Of the Directovin all
matters "fiCrtaining o , training, publications, production and
public.relations,

I

Administrations
This sector alr1ts. to establish an effect* administration at

Literacy House for better 'Wilzig on and control of funds' and
execution of the educatiOnal pros anunet and seri/met; The main
activities of this sector .include seneral administration, pro*
gramme planning, reportim, pure asino and, procurenierit, main*
tenance of accounts; maintenance I r hostels, transport, upkeep. of
grounds, and work more,latensiVe y with governinental and non-
governmental agencies on rnedi tilt literacy *cation in nitre
Pradesh and other nearby Ilindi eaking states,'

Aanagemetu
A non-profit organisation, run 1),t-titt India _,Literiley Mood

established in 1950 under the Sow y's-,-,-Itegistratio

Literacy House receives financial id fivni many national and

international bodies, including:the entrat Social WeltareAdviSorY -

Board, FaMily Planning Foundatiot of Indin, World Ildueatinivitte
New York, Ford Foundation, CAI. E, WOrld Literacy of Canada;
Netherlands Literacy Committee, -Welt- ,Cfrganisation,
West Germany and Others. ,Liters y House is the main organ (0k.'
fulfilling the aims and oblectivei 0 -the India. Literacy Board.

Aso
Progress to Date

Some of the significant a4ltievemcnts of picritcy touse
during the last two decades Include:

Developed a Naynevcra Teaching Tecliniauelor illiterate
adults (á Primer and three graded' tenders); trained 12530 literacy
workers, 343 literacy superiisors, 4640 teachers' for the Fartners'.
Functional Literacy Project initaiatect joiatlyby the DepartMents of
Education, Agriculture and Information and Bioadeastitig, .1320
Audio-Visual Educators, Puppeteers,S,ilkScreen printing technicians
and radio mechanics, 412 writers -and 8943 panchayat leadets

produced ,,32 evaluation papers and studies; 30 flask card-

sets and khaddargraphs cut outs, 32 puppet plays, 1.4 prim IS in
Hindi and other regional languages and 30 instructional ma erials-
guide books and manuals, published 175 titles for new lite atet(05
follow-up books, 50 content sheets 'and 30 ,parnphleti, harts for
UNICEF, UNESCO- and 'FAO), translated 32 :Lit city House
publications into other regional languages; built far ere Institute
catnpu$ 4t 13ijnaur,undertnok'land'reclainatiort wo

`,poultry, -andof acres each established a vocational worksh p, i(poultry-and
dairy" Arm and trained 653' farnicts;-',establis ed

Centre; organised family'life eduCation doutse.(1520 trained in 4:7
ourseS)., developed three instructional kits and produced a Family
We planning Bt:location Kit (4000 sets) for State Flintily Planning
treott 14, constructed a new libritrvbnildina, extended Mobile",

/'



lihiary services to more than 200 villages covering a population
of approximately 200 thousands: extended support to 19 voluntary
organisations in eleven states of Indin to initiate.literacy projects
ithd established Eastern Uo,P,. Mutt Education Centre, Deoria,

The benefits of training, material production and resource
facilities have gone to several million out0okehool Youth find
adults in the countyy.

Tbo-TaSik Ahead

During thitext decadc'Literatcy Rouse proposes to link its
Araining, materialdevelopment, research and extension functions ._

to' food production, family life education, and employment plans
of State and National GovernmentS io.stkat a Way that they Make
OA effective` contribution to the 'national litetacy campaigni and
to national d,oVelopment, It will offer Specialised raininito, key

, workers from all:,over.the country through war '' . PS Sclitinitrso
and inititutespprodUce fUnctional literacy teac .,ing.materials for .

learners and, trainers: organise family life educa n programmes
on an expanded area; experiment and evaluate in the production
awhile of new media and aids (iadio, television, Own'. Ilims,
coinie 'strip Writing, puppetry) and initiate action oriented

,

projeCts.
The darkness of illiteracy isdying
The literacy lamps are lit
A glolk of happiness, is
Hastening tacoviir,a -vast area

For furthrr detail; Write 10
.Director: LITERACY II US E PO Alambagb Lucknow51./.P. [India)
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T.he public library and adult e)lucation India
Satyen Maitra

Bengal Social Service League, Calcutta

Back in 1936, Tagoro in his convocation address to. the 4Icutta University'
graduates said: "Wiwi is called `edutation' now has originated In cities, Business
and the pursuit of jobs are following it as concomitants. This foreign system of
education may be-compared with the lights inside the compartments of a railway
train. The inside of the compartment;is bright, but the miles and miles of the
country through which the train is running are engulfed in darkness." Thirty-seven
years have passed and even nOw what Tagore said is substantially true. Seventy
percent of the people, of have not acquired even census literacy, which is afar cry from functional lite/racy,. There has been a phenomenal growth since
1950-:51'in"the educational facilities in High & Higher Secondary classes (index
of growth 650) plus university education (index of growth 61S) but this has
benefited, by and large, the educated middle classes. of India. The rest...mho-.
roughly_constitute 70% of the people and wlio comprise thoproductive. group--
the farmers and the workers7-have remained illiterates.,

To'iiidati-nilthis ant:query we-have to consiar The role of the elite or more
precipely,. the new elite in. India today. There are broadly -three cultural streamsin India: the elite, the folk and the tribal. In the past, there were a number of
meeting points between the elite and the folk culture. Both were appal based and
both interacted on each other, Only the tribal culture was separate and distinct,
unaffected by either. But owing to the British rule, a new class came to the fore
--the new elite which turned its back on the village and became urban. and. Western oriented. Whatever communication there wad between the old elite and
the. folk snapped completely. The new elite or the educated middle class, which
is now the ruling class, have advanced their own education greatly in a Short space
of time, but have neglected the education of peasants, workers and tribal;. There
are now two societies or to quote Disraeli 'Two Nations'. One educated, full of
ideas borrowed from The Westl a.nd abroad about desirable social changes and the
other illiterate or semi-literate iYithits. psychology rooted in the pre-industrial past.
This pre-literate society is hard put to understand changes which are either ,takingplace or are in the oiling. The

Commtmity..Dcyclopment_Ptogramine_ failed
because, among other reasons, it was more with extending the kuowl-
edge of certain innovation& bill not really interested in opening up. the' minds nd
consciousness Of.the..peoplese-that.they could understand, accept and assimilate
these changes. In other words, extension of knowledge was attempted without
distention Of mind, leading to enormous wastaid of resources.

There is not only this wide gap between the educated and pre-literate sections
of. the -society, which make it impossible for the two-thirds of the society to
understand and know about changes through printed words, Mere is a new
development. Even amone)he educated, 'a gap%is appearing between those who
have technical knowledge and those who do not have it. As the chances andinnovations arc mostly technological, thiS is likely to lead to accretion of power
by one section of the. educated section-at the expense of others, bringing in more
social tensions and conflicts.- In India, this problem is not so acute now,,,but infuture, owing to the general ignorance of the people, it has dangerous poten-tialities. .

The.picture which emerges is of an .India in the midst,of changes, facing newand difficult situations, with a majority ofpeopie steeped in illiteracy and unable
to communicate,. with a small minority of educated middle elass itself split into acoterie of technically knowledgeable people and others educated in an out-dated
irrelevant structure. It is not a happy picture. But, it is well to keep this picture.in mind, because one can be taken in by superficial changes in urban and rural
areas andconclude that India has set- her course truly towards modernization.

Satyeri .tlaitra, "The Publid Library and Adilt Edi at ion' in Tnlia,Convergence, foL. IX, rto. 2,' 1974, p...72-76.

,(It
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Use of modern techniques and methods in agrichulture and industry or evenuniversity education do not automatically ensure development of modern outlook..Witness the strength of Castcism, communalism, regionalism and sectarianismwhich run counter to the idea.of modernization.
Technological advances, with theexception of a small minority, have not touched the attitude of the vast majorityof illiterates, semi-literates or even the educated who constitute the bulk of thepeople. It is a mistake to think that peoples' attitudes adapt themselves spon-taneously to changed conditions or automatically change when innovations areintroduced:This is the logical fallacy of automatic mutatis mutandis. It will beequally follatious to expect that people will accept and adopt changes simply atthe exhortations of the powers that be. There is a long gap between people beingaware of a change and their finally adopting it. Education can shorten or widenthis gap depending on whether it has been fashioned as at instrument of changeor an instrument for preservation of status tido. Prevalent_eduCation which was.....

evolved to serve the needs of an antiquated system based on the domination ofmany by a few is a drag on progress, generating and perpetrating counter-.productive attitudes. But a well directed educational programme, changed andgeared to the needs of a developing society can transmit relevant knowledge andskill in the veins and arteries of society and help in a bttad transformation ofattitudes affecting all sections in the society. In other word's, it c help in theformation of a development ethics and development psychology. Education andmore particularly adult education can play this transformational role, if it isadapted and bent towards social changes. It can ihelA one to liberate oneself,break out as Paulo Freire puts it, from the culture orsilence. Instead of being aproduct of environment, one can shape environment through critical intervention.Adult education is not just alphabetization, it is much more than that. It shouldobnot only present innovations and changes in a form which will he comprehended
y two-thirds of tht.i. population, taking into account their. isolation from theeducated middle class, their pre-industrial psychology, their parochial and frag-

mentary existence; it should also aim to re-educate the so-called educated citizensin relevant matters and develop a critical awareness of what is golhg round themso that they can act
-
on this environment. , 4.. _

Libraries in our country at one time played a significant role in our national
struggle. The freedom movement was mainly spearheaded by the educated middle-
class, though later on under Gandhiji's leadership, the base became very broad.Its in the libraries that young people met and drew strength and nourishment
from what they read. Libraries became dynamic. They helped and inspired the
freedom-fighters.

%
. Now we do not have to contend with the enemy without. But we have enemies

within. Among them are illiteracy and ignorance: Libraries will once again have
to take on a fighting role to overcome these enemies. Otherwise, we can go on
increasing the library services, but essentially they-will serve the educated middle-
class and fail to reach millions of limited reading ability.

The point whiCh needs emphasis is that the library service in our country has
to keep in focus millions of peoplt who have rudimentary education and are
unable to digest thc language, presentation and overtones of the literature which
is available in the market. Graded and scientifically relevant literature has to be
prepared for four main groups who suffer from illiteracy(a) peasants (b)
workers (c) women and (d) tribals. The preparation of materials for thes'E groups
is admittedly a difficult task and careful preparation is necessary. The literature,
for neo-literates which are available in the market are generally found unsuitable.
Mostly these books are written by authors who rarely have first-hand experience
of how illiterates live and are written in the seclusion of their homes. Most ofthem seem to be writers for overgrown children. Some have excellent literary
styles but there is little evidence in them of terms and vocabularies used by the
readers for whom the books are intended and'of recognition of them as matures
and responsible persons. Above all, there is absence of empathy: i._. 20 2
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Adoption of .new practices or change of attitUdes cannot be cfrepted 0*-
pressing pidus wishes and by merely bringing out printed materials in a haphazard
and uncoordinated, way. There must be a cooperative effoit of the write the
sociologist, the adult psychologist,, the linguist, the technicalinformation man and
others:. Basic word lists and topic vocabulary will have to be prepared'.

Granted that if an excellent programme for production of literature for limited'
literates Is undertakenit does not follow thaethis literature will' be used by
them, Even in the West, statistics reveal that the reading habit is not general, It is
more so in a socletf3vhich has not made the transition from oracy to literacy.
Reading habit hds to be formed. It will be formed only 'when the reading materials
will be interesting, attractive and relevant. Dr. Seth Spaulding stated very suc-
cinctly, 'Educational books and printed materials are, meant to get across ideas
to the people; they must interest these people, they must be read, understood,
believed and in some way change the inert and overt behaViour of the reader."'
To do this, to get ideas across to the people, libraries can perform a yety useful
function. Each library shinild, have a separate section for people of limited reading
ability, in charge of somebody who is acquainted with the problem and knouts his
readers well. He should -be able to evaluate the available books properly, With,
regard to readability, comprehension, get-up illustrations, etc,,,The books, shoUld
be graded according to their usefulness for neq-literates and more advanced

literates. Reading clubs, discussion groups, book-fairs should be organised
ularly. Reading is something passive, it is through discuSsions in a small. group
that aVive germination of ideas take place. Above all, knowledge of how to write
simpl)l-and effectively for neo-literates is essential. For this purpose,' the libraries
can organise Writers Workshops, under expert guidance. The manuscripts pro-
duced in the workship can be pre-tested and modified by ther'future readers:,
Production of such literature.withdut pre-testing should not be attempted. A very
useful literature can grow up stemming from demands of the readers, This is
different from the current practice which is prescriptive. The Writers write some-
thing which they consider essential for. the readers, not necesitarily what the
readers want to know. Libraries can ascertain the preferences of the readers, can

guide their choice, even can help create critical awareness among them.
In a developing society conscious effort is needed at every step to open up the

minds of the deprived sections. For centuries, they have been denied sustenance
and have remained in a-state of near atrophy. To stir them out of it, something
more than mere good intention and provision of facilities is required. Libraries
can play a really generative role if, in addition to providing facilities, th4 can
learn the art and technique of how to rouse the iinerest of readers. and what is
more to sustain and develop it.

In the metropolitan cities of India, one notices a curious phenomehon- The
population of the cities is increasing very rapidly, the physical boundaries of the
citics are extending far and wide, but the cities themselvesvpresent a very chaotic
picture. There are millions living in these cities but they have not de'Veloped into
urban men and women. This requires a new outlook, it new attitude. But most of
the increase in the urban population ,glue to influx of rural ,people into urban
areas in search of employment. They are not assimilated hi any main stream.
There arc clusters of villages- =concrete villag,es,ilyou pleasein the heart of the
city. Not -only that. There arc, different communities with distinct backgrounds
living in not too harmonious relationship. There is mutual (suspicion and distrust.
A dynamic educational programme is necessary to instruct them in the art of
community living, hygiene and health hazards in urban areas, pre- technical and
technical Oaining (involving the preparation of simple reading .material using
terms which they understand), utilisation of leisure time, etc. If the libraries which 7

are dotted all over the city, can arrange film shows, talks, discussions, flashehrd.
demonstrations on various 'relevant topics and' display simple and attractively
produced materials for the readers,- they.san really play a ti'ansforrkirtiont ole
transforming people coming from rural milieu into conscious and thowledgc ble.
citizens in an urban milieu
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MA* le'tfilY, this cannot,he done by juit expressing merely the desirability of ks-
, , . .

..oing. it.;',Defore, the libitiricS ate properly, equipped to take do their creative,role, ,-research and reSOUrc-S, arc necessary In a poor country that may pose 'a serious e i
' t. problem. 1.10t the.if arc oriented towards that way, even with meagre'#Sdl.trces, sornethhig,:can. he attempted. Simple audiovisual materials, cyclostyledMatqlals du iibt.Cest much. What is needed is the realisation by the libraries thatthey Can play a ,yitat role in adult education programmes. Peoplq even in distant n ^,

1areas are gradialIy.ernetping out of their state of-somnoleseenep and arc bccom-
tilkIt III.

mg conscious a tam vower to change icir own enviro ! Libraries can Ashapd:and provideatiols for-that. ,tquip cd with these tools, 'piztiple will knom;Which Way to travel-and 'how t fra no longer will they hi: willing to followothers blindly.
- . 1

s .. '..

...* 0%;
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SHOCIENC21 REVELATION
ON LITERACY!

WHAT IS TO BE DOING?

THE .1971 census estiniatcd
India's po.pula n at 51.7,949,809.

The ntlinb of i iterate iLoo lc
ndsiat 386,572,029 whcrcas

those capable or reading and
writing number only 161,37,780.

The figure about the illitchtes
includes about 10 crores 'of
minors within ,the age group Of
5 years, Barring these minors,
there arc about 28 crores of
'Miter-a-us in India. The largest
number of illiterates now beloty:'
to this cou.ptry. '40

This alarming problem, 4s,
however, a ,legacy of India's
'Colonial past which lasted for
'about two hundred 4cars. The
country inherited it at the -time
of her independence. During
the postindepedence period,

.there has bcen some ,increase in
the d Govt. initiative regarding
adu.14 education. But the attitude
of the Govt. rciarding allocation
of priorities has, on the whole,
been disappointing,

A comparative analysis of the
figures showing total budgetary
allocation for cducaiiion and that
for adult education during the
last. four Fire-Year .Plans will
bear out the pathetic plight of
adult educationin our country.

Allocation of expend.iture on
education and adult education
during the Five-Year Plans.

. % of education
budget allotcd

for adult
education

1st 153'0 crores 5.0 crores
Ind 273.0
3rd 597 9
4th N.A.

4.0
3.5 .
3.47 -

41,1 The allocatioril of public Oc
penditure on adult eduction had

-gone down at a time when+0-
population fegistered an annual
increase of nearly a crorc.
Primary education could never
keep pace with this huge
population .growth.. The

independence expansion in the
basis of education has been very
meagre ip r ation to the needs
of the natio' In 'The sphere of
primary cd ation, cnrolnicnt.ef
students within the age group .,or
6 to 11 years stood at 141.1 lakhs
in the year 1946.1947. In
1973.1974 it rosc up to 637.57
lakhs. In the sphcrc of higher
education, however, (students
belonging to the age e.group of
17 to 23 years) the corresponding
figures are 257 lakhs ( ?946..17)
and 30 lakhs (1973-74) which .,09
means that in the sphere of higher
education the number of students
registered tin 11 times increase
Whereas in the sphere of primary
education it went up by 4 66
times

"Shocking Revelation on Literacy! What it To Be. (Done?)" The Youngsla, January-March .1975, p. 7-10
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A larger portion of those who
go in for primary education ?give
up studies long before they reach
a fair standard. What therefore

happens is that a sizeable section
of the boys and girls within the

age group of 5 to 9 years who
join the primary stream of study
g,creback to the illiterate's stream
as the age group of 9 to 14 )cars
and thereby swell, the country's
illiterates total.

During the years betteen.1901
and 1971 the rate of literacy in

I India rose up from 6.2 to 290
per cent. After the country
became fr6e, the fi3tires rose from
16'6 per cent to 29.45 during the
twenty years between 1951 and

1971. Percentage of literacy
among the girls now stands at

18'70 per cent. The figure was
7'9 per cent in 1951.

These figures are the true
indicators of public and private
inititive iu the matter of adult
education. Private initiative,
loose and unorganised, started
developing ill -this sphere from
the beginning of the present

century.

'Subsequently, private initiative
in 'the matter of adult education
gained' strength and momentum

1.

in the States of Bihar, Mysore,

Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Uttar
Pradesh. West Bengal and a few

others. An All India Conference
on Literacy was held in .1938.
The. All India- Adult Education
Association was an outcome of
this conference,. It is extiemely
unfortunate that the actkities of
the Association has so far been
limited within narrow bouids
organising annual seminars and
publishing booklets and journals.

During the post - independence
period the expansion oft adult
education has largely been due to
the efforts of a few voluntary
organisations.. A number of older
organisations also took up the
task of adult education in addition
to the responsihilities they had

The programme of adult
education was included into the
Social Ed catiop Programme of
the Co munity Development
Scheme in the year 1949. But
it was soon found out that the
programme had failed amid one
State after another rescinded it.

Public initiative, compared to
what existed earlier, has lately
gone up, One Directorate of
Adult Education and a Central
Board of Adult Education were
constituted under the Ministry
of Education. A programme: of
literacy campaign among the
agricultural population was
started under the Govt. initiative.
A National Service scheme was
initiated amongst the students in
1969-70. A fair number of
these students participated in
adult education programmes.
During the Fourth Five-Year
Plan, grant of financial assistance
was started, for specific literacy
project. These grants were chan-
nelled through the 1+.1tAistry of
Education and were designed to
expand and encourage the activit-
ies of the voluntary organisations.

'Mere was an expansion in the
activities of the voluntary organis-
ations as well. The problems and
posibilit:es of adult education
were closely examined and cxperi-
mentated with. Books started
appearing on the theoretical
aspects of adult education pro-
grammes and on their method-.
arogy. Technical innovation
for the purpose was also attended
to. The Voluntary Organisation
Directory published by the Direc-
torate of Adult Education in the
year 1974 listed 39 organisations
connected directly, or indirectly,
with adult education activities,'
Of these, some 15 organisations
have an all-India character, 26
organisations work at the State
level and organisations function-
ing at the district or regional
level number abota 47. A total
number of 61 such oganis itions
have been preparing boo s and
campaign 'materials on adult
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Notwithstanding this increase
in the initiative by public Gild
private organisations in the
matter of adult education, the
results have only bccn too in-

/adequate and frustrating. For,
how can we look over the fact
that the number of illiterate
people in India in the year 19,1
far exceeded the population total
in 1951 ?

In spite of a relative increase
in public and private initiative,
the number of illiterate people
have bccn on the increase. Unless
the seasons, which hate led to
this situation, are found out, a

compre'hensivi movement cannot
be built up to do away with
illiteracy at the national level.
It is therefore essential to specify
the reasons underlying the present
pitablc position.

(A) The political fore
India had never, especially after
the country's independence, iew-
ed the problems of public cdu t

ion as an integral part of the coun-
try's overall problems andincludcd
that within the bonds of their
functioning. This apathy and in
difference of the political forces
stand very much in the way of
preparing a popular b'ase for the
literacy campaign. It is because of
the callousness of the political
parties and organisations repre-
senting the workers and peasants
that suitable pressure could not
be mounted upon the Govt. for
the allocation of priority to adult
education. Rrimaiy- education
renders Govt, initiative has there-
fore failed to acquire a universal
character, and the busfilek-

houses keep absolittely.quiet on the
questin`n of bearing the financial
and oriinisational responsibilities
of educating the illiterate workers
serving in their concerns,

(11) Besides, no national mo;
gramme or a target for that
matter has yet been fixed up to
tackle this huge problem.

(C) Th organisations that
have come r for working out
programmes of dull literacy haveI 1 . I

20G- VI

number of spheres, e.g. public-
ation of books, organising sym-
posium and seminars, training of
workers, etc. What is however
absent in these programmes is a
correct attitude' towards literacy
campaign on an extensive scale.

The recommendations of the
Kothari Commission had sug-
gested that popular initiative was
essential for the succcs ofd literacy

" programme in a country like
India where percentage of
illiteracy is very high. Whereas,
in practice, these literacy organs-
ations have mostly failed in the
matter of developing united
initiative of the common people
nor have they ever tried for it.

(D) The lack of financial
resoureas led in turn to the failure
of mobilising human resource!"
for an extensive, nationwide
literacy cotnpaign.

(E) Workers who have re-
cently been joining the literacy
movement or those who have
long been associated with it lack
sufficient theoretical and practical-.
orientation regarding building
up of one such movement.

(F) The literacy, campaign
could not be integrated into the
total developmental efforts of the
nation.

The, reasons stated above are
in fact the major hindrances in the
way of developing literacy cam-
paign and literacy programme
on an extensive, national scale.
It is only by eradicating these
difficulties that a concrete and
extensive chal-acter can be im-
parted to the campaign for adult
literacy infuture and the deplor-
able state that has now bccn
existing in the,. sphere of adult
education can be dispelled. This
will make possible the building up
of a very broad-based united
popular national movement.

The role that various forces
can perform in this broad-based

),. united proven itt must, however,
be ascertaine . - .
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(a) The roe of the voluntary
organisations

These org nisations must try
to mobilise public opinion and
develop public initiative- fur
literacy campaign and, must work
ceaselessly to tissq54Ate the or-
ganised forcels in thii, endeavour.
They must work for the solution
of the theoretical ana technical
problems of the literacy pro-
gramme, sh0 unleash popular
initiative an (hcough that lead
the ndtional4 iteracy canmaigli.
These organiiitions arc required
further to maintain close connect-
ion with the public projects and
through careful scrutiny remove
their weaknesses and short-
comings.

(b) The role of the union and
State Governmeats.

It is he duty of the Govt. to
prepare a t comprehensive and
time-bound plan for the eradicat-
ion of mass illiteracy from our
country and set up an effective
and high-powered literacy board
for conducting the programme
properly. Representatives of
ministries, voluntary organisations,
political parties, workers and
peasants organisations, and
business houses associated with
the programme of literacy shall
constitute the board. The duty
of providing financial, technical
and other necessary assistance
to the voluntary organisations so
as to encourage their actions also,
falls on the Govts. The Govt.
should organise universal primary
education and adult education on
their own and allocate necessary
funds for adult education, and
primary cducation on a priority
basis.

(c) The role of political
parties

Illiteracy hest among the
poorest people belonging to the
lowest strata of the society.
Besides ; the womenfolk, the
tribals, and other backward

sections of The people are usually

Io
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deprived of educational opport-
unities. In the social sphere,
illiteracy is an expression of
cultural deprivation. A broad
based popular movement alone is

capable of remedying it. 'Unless
the political parties accept this
task as one of their political
progr'arnmes, mere initiative of
the. voluntary organisations and
allotment of some funds by the
Govt. for the purpose will not
succeed in effecting any change
in the situation. The literacy
campaign when transformed into
a political programme will

aiaterialise populai participation,
on the' one hand and on the
other, will create effective pressure
both within the Palliament and
outside so as to.. defeat govern.'
mental inaction' and change the
present hopeless situation thereby.
It is under their initiative that
the legislative measures needed
for the literacy programme can
be undertaken.

(d) The role of educational
institutions :

The students enrolled in educat-
ional institutions or the teachers
serving there happen to be .among
those fortunate new who enjoy
opportunities of higher studies
within the existing framework of
limited educational facilities.
The total number of students
now enrolled in schools and
colleges go beyond 2.5 millidos
of the callously indifferent, the
literate and the illiterate people
of the country fail to feel the
urgency of literacy campaign.
The students have a significant
role to perform in overcoming
this apathy. Their organised
campaign can mobilise public
opinion in favour of literacy
campaign and can generate
interest among the, illiterate
people for . literacy. Being in
active association with education,

208
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the teachers a5vwell as the students,
can participate in various ex-
perimentations that arc under-
taken for the improvement of
literacy programmes. Their role
may be very valuable in the
evaluation of such prorgammcs.

One of the major responsibil-
ities that the teachers and students
may effectively discharge is 'to
educate the illiterate emploecs
attached to their educational un't.N
In addition, they can organ
literacy programmos in

adjoining their educational
institutions. The students enroll-
ed in N.S.S. in particular may
serve as the major force
carrying out the role of education
centres.

(e) Thc role of w rk
peasants, ndivasi an ten
organisations :

These organisations have jbecn
organising people in their,res.pec-
five spheres to effect an improve-
ment in their living conditions
and to further consolidate them
as social forces. Illiteracy is,
however, firmly entrenched among
themthe w rkers, peasants,
tribals and lie womenfolk.
Organised move vent alone can
bring them effec vcly 'within the
fold of literac programmes.
These organisati therefore,
can help bring ii iterate people
belonging to th r respective
organisations into such literacy

programmes. It is impassible
to reach these vast in sscs with-
out their co- operation.

(f) The rule of h Ise em-

ployers
To organise literacy p gram-

mes among the vast ss of
illiterate workers scrvi in

organised industries, partici tion
of the employers along with the
trade unions is urgently ne d d.
Their particqttion will be Ii
in rendering the organisatio
financial and the legal probl
especially in the matter of im
menting industrywise programm

ft
al
ms
le-

s.

(g) The role of other organi-
sations :

Public'opinion may be created
throe 1h the youth, student and
teacorganisations, as well as
through the Nehru Youth. Centres.
They can set ,up organisations
complemetary to the voluntary
literacy organisations and partic-
ipate in the formation of literacy
centres.

In order to do away with the
existing inaction and remove' the
difficulties, and to orgallise there-
by a real broad-based, popular
literacy campaign, it is necessary
to draw in all the forces mentioned
above within the iold of this
movement. It is necetsary at the
same time to organise. a united
endeavou. United effort of the
forces that have now been operat-
ing at various places and at various
spheres is an urgent necessity.

Thc fate of these recommend
ations meta disaster similar to
dozen of recommendations of
other commissions to reform
education. We have been again
talking a lot about the problem
of illiteracy and posing solutions.
It seems to be only a debating
conccrt or wrestling for the
academicians who ptherwisc
would get rusted. The above
said propbsitions have been
placed by the National Literacy
conference. This programme can-
not be separated from the ge-neral
educational set up.

In India hardly 2% people
read news papers and they arc
the ones who form opinions, in
other words 9S% people are IcP
or misled by thisthin minority.
In a democracy this is disasterotri
for the harmonious growth of
the norms of democracy. The
latest trends in the country
establish that a. few thousand
students can force the circums-
tances to be moulded in any
direction. Is there any construc-
tive movement in the country led
by the illiterate workcrs and

rmcrs ?
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Who is responsible for this ?
DIfinitely not the opposithr.

The education ministry is res-
ponsible for it. We have to
blame ourselves. The education

ministry in thc centre has been a
department of rehabilitation.
After Maullana Abu Ka lam Ahad
the education ministry in the
centre remained a bankrupt
institution. What is needed most
is re-organisation of the entire
education ministry. Without
which the system cannot be
changed.

A national Committee consist-
ing of same radie'al teachers and
student and youth leaders need to
be, organised which should spell
out thc meaning of new system
of education.

In our next issuc we shall be
publishing a total programme for
the youth of the country as what
is to be done to promote literacy
iris India.

4
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progfamos
N.K.Jaiswal and II.P.S. Arya

Scientific research' in agricul-
ture is moving fast and practi-
Vally every month ncw practices,
ncw seeds, ncw machinery and
new perils to crops arc coming
to light: Nann:rous institutional
and non-institutional commu-
nication sources arc actively en-
gagcd in transmitting technical
knowhow to thc farmcrs.
Various cxtension 'methods have
becn employed to expose the
farmcr to new ways of moderni-
sing agriculture. Demonstrations,
radio broadcasts, field days,
meetings, groups discussions,
fairs, films ctc., arc some of the
methods of equipping the farmers
with scientific knowledge pf
agriculture. In spite of thde
efforts in communicating the new
technology, it has becn cstimatcd
that only 20 per cent of the
available technology havc been
adopted so far and that too by
only Kt per cent farmcrs.

Farmcrs' training anfarmers'.
functional literacy programmes
have been designed to facilitate
and expedite thc process of thc
transfcr of improved farm
technology from its sourcc or
origin to the ultimate beneficia-
ries, i. e. from research stations
to thc farmers. Such programme
for farmers are meant not only

Dr. N. K. Jaisal is the Director,
and Shri Arya is a Research
°nicer (Agricultural Extension and
Communication) in the Nawtional
Institute of Community Develop.:
meat, Rajcndranacar, Hyderabad.

for imparting the knowledge but
also the skill for putting new
idcas into actual practice. It
has becn found in this connection
that knowlcdge gaincd through
word-ofmouth communication
cannot be retained much longcr
to put inactual practice.- Hence,
in vim of thc limitations of facc-
to-facc communication through
such communication mcdia, it
would be quite appropriatc to
analyse he importancc.5-Of func-
tional adult education in respect
of bringing about desirable
changc mainly in thc knowledge,
skills and attitude of the
farmcrs.

A literate farmer is less prone
either to fall back on his memory
or depend on the advice of his
fellow member at thc proper
time for application of improved
technology. Instcad, he would
be inclined to consult thc litc-
rature and thcn act accordingly.
Functional adult education pro-
gramme, thus doe's not suffer
frotn the pFoblems of replica-
tions. Further, our efforts in
agricultural production should
not be directed only towards thc
immediate increase but also to-
wards sustaining it. This could
be achieved only when the-far-
mers arc enlightcncd of their
roles as progressive farmcrs on
the one hand and responsible
citizens-on the othcr. All tilde
do put a positive premium on
the importance of functional

stx.'\tkd ucat ion.

.Ta past4valuation SikidieS
on llama's training and func-
tiostlf literacy programme have
howb"Vcr, indicated that tilde two
programincs arc not cffective to
the desired extent for diffusion
of farm technology among, the
farmcr`. Any attcmpt to analyse
thc causes and factors rclating
to thc effcctiveness of these pro-
grammc must be preceded by an
analysis of different groups of
factors which act as barriers to
transfcr of farm tcchn?logy to
the farm6s. The prcscnt paper
therefore, attempts to (I) analysc
the mbass of transfer of farm
tcchno/o61 (2) identity thc diffe-
rent factots which act as barricrs
of transfer of farm tcchnology;
and .(3) study the role of farmers
training and functional literacy
programnie in tackling some of
the barriers in this process.

II

the process.

The process of transfcr of
farm tcchnology scents to hall:
Him segments, vi(a) release
of innovation from research
stations: (b) efforts to popularise
thcm by cxtcnsion tagencics
ineludiag Farmcrs Training and
Functional Education, and (c)
response of farmcrs (acceptance
or rcjcction). Each segment has
its own group of factors intcr-
acting cash othcr and simultane-
ously with the factor of other
groups which ultimately affect
the process of transfer of techno-
logy. Hcncc, a piecemeal study
of a few factors or a group of
factors does not provide the
complete and true pictnre of the
barricrs to transfer of farm
tcchnology.

_

4.8 N. K. Jaiswal and H.P.S. Arya, "Problems in Diffusion of Agricultural-
Innovations and Functional Education Programmes," Farmers Training
and Functional Literacy, Delhi) Adult Education Association,..1975,
p. 19-25 .
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'id° understand in a simpleway
the process of ;ranger of farm
teelmology can be diagrantatized
in a comprehensive' model that
has been presented here,

The process starts from the
research station whence an inno;'
vatian is released to the farmers
for adoption. Though in sonic
cases it is directly communicated
through mass media like radio, ,.

television and newspapers, clue
to various limitations with regarda to the use of masi media in our,
country, the improved farm.
technology is .mostlY commtmi- -

cated to the farmers by indiVidual
. and group methods through .

various extension agencies and
persons .engaged in the task of
farmers, training and funekional
literacy programmes. These per-
sons are the first-hand receiver
of the communication regarding
the improved technology. They
process and treat the message in
the Way that it may be ensily
understandable to the fernier&

.
The attributes of the ihnova-

lion which moves from the
research station to the field may
not be underitood in.lhasarne
way by the field level personnel,
as understood by idle research
'scientist who deVeloped the
innovation. There are various
thematic factors (factors related
to the attributes or the theme of
the innovation) which affect the -

*process of farm tecitnologf.
Further, the personnel of eaten- .

sion agencies, including those of
the' farmers' training and k

'functional literacy programthes,
apply various methodand
approaches for communid ting
the innovation to 'the farmers
Tar motivating, them' to adopt the
innovation. There are various.
factors related to the effectiveness
of these methods ankapprogefies
which,form another eluster aft a-
ing transfer of technology.

lif all' they factors are favour4
dble, the fanner iteentally accents
the innovation and tries to adopt

M this stage, he is futky

motivated to -adopt the innova-
tion. Out, this is not the end
of the process. Still the adoptiOn
depends upon the availbifity of
required inputs at the proper
time. , ir tliese inputs are avail-
able, thel practice is tried on a'
small sole. If he is' satisfied with
the insults, he adopts it fully.
the- rejection or non-adoption
of the innovation is do; to the'
barriers in. the different ige

of transfer of technology..,
, 14;

the barriers

To understand clearly about
the barriers to transfer of new

farm technology, the various
clusters of fitetors can be discuss-
ed hilhefollawing sequence

.

.thomatio factors

Thematic barriers ta addition
are those factors which are asso,
ciated with the = innovation (or
the theme) itself. 'These include:
high initial. cost;- low'. level . of
profitability, incompatibility,
eon-adeptability, complexity,
complex consequences; non,
divisibility, low level of comma-,
nicability and time lag betvicen
adoption and achieving the

. results. .

nigh initial cost High initial
cost of the innovation; is one of
the important. factor governing
the irate and -extent of adoption,
1 Seed drills were not Adopted
by the fartnerS beceuse they
involved high initialexpenditure, `
Similarly, hybrid, melte. was not
adopted due to heavy investment
onsinputs ;in comparison to the'

, ;local variety and that too without
Much suritY aCylelds.°

one: r

Low level of profitability t
The farmers are not impressed
by 5. to per cent, or increase
but it has to be to 109 per
0014 Before the odvent Qi higk,
yielding varieties; the adoigbl
of local improved varieties was
yeti low, because they were able
to give only 10' to IS. per cent
increase in yield over the tratli-
;Jona' varleties.$ However, adore,'
lion to a large extent, is deter-

- mined by the adipter's.PerceP'
tion of profitability and not by
its objective Trofitabillly.4*. A
survey of farmers' Ptireeption.,
.surprisingly revealed that oda-
vation of fligh Yielding Varietie4

13

of paddy and° wheat led to a
farther in, n of ,Rs, 459;00
nail its: 299,0 per 'hectare reS-

:,Pcctivelr on (1u basis, of corre0
priOs.. row o one clneet
adoption of this: innovation by
Other farther:4 or this.. are if they

-;t1so perceive the prclitabilitY in
. die same way.° .

.

/nconsprilibiiity: Compatibility,
is the degree to which an innova*
Lionis consistent with existing
values and past experiences, In a
study. Or diffusion of iimoyation in
U.S.A. it was found that a farmer'
who had already adopted hybrid
111114e was fi#itiilia with the
concept of hybrid M`gour and was
more likely to adopt hybrid hop
and lip brill chickens.°
observations were node is of
deption or itybrio-krghote

Poultryfarmitig in Indian villagers
could 'not be promoted with much

because of its IncoMpati-
Inlay with the vegetarian habits
of our, (armors, and with their
prejudic es. against' keeping the
poultry birds. ,

Non-adoptability: Adaptability,
'is the degree of tolerance for
different 'variation 'in the agro-
climatic conditions. The prop.
ramme of hybrid, maize failed
mainly due to its non-adaptability
in odd, agrO.Climatio' conditions,'
in many' areas
, . 0

Complex conIsequencis't
ening and' other have indicated
that adoption of improved
tires is determined by the formeri,
perception of its consequences.°



Continuous use Sf fertilikiS'and
Canal irrigation is claimed by
farmers to pteduce: salinity m
soil, Such type of Wonting *Ad

,Tariner to rejeet the Vractiee,
Likewi$,e, introduction or heavy
0.0%4 require.' strong draft
power which was not available
with the farmers.

Complexity Several/ studies
have indicated that complexity of
farm innovation was more
related (in negative direction) to
their rate of adoption than any
other characteristics. of the limo-
vation,fm Compost making prac

tice, where it vAis sliggested that
there should benellyer of\waste
.material, of about 9" "with an
alternate r of cowdung with
regular sprinkling of Water to aid
decomposition and then turning
the same to another pit at a

, given time, could not be adopted
even on Government farms

:because of its complexity'

Non-it/v./fib/My : It been.
reported lhat the visibility of an
innovatioit was particularly in- .
ituential on its rate of adoption
in a less developed society." The
tardiness in promoting %oil' con-
servation practices was associated
with difficult demonstrability of
the innovations? These studies
indicated that nott-cominunicabi-

- lity is a serious drawback of
innovation in its spread.

,facto4s related to
/ extension agencies

.
Several research stirdies sug-

gest that the extent of prornotio-
. nal efforts made by- extension

agents is directly related to the
rate and. extent of transfer of
ImPreved farm technology. The
effortsof extension agents inclu-
ding farmers training and
functi nal literacy staff, arc
directe to explain to the farmers

the. re ative advantage: of an
innovate over the idea it
Supersed s. Although the exten-
sion age cy works as a chahnel
of transfe of new technology, it
is also; .a 11 st-hand receiver of the
innovation The-extension agents
May not perceive the.. relative
advantage' of the innovation in
the same ,way; es perceived by
the research Workers who release
the irindvation from the research
station. is the perception of
extensio workers and- teaOtt-s

c, and trainers of farmers' training
and fonctiOnal literacy progYalirt.
Ines/regarding the characterstics

01 . innovation whten torgely:
determines their efforts to con.
vince the farmers to adopt the
innovation. rui.ther, there are
.certain barriers which conic in
the wity of proper working of
extension agents and those enga-
ged in farmers: training and
functional . literacy. progranunes
.and which drstort the desired*goal
achievement.

tlindtte .,eatplesis on short.run
effect : Kiylin and 'others 12' in
their-study of the third phase of
the Indian Project .on the diffu-
sion of innovations found that
radio farm forhms were signifi-
cantly more effective than' the
literacy classes in imparting the,
knowledge and adoption . of
improved farm. practices. Bnt,

. this was only a short,run effect
and would ...hardly Solve the

, second generation problems oft:
modern agriculture. The. pro- .
grammes of farmers training and
functional literacy may not be
able to produce short-run effect
but) it would produce long-run
imPacr as the literacy is indis-
pensible -it the results are to be
su mined.,

Lodi * MotivationoMpproath:.

T iditional approach towards
literacy programme was, to make
the individual able to' read, write
and solvhig simple arithmetic
exercise only but new concept
has given an extra- importance to
motivational aspect% of the indivi-
dual to develop himself. The
extension programine.s sometimes
lack in motivational aspect which
is nothing but moving back.
Hence, every lesson to'the farmers
should consist the motivation
towards betterment. Without it
the results and interests in the
Programme cannot be sustained.

.

Lack of widespread participa-
tion. in the programme ; Several
studies have indicated that :Wok),
tion of improved agricultural
practices arc confined mostly to

big cultivators and the other.
farmers in lower socio-economic
strata, Who.. constitute the majori-
ty of pie farming corn mutiny,-
were idnored. 3' U Nearly 70
per cent of the benefit of the
extension - programmes were
observed to have :teemed ,to, the'
elite group...it Only 10 per cent of
-the farmers. could ..adopt the
modern technology in agrieulthre
although more than three' decades
have been invested so -far on 'this

.. :

Vanning inadequao:.Plaithing
inadequacy on the part: of viten-
sion agency and government is
serious barrier in *doptiOn
couipInt innovations.. Systematic
planning according to the needs
and available resources the
Macro-level And micro -level is
necessary for success `ofof Any
extension programme.. While
making a plan for teaching far,
mers in respect Of high yielding;
varieties, planners Shoold.consider
the availability of resources in
terms of fertilisers, seedS,
tion, pesticides, etc. Inadequate
planning may lead to job tensions
in extension workerS and frustra-

- tion among farmers, Planning
is done to avoid the barriers and
to stimulate.' . the promoting...
factors. , Hence, planning should' a.

consider al). passible *tad
starting from the thetuatie factors
to the farmers' related factors.

Lack of COmpetent trainers
The programme of funetional
adutt education is very difficult
and complex. The whole approach
centres around 17111104mM c001--
binatiori of imparting actecittate
knowledge and si.ill to the
learners, i.e. the farmers. The
knortedge of the trainers should,
therefore, be commensurate, with
the skill in using the knowledge

-in a*practical Situation. Thus, it
is suite essential that the trainers,

-should 'be such As to deliver the
gocids most effectiveqt and
efficiently. They should be given
in-:service training in order to

jAcssen the gnis betWeen ob
requireinent and job lerformance.

Ineffective ;Ise- extension
methods : Functional literacy is
one of the extension methods by
which improved farM technology
is communicated to the farmers
for its adOption. Simultaneously,
it combines various oth exten-

,sion methods to achie quicker
and sustained results. ,.It is the
skill of the persons engaged in
these programmes in using these
methods which affects the effecti-
veness of transfer of technology;

Demonstrations have *been
regarded as the most potential
tool for the promotion of impro-
vcd practices.L, But, the demon-
trations are not pronely conduc-
ted and milked for educating the
farmers. There is evidence thAt
even the farmer whom land serves
as a demonstration plot often does
not know the details of the new
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practices. nut al OW, pint ;Ina
the, et(ual CA:680011cl foyel,Yedim
1413 $imilarly, a tot or extension,
iftcrture distrihnted at the. coot-
rnOlt gatherings 'does not serve
th' edttcative role, It, has also

been 0.b,t...eve1 that teeifittcal
:articles of, xerintis nature publi-
shed tho,:suppiernents; the
neWpapers Ore not read.::. by 90
per cent of the: rodere:25. C:t re-
lessness in -selecting and 'using the
axtetusion Inettiods leads to
'ivAstagc. 'or money, labour. and
time.- ,

Lack of coorditiatioii. among
various derelopment departments

-Sinceintroductiot, of $n innova-
lion leads to the requirements of
.several inputs in terms Of seeds,
.fertilisers, :pesticides, irrigation,
credit tie:, a dose coordination is
essential between- the various

. sources and agencies to stipply
the respeetiVe In.puts. in proper
.quantity at the , proper time.
.Extengion of.packagc of practices
Can 'only, be possible through well
coordinated organisation. Coor-
dination of -various extension
agencies is also necessary to avoid
confusion and duplication of work..
Lack of coordination between the
Adult Education Department,
Agricultural Information Bureau,
Community Development Depart-
ment and the Extension Educe-
tichl Divisions of Agricultural
Universities has been reported by.
several authors." Different field
workers of these organisations go
to the same village almost for the
-same purpose. In addition, a few

6 private agents and bank- field
'workers visit the viltiges for
more or less the sante purpose.
This creates confusion and dup-
lication of effort. Sonictimes,-
the recommendations are also
contrary to'each other. A proper

.coordination is, therefore, essen-

tial to avoid such 'wasteful
expenditure on duplicate efforts
and to delineate the specific role

,of each field workers.

Lack of missionary zeal :
Lastly, extension work needs
missionary zeal, enthusiasm, and
service orientation of the agents.
Community development pro-
gramme was started in India
with a missionary zeal and with
great enthusiasm, but failed to
sustain it after a little progress.16
A diminution of dedication
among--rxtension agents often
serves: t hinder achievement of
the desired level of success of
extension programmes designed
for transfer of technology.

t

muero-level Nctore rela-
ted to farming' community

Macro..lovei situational fac.
tors refer to those related to the
socio-economic system of the
farmer as well as his bio-physical
environment system, . Therefore,
the factor relateJ to these system,
will affect his be4mviour towards
externally int roltficed n II ova-
lions. The factors which may
affect as barriers to .adoption of
improved practices arc: unfavour-
able agro-climatic conditions,
lack of transport and communi-
cation facilities, lack of economic
and educatiottal infrastructure,
unfavourable Government. poli-
cies etc.

.tinfoottralde agra-climatic
.conditions: The extent of d4r-
shy of weather and climate in
India is greater than many othell
areas of similar size in the world.
Apart from the spatial diversity
of weather. and climate, there are.
variations from year. to year and
region to region. Even more
complex variations are found in
soil types of. different regions of
tlic.country andcven within one
region. The econoloeical factors
determine what different types
of 'production are to be and

-which species can thrive- in the
light Of existing.clintatic, soil and
biological conditions. Due to
these reasons innovations suit-
able for one region arc found
irrelevant for the other regiOn.

Lack of transport and C011111111-
hication facilities: Lack of trans-
port and evuntinication facilities
are physical barriers for the move-
ment of input supplies as well as
for the, agricultural produce.
Timely supply of input on the
one hand and timely movement

'Of agricultural produce from
farm to the consumers on the
other necessitates adequate and
cheap transport facilitieS. This
is one of the main .reasons why
the 'new technology is not rea-

, ching to the interior regions of a
state like Uttar Pradesh.

Lack of Economic Infra7strat-
.

lure: Most of the innovations 'in
agriculture need high inputs,
money in the form of credit Or

- subsidy is a must for their actual
adoption on the field. Many
useful agricultural implements

like pumping sets, discus harrows,
/ threshers, sprayers ant dusterS.

are beyond the capacity of our
farmers to purclase. Hence, if
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we really want to introduce such
types of innovations we will have
to provide an effective economic
infra-structure in terms of coope-
rative societies and rural banks..

. .
Governmental policies as a

disincentive: Modern agricultural
development on the positive side
is really a function of Govern:
miwt polidy and not a 'gift of
nature'. Rapid growth depends
upon quality of the policy deci-
sion. The formulation of sound
agricultural development policies
require careful discrimination in
identifying the variables that are
strategic now and the ones.that
will become so in the future."
The policy regarding ceiling on
agricultural holdings,. for exam-
ple, has produced an obstacle in
adopting new agricultural tech-
nolqgy in respect of mechanisa-
tion of agriculture. Further:.

pricing policy,. Government's
taking over of wheat market and
levy on agriculture producers
alsohad some adverse effects on
ridoptiou.of improved technology.
According to a survey in U.P. it,

was found that,, recent Govern-
ment policies have discouraged
the farmers to 'develop theiragriculture.' One of the pro-
gressive farmer commented that
he would sell all the sugarcane of
his fields for fuel and not for
sugar because the price of sugar-
cane fixed by di:: Government
was too low The survey 'further
indicated, that the price fixed by
the Government for th...pur,glase
of agricultural produce wasabout the sank as three years
back whereas the price of other
commodities had increased from
two to three times.'

Lack of adequate emphasis on
agriculture in the -plan outlays:
About half of thc total national
income (45 per cent) of India is
generated in the agricultural
sector. About 70 per cent of thc,----
country's population derives,,,its
income wholly or mainl -from
agriculture and about 6% of
India's exports arc of , gricultural
origin." Hcncc, agricultural
development is crucial for na-
tion's rapid, balanced and sus-
tained economic growth. But it
is unfortunate that only 12% of
the fifth plan budget has been
allotted for agriculture sector.

Social Factors: Social struc-
ture, values, norms and sanctions

play important role in control-
ling and directing an individual's
behaviour. For example, far-
mers of Bundelkhand spent most
of their savings on court cases
for which much of their valuable
time is also wasted. Further,
the values; norms and sanctions
of the society become a barrier
in adopting even to . the prolita-
ble innovations. Brahmins still
hesitate to adopt plant protection
practices and high-caste rafters
do not want to adopt vegetable
farming.

micro-revel factors

There arc Certain factors
which are directly concerned with
htdividual farmers and which
play an important role in deci-
ding about the adoption of

proved practices. The barriers
to adoption of improved
practices connected to theindividual farmers Marc:
unfavourable attitude towards
innovation, lack of knowlepc
about the innovation, illiteracy,

'lack of economic resource S, not
favourable farm conditions, .arid
other unfavourable socialOrnd
psychological factors:

Unfavourable -'attitudes and
lack '. of knowledge: This has
been established. by many scien-
tists that unfavourable attitudes
towards innovation and lack of
'knowledge about the innovation
are negatively related to the
adoption of improved practi-
ces.'',?' The farmers cannot adopt
)innovations which they ,do not
know completely.

Illiteracy: Illiteracy was.
found to be a major, obstacle in
communication of
improved Calk ;_practices.","
Thescopeof commuaication 1,or
and with the illiterates becomes
limited. Education does not
only facilitate communication
but it also creates better and
quicker understanding, achieve-
ment, motivation, aspirations and
progressiveness in the individual,
resulting in favourable response
to improved farm technology

Lack of economic resources:
Financial position of the farmers
also decides the adoption of im-
proved farm practices.2',23. Lack
of economic resources' not only
reduces the chance of adoption
but also creates unwillinoiliss to

invest in farming. One study
shows that poor farmers when
supplied with loan for adoption
of improved technology in agri-
culture, utilised it for other non-
productive purpose.'"

Unfavourable farm conditions:
Small farmers have been reported
by many scientists to adopt less
improved farm practices than
the big farmers.2',",28 Further,
conditions with regard to type of
soil and its fertility, irrigation
and drainage conditions and
scattered holdings arc the impor-
tant barriers to adoption of im-
proved farm practices by ma-

jority of Indian farmers:

Unfavourable social and psy-
chological factors: Several stu-
dies have indicated that social
participation of the farmer is
significantly associated with
adoption of . improved practi-
ces.2',28 Values like traditiona-
lism,.29. conservatism 23,31, fata-
lism ," ," low level of aspira,
dons 21,30 lack of change-prone-
ness'° and lack of risk taking
willingness have been reported
as main psychological Barriers
to adoption of new far techn-
ology.

the 'barrier-ceomplex',,

From the discussions of the
previous sections, it can.bc con-
cluded that diversified sets of
factors act as barriers to transfer
of technology. All the factors
which have separately becn diag-
nosed above as being responsible
for low level of adoption of im-
proved agriculiural tecluology,
do not act independent" or in.,
'isolation. They interact each
other to form a barrier complex.
This complex of resistances, with
manifold intensity and streng
act as impediment to transfer ( f
farm technology from Research.
Station to the farmers.' Since
the pattern of the barrier comp
lex varies' from one 'innovation
to another and front one farming
community to another, any pro-
gramme aimed at transfer of
farm technology must take into
account the I micro-level and
macro-level factors related to the
farmers along withthe quality of
the extension approach and the
clyaraeteristics of,'the improved
technology.
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kpiecemeal approach, to -a
study of the factors responsible
for transfer Of technology and
adoption through any programme
like farmers training or functio-
nal education etc. are not ade-
quate and more comprehensive
study is needed, in which the
process of transfer of technology

and arloption can be studied in
its totality.

IV

farmers' training and the
barrier. complex

The discussions presented in
the preceding section,, leads:, to
the conclusion that the functional
educational programmes must
take into account the diversified
barriers to the spread of farm
technology in a farming commu-
nity. The farmers' training pro
gramme should not be taken as
the act of merely passing infor-
mation about the improved farm
technology to the facings, rather
it should be viewed as- a part of
total extension programmes. With
regard to the thematic barriers
the designers of farmers' training
programme must be careful in
selecting such innovations as the
content of training which meets
the immediate need 'of the far-
mers and are compatible to the
macro and micro-level factors
related to the farmers. Lack of
adequate knowledge of the ex-

P tension agents (which includes
trainers in the- farmers/ training
and functional 'literacy pro-
grammes) was found -to be one
of the significant barrier to the
process of transfer of faun tech-
nology. Therefore, immediate
steps arc. needed for improving
the knowledge and skills of the
persons engaged in extension'
and farmers' training program-
mes. It is essential that these
personnel must be convinced
about the 'utility of the innova-
tion before they start advocating
it to others:

Lackof coordination between
different functionaries ..was found
to "be another barrier. It is,
therefore, imperative that the
farmers' training and funetiSnal
literacy programmes cannot be
successful in isolation. Better
coordination is. essential among
different programmes of develop-,
ment directed towards the far-
mers. An integrated approach
in respect of different develop-
ment programmes is necessary

210
for serving their cause of develop.
mom.

Since the maero-lesel factors
affect the adoption of innovation
to a great extent attempts arc
being made to create .social and
economical infra-structure in the
rural areas. One of the social'
infra-structure is the farmers'
.training CentreVitself. 'Attempts
should be made to educate far-

'mers through various educational
programmes for optimum utili-.
sation Athese social and econo,
uric infra-structures. The linn-
tation in the macro-level factors
must be- taken into account

while motivating farmers forthe adoption of agricultural
-innovations. The difficult posi-
tion regarding the supply of the
majority of farm in funs in the
market must be communicated Ato the farmers- in the right pers.-
vetive so that they may -not
uStrated when they make efforts

fo the adoption of the innova-
tion.

The discussion in th,e preced-
ing section points out that the
sociopsychological and economic
factors related to the individual
farmer are strong impediments
to the adoption of farm techno-
logy. It is, therefore, necessary
that attention Must he paid to
the individual differences among
the group of farmers who are
_participating in the farmers`educational programmes. In,other words, such programmes
should be problemoriented

ion
which each participant should
feel that his own inTlividual prob-
lems are given due attention. Ithardly needs to be emphasised
that farmers' training and func-
tional literacy programme areessentially an extension pro-gramme and, the principles of
extension education must be
kept in mind by theplanners.
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5. COMMUN ITY DEVELOP; :1T

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
ADMINISTRATION

TILE COMMUNITY orviltopmENT movement in India aims at improving
the lot of the rural\ people who constitute about 82% of the ,
populatiN. According to schedules and plans adopted by the
Government, almost all the 6,00.000 villages of the country should
have come uncles the community development programme by 1963.
It was estimated that 5,216 Community Development Blocks would
have been opened by 1963 at an estimated expenditure of
2,62.00,00,000 rupees (Rs. 7.50 i=1 dollar.), and supervised by some
19,000 ofitials. The figures indicate that the Community Develop-
ment Administration willhaveNt-work-load of nearly 2,000 persons
per official, and will incur an expenditure of only six rupees per
person over a period of 10 years, or less than a rupee per head per
year.

When community development programmes were launched in
1952, the technical representatives of the nation-building depart-
ments of the government did not function below the sub -divisional
level. In a planned economy, and especially in an under-developed
country like India, irjs but natural that initiative, at least in the
early stages, will have to rest largely with the government apparatus.
Initiative has little meaning unlOss it is supported by a sound*
system of organization, staffing, aht<:tion, coordination, budgeting
and intensive study and evaluation. With this objective in view,
the Community Development Administration _was established in
1963. 'In establishing such an administratibn, four factors had to
be borne in "mind : the infancy of Indian democracy, the over-
whelming illiteracy in rural ,,areas, the conservatism of the rural
people, and the lack of adequate natural and huilian resources.

A major question which arises in this co text, ii whether the
staff at the top can expand the administrative machinery to be able
to quadruple the present coverage without seriously watering down

,..
the quality of the effort. Another question is whether administra-
tive efficiency can be maintained in reasonably close step with the
increasing demand of 1 he people, so that dissatisfaction does not
move beyond the c. plosion point.. Furthermore. the functions at
the block as d village.1-evels, unlike at the secretariat level, are not
merely fco-or ation but also of direst implementation.

The in func ions of the Community Development Adminis-
tration are : the promotion of social' security and growth, the
mobilization of public opinion, planning and implementation of
programmes, supervision, 'staffing.'and budgeting.

- it is through planning that fundamental decisions in respect to
location, and exercise of function, direction, supervision, and control
are made. Organization involves the orderly structure of the
workers for a harmonious interrelation of functions of the staff.

5.1 Prasad Ilarmadesshwar, , "Community Development Administration," in
chapter of Chan -e Strate in a Develo)inr 48-rmlet, , Meerut, Meenakshi

Prakashan, 117J, p. -1 0
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Staffing impli6 ifecruiting and training persons for running the
administrative machinery. Direction means making appropriate
decisions by the superiors in the hierarchy and seeing- that the
decisions reach through the proper channel to the last worker.
Cooperation means harmonizing the men and their functions for
successful execution of the decision. -

The administrative set-up is a social mechanism to ensure the
desired movement and change in the society. This social mechanism
is in itself an association of individuals and operates under certain
rules and regulat i ns fulfilling the human needs. As social
development continues, administration assumes a broader content.
The Planning Commission of the Gosernment cif India has rightly
stated

it includes within its scope the building up of personnel, the
training of men running the administrative machine, seeking
the cooperation and participation of people, informing and
educating the public and finally organizing a.sound.system of
planning based, as such, on the participation of the people at
each level as on the best technical, economic, and statistical
information available.

Befo re the achievement of independence. admmisfrtion meant
little to the mat majority of Indians. But at present the daily life
of nn Indian is to a large extent influenced and conditioned by the
activities of ylie Government and its :i'encies. It becomes
important, therefore, -to ascertain whether the administration is so
adjusted as to besresponsible to the people and responsive to public
opinion. Since a sinle mistake may often prevent smooth work.
the importance of the decision-making a pect of the administration
cannot be oser-emphasied. Decisions re made by maw; Nr.ons
at carious lock and are naturally influenced by a %awl) or r.,1,,

that find no place in an official chart or manual. It is, therefore,
necessary to know whether the agency established for rural
developiifient operates in the correct way. an4 also to detect the
factors which retard or speed-up administration.

Since rural development activities have become multidimen-
sional, the success or failure of the administrative set-up is directly
related to the character of public service organization. It is

essential that the working of the rural welfare administrative set-up
be undkrstood in its proper perspective, especially in view of the
Planning Commission's remarks about the decline in the standards
of administration which has taken place during recent years. This
calls for immediate reform and improvement in the quality of the
administration and in the services which are rendered to the
community. 0
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Since administration consists broadly of planning, organizing,
staffing, directing, coordinating, budgeting, reporting and execution,
any administrative defect must be located in onei or more of the
above aspects of administration. An analysis of the community
development administration reveals the following defects :

1. Suitable arrangements for contacting individual families
do not exist in the villages.

2. People's representatives, from the village level upward, are
not consulted orcontacted.

' 3. Planning is ineffective because of the present system of
planning from the top,

4. The local agencies are not capable enough to plan,
execute, guide and direct the community development
movement.

5. At the district and sub-diSisional levels, the collector and
thc sub- divisional officer. respectively. are not drawn
effectively into development work, perhaps because of
their numerous other pre-occupations,

6. t'a:;re ;imply an cctual rather
than an emotional and psychological acceptance of the .
fact that under the reorganized Idmi ration thc heads
of the districts have become thc ch agents of welfare
and development activities.

7. As a result of combining revenue wo> with development,
thc latter has suffered.

8. linage, bilk and district l!ievclopment committccs,
panchayats, etc.. have not been properly organized to
administer the community development programme.

9. Pcrsons guiding and executing the programmes, e.g., the
members of the development committccs, arc not aware
of their precise duties, responsibilities and functions.

10. Within thc administration of the community development
programmes. there is mostly a one -way channel of commu-
nication from the top downward.

11. Quite often, lege' and technical quibbling about adminis-
trative procedures is allowed to hold up many things.

12. The problems of supply. .the service conditions of per-
sonnel, programme planding and policy development have
not bccn entrusted to the proper agencies concerned,
technical heads, executic heads, etc.

13. The difficulties of field work remain largely unsolved
because they arc not generally made known to higher
eat horn les.

,14. The village level workers have bccn transformed into
mere work supervisors.

15. The village level workers arc unable to manage the

numbcr of villages at present in their charge, especially
because they arc expected to handle 16 items of work.

16. In each block the number of supervisors for the respective
spheres of the-programme is inadequate.

17. Supervisors are untrained in extension work.
18. The claim that each block functions as a unit, is not

borne out by facts.

2
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O. Since the duties and functions of many supervisors_Ce) e not
clearly defined, work is done in a haphazard way.

20. The insecurity of service conditions makes it difficult or
the staff to discharge their duties.

21. The number and type of workers having been standardized
for all, blocks, local variations are neglected and hence
work suffers.,

22, The team of the block-staff ispreschtly under the charge
of the block development officer who is not properly
qualified to handle technical supply personnel.

23. The number of blocks is being increased without ensuring
immediate supply of personnel.

24. The coordination of programmes and their execution is
deficient at the district, sub-divisional, and block levels.

25. Uncoordinated tours and visits of 'different officers
interrupt the working of the block.

26. Centralized power, rtif7tapism, official bureaucracy, and
absence of individual responsibility still exist in the block
administration.

27. Excessive paper work prevents the field staff froth giving
complete devotion to field work.

28. The duty of turning in reports and returns keep tipe
41?

officers at their desks, preventing them from giving enotvgh
time for inspection or supervision of workers in the
villages.

29. There is no evaluating agency. at all levels to evaluate the
working of the present adminiOation. The mistakes and
wrongs go on accumul)lting instead of being rectified...

PLANN1NQ AND RESEARCH

I. Surrey work and data collection : There is a general feeling
that the community develOPment administration has failed to pro-

vide suitable arrangements for survey work. Agriculture extension
supervisors and village level workers do the survey work for a year
or so., On the basis of their surveying and data collection, the
future planning of the community development programme in an
area is chalked out. It appears that data collection and suivey
work have not been taken up very seriously. Even such elementary
information as population figures is not available.' The village level
workers are not the proper persons for collecting such vital statistics.
More often than not data are collected from the revenue department
and submitted to the development authority. Very little field work
is done. it is almost impossible to know thejesources that are
available in the area, for no attempt has been madi to prepare a
resource-inventory.

The community development administration provided the survey
team with a questionnaire to be distributed among the villagers and
to be answered by them or by the investigators after ioterviewing the
villagers. The felt needs of the villagers and various other clues to
diagnose the village situation arc incorporated in the questionnaire.
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The questionnaire is required to he filled in at meetings of the villagers

or through group disetssions But
ut. M

this is
ore

rarely dohanne. The vi
answers

llage

questionnaire is generally thrown o rely not.

and responses to the qliestionnaire are manipulated, contrived, or

imagined.

The panchayat mukhiyaS and secretaries of the cooperative
societies have been entrusted w ith the responsibilities orassessing the
village situation and its problems. But they do not seem to be
interested in this work. Vcry few of them can even say how many
families live in their area. Village meetings or group discussions
arc very rarely organized.

The non-official agencies usually arc not associated in the
planning process. There is a general feeling that everything is
dictated by higher authorities and.the "opinions of the non-officials
do not carry any weight. A good Rally of the villagers have not
heard about development plans. According to-some, the agriculture
extension supervisors or the gram sevak of the panchtvat, or the
village level worker prepare plans. It is true in many cases
that the mukhiyas of the panchayats and the secretaries of the
cooperative societies sometimes help in fixing the priorities in the
programmes at "the block lewd. A question that arises in this
connection is : what major difficulties are encountered in the process
of planning with the help of the villagers and thIS official agencies.?

The following were some of the officials' replies to this question :

(a) The villagers exaggerate their needs in the hope of obtain-.

ing unlimited government subsidy.
(b) Villagers, not being trained in planning, distort the plan.
(c) It'e dpnot plan ; the plan comes from higher authorities.
(d) Villagers do not take any initiative.
The responses of non-officials to the same question were as

follows :
(a) The publicity agency of the government is ineffective and

people do nal...know that they have to plan.
(b) Their own suggestions are superseded by the .prepared

plans of the officials.
(c) They are never asked to prepare any plan and their felt

needs are largely ignored. I
(d) People are not trained properly to come forward to help

the government.
, 2. Procedure of prieparing development plans and fixing

targets : A schematic programme for five years is prepared after
obtaining demographic data through the village level.worker. The
programme is presented by the block development officer to the block
development committee which discusses the plan at its meeting and
formally approves it. The approved plan is then sent to the different
district development officers through the sub-divisional heads ; and
they all give their formal approval normally without making any *
alterations.

The development plans of the different blocks center around
indentical items of work. It would seem thAt there is a standard
plan sent by the respective departments to all the blocks. No adjust-
ment seems to be made in the plan of an incliAdual block. Though
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theoretically the programme is supposed to be adjusted to local
conditions, in actual practice it seldom is. A standardized pro-
gramme does not take into account the variable cultures, economics,
geography, the needs of the people, their educational level, etc. In
areas where there is a preponderance of tribal people, the situation
becomes far more difficult and complicated.

However, the prepared plans do not appear to be of much
importance in actual working. The programme in operation in
different blocks is practically based on targets and achievements.
The responses with regard targets are as follows :

(a) Targets de fixed unrealistically.
(b) False figures arc incorporated to show achievement.

(c) Planning from above breaks the morale of the workers
and the people.

(d) It makes the,workers target-minded, While the educational
aspect gets neglected.

(e) The question of what and how much can be dOne, is badly
neglected. -

(j) The quality of work deteriorates.
(g) Working becomes haphazard.
(h) What we need most, is not considered ;" but what we do

not want is forced upon us.
(I) The emphasis is not on the work done but on the money

spent.

(j) The realities of the situation are ignored.
(k) There is more of show and less of work.

LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION

1. Channel .of direction : The community development pro-
gramme appears to be directed by two central authorities : the Ministry
ofCommunity Development of the Govcrnmet of India, and the State
Development Commissioner. All others associated with the commu-
nity developmentvrogramme simply seem to transmit what they hear
or know from these two centres of direction without assessing the pros
and cons of the instrictions reaching them. The District Magistrate
and the sub-divisional officer appear to be the chief authority in the
district and sub-division respectively, but they have very little time
to look after the development programme. There does not appear to
exist any channel from below for seeking clarification about instruc-
tions coming from above. There is only a one-way channel, from the
state-level to the village level in regard to direction, supervision and
control of the community development programme, with,the result
that :

(a) The experience of the actual workers is not generally
utilized.

(b) No one has [ any knowledge when or why a particular
item fails.

(c) The actual field problems are neither known nor 'tackled
by higher level authorities.

(d) The workers do not develop initiative in themselves.
(c) Wrong instructions are never .challenged,,a/44ey con-

tinue to be issued.
(f) The one uho is 'required to work, is not consulted about

the way the work should be arranged ; so he loses
enthusiasm.
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2. Yours and field instruction : Most of the directions from the
superior officers in the hierarchy are based on Mick tours and their
inspection °Nile work of subordinate olgirs. More oftbn than not,
the smite item of work is inspected by different authorities. The
frequent tours in block areas by higher authorities seem to interfere
with the smooth working of the blocks.,

On the other hand, district level authorities are not able to
tour the blodk area extensively and make on-the-spot observations. d

Most officers appear to have developed the habit of not visititig the
interior of the project area. Equally disheartening- direction
procedures and touring are reported about the block or project
level officials. The mukhlyas of the panchayats perhaps do even
more defective touring. .

3. Follow-up of direction : the higher authorities do not. seem
interested in checking whether their directions. are .obeyed. Those
directions which emanate from outside the blocks in the form of, cir-
culars are placed in the 'directions and circulars'oftle on which action ,

seldom seems to be taken. It is only in special cases that checks and
crass-checks arc made about a previously issued direction, and that
too when authorities at the state level are interested in a particular
direction. It would be worthwhile for directiob to be reviewed
regularly at meetings of officials and members of the different deve-
lopment committees.

There is a growing impressioa that- such meetings, are not
given enough importance. Members of Parliament and state
legislatures seem to be persistent absentees at meetings of the
district development committees. Technical heads at the district
level have' fared no better. At the block level different technical
heads as well as non-officials are expected to give the desired
direction through meetings of the block development. committees.
Bin this does not appear to be done properly, nor is much iralior-
lance attached to these meetings.

4. Freedom of judgment and performance : There is an impres-
sion that the technical personnel at the block, district or sub-divi-
sional level simply carry out the departmental programme without
much thinking. AmcMg officials the general opinion is that subordi-
nates are simply to early out instructions, and not to argue about
or disagree with them even if they are questionable.
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THE INSTITUTE

THE NATIONAL, INSTITUTE Or COMMUNITY DM/E»
iOntEtiT is the premier organisation for training, and

"research in socio- economic change its rural. India. It
is supported and financed by the Governmentafindla.o

Training. It imparts instruction to iknetitiOnerS
over a wide range of formal and Specific ar,eas'of applIV
cation. The general and specialised courses now
offered to officials 'as well as to non-officials arc: (I)
General Orientation Course; (2) Area Developinent
and Rural Growth Centres; (3) Land Systems and
Measures or Reform; (4) Research Methodolo,gy; (5)
Training Methods; (6) Changing Patterns. of District
Administration; (7) Tribal Welfare and Culture; (4)'
Local Government in Rural India for lAS Officers; (9)
Instruction on Panchayati Raj; (10) Public Relations
and Rural Radio Forums; (11) Audio-Visual Aids;
(12) Communication Media; (13) Agricultural' Finance
and Farm Manageme'nt; (14) brou)h.t-prone Areas Pro.
gramme; 415) Command Area Development Projects;
and (16) Communication for Diffusion of Innova-
tions in Rural Areas. Thejoual duration of the course
is fouf weeks.

In addition, the Institute organises other courses
also in related disciplines as may be needed. The
syllabi of these courses are revised from time to time in
order to update them inconsonance with the discovery
of hew facets of econontt growth and changes in, plan-
ping and development needs. Seminars, workshops,
and round-table conferences on topical issues related
to development arc also periodically organised.

Research. In the research pursuits of the Insti-
tute, emphasis is given, in the main, to analysis' of the
impact of development'programmes on thesocio.econo.
mic and political conditions in rural areas. The results
of research are utilised in enriching the content and
quality of the training programmes. They also provide
guidelines to policy-makers and administrators for
improving the ,existingprogranitnes and formulating

5.2 "Syllabi of the (1975) Training Fret:8mm
of Community. Development , yderabad° and
and Seminars . (at 'the) National, Institute

new 0110`. Some of the, research prograrames now being

conducted relate to t Lind. RefOrms in Theory and
Practiecfrom 1947 to 41976; Land. Consolidation in
India; Human, and Social Conseque ces Intens;ive

Agricultural DevelOPMent Prograntnit ;St dy of Autat
Leadership; Effective Area of Operatie y a Village-

level Weaker; Anthropological Study of Tension .

Tribal Areas'; Various Aspects of Papchayati Raj; Agri -

- cultural. Trade.unianismt Impact, of Developmental
Tileviiion through Satellites; Regional Planning, late.
grated Area Development and Rural Growtlf:Centres,

Consultancy. The Institute . offers consultancy
ervieeSto ;tate,governments as vell,as to national and
intonational Organisations. C'Onsullancit assignments
on which. the Faculty is now engaged ire ; ,Formula-
tion of Area Development Plah for ManiPnr and
Lansdo e (Uttar Pradesh) ;. Preparation,. of an : Inte-
grated,, ribal Development Plan for a Diktriet in
Orissa; Agro.economic Survey of Nagarjunasagar and
Pochatripad CoMmand ;. Areasl' Social .Change and
Paachayati Raj in Assam; Study of Politics in an,Indo
ian. Village, and Evaluation of ANM and other sehe:
mes of the Netherlands Foundation for Child Welfare
in India.

- .
Vacuity. The Deaseven Directors of the rank i

of' University Professors; 12 Joint and Deputy Directors
of the rank of Readers and time Research Officers of
the rank of Assistant Professors constitute the'Faculty.

publications. So far, the Institute has published
62 books, Most of:them contain the results of original
research. The disciplines` and subjects to IOW these
publications relate' are: ,Agrieultural Extension, 14;

,
Community Development, ,Wor)ters Engaged'in It and
Rural Leadership, 13; Panchayati Raj, 9:' gegional
Planning, 5; Health and Family Planning, 4; Cornrnu-'

tnication, 2; Caste and Tribes, 2; Rural Industry,' 1;

at the National. institute

075) Programme of Cottrses
-;.Conaturtity Deyelopment



Research Perspective, 2; BibliograPhiCs, 7;, and Others;3.
The Institute bringsout two iceitials,Beliavloural.

Sciences mtd ,Community Developnnt 0.41.1-YearlY)
mand Camuniti Development and Panehayott PalDigest (quartette). These contain reports on current

researdh articles and- abstracts on various aspects of ,Oral development;

Campus. The Institute is .12 km. away from the'city centre. The campus is spread over 41 hectaresof undulating picturesque landseape with seemingly
precariously balanced gencissic rock formations.. Ithas a welt- appointed hostel to accommodate 70 partici:.
pants and comfortable guest suites. It is well served byits own transport system in addition to that of the
State Road Transport Corporation.

Library. The Ipstitute has one of the best libra-
ries.in the country for literature' on Social Sciences and
allied subjects and subscribes to more than 300 perio.
dice's: A comprehensive up-to-date classified index ofarticles from periodicals is also maintained. As of
1974, the index consists of24,000 ileins; about 6,000

-items are added annually. Select Bibliographies haveu s

been made on the following subjects: (1) Agriculture
and Food Production in India; (2). Communication
Media and their Application in Developing Countries;
(3) Community Develop'ment in India; (4) Coopera;
tiveliousing; (5) Democracy and Democratic Decen-
tralisation; (6) Development of-Drought-prone Areas;
(7) Development with Social Justice; (8) District
Administration (9) Drought and FaminesCauses and
Policy; (10) GandhismRelevanee; (11) Green Revo-
lution; (12) Human Relations; (13) Land Reforms;,
(14) Land Systems and Measures of Reform; (15) Local
Government in Rural*India; (16) Local Government,
,Municipal' Administration and Panehayati Raj; (I7)

Modern Agriculture; (18) Planning and Organisation
for Development of Irrigation in Command Areas;
(19) Poverty and Income Distribution in Rural India;
(20) Regional Planning,-Aulal Growth Centres and
integrated Area Development; (21) Research Methodo-
logy in Behavioural Sciences; (22) Role of Youth; (23)
Social Tensions in. India; (24) Socio-economic Surveys;
(25) Status of Women; (26) Teaching Methods and
Techniques; (27) Tribal Development and Administra-
tion; (28) Tribal Welfare and Culture; (29) Weaker
Sections; (30) Women and Child Welfare; (31) Rural
Development and Special Programmes.
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PROPOSITION

The-liarticipants of the orientation courses are
'expected to be experienced practitionerS witti, intimate
knowledge of their respec ive aredof woilc and related-,
issues. However, it is po sible that 'they may not have
a complete and clear over iew of the process of socio-
economic-change, particularly of facets other than those.,
with which they are directly concerned. This can be
ascribed, in the main, to a lack of opPintunity of inter-
action with practitioners from other fields. From this
proposition it fellows that for such 'a group of trainees,
a course based on histories and narrations of progratri-
mes and problems has little to recommend itself. The .
proposition alio indicates twii further 'desiderata . forthe structure and contents of a purposeful orientation
course i firstly, that a course shouldProvide the parti-:
cipants with a deeper insight into the interrelations bet-
ween a wide range of issues relating to development;
secondly, that itlis so structured as to ensure maximum
interaction amongst participants.

In the orientation courses, of the NICD thesefea-
tures have now been deliberately incofporated. Ineach there is a fair representation of officials.
and non-officials from various fields, representing diffe-
rent levels of administrative or social vocations. Inthe course content, stress is now to- be laid on highligh-
tingOew dimensions of prcigrammes and policies rath-er than on repeating what is already known. In addl.. lion to talks on' selected, topics, discussion and syndi-.cite methods are extensively eniployed to promote
maximum partieipation and involvement of the trai-
nees, brother words, the chief objective of the orien-tation courses is to provide a framework in` whicheach participant can analyse his own experience andassess his role

COURSE THEME evisr0 CONTENTS
Community deveteprnent the ohvions choice asthe core theme around which the contents of each co-ursc are developed. However, in addition to this, itwould be desirable to emphasise one or more related

features ,or tom society so' 4s to provide a broad pets'.
pcctive ofthe development procesi. Each course, thus-

has 'a well - defined from which emanate a wide
range of related,disci Ones and fields of activity which
are more or less C011i,111011 for each course.

The contents of each course arc put together. from
amongst the' toPies givenin that following inventory.

mOne or oie topics front 'each of the nine: divisions -

feature in cyciy`botirse,. depending on their relevance
to,itt focus' or theniel.



I. Community Development

1.1 Experiments in rural development in India.
1.2 Community development programme in India :

Concepts, review of' progress.
1.3 Community. development programme' in other

countries.
1.4 . Community development in India : prospects.

2. Land Reforms and Agrarian Relations

2.1 Broad patterns of-land tenure systems in India.
2.2. Land reform legislations and their implement-

. ation in India.
2.1,1, Land reforms in developing countries.
2.4 Land reforms vis-a-vis agricultural productivity

and asocial justice.
2.5 -Social implications of agrarian relations.

r
3.- The Rural Economy : Structure, Problems' Mid

Pracesses

3.1 Povirty and income distribution.
3.2 Rural unemployment.
3.3 Rural institutions for agricultural development.

Credit and input-supply agencies, advisciry and
service agencies, farmers' associations, youth
clubs.

3.4 ,4..__Performance of agriculture : Production trends,
production possibilities, resource-use patterns.

3 5 pecial programmes for increasing production,
income arid employment: IADP, IAAP, Mut-'
tiple Cropping and HYV programmes, SFDA
and MFAL schemes, CSRE,DPAP.

4. Planning for Development
4.1 Planning in India: A h1istoiical perspective.
4.2 The Fifth Five-year Plan.
4.3 Multi-level planning in India.
4.4 ,Planning for integrated area development.
4.5 Units for area development planning and gro-

wth centres.
4.6 Planning and implementation: Role of adminis-

tration and local bodies.
4.7 Feasibility studies and project evaluation tech-

niques.

5. Development Administration
5.Y The philosophy of development administration.

5.2 Role of panchaiati raj bodies in. development
administration, 'relations between officials and
non-officials.

5.3 Inter-level coordination and cooperation.
5.4 Problems of personnel management in pancha-

yati raj.
5.5 Development performance: Criteria and dimen-

sions, relevance of modern management tech-
niques vis-a-vis rural development administra-
lion.

6. Socio-psychological Dimensions of Development
6.1 Factors in the development process: Motivation,

people's participation, self-reliance.
6.2 Personnel problems in development.

6.3 Group dynamics.
6.4 Impact of special programmes on values. and

. behaviour patterns.
6.5 Leadership in developmenhadministration..

7. Social Dimensions of Development
7.1 Social morphology of Indian villages. .

7.2 Impact of development and change in Indian
villages, achievements and imbalances due to
urbanisation, communication, special .prog-
ramMes such as improved...agyicultural tech-.
nology,,SFDA/MFAL/CSRE, family planning,
health and nutrition programmes, extension

education, universal suffrage, panchayati raj' and
political parties, and land reforms.

7.3 Local leadership and problems of development.
7.4 Rural-urban relations.
.7.5 Agrarian tensions.
7.6 Changes in the demographic characteristics of

the rural population as related to development
(with,special emphasis on reduced death rates
and increasing migration).

7.7 Diffusion of innovations in rural areas, impro,
ved agricultural practices, health, family plan-
ning and nutrition programmes, other innova-
tions.

8. Communication

8.1 Extension educatin : Principles, problems and

8.2 Researches on diffusion and adoption of inno-
vations.

. 8.3 Role of communication and extension in com-
munity development.

c Teaching method$ in extension ethication.
Organisation of communication.

8.4
8.5

9. Rural Welfare: Problems and Programmes
9.1
9.2
9.3 Education.

Health, nutrition; mother and child care.
Family planning.

METHODS

As the purpose of the orientation course is to ini-
tiate a process of reflection and discussion rather than
to impart knowledge in the conventional sense 'of the
term, equal importance is given to lectures, group and
panel discussions and syndicate sessions.
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The number of lectures in a course varies from 20
to 25, and an equal number of group and panel dis-
cussions and syndicate sessions are arranged. Apart
from these more formal methods, consultancy-tutorial
meeting; are also held regularly. A consultancy-tutorial
group comprising three to five participants meets daily
or every 'alternate day for an informal exchange of
notes; a member of the Institute's directing staff acts
as tutor resource person.

In addition to these, servicing and workshop

visits to areas of implementation are also arranged.

Time and interest permitting, individual assign.
ments are also given to the participants which are dis-
cussed in open sessions.

PARTICIPANTS
41%

Joint and deputy secretaries to state govern-
ments, collectors, chief executive officers, district
development officers and their equivalents, additio-
nal, joint and regional Heads of departments.

Members of State Legislatures, chairmen and
vice-chairmen of zilla parishads, senior university
lecturers in Social Sciences.

Nominees from foreign countries, particularly
developing countries.

°
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durusEs faNg 131-11illli112.1,0

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF COMMUNITY El:.'1111ENT
RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD-500001

Post Brix 164

TRAINING COURSES

1. Course On
Regional Planning, Growth en-
tro and Integrated Area Develop.-

ment (Venue: Lucknow)
(Seven Days)

2. Eighty-fourth
Orientation Course
(Focus on Agricultural Develop-
ment)
(One Month)

3. Fifth Course On
Tribal Welfare and Culture
(One Month)

4. Fourth Course for.
Officers of Command
lopment Projects
(Three Ifteeks)

Area Deve-
_____/

5. Seventh Course On
Area Developmait and Rural

Growth Centres
(One Month)

6. First Course On
Tribal Life and Culture for Forest

P Staff
(15 days)

Sixth Course On
Research Methodolog
(One Month)

Twenty-first Course On
Training Methods
(One Month)

9. Second Course On
Land Systems and Measures of
Reform
(One; Month)

10. Eighth Course On
Area Development and Rural
Grath Centres 231

13 -1 -1975 to
(Saturday)

29-1-1975 to,.

(*Wedsesday)

3-3-1975 to
(Monday)

3-3-1975
(Monday)

2-4-1975
(Wednesda

25-1-1975
(Saturday)

29- 1975
(Satur y)

to 22-3-1975
(Saturday)

to 1-5-1975
(Thursday)

22-4-1975 to
(Tuesday)

3 -5 -1975
(Saturday)

4-6-1975
(Wednesday)

7-7-1975
(Monday)

11-8-1975
(Monday)

6-5-1975
(Tuesday)

2-6-1975
(Monday)

to . 3-7-1975
(Thursday)

6-8-1975
(Wednesday)

10-9-1975
(Wednesday)



Orientation Cott se

(Focus on Panchay
(Otte Month)

12. First Course On
Communication for R
lopmcnt
(One Month)

13. Second Course On
Changing Patterns
Administration
(One Month)'

fr
ral Deve-

of District

1. Tribal Develokinent
(26th to 28th illarch, 1975)

The techniques of planning develop-
ment programmes for different tribal
groups which are at various levels of
economic development form an impor-
tant theme of the Seminar. The crite-
ria evolved for identifying these gro
and the strategies suitable for their de-.
velopment and the various reseah pro-
jects undertaken in the Fifth Five-year
Plan period for the purpoi of prepar-
ing sub-plans and identif3iing location
of specific 4evelopme,ntal .schemes are
included as important contents in the
theme of the Seminar for discussion.

2. Methodology of -Integrated Area =-
Development Planning '

(28th to 30th April, 1975)

The objective of the Seminar is to

bring together practitioners for an ex-
change of notes on the subject. The
discussion papers for the SemItiar will
be based on experience gathered during
formulation of area development plans.
The focus of the discussion will be on :

Suitable methodology for area de-
velopment planniqg;

Data availability and problems of
data collection;

Nature of recommendaiions a e;
and

Extent,. to which plan's ha
implendented.

liten
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12-9-1975 to-- 1.1-10-19,75'
(Friday) (Saturday) ,)

0

13-10-'1975.

(MondaY)
_Lo 12-11-1975

(Wednesday)

1 -12-1975 to 30-12-1975
(Tuesday)(Monday) 11

3. Panehayati Raj
(6th to 8th October, 1975).

In 1969, the National Institute of
Community Development held a nk-
tional seminar on panchaYati raj to

...
focus attention on some basic problems
of the system:\ Since thin there have
been' several significant, developments , .>
and quite a few basic issues of theoreti.

. cal as well as practical nature have
been raised. The Seminar seeks -to re-
view the developments relating to pan-

. chayati raj in vtarious, states and Union
territories and to evaluate the urfor- °
mance-orthe related instkutions with '
reference tq, financial, administrative
,aAd socio-political factors a ffectingtheir
functioning. On the basis of a com-
prehsnsiVerevicw, it would suggest Inca- .....
'Sures for fofm,triation of future policy. '
4, Mass CoMniunication for, Family,

Planning in Developing Countries
(17th to 22nd November, 1975)

1/4

The objective of t 11 'Seminar will be
to critically- .evaluat the communica-
tion strategies adapted in the family
planning programmes in developing
countries,-'to discuss the different pro-

- blems related to family:, planning com-
munication and to evolve the future
strategy of practice as well as of re-
search in family- planning communel-,
cation with specialreference to the pos.

' sibility of conducting co-ordinated re-
search projects on4regional basis. The
participants of the Seminar' would in-
clude top level national experts on fa-
mily planning communication, as well
as experts from 4c-veltypift-cokories '
an representatives of international
organisations engaged in practici and
research on family planning commuiii:
cation.

,6)



Social Education
1 f1

Greater Bombay

1011!

NIRAKSHARATA NIRMOOLAN

SAPTAH

1974 -75

SAMAJ SHIKSHAN MANDL%
Adarsha Nagar,

WOItLI, BOMBAY -, 245.

Phone 452864

..

(")

Do you know?
Your small donation can make Bombay India's
fully literate city.

ir Bombay is the first cib, in India, and we are proud
of itt Would it be a matter of great pride to us all
to make Bombaythe lust city in India to have a fully
literate population!,

Yes, it can be done and a SMALL anadtnt from you
will go n LONG way to halo a BIG cause!

It costs 'Rs. 250/- to run o'he Social Edbcation class.
It costs Rs. 15 (excluding certain expenses) to educate

one 11101-ate adult. One can collect or
donate individuklly Rs. 15 and thus help the Committee
to educate at lehr4 one illiterate adult. One can Viso
edt.cate one illiterate adult and help in the cause. It
is an earnest request of the Committee that all those
who happen to read this bootlet will undoubtedly
make thhir contribution towards the spread of Lite-
racy and Social Education in this city. Their contribu-
tion mar be either through voluntary services or by
regular donations to assist the activities of the Com,
mittge.

It is our target to wipe out illiteracy from Bombay
in the nearest future.Knowing, you are one who values
the importance of education and the welfare of oar
city, mire appealing to you for your valuable st.p-

v Frt.
Please, send yinir contribution to;

..; The Bombay City Social Education Committee,
Samaj Shikshan Mardis, Bombay-2S DD.

G. K. GAOKAR,
Social Education Officer and Secretary.

Telephones:" Office: 452864
Residence: 525361 - 445915
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6.1 G.K. GaSkar, "Socia Education in Greater Bombay, 1974-75," Worn,
Bombay, Bombay City Social Education Committeet, 1975, p. 1-74 passim
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What is Adult Social ) Education.1

Adult Education,in Its broad sense, is asold as the human society itself. For obtaining aitistoriO-sperepeetive of adult education, itshould be appreciated that while men were in-nocent of\tetters, they had established theircliaracter as learners and discovered the advan-
. tages and at least some of the basic techniquesof transmitting knowledge. Education in- thereal sense .preceded literacy and it is good toknow that even now it transcends literacy.Adult education has deep roots in the history ofhuman civilization...It is obvious that the needand usefulness of adult education in fits vagu.1but ,comprehensive sense have :been recognisedin all societies in the'world.. The IndustrialRevogution, which came over Europe in the 18thCentury, brought in great rapidity of changeThe changed- living conditions of labour andgeneral consequences ofindustriallzation provi-ded the impetds for the- work and programmesof adult education. We have excellent exam-
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pies of Adult Education in Denmark through
their famous Folk High schools inspired by
the great leader Gruntvig. Along with the
spread of industrial revolution, the open
thought and influence reached Afii rind Afri-
can countries. The great achiever is in Adult

. Education in China and the U.S. .R. might
also be attributed to western Influence, althou-
gh Soviet Russia's' own achievements in literacy,
have been phenomenal. In many respects, diffe-
rent countries naturally displayed different ch
racter and history in their p,dirlt education mo-
vements.

It is now universally accepted that life-long
education as the key to modern education.
Education does not end with schooling but it is
a life-long process. The adult today has the need
of an understanding of the rapidly changing
world and the growing complexities of society.

Adult education, as it is generally under
stood now-a-days, was born of the needs crew-

' ed by industrialization. At the same time, othe.
?.tors like struggles for national indepen-

.,
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deuce and for siult (iral autonomy, the great re-
ligious, political a d tiltd3 unionists movements
and tho secular idea etc. have all played a con=
sidentble part in the development of adult edu-
cation-. The movements, which began towards
the end'of eighteenth century and during the
nineteenth century in Europe and in the United
States, sprd'ad in the twetieth century to coun-
tries which were in the process of becoming
industrialized; when then, countries were libera-
ted;.the efforts in the field of adult education
attained their full atrension.

In the Twentieth Century", as a result of
rapid changes coming over all the walks of
human life, the following factors contributed to
the growth of Adult Eddu n:-

a) Increase of scientific knowledge and its
application;

b) Increase in the leisure time of men in the
middle and working classes;

c) A greater fusion of rising standard of
living among the populaition;

d) Development of technology, which by the' changes it brings about, makes adult edu-
r,-1 cation a necessity in life;

. e)/ 'Development of the mass media of corn-
' ' munication.

Since 1945, after theUNESCO came into gxis
tence, development of adult education became
one of Unesco's specific responsibilities.

Three International Conferences on Adult
Education have been organised at Elsinore in
1949, at Montreal in 1960 and at Tokyo in 1972.
respectively. These conferences have proved to
he the landmarks in theevolution of ideas con-
cerning aims and application. of adult educa-
tion. The Elsinore. Conference-expiessed the idea
that adult edlication should cease to be a margi-
nal enterprise serving the, personal interests
of relatively few people: Adult mitigation was
said to have the task ofsatisfying the needs and
aspirations of adults in all their diversity.

The Montreal Conference discussed the
;theme of "Adult Education in a changing



world." It became obvious that 1.11e would
Henceforth imply adapting uneasingly to a
rapidly developing phyuical and social context.

Is

In India, "as early as 1049, a decision' was
aken to designate 'adult education' as 'social
education' because the latter term signified
more -approprieUaly the broadened concept of
adult education which included civic educa
tion, cultural and recreational actkyities, lite-
racy work, library development, development
of folk arts etc. Social education, thus, became
a .comprehensive programme of community up-
lift, through community action. It was, there-
fore, closely integrated with the programme of
community development blocks and extension
services. The programmes of social education
included Community Centres, Youth Clubs,
women's organisations. Adult Literacy classes,
farmers' groups, recreation centres, literacy,,
training etc. The' conceptual frame work of
adult education came to reflect two major can-
cerns:*(1) The magnitude of illiteracy among

adult population, and (2 its effects on the
nation's social and economic development."
(Adult Education and National Development -
Direorate of Adult Education, Ministry of
Education and Social Education, Govern-
ment of India-page 2). of relatively few peo-
ple. Adult education was said to have the
Lai* of satisfying the needs and aspirations
of adults in all their diversity.

The Montreal Conference discussed\ the
theme or"Adult Education in' a changing
world." It became obvious that life would hen-
teforth imply adapting uneasingly to a rapid-
ly developing physical and social context.

The Tokyo Conference placed adut educe
(ion in a, context of- life-long education
and cultural development, which are insepara-
ble. Adult education aims to educate free in-
dividuals in a urging society. Regeneration
of education ras suggested with aim of tat-
ing circumstances for adults in wnicli hey
could find answers to their problems in the
context of. their -lives, by choosing 'among , a

J
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range of educational activitita, whose objecti-
ves and contents they themselves had helped
to define.

Some definitions of Adult Education.

(1) A. C. Condoroct 'defined public educa-
tion in 1702 in the following words:

"To prAde all the members of the human
race with the means of meeting their own
needs, seeing to their pwn well-being, know-
ing and exercising their rights and understan-
ding and doing their duty; to afford each
one, the opportunity of improving his skills,
fitting himself fcr the social tasks hp-may be
called upon to perform and developing all his
national talents and thereby to establish prac-
tical equality among citizens and to make the
political equality: This must be primary aim
of a national education system; and as such, it
is but right that the public authorities sho
uld provide it."

(2) C. D. Ledge writes: "We iiterpret.
adult education to mean' simplk the education

of adults, i.e. all the educational experiences
of an adult and all the educational influences
which bear on him. Our definition, therefore,
includes formal classes in any subject, infor-
mal adult education work in clubs and associa-
tions and the direct or indirect effects of the
mass media; it includesdliberal adult education,
technical education, craft education etc. in the
more dovelopel countries and community de-
velopment, literacy and health education etc.
in the less developed areas."

(3) 3 he Education Commission of India (1964-66)
states:-

"'De function of adult education (ri ciede-
niocr*y is to provide every adult citizen
with an opportunity for education of the typz,
which he wishes and which he should have
for his personal enrichment, professional ad-
vancement and effective participation in social
and political life." ... In normal conditions,
programmes of adult education presume univer-

. sal literacy. In Indian context 70% of:Alie peo-
ple are unable to 'read and write and naturally



liquidation of illiteracy becomes/a (flatter of
immediate national concern

The scope of adult education is as wide as
life itself. Its requirements are somewhat
different from those of normal schoOl system."

(4) A. A. Liveright and N. Hay Good
writes:

"Adult education is a process whereby
persons who no longed attend school on a re-
gular and full-time basis (unless full-time
programmes are especially designed Or adults)
undertake sequential and organised activities
With the conscious intention of bringing about
changes in information, knowledge, understan-
ding or skills, appreciation and attitudes; or
for the purpose of identifying and solving
personal or community problems. Defined in
this way, adult education would include lite-
racy and fundamental education; vocational

. or job training; education about health, con-
sumer or family problems as well as education
about physical and personal development; lite-
raturd, art, drama and other cultural pro-

sr/triunes; community development, social
education and community organization, poli-
tics) and civic education, religious or econo-
mic education; and a vast variety of other
educational programmes designed primarily for
adu

(5) J. Duma4dier writes:
"Sociologically adult education may, lya

defined as action for the cultural develop-
ment of society or componeni, groups, consci-
ously directed towards the development of the
economy, of the society and of the human per-
sonality, by means ofa system of continuous
or recurrent learning which brings the cul-
ture of a member of society into contact
with those kinds of culture and cultural leveli
which are most capabld of encouraging such
development."

(6) Father of th'e Indian Nation late
Mahatma Gandhi said, "Adult (Social). Educa-
tion of my concep ion must 'mat/0: men and
women better cit' ns allround.
include f: the e,duc on of every stage-ot life.'
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(7) Der: Radha Krishnan, Ex- President of
la, IsaleFI "Our problem/Is to make our

ociety something of which the lowest mem-
ber can fee
of our socie

Education."

proud. it is the reconstruction
. That is the Gospel of Social

(8) Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the late
Prime Minister of India. said, "Social educa-
tion, in its wider sense, is perhaps more
necessary than any kind of eduCation. But
this will be so, if the terms are not
preted in a narrow way."

Objectives of Adult Education
the, Education Commission of India

(1964-66) has put it, "One of the irajor
plans in the 'strategy of a society which is
determined to achieve economic development,
social transformation pad effective social
security should be to educate its citizens to
participate in its developmental programmes
willingly, intelligently and efficiently. Thin
is particularly urgent in a society in which

masses of people have missed schooling and
in which the -education given has been irrele-
vant to. the developmental needs. The farrnbr
who tills the soil or the worker who turns
the machine must understand the nature of
the soil and the machine and acquire some
acquaintance with the scientific proCesses in-
volved in production in order to adopt new
practices and improve upon them." Adult
education has an important objective of tra-
ining people in better skills and creating in
them an understanding and knowledge of the
technological progress. which Science is ma-
king clay by day. The following are some ofthe main objectives of adult education:

,

(1) To evolve a system of social changes and'... devegeennent, which will be in harmoity
with the genius of the people and, solve
froblems of mass education in a practical
way within short time as possible.

(2). To enable the illiterates to acquire notthe superficial literacy which implies.



...7...,,,
often without warrrant, a capacity to react
the printed page, but the far more capa-

6: city of ,using he9.rt and intelligence for
"'some construction purpose.

(3) To give grenter concretness and reality
to the knowledge acquired by the neoli-
terates in some significant craft, trade or
occupation on the basis of education.

(4) Produce workers who will look upon
all kinds of useful work including man-

:* nual labour, even scavenging as.bonou-
rable and who will both be able and
willing to stand on th el own feet.

(5) Give the citizens a keen sense of personal
worth, dignity and efficiency and streng-Ithen them the desire for self impfovo-
ment d social - service in a co-operative
community.

.(6), To enable the people to carry the outlook
and attitude acquired in their community,
environment, into wisr world outside. A.

Every adult is Entitled, to demand ,an op-

4
portunity to be acquainted with the new
knowledge, the changes which affect economic
conditions, political behaviour, national than
'pa and the scientific advancement in the
.world .so that the adult is able to play his or
her role in the society of which he or she is
a member, This lies at the root of the concept
of adult education. While followinig an, occu-
pation in life, the adult should have an oppor-
tunity to acquire skills and ii.nowledge which
will enable him to improve profesioionalcora-
petence. This knowledge should also train him
to make adjustments with the rapid changes
going on around a person and also enable him
to adjust with the environment.

The Tokyo Conference mentioned the fol-
lowing four objectives of adult education: -

(a) Adult Education is an instrument for
promoting awareness, an instrument for chan-
ge and socialization; by daily social practice,
it aims to create an educated society consci-
ous of the values of a sense of community, it
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mobilizes energies; all Individuals can and
should be able to teach themselves and them-
selves be teachers;

(b) It is an instrument for preparing the
individual for productive activity and for par-
ticipation in management;

(c) It is an instrument whereby the whole
man at work and man at play, man in his civic
and family roles, can achieve fulfilment; it
helps to develop his physical; morn and intel-
lectual qualities;

(d) It is an intrrument with which to
combat economic and cultural alienation and
prepare the way for the emergence of a libera-
ting, genuine national culture.

Adult ,education, when placed in a context
f life-long education and cultural develop-

pent,. which are inseparable, aims to educate
tree individuals in a changing society.

World situation in regard to Literacy and Adult
Education

The literacy percentage in the world, par-

ticularly that in Asia, Africa and Latin Arne--
rica is alarming.. One third of the world's adult

. populatisn is founEl,to be illiterate.. Though
massive campaigns against adult illiteracy
were,launched and encouraging results.. were
achieved. tremendous growth of population has
caused corresponding increase ill the total num-
ber of adylt illiterates in the rgorld. The follo-
wing stat ent will show how total number
of illiferat adults has increased since 1950 t
1970 thou the total percentage of illiterate
has decrea ed:-

6

rYearWo ld's Literate Illiterate Percentag
.1 :i

Adult Adults Adults of Tot
Population . (Mil- (Mil-",, ilitera
(million) lion) lion) tes.

1950 1579 879 700 44.3
1960 , 1869 1134 735 39.3
1970 2287 . ,1504 34.2

From the above statement it _appears th
effects of the population explosion are gaini
up,perhand .overt literacy efforts. All'''.the mat



areas of illiteracy are situated in the coentriesof Asia, Africa and Latin America; wherepercentage of school going children' is the' lowest and also the level of development j.s. thelowest. The following table will show' howilliteracy percentage is comparatively higher inAsia, Africa and Latin America.
Adult Literacy in the world around 1960-70Major Regions Adult Literate Illiterate mite-population adults adults

1 2

racy
.percen-.

tage

3 4World. TotC-- 2287000 1504000 783000 34,2Africa 194000 51100 0.43000 73.7North America 161000 158000 2500 1.5Latin America 163000 125000 38600 23.6Aaia
1237000 658000 579000 46.8E119i1P 521000- 502000 18700 3.6Ocean' 13000 11800 1400'10.3(Arab States)' '(68300) (18400) (49900) 73.0

lt will be seen from the above statementthat put of tip total 783 million illiterate adultsin the world, as many as 579 million illiterateadults are found in Asia alone. That is whyAsia is called the biggest storehouse of illite-rates in the world.
' The situation in regard to teracy in In-dia is also equally disappoint' The presentliteracy percentage in India is 29.35,pccordingto the census of 1971. This,,, slims* definiteadvance over the literacy

percentages of 1951and 1961 which were 16 and 24 respectively.However, the total number of illiterates in In-dia has increased instead of diminishing.The total number of illiterate persons of allages was 280 million (28 crores) in 1951which advanced to 330Million (33 crores) in1961 and the same has advanced to 360 mil-lion (36 crorea) in 1971. The prOgrammes ofadult literacy, all .over the world, have frustra-ted.
With the end of the second world war and theaccession of many countries to independence,
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there was a waive of campaigns and crusade*against illiteracy in Europe, Latin America,Asia and Africa. Through these campaigns,widespread literacy and literacy of the masseswere emphasized for economic
developmentand social change. But a, number of thesecampaigns, after a promising start, wereshort lived, because the size of the problem tobe tackled was out of all proportions to themeans and resources devoted to it. Due to lackof adequate

preparation, organisation and re-Ilources, these campaigns produced only limi-ted results or turned out to be failures. Thesame thing happened to the general adult edu-caption programines. This happened becausethe programmes of adult literacy and adultducation were not linked with the programmesf 'economic and cultural
development.

Country

Denmark
Sweden

Britain
U.S.S.R.
'(Russia)
Canada
Japan
United States
of .America

Belgium
France
Cuba

World Literacy Figures

Percen- Country
taae

100 India
100 aki,stan \\.
99 onesia
99 Phillipines

98.5 Afghanistan
98.0 Portugal
97.8 Africa

Egypt (Arab
Republic)

7.8 Lybyan (Arab
Republic)

9 6.7 Mali
9 6.4 Mauritius
7 7.9 Morocco

Percentag

29.3

18.9

12.8

71.9

10.

42.91
'8.

19.

31.1
2.1

61.113.CzekosloVakia 9
Poland 9
Newzealand 9
Australia 9

5.0 Nigeria
5.3 -South Africa
5 Uganda
5 Zambia

4

a

11) t.

31;
35.
41,



Italy
Spain, " ,

Iran
Equador
Ceylon
86.7A1

Thailand
Mexico
Turkey
Jordon
Bulgaria
Burma
China
Bolvia
Sudan
Nepal
Sikkim
Syrian Arab

ietnam
epublic

.,

90.7 Costa Rica
82.4 Jamaica
22.8 Puerto Rico
67.5 Argentina
75.1 Chile
60.7 Columbia
67.7 Peru
65.4 Venezuela
46.0 Cyprus
32.4 ITa qu e

90.2 Israel,
I 57.7 Korea

79.2 Kuwait
32.1 Malasia
12.0 Mongolia
8.8 Yemen
15.9 Greece

Hungary
29.5 Romania
74.5 Yugoslavia

84.3
77.0
80.6
.91.4
83.6
72.9
40.6
43.3
75.9
14.5
84.2
70.6' 052.6
32.3,
95.4
31.0
80.4
97.4,
88.6
76.5

Literacy, Figures in India
St

%
State Literacy Literacy Literacy00

percentage among among
Total males females

India
vreater.11Rnib
Chandigarh
Kerala

ay
29.35
64.03

61.24

60.16
Delhi 56.55
Goa-Diu-Daman 44.53
Andaman
Nikobar
Pondicherry', 43.36
Luccadiv, Mini:oy
and Amindivi 43.44
Tamil Nadu 39.39
Maharashtra 39 . 06
Gujarat 35 . 70

jab 33.39
W :-.: t Ben I , 33'05
M ip 32 . 80

It so 31.47
I 4 Pradesh 31.32

h.. li a v 30.87

39.$9 18.47

1.25. 54.00

54.17
66.5 53.90
63.87 47.64
54.45 34.4

43.48 51.54 30.9
54.56 32.

4.

56.26 30.3
51.68, 26.8
51.28 25.9
46:10 24.5!

40.6 25.7
42.841 22.
46.16 19.
41.78 20.7
42.30 20.

40.56 30.

.-

4232«.

State Literacy
perc;mtage

4 Total.

Literacy
among
males

Literacy
among
feMales

AssA 28.74 37.82 18,68
Meghalaya 28.41 32.92 =23.68
Nagaland 27.33 34.42 19.21
(Haryana

. 26.69 37.20 14.6$
:OrTisma' 26.12 38.d5 13.75
Andhra .Pradesh 24.56 33.26 15.65
Madhya Pradesh 22.03 32.58 10.82
Uttar Pradesh 21.64 37.74 10.20
Bihar 19.97 30.65 8479Rajasthan 18.79 28.42 8.26
Jammu & Kashmir 18.30 26.41 9.10
Dadra & Nagar

14.86Haveli 22.00 . 7 . 77)
North Frontier 9.34 14.60 3.54
Agency
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In Greater-Bombay, 64.03% pouglation is
literate; and, out ,of these nearly 6,50,000
adult men and women are illiterate. Looking
at the statements pertaining to Literacy percen-
ages in different States one could imagine
how great is the task of eradicating illiteracy
in our country in the nearest future. Even in
the premier city of India - Bombay - a large
number of people are yet to be educated.
This is a great blot on the fair name of thibs?,
city, which takes pride in calling itself the
Urbs Prima. In order to make Bombay the
first fullegy literate city in India, we must all
join h ids and attack the 'problem of illiteracy
on a war-footing. All educated people, stu-
dents, teachers; social workers and all others
must join hands to remove the demon of illi-
teracy from Bombay once for all.

Handicaps suffered by an illiterate Person

,1. An illiterate person cannot sign his or her
own name but gives his or her thumb impres-
sion on any written document without reading

.4

A



It. Thus he or she can be easily cheated by
any one.
2. An illiterate has to depend on others'
for reading and writing his or her letters con-

. taining very important and secret information
8.* As a voter, he or she cannot exercise the
voting right independently and wisely.

4. As a worker in a factory or in the field, the
illiterate is a loser himself and he cannot help
in efficient production due to .his illiteracy
and ignorance.
5. Due to lack of foresight and prudence; the
illiterate falls into bad ways of life and ruins
himself and his family.
6*. An illiterate woman cannot be a good
tier or a good house wife.
'1. An illiterate person has to face a numbe
A difficulties in his or her daily life, e.g. get-
ting into a bus and tfiln, getting down at the
,correct station, 'writing his or her applications,
sending money orders and passing of prondsory
notes etc .

mo-
t

8. HE. or she may be cheated by others in
everyday dealings.
9. An illiterate loses all the joys and plea-
sures derived from reading books and newspa-
pers to his or her own taste and 'satisfaction.

Adult Education Programmes

The Education Commission of India has de-
fined the programme of Adult Education in the

. following words :
"An effective programme cif Adult Educa-

tion, in the Indian context, should envisage the
following

a) Liquidation of illiteracy;
b) Continuing education;
c) Correspondence, courses;
d) Libraries;
e) ,R?le of . Universities do Adult Education;

and
f) Organisation and administration of

Adult Education."
;Liquidation of illiteracy s The price

4.

'0

which an individual as well ,as the nation Paysfor illiteracy is high, although ono grows ac"
customcd with the persistent malady and te-
canes insensitive to the harm it does. The dr.
cumstances of modern life condemn the. Mite.rate to live an Inferior existence. He haslittle prospects, of, a reasonable hicome.He remains isolated f r om the sophisticated social process such as democratic govern-ment and commercial marketing. The uneduca-
ted is not in reality a free. citizen. Illiteracy asa mass phenomenon blocks economic and social
progress, affects economic productivity, popula-tion control, national integration and security
and improvemerit in health and sanitation.,

The third International Corference on Adult
Education held at Tokyo in 1972 also empha-sised the need of giving 'an upper place to Adult.Literacy programme. "There is a dose con-
nection between the social and economic refor-mation of the society and the level of
racy.' Literacy must be understood to be an

element of nation-building. Literacy gives tothe adults the necessary communication skillsfor acquiring such knowledge and trainingthat would enable them to increase their pro-ductivity and to participate more effectively indetision making at all levels.
The Education Commission of India recom-mended two approaches to combat mass illite-racy - (a) The mass approach and (b) theselective approach. As the Education Com-mission explains, the essence of the (a) massapproach lies in a determined mobilization ofall available educated men and women in thecountry to constitute a force for combattingilliteracy and an effective organization and uti-lization of this force bra: well-planned. LiteracyCampaign.' This approach is unorthodox andhas been tried in many parts of the world,particularly in Maharashtra in the form of aGram Shikahan Mohirn and in Greater Bom-bay in the form of a-Crash Programme. ,'(b) The selective approach is tied down byits inherent limitations and is by its very nature
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as a overall eel Um, The selective, approaa is
specially suited t groups which can be easily
identified, contro and motivated for intensiY
literacy work. Th specific needs of these
groups can be aster ained and purposeful lite-
racy 'programmes pre ared to meet them. It is
easier to handle these oups and investment onliteracy for them can yi comparatively quick .and gainful results. A fur, er advantage ofthe selective approach is tinhe Literacy pro.&mines can include training which will advancethe occupational and vocational interests. Suchliteracy approach is different from the traditio-nal literacy approach, which is only Concernedwith the attainment of rudimentary literacyskills of reading, writing and Arithmetic. it isa functional literacy approach. The traditionalliteracy is chiefly, remedial and to some extentit makes up the deficiency of the formai school-ing. It /relies upon the mass *approach andattempts to make as large a population, ofrate adults literate in the shortest.., possible

'time, with the Help of voluntary: workers, ?
. .4

dents and teachers in a community. The objec-
tive of the traditional, literacy is primarily so-
cial,: cultural and political rather than technit
cal, emotional and developmental. ,

, Literacy to be of some use as a strategic.
, factor in national integration and economic

development,' is something more than the mere
skills of reading, writing and being alAe to do
some simple arithmetical operations. This is
called functional literacy according to the, newconcept of literacy. It is literacy that works.Itunctional Literacy includes an intelledualdimention that has been labelled "The conceptual skills." Conceptual skills are related to' reasoning' and power. The farmer or the,wor-Rer needs to think. ponceptually and to be ableto make generalizations about his experience..0ne of the most significant goals of functionalliteracy is to introduce new values ' conduciveto development: The approach to functional

trlliteracy does not just consider the illi ate inisolation, but' the individual starting th Thedotal illiterate man in a developing situation.

"It aims at training man as an active agent for
Ms eavi onment. This tratining vfxait*malin charae agricuitu-al or industrial train.ing as the e may be. : 'this 4forPolaelY whythe new a roach is also called Work-oriented
49:fictional teraoy-

Adult Literacy is now considered by manyas a pre-requisite without which many forms
of capital and technical investment loSe .their
impact.. The World (oMferonce of Educationl
Ministers, op eradication of illiteracy, organiz
ed by Unesco at Teheran in. 1965 concluded'
that rather+ than an end in itzelf literacy

,shoulil be regurded as a way °t.flPreParing
1r,1for a social, civic and economic role that gots

far beyond the limits of rudimentary literacy
training. consisting .merely in the. teaching of
reading and writing. 'The"process of learning to
read and write should be made an opportunity
for acquiring information that, can-be inim4dia-
tely used to improve living, standards. Reading
and writing should not only lead to eleinentary,

knowledge but 'to training for work; increased
,productivity, a gmater participation in civic
life,,a better understandirig of the surrnundiing
world' and shoUld, ultitaately, open the way. to
basic human culture.

Such Literacy programmes will have three
stages as follows

'1'1- 1) The initial stage consisting of ascquain-
ting the adult learners with treading, writing
and arithmetic and some general knowledge
relating ,to civic and national problems in which
the entir society is involved and to the profes;.
ohm in 'which the learner' is engaged.

2) The second stage should deepen the
knowledge and skills gained in the initial stage
and train the adult in using literacy gained for'
solving :personai..problems and enriching per:
serial life, " '.

3) 'The third -stage should lead the adult
to one 'of the programmes of continuing aim
tion. `"'

a country 'like india,- one is tempted t(
Vote for a massive attack on illiteracy on a war

re. M
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rpoting. However, one Cannot recoMmend
4PpreaCh to fight mass illiteracy in the eountrY.
,considering the results, gained .so far in sporadic
'attempts to wipe out illiteracy. In the Winn
10n,text.,,both the selective approach and the mass
approach need to be cosnidereds Though the per-
centage of literacy in is slowly increasing,
the absolute figures' of total illiterates are also on
ilut Increase. This is mainly due to the treMen,,
400 srowth of population. According to 'census
011961, India had a population of over 439 million
of which about 24% could read and write as
,against nearly 16% in 1951 and 12% in 1941 Our-
,ing the last. 10 years, the population has -risen
with a leap of 21.6% whereas the rate of literacy
ha4 gone up by only 7.1%. The total number, of
Alliterates the country was estimiated to be
about 280 million in 1951, which grew to 332 mil-
lion in 1961. The present literacy has risen from
24% in 1961 to 29.35% by the end of the third
Oive .Year Plan period, whereas population has
Increased from 439 to 492 million. By 1971, i.e. at
OW end of the Fourth Five Year Plan, the po.
DPitAlon bus increased :corn 492 million to pe

IIand the 'total number of illiterates toy

about 360.6 million. At present 180 million,
adults in the age group iof 15 and'44 are estimati
ed to be illiterate. `

The principal strategy adopted, so far, for the
removal of illiteracy in the country, was excluil
sive ,emphasis on the programme of compulsory)
primary education for all the children till
reached the age of 14 years. However, it has no

'been possible to implement this programm
effectively. Hence it is urgently necessary. t
,launch a massive unorthodox rational program
ine for eradicating a(ult illiteracy in the cowl;
try. "'Along with this\ massive' programme,

,.',Vrell-planned follow-up education for the neoltt
terates Must also be taken' up. Secondly. thi

',adult literacy programme through the selectist
approach must also be started. As a matter 01
fact,- both the programmes of Mass Approasi
and the ,Selective, Approach must go hand
nand as, recommended by the Education Com
mission of India.

An educated and well informed. citizen is, i
`asset to his country. On the other hand, an it
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Watt and ignorant paSon is a curse tb The ao
1ety. iTo democracy can be fully fatccessfut uhr
less all its citizens, are literate, and socially edu-
bated, Through SOcial Education, 'people can learn'
betterMys of living. SoCial'Education enables
theinVto be clean and hygienic, -healthy and
(trong, efficient and economic, A 4tterate and so.
:lolly educated man is more successful; in hiss
stork either in, factOrY or in the field. His
ags with his frfends, and fellownien are fair and
decent, Re is more-suCcessful, andjiappy in, his
amily life than an illiterate and Ignorant man,

Continuing Education Programmes. /
1;Adult Education, has unending function fn

he national systena of education.-In conditions of
sapid change and advancing knowledge, man
quit continue to learn in order to live a full life.'
..earning is the way of civilized life. Of all the
orces'for change in society, Science has made the
ireitest impact and education has therefore, to
respond morb swiftly to signals from this field.
Education shofild combine, practice and theory
work with learning. "Role of education and act).
!cities related to civic and extra-professional life

61 the.' Individual are playing a,.prominenttPart
Many nattebal programmes of adult edutcation.
*(Tokyo Conference).. Adult Education must b
'designed to serve a great variety of purposes an
.different groups which vary not only accOrclint,
to.their educational attainments but according t
'their occupational interests, cultural aspirationk,

nd sectors .of the community, in particular ink:
terates, women, handicapped persons, refugees',

,'the unemployed immigrants etc.," with a yield,:
to itkprove their living conditions... , The educal
tiOnal process should. start from the needs inhet
rent in peoples' circumstances and their indiv'
:flual aspirations; it should be integrated with th
`activities of daily life .and lead on inevitably,
'other forms of educational activity so as to avei
thsr pOssibility of relapSe into ignorance. Thil,
'presupposes a well-knit structure comprising afti
`introductory stage .(which may' be preliteraci
find literacy training or atelrnatively a bascii
general 'education); and more adNance stages i,
the development of various potentialities an
'aptitude and also refresher courses as vocation
'tetraining courses.



. grsumne of
1. Literacy classes.
2.. Post-literacy

"classes.
Follow-up
(Library Service
Study classes,

'.4Community groups)
4; Continuing .

Education
; for higher
u' ladders of

. formal
education.; . .
courses.

5, Community Centres
6. Use of mass media

Extra-curricular
. programmes for

health, hygiene
,etc.

Caltural Education.

Adult Education
Continuing Education
1. General Education

courses
2 . Craft training courses
3. Home-crafts, Home

Science etc. for
women.

4. Vocational Training
courses for workers.

5. Farmers' and work-
ers' functional Me-
racy programmes
(and other occupo.-
tional groups) -

. 6. Correspondence -.1.
courses.

7. Courses for social
and cultural enrich-
ment.

8. Need-based (Poly-
valent) Adult Edu-
cation courses.

-9. Special programmes
for special age gro-
ups. Non - formal
education.

10. Ad-hoc .courses for
self-employed people.

Adult Education Movement hi India
Adult Education in one form or anaher has

,,been in existence in India since times immemo-
...dal, but its recognition as an organised education-
ial activity is fairly recent. Adult Education was
accepted as a definite responsibility of the Gov-
ernment during the period from 1947 onwards.

''''Before this, mass ptiteracy campaigns were orga-,
nised, particularly since 1939 when provincial

. .autonomy came into being.' The sporadic cam-
lipaigns were initiated by the Universities, volun-
tary Organizationslike the Social Service League
and local social workers. Actually the campaign
pf Adult Liertacy and Adult Social Education-
tool t organised forms during the first five year
plan period, when over 55 lakhs of illiterate adults

Airere enrolled in the Adult literacy classes, run
'..by the community development departments in
various developMental blocks in the country.

Adult Education in Bombay

Adult Education through the Government of
...Bombay began in 1937, when a Committee was

. .

It.4"

oapPointed to work out a detailed scheme. During
'. "" the period 1937-38, 211 Adult Literacy classes'

were organised in Bombay, On 4th April 1939, a
iLlarge-scale literacy campaign was started by the
:/:',,Adult Education Committee nominated by the
::,Provincial Board of Adult Education and Social

Service League under the Presidentship of late
Shri B. G. Kher, the then PrimeMinister of Born-
bay. On 1st May 1939. over 596 literacy classes

t'were started under the auspices of this Committee
Et Later, the Governrhent eppointed an indepen-
Ident Committee called the Bombay City Adult

1-111Education Committee on 18th July 1939, with a
rwiew to organise literacy movement in Bombay
Way on a permanent basis and Shri B. G.- Kher
1?,(continued to hold his office as the President...
czt t Besides late Shri B. Q. Kher, the Committee
C had the privilege of having late Shri Mangaldas
:"-cPakwasa, Ex-Governor of Madhya Pradesh, Shri
Gulzarilal Nanda, Ex-Union Home Minister, late

Champaklal G. Modi, Ex-Judge, Small
r;nCauses Court, Shri S. L. Silam, Lt. Governor of
i,-Pondicherry, Smt. Sulochana Modi, gx-Mayor of

Bombay as its Presidents in the past. At present,
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-Barrister M. G. Mane is the President of the
Committee.

This Committee has been steadily going
ahead with its programmes of Literacy and Social
Education among the illiterate masses of Born-

. ))37. for the last 35 years; and has, till now, suc-
ceeded in educating 6,34,650 adult men and
women.

During the last 35 years, the Committee had
enrolled in its Literacy and Social Education

: classes 1367772 adults, out of whom 634650 adu-
lts including women have passed the test. In addi.-

- tion, 362150 adults, 283025 men and 78225 women
. attended the post-literacy clasF.es, of whom 171600
passed the Post-Literacy test. There were many
more numbering in thousands, who received in-

viormal education through educational cinema
shows, cultural programmes, cleanliness cam-
paigns, exhibitions and similar other extra-curri-
4ilar activities organised by the Committee from

1 time to time. During these 35 years, the Corn-
-mittee has spent Rs. 103,09416 over the move-
Snent of Social Education.



Pioneering work of the Committee:

'' The Committee has done a pioneering, work
in the field of Literacy and Social Education
movement in the country, and has been recognis-
ed by the UNESCO as one of its three associate
projects in India.

Our Committee operates its ' programmes,
predominently, in an urban environment thit
pattern of its work has been well appreciatedl
not only in India but also by the experts ln th
field of Adult Education in. the countries abroad.
While appreciating Committee's Annual---Report
for the year. 1966-67, the Acting Director of the
Department of Adult Education, UNESCO, Paris,
writes, "The Bombay City Social Education Com-
mittee, with its pioneering services, spread over
twenty eight years, has shown strikingly ho'
Literacy and Adult Education can be employed'
as investment for change and development. The
award of honourable mention to Bombay City

(Social Educations Committee for its sustained,
efforts and decisive contribution to literacy teach -'
ing, on behalf of 5,22,000 adults and for its social

. ,i;

and cultural activity among those who have re-
cently learned to read, is an international recog-
nition of the significant response and results
which have attended your Committee's initia-
tiVes.'''

A number of workers in the field of Adult
Education in the country, pay visits to Bombay

Unesco
the activities of the Committee.

Unesco experts from different parts of the world
also come to Bombay, every year, and study the..

.w,ork of the Committee.
A golden page has been added to the history

.of the Committee during the year 1969-70
as a result of recognition given by the Unesco
to the Committee's meritorious services in the
field, of Adult Education. During that year, the
committee got international reputation for its
outstanding merit and success in the fight against
illiteracy. The UNESCO has instituted inter-
national prize in the name of Mohamed Reza
Pahelvi, the Shahenshah of Iran, in 1967.
Government of India had reFommended the name
of our committee for this prize; The Interna-
tional Jury consisting of Ier Highness, Princess

:944. Ashraf Pahelvi, Mr. Rodolf Baron Castro, His
Excellency Ato Work Abtewold, recommendeic

'x to award honourable mention to the Bombay'
y City Social Education Committee.

1. ActivitieS of the
Bombay City Social Education Committee

1 The Committee conducts Social Education'
Centres right from the literacy level to the level

rof continuing education. The Committee :621-y
ducts both currirular and extra-turricular Pro.:

1.1 grammes of Adult Social Education. The cur-
'r ricular programmes are in the form of Literacy;
.. classes, Post-literacy classes, Continued Post-.

literacy classes, sewing and cutting classes, Matrix,
Vikas Kendras, Community Centres anti Poly-,
valent Adult Education Centres, ..., 1

Follow-up education is carried on through
Study Circles, Reading Rooms, Library Services,
Post-literacy and Continued Post-Literacy clas-
ses. Supplementary extra curricular activities like

i. health and cleanliness campaign, film and film,
i, strip shewp, PX)1il?itignsa excursions, cultural

....:,i!

:,

programmes and talks on topics of general in.:
terest are also planned regularly for.nriching
the social are cultural life of the adult learners.
LITERACY AND POST-LITERACY CLASSES

The Coinmittee conducts literacy' classes in
two stage. The first or the initial stage is of four
months. Adults studying in the initial classes
get a mastery or proficiency in reading ancl.the
elementary knowledge of writing and arithmetic.
The second Stage of post-literacy education is of
8 months' duration. The adult-learne s com-
pleting this stage become proficient i th
reading and writing. The Committee a o or-
ganises continuation education classes for the
nee-literates, who are ambitious to further their
formal education in higher standards, even upto
the Vernacular. Final Level. A few adults also
pursue the education upto the S.S.C. classv.

CL S ORGANISATION WORK
The ork in respect of organisation of the

Social Education . Centres is' done periodically,
alter each #01AF months' session is over. TM*



work consists of propaganda meetings, persona)
(contacts, census of illiterates and finding out
'suitable places for holding the classes. Areas of
!work are selected well in advance and officers,
supervisors and teachers are put in charge of
the same. These officers and area workers or-
ganize the work in cooperation with the local
social ,workerg, members of the areas and Chawl
'Committees. Members" of the Bombay City
Social Education Committee also, guide in the
class organisation work. Though a special peri-
od.of slow. t 10 days is given for the class organi
cation work, at the end of each 4 onths' session,
actual work in regard, to the rganisation of
Suds' Education classes is Tanned much
earlier.

After OP! propaganda 'work census ,of
illiterate adult is taken and enlistment of
illiterate adults in the nroposed literai7 classes
is done accordingly. While -formulating the
classes it is also necessary to find out suitable
places to h he classes. The chawl committee
;'qembera, local social workers and the members

6f the committee help in securing rooms and
open places for holding the classes. ,- t:',

1. Literacy classes: The literacy classes are
conducted for the benefit of illiterate adult men
and women between the age of 14 and 50. These
-passes are ruts for 4 months, with an average
of one and quarter hour's teaching every day,
and an examination is takes, at the end of 4
months. The successful students attending these
cJsses receive free- education. Besides teaching
'aids like books, slates etc. are also given free.

2. Post literacy classes: After the adults
have completed their literacy studies, they are
given the bpnefit of post-literacy education, with
the double object of keeping up interest of the
neoliteratesIn further studies as well as helping
them in retainitig their newly gained Literacy.
There are,two Stages of Post-literacy Education,
each of 4 months, the second stage being held
when there is -a demand by the adults, them-
selves.. Even after the second stage. The adults,
'desirous of studying further, are given the scope
of studying for additional 4 months also,
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I 3. Advanced Post-literacy classes: In ad-
iition, to the regular Post-literacy Classes, Con-
ducted by 'the Committee,' Advanced Post-lter.
acy classes,' equivalent to Primary. IV, V, VI and
VII Standards,. are also conducted for the de-,fserving students, on voluntary basis. Such
'classess are organised by the Committee, only
for supervision and examination purposes: The
adult, pupils, studying in such classes, bear the
expeAditure on text books, pencils, note books,
and tution fees, etc.

.

The. Committee conducts nearly 1200. Social
Education classes, every year, and about 30000
men and women receive education through the
same. , ,

4. Social Education Classes conducted by
Other Agencies

(a) Voluntary classes: These are organised
I, by voluntary social welfare agencies or indivi-
duals,ptooks, slates etc. are supplied free by the
.CoMmatee and the institutions or individuals
running these classes are paid an honorarium of
.Rs. 7.50 per class, per month.

-..
(b) °rant in aid Classes: The Giant-in-aid°

I.

classes are organised by the Social Welfare or,
ganisations and the Committee gives 50% gran:
on the admissible expenditure, to the agencies.
organ( g such classes.

(c Employer's Classes: These classes ar
con cted in t Hs and Factories with th
co-operati nd p of the employers. Thes
are held at e premises of Mills or Factorie
and the wor ers attend them before or afte.

.their respective shifts of lark. Expenses fo
these classes are borne entirely by the resPectiv
employers.

(d) Tejching methods, Materials an
Training of teachers: The method of teachin
elementary Litera'cy, followed by our Committee
falls in the groupgalled "Global" methods. W
follow the New Word Method. The psychologies
process, involved in the Global methods is t
brea e larger units into smaller units by way
of nalysis. Methods belonging to this grou
are ften called Analytic methods. 'Learning t
read through this method, becomes interestin



and rewarding and progregs of the adult learner
is greatly hastened. The basic unit of teaching
according to the New Word Method is the word.
This basic or key-word is introduced through
the narration of the story and later on intro-
duced through a picture. The follow-up of 'the
first lesson is the analysis of the key word arid'
sub-key words into letters, Ater on introducing
.new -or built words through the synthetic pro-
cess. The Committee has prepared its own
primers for teaching Literacy. For teaching

. Marathi, the New Word Method is used, while
for teaching- Hindi, Picture Word, Method is
used. In the Post-literacy classeg also,, the
Analytic 'or the Global thethod is used. .,The
Committee has also prepared Post Literacy pri-
mess based on the vocabulary study of the neo-
literatei.

The literacy_ teaching has, normally, to be
done in the classes conducted' in or around the
residential quarters of the adult learners, since
they are unwilling to attend classes held at
distant places such as school buildings or public
halls. Secondly, the adult learners are not very

3

Tritich enthusiastic for 14.rning. They have std
be influenced through local leaders or by persua-
tion. It is, therefore, necessary to enlist teach-
ers,, who could do this most challenging job.
Normally, local enthusiastic workers are enlisted

as teachers. Of course the CommitteeThasa long
list of experienced teachprs,- who have been
working for over 15 to 20 years. Any way, it is
very necessary to 'train the new- teachers" in the
Methods and techniques of Literacy and ult
education. The old teachers also need re-o ien-.
tation in regard to the growing concep of e U:r".`/-

' cation and new methods being developed every
day, The Committee has a regular scheme of
training the teachers and supervisors in these
methods of Adult Education. Every year, a full
'training coup for about 12 days is conducted .

at the Head uarters of the Committee. In
addition to this monthly Refresher's courses
re also conducted. These training courses con-

sis f lectures on concept and content of Adult .

Ed ion, Adult Psychology, methods of teach-
g a ultg, aids of teaching, organisation and

administration of Adult °Edutation classes, or-
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De-
e

of. extra-curricular activities. De
e monstration lessons in teaching different sub-

jectis are also arranged during the training
courses. Besides this training, guidance to
teachers and supervisors is also given through
periodic meetings, Seminars, worksh4 and
on- the -spot guidance in their respective daises.
Exhibitions of educational aids and teaching
materials are' occasionally organised for the
benefit of the workers.

. 5 THE CRASH PROGRAMME
In order to intensify the Literacy Compaign

in the City, the Committee has taken up a crash
programme for eradication of illiteracy in
Greater Bombay. This Crash Programme is on
the basis of mass approach through larger parti-

-cipation of the people III the 'Each One Teach
One Campaign on voluntary basis. The Crash
Programme envisages increasing number) _of
voluntary teachers, mostly students of ISchools
and Colleges to take up e work on the 'Balch
One Teach One' basis. The Committee IP§
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ambition to coitplete the work of eradicating
illiteracy in Greater Bombay in a shortest poole
Bible time. In order to systxatically organise
this Camvaign throughout City the entire.

...city is divided irito26 Zones as follows:
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ZONES

.Zone No. 1
Zone No. 2

Zone No. 3

Zone No. 4

Zone.No. 5

gone No: 6 -..4.

Zone No. 7

Zone No:' 8 '

Zone NO.(9

AREA
F ort.
Princes Street, irgaumrt
Taideo and d.railt Road
Dongri- North and

k)

Cotton,- Gieen.
liana ChoWk, Tardeo
North.
Kalbadevi, Dongri
Mazgaon, Jacob .Circle,

-Kalachowki, Lalbaug,
Parel Tank Rt.
Delisle Road, Worli,

Prabhadevi, Sewree.
Dadar (South),
Matunga. Sion.
Dkdar North, Sh

`Park,. Mahiin,

I

.3t

(

0



ZONES

Zone No. 10

Zone No. 11

Zone No. 12
Zone No. 13
Zone No. 14
Zone No. 15
Zone No. 16

one No. 17
Zone No. 18
Zone. No. 19

Zone No. 20

HREAS
1

Bandra, Khar, Santaerti
(West). e ;

Bandra, Khar,
Santarruz (East).
Vile Parle.
Andheri.
Goregaon. .

Jogeshwari, Naiad.
;Candivli, 'Gorai.
Chembur.
Bhandop, Mulund.
Kurla, Ghatkopar,
Vikhroli.

Borivli,

Each Zone has a Zonal Committee consist-
ing , 4

(a) Principals of Colleges in, the Zone,
(b) Head of Secondary Schools,
(c) Principals of Training. Colleges,
(d)Heacj Masters of Upper Primary Schools,
(e). Ind strialists, .

(f) Pr minent Citizens,
(g) St dents' representatives,
(h) Representatives of Local Welfare and

Educational OrmisAtions like Rotary
il Clubs, Chambers of commerce, Lions

Clubs, etc.
(I) Local Municipal Councillors, M.L.As and

M.Ps,
(j) Members of the Bomhay City social

Education Committee.
The Zonal Committee Is expected to do the

following type of work:
(1) Undertaking Surveys of ,different areas

in the Zones;
(2), Enlisting Local Voluntary Workers for

till crash prop-at:rim& woris..

As1

A
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(3) Contacting schools, and colleges foe ap-
, pealing the students- through meetings
and personal contacts to extend their
active help in the _Crash Programme
Work;

(4) Arranging training' camps for the stu-
.dents to acquiant them with the methods
of teaching illiterate adults;

(5) Arranging for the supply of teaching
materials, with the help of the Bombay
City Social Education Committee;

(6) Supervising the work of students, vql-
unteers and helping them 'in solving
difficulties;

(7) Organising Area and Chawl Committees
to take Up the Crash Programme work
independently;

(8) Appointing different . Sub-Committees
for carrying out different jobs as men-
tioned below: . .

(i) Sub - Committee for survey work,
(ii) Sub-Committee for propaganda' work
(iii) Sub-Committee ilor supervisiori

work and
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(iv) Sub-Committee for organising the
classes.

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES
1. Sewing and Cutting classes (for women).

36 sewing and cutting classes are conducted,
every year, in different areas.

2. alatru Vikas Kendras:- A special activity
for women undertaken by the Committee, is the
scheme of Matru Vikas Kendras. The object of
conducting these Kendras is to impart know-
ledge and skill to women of lower, middle and
Working classess so that they can perform their
duties in and outside their home, more efficient-
ly and with better understanding. The women
attending these Kendras are taught some impor-
tant home crafts like Sewing and Cutting,
embroidery, knitting, weaving, paper work,
doll-making and stationery p eparing etc. They
are also given-the benefits' sdcio- cultural
act;vities like games, sports, cinem s, excursions,
library service, talks and discuss' s on import-
ant subjects, food-demonstrations and trips etc.,
so that they could be trained to be good house-
wives and vOell-informed citizens. At present,
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there are 11 Matru Vikas Kendrps in afferent
parts of the city.

3. Community Centre: Community Centre
has been started at the Samaj' Shikshan Mandir,
Adarsh Nagar, Worli, since 1965. The following
activities are conducted at this Centre for the

'benefit of the working class community in the
.WOrli Neighbourhood Unit area:
For. Children:

4.*

1. Supervised Study Classes,
2. Games and Sports,
3. Hobby Centre,
4. Katha Malas,,
5. Balwadis,
6. Trips and field Mtis;ts, and
7. 'Reading Room and a Library,

For Youths:

S

1. Games and Sports,
2. Cultural Activities,
3. Reading Room and Library,
4. Discussion Groups and Debates, and
5. Community Gatherings.

For Women: ;

1. Craft cla,4ses,
2. Stationery classes,
3. Hindi classes,
4. Literacy classes,
5. Field visits and trips, and
6. Community Gathering.
Besides, extra - curricular activities like

educational filmshows, cultural programmes etc.
are regulayly organised fiar the benefit of all
coming to the centres.

4. The Shramik Vidyapeeth (Polyvalent
Adult Educational Centre):

\ The Shramik Vidyapeeth in Bombay is
established according to an agreement between
the National Council of Educational Research
and Training now the Ministry of Education &
Social Welfare, Govt. of India, New Delhi and
'the Bombay City Social Education Com-
mittee,' for an integrated programme and
continuing system of basic and develop-
mental education of workers in the year
067. The Unesco helps us by way of sending
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experts for developing the programmes and
giving equipments and aid required for the same.

5. Short-term courses in Family LifitXdu.
cation, home-keeping, nutrition, civics and
culture ,etc.

A

. -,-Folrow-up Education Activities ;

--- 350

(1) Reading Rooms
(2) Circulating Library Services
(3) Area Libraries
(4) Central Library
(5) Discussion groups
(6) Study circles
(7) Community Radio Centres and

Listeners Clubs

1

300

14

(8) Production of literature for new-
literatesSaksharata Deep a
monthly magazine and books on
various Social Education topics
The Committee has published till
now over 110 books.

Extra-curricular Programmes
(1) Film Shows: About 400 .education film-

}shows are arranged in the open air, with diiobject of educating the general public and adultpupils attending 'Social Education classes, on'various 'important topics of national and inter- .'national importance.
(2) -Cultural Programmes: These includeBhajans, Folk dances, folk dramas, dramatics,physical cultural activities, Katha-Kirtans and
songs. Every year, the Committee organises

Jabout 200 such programmes.
; (3) Filmstrip programmes.: These are ar-ranged for teaching subjects like History, Geo-ography, Science and Health etc. About 460 suchprogrammes are carried out evernyear.
:-, (4) Excursions: Excursions ot the Adultpupils and workers are taken out to places ofinterests like National Park, Elephanta Caves,
Caneri Caves, Vihar Lake, Pawai Lake andAarey Milk Colony etc.

(5) Cleanliness Campaigns: These are or-ganised for training the adult 'Pupils and resi-dents of working' class localities in maintaining
rooms and shawls clean. Nearly 125 such pro-grammes are organised every year,



(6) Exhibitions: Exhibitions of . pictorial
charts, models and other informal materials per-
taining to different aspects of Social Education
are, held to educate the people and make them
conscious of the benefits of Social Education.

Other program es like Food demonstrations.
talks on various subjects of Social Education and
discussion groups are also organised regularly.

SPECIAL PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

(1) Niraksharata Nomro lan Saptah: Every
year, the Committee organise§ a Niraksharata
Nirmoolan Saptah with a two fold object'of (1)

'awakening the general public to the urgent need
of Social Education for the masses an4,

(2) for collecting funds for the cause of
Social Education. For this purpose, a special
Committee is appointed. The Committee or-
ganises programmes to publicise the Social
Education campagign and also to collect donations
through its members, workers in the field, stu-
dents of schools and colleges and members of
local, area and chawl committees. Students

play an important part in the fund collection
drive.

2. SeMinars and Conferances: Seminars
, and conferences of notable educationists, Com-

mittee members, workers in the field and officers
of the Committee are regularly arranged to dis-
cuss various problems of Social Education.

3. The Samaj Shikshan Mandir:
T4e year 1961 was a landmark in the history

of the Committee, because in that year, the
Committee started the project of its " Samaj
Shikshan Mandir," on 3 thousand square yards
land in the Worli Neighbourhood Unit area. Till
now, the ground and first floor of the II wing
and ground first and second floor o e second
wing of'the Mandir have been constructed, at a
total cost of Rs. 6,00,000. The administrative
offices of ,the Committee, a reading room and a
Library' Hall, A Community Centre, a work
centre for adult pupils and a Conference Hall
are housed in this Mandir. When completed,
this Samaj Shikshan Mandir is going to ,be a
centre of all the socio-cultural activities of the

es-
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Committee. The Bombay City Social Education
Comfbittee appoints a Samaj Shikshan Mandir
Nidhi Samiti, every three years, to collect funds

infor the project of the Saaj Shi shan Mandir.
This Samiti collects donations by approaching
the generous public, trusts and other philanthro-
pic institutions, in the city and also organises
big charity programmes to collect funds.

4. Literacy on Television: Willr-a-view to
,, use the power of (he mass media for spreading

Literacy and Social Education, the Committee
undertook an,,experimental project to Telecast
Literacy and Adult Education Lessons from 10th
September 1974, in collaboratipn with the Insti-
tute of Communication Arts\Sf. Xaviers Col-
lege and the Bombay T. V. Centre. In all 34
lessons were telecast till 31st December 1974
The rest 56 lessons were conducted in class
rooms.

CO-OPERATION OF THE PUBLIC
The Committee appoints various Commit-

tees and Sub. Committeeslfor getting Co-opera-
tion in various activities.

(1) Local Sub-Committees: order to
enlist the help and co-operation of the Local
Social workers for conducting the movement
successfully, the Committee appoints local Sub-
Committe4 in the areas of different Asstt.
Social Education officers. There are 20 such
Local Sub-Committees.

(2) Chawl Committees: Existing chawl
committees are encouraged to work more actively
for the welfare of the resident as well as
taking active part in the Social Education work
carried on in the areas. New chawl committees
are also formed for helping in this work. There
are 300 Chawl Committees in different areas.

(3) Area Committes: Area committees, in
different Wards of the City, are organised to get
active help and Co-operation of the local social
workers during the annual , Social Education
week The piraksharata Nirmoolan Saptah.

(4) Various other Committees like the
Niraksharata Nirmoolan Saptah Samiti, Samaj
Shikshan Mandir Nidhi Sarnia etc.



The Organisational and Administrative set up of
the Bombay Citl Social Education Committee

The committee is appointed by the State
Govermnenti every three years. It 'consists of
official and non-official members. The Adminis-
trative Machinery consists Of the Social Educa-
tion Officer and Secretary- of the Committee, two
Deputy Social Education Officers, 7 Asstt. Social
Education Officirs, one Project Officm. for Com-
munity Centre find one Field Officer for Matru
Vikas Kendras. These are all full-time workers
of the Committee. Each Asstt. Social tducation
Officer has 5 part-time Supervisors under him"
or her, each Supervisor having 10 classes under
him or her. Genexally, one teacher conducts one
Social Education class; but better qualified
teachers are given 2 classes al,o. Each Asstt.
Social Education Officer has 50 classes under him
or her. The teachers are also part-time workers.

A supervisor is paid Rs. 65 per month and
a teacher 1s paid Rs. 25 per knonth. The teachers
conducting classes in Mills an

d
Factories are

paid Rs. 30 per month.

ra.

Administrative and ,Organisational Structure

of

Bombay City Social Education Committeettee

I

The /Main Committee
1 .4-

Executive Committee

Social Education Officer
1 2 3 4 5

1 Male
Dv. Social
Education
Officer.

Project 1 female
Officer for Dy.
CoMmunity Social
Centre. Officer.

I
4 Male
Assistant
Social
Education
Officers.

4 X 5 =20
Male
Supervisor

Te
Maliers
20 X 10=200

Principal
Shramik
Vidyapeeth

2 Lecturers'

13 female Asstt. 1 field Office
Social Education for Matru
Officers Vikas Kendras

5X3 15 Women 11 Matru Vikas.
Superivsors Kendras

I

11 Teachers and
2 Stationery

15X10=150 Teachers
Women
Teachers
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I

36 Saving
and cuting

/ Classes.

Office Staff
of B.C.S.E.0
and
S. V. Peeth

Nirmoolan
iraks arata

Saptah amiti

1 Sa aj
Shik an

2

fan. it NI.

1 Shramik
Vidyapeeth
Samiti

20 Local
Committees.

300 Chawl
Committees.



Students' Co-operation:

Students Irani a number of Schools, Col-leges and other Educational Institutions in the'city help in the work of the Committee. Studentsplay a great part .during the Social EducationWeek by way of organising programmes andfund-collection drives.
educating

of some schoolstake up the work of educating the illiterate, adults. Some give talks to adult pupils on So-cial Education subjects. Some students take partin the cultural programmes, arranged by theCommittee. Some students regularly visit the'classes and help hi the day to day work of theseclasses.

What the students can do during their spare
time:

1. Each student can teach at least one Illi-terate adult;
. . ,2. By conducting voluntary Social Educa-tion classes; ;

3. Visiting the Social Education classes
conducted by the Committee and encouraging
illAtrate adults to attend the classes regularly;

4. Giving talks to adults on subjects like
civics, health, cleanliness, common man's sci-
ence, history, geography and other similar
subjects;

5. Organising cleanliness campaigns or tak-
ing part in the same organised by the Committee;

6. Organising vacation' camps for educating
the illiterate Adults; .

7. Contributing variety tetertainment
items, dramatics etc. during the, cultural prog-
ranimel--esganised by the Committee;

8. Collecting donations for the Social Edu-
cation Campaign.

9. Helping in surveys, propaganda and pub,,
lie., relations;

10. Adopting certain localities for intensive
Adult Literacy and Social Edcation work;

11. Holding camps in certain selected back-
ward areas for conducting Literacy and Social
Education Programme,

12. Producing Literature for neolfterates;
13. Concluding research and evaluation

studies,

People's part in this work:
1 To show the way to the blind:

"Lighted to Enlighten," should be our
motto.

2 It should be our endeavour to educate the
illiterate and ignorant people to enable
them to take an active part in the demo-
cratic set up of the', c ntry.

3 It should be the nati nal duty of every
educated person in country and the
city to educate at leas 5 illiterate adults, in a year and also to he those Who are
-working in this field.

4 It is the duty of every social welfare and
Educational Institute to take up the work
o liquidating illiteracy from this city:

Walfare Institutions can take up the
work' in the following ways:
a) Helping the Committee. in organising

and conducting Social Education class-
es in different areas;

b) Conducting voluntary and grant-in-
aid Social Education classes;

c) Contributing cultural items for the
benefit of the adult pupils;

d) Joining in the clenliness drives, and
,other Social-cultural, activities orga-
nised by the Committee from time to
time;
Each chawl committee can decide up-
on completely, eradicating
from the chi-WI within one year or 01
and

f) Collecting donations during the Social
Education Week or otherwise and help-
ing -the Committee to intensify its
work.

klombay is the first City of Indal. Let Bom-
bay also claim to be the first fully educated
City in the country;

"Committee's Finances,"
The Committee imparts Literacy and Social
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Education to all the illiterate adults free. TheCommittee spends nearly 5 lacs of rupees everyTear, The Government of Maharashtra gives60% of its yearly expenditure, while the Bom-bay Municipal Corporation gives about 50 to 60thousand rupees as yearly grant. For the re-
maining about Rs. 2 lacs, the CoMmittee dependson the generous donations of the phil nthropic
Sitizens of this Great City. . .

The Commit tee sincerely wi;hes to accele-rate the speed of its work, but due t6 financialdifficulties it has to limit its programmes.
Other problems:.

1. Generally, the illiterate masses do notfeel the urgent necessity of their being educatedand hence they have to be personally approach-ed to attend the Social Education classes.
2. For a general awakening in the publicand motivating the illitrates for the urgent needof. Social Education, an intensive propaganda hasto be carried on through meeting programmesand cinema shows etc.

3. Adults do not wish to come out of their
buildings and houses for attezitiing the Literacy

classes. Hence the classes are to be held at the'pled? where they live. There are no specialrooms or buildings for conducting such -classes.These classes have to be held in varandhas toshawls, small rooms, footpaths and some tim sin the hutments also..
4. The study course of the Literacy classehas to be completed in four months and henceevery four months, new illiterate adults have tobe searched and accommodated in the classesconducted at new locations.
5. The attendance of the classes suffer dueto many problematic situations like the sum-mer, changing shifts in the Mills and Factoriesand seasonal festivals like Ganesh Chaturthi,Diwall, Rainzan, Holi etc. Domestic circumstan-ces also come in the classes. To overcome allthese problems, continuous propaganda workhag to be carried on through personal contacts,cinema shows, cultural programmes and a num-ber of other cultural activities.

In October 1964, the"bombay, City - SocialEduc tion Committee completed 25 years of its
Educ

0

work of Literacy and Social Education, for the
masses in this City; and it celebrated its silverjubilee during that year. The Committee hasprepared a Crash programme for eradicating it
literacy from Greater Bombay within the nextfew years. The Committee is ambitious to startthe following activities at its Samaj Shikshan
Mandir, when it is completed:
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1. A full fledged Library' and a ReadingRoom for Social Education workers;
2 A Training Centre for Social Education

teachers, supervisors and officers;
3. A Co-operative Store;
4. A workshop for production of Soda.

Education literature and other teaching
aids;

5. .A Handicraft Centre;
6. A Model Community Centre;
7. An Assembly Hall;
B. A Model Matru Vikas Kendra

club); '.

1

(Mother's

9. A Recreation Centre; and
10. A Tailoring and Embroidery Section,

ACHIEVINNTS
DURING THE LAST 35 YEARS

The committee conducts, every year, nearly
100 Social Education Centres, all over Grea-
ter Bombay, & approximately 30,000 men &
women irrespective of caste & cre2d, receive
free education in the centres. So far 6,34,650
adults have benefited under the committee's
scheme of social education.
The Committee conducts eleven Matru Vikas Ken-
drag or 'Mother's clubs' in various localitiesof the City.
A monthly magazine called, "Saksharata
Deep," is published by the committee. The
Committee has also published 100 books forthe benefit of Neoliterates.
The Committee has been' recognised by the
!UNESCO as one of its three Associate Projects ;13
India. While announcing its decision to award the.
Mohamed Reza Pahelavi Prize, instituted by the
Unesco for outstanding merit in the fight against
illiteracy. Honourable mention was awarded to
tl-e Bombay City Social Education Commit-
tee, in view of the role played by it in eradi-
eating mass illiteracy in Greater Bombay area.
To meet the long-felt need of having a permanent
accommodation for its activities, the Conunitt,i4
has constructed a building of its own at yorli,
named as "The Samaj Shikshan Mandir."
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SI IRANIAN. .

V1DYAPEETH
BOMBAY

A POLYVALENT ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE

INTRODUCTION:

Shramik Vidyapeeth is an institution providing
opportunity for poly-valent (many sided) education
and training to workers in industries, transport. hot
restaurants, °Slices, homes rind other orginkations.

OBJECTIVES ;

a) To impart general education to the workers so
Aac to enrich their lives through knowledge and
'better understanding of their cnvironnu,:nt.

b) .To prepare them more ad uately for WC:1601131
and technical train

e) To improve the vocational skills and technical
know edge o the workers for raking their
eflici cy a increasing imodtictive ability

d) To
towar

lop the right perspective to them
s work.

FUNCTIONS I

I To provide integrated educational and training
courses of various durations to the workers and
prospective,wor kers

ii. To conduct surveys and studies in the 'field of
. education and training of workers.

-iii. To provide consultation services of other
organisations in the ficld,of training and cduca--,_
lion of their workers.

COURSES IN VARIOUS FIELDS :

The Vidyapectli ascertains, systematically. tile educa-
tional /needs of workers. On the basic. of .specifw
requirement, course curricula are designed in consulta-
tion w44141 expert's to ctfer education and training in
various fields such as the following :

.247.
ENtabAshed by

the Ministry or Education, Government of India
in icollaboration with The 13ombayt'

City' Social Education. Committee
with expert -assistance ofUNESCO

1. Technical and Vocational education ;
2. Worker and his environment

3. Education for family life and family planning;
4. Arts, culture and personal enrichment ;

S. ; Job Safety ;

:potnestic and personal sees ices ;

Er. General remedial adult education ;
8. Secretarial services and business education ;
9. Language courses of functional value;

10.. Improving Supervision and (human
Relationships;

11. Workers'- Local, National and International
understanding ; .

12. Employer-Employee Relationships and Partici-
pation Education and.;

13. Courses.for the aged, pensioners. and retirees, .

METHODS :

Methods . employed in offering these courses inelu4e,
Theoryrsessions, -Lectures Discussions, Practical
work Experience,

DemonstratiOns

Seinars,and Study Groups,
Case Study,

Skill Practice,

Simulation exercises,

Institutinhal visits,

Exhibitions,
bse of audio-visual aids and,
Ike of appropriate literature.

. ,.
.

6.2 A Polyvalent Adult Education Centre, CEstablisheclby the Ministry of
Education with the. Bombay City Social Education Committee with Expert
Assistance of UNESCO) Bodbay Shramik Vidyapeth, (1975?)

____
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STAFF

The Vidyapeeth has a nucleu'i of full tita0 stall* for
teaching, aganisation and administration of its pro.
grammes. In addition to this there is a lib.ttal provision
for each course, according to its teaching requirement.
for obtaining the services of qualified and cornNien;
Instructors, Demonstrators, Supervisors and visiting
Lecturers, on part-time ham.

Outstanding characteristics of tile training
given at Shramik Nidyapeetit, Bombay:

-weed Based or Tailormaclo Courses
Courses are c9nducted on a. definitely' indentitied
need of an industry or a group of workers. So the
courses satisfy the particular' need or an industiy
or a group of workers and hence are found to be
functimially useful,

Vidyapeeth Almwai
1

'So 614 the Shranilk Vitlyopectit has condtieted
courses for helpers in, Boiler jiousc,1 ttrners,
Fitters, Job Inspector's, Oench Fitters. Nlachine:
Opera tots, Projector Operators, 0111ed Clerks,
Peons, Supervisors in Industry, in Mills, WcaverS,
House WheS.*OiterS, WaShOtThelt ettAlat it can
conduct courses for workers in otlierl. trades and
also for *prospective workers according to choir,
specific needs, if naked rot,

OUR CULTURAL, PROGRAIsitCie`'
Art AppreCiation Project

2. Background Education of Workers-nobarrier:
Worker-tear ifirs are accepted at the level they
are and they arc given necessar background
education e. g. Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry
etc., to enable them to understand teltnical or
vocational content of the course.

3. Convenience of Place and Time :

Courses are conducted at places and timings
convenient to the industries and workers. Thus
courses can be oiginited at any time in the

according to the shift convenience or on
holidayN also. Courses are generally conducted
in the premises of the industry for %%horn the
courses are organised. When the participants
come from different industrieS, cotaSc3 are
organised at a central place suitable to majority
of than

M other tongue Medium :

e r

, IV,
4 Ff4:),,. V1:".

Worker.paqicipants arc 'seen busy at painting in our
Art appreciation project.

Petry Redding Prograntme
f.

4 IA e

1
r.,

Shramik Vidyapeeth believes in the principle,
that the language should not . be a harrier in
education and hence training is given in the
workers' mother tongue.

S. Cultural Education

Cultural and civic education. is alcia given to the
4y,1

participants of the canes through films exhibi-
tions, talks, dentonstra ons, visits de'.
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Well7known.llaratiii Poet ShriiMangesh Padgaonkar
r"!tOing his poems, fir our worker audience.
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OUR TECHNtL. & VOCATIONAL COURSES

Attentlence Course

' ,f4,0

... . -

!. ' !".... et, .. .
. -.., .-- ..'

,. ....... i:
to ,..:,,%

....ra....,,, r:. .4.4:x..1:3,1.4:14..',....g ...1.:44tit ....'.1 ..dk'

A .,practical session of our course in Roller Attendence
which is much popular, especially, in Textile Mills.

c
,

SOME OF THE COURSES CONDUCTED
.SHRAMIK VIDYAPEETII, BOMBAY.

a) 16 m. m. Projector Operation' training course.
(7,batches completed).

b) Course in Useof Verniers ''Sr. Micrometers, S. P.
Marathe & Co.

c) 35 mm. Projector Operation Training Course.
d.) Course in Functional English at Wilson

Bombay. Glaxo laboratories, Worli and Bharat
Radiators, 1<alina 55-AS etc.

e) Course for Helper to Wiremen.
f) Course in Boiler Attending at Century Mills,

i3umbay. , Batches Completed)..
g) Course in Metrolog, tality Control in collo.:

bbration with V. J. T. I. Matunga, tiombay.
(3 Batches ComPleted)

h) Course in Maintenance ,.of Chemical Plant at
Colour Chem Ltd Thana. (2 Batches Completed)

i)*.' Course in Supervisory.Skills at Golden Tobacco
Co Ntazation Dock, Century Mills, P. N. 'L.
ACME,e36. ri

j) Course In Oneida fuel and steam utilisation.
k) Course to Much fitting & Sheet Metal works at

Ithira Steel Works, Santacruz, Bombay.
Course in industrial Electricity at Hird Rectifiers
Ltd,, BorOaX,

Along with Vocational, and technical training,jrainingin arts, sciences, health, job-safety, humait relations,consumer guidance and many other subjectsls given,by this institute.. In: short, all possible vocational and:7cultural needs of the workerSare satisfied bytute.

/FOR FURTHEit IN5ORMATIO1

Coritoef

THE PRINCJPAL
SHRAMIK

AdArsha Nagar:
11610b;iy,-400025

( ()pi Century 1);14!0'
TclephcincN`0.1, 4544.33

Banton 11..00 a. in:and 640 p. in.. .
E
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SUIT..111; up

,
I. The P,.lyvalent Adult E'iutation eentre

(Shramik Vidyapeet9 was started in 1967 by the

government of India as an innovative experiment

in gevolorAn.:-and ff ering comprehensiveYrogrammes

of education to meet the many-sides needs of the

urban worker in an industrialised lity like Bombay.

The present:study in the secon.1 evaluation cf the

Ventre during its 7 years of functicning. The

experience of the 7 yearn.bearS 111-t the validity

of the noncept',1f p:ayvalent eeucation and indicates

its infinite po:-sibilitieS.

2. The eduCational and professional needs of

the urban w,rker have been by and large neslected

and this experiment is one (.f the first or:anised

attempts-to make eMpliycrs. an4 employees cglacious

of the importance:f such lor;grammes in their mutual

interent.::Tu th.l.extent that was possible within

the short time and limited res:urces, the Centre has

been able to creatC this awareness among the employ-

a,sencios and the workers groups with wh:m it has

come into contact..

3. The 1::ntre ham offered several courses

during these 7 years, many of which of an exploratory

eharacter, some more skill-ori,...nted than other.;.

Althoutzh the full 1..ssibilities of the "polyvalent

integratim" of courAes could not be realimebd in

all eases, by and larr..e it can be claimed that the-

courses.had succeded in meeting the requirements of

both employers and workers. Employers have generally

been convinced of the usefulness of such programmes

-01 in improving the workern'afficiency and the industry's
is

productivity. Workers haVe benefited both in terms of

personal fulfilment and in respect of securing increased

Career mobility and prospects; however the benefit was

less-prominent from the point of view of tileir, readiness

for/social and civic participation.

-6.3 Directorate of Adult Education, "Summing Up" Polyvalent Adult Education
n re, Second Evaluation Study, Delhi, Ministry of Education and Social

Welfare, 1974, p. 60-63
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4. All courses. have not.always been well planned

and organised. nor have they been equally Successful.

Some have met a sharply felt peed and have had be

repeated several times, while others have been of only

peripheral relevance. Some have shown immediate and
1- ,

direct result, othort have seam of academic and remote

interest. Nonetheless, the successful and the not s0

successful courses tiave both gone to prove the

imp7tance )f a clear Identification of felt needs, of

Eiligning.pr)grammes to meet these heeds and of

adopting suitable methddologies..

. The Centre has been able tc establith rapport

and empathy with workers,,employurs, voluntary

agennies and resJura6 persons cf various categ;:ries.

This has been of sufficient degree to,secUre their

cooperation in pr:Niding physical facilities, offerinG

the services of resourne personnel, and even in

contributing funds.. Resourcke pergons have been

sufficiently drawn into the programme to wish

to continue their zuuociaticn with it. The Centre
o'"

has been to aument limited resources tj support

several more ceursL thr'n what its cwn funds would

have permitted.,. lb

6. .The devenpment and growth of the Centre

and its programmes Ive however been uneven, and

periodic spells of stagnation have stalled progress.
.

1 It is only in the 1:u3t two years that'the Centre has

picked up some momen.um.agAin. Quantitatively, the

'record of the Centrk over the seven-year period falls

short..of`expectation:3 bath in terms of courses offered

and in terms of wQrkrs and employers organisations

broughtwithin its'hmbit. An optimum coverage is

indisped6ble fcr a neW-experiment to-create a .

tangible .impact. A largr coverage is particularly

necessary in an envirnment like the city of Bombay,

where the needs for* t;uch type of education is corrtantly

growing.
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7. Many programpls tend to be ad hoc responses to

ad hbc needs, .with little tonceptual :direction and

no long or short

laid out objectives.

tc:rm goals with reference to clearly

.r

This adhocismis most notic.abfe in the course
fOrmulatfn. The gl,.lyvalent possibilities of the

courses have not been fully understood or explaited.

It is in the. artl7of course planning and

formulation that the Centre is yet to make a real

dent, and adopt a truly innovative and inter?

disciplinary approaeri Polyvalency of programme
5

or met.iod lartely remains a respectable and

fregmentarily'implemented term rather than a

generally realised concept.

8. It is time that the Centre grow out of

a hesitant., tentativvhase to a bolder, surer

and more professional -approach to programmA

organisation and operation.
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polyvalent educationa
revolutionary devellopmental
device or the okl system under
new trappings
Rakcsh Hooja

THE Ministry of Educat
has plaecd a coma( crable

emphasis in the draft Fifth Plan
on the use of Polyvalent Adult
Education Centres to combat
ignorance. Viewed in this tight
the recently released Final Re-
port of a Seminar of j Polyvalent
Adult Education Centres, or-
ganised jointly by the Ministry
of Education and UNESCO at
Bombay from September 20 to 27,
1971 assumes igreat
(even if the aclibcrationv and
facts Sct forth in the publication
arc slightly dated). The seminar
had been organized to analyse
the working and results of the
Polyvale9,t Adult Education
Centre' (Shramik Vidyapeeth),_
Bombay, and to examine possibi-

, lities of using the Bombay ex-
-perience in other Asian countries.

The word poiyva/enr is, ,)as

the seminar working group itself
admitted, ambiguous and does
not convey any idea of its mean-
ing to the uninitiated, Polyvalent
Adult Education is designed to
serve the multifarious educational
needs vocational, academic,
technical, yltural, civic, and the
like of a worker se as to tully
develop his personality and

Polyvalent Adult UdLsatiSh Centres-7
Report of the Asian Regional Seminar
on Pojyvalciit Adult Lducation Cen-
tres, 'Ministry of Education and
Social Welfare, Goiernmcnt of India,
Delhi, no date, (Publiption number
993), P. p. pit..

a

ensure better participation on
his part in the community. Such
education must, perforce, be
integrated and interdisciplinary;
structured around the con-
venience and interests of the
workers as regards the timings,
venues, and types of formal
integrated coupes, informal get
togethers, as well as cultural
programmes to be organized; and
geared towards the life -t tng
education of the worker. Ths
Polyvalent educational program-
mes are essentially flexible, bei g
based on the nceds of individu. I
workers and the community, an
arc conducted not by the usual
full-time pedagogues, but by
"specialists". Thus what is be-
ing attempted is a breakthrough
in education, the evolution of a
device to produce "coMplete

, men" 'and to transform society.
Such a mode is -to be adopted
not only in urban but also in
rural areas and the Gramik Vielya-
pealts- are based , on this idea of
combining educational and the
non-educational inputs.

The idea is attractive. But
I doubt whether adequate em-
phasis on nonformal education
based on differing individual
needs can be institutionalized
without defeating the original
in ent on; institutionalization
in vitably leading, due to reasons
of admitrative convenience,
to greater regularity and uni-

a

formityeven bureaucratization..
Further the material cost of
including all cuiren in such a
comprehensive scheme of life -
lone education-recteation-.0eia-
tizat ion leading to universal
personality-budding would be
much more than any developing
country could, afford to Incur.
Nor arc all the citizens likely to
be keen for such all-sided edu-
cation, most deemin g bread and
butter issues to be the only
important aspect of life and dis-
daining the need for waste on
the development of, what they
consider, unnecessary (pseudo?)
cultural trappings. Most such
people seem to place greater env.,
phasis orNegrees and diplomas
as passports to betterment of their
prospects rather than on learning
and education.

As it is, in India we are having
enough trouble due to demo-
cratic pressures, in trying to
impart limited formal education
to the masses who demand it as
a right. To attempt to make
universal education more com-
prehensive and all inclusive,
given the- exitting resources,
would smack of madness. And
no one is going to allow a few
Polyvalent Centres to serve a
privile:Jed few in a country where
public schools and other better
managed institutions are con-
sidered unsocialistic. Thus, if we
cannot offer' for Polyvalency' for
all should we attempt it at all ?

Not only do we lack in
material resources, but also in
the human resources to run such
centres with sufficient imagination,
understanding and dedication.
Would not the Polyvalent Centres
undergo the same fate as the
universities where students,
teachers and university administ-

6.5 Raf(esh Hooja., "PolyvalenteEducation - A Revolutionary Deilelopmental
"Device or the Old, System Under New Trappings? Indian Journal of
Adult EthIcation, March 1974, p. 20-21
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rators are now occupied in a

full-time fight over the share of
the cake that they can snatch at
any given moment?

The experience of the Shramik
Vidyapeeth set up in Bombay in
1967 seems to bear out these
doubts. It was intended "to
provide part-time instruction
aimed at the total life of the
worker" through the milt/mon
of a nucleus of small full-time
'staff and the involvement of
existing workers organizations
and employers bodies. In the
first two years of its existence it
had trained about seven hundred
and fifty participants in fourteen
different courses. However it
was discovered that the Vidya-
pecth had in reality been forced
to limit itself to offering sndrffe-
rently structured joboriented
courses to people already in em-
ployment who .could not, for
reasons of time or money, benefit
from regular fulltime or parto-
time courses. A true polyvalent
approach could not be attempted
in Bombay for, as the Seminar
Report admits, the informal
educational programmes (organi-
zation of film shows, exhibitions,
workers discussions etc.) for tlie
development of an appwciation
among the workers of visual art,
music, books, various other
hobbies and the like outside of
work hours. during lunch inter-
vals and between shifts suggested
by the UNESCO expert "call
for different scale of endeavours".
The Vidyapceth has remained a
mere technical skill imparting
agency with a hope that as it
develops its new courses it may

'examine the possibility of des e-
loping unit courses which over
a period of time can nable a
worker to qualify for ccrtifkates
and diplomas instituted by the
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State Government". As if the
valyapeeth was no mole than
another vocational training
institute.

The ,1971 selninar had con-
cluded that theic is a need for
polyvalent adult education and
that "predetermined and prede-
signed courses with stress on a
single aspect such as literacy,
vocational training, recreation
or civic education is no suffi-
cient". Courses should be plann-
ed on the basis of the actual felt
needs of and the problems re-
lating to the participant's life
and work. Vocational instruc-
tion should be integrated woith

general education. More part-
time specialist instructors
should be employed, rather
than a few fiill-time employees,
and greater efforts be made to
motivate workers and sustain
their interest in the courses.
Other agencies collaborating with
the Polyvalent Centres (employers
and trade unions) should be

induced to play a greater role
and huge outlays on buildings
and equipment avoided with
their help. Thus, once the apathy
of the workers and management
has' been overcome, classes may
conveniently be held with great
success at places of work. Also
stressed was the need for
thorough training of the polyva-
lent instructors.

ar look at the schemes
of the Ministry of Education for
the Fifth Plan seems to indicate.
that the note of caution set forth
in the Report against the spirit
of polyvalent education being
forsaken for adoption of a

hollow Polyvalent Centre struc-
ture seems destined to be ignored.
More Shramik and Gramik
Vidyanceths are planned to pro-
vide courses to improve the job

2 6 r

competency of workers lending
to their increased productive
ability and hopefUlly, simultane-
ously enriching their personal
life. It is pointed out (with
pride) that in the first five years
of its existence the Bombay
Shramik Vidyapeeth had impart-
ed sixty courses to over a thou-
sand corkers. Obviously none
of the thousand participants
could have received comprehen-
sive and continuing education.
but pushed through a format
skill oriented course. It is now
planned to open ten more Shra
mik Vidyapeeths during the Fifth
Plan, While 1 do not doubt
that the number of citizens pass-
ing through such Centres would
increase, I fear they Drill become
as formal as our univePsities and
that a- multifaced polyvalent
approach which would treat each
participant differently according
to his specific needs would never
become a reality.

What 1 would like to see

done, even if on a limited scale
to begin with, is tvliat the In-
stitute of Adult Education of
the University of Ghana appa-
rently claims it is experimenting
with; the setting up of local insti-
tutes to change the life style and
world view of citizens permanent-
ly attached to them. For, after
all, what is the purpose of
education? Not merely to provide
students with degrees or prep:ire
a person for a career, but also to
make him fully capable of sue-
eessfuly facing. all sorts of future
problems in a changing world to
lead to his personality develop-
ment in all spheres (so that lie
may becomef. "complete maii")
as well asto help transform
society efficiently. Surely such a
process has to be personal. even
intimate, manysided. total and
continuous
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The 1971 Census has once
again highlighted the growing
phenomenon of urbanisation as

an inescapable feature of a deve-
loping economy. During the de-
cade 1961 -71, whilst the overall
populatio&grew by 24.99 per cent
the urban population increased
by 3N per cent. The increase for
towns' with a population of I Iakh
and above was 49 per cent.
Dtiring the four decades 1931.71,
the urban population in such
towns has increased six-fold,
namely, front 9.5 millions in 1931
to 57 millions in 1971 and with
a corresponding increase in the
number of towns from 35 to 142.'

India's predominantly rural
character conceals a rapidly
accelerating urban growth of
dimensions as have led urban
India alone to be ranked "among

The author is Education Adviser,
Planning Commission, Government of
India. This paper was presented in
the Regional Seminar on Adult Edu-
cation and National Deselopment held
in Dclhi,tslarch 1974.

1 Fifth Five Year Plan 1974-79.

2 Bose, Ashish, Studies in lbdia's
Urbanisation 1901.71, Institute of
Economic Gtossilt, New Delhi, 1973,

Tata tsteGraw Hill Publishing Com-
pany Ltd, Delhi, p. 18.
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the biggest countries of the
world", Greater Calcutta, if its
municipal boundaiies ;ire more
realistically drawn, is as big as
New York or Tokyo. Apart from
their sin the urban areas com-
mand attention by viryie of their
being the scat of economic and
political power as also of concen-
trated poverty and squalor, with
their valconic possibilities. Two
special features of urbanisation
in India also need mention.
Firstly, the increase in the urban
population is more due to
the natural increase of urban
population itself, underlining the
population ckplosion and the
need fer family \buting, than
due to migration. Secondly, the
migration' where it has taken
place. has been largely from
the smaller towns, which in
consequence have decayed, than
directly from the vilktges. The
revival of these small towns and
the establishment of new urban
centres to ease the pressure of
increasing urbanisation is an
important element of the strategy
of the Fifth Plana, to which adult
education has to give its own
essential support.

problems emerging from
urbanization

The problems raised by urbani-
sation are legion. \Those whose
solution can be assiked through
adult education efforts are
broadly live: economic; of health,
nutrition and'family planning ; of
citizenship training; of recreation:
and those pertaining to cdtic:iiiim
and culture. The economic
problem pertains to the provision
of guidance services and training
and placing facilities for those

3 Drafi Fifth Plan, Government of
India, Planning Commission, Part Il
p. 258.

wanting to enter employm:nt,
change their jobs or improve their
job performance. These scni,..e.;
are needed at all levelsfrom the
lowest job souitht by a migrant
slum dweller to the additi,,nal
competence sought by those. in
the sirtlior-most positions. The
need for such services is heigh-
tened by the 1;rge.number of jobs
available in the urban areas and
the need to bring' together the
*prospective employers and em-

ployees, desire for lateral and

vertical mobility of the labour
force, the rapidity of changes in
technology and the need for fre-
quent adjustment to it etc.

As regards education in regard
to health and related matters, the
problem relates to the proper me
of very . inadequate commun:ty
services provided:: quick ad
informed response to the hazards
to the health of the community
in the form of outbreaks of epi-
demics, selling of uncovered
foods etc; knowledge ofd,he nutri-
ti n value of different iv-tides so
that a balance diet table could be
constructed within a very tight
family budget; knowledge of
family planning ; awareness of
value of regular habits and
exercise ; and knowledge of the
supreme importance of and use
of open spaces, which are the.
lungs of the cities. a

The problems relating to civic
training are very arduous and
yet very essential. If closely
packed human being cannot live
as community and are not aware
of and do not work for their
common interests, they can only
explode. As Bulsara' says, "the
immigrants to the city eothe with

4 Bulsara, J.F., Problem; of 12.ipid
Urbanisation in India, Portilar Pra-
kashan, Bombdy, 1964. p. I25.

6.6 D. P. Nayar, "Urbanisation and Adult Education," Indian Journal of'
Adult Education, (1975?) p. 13-17
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their class, caste, Ian?, ..iagc and re-
brion-wis aggregation or segre-
gation", and "there no effort at
the city end to enli::.:en" them

the ways of adju tment to the
urban way of life and integration
oil assimilation in the civic com-
munity". And it is this absence
of conimunity life and community
sense in the cities with their size,

their speed, their heterogeneity,
their vast inequalities, their temp-
tations and exploitation that breed
violence and crime; to make
the cities not only, the scats of
economic and political power but
also the irtential spots of volca-
nic eruption. Adult education can
lend a helping hand in maintain-
ing peace and promoting growth
to enlightened poljtical, economic
and social policies. The citzicn
has to be trained in his duties
is a householder, as a member
of his ward and cooperative, as

a mcmbcr of the city and as a
member of the countryin
ever- widening circles of responsi-.
bility.

As regards recreation, the
majority of the theatres, cinemas,
clubs, games and sports etc. are

beyond the nit ans of the average
citizen. And yet the pressure of
his life badly, needs such outlets
and relief. Adult educatrin has
to fill this void through joint
govermental and community
action by providing community
centres, open spaces and youth
centres, libraries, etc. Such
activities should make life, espec-

ially in the small town, more
attractive and thereby supp rt
theft, growth strategy of rcviv II
and establishment of small tow s.

The need for educational
f.s. 'Inks outside the regular
ohicational system is also an
Licit( necessity for people want-
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ing to improve their prospects,
utilise their leisure profitably and
satisfy and diversify their in-
terests. These needs vary with
different groups and have to he
satisfied in different ways, depen-
ding upon their circumstances.
In any consideration of educa-
tional needs, in a country like
India literacy has to occupy a
prominent place; and in order
to click the programme has to be
one of functional literacy. Edu-
cational programmes require a

large sized programme of produc-
tion 9f books on various subjects
and Suiting the various levels of
competence of their clientele.

programmes in indiaa
review

Adult education in India
began much before Independence
in 1947. The work was largely
confined to adult literacy and
provision of libraries as a follow-
up. The cultural agencies added
a recreational dimension to this
programme, though the two
streams proceeded side by side as
distinct entities. Gurudew Tagore
and Gandhiji enlarged the con-
cept of adult education by bring-
ing in vocational training as

well and developmentally orien-
ted adult education achieved some
brilliant successes'. But the work
of these leaders wfs confined
only to rural areas. Moreover,
their impact on the general
current of adult education was
hardly. felt. The great day for
adult literacy, with which adult
education was synonymous at
the time, came with thc assump-
tion of power in the provinces
by the Congress. Mass cam-
paigns were launched encompass-
ing towns and the country side.

Nayar, D.P., Building for Nam
Navjivan Karyalya, Ahmedabad l4.
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The net result of this movement
however, was not significant. It
was realised that literacy by itself
did not provide adequate motiva-
tion for adults: and so after In-
dependence the concept of adult
education was widened to include
citizenship training, health educa-
tion, recreation and occupational
trainingk To indicate this enlarg-
ed concept the programme was
called Sodittl Education. Lately
the idea has been gaining ground
that adult education should
include all activities of govern-
mental and non-governmental
agencies, outside the regular
educational system, which seek
to better equip the adult to meet
his own varied needs by his own
efforts; and these agencies should
improve the educational content
Of their programmes to increase
their effectiveness through better
response from the intended benc-
ficiaries'producers that the increas-
ed cdcational content will encour-
age. This concept has been
embodied in the Fifth Plan.

voluntary organisations

We may follow this broad
review by a more dgailed account
of our significant' experiences,
We may begin with our exper-
ience of voluntary organisations.
Prior to Independence they were
practically the only agency in this
field and the dedication of their
workers achieved appreciable
results againft heavy odds. After
Independence and with the advent
of planning it became a definite
governmental policy to encourage
voluntary organisations. This,
however, led to a mushroom
growth of such organisations few
of which had their roots among
the masses and were motivated
by genuine public concern.
Government grants very often



became a means of extending
political patronage. It is, there-
fore, necessary to screen volun-
tary organisations and separate
grain from the chaff. Such
organisations as arc deserving of
support should be assisted in
every way. These organisations
arc especially fitted for pilot
project, research and investigation
work; literature production; and
work in extremely difficult areas,
where a high degree of dedication
is called fora They can also be
effective as aids to governmental
agencies for purposes of establish-
ing liaison with the people and
mobilising local, support. They
arc not likely to have the organi-
sation to implement n: mass pro-
gramme themselves. Each organi-
sation should be entrusted with
specific work, keeping in view its
special competence, and assisted
fully to do it well. The special
need of such organisation is to
building their dedicated workers
into technically competent people.
They also need assistance in pro-
ject formulation and evaluation
as well as administrative matters,
Government could enlist the
cooperation of technical and
-academic bodies like the schools
of social work and its own train-
ing andl.escarch institution for
building up the works of volun-
tary organisations. The State
could also help in publicising
Outstanding work done by these

.agencies.

industrial workers

Another area where we have
built,up some experience is the
education of industrial workers.
With increasing industrialist
need was felt for edt mg in-
duitrial workers abou heir roles
and responsibilities in society,
industry.and their ion so that

ft

genuine trade union leadership
could emerge from among them-
SC1VeS, FOC the purpose, the
Ministry of Labour set up a
Central Board of Workers'
Education ip 1956, which has
been organising trainine of edu-
cation officers, trade union
officials and worker teachers, and
holding classes for the rank and
file of workers. The methods used
are largely audio visual. The
Board has trained over 1.7
million workers from over 5,000
enterprises. These courses have
generated a general consciousness
in the working class and added to
their understanding of the trade
union movement. The reaction
of the employers and union
leaders has been mixed as was
to be expected. While some have
appreciated the programme and
cooperated with the government,
others have vehemently opposed
it trade union leaders who
see in it a potential threat to
their leadership, and the em-
ployers, who feel that the worker
becomes extra conscious of his
rights,

The Ministry of Education,
side by sidC, carried on an ex-
periment .of broad-based social
education of the workers with the
object of stimulating a desire for
knowledge in the working
class, providi5g facilities for
general education of the workers
with She object of stimulating a
desire for knowledge in the work-
ing class, providing facilities for
general education, arousing a
sense of social and civic responsi-
bility and providing wholesome
recreation. Two institutions were
sc p for the pepose that at
Indorc in 1960 and that at
Nagpur in 1968 which were

, evaluated in 1970. The main
lesson was that these institutes
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should base their programmes ot),
clear identification of the, needs
of the workers and should also
cater to the needs of other than
industrial workers.

Other experiments in this
direction were the opening of
Centresvariously known as
Social Education Centres, Com-
munity Centres, Labour Welfare
Centres in urban or industrial
complexes. These- centres %verc

expected to provide a wide spec-
trum of activities of educational,
cultural and recreational nature
for men; women and even
children. Adult education) in-
cluding literacy, libraries, re ding
rooms and craft classes was to
be the basic component of the
programme. In actual prac
however, their main empl
very often remained only on
cultural and recreational activities.

Vocational training was pro-
vided at a number of industrial
institutes in the evenings. It was,
however, found that workers at
the end of the day did not have
the energy to go and learn at a
distant place and most of the
employers had either no resources
or were unwilling to invest them.
in organising training for
workers.

polyvalent contre

Out of these various approa-
ches has emerged ployvalcnt ap-
proach and the polyvalent centre,
which seem to hold considerable
promise. A polyvalent centie, was
sct up in 1967. The object 'was
to provide courses on the, basis of
felt needs for various groups of
the urban population. The
courses would, however, be so

given that they meet the total
needs of the adult in an
integrated fashion. Being need



based they could ainl at self.
-support. They were to enlist
the cooperation not only of the
workers but also of their employ-
crs. T courses were to be
organise( at places and time
convenie to the participants.
The Cc re was to have a core of

une staff but the large num-
ber of its teachers were to be
part-time, largely drawn from the
establishments whose workers
were to benefit from the pro-
grammes. The expenditure on
buildings and equipment for the
Centre was to be kept to the
minimum. 'The courses were
organised at different places,
such as factory premises, .

school buildings, community
centres, welfare centres, trade
union buildings and other
places which were made available
on rent free basis. - /The

pro-
gramme whs evaluated after a
year. In spite of the difficulties
which a new approach of this
type was bound to enconnter in
the beginning, the evaluation, re-
port said that the experiment had
met with moderate success in
achieving its aims. The report
also suggested, ways by which the
Centre could increase its effective-
ness. These were to involve the
cmployers more effectively lay
taking up courses at their initia-
tive, by drawing up the content
in consultation with them, etc.,
draw up programmes after a very
careful assessment of the felt
needs of the participants ; and
ensure that while the integrated
character of the approtich to the
needs of the individual and the
group might be maintained, the
mixture of the felt need and the
other needs to be met should be

judicious so that the focus on the
felt needs was .not disturbed. The.
Centre has tried to improve its

programmes both tplautatively' CtVing on buildings; equipment
and quantitatively, There. has
been general appreciation of thcsc
courses as shown by the great
demand for repeating the courses
or. developing hew ones; The
enthusiasm. generated has led the
Government to decide to "have a
net work of such centres establi-
shed in various cities 'and indus
trial towns in the country *during
the Fifth Five Year Plan.

"etc. by drawing on the resources
of the community,

(5) 'Flexibility has Ito be the
key-note of the prograninic as it
has to, be closely related to.the
needs of each individual group.

out-of-school odUctio'

Another important line of
deveropment has been the pro-The Mowing lessons of the vision of educational facilitiesPolyvalent Centre at Bombay may Outside tlie,regular. ,sebool systeMbe highlighted : but linkedio4t. At the base are,
adult school' which *nab le.Well4(1) Theiprogranimes mtist'14,'
motivated 11Chilts to take *theirbased on felt needs identified for

,n;tiddle. and Amcohesive group through a pro-,
secondarY:'school'editaatio'n in aper survey. The specific need'.
dutch shorter tim04lianchildrenmust be linked and integrated" 'take.

In the experfinent at bOhi,with other needs of, the, group,
was :foun'd that adulti'couldwhich may be half felgittt.nonC-%h ,c02Ver

in'two years what the child-theless real. General ednattion
rent took five years to complete.will need to be-integrated- with
This very idea ,Was used by thevocational edueation lit such

'Central Social Welfare Board inway that it does not .disturb
their 'Scheme of Condensed -Cow-the focus on vocational cdp-
ses of Education for Adult,cation but :tither enriches and
Women. The main objectives ofenlarges it.
the schemes are to open employ-

(2) In the case of vocational
education, it would be necessary
and, advantageous to involve the
employers fully so as to take',
advantage of their appreciation
of the needs of the workers as
employees and also to draw upoh
their resources for running the
course.

(3) Competently drawn cour-
ses and enlightened- methods of

yteaching are required to retain years. ince the inception of the
the irate sst of the adult learner. schem in 1958, and up to March

1972, 14 courses were organised
(4) As programmes of adult and out 24,000 women benefit-

education have to be very large- ed from these courses. The /.sized, the per capita cost must be onien who complete these our -kept down by employing only scs find employment as social
,part-time teachers to help a small workers, teachers, nurses, mid-
core of full-time workers and by wife, family planning workers etc.

ern

mcnt opportunities to a large
number of deserving and needy
women and, secondly, to create a
band of competent trained work-
ers required to man various
development projects in the shor-
test- possible time. Under this
scheme, women in the age-group
18.30, who .have had sonic school-
ing, are prepared for middle
school and matriculation exami-
nations within a period of two
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CorreSpondenee courses have
-. been organised at the secondary

and university stages to enable
those who are not able to join
full -time institutions to continue
their education. For example, at
Delhi enrolment in the corres-
pondence courses preparing sin-

' dents for the. school leaving call-
ficate increased from 881 in 196$-
69 to 5630 in 1970-71, andsigni-
fteantly enough, the pass percent-

. age was as high as 68 per cent in
the latter year, which is above the
All India average. Nearly a dozen
universities arc )t t present org.ihi-
sing corrcspon ence courses for
university students. The plan
is now to establish an 'open' uni-

-Varsity in extension of this idea.

Apart from organising corres-
pondence courses a number of
universities have set up adult/
continuing education departments
with assistance from the Univcr-
sity Graitits Commission. The
types of programmes for which

assistance is given are profes-
s sional courses, courses in leader-

: ship and employment skill,
general purpose courses, pro-
grammes for the urban commu-
nity, cultural activities, training

of personnel, research in adult
. education etc. Under thejlational
'Service scheme, universities have
initiated a number of projects for
promoting adult education activi-
ties by their staff and students
and have adopted areas in their
neighbourhood for the purpose of
spreading literacy and adult

education among the non-student
;youth in particular.

.libraries services

As a necessary support to the
-programmes of Adult Education
A:toth in the rural and Urban areas,

'Vigorous efforts ,arc needed' for
development of libraries services.
An important step in this direc-
tion has been . the enactment of
Public Library Legislation in four
States, namely Tamil Nadu,
Andhra Pradesh,' Maharashtra
and Mysore. Other Suites, which
at present, have comprehensive
grant-in-aid rules for establishing
such libraries at different levels,
are also contemplating to enact
Public Library Legislation, largely
on the lines of the model Bill for
Public Library Acts drawn up by
the Working Group on Libraries
appointed by the Planning Com-
mission. ,

A unique event in the deve-
lopment of publichbrarics in the
country is' the development of the
Delhi Public Library started as a
pilot experiment to reach a metro-
politan city populatioireffectively,
which now caters to the needs of
the reading public in the Union
Territory of Delhi with its branch
libraries and 'also the mobile libr-
ary vans. During 1973-74 about
36,000-adults participated in vari-
ous activities such as lectures
discussions, dramas, film shows
and television viewing program-
mes organised by the Library.
The Library is rendering its
services at more than 91 points in
the Union Territory of Delhi.

'A recent development in the
field of library services is the
setting up.. of the Raja Rani
Mohan Roy. Library Foundation.
The main objective of the Found-
ation is to strengthen and pro-
mote the establishment of a coun-
try-wide net -work of libraries
through which it will be'possible
to carry to all the seetns
of they people, new informa-
tion, new ideas, and new
knowledge. The Foundation

which came into exislence, in 'May
I972 has in its first phase laken,
up the programme olsirengt14-

.

ing district libraries, including
those 4t the Nehru Youth Centro..
The total number or libraries
being assisted is 500.

in-service training, of
workers

Another important area of
adult education is the in- service
training of workers of all types
and levels. Most public sector enter-
prises and big enterprises in the
private sector have training pro-
grammes for their own workers,
supervisors and senior executive,.
Under the Apprenticeship Act
they have also to train a certain
number of others---including raw
matriculates, students from the
Industrial Training Institutes
and graduate and diploma
holder engineers. The ap-
prenticeship scheme, however,
is not working very satisfactorily
as. industry takes very limited
interest in Apse 'outsiders'.

vernment departments.are also
increasingly taking to cadre buik,
ding. A number of institutions
the National Institute of Com-
munity Development, Hyderabad,
the institute of Public Adminis-
tration, Delhi, National Staff Col-
lege under the Nitnistry of Edu-.
cation and Social Welfare etc.'.
have been set up for the purpose.
An important development was
the establishment of the .National
ProductiVity Council in 1958 for
spreading productivity conscious-
ness at tfll levels of the national
life, providing productivity service
in the country by way of training,
consultancy and research activi-
ties on a continuous basis etc. It
has six regional directorates at
important centres and 47 local
productivity councils. :t
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kpi\1FORNAL EDUCATION
OF

TI-It URBAN COMMUNITY

EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT
( 1.974 -75)

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT FDUCATION (EXTN.)
UNIVERSITY OF RAJASTIIAN, JAIPUR-4.

EXPERIMENTAL. PROJECT ON NON-FORMAL
EDUCATION OF THE URBAN COMMUNITY ('74-75).

The tide of the Project ;till be :

NON-FORMAL EDUCON OFJHE URBAN COMMUNITY

Introduction :

In spite'of the predominantly rural character of India, the
size of its urban community is not small or negligibla. As
per 1971 census it increased by 38% as against the overall
increase of 24..99%. Urban India apportions 1/5th of the
total popirlalion rounding it to an apprOximate of 1.1 million
people. According to Ashish Bose 'Nan India al e will
soon bo ranked "among the biggest countries of the world."
"Apart from the size, the urban areas command attention by
virtue of their being the seat of economic and oliticar power
has also of concentrated poverty and squa r with their

7* volcanic possibility." The urban under-privileged cannot be
ignored.

, Some of these 'communities in urban areas are un-
dergoing traumatic experiences due to thp forces of social
economic and political change. They require new under -
tanding, knowledge, attitudes and skill to adjust' to and
bsorb the best of these changes.

Education has a crucial role her . A University em-
bodying tho noblest of traditions in tho ht and culture owes
Mich to these groups., To,fulfill the asp rations of the people

best krfowlage and talents have to be extended to them.
ttrerviOse,'inka limited function of teaching formal courses

to youth only, the university faces the danger of becoming
one of the factors creating inequalities and tensions in
society, rather than resolving thOrti.

"Non -Formal. Ednention of the Urban Ccuumanity, Experimental Project
1974-75," Jaipur, University of Rajasthan Department of Adult Educa-
tion, 1975, 4 p.
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Our universities are still slow moving in action and
`thought and have almost been deaf and blind to these
aspects of societythe worst of proliferations of urbah life.
A confrontation of community problems/ with university
elitism is a social need. The department since its inceptiOn
has been serving to that end, organising poursos for different
categories, educational levels and groups of men and women,
big it has generally maintained univAsity level werk. Now
for the first time it is shaking off its timidity and superstitions
regarding the level of university involvement an is embarking
on a now project 'Non-formal education of an urban commu-
nity" to serve the underprivileged of the community.

The broad purpose of this project is to experiment, a
now model of university contribution to community life for its
general improvement. With this ci,m and keeping in view the
limiied resources of the department, we have adopted a part
of the urban community, Anandpuri situated on Moti Dundari
Road, Jaipur as an experimental project.

Aims and Objectives :
Stated more specifically the aims of the project are :

1. To impart knowledge. _understanding attitudes and
skills to improve the life style of the "community.

2. To help them to adjust to changes taking place
in the community.

3. To experiment a new model of educational program
so as to gain understanei gs for (i) wider applica-
tions (ii) training for 10cle hip es.

4. Experiment now teaching methods particularly the
discussion. method.

5. To get university elite interested in the problems of
the under privileged.

Description of the community-Anandpuri
Anandpuri is a developing community in the process of

transformation from kutcha mud houses slui't area to pucca
housed low income group colony, situated on Moti Dungri

Road, Jaipur. Most of the pucca' hooves have two to three

rooms with two families residing, . The residents have different

occupationsmasonry-karrigar, cionstruction labour, motor

scooter repairers, buffalo and-cow owners and a few manu-

facturing units.

Nearly 40% of the population is illiterate. Women, mostly

illiterate are aware and corcious of their needs. The educa-

tional level of men ranges from illiteracy to university educa-

tion. Majority of them are rnalis-by caste, 50% belong to the

income group Rs. 100-300 and 26% to the group to Rs. 300-

600. The community has a Yuvak Mandel, a middle school,

a primary school and diatshala. The rrreirt problems as reve-

aled by' our survey, which is still in progress are : environ-

mental ineapitation, improper distribution of food ration, broken

roads, disorganised marketing system.

2'7 2
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In order to got a cSmploto picture of the educational,ivocational and community needs so as to identify specific
learning objectives, a comprehensive survey of th p louses is
being conducted. However, infoimal contacts a d investi-
gator's reports have revealed information, relevant to piogram
planning. On the basis of-this, same learning objectives have
been identified.

Learning objectives :

Health and environmental sanitation
Child care, nutrition and diet
Cilizenshilland Public responsibilities
Development of community facilities
Public distribution, coogeration and rationing
Family planning and family life,
t=Animal Husbandry

the above will be modified and expanded on the basis of the
survey.

Choice, Planning and Promotion :

An educated and enthusiastic couple living in the com-
munity approached the department with a request for deve-
loping an educational program f9r improving their community
life., To assess the extent and depth of the need and interest,
several meetings were held and visits arranged, The depart-
ment was impressed by the enthusiasm and interest of the
community. Fortunately this proposal dame at a time when
we were also thinking seriously in terms of developing an
experimental program in an underprivileged area. Hence we
decided to adopt this community for an intensive one year
program\

Subsequently a program planning alhd promotion Co
ittee was constituted, of hada{ leaders intimately involve

local problems to sapport the project.

Program content and co-sponsor ship :

Making the survey as our basis for educational needs, a
small academic committee consist* of concerned faculty
members will be constituted to draw out detailed syllabi for
the program. The faculty members concerned will be drawn
from Medicine, Political Science, Sociology, Home Science,
'and Public AdminiQralion. The department will also utilise
resources outside t e university for teaching purposes like the

-; Veterinary hospital and Municipal administration.

The Family Planning Department, Direptorate of Medical 'k
anci Health Services, Government of Rajasthan is coklaborating
with this project and making available their resources for the
health and family planning components of the program.

Publicity :

For publicity and motivation the resources of the- local
program 'planning committee will be us4f. Besides this will
include screening of films and drmentation and other audie
visual media..

1
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U Duration and phases :

The program will run for one year beginni
ember, '74, classes being held every Thuisda
Saturday afternoon.

1 st Sept.)
and))

Metho

Moe this is a goal and activity-oriented'prograrriap-i'pro-
priato teaching methodology and technology will be used.
The main thiluil will bo on group-work baseQ on discussions"
under the guidance of experts. To enrich the programs audio-
visual aid, demonstration and field trips will be made.

Finance :

Thisivogramme is being conducted with greet economy
eicploiting available resources outside the university. The total
project is likely to be managed in,a small sum of Rs. 3000/-.

Evaluation :
To have a valid and reliable evaluation of the program

there will be three surveys : .
(a) A base-line survey to assess the level of knowledge

of the participants.
(b) . Operational survey to assess the growing impact of

the program.

. .

.,

(c) A final evaluation towards the end of, the program
vis a vis objectives.

't>

Report :

Report , will
project.

Local Planning Committee :
1. Mrs. C.K. Dandiya
2. Mr. Raghuveer Singh
3. Mrs. Asha Dixit '1"

Mrs. Mohan Singh
Mr. Mohan Singh Convonor

6. Two local representatives:
Mr. Hari Singh

be prepared after the completion of the'

Staff Responsibilities :

Supervisor andcoordinat,or for
mons' program and survey

Supervisor and coordinator for
women's program and data
processing
Survey &Research

Project Guide

Shri Raghuvepr Singh

Mrs. Asha Dixit
Sadhana Singhal

Miss Mamie Jaitly
Mrs. C.K. Dandiya

Ram Ch rider

..
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. W -EDUCATIal

STORY OF" WORKEtSi', CKG.tOlili D

4.

. BACK OUND

trade union situation, need for harmonibus industriaLretations.cR aid industrialisation, necessity to enthuse labour to adjust
gel s c ssfully tq.4,he changing conditions and make them resPond to

the call of higher production4were some of the compelling factors .which
in 1957 necessitated the Government of India to secure expert advice onthe formulation of a programme of workers' education. Accordingly

in co-operation 1.111i 'I - 1;x,,1 I
_the Government of India
appointed an international team of experts cotivsting.ut four fuogii
and four Indian experts.

The team submitted the report. in March 1g57. The recommenda-
tions of the team Were endorsed with slight modifications by . the 15th
session (of the Indian labour conference in"July, 1957. I'fie.se visualised
the setting up of a se iLau iomous board for administering the work-

. erg' education progra MT, Accordingly the central board for workers4
education was regiNtcd as a society under, the ' ,societies-registration
act, XXI ol 1860. on ,1.6th September 1958.

f ,

AIMS 4rThe aims and objectivEs of the workeis' education scheme are:

0

(i)- To develop strolii.ger and more effective, trade unions. through
... .better trained official and more enlightened members.se . .. ' .

tlb(ii) To develop' le'aderhiP. frOrn'the rank and file and promote. the
.5 growth of the democralic process and tradition in trade union e. -oiganisation and (administration.' .

(iii) To equip organised 11labou to takK.i.t pl ke in a democratic ,
serciety and to fulfil feet ly its 'sbcial nd ec,omic-,, funs -
bansbans and responsibilities..

4(

(iv) To Prombte among workers a ,greater unlieista'hding of the il
problems df their economic environment' and ,their 'prtilegei

0and obligations as union members and' officials drid as'citizens.

The importance of ealising these aims an d objectivas in a develop -
ing econao"my cannot be over-emphasised. A,worker, who-Rnderstands his
rights as well as duties, can be an to the industry as well as to his

4 , fb

r k

;nation. The attitude. developed through this education will -hc_fp, to. in 7,

,crease productivity,_ reduce 'absenteeism. build .up.'sYrong &rid. healthy
trade unions and widen the field of harmonious.' industrial relations. A .

self-reliant and well-informed labour. force, eapatle of thinking fur, itself
and consciousof its economic and social envie& iit;, will efnergb.

,.
, A

"Story of Workers.1Education," l et g, ential Board Workers
Education, (1975?) p.3-8 I

. 4, . V / - '
..; ,

2 7 5_ . ,... _ ,.
:
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In any democracy the effectiveness of .individual par icipation isconditioned by the strength of the organisation through w ich he has tofunction. The organisation catering for workers in a de ocraey is theirtrade union. If industrial. workers are to play their role prom ly in the
affairs. of t country, they should have strong. wellor anised and well-informed t de unions run on constructive and respon ible lines in theintbitst, of the workers and of the country at lafge.-% it follows that anyscherrle of workers' edueriti6n to be quick and fruitful must. concernitself primarily with trade union methods and philosophy. hl shouldairs at developing in ttie worker a-rational understanding of the circum-stances in which he Is blaced and till pressures and policies to which he
is subjected, how those pressures and policies, develop, how he himselfby collective action through his union can ease the pressure and contri-
bute to the shaping of the policies and how he should conduct 11)rnself,through his union for the maximum good of the working class and
the community as a W, hole: It should also train in the techniques ofunion organisation and managementsand make him largely self-reliant
In that field.

(1)

THE BOARD

nd

To achieve these aims and objet-tives the- central ,... the provision of necessary in- aterials and aids. inspects
board for workqrs' education was reg;steied as a
society under the societies registration act XXI .of--4
1860;On 16th September, 1952. The central board for
workers' cilucat;on, as laid down in, rule 3 of the
rules-and regulations of the society, consists of
chart man. tepi.esenta.tivcs of cents at and State
vernmonts, organisation of employers and labour,
universities. etc provided that the total number of
member's does not ,exceed 20.- It, at present, consist
of 16 members. It meets once-in a year and consider
the draft annual eport.and yearty accounts of th
bOar'd for the precedin year and the budget for th
coming year. The societ has so Ear 1191d 9 meetings.

, -

The society is charged with. the resionsibility of
adMinisteringo workers' education scheme. It sets
atandara for teachers and prograftmes, arranges fOr

*.-

r..

On

. and supervises all programmes conducted under its
sponsorship. It also stimulates trade unions and edu-
cation institutions to undertake wo -crs' qteation
programmes of the approved pattern a d standard by
makin'g financial grants.

The board of 'governors consists of such number
of members not less than 0 and not exceeding 10, as
-may be prescribed by the society from time to time.
The Members are elected annually by,The society pro-4
vided that the number of members representing ga-
verndient, employers and labour is' equal. The board
of governors at present consists of 10 members. It
meets Vtimes in ayear., It has so far held 31 riieetings.

276.
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FPR ()GRAMMES71

The workers' education programme is divided into
three stages.

(a) The first, stage consists of training of educa-
tion officers who are top level trainalg'sfffi-
cers employed in the sei vice of th board.
Nominees of trade unions are also dmitted
to the education officers' ;raining course to
enable them to undertake workers' education
programmes under the auspices of thei
unions. The educati2n officers, on completion
of their training,fail posted to regional cen-
t res.

(b) In the second stage, selected workers are
trained by the education officers as worker-
teachers at the regional centres, in full-time
training courses of 3 months' duration in bat-
ches of about 25-30. This training is a con-
tinuous process at each- regional centre
which is expected to train between 75-100
worker-teachers in a year. Selection of work-
er-teacher trainees is made by a local com-
mittee attached to each regional centre. The
trainees are sponsored by trade unions where-
ever they exist. They are released by empla-
yens with full wages for the duration of the
training. For out station trainees, courses ale
-organised nearer to their places at_the sub-
regional centres or -They are provided with
stibsistance allowarice or residential facilities
at the regional .cen,ftelie Iriaril spends
upto Rs. 30/- per lraiiieiw'-for 'an all India
study tour which is an essential part of train-
ing. Th eriiployers also cnntibute towards
tour exp ses of their respeptive employees.

,(c)" In "the third stage the - worker-teachers on
completion of training at the rcgi

,,;fires recce! tot their respective factories
laces, of ei loyment and conduct program-

mos for the rank and Me of workers in the
unit level c ses, fitrgely outside working
hours. Worker-teachers area paid a monthly

honorarium of its.30/- for this work. The
managements "usually provide facilities for
accommodation, furniture, etc. Some, of the
managements also giiie 45 minutes' time-off to
the %corkers for' attending' the unit level
classes. Where the required facilities are
alailable, full-time unit level classes of 3
weeks', duration are also conducted...The work-
er trainees are paid incentive award of Rs. 5/-
in kind for good attendant.° and interest in
training They can utilise this award for edu-
rational tour and get railway concession for the
plirpust'. The worker-teachers are actively
assisted in their work by the officers of the
board. The best worker teachers in the,year
get the award of Rs. 300/- and a certificate of
merit.

.,,

In addition to the programmes stated above, the
board- conducts special short-term training program-
mes as detailed below: ,

(1) For rQnbers of works committees and joint
manag ment councils.

(2) For trade union officials.
(3) For welfare organisers of stat labour .wel-

fare boards.
.

.

0) Special training courses for white collared
xeorkers.

(5) For adult education instructors of the
mines labour welfare fund.

(6) For middle management personnel.,
1(7) For the senior and junior masters at central

training institutes and foreman instructors
of industrial training institutes.
Prodrammes in collaboration with the na-
tional and local ,productivity councils.
One-day schools. three-day . seminars anti
study circles for %corkers on selected topics!.

(10) Workshops and short-term refresher courses
for education officers and .rocker- teachers.

(11) Workers' education crimps as follow-up pro-
gramme of trained %corkers. 0

(12) Joint seminars at the all-India and regional-
levels for reprgsentatives of trade unions and
employers' organisations.
Administratfve traiuing for
tors of the board.

(14) Special programmes to suit the needs of
labour educators from abroad,

The board also sends its officers, for training in
foreign countries, under the Colombo plan, Indo-US
technical co-operation programme and fellow-
ships:

coal

(P) regional direc-.
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Bum IN3TRUCTICIIAL TELEVISION /SITE)

INDIAN TELEVISION MEDIU:4 OR MIRAGE ?

IntrodUction : ,

I.
. (4

This paper describes a L-icro-project which was designed to test the.N.

feasibility of using television to promote adult education among the

,

lower-ipcome. :groups in Bomb.. city. No matter how inndcquato the

project mightmight hare been, it was a success in at laqst one sasei it

warms the first atte'pt in In'ia to use television for this,
purpose.

vo

Television for Adult Edueati9n:
A few answers and many marg.) questions.

A discussion of a project
presented by

Gerry, DIRozario-

Institute of Communication arts
St. XT/riAr's College, Bombay

in the workshop
on Educational Technology

. at the
' International Conference

World Educationjellowship
Birla Kreeda Kcn1 ra, Bembay.

29 December 19; - 4 JanuarY.1975

well

-While breaking new groum is in itself laudable prdrress,'y*tbat is
....,

_ 4.

no reason to rest conten on the conttry, bowls() new opportunities
o ------

have been perceived and pliwblem areas identiecd, there i/ s all,, the

more urgency to redouble our efforts and consoli4te the/gains.
''0 e

4

The Set-Up :' .

c,

le
Ck

'Allow me to fill you in on the pbjectives and set-Cp of the pro*

and after that we -shall tackle some of

arisen but of it.

OA'le basic quesiiogs that have

Gerry,D'Rozario, "Indiad Tplevision: Medium or Mirage," A project
disCussion prespntedat the International Conference of the/World
Education Fellowship., 29 -Dee : - 4 Jan.' 1975, p. 1-11

78
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Tho Bombay City Social Education Committee has boon conducting classes

for function0. literacy are adult education for the last thirtyfivo

yours in Bomeay.City. 'This in itself is a commendable achievement,

and few other states can boast of having done so much for what is one

of Indla!s basic problems: illitoracy. Duping thoso thirtyfive years,

the Committeejlas ermbled more than 600,000 adults to attain literacy

and its work has merited honorable montion by UNESCO for the Mohamed

Roza Pahlavi Prize for literacy work in 1969, and recognition as one

of UNESCO's throe associate projects in India. It is a quasi municipal

body which has its own administrators, officers, supervisors and

teachers who aver the years have evolved an elaborate curriculum,

syllabus and teaching method.

Every weekday the toncher gathers around him fifteen to twenty hotel

boys, factory lhorkers, housewives, unskilled lnhorcrs. Their ages

vary from fifteen Ao fertyfive. Classes, for tho women are comluctcd

in the early aftornucn, for the mcn in A late evening. Thu croups

meet right in their hutzents.and q4.!wls: low - income tenements which

are a spocial feature of over-crow c: Bomboy. One reason is that a

classroom is a luxury which is out of reach; another, that tho women,

for instance, have to r;ontinue with teir cocking or baby sitting

whitele the class in in progress. Each literacy session lasts four

months, after which the candidates who pass the examination arc given

a certificate- and admitted to a four-month post-literacy session
I

which is to ensure that they do not lapse into illiteracy.

The literacy we aro talking about here gods beyond mere mechanical

literacy and is integrated with social education. It strives to make

a 1/4Orson literate by acqilainting hip with the written shapes of the

twcirds he is most familiar with in his daily occupation and real-life

situation.' It attempts to bring somo degree of social awareness to

the adult so' that he might.become actively participant in his socioty.

All oducatiOt strives towaill this goal, based on tho hypothesis that

a true democracy is not possible unless it is built on an educated

electorate.
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The Television Component

Into this set-up of the Bombay City Social Zlucation Committoo we

decided to introdueo a television component. If television is the

magic medium that the exports claim, then why not use some of its

magic to help educate the massos? Our situation, with insufficient

classrooms an_ teachers, should bo the idoal occasion to put

television's multiplior offect to work. Asa first small step,

our Institute of Communication Arts tried out a pilot project:.

portable video equipcicnt was carried into tho chevls and twenty-

minute progrems created for the purpose by tho Bombay City Socirk

Education Committeo and the Institute ofT,ommunication Arts wore

screened for the adult learners on closed circuit television. It

was a prof bio learninc experience for all of us: administrators,

producers, teachors, stu!ents, bocauso wo had to devise efficient

ways and- mcans to communicato specific mossagcs to a specific

audience tlxough a nedimi with which neither they ncr we wer.9

conversant.

w But we did learn, anA the government-ownod.tolovision centre station

thought that enough spade work had been done so that they could now

unclertnle.,,-; to preAvreand trmomit a four-month series for adult

SaNUlts.r..imcr,oc . .,

S A plannin: sumbrIr was onvLno:1 in June 1974 an7
orcanination..11 chart win; .drnwn up t streamline the operations cf

the ,,three major collaboratinG
institutions: Bombay Television Centre,

the Bombay City Social Education ComniAtee, and the Institute of

Communication Arts. Tho curriculum 3.6 revised, the primer re-written,

tho teachers were given orientation courses as regards the nature of

television, and torching notes were provided to help them with the

follow-up of each lesson.

On 10 September 1974, two clay's after International Litoracy Day
4

:which had been used as an occasion to drum up enthusiasm in all the

sectors of the public - the television series entitled Aisoo Akshare

. Melveen-wcnt on the air for the first time.

1
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ThO Tolovision Format

Tho format for tho series was as follows: tolovision teaching

supplemented tho regular classroom teaching on two out of the six

evenings. At 6.15 p.m tho toachor would gather the utulents,

roviso briofly tho previous losson an'' proparo thou for the day's

program. At 6.30 the tole-lesson would commonco. A tolovision

prosontcr would talk directly to tho audicnco and introduco tho dayts

lesson and it's main teaching points which would thon bo illustratod

through fl dramatic form. The story would bo built arouna key words

whph would bo flashed cnto- the sereon from timo to timo so that the

lonrnors could familiariso themselves with both the sound and shape

of the words. Both the story and the key words wore soloctod with a
*dew to teach not only literacy but also to inculcate social values.

Thus stories dealing with health, hygiene, nutrition were built

around koy words like broad, water, milk, koroseno oil, house,

modicine.

4
When the twenty-minute tolo-losson 7as over, tho classroom teachor

d-'would take over again to r.nforce the teaching points and to drill

0 the stu..lents in reading and writing. After about twenty minutes of

such exercises, tho' class would disperse.

. The F,valuaticn .?

- Now. much '!id the adults benefit from television ? How many of them

bocame Mbre litorato and moro socially conscious ? Did they find tho

content relevant to their livers ?-What were the toachors' reactions

to television in the classroom ? Thoso are some of the questions that

the evaluation is trying to answer. During every tolevision

forty field workers would go to twenty of the forty classroom sites

to rocord their obsorvntiens in one schedule and their intorviow with

a couplo of students in another schedule.

c
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Tic hope that when thic bocilyof data is collatca we will havo some
anmers to the innumcrablo questions red that wo will havo a clearer

idoa of thu contribution that tolovision is mnking tO the cnuso of

%Ault oftention. Vic plan to havo a preliminary report roady by the

and of January 1975 when wo pro convening a meeting of oxpcfrts in

adult odueation and mass modia to uvnluato the achiovomonts of the

past year and to plan tho next stage.

Refloctions

It usually huppons that a project sounds much grander on paper than

it is in reality. I would bo disappointod if you wont uaay with tho

impression that the entire project was a resounding success and that

little remains to bo improvod upon. I propose to outline for you

very briofly some of the fundamental issues which we are faced with

and which wo should have the cou'rage to tacklo if indood we aro

genuinely interested in using the modia for adult oducation.

Thd acWont of the electronic modia in the Third World countries has

been hailed with considerable enthusiasm. Experts claimed that :tith

such powerful turns of disseminating information, a host 44 devolop

mental problems could be solved: modernisation, food production,

family planping.....No that these .countries have had the media for SD

many years, it is time to tako another hard look. Are the media

ddlivoring tho goods tho way the exerts promised? If not, where is

the catch? In the media? In their uso? Or in the local situation?

N1That can we do to clear the bottleneck?

The ,Concept cf Mass Eluct.tion

I hate to have to be the one to rock the apple cart, but allow mo to

pose some fYery fundbmental questions .as regarfts the very concept of

mess education.

If the concept of a mass culture is questionable, then is the concept

of a mass education any more plausible? Or Is it as utopian as the

dream of eliminatindloiriberr and corruptioil? Can an education and

282



culture which is meant for the masses have anythir4 in cocoon with

what is meant for the elite? '4' education is disseMinated quanti;..

tativoly, ean it retain its quality?

Do the arises with / need to .be °duetted? Mat should tie the .nature

of this education? Me doaidos what edueatonaladd cuitura-V4u04

should be imposed on them? The masses admit that,te:be illiterate is
0

to fall easy prey at the post of ankta:rationehop with the

money-lender and the landlord.. Then Oothapaall thoy flood is a

APOICUPLANEt=101.41.=447.0,4140 4di1a.4016 MAVAlialas";141,101{14, 4.114.1..0.4 9. 411000.0

meehanicr.1 lituracy that will enable them to T..(14.1 and write?

they inclinul to,.go any further? Do therreaIly:want,to he polilically'

involved in the affairs of the eoMMunity? Can the masses bo anything

but lothareid?

Concerning curriculum: do the masses need 14stor,7, geography', bid1e6y?

Or should we Lsk: what is the minimum quantum or knatoAnta that a
00+ ,

man needs to ho a good citizen, farmer) factory worker, family. man? '

Cruz a methooelogy be formulated and stendardisad for imparting sudh

traits; a sort. cf package deol which will popularise and' ell educa-

tion to the masses the lagy'we do with any other product? Should wt:

think alone these lines, or is it irreverent to talk of education in

these terms? Is eucational technology not pointing in this direction?

The audio crtnetto an1 the instamatic camera are instanbes or the

simplification and consequent multiplication of complex skills 80'

that what previously had been a specialised operation can now

performed by any layman. "

The Use of` the W.edia

Television is amew:Medium both for our students and, teachers. iNfeat

of them are watching it for the. first time in their,livea.';Is:it'''

being too presumptuous.to-e#6:them to use edUtational0
feel 7
1
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IrisUaly, they 'are accustomed to the movies and so would bo ablo to
follow the languago of telovision. But they havo always

considorocl tho movioa as purply an ontortainMent modium. Will that

same 'attitudo carry aver towards tolovieion? If so, will tho touching

potential of the medium bo nogatod ?

The mass audienco will not watch sorious faro on tho film or television:

screon. Con wo acquiro ihcil art of blending entortainment with oduca-
.

'tion so that both thoir needs will be fulfilled simultaneously? Will

wo discover the artists who can eombino educational messages with

popular art fcrms so that the program will,. havo a mass appetil ?

41,

Let us also take a look at tho problem from the teacher's viewpoint.. _l
Via ro11 he not fool tlireateried.by the psence of this electronic box

i1 his classroom. It can both entertain TO. educate/his audience much

"''4?
morb dramatically than he can. 7411 it not replace him some day ?

These are the questions that worry hiz and we must do everything we

can, to allay his fears. Educational television cannot hope to

succeed unless. it takes the teachorinte its confidence.
2
Tho Japanese

. had the Most, sophisticated color oducational television for the last`

twenty yearn, and now thoy admit it has been a goat waste because-
in,sotoad .of bej.ruling(with the .teachei:, they began with the student and

\,

with tho progrrm. they intend to try all overaga.i.n; starting this

time with the teacher. We must explttin to him the nature and.- function

0f-television so that he *ill enjoy using' it to supplement his teach-

ing, to his own' benefit end that of his students.

Nb0-.
Toet us move on to view the problem frov the communicator's view\

point.

For a proiram ,to` be ekfective so the coranunication priAcipi

it must be thought but and produced-in the languag and soci

cultural idioni of the target udi,enee ' Ig it pose ble for' the
oOmm ,aters rho do net belo rg. to th same 8061.111 cdueationtl

.yet

ea,

aA

4

1-,

economic 0-111.as as the 'audience 'to abide by this principle ?
4 ,

28.4
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it Java problem that pervades all the conventional media: there jr:L

p clearly defined gap between the professional, urbanised, western-

educated communicator. and his illiterate rural audience. What Can

wo do to bridge this gap ?

Perhaps another assumption must also be called into question at this

point: that it is always a media man tallang to his audience; one-wa;),

communication. But does thq audience not have somethin6 to say phich

the communicator should be listening to ?'In the lessens of life,

are we pot all learners ? If `that is sop, then there are numeibus

implications. The communicator should devote a lotAre tide to

listening; the audience should get many more opportunities to speak

u and be heard; the rote method of instruction in the classroom

ti must be revised; the authoritarian teacher-learner structure must

give way teg.a waxper and'more personal relationship.

p We hahle--looked at the.problem from the point of view of the learner,

the teacher and the professional communicator. A wprd remains to be

said about the economics of the sot-up.

A far-flung network is required to organise and execute the various

activities-pat are needed for a successful program of mass education.

Adequate rinances are needed for salaries, .Lluildings,.maintenance,

tranaport,-program material. Where is money to come from ?

Tihat priority does it receive in national .an state budgets ?

Talking of finances in relation tatedevision.production: is such a

thing as a shoestring-budget television a workable proposition ?

True, every Artist must work within the constraints of his medium.

But a lino must be drawn somewhere, and not to give the producer

sufficient timaand facilities is to goagainst the grata of television

production. With inadequate funds, what are' the chandes of securing

ala

capable soriptwritera, artistes, producers ?
. ,

the highmaintepance acid recurring expenses,

investment go Waste ?. If the system requires

any way of pAnping it ? Or is it that. the

If we cannot affOrd

dims not the capital

more fundieg, is there

problems is not money

'but, ereL-orddring of hhministrativepriOTIiies ? 285.
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Finally, how do we get tho -goods to the consumer ne"If it is only the
upper-class that can afford the television sot while the programming
is directed tower's the lower -class, then we are faced with yet
another problerri; both groups are 'frustrated. What are some altorna
kayos ? Low-priced television sets, either through a more rational
taxation policy, or goverraLlent-supplied television sets for commuiity
viewing. Unless Vie govornment steps in and does something about it,
it is a_ futile game. The poor man will never cot to see the television"'
prottrams which Ore megnt for him; the rich r.rani0oes not need-whatever
help television has to offer. ft..".4-

It is .difficult tc/toll how many sets there are in Bombay City, but
one estimate puts it at 75,000. It can safely be assumed that 99 %

.of them arc with the me re arfluent cl ss. Can it be said then that
Bombay TeleviLion is fulfilling its idooloZy of contributing to the
deVelopmcnt of tihc.lower income- group ? 7ihnt-are the chances that

p

television will Saturate tho masses ? Or, given the cost-benefit,
ratio, should v:e reaonsider television, and ask ourselves whethor
we have not gone toe fast from radio) which is a mass medium but

whose potential remains as yet! unoxploitcd, to television, a medium
which we' can scarcely afford and -,...hich,,stands little phancb of ever

reaching out to titre ,:.asses ?

Winds of Chart;

When glancing through the' agenda of this Conference, I, was disappointed

to note that so little attention had been giv'en to adult non,-formal
education. But I was deeply thrilled when at the very outset of tho
meeting the two issues of literacy and social justice were given such.
prominence.' The. inaugural message, of' the mayor explicitly mentioned
the problem of illiteracy,/ its implications for our society and the

411

urgency with which we should combat it. Dr. ftobin.tichanison said in
the very first lecture that the aims,' content and method of education
should be directed(towanls devolopj.rak's. "competence for changing the

174sPAA,

world towards greater justice; this involves skill in changing
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(peoplols) own particular bit of the world;"4.stmh that their and others

are loss dominant and loss dependdnt; -and,also tho capacity to givb
.

support to people in ethor place4, including (oven!) politicians and

governments, who aro wbrking for 12 ame ends."

Thum is a crowing venensus that in'to,dvylo world, education corn no'

longer bo thu isulatu.1 activity of a privileged' croup which cendoceends

fir to Um:ft() share. itsrpOwur and gift its kligiwledgo to tho

illiterate majority. To be more procisa, embarasSingly procizo, you

and I,Ponituto this elitist group; as the literate minoritP, do wo

roallY want the masts educatod.? Do we not stand to lose in.the.

bargain ? Men cencopts, liko liberation .and social justice filter

down to `the trade unims aftd student unions, are we not threatonod.-

as employers 'end administrators ? Jiro mt or institutions, struc-_
,,

tures relaAonships, throatenell tv'mass education. ? If so, is

there any way of casing this tens in q.

Thoso aro hTrd questions, but I think
W
wo cannot evade then gat.. this

.

stage-of the game.
P ./ !

Conclusion

This paper was sub-titlad:

I.

few answers-but many-mare quet.ions."

By nowyou sholTd bo convincod that this warning was .entirely jus fig:.

I assure I hate no intentiOn of-sabotaging this workshop; by it:-.
. .

so many and such variod iquestiorrif at it. Yet these are basic q.ssues .
. (

.

whiCh any government or my organisation involved in qucation and mass

commuflicaticn must come to grips with sooner or later.
. .

The them
.

e of this International Conference of the; tducetiOn
,

" Falcmship is "Innovations-in tdhcation for a Fullerlifp:4 This 1.p

) a '
an exact description of the project I have mitlined.concerning the 1 1180

- ')

of television fdr adulFma-formal education of tho,loiftr-incOme groups.

- The innovation consists in using television:. It is intended to bring 1

oA fuller lifet the people of BOmba;y City.'

51,

0,



we su coal ?

city. 'Thatois a ig npmber, espccially when you recall-11* there are

'Ysix million :ooNlo horo. If the quality of life of so many million

peopto dbpon-ls on,u thon vie must succ6ed.

-2;1-

Six out of ovary ten people are illiterate in this
_

4
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August 1. 1975 is a momentous day in the hiSiory lot mass com-

munication II India. It is on this day that India starts using ono of
the most sophisticated and versatile satellites the Application Tech-
nology Satellite -6 (ATS-6) to reach 2,400 remote -villages in '20
_distrcts spread over 'six states. The total area covered is over three
hundred thousand square kilometers -- equivalent to the size of
Finland in Europe and population, 45 million, almost that of Mexico.

Based on a Memorandum signed by India and the National Aero-
nautical an.d Soace Administration (NASA), the AT,$76 has been mado
available to India for a period of one year starting August 1, 1975.
The project has been christened as Satellite Instructional Television
Experiment (SITE).

WHY THIS EXPERIMENT?
I

India wants to gain experience in the 'development, testing and
management of the setellito based instructional television system parti-
Cularliin the rural areas. 4

The idea is to elicit the cooperation of people living-in rural areasfor development. TV should be a medium to cater to both in-school
and out-of-school education in which primary education should begiven priority. TV should also disseminate information about specificaspects of Science and Technology. Agriculture. Health, Family Plan-ning, etc:, with the assistance from various user agencies both at theCentre and in the States. In preparing programmes for SITE these

i objectives have been kept in mind.
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.284.
SUPPORT FOR. DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS'

'
In the Indian context the main justification for using television is

the support that it can provide to our developmental efforts specially
in respect of backward and under-privileged areas. The problem is how
to reach these remote and fug/Ling/areas with the inherent limitations
of terrestrial TV transmission 1 Use of satellites is a poSsible answer.
And so when NASA planned to launch an experimental satellite
ATS-6, a most versatile and highly 'sephisticated device; the Govt. of
India joined hands and a Memo(andum of Understaading was signed
by which it was agreed to conduct an experiment in the use of ATS-6
for direct broadcast to rural community receivers and limited rediffu-
Sion through VHF transmitters of Indian developed instructional TV
programmes. The experiment was appropriately christened Satellite
Instructional Television Experiment (S ITE).

A COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT
fl SITE has been planned as a communication experiment. lt is toKelp in collecting vital information in designing and executing a nation-wide TV System. 2,400 direct-reception TV sets have been installedin as many villages. Generally 400 sets have been set up in each of .the village clusier of the state covered. The criteria in selecting thesevillages has been the backwardness of the area, availability of infras-

tructure, probability of continuity of TV reception after SITE and com-mon agro-socio-economic conditions. The insistence on common
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MAINTENAN&E OF COMMUNITY RECEIVERS

To ensure effective functioning of TV sets in remote areas. eachcluster has a Maintenance Centre fully staffed with technicians. It willlook after the upkeep /and maintenance of 400 receivers within theclUster and three subcentres in.vantage areas. Adequate mobility andspares have been provided.

SPADE WORK FOR PREPARATION OF
PROGRAMMES

Primary data was collected districtwise. on languages spoken in
the area, food. dress, recreation, religion, social organisation, educa-
tion, status of women, agricultural practices, health, hygiene and such
other habits and customs which are part of the way of life of rural-folk.
Audience profiles were prepared which proved of immense benefit to
the programme producers of All India Radio.

PRIORITY TO PRIMARY EDUCTION
In programming) primary education has been given the first

priority. The primary school i CI a village in India is often a dull, drab
rgrzmnotr..w,.:=A1---rt
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and unattractive place. It is.more.often than ndi-a one-teacher shovi.
It is estimated that out of 100 children entering Class I only 40 reach
Class V. In addition, children are required to assist the mother at
home. Taking the3e factors into consideration 'SITE decided to con-
centrate its attention on Primary and Pre-primary groups inthe ache
group of 5-12. The programmes are not syllabus or' but they
do try to provide 'core' instruction in an interestin and entertaining
manner. The idea is to bring some breath of fresh air and laughter
into the class room, thus inspiring children to go to school regularly.

PROGRAMMES' FOR SCHOOLS
The programmes for primary and pre-primary schools will be tele-cast in the morning for 220 working days of the year. Each of the

four languages i.e. Findi, Kannada, Oriya and Telugu will have 22

minutes. It is alsq planned to conduct special telecasts for teachers.
A 12-day multi; media package programme designed to help the pri-
mary ,,school teachers in the cluster areas by equipping them bettor
for teaching science is to be put out. The 12 lessons have been deve-
loped by experts. Thus in-service training for the primary teacher is
part and parcel of the TV-programme.
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6
Anothor Interesting aspect of the

2 13

morning programmes in SITE
for primary schools is the way attempts are mado to introduce science
to village kids. Them are no labs and not ovon simple kits, are avail-.
able. Even thb teachers are largely high school dropouts. This
seemingly difficult situation is really a blessing in disguise.. Science
is prosentcd as a way of observing and understanding the common
place things and happonings. Immodiate environment is the lab 'par
excellence'.

SIMPLE MESSAGES TO FARMERS

SITE TV will not be used as an agricultural school on the air.
Sciontists and agricultural experts have identified ten to fifteen mos-

, sages in agriculture, crop-wise, which they are keen to communicate
to the farmor. Each programme, as jar as possible, will have just one
mossago. o recommendations will be made for which local inputs
are not avatlabia. The pace will be slow and language simple.

s,

FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES

'Programmes on Family Planning will not be exclusive but will
deal with the entire gamut of experience of the family as a healthy
social unit. Family Welfare through planned parenthood will be
emphasised by bringing in the social, econorrtic, health, educational,
occupational and cultural aspects of the problems. In order to deliver
a wollknit integrated approach the problems. aspirations and needs of
the .entire family are being protected. The motivational and instruc-
tional concepts are being woven into the myths and cultural traditions
of the areas concerned. 'The Family Serial' found successful in radio
is also being tried out to convey a variety of messages through enter-
tainment and real-life situations.

In nut tion a lso, the accent will be on what is readily available
in the village kitchen or backyard.
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1000.1022 Ins. Karnataka (Kannada)
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19504030 hr.. Anritirg Fr Katnfelre,
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A total of 1320 hours of programmes is required for the SITE
year. Out of the total of 915 hours for the evening telecasts,
60 hours will be a common programme in Hindi consisting of a news

bulletin and some items on national integration.

Agencies like the Films bivision, NCERT, Centre for Educational
Technology, Ministries of Health, Faritily Planning, Education and
Agriculture have produced good material relevant to our purposes and
about 150 to 200 hours of such material were available for use either
as excerpts or even in whole. Stills, slides, graphics etc. are also
available with many Government agencies and many worthwhile pro-
grammes are being mounted based on this material. ISRO is produc-
ing science based programmes for primary schools, twice a week.
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

1

A Research and Evaluation Cell has been set up and leading
social scientists have been involved in the formulation of the Social
Evaluation Plan.
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The SITE project is an experiment, though a mammoth one. It
will b@ futile to imagine that our villagers will reach some hypothetical
"developed" state as a result of one year exposure to TV. I t will be
heartening if SITE could help to create the climate for development in
these backward andunder-privileged areas.

daVo Designed & produced by Dte. of Advtg & Visual Publicity for All India Radio, Min. of I. & B.,
Govt. of India, New Delhi and printed at Its A. J. Printers. New Delhi,

No. 2/31/75. PP III -.July 75.
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hoitid he 5 ILV lult'd ..1;:aill.1 shiallno%
&soy these sears. 111:s Ass as 4

thouttlit that time s.ies tinted. the
childiett. Aso: sale troll :lie disease.
Simi! seslciLlai. Wlisn a film on sniall
piss' 55,1: OW A II 011 I V, the rt:11.:
Fuse been essing the s illa,..a. head
In ;mauve, lin their sa,ein It said
kiisarn. the only Itilk a sill lee bzilc
sunling in a entice: in Jamul.

. \s e slh's red. ''the Pio:1.1mm: has
rimed a Cleat hit with ehddren. W hen
Ors tepoitet visited feat ki ['alit
sill.iec to ssalsh a school propansine,
the classrilm was pa: Led to capa
ens. I he school teachei salt at
temlime had mini or ed considoahls
since the installation of TV. In fact.
mnrc and mote chilalten %ere seet:
ma admission hecause of It. l'ac
t...hool had registered 30 per cent.
Intel co entent in attendance

flosses cr. not all the s 'hazels, are
happy about the "ts pc" of films
shown "on the hoc ". 1 hey cosi:Ion
that many programmes are either mis-
timed OF are to:ails it telesant to them.
They cite the example of a him en
Loss ;ng, Since the soy.ine tot kis oil
is already :set, the methods shown
on TV can only he used next %Lime!.

for the rahi. By that .ti:o:. they say,
they ale bkely to forget things.

WRONG NOTION
Tuna Ils misconcessed is the notion

of he twin_ a him on padds cuitiva
ion to Rajathan f time's. Paddy is
iossn in a 5 el s .mill area Th: crop
as: counts for only 2 7 per iend of ihs'
t,itni.licl foodgrain production in the

Besides, in most of the pro-
immne% theme is no audience par.
iicm.ition. Often' a lace on the screen
tweaks into a 'inc' monologue. raids;
hold alt the interest of the audience

I h: mogianimes, iliduh some,. hat
ii.;:essItil. hare pic.suinabli been pro-
duced ssithnut ans consultation with
sillagets In all _the siVales 5 ilied hs
this tenni tcr. p...opie said nohoilv had
cs cr sonic tn. consult them regardmg
the proliraniiii:. Ohs a few coni
nzies h id made an occasional trip
'.1 shoot Ow film:.

I1 EI)11%0: INFORMATION
The official claim that luture Pro

eta rime% ssould be, head on feedback
information ales does rat stand
scrutiny. Villagers and cutodians
Arc not assa re of any channel In re
post their reaction to the plogramme
planner c,

ISRO orliciali. honescr. claim that
.a separate cell has he .n created to
studs' the feedh wk. Aked %hat kind
-if programmes the %Maces %odd lke
to e:, the r,flicial in charge said hs
il-oarrmenr had not so far es :dilated
report cants. Ile -thought it- %Las too
earls to do this.

\ lost. villagers feel that he V\'
can. bring about a , scachan in the r
loin: end ssorkine :onditin s d the
pro...a nm% are produced ssitli iin
rum iton and foresight, 111: y gas
that In suitain their interest. the pin-
grammes Lhou'd has c a harm and
balanced h1:ndine 'of imam:11Na and
enteit l'emient. Ntnre a iid;chee. parti-
cipation and better maintenance of
sets can help the ens ernment achieve
its aim of rcvolutionisinz tufal life
in snore parts of the country.

ADII PURI . .1 iait l,.,1 .1 in the
11.1.111l11 Wee (tthee1. ISItO 1.11.1

1Ite the sill Ice 1.11 it eV1111 of the
complaint and tiles to Impair the et
on th, slot, In La.. of a maid do
leLt set has to hr taken to the

ot k shop

In nuts( %Wages thew is 110 puss
I ht. us1.1t11.111S hate la tick

flutes to faot the :aid sshiLh usua1t)
like, ...Noir 1,l (list la leash its

"ilie Times of Nihau :Neils Semite
JA 11'1; It

'pill. 1 ni 01 the S.it, Ilite
I. In oitt I I etc, ',Pia) I rl

anent I 1. k shish was
%huh fa nfaic on Auglt I, has
ready started showirg sign% .oh %sem
ing all.

the huge %Jousts whhh
witnessed the brat ti.tss tcles.ast. It takes lout to lire ilass
nowhere to he seen %hen a ie., ol %seek even for the engineer to

''it thi. %Wage ssith the alleeted setparty ss as taken sound sour \
!ileanY hile the %Mayers ate depiisedpages' in thc Jaipur ":luster" In Raw

sthan. 01 their %hal c of the Its, ?.00da
Shcnpur is seemingly a pn,speluu.,`mmulc esperimcntal piogiammc.

village with a couple of 'puss a' houses o cap it all, the ISRO has only
and a population of about 2.5( vi. It one maintenance engineer for csely
boasts of a prim sr) s,h iul and a puss lilt ...is %shish means IRO
olli :c. 1 he 1 V set is kept in the ( on!derine the number of Neal,
schopl and its headmaster is its cum dins ns and thc distanuc between one
todian race and another, this is %Mull)

When nest smcn re icIrd the school. inadequate.
.only about 25 students and h ill a
dozen adults were watching the pro-
gramme. 1 here was nut a %mete
woman anion:. the audience

anotaer maths.
had a bieeer amlis rice. 01 about I :1
sillagers scatchn the 1 V. mine Ih
thicefoulths %etc Lhiliften. pmeti

'too were there, but in small nuniKer
The biggest c toss it of ahotu 7itst

was seen at B11 % But even this num
her is not inipiessise C.'11s41tlanti 1i
opulation of Ttailro, Nloreos cr. on in-
ins, it %Las found that es en anion,

these :ti z.) people. per Cent :tele
outsiders.

FA LTY SI :I S
At all the three places the villacts

attributed the thin attend .nse to fault,
1 V sets. I he enremiMned the sets
remained nut of Lenintission most of
the time. In tact. many la. icil tunthe
sell' first (las of install ition.'"Ts en
as This reporter %AS 1,31, Fling :1 I \
progiammc at Mk a, the ....leen uCtil
hlank. 1 he set had ultintately to he
replaced.

The uneei taints ICC31111V I,,c work
ing en( the setl has put ntl ni ins
genuinely nue:coed silli,:eis. I hes
somehow do not likeThe idea id
rushme to the TV "chaup il- boom
their fields only to had the wt los keel

f

in a room and the Luiii.lian %sad ai:,
for the mei% oil, eti nialmena nee stall
of the Indian Space Rescaish Organt-

ion (ISRO I.
The maim trouble with the sets

ts that the fuse Mows oil Ileum:NW
The sets ate pros riled ssith a built
in automatic so!tagcskihill -r. 'I he
stabiliser works' on a particular 60
page range, but as the soil lee hoc.
tuation in the silfaecs is quite wide.
the fuse hlows ill f film tame In lnte.
It can he replaced only his a quah
tied engineer and not The 'untamed' custodian on the spot %Mi has hem
given only function training in ope-
rating the set..

I ligh-veln,-.1 s %Inds pose another
operational halatd. Antennae ate often
swept assay and ilarmieed and, again.
it is only the mainienanse stall that
can fell% them.

tar moan s of .the sets custodi,ins
have been given minted authorisation
cards. In Base of a bieakiliissn they
halt just tO indicate the detect print-

!SRO (Ilk tals, hosseser, do not see
Ili: need fur mole stall. They say
the -e .tic lust -teething trouhles."
( e a set is attuned to a partkailar

ttlta,ze, it %ill, they assert, stork
!mils ssell for in lung time.

ISRO said the lose prob-
lems was heing solved by replacing
the his It.in ultage 5t.tbilisa by a

tips Nutt' one. With little
limiting the Lustudiam, an learn its

panto and the fluidicr of break-
can thus be minimised.

I he mi, o. ss e &pal unent sal the
euseinmint has dcs eloped a new
antenna to cuuntet the rand Prohtem
I h.s antsrmailso a ehiskimiesh
is pc, can he tiled into the wall. I out

automis base hero
Raw...than on an exp.: rimental basis.

I he ithgr.11111111: tin the Oink; ate
h.1111: wall le. :nod hs the sillagets.
I h.: initial impast id the icl...11
cs ident The happicI amune th lot
ale Int ni. is who air being irnpa:led
lh: latest knos liuss in Iarimng.

"1111 now we %sere using the ag.e
t'd ni:thods in tainting. W hat is
hossn on I V is abolutely new to
II. I Lonlidem tin moil of iv,
is II use these methods to %morose
our production ", said Gop.d who
unit. a small faun In Sheoput

I itial Is enthus.as'ac ssas Sat Nara in
of Ii enlists. Ile ossn.s 20 bighas 01
land ',hut had a poor crop last year
because of pests. The Fitst control
des izt s shwa. n on TV thc other day
%%etc not knossn to me. Huss I %soh
1V had ionic to nur s 'Rage last scar!
I could has e saved my crop."

I he sildigers sick unanimous in
their opinion that [arming programmes
11Ould he more frequent. 1 bey acme

that since their economy depends on
cultivation, they need more knowledge
about it.

Prograninics on h)gienc hase also
e rich( popular im iginalson. 'I he
total audieri.c entliasiasticallv talk
about a him on genial eleanliness.
'11 e neser knew it kas hatmlut to

teeth ssith mild and coal. 1 hanks
to TV we all now the the 'necni

ie nr the hrue.h and clean our
teeth 'as loll by Ale woman in the
box". said Durga Devi, a houtessifc
of 11 imhala.

"arty patents nescr knew that we

8.3 Pradeep Puri, "Site. Charm Wearing Off Gradually, The Times of India,
Monday, Aug. 18, 1975, p. 3 295
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ADULT DUCA1 L0,1 .a1G;I:IIZATICT4S

t G RM SEEK SH gi m OREN

(VILL AGE ELU C ATI ON C A4P AL GN )

N

AHARASHT RA STATE civic A )

d,

DI RECTORATE OF EDUCATION

AH AllASHTRA ST A >'1 F.9 P'OON A 4.11002.
"

Mass Campaign : A beginnin

1. Before 1959 stray adult litericy classes

Were started fitfully here and tl:ere in rural areas

and after v.orking for some time in isolation, these
aclasses could come to an end. It was in 1959 that

"ts,the idea of taking the lit racy movement to the

masses and making them adopt it as their own was

. first experimented in Satara District. The

importance of literacy was impressed on teachers

and villagers by holding a large number of meetings.

This infused enthusiasm both among the people and

the workers. The annual average figure of 3 000
)

neoliterates before 12)59 loapeC1 to 11,000 in 1959.

Irk 1959-60, as the movement gathered momentum wad

the villages. began to outbid one another,. that

figure .was nearly - doubled. Tal the year 1960-61.

ced

9 .3. "Gram Shik shah Mohim, (Village Education Campaign) in Maharashtra
State (1961-19611 ) " 11 p.
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the persons becoming literate reached the staggering

figure of 1109'.(%Q° in Satara. Di Strict. It was the

villagers who arpfoached the teachecr an .not the

vice verse. The campaign was adc*ted for tie who
eK

State since 17th April 1961 and it has now completed

thirteen years of its work by this time.

20 OBJECTIVES : Some of the important aspects

of the,.Mohim- arJ indicated below :

(a) Eradication of illiteracy of the adu

within tho age group 14-50 starting

literacy cla:eses.

(b) Retaining literacy awl enriching the

knowle::ge of new. literates. through the

Circulating Library S-cheme:. .

Bringing about all sided develppment of
the village through 'social education centres.

In this compaign, men and women in the

abegroup- /4-50 are covered. The campaign lasts for

about 4 months during' which period the 'al.m is to make

the whole village literate.

Pasin(l4 OF LITE)ACY IN 1961°: Lit era cy

percentage of Maharashtra according to 1961 census

was 29.9 of this 42.1 was for males and 16,6 foy

females. .retal illiterate population of Maax'ashtra

was 2707 millions.' However; the 'total literate

population in the age group 14,50 would be roughly

13 millions.
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4. ORGANISATIONAL SET=UP Ths organisational

Omm. .01. km ma al.

set-up for cond...-,ating and implemerLting the Gram

Shikshan Mohim is as under? Once it is idebided to

implement the crogramme, Gfam S4likshEin Executive.

Committee comprising 10 to. 15 -leaders inci'uing

Village Patil, Talathi Sarpanch, Chairmp of the

Village-anl the lady member of village panchayat,

representative of "Co-operative Society, Head

MW.:tePS of the Primary schools is constituted.

The Sarp:inch 5.3 the President of the Committee

and the Head Master of therrimary Scipol is

its Secretary. The main functions of the Committee

are as under 7,-

1) Prepare lists of illiterate wiults

bet wen 14 an3 50 years of age in the

village.

ii) draw up the liscs Of literate and

educated~ men and women in the village

who can run 'the classes.

iii) make seating arrangements for classes
iv) assi n te'achers/u6rkers for 3Lfferent

classes.-

v) fix the timings of classes;
vi)) supervise and guide the classes by visits,

etc; and
vii) provide equipment such as blacY.: boards,

lamps, lanterns, charts etc
298
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Then preparations" are made to create the.-

necessary background and alsoo an atmosphere to

prepare the village for taking active part in the

scheme. The President of the gram Shikshan Executive

Committee the Chairman of the Education Ommittee

-,and th(; Education Of.tic:er of the 'concerned Zilla

Parisha'.1 irsue an appeal, 'copies of which are

printed and distributed among the var.). 4s Officers,

for nirculation in the villages selecte for the

implementation of scheme. The main responsibility

of the iplementstion of the scure is of the

Block Development- Officers. tall p8ters are

/also flied up and they serve very useful, purpose.

in preparing the healthy -atmosphere in: the village

selected fo'r" the implementation of the scheme:

Meetings for the propog9nda of the schema are held
a

in the villages selected for implemehtetion and

ceiling such meetings is the responsibility of the
meallko

president of the village panchayat,

"'The different places in the village where

such classes are proposed to be held are decided and

a list of the persons conducting these classes is

also decided uponIn general,. the strength of each

Class is not more than 20-. But for the sake of

convenience the classes for females may have the

strength, of 5 to 6 also - and such classes are
0

generally conducted by the schoOlgoing chiLdren in

a particular -house or by SOW workers inv-the village

and these are knc;x1 as lime Classes.
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5. STANDARD OF LITEMC'T 145'111,)DCIJOGY.

i) Main emphasis in. the syllabus is on \\.

rea...ling, but simultaneously writing -of simple

sentences is also aimed at. Elementary arithmetic
is also tattg.-htm Adult illiterates .atteriling these.

4"

Cla..13e S aro exrectI5 to w. it e .numbers 'and

to know a:',iit-fr;n3 subtractions, etc; They are

13.

also expecterl to know the practical use of
arithm tic in dailxs life for keeping an account

of their earnings and expenditure. This has been r

included in the curriculum for these' classed only

'with a.yiew that simple-f'monetary transactions can
very be 1.].ndert?,od by the villagers.

: Iii) In ,addition to this-in tion regarding
§anitation, farming; administration of -the village,
child development, etiZ. is given'in "these' classes.

Similarly Fruportance of cleanliness is: :impressed
upon them.

the use of
is taken't;
villag(6A.

There are instructions given regar,ding
bath rooms, latrins, urinals, etc. ° Care
incciciAe healthy habits among. tim

ASS the 'life of the. villagers -is' mainly

dependentpon farming-l they are given information
regard gtmodern methods of sowing various types of

1manures as 14ell as the preventive measures that may

be taken to avoid thg !possible damage by particular

- crop di.eases. All thosa p.ics. are included in the
.

syllabus) Main emphasi in the curriculam pres?.riVed

'300
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for these classes is on leading simple books .and simple

arithmetic and furnish.ng them with ,information in

regard to.practioal. arithmetic connected with

then' daily life,

6 Ltr.araturetard Re:Jdinglaterials... tan .

F;11 this initial orilpaign,the literature

used% mainly r:onrista Of chrts, strips and booklets.

The topics covered charts, strips and

booklets. are these Duiting tthe-

last 13 years,. about'266-such charts booklets,

books, pamphlets, etc, have been printed and

suwzlied to all ta.DiStricts freed, -'

.7. Testing of the Adults :-

. Is soon as village, covered undea'this
V

,
scheme, achiaves success in remoVingIlliteracy

4
of the adults betueen the age-group 14-501 th.00-9

Itchievemjit of 100 percent litera.6 is decided by
I a°

oonductitng certain simple tests Results of the

tests are given in a pl-eitoribed proforma, AU the

adults attending the classes are examined°in reading,

writing, .arithmetic and general knoldedge. The total

'number of marks -3,'or the whole examination ls MD,

40 marks for reading1,20 mar for v%I.ting/20.mirks

for arithmetic, and 20 marks fdr general knowledge.

The name of every adult Yho is examined is entered

in this particular proforma. After taking, the

examination si.-..ch,tab'llar prepared

and/tile ,results are .cleclared,
301
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8 Ovam Gaurav SaMaToMbha 4- At the end of ther- or.,

achievement of 1D0 percent literacy in the village,

.a celebratidh called the Gram aurav Samarambha.is

carranged. This celebration is not to be organised

Anless, in rodAhion to Achieving hundred percent

literaVf rhJ IdillaZC has achieve complete cleanliness

of its streets-as woWas bailCings and necessary

arrangements for good sanitation, drinking water,

con truction of approach roads have been made by

the villagers. In this colebraeion, t"he whole

village takes part and the nooliterate*8 take up

a vow to maintain their literacy. The new

literate men and womon, belonging to sc duled

Oasts and other casts.nrtx together and ad address

the audianco

9. Progress of Gram Shikshan Mohire s.-

than 9

°\
(

During thu decade beginning from 1,961 more

million illiterate adults were made literate

and as many as 38y669 villages and wadis hbve,

achieved hundred percent literacy. It was

decided by the Government to make strenuous efforts

to Pipe out .illiteracy during the Gandhi Centenary

year.. Accordingly Kolhapur District was the first

in celebratpg Gourav CenoMony!1 during 1969 -70.

Poona, Sang*. an3 Ahmednagar have also celebrated
,

"Zilla Gourav-CoFemon50 during the same :rear. In

addition to those four districts six more districts:

viz Salgaotl Dhulia5: R.tnagiril Parbhani, smanabad'

Ana nnldhrni hive nxictilly Achieved the target.
.
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A Statement showing the year wise progress

8? then SCace is appended as table I.

10. costing pattern, of thi Mohim

The overtment supplies free of cost

charts, and literature required for the cldssei under'..

the Gram Shikshan Mohim. The Village ?anchayat and

the benevolent persons in the village accept the

responsibility of supplying kerosene oil, laMps and

writing materials to these classes. As soon as, the

village attains hundred per cee literaqy, a token

grant to the. village panchayat, at the rate of .50

paise per adult made literate is sanctioned by the

Government.- All educated men and women of the

village and students of upper classes of primary

schools and the teachers of primary schools help-

in conducting classes without any remuneration. One

of the important aspect of the Gram Shikshan Mohim

whickbas attracted considerable attention, is its

low cost.

The Government incur expenditure mainly on

the production of such items as ch.Qrts, literature and

reading materials for which tho entire exrionditure is

bone by the State Government which comes to at the

rate of 50 paise per ad1t. They also assist the

village.panchayat to the extent of 50 paise per adult

made literate for such items as kerosene oil, lanterns

and -.Thing materials. The ave ago expenditure

per adult incurred would seem roughly to' be 303
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The details of yearly expenditure by. the State

Government on Gram Shikshan Mohim is given in
Table No, I (epl.,;

11, Follow -.IR : After the in 1 f ur month' s
campaign is over and the tram Gaurav Samararabha is

celebrated, the trogram of retaining literacy and
enrinhing the kiTowledge nooliterates is taken Up.
This follow v.p work is done through the circulating
library scheme and Social Education Centres Sets,
of booklats, each set containing 10 bookl are

circulated among the neoliterates by the teachers
of the primary schools through the children enrolled
in schools. A monthly "Lokrikshann ihich provides

reading material on rural Subjects for nco.- literates
is also published for the purpose,

12, Evaluation : Th3 Directorate of Education,
Maharashtzo had in 1961 carried out 3 survey of the
work dono under the Gram Shikshan Nohim in order to

find out the achievements in regard to the eradica
.-tion of 113.iteiany as well as the achievements in
the field of all sided development of the villages.
The findings of the survey regarding retention of
literacy reading, writing and arithmetic and changes

in outlook etc. are in a nut shell as under :

V. ile 4341 per c3nt of the female noo

literaces had retained, their literacy completely,
the percenLnze f males .14 as 42.00 among females

304
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2605 pert contscould b4 considert.id to live totally
relapsed into illitura y; . the percentage in respect

4
of main was 14.,5.

130 2o.st terasy_43&ri_s_

eradication of illiteracy post literacy work in the.
form of Va.kas Shales n r first Year and Sedond Year
were introduced. Since 196 the Central Government

Alongwith the work at

.

scheme of Farmers' Functions LiteraCy has been
implemented as 'Ic1san Shiksha Yojana' with ceraln
.modifications. Entire .e4leildi. re\on this scheme it
borne by the Central Government. The scheme has been

introduced progressively in 12 Dis riots as shown below :

1969-70 Kolhapurl ola and parbhanil

1970-71. 410A Poonel Jalga n and Buldhana

-1971-72 .0.0 Sholapurl Kol ba, Thane,
Aurangabad an Chanurapur.

1973-74 0..0 21mravati0

140 Social Service, by Stu.dents Mahara tr a State

Social Education Oornfe.ttee had appointed a b-committee

to formulate and recommerrd the scheme of Spci 1 Service

by students. Tto Sub-Committee's report on So ial

..service Scheme for students' has been accepted

the Committee and accordingly work of eradicatio

':Of illiteracy end retention of literacy has been
A

'included in *the revised syllabus of Stds.
under the suble.:ts n'irbrk experienr.4. This sc:hema

4 305
I



has been introduced in the State from June, 19724

150 Since ND51 Tony distinguished persons

and experts have observed the working of Gram

Shikshan Mohim and appreoited its organisation,

methodology and achievements. A few extracts of

.,such observations are enclosed.

f
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THE POONA EVA SA DO SOCIETY
POOPHA CITY.

[ Established in 1909 )

ANNUAL REPORT, 1973-7'
It is great pleisure for me to submit this short report on theworking of the Poona eve Sada n Society for the year 1973-74.
The Society was fou ed in the year 1909 by the late

Shrimati Ramabaisahe R nade ( wife. of the late Justice M. G.Ranade ), the late Shr G. '. alias I3abasaheb Devadhar and othersocial workers of tho. a ays with the main object of educating
women in regular io tit mans, started to impart instruction of
religious, literary, sci nti c, medical and industrial character.and
teaching them the p inciples of First-Aide Hygiene, Sanitationand Domestic Econo y. In audition, the founders had a view to
train, womeslas social workers in different fields to help thesociety 4.1art The Society has, so fax, rendered its continuous
service orove.0,,63 years to the Nationpin ameliorating the condi-tion of Indian omen, laying particular emphasis ci;, achievingthe welfare of widows and deserted women, so as to malee themself7rehant an to enable them to lead a life of ieSpectahle
citizens.

Startin4 wieh a first batch of 5 women, the Society grewwith the years. It has not remained- merely an educational
institution, but has developed into a big organisation, renderingall possible help and social, service to the 'general public in timesof calamities and running various activities of public utility.To attain its present position, the Society had to'c'tertotne anumber of difficulties.

A very large number of girls and women have, so far, takenadvantage of this Institution. In addition to thks,,,it has provedto be a source of inspiration to several individuals and women's-organisations who gave started similar work in different Partsof the country.

I am "iad to report that there has been continuous progress.in the working of the Society and that it is contemplating toexpand its activities still further, for which griater help fromthe public is needed"."

Board of Life-Members
I am glad to mention that all the Life-Members have tarriedout their responsibilities with utmost devotion to the cause ofthe Society. Full co-operation in the discharge of my dutieswas also received from them.
The Board held in all 6 meetings during the year.

Heads of the Departments
It is gratifying to note that the Heads of our variousDepartments have kept no stone unturned to maintain efficiencyand discipline in it respective Departments.

9.2 (P a City-Established in 1909) Annual
Report, ,1973-74, of thePoon Seva Sedan Society, (1974) 20 p.
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Act lirities
kAt the Head Quarterl)

The scope' of the work of this Society is.not restricted to
purely edUcational activitiq, but is much, wider to 'over social.
industrial, cultural activities and the like, a detailed account
of which cannot be given here for want of space. I mention
below only some of the important activitit s. .

Educational Activities
(1) Shrimati.Ramabal Ranade Adult Women's Primary School

This school is maintained mainly for adult women above the
age of 14. Both married and unmarried women as well as
deserted wives and widows take advantage of this school. It is
a School imparting educatiOn in all subjects upto standaru IV
within a period of two years. At the end of the course, the
students join the Part Time Secondary School for Adult Women.

No 'fees are charged in this Primary'S,chool and as a result
of this the Society had 'to bear a deficit of Its. 4.892-43 in the
year 197344. r,

.4;r4

Executive Committee
The Executive Committee in-all_ held 5 meetings, As usual

the Committee discussed and passed the budget of the various
Departments of the Society with some suggestfons.

Staff
The following' able shows the number of members of the

staff in 'the different Departments of the Society.

thVartments

No. of members on the staff

...Teaching

Trained I Untrained

Non Teaching

Ramabai Ra n a de Adult
Women's Pry. School ...

Work Room Classes

Part Time
High School

Hai Wadia
Junior College of Edu...z

Practising School

High School

Hostels .
Home for:the Homeless ...

Canteen

6

12

8

32

3

1

1

Total ... 64 1,

Clerks Peons and
Servants

1

1

0

1.1

4* 6

6

3 9

r6 32

to Includes one Librarian. -4

fn addition to' the above, there were 5 members on Itie
Society's staff, Including a clerk and a peon and about 70 poor and
needy womed were doing work in.-the Canteen throughout the

t.
year. ., ______
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The Society has been very particular inSeeing that mostly
trained women were appointed on the teaching side. Of the 6.)
teachers, there were only 9,men teachers of whom 2 were part-)
timers..

( 2 ) Work Room Classes
In these classes admission is given to those adult women

who have passed Standard VII. The Institution follows " Tailo-
ring Cour;e" in Women's,ancl Children's Garments' prescribed
by the Departmenr of Technical Education This is one year's
course and after its completion the students appear for the Certi-
ficate Examination of the Board of Technical Examinations.

1
These classes are recognised by the Technical Department of

___,,,Se Government of Maharashtra.
Personal attention is given to ev'ery individual student who

is also given full scope for practical work. The result of the
Certificate Examination was 87 per cent.

The students took active part in all the social functions and
cultural activities the Society and they had a trip to Shahad.

4 (3.) Part ime Secondary School for Women

this schoo.1 was started in June 1971. The school is-specially
meant for Adult;Women who start their education at a later'
stage in their life. It.is a four years' course.

V and VI One year
VII and VIII Second year
IX and X Third year
. XI :F9trith Year

Admission is given to a woman who has passed her IV Std.
examination. The age limit is from 1,6 ,tfa 35 years.

This school is tecogniscd by the government and' all the,
rules which are applicable to the hit; -h" school are applicable to it.
In March 1974 the first batch of the Fart Tune Secondary School
for Adult Women appeated for the S. S. C. Examination.

After passing S. S. C. Examination, they vill'he'T,afple to take

some professional e.ducatiori and can pursue some suitable career
as'a primary teat ier, a secondary teacher, a sewing mistress,
nurse, etc. and thus they become self reliant in future life.

. ( 4 ) Bai Motlibai Wadia Junior College'of Education for Women

This College was founded with the object of providing trained
women teachers to Primary Schools in rural areas. The new
ID Ed. Course has been introduced from June 1968. This course.
covers a period cg two years and the admission is restricted to
those who have passed the S. S. C. Examination with English'
Mathematics and Science. The final Examination is conducted

by the Education Deparment and the successful candidates are
awarded Certificates by povernment.

There were four divisions with 172 trainees towards the end
of the year under report. Each class had two divisions.

The result of the Second year D. Ed. ' examination was very
satisfactory as it was 95.7 per cent.
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The trainees participated in various Inter Collegiate'compe-
titions such as demonstration lessons, story telling and poem
recitation. Some of the trainees won prizes.

As per instructions from the Education Department corres
pondence course was organised by the Junior College of Education
for such teachers who had passed their S. T. C. or C P. Ed or
T. D. or P. T. C. and who needed to get thlwqualification of
'D. Ed.'.

50 ladies were enrolled for this special course. Special
coaching wasgiven to them on Sundays and on other holidays.
47 ladies successhilly completed the course. The percentage of
the rssult was 62.
\ The workshon for preparation of audio-vistQl aids was
undertaken by this college. Prin. Bokil of Audio-Visual
education guided the workshop.

( 5 ) Practising -School

. This i's a full-fledged Primary School attached to onr Junior
3' College of Education. The school teaches full Primary ,Course

from standard Ito std. 1V.
The number of classes was 8 and the total number of children

towards the end of the year was 339. This included 6 boys and
18 Harijan girls, The school was used by the trainees of our
Junior College of Education for giving lessons along with other
Primary Schools of the Poona Municipal School Board,

Visits to a number of interesting places near about Poona
were, as usual arranged. For this purpose small children were

.

taken to the nearest places.
The children in this school get good facilities for intellectual

experiments which, are.tried here every year.
( 6 ) High School

The course leads to the S. S. C. Examination of the Poona
Divisional Board for Secondary Education.

Xhewnumber of classes were 21 and the number of girls taking-
education in the School was r170. .The shift system had also to.
be continued owing to the shortage of accomodation and heavy
rush for admission to the school.

This year 123 students ''ere sent up for the S. S. C. Examina
tion, and 91 were successful, The percentage St the result
was 73.4.

In addition to the S. S. C. Examination, students were
'encouraged and..were trained for Drawing Examinations conduct
ed by Government and Hindi, English, Mathematics and Sanskrit
Examinations, conducted by other bodies, It is worth mentioning
that our teachers were keen in preparing the students for these
examinations. The yesults of-these examinations were commend...,
able.

Trips were arranged to Mort? ton, Jejuri, Theur, SaswacV.
Pali, Mahad, Lonavala. The girls who participated in these trips:
enjoyed them well.

The girls secured First Number in " Interschool /atya-
Vachan " competition organized by Sunday-Sakal. The name of
drama was Deep-dan,

The Inspectress of Girls' Schools, Poona Region, Poona.
paid a visit to the School and highly appreciated theday4oclay
worklandthe project undertaken by the School.
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( 7 ) Hostels

Hostels were started by the Society in its Carly stage.. ',
In them, a large number of widows, growillup unmarried girls,
married women abandoned by their husbands and many more
poor andteedy women could get shelter. They got eddc,ation in
the Society's schools and thereby they could stand on their own
legs, support their families and get some status in the society.

These koseels are all along being run withOtit'any distinction
of caste, creed or religion. Women from any part of the country
are given admission.

In the year under report, there were t.wos such hostels. run
by the Society : (1) One for the students of the Junior College
of Education and (2) the other for the students attending other
Departments and outsiders.

(1) HCStel attached to the- Junior College of Education
This Hostel is specially run for the benefit of pupil-teachers
under training in the Sneietits Tunior College of Education. It

-is located in a newly constructed building and provides Yell
sorts of amenities to the students.. There were, in all, 75 inmates
in this hostel, which was, as usual, managed by the trainees
themselves as an eiperiment In community life.

(2) Hostel for others : There was, as usual, heavy rush for
admission here, but we had to restrict the number to 170 only for
want of accommodation. The inmates were :accommodated in .
the newly constructed building. The hostel was taken advantageof by

(a) 95 girls and women attending various institutions of
the Society.

(b) 66 girls attending colleges, educational institutions out-.
side the Society s,premises; working women; and-women
coming to Poona for a short halt.

.(c) orphan children committed by the court to our
charge.

Out of 66 girls attending the various institutions of the
Society, 3Zairls and women were fully supported by the SOCiety
and 34 belonged to the Backward Classes including the Scheduled
Classes. This unfe5sfecognised as a Backward Class Hostel by.
the Social Welfare Department.

The hostel has a common kitchen and all the-inmates take
part in its internal work. 44Vr,distinctio'n.is made in the food
arrangement.

The hostel 's in the charge of one of our Junior Life:-Members
and all possib e amenities, such as sick-room arrangements
reading room, i door-outdoor g9mes, etc. have 'been provided
for the inmates. though they come from different communities
and different parts of the counsry, they all appear to be cheerful,
in the healthy atmosphere of,tbe hostel.

As usual important festivals were celebrated and' trips were
algo arranged to near about places of interest.

Other Activities
The Society is known all over the country for -its social

work. It always runs to the rescue of sufferers and serves them,
when they need such help in coin or in kind. I am proud to
point out that the same spirit is being continued. a
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( 8 ) Home for the Homeless

The number of inmates'in this Home was 9 and all of them
lived along with others. They, were given the same facilities as

the other inmates. The Society gets maintenance grant from the
Director. of Social Welfare (-Correctional Administration ) on

41. account of those. children only, who are committed to the care
of the by the Juvenile Court. The Society has, however,
to support the other orphans from its own source.

( 9.) Mahila Vijay, Press

This Press continued to do the printing work of the Society
as All as to execute some orders from outside. Because of this
Press, we could get our printing work done very promptly.

(10) Seva Sadan Stores
Articleslike Halwa and Ornaments made of Halwa, Papad

Pickles, Sheva, Chivada, Sweetmeats, Masala and other articles.:
are carefully:prepared and supplied to the public, as per orders.

The main object in this is toprepare fresh and clean articles free
from any adulteration and supply them at very reasonable
rates. Fresh chapati is also s plied to dui customers wlea need
it. and it has been noticed tha there is an increasing demand
for' it.

The. Store gave most satisfactory service to our customers
in these hard days.

It may be specially mentioned here that the Store has not
only satisfied the customers in the supply of fresh and clean
things, but also has, given work to those. 'women who wanted to
earn anring their free hours and help their families.-

(11) Canteen
this Department also provides work for poor and needy

women. The speciality of the canteen is to serve fresh and clean
articles at reasonable rates. addition to the main canteen at
the HeathQuarters, two branches were conducted at (1) The N.
M. V. High School, Budhvar Peth, Poona 2, (21The Engineering
College Hostel, Shivajinagar, Poona 5. There was a great rush
of customers in them which fact clearly sltowed that they
became very popular.

Stalls of Mango-syrup were also conducted at (1) Sambhaji
Park (2) Kamala Nehru Park and ( 3) Peshave Park in summer as
usual and the're was a good demand from the kublic'for the same.

Outside orderi for small luncheon parties were accepted by
the Canteen and it is a pleasure to mention that our Workers
gave good service in such cases also.

( 12 ) Seva Sadan Vritta
Periddittah report's of the various activities Of the different

Departments. of the Society were printed in the Society's Press
and published f3r the information of our students, members of
the Council and others.

Medical Ex aMination

,Arrangements wel.e made for the regulat Medical ,Exami:
nation of students and the defects noticed were brought to_the
notice of their parents and guardian_

313/
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Functions

The../arious de partrikents'of the Society, as usual, celebrated
the following functions of National importance' during thy year
under repOrt :--- * , ,,

it a (ml) independence Day : This i rtant day was celebrated on
the lbth August 1973 by all the tments of the Society.

( 2 ) Mahatma Gandhi Jayanti and 641104iversary.albe Society. :
This function was celebta'teidion dee mIld Cctober T973.when

'
This

Vithalrao Satav, B. A.1, LL. B., PresidentjfiZilla 'Perished,
Poona, was the ChietQuest. , 1 Po

. '
( 3 ) Baasabeb Devadhar Day : The Tiirty- Eighth Deatilla.

Anniversary of the late Shri G. 'K. alias Babasaheb De %dhar
was celebrated ' on the 17th Noverielaer 1973, by reciting

-Yb -71rMantra-Jagar. . 1r
,( 4) Republic Day : A. programme of Flag. h'cistation was

arranged early, in-the morning on.the 26th Janigary 1974 by all
the. Departments of tli;b Sock or.

, t 5) Tilgu'l Samar:Alta ::' The functiork:wasThrranged on the
4 llth.February 1974. Mrs. Shohnaiiaral Rariade presided over

the function.
r 6) Annual Prize DiStribution : This function was arranged' "...

on '1":.'th February. 1074 for gy-ing away prizes of the Scieiety.
Shri S. B. K ulkarni, M. A.. I. A. S , Commissioner, PoOna, presided,

-,,
over the function and prizes wer.e distributed at the hands of,

.,, 4., Mrs. Shantabai. f:ulkarni. `... '. .

( 7 ) Late Sou. la irabai Deonbar Margadarsbart Kendra was inaugtit
rated on 1July I973;under ate Presidentship of 'ou. Pratibhabai.

gpatil, Minister, Social Welfare Maharashtra Rajya.
-...

)4 .7". Visitors .' v
A large number of distinguished Orsuns, Social Workers. '

Educationists and we-wishers of the Socitty, paid visits to

the various D.opartments of the Society and expressed their
satisfaction about its work.

.46 Finances

The Bllanze Sheet as on :31st March 1974 and ether state-
ments of accoukt's for the year 1973-74 duly audited.. by ou r
Auditor, Shri M. , K. Patankar, Chartered Accountant,_are
4pended to this R-port. It will.ba not ic.e4 from tyez,,e- statements

I that, as usual, the Society did not have heavy*6ficit. It is a fact
that, the Society had to incur expenditure on the 'education and

Ckb .`,.maintenance of a large-number of poor and needy women and
cethere was also increase in the pay and,.dearness allowanct to

Ntt the staff. This deficit could however, be Met' to a certain
extent by the Di wall. Fund collections, proceeds from .the
Canteen. donations and contributions so generously received"
from the ,Philanthropic public and our sympathiser The dona-
tions were _received ftr, diffeTerit 1purpose.s and their lists are
given in Appendix I to III. '

Beregiement

The Society suffered an irrepairable loss in.the sad demise
'of our f2rmer Cashier SlatTrnati Indirabai Wang

rendered sincere set-vice. to, the .Society in various
9pacittes such as 6'n assistant teacher, cashier. etc.

May Gpri give eternal peace to her soul.'

fl
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BRANCHES
Shokipur

Sow. Kumudinibai. Doshi, is the. President of the Local
Committee, Dr. K. S Mardikar, M A..rh. D ,NI.Ed.5 the Chairman of
the School Committee and Shri V. U. Tadwalkar, 13.A., 13. T., D. P.Ed.,
one of th$ Life- Members of the Society, is the Secretary of the
Sholapur Branch.

The Sholapur Branch is serving a real need of onz of the
biggest Industrial Centres in this State in respect of girls'
education and social a/d cultural activities fot local women.
It has maintained the following six educational Institutions

(1) Surjabai Ramlal Girls' High School. r
(2) Primary School. .

(3) Sewing Blass for Adults.
(4) Late Sou. Gajarabai G. Doshi anya Vasatigriha.
(5) Kindergarten Class.

1.
(6) Sou. Ramabai Vastu Bhandar.

The total number' of students towards the end of the year
was 1959. The students took active part in the various inter
gchoalcompetitioos and maintained high traditions. ...

This year the Branch is celebrating the Golden Jubilee since
2nd. October 1973,

Sou. Yamutai -Kirloskar was the chief guests on 2nd October
1073. The foundation stone of Sou. Kumudini,baiGovindaji Doshi
Sanskritik Kala llandir was laid down at the hands of the ')
Chief Guest. The constrvetion of the said Kala Mandir has been
completed in the rrionthrof June 1971. Cultural Programmes were
staged on 2Sth, 29th aAld 30th J'anuary 1974

The Dolls' Exhibition on the tifeOPMalaatinaji was arranged
during the month of November '1973. Mrs. Sushilaben Patel',
helped us a lot for exhibition.

...
The work of all

.
ti was as satisfactory. It is grati-

fying to note that all the bilembers 'on the staff of the various
deparments gave full co-operation in fulfilling thg objects of the
Soceity."~* ..

.

Shri Charansing,Azad, Additional D. S. -P.,0,Sholapur, wale
the Chief Guest of the Annual Prize Distrjb n Ceremony of
Seva Sadan High School, Sholapur, Mrs. Aza distribued the. .prices.

11 the. tnern>ers of the Egeeutive Committee graced the
cca ion by their presence.

41.ag,pur 1

Dr. S. Gayaprzsad, NI, 13, 13, S,is the President of,the Nagpur
, Branch. There is a Governing Body'. which consist's of influential

-io local members and the following to members of the Society.
( 1 ) Sou. Indurnati Bhadbhade and

.

( 2 ) Kumari Karr Bahulekar,
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Shri A. R. Gel:hale, Retired Life-Member the Society
worked as the Secrfytitry of the Branch.

The Branch conducts' the follwing Departmegts
(1) Basic TrainingCollege.
(2) Pre-Primary Teachers' Training College.
(3) Hostel
( High School.
(5) Primary School.
(6) Pre-Primary School.

The accounis of te Branch have not been incipleA here as
t is financially indep endent. t. -

Now Building Plan at Poona
he Society undertook a great proied of conoroction work

,---si-c21.966. The hostel building of the Society was an old, one
and could kof accomodate all the needy women and girls, who
seek ailmisAn for want of space and so the Society decided to
pull down the old building and to construct four wings for the
hostel buildings. Out of the four wings three storied wing of the
hostel on the south side was completed in 197a-74.

The remaining and the last stage is proposed to be cornplet-
ed,shortly.. '

It needs special mention that the Society was able to carry
out the scheme successfully because of the loan facility received
from the Bank of Maharashtra, and the financial 111p 'received
from the ptiblic The whole plan of the construction will cost
about Rs. 25 lakhs. After the completion of the whole plan the
Society will have the most mcirrkeriNerl of buildings suitable--for
its various,activities.

It is my duty to express my gratitude for Dr. V.R. Dhamdhere,
Chairman of die Building Committee and ifs members. The
Society will always remember their valuable help in the imple-
mentation of the plan of the construction of the new buildings.

THANKS -

The -Society is thankful to the Trustees of thefollowing
Trusts for their donations :

( 1 ) The late Shri G. M. Natu Trust, Poona.
( 2 ) The late Justice M. G'. Ranade Charity Trust, Nona.
( 3 ) The late Sm Gangabai Javalekar Trust, Satara.

I express my gratitu e to all the sympathisers who have so
generously donated to tile Society.

Past studetts, all the members on the Society's staff including
servants, all the pupils of the various departments of the Society
and their guardians deserve sincere thanks for their help in
collecting Diwali Fund and othtr donations. I also extend my
sincere th'anks to the Head& of all the departments for help and
co-operation rendered by them in all possible ways for the
smooth working.

Thanks are also due to Dr. V. R.. Dhamdhere, M.
Simi. S. G, Yadav, B. se., U. E. ( Civil 1, A. M. I. g., Shri V. S. Ma
B A. (Contab), t. A. S. ( Recd.) and Shri G. L. Khandekar, Hon. Are
for their valuable help in the implementation of the. plan of

S.,
ni
ect

construction ,of new building. Shri R. B. Phadake, M. A. J.Advocate, and Shri S. G. Phudke, B A. ( Hons. ), t.r . Ni., Advocate,
Or legal advice and Dr. J. M. Gale, M.D. B. S., for Medical Advice
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I sincerely thank Dr. B. V. Mu ley, tt. it,em.1, and klisKumudinibai Do,hl,of our Sholapur Branchand Dr. S.Gayapraincl.
M. B. D. s., President of our Napur Branch and the Members,including the Office Bearers of the respective Branches for,their active help and interest in the management of the Branches.

It is the 'first and foremost duty of the Society to express itsmost sincere thanks to Shrimant Sou. Laxntidevi Nail; Nirnbalkar,
Ranisaheb of Phaltan, the President. Dr. Dhamdhere and San.
Yarnutai Kirloskar, Vice Prosidens of the Society, for their keeninterest in the various activities of the Society. The Societyis also thankful to the Members of the Council, .thy EXecutive
COMEDittU6, the Legal and. Endowment Sub-Committee, the,Educational Sub-Committee, the Schools- Committee and the
Building Sub-Committee, for their hearty co-operation.

Poona City.
itt February 1975.

r
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General Secretary.
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P. IT. `Pan loiter
General Secretary

KEFRALA
GRANTHASALA SANGHArvi

A Brief Outline °f its Work Trivandrum
14 - 11 - 14.

The Kerala Granthasala Sangham was established in 1945
with 47 rural libraries affiliated to It. This organisation
has now grown into a very big cultural, social and educational
movement in the State with a network of about 4100 associated
libraries. Of these more than 2000 libraries have thek. own
buildings, the cost of which might come to more than Its. 3
ciores. The libraries have about I0 lakhs of members and
possess about 80 lakhs of books. .The book distribution exceeds
2 crores per year. Nearly 3000 libraries have children's
sections, women's seetions, arts and sports wings, debating
societies. radio clubs, young farmers forums or some such ,cul-
tural activity along w;th the normal function of storing and
distributing books. There arc thousands of dedicated social
workers, working as volunteersbehind the Sangham on whose
strength the success of the Sanlham depends. During 1970 the,
Sangham celebrated its Silver j/bilee. The management of this
Registered Organisation is vested in a 41 Member Executive
elected by its constituents. One of the objectives of the
Sangham is providing education to adults.

In 1970, the Sangham turneciy attention to the field of
eradiclition of illiteracy,"though attempts at educating adults
were being made even before. One of the primary aims of the
Sangham from its very inception had been spreading literacy
among the rural folk and it had bdcn engaged in s,tich literacy
.activities for the past 28 years even .though in a modest scale.
As per 1970 census 39 84 ";, of the total population of 2.12 crorcs in
the State was found illiterate. Even after subtracting the
younger age-group, the adult illiterates come to -about 40 lakhs.
The Sangham cerclucted surveys and located key points where
illiterac4sccnt percent or ab.6irt 80 to 90 %.

The Sangham submitted a proposal to start 7000 literacy
centres in Kerala with thc libraries as the' key centres. The
Government of India sanctioned a Pilot, project in 1971 to
start 20 literacy classes. The Pilot Project was taken up in
right earnest, as will be shown by the data given below:-

1. No. of centres completed: 60

No. enrolled: 2400 including 560 women

No. made literate: 1925 including 475 women

2. New centres sanctioned 20

(Started in June 1974)
Number enrolled 800

The first project was for 6 months providing 150 hours
of instruction The second project was extended to 1 yvit-
providing 300 hours. This is the accepted pattern now. .Besides.
the Pilot Project centres, there are over 200 literacy centres
run by library workers who 'responded to the call (lithe Sangham
and arc working without any financial aid. They also use the
primers and other books prepared by the Granthasala Sangham.

9.3 Kerala Granthasala Sangham, A Brief Outline of -Its Work," Trivandrum...lel. n 318



The emphasis has all along been in Functional Literacy.
We arc not teaching learners the alphabets straightaway but
through imparting scientific knowledge about their chosen vocat-
ion, mainly agriculture, fishing and horn' management. Their
interest is first aroused and then the alphabet is gradually introd-
uced. We have included social studies health. education, poultry,
dairying. bee keeping. home economics, co-operation ete. in our
curriculum besides literacy and numeracy. We have prepared 4
primersthe 3 rd one exclusively for women and ihe fourth one
specially meant for labourers with a vocabulary of 1500 words.
Further, 7 subject books have also been prepared The members
of the Expert Committee for the implementation of the project
have prepared these hooks.

We conducted three workshops for, the production of books
for Neo-Literates rn Malayalanitind finalised 75 scripts. So far
17 of these have been printed and 20 more are in theyress.

k41 'Ia.. Jo . . . ... . .

For folloiV-up work ensuring that the mo-literates do ,i

relapse into illiteracy. we were publishing a fortn
"Sal&arakeralam" from 1972 vhich was sent free of cost to the
nco-literates. In September 1q73 this was converted into a wealy.
All the rieo-(iterates are receiving copies of this by post
regularly. They arc making good use of the same.

. .

During September-October 1973 we celebrated a Literacy month
during which 1000 literacy meetings were organised and a month-
long eilihibition was put on in the State capital. Essay and Elo-
cution competitions were conducted and a State level literacy
convention was successfully organised. This convention. resulted
in the formation of the Kerala State Literacy Council which has
since been registered. ..

The evaluation work in the literacy centres has been entrus-
ted to a team of experts consisting of officers of the Department .
of Education, Kerala University and the NCERT field Advisor in
Kerala. Extensive reports on the success of these programmes have
appeared in the 'Indian Journal of Adult Education", "Prasar",
°Literacy News", 'Educational India". "Kerala Journal of
Education" 'Yojana" etc.

We are also having a mobile library service using bell

bicycle in selected areas on an experimental basis.

Our motto is `Selfless Dedicated Work'. Our literacy work is
not mere teaching, of reading anti writing. We arc trying to
instill in our learners loyalty towards democracy and an awareness
of the rights and duties of citizens. Riots and quarrels are
fadi9g out in the areas where we could concentrate The literacy
programme among women has been found more fruitful than
among men, though these too have proved effective and cry
useful. We havc submitted to theLinion Government a detailec five
year scheme for making 10 lakhs of our people literate before
1980. Our libraries cater to the reading interests of the nco-
literates, besides providing opportunities for lifelong education.
Really our libraries are Community Centres which will in a decade
or so emerge as Rural UniVefsity Centres, providing non-formal
and non-institutional instruction to our people, and thus paving
the way for a real cultural revolution in our country.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE
KERALA GRANTHASALA SANGHAM

G ro,n thiLlokam
A literary monthly magazine of the first order intended to

introduce librarians and general readers to Malayalam and
world literature. Published without break during the last
25 years:

Prisc. Single copy Re. 1 . 00
Annual subscription Rs. 12 ..00

Saksharakeralam
A weekly Published to give proper guidance to neo-literates;

deals with topics they ought to know.
Single copy . 10
Annual subscription 5 . 00

Navasakshara 4G ranthavali
A scrics that, when completed, viii contain one thousand

books ,for the neo-literates. Each book, written in simple lang-
uag6 and brought forth elegantly, deals with a specific branch
of knowledge. This series embracing all topics and disciplines
is intended to serve as a rural encyclopaedia for the ceo.literates
and the common readers. Fifteen books have been released
'already.

1. Pachakasadas (on the art of cooking)
2. Saksharathadanangal (songs for the rico-literates)
3. Saksharathaycpatti Gandhiji (Gandhiji on literacy)
4. Ncythukaran (We Weaver)
5. Cochi Nagaram (The city of Cochin)
6. thiruvananthapuram !Trivandrum)
7. Orman) Munnottu (on the development of villages)
8. Polisukaran (The Police Col.stable)
9. Yesuchristu (Jesus Christ)

10. Navasakshararkii Ayiram Pusthakangal (one thousand
books for the neo-literates)

11. Muhammad Nabi (Mohamad Nabi)
12. Post Office (how the post office functions)
13. Leninum Saksharathayum (Lenin and the problem of

I iteracy)
14. 'Subliasinte Katha (The story of Subhash Chandra Bose),
15. Gramathile Vayanasala (The rural library)

r
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KARVE INSTITUTE or SOCIAL SERVICE

Registered under the Societies Registration Act ( XXI of 1860 )
and the Bombay Public Trusts Act ( XXIX of 1950).
Approved by the Commissioner of Income-tax, Poona, for

the purpose of Section 80-G of the Income Tax Act, 1961.

TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT

( for the Year 1974-75)

r

Karvenagar, Poona 411 029
4'' .

;

11. 11"." n ...., ... ,A. N. . N.,. 0.. ON, .."... 0","*"....,.. ....... /....V."" ..,

Karve Institute of Social Service f
)

9bjects: - - ----- t
? ( a ) to train workers to tackle various social .problems;

( b) to study and conduct research in social problems;
( c) to co-ordinate and promote social work;

( ( d) to offer advice and assistance to institutions.and
< persons working in the field; and e

i(e) generally to do all such things as are incidental
or conducive to the attainment of the above
objects or any of them. ;

0

9.4 Eleventh,Annual Report, 1974-75, of the Karve Institute for Social

Service,. Karvenagar, Poona, p. 1-11 passim P-
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Membership:
(a) Benefactors: Persons donating tk the Institute .a

-- sum of Rs. 25,000 or more shall bi\Penefactors of
the Institute.

( b) Patrons Persons donating a sum of Rs. 10,000

or more shall be Patrons of-the Institute."
( c) Donors : Persoril donating a sum of Rs. 1,000 or

more shall be Donors of the Ins itute.
(if) Members : Persons donating a s im of Rs. 250 or

more shall be Members of the nstitute.

Public charitable bodies, trusts, co tnereial or in-
dustrial concerns etc. can become members or (a) and (b)

- categories only, for a period of twenty years.
The amount specified in categories ( a ) and ( b ) above

may be paid in a lump-sum or in not more than five equal
annual instalments. The name of a person shall be regis-
tered in the appropriate category only after the specified

amount is received in full.
The category of membership can be raised by paying

he difference in the specified amounts.

Donations will be thankfully accepted from persons
who do not wish to join the Institute under any of the
above categories. Small contributions are_ also welcome.

isollimmoj cm:41.0:4rend)a
ent

4.sY Inirinsas0r
kplu.q.c2 Ix I ?,

Dr. Smt. Premlila V. Thackersey
, . , '4'

.1.VicePresicients
./

Shri. S. k. Patil
Slut. M. D. Chaudhary

Shri. S. P. Godrej
Shri. N. M. Piffle

)1' '0111r; 70-17
Trustees

Shri. S. L. Kirloskar . Shri C. V. Joag
A Shri. V. S. Vaidya

Managing Committee

.

Chairman Vice Chairman
*Shri V. A. Naik , Shri. S. A. Ghatgc

,

'. Members

Smt. Kusuinbai Motichand
Smpamutai Kirloskar
Sm . Vinodini Kirloskar

.Dr. lid. G. Kakade
Prof. Sita Shahani
Shri. M. S. Naik

Director
4 Smt. Tara Shastree

Shri. C. N. Bhalerao
Shri. S. T. Parmar
Shri G. N. Harsh°
Dr. Sarojini babar

Smt. Leela Deshmukh
Shri. S. V. Vaidya

Secretary
Shri. B. D. Karve

(*Members of Executive Committee)

Staff
Director : Smt. Tara Shastree, M. A., B. T., M. s. W. ( Ohio)
Lecturers : Shri. S. S. Naik, M. A.. M. S. w. (Baroda)

Shri, S. W. Gokhale, M. A., S. W. (.Delhi)
Smt. Sunanda Koushik, M. A., nip. s. s. A. (Tats )
Smt. Sumitra Bhave, M. A., Dip. S. S. A. (Tats )

Honorary Visiting Lecturers for Spcical Subjects.

'Resigned on 19th July 1975 for taking job in Australia.
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Atilt o! Kirve Institute
-of Social Service

..::-,I.,: A Il i .Twelfth Annual Report
,,

?fer., "01. s' ( For the Year 1974-75 )`...,,
This eleventh year of the actual functioning of the InstiOte

has been eventful and progressive. It hasIntroduction established itself very well and we can look1 forward with satisfaction to its rapid progressduring the next few, years..
,, During the last eleven years more than 325 students have.been trained at the Institute and they are giving good atcountin various fields as salaried or voluntary social workers, Outof these the Government of Maharashtra had deputed 91

-.) .
officers who were serving in the Social Welfare Departmentand the Government or 'India had sent for training !tree,:afficers from Fiji under the Technical and Economic Co-l. operation Programme. Thus the Institute has.amply j ifiedits purposeful existence.

,o L . .
The formal inauguration of the courses took place on 29th

r .

.

. July 1974. The Master of Social 'Work Course.. Training newly framed by the University of Poona was
) J
Programme `initiated by the Institute and as the formal

. , recognition for conducting the course was'so' mewhat delayed, opening of the Institute was put off'"till 12th August 1974. The number of students for the''different courses was as follows :..1

, 4972-73
Master of Social Work-I Year .

Diploma in Social Work 33
Certificate in Social Service 8

1973-74 1974-75
' 40

37 37
. 4 5,.11. The Diploma Course is still having some students but the4.iCertificate Course is attracting very few as there are hardlytrany openings for them. We are however persisting in thehhop* that in time to come, there will he employment potentialfor the trained personnel at lower level also..

As mentioned in the last report, Smt, Tara Shashtree was
confirmed as the Director from lst July 1974.
There have been no changes in the staff except
the addition of a temporary lecturer, Smt.

Mohinder Singh and two temporary field work su ervisors,
Kum. Vijaya Bhide ( who resigned in January 19 5 ), and
Smt. Neela Gharpure. Besides the normal teachi g work,
our staff members, who are all well qualified and ex erienced
social work- educators, have taken active interest in the
development of many social work agencies by working as

4pmembers of their managing committees and by offering
technical guidance wherever necessary. They also serve .on
various advisory committees on social welfare problems as

' alSo conduct research projects on their own or co-operate
---'tvith other agencies. They have been participating in confe-

rences and seminars and have given lectures and talks and
contributed articles on topics of social welfare..

Stet°.
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Recognition as a post-graduate constituent °institution for
the Diploma in Social Work till the end of

University June 1976 has been given by the University

Recognition of Poona, An application for permanent re-
cognition is sent. The two year Post-graduate

course leading to the degree of Master of Social Work was

instituted by the University in 1974 and Ihe Institute was
recognised for running this course from August 1974, Conse-

quently'the second year class of M. S. W. was started in

, August 1975.

The following studies and surveys were in progress or

completed during the year :
Research (i) The Report on ' The Case. Study of Un-

"'Projects and married- Mothers ', was completed by Smt.

Workshops Shastree: 'On that account, Rs: 24364 were

received from the 'Indian Council of Social
Science Research, 'New Delhi.

o

Study of Women Prisoners and their families in
1111"r I the State of Maharashtra has been completed by
'th"/ Smt. Shastrec, assisted by Smt. Sin'. Rs. 17,037

have been received- from The Central Bureau of
Correctional Services, New Delhi on that account.

( iii) Socio-Economic Study of the Workers' Families
of the Raja Bahadur Motila Poona Mills has
been compfeted by Shri. S. S. Naik and Rs. 2,500
havt, been received, on that account.

(iv) Study of Socio-economic and living conditions of
200 employees of TELCO, Poona, was completed
by Smt. Sunanda Koushik, for which Rs. 4,500
were received.

( v ) Study of Socio-economic Sur of families of
TELCO workers residing in Pimpri, Chinchwatl,
Bhotari areas is in progress. The report is to be
submitted by Smt. Shastree for which Rs. 12,250

de have been received.
vi ) A study of the specific educational and learning

difficulties of children with special reference to their
family background is nearing completion by Smt.
Koushik for. which Rs. 600 have been received
from the University of Poona. .
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A one diarkshop on The role of Social WOrk and
Social Wor er in the Chang ug Indian Society ', was organised
at the Institute on 9th June 1974. An her three-day work-
shop on Field Counsellin Project for workers of the
Convent of Maria 'Asunta as also nduct d at the Institute
'by the staff'.

The Community, Centre, at Chikhalwadi ( Khadki-Punc )
slum area, continues to carry on its useful work

Other in many fields under the able management
Activities of one of our past students assisted by another

' student.
I
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The Child Welfare Centre started at the IrNtitute with the
financial assistance from the Inner Wheel Club of Poona
two years ago is extending its activity to family welfare with
the following activities :

Balwadi, Play Centre, Tallying Class, Children's Library
and Health Centre. Equipment for the Balwadi was received
from the then Mayor of Poona, Shri. Bhai Vaidytt.

Shri. S. W. Gokhale helped as an Honorary Secretary of .-;.
the Co-ordinating Council of Social Service Agencies which
Strengthened its activities by monthly meetings ofits Executive
Committee at different member institutions. A one day
conference of social workers in Poona was organise ith

. the co-Operation of the Mayor of Poona, at which the scheme
of Cotaraunity Chest' was discussed.

The Foundation Day was celebrated on 19th Januar 1975.
i; Mohan Dharia: the then State Minister

Foundation tonjecks.& Housing presided On the occasion..
Day He said that social revolution was much more

difficult to achieve than economic revolution.
Social justice can be bfought about only by social scientjsts.
The So called social workers living in star hotels cannot
appreciate the privations of the poor living in slums where
there arc no roads, water, light or sanitary arrangements.
Shri Dharia praised thb Institute for its work for the
advancement of learning for the improvement of society.

.Shri. G. N. Harse was felicitated on this occasion and the .
amount of the collection made by the students of the institute
on his retirement was presented to him. He donated this
amount for instituting a studentship in the name of the late

Miss M. K. Davis, ) to be awarded annually to a student of
the M. S. W. Class. As suggested by him an appeal has
been issued to friends and admirers of Miss Davis to augment
the amount so that soup substantial help -could be given to
a really needy student. The Institute is thankful to Shri.
Harshe for his generosity.

A portrait in oil of Maharshi Karve painted by Shri V.

V. Oak of Bombay. was presented by him to the Institute
on this occasion. Although an advocate by profession, he is
a well-known artist and has donated a number of portraits
of illustrious persons to many institutions. The Institute
is grateful to him for the gift.

A programme was chalked out and efforts were made for
the Celebration of the Decennial Year 1973-74

-Decennial as mentioned in the previous report. Owing
Year to various difficulties and the disturbed political

and tconomic,situation in the country the
proposed plans could not be carried out. Consequently
the concluding function of the Celebration had also to
be abandoned. However, the papers read at the work-
shop mentioned above and the discussion on them offered
a basis for a portion of the volume on ' Social work --
.Yesterday, To-day and Tomorrow 4. The book in Marathi is
now ready for going to the press and will be published

-during the course of the following year.*

.0
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Since last year the trustees have been taking very keen

'interest in the workinmf the Institute. A

Trustees meeting of the Trustees is held at least twice

a year. The budget and financial position

is placed before them. They are invited to attend the'meetings

of the Managing Committee and although they have not

attended so far the minutes of the meetings have been sent

to them so that they can closely watch the working of the

Institute.

The elevinth Ordinary Meeting of the General Body was
held on 5th 'October 1974. The President,

General Vice-President, Office Bearers and Members of
Meeting the Managing Committee were mostly re-

elected except for the following changes. Shri.
N. M. Pittie was elected as a Vice-President inidace of Lady

'Hirabai C. Jahangir who cleClined to be re-plectecifor health
reasons. Shri. G. N. Harshe, who resigned as the Secretary
was elected as a member of the Managing Committee in
place of Smt. Indirabai Idgunji who resigned in his your.
Similarly Shri. N. G. Shahane who had left Poona, ve place ,

to Shri. S. T. Parmar.

The grants and donations received during the year
were : .

Grants. . Maharashtra State annual grant ' Rs. 49,995
I for Chikhalwadi Centre Rs. 2,000'

for Child Welfare Centre Rs. 1,OOp
Government of India annual grant Rs. 20,

The following amounts were received for scholarships
Government of India for B. C. students ks. 2,600
Pune Zilla Parishad for 27 students ( 13,820 )

E. B. C. for 13 students Rs. 11,100
Freedom Fighter Children 2 students Rs. 1,880
Primary Teacher's children 2 students Rs. 840

The f011owing substantial donations have been received
during the year :

Donations Sumatibai Vasant ICirtane, iShri. Satishchandra
Ganesh Apte and gShri. Sharadchandra Gancsh Aptc (for

the late Mrs. Anasbyabai Ganesh Apte studentship ) Rs. 15,000
'Durga Prasad Foundation, Bombay Rs. 5,000

Godrej Foundation, Bombay Rs. ,5,000
R Bahadur BIssessUrlal Motilal Halwasia Trust,

Calcutta- Rs. 2,500
Sir tthaldas Thackersey Charitable Trust, Bombay Rs. ,2,500
Vottas Ltd. Bombay Rs. 2,500
;Shri. B.Gokhale,.Delhi. ( for B. K. Gokhalc prize ) Rs. 1,100
iSmt. Ka iatabai Wandrekar, Poona RI. 1,001
Abhyankar a amankar Charitable Trust, Bombay Rs: 1,000
Maharashtra ndhi S arak Nidhi, Poona Rs. 1,000

Enrolled as Pa on I Enrolled as Donor.
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A conditional donation of Rs. 10,000 is receiyed fromDr. Kum. Sulandabai Paranjpe n condition that interuston the amount is paid toter d ,mg her life time..The Institute is greatly indeb ed to all the aboveto those whos names appear at tW, end;Many distinguished persons f om allover India and abroadhave visited the n.stitute during the year. OnlyVisitors a few promin nt names can be Mentionedhere
Shri. M: S. Palnitkar, SeerShri. B. N. Makhija, DirectorJosbirao, Chief Inspector ofTata Institute of Social Serviof Bank of Maharashtra; S i.P. Subrahmanyam. CollectoJoginder Sen of Mandi:Smt. C N. Vaishnay, CoSmt. D. G. Pradhan,_

tary to Government
of Maharashtra;of Social Welfare, M. S.; Shri. S. Vertified Schools; Dr. S. D. Punekar,Shri and Smt. V. M. libido, ChairmanBhai Vaidya, blayor of Poona; Shri.of Poona; Dr. M. C. Modi; Rajasaliebri. R. a Rajwade, Bombay; Shri. andioner of Income-Tax:Poona; Shri andmminissioner of Income-Tax, Poona. Dr.

Sugata Dasgupta, Direct r Gandhian
Institute of Studies, Varanasi;

Shri. R. H. Belwadi, puty Director of Social Welfare ( Training ),
Poona.

The financial .osition is far from satisfactory. Therecan se no improvement till the programme ofFinancial b iding construction is completed, unless there.Position a wind fall from some quarter. The picturenot so bad as seen from the Balance Sheetprinted in the following pagess.
Our gratitude to numerous persiCasVho

have helped theInstitute in one way or the other. The listThanks will by too tong to be printed here. The Insti-tute cannot grow and develop without theactive co-operation oP all. The Institute is for the publicand it belongs -to the public. Our only hope is that morevigorous and devoted workers will come forward to raiseits stature and utility.
Karvenagar, 411 029

B. . Karst11 September, 1975
cretary

.p
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Donations

Grant

Fees :
Registration

Admission

Tution
1

Examination

Library

Term

Other

Interest

Miscellaneous.
Scholarships

and prizes

Chikhalwadi Centre 2,200

Budget for the
1973- 1,.94-...7 974775 1975--77- Its

...

Estimates duals trEatimate;.,tZ .2., .

3,160 ."000

70,395 7 000

i
3T6 250

470 650

1780 35,200

210 .350

1,120 ' 2,100

730 1,300

Actuals

1,010

5' 74,575

325

0150

10,515

861

4,180

673

12,404

Bal Kalyan Kendra

Deficit

, 2,000

70,000

180

580

20,160

*210

1,160

760

500

5.000

500

1-
2,000

100

7,479 7,00

516 500

(--
16,982 §-
2,10t

1,100 1,000

.1,08,093 1,03,050 1,23,496 1,27,850

31,172 65,900 66,490 1,09,385

( ) M, S. W.-'7 80 students ( Reg1stration to University),
Diploma 40 and Certificate - IQ trainees.

( ) 4amination\ feepnlygrom Certificate students.

( §) The schloareips redi'ved from Government arc paid to
students every, year hence no budget provision.

year 1974-75 ,
",j i

EXPENDITURE 1973-74

Salaries
Scholatships,
Examination
Rent
Printing
Stationery
Postage
Telephone
Advertisement

Actuals
82,661

Prizes 12,822

4;416
3,150
1,448
1,211

\3,130
1,405

Miscellaneous 2,779
Travelling & Convetyartee 580
Audit 250
Library 10,346
Furniture .- . 1,622
Office Equipment 2,224
Interest '4,106
Chilihalwadi Centre 3,800
Electricity .& Water 2,057
Child Welfare Centre 21Mess
Building maintenance
Furniture repairs \ 35
Recreation & Sports

1,39,265

fr

A

A

4.6

..s

. '

19747 75 1974-75 1975 -7.6

Estimates Actuals Estimates 4,
1,01,149 1,05,416 1,32,354'

51,065 17,412 . 51,065
. 250 25Q

MY'

4,416 4;416\ 4,416
3,000 3,320 3,000
4,000 '4,018 5,000
1,500 1,849 2,000
3,000' 2,944e 3,000,
1 500 1,424 1,500
2,000 3,000

.11,000 1,342 1,000
250 250 250

10,000 11,066 15;00U
15,000 11,981 15,000
4,000 4
6,500 9,269 *32,
4,500 3,994 4,800
2'30() 1,839 2,500

1,355 300
720 1,000

2,000 12.89 5,090300 180
'373 500.

:68,950 1,89,99,5 2,37,235

- Increase on account of Building Loan!
Government scholarship not included, only Institution's
exepcnditurs shown.

4

:f$

11,

.



Tbc Numberts
1972-73 1973-74

Z10, to
Diploma Co Urse .3i.(1) 28+(1)
Certificate Course 8 8

1974-75

H

'S gto 41-, to
36+(.1) 33 33 +(1) 27
3 3 S

Repeater given in brackets.

or- Troll 44 .4/ ' ***4 't 7; l'7? tsi q ti
'4Studenb 'who successfully completed the training at the Institute

it ,;1,%r.,11 1101g7445 P

t :(4. Diploma la Social Work

Shri. Kulkatni P. D. Slut Patil M. T.
Shri..Kulkarni S. D. Slid. Patil it S.
Miss Madan Gita Shri. Pawar A. h.
Shri. Lokhando T. H. Shri. Pawar N. M.
Miss Nerkar Chitrakala Miss 'Putt% Chhaya
Shri. Nichal S. K. Miss Satidhu
Shri. Pagaro N. S. ' Sukhwindcrkaur
Smt. Patel Bina
Shri. Patil J. J.

Anan P. P.
/MISS Bhagat rushila
*Miss Bh, sha
r Shri. Bhav j S.
Shri. Bhujbal-S. D.
Shri. Dorado K. D.
Shri. Deons B. D.
Shrt Dhage G. B.
Shri. Ghogre N. J.

it' 0 4.
`Stood first

*;
t 11, .

Certificate In Social Service .

'Miss Dcshmukh Ujwala Smt. Kad Kamal Smi.PuranC4e
Smt. Joshi Sunita Miss Phadke Rekha Mingala

t

Shri. Sonawanc.I.N.
Smt. Tayadc Kamal
Miss Tilekar Shalrni

- Special Students
.Shri. Joseph Dcvui

'Governor's Medal
Kashioath Vishnu Damle Prize

.:RacIfiabai 13alkrishna Aptc Prize
Raniesh Premchand Charitable

Awards

5 Trust

Shri K. Raphael

for Merit

Misi Usha Bhalcrao
Smt. Kamal Tayadc
Miss Rckha Phadkc

Smt. Stinita Joshi
Ii* '. 'Assistance A

lit
.- 1,.: ,,

Satyabhamabai Pandit Scholarship not awarded ,-,.-,
.-----j,P. B.-Sathe Scholarship . , , not awarded, ,

N. G. Charitable Trust Frcc Residence Shri. G. B. Dhagc
e Smt. Kama] Tayadc

Shri. Raybolc P. 3.
..4 .,.i . 4 Shri. Pawar A. R.

1 Shri. Katakc N. S.
, Maydeo Scholarship not awarded
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10 ( 1974.-75) . tti:7; A»:gilt49 CrtrilorlM
Names of those who have contributed less than Rs. 1,001 arc given'below. Donation; of Rs. 1,000 and above are mentioned on page 16.

Rs. .1 Rs.
Ittttcr Wheel Club, Poona 7P Slut K. C. Shah, Poona 250
Shri. G. N. Harshc, Poona

( for M. K. Davis Prize ) 760
Site Shahan', Poona 550

4Smt. Pushpa Bakre, Poona 501
"Slut V. R. Josh', Bomoay 301

, Dr. Beck & Co., Poona 300..
Shri. P. Mt Karmarkar, Poona 251
*Prof. R. 11.Athavale, Bombay 251
"Slut M. S. Kanitkar, Poona 251
Shri. M. S. Nadkarni, Bombay 251
Dr. S. K. Murarkiart, Bombay 250
Esso Eastern Inc., Poona" 250
Dr. ( Smt. ) M. Damle, Poona 250
Shri. S. K. Karandikar, Poona 250
Shri. G. D. Dune, P000a 250
Smt. Nalinl G..Gokhatc, Bombay 250

Smt. Vidyut Lokhando, Bombay 250
Shri. J. K. Math, Bombay 250
'Shri. D. N. Naik, Madgao 250

' 'Shri. P. J. Ghandy, Kotagiri 250
' Dr. D. D. Karve, Poona

250
Shri. V. M. Thane, Poona 250
Shri. S. D: Gokhale, Bombay 250
.Shri. L. G. Dhaygutic, Bombay 250
Shri. A. S. Bhathcna, Poona 250

$mt. Vandana Shewade, Bombay 250
Smt. Sharda Diwan. Bombay 250
' Shri. N. M. Bhavasar, Bombay 250

I Enrolled as Donor Enrolled as Member

Atur Foundation Trust, Parma 2,10
Slut B. Kanorla, Calcutta 250
Shri. D. S. Phatak, Bombay 235
Dr. lunanda Paranjpc, Poona 200
Chimanlal Nagindas Bhankharia

Trust, Bombay 200
SW. R. N. Bhalento, Poona 150
Smt. Sindhu Phadkc, Delhi 150
Smt. Sushila Pal, poOna . 150
Smt. A. P. Driver, Poona 150
Shri. D. J. Jogatckar, Bombay 150
Smt. Sushila Gadhavc, Poona 101
Sent. Lcelatai Cadre, Poona 100
Shri. M. G. Vinzc, Poona 100
Shri. Gordhandas Govindram

Trust, Bombay 100
Smt. Sindhu Karnik, Poona 100
Mrs. Mandakini Borgaonkar,

Baltimore (U. S. A.) 73
Smt. Sushilabal Mehcndalc,

Bombay 51
Shri. M. B. Niyogi, Nagpur 50
_Prof. S. S. Kale, Poona 50
Shri. S. D. Mancrikar, Bombay 33
Stui, Avinash Bedekar, Poona 25
Dr. V. T. Athavale, Poona 25
Shri. T. Gay, Poona 10
Shri, Vikram Desai. Poona 10

Courses at the Instltu)6 fo and Women
Master of Social Vark University of Poond)

( Two year post-gr duate course )
.

First year,: Field work and Six paporS : ( I ) Evolution
of Social Work, .(if) Indian Social OrganizatiOn and SocialProblems, ( III) Psychology of Social Workers, ( IV ) Appro-ach to Social Work Problems : a) To Work with indivi-dual; (b ).To Work with Group. ( c ) Social Welfare Admi-nistration, ( V ) Social Investigation Methods, ( VI ) Field of
interest : ( a ) Child Welfare or (b) Labour Welfare andLabour Legislation or (c) Institutional Management and
'Administratign or ( d ) Youth Welfare. r

. Second Year : Field Work, Group Research Projectand Four Papers ( VII ) Urban Welfare or Rural Welfare,( VIII ),Techniques of Social Work : ( a ) Social Case Work,
( b )Conuhunily Organization, ( IX ) Medical and Psychiatric'Information for Social Worker, ( X ) 'Field of Interest
( a ) Women's Welfare or (b) Personnel, Management and
Industrial Relations or (c) Welfare of Backward Classes or( d ) CorrectioAal 'Welfare or (e) Social Work with the
Physically and Mentally Ill or ( f) Social Education or(g) Community Development, Extension and Co-operation.

3 3 0
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Diploma in Social Work ( University of Poona )
( One year Post-graduate course )

- Field Work and Six Papers : ( ) History and Fields of
Social Work, (ii) Indian Social Organization and Social
Problems, ( ) Human Growth snd Personality Develop-
ment ( Normal and Abnormal ), ( iv ) Methods of Social
Work, ( v ) Welfare of Backward Classes and Correctional
Work, ( vi ) Family and Child Welfare ( including the work
in industrial setting) or Labour W4Ifare.

fomoW Licertifleato ita SocI*1 ervieo 'to P..
( One year Post S.,. S. C.:Course )

Field Work and Four Papers : (I) Introduction to Social
Welfare ( related only to women and children ) ( ) Problems
of women and children needing institutionalisation ( including
laws about women and children ), ( ) Institutional Manage-
_meat and Care, ( iv ) Introduction to Sociology and
Psychology ( v ) Introduction to Social *Work Alethods.

, .

The Instruction includes class room lectures, seminars
and field work. Regular assignments are evaluated by the
members of the staff. For field work, students go, to
various agencies through which correlation 'of theory,, and
practice is effected. The entire approach of our courses is
practical and we arc keen that after the completion of ,their
training, students should be equipped to handle various jobs
in the field of social work.

Propectus obtainable by sending Rs. 3 from
Secretary, !Carve Institute of Social Service,

Kacvenagar, Poona 411029.
ti

Telephones : Office : Secretary : 54763 Director : 58641
Recidence : Secretary 56807

Our Past students aro working in fields such as :

'(A) Chief Officers or District Probation Officers
(B). PrObatiyil Officers

. (C) Case Workers
( D ) Superintendents of Certified Schools
( E) Extension Educators or Organints in Family Planning

Department

( F ) Medic31 Social Workers

(G) Extension Officers for Co-operation in Community Develop:
ment Blocks.

( H ) Community Organizers I
(1) Social Workers in Labour Welfare Field,
.(i) Social Workers in Rcd Cross Society. Parent-T=0m

Association and Child Guidance Clinic
(K) investigators in Indian Council of Social Welfare

..(14 Counsellor., Family Counselling Bureau
( M ) Superintendent of Women'stInstitution

(N) Matrbns. 331
46,
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/ 4. .' InGovernm9l)t Pepartments, Semi-Cove invent or NonGovernment
1,... ,.SCTVICti and Full-time or Part-time voluntary work..

.

If there It any such position to be filled please write to the Director.
Kano Institute of Social Service, Karvenagar, Poona 411 029.

The Main Building that is being constructed will necessitate
heavy borrowing from Banks. It is requested that sums of
money may be deposited at the Institute at 10 per cent interest.

1.44:

: .The Karve Institute of Social Service conducts
three courses in social service at' three levels.

The first is a two year post-graduate course
leading to the Degree of Master of Social Work
of the University of Poona.

The second is a one year post-graduate course
leading to the Diploma in Social Work of the
University of Poona.

Third is a post-S. S. C. course of one year for
the certificate in Social Service given by the
Institute.

Admission to these courses is open to both
men and women, who want to work in the field
of social seve.

'Generic prittiples of social work, including
techniques of social case work, social group work,
community organisation and other ancillary socialwelfare processes like social welfare administra-
tion as well as child Welfare, correctional laws for
women and children are taught. Studentswill be trained in field work and given op-
portunities to do practical work.

For details see pages 31, 32.

( 3200-9-75')
R.I. Printed by S, N. Andhrutkar Maharashtra Sahakari Mudranalaya,915/1 Shivajinagar, Poona 411 004.

Published by B. D. Karve, Karvenagar, Poona 411 029.
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Or. Mohan Sinha Mehta

Eightieth Anniversary Celebrations

a

LIFE SKETCH.

Born in 1695. Dr. Mohan Sinha Mehta has devoted
nearly sixty years of his life to' the service of the nation,
as an educationist, administrator, diplomat and ,social
worker. He leceived his education at Ajmer, Agra.
Allahabid. and London. After Workinyas acturer for a
couple of years, he switched over to scouting as Iliad-
quarters Commissioner in the. Sava Samiti Boy Scouts
Association, which was started as a national educational
movement by the late Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviya.

Soon after, he was called to his home State
Mewar and worked as District Officer, Revenue Comm'.
ssioner and Finance and Education. Minister. He Was Diwan
of Banswara Stato for a few years and also a member
of the Constituent Assembly of India..

On the formation of Rajasthan, Dr. Mehta retired from
the state administration and served in the diplomatic field
as Indian Ambassador in the Netherlands and Switzerland
and our High Commissioner In Pakistan.

He served on the Indian delegation to the UnitedAtti Nations Assembly in 1960.Appeal
In 1961, he was appointed Vice-Chancellor of

Rajasthan University. During his two terms of six years
as ViceChancellor, he raised this young University to the
Status of a leading centre of higher learning.

Since 1967,' he has been working as founder
Adhishthata of Sava Mandir, an institution devoted to
the removal of illiteracy, adult education, rural develop-
ment and other important aspects of community service.

He has also been the founder-President of Vidya
Bhawan, an educational complex comprising halfa7dozen
distinctive institutions rendering pioneer service Vor the
cause of education.

He has also been the President of the Indian Adult
Education Association for a number of years until
November last.

/

He was awarded Padma Vibhushan in recognition of
his outstanding service In diverse fields of education
and social service.

9.5 "Dr. Mohan Sinha Mel Eightieth Anniversary Celebrations," 1975,
.1

2 p.
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APPEAL

Dr. Mohan Sinha Mehta will be 80 in May 1975. We are
all aware of his meritorious services in different fields. Whether
in education or adthinistration, youth welfare or scouting,
diplomacy or social service, he has given his best to society over
the years. His has been a life of selfless service, dedication
and devotion.

It occurred to us that this occasion should be celebrated in
a manner befitting his stature. It is proposed to bring out a
Commemoration Volume on the theme 'Recent Trends in Educa-
tion and Social Welfare'. Contributions have been invited from
some leading educationists and thinkers. A publisher of repute

'Will publish the volume.

It is also proposed to present Dr. Mehta a purse of at least
Rs. 80,000/- for such activities of educational Ond social
value as he may determine. Funds to the tune of fks. f lakh .
have to be raised for this purpose through donations and adver-
tisements for the Souvenir to be published on the occasion. A
Celebration Committee consisting of the undermentioned persons
has been formed to raise funds and make arrangements for a
function to honour Dr. Mehta. T e function to felicitate Dr.

:telMehta is likely to be arranged so time in July this year in Delhi
or Udaipur.

We appeal to the industrialist's, businessmen, philanthropists
and other citizens Interested in the cause of education and social
welfare to contribute liberally to the proposed fund. Donations
may kindly be sent to the Organising Secretary, Vidya Bhawan
Society, Udaipur.

Mohan Lal Sukhadia

Vife-Chairmati

Hirday Nath Kunzrti

Chairman

Hari Deo Joshi

Vice-Chairman
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,,MEMBERS

Nurul Hasan

(Mrs.) Premlila Thackersey

Madan Mohan Ruia

M. V. Mathur

P. L Bhatnagar

Malcolm Adiseshiah

Siddhraj Dhaddha

Hans Raj Gupta

J. K. Friesen

J. P. Naik

Bhagirath Kanodia

Yogendra Singh

Bhagwat Singh Mehta

Udai Pareek

F. P. Antia

A. B. Shah

James Draper

Dr. Shurveer Singh

Lakhpat Raj Shah
Joint Secretary

10

Rani Niwas Mirdha

D. S. Kothari

K. L. Shaman

Gokul Bhai Bhatt

J. R. Kidd

M. S. Swaminathare

J. C. Mathur

Laxmi MEd Singhvi

R. C. Mehrotra

G. C. Panda

Satish Chandra

P. S. Bapna

Days Krishna

Chandan Singh Bharkatiya

T. K. Unnithan

P. S.Sundaram

P. P. Singhal

K. L. Bordia
Secretary & Treasurer
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THE STORY OF VIDYA BHAWAN

Inspiratiou

Inspiration for starting a new type of educational centre cattle
from my association with the Boy Scout Movement. Lord Baden-Powell
'had given to the world a wonderful idea. Like all great truths, it was
simple and natural, and yet it worked miracles. Case after case of young
men came under my observation in which the atmosphere of Scouting
and the.personal influence of the'Scout Master brought about a com-
plete change in their character, not only in regard to personal and
morel values, but also in reipect of social outlook and sense ofrespon-
sibility. This V:1; a revealing, indeed a moving experience for me. A
new ambition began to move and grow within me. When the Associa-
tion of a Scout Master with his Boy Scouts fora few hours in a week
could bring about such a profound floral change, how much more
valuable and comprehensive would be the result, I began to imagine,
if boys and girls could have an opportunity of spending most of their
time in an atmosphere of 'freedom, creative activity and dynamic joy
Jolted to the psychology of the young. In his earlier writings Baden-
Powell laid emphasis on games. woodcraft and camping, love of nature
and group activity ( .Patrol System', to use the language of Scouting r.
In his later books written in the twenties, (such as 'Aids to Scoutmaster-
.hip' and `Rorerin to Success' ), he developed some profound ideas of
educational value. He himself may have been unconscious of the great
change in his outlook, but this was my conviction, and it struck root
in my mind.

-1?

Vague Idea

Again, with apologies for too personal a reference, I recollect a
minor incident which has some relevanze here. While traelling in
Europe in l9244,7, on one occasion I had to wait for more than an
hour for a connecting train Sitting in the waiting room, I entered in
my dicry the plan of a progressive ' school, which would generally
follow Baden-Powell's methods for developing children's character, self-
reliance, knowledge, initiative, physical fitness and social outlook. A

seed was thus flung, somewhat casually, on an apparently arid soil and
for a long time it lay buried there without any sign of germina WI). I

had no illusions about the trou,bles and complexities involved in
realising this great ideal. First of all, it was essential to prepare a few
young men who would be read) to throw themselves wholeheartedly
into this risky venture In my own mind, without revealing this wild
plan to anybody else, I was quietly using the Scout Movement itself
to supply such menmainly from my Scout Troop which later deve-
loped into the first Udaipur Rover Crew.
Idea takes shape

9.6 Mohan Singh Mehta, "Vidya Bhawan Society; Udaipur, Rajasthan, TheStory of Its Birth and Growth, 30 p. (197?) P.
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Another incident befare the birth of Vidya Bhawan is of some

interest although apparently; at fhat.time it was not related to it. In
May 1930, 1 took my Rovers for their annual hike to Kashmir. The
Rover Crew was divided into four patrols, not only for camp organisa-
tion but also for purposes of intellectual discussion nd civic education.
One of the four was the Education Patrol. On o

4
ainy day at Cul.

marg in the last week of May, the Rovers. met for an educational dis-
cussion. On that occasion 1 developed the idea of a new type of
school its special methods and features. The concept was still in' an
embryonic stagein the realm of thought and academic discussion.
Decision precipitated

A few months later another event took place, again apparently of
a very personal nature, which brought things to a head. As already.
stated, in my own mind I was nurturing the idea that some of our
Rovers should be getting ready to shoulder responsibility of this new
and difficult venture and -to work for it in a spirit of dedication. Kahl
Lai Shrimali was one' among them. He had joined our Scout Troop in

1923. In 1930 he was studying for the M. A. Degree at the Banaras
Hindu University. In the beginning of that year, the Civil. Disobedience
Movement under Gandhiji's leadership had submerged the entire
country. One morning came a long letter in which Shriinali asked for
permission to join the NonCooperation Movement. He said it was
impossible for halm to apply his mind and energies coldly to studies
when all-round the fervdur for the freedom movement swayed the
mind of youth. Ile could. not work with any peace of mind. I senta telegram asking him to come to Udaipur for personal discussion.
Two or three days later he arrived. We were joined by a third friend,
Kt: Bordia, who was associated all along with us in our aspirations for
social work. I put it to Shrimali whether 4/174441.d. satisfy him to devotehis life to work for social reconstruction, sometVng of as great value and
importance for national freedom and regeneration as ( though perhaps
less spectacular than) the political struggle for self-government. At this

moment, I adcied. I had been IliaCill rig In my own mind tile scheme
of the new school discussed at Gulmarg, which needed him and some
other young, mrtt of character and enthusiasm. The project would be
hazardous and call forth much hardship and sacrifice. Fortunately,
Shrimali was convinced that for national progress our plan had truly
great value. It calmed his feeling.

.. The Problem of Selecting the Site . .

A'scheme was soon drawn up over the signatures of a few educa-
tionists and other prominent persons of Rajputana, Central India,
Gwalior and the .United vinces. At a public meeting convened in
the early part of December 1 30, a Governing Body was set up, a few

.F
Basic rules were passed and preliminary decisions were taken to start
the scheme. At the same time, earnest efforts were set in motion for
securing land. This gave us no end of trouble, and indeed harassment.
from many quarters. At last-a plot of about 4 acres of lanib, ligger part
of which was rocky, uncultivable and wildly overgroiti with cactus'
bushes, was granted to us by the State. Although this little plot of land
was at that time useless and desolate, it lay in wild, healthy and
picturesque surroundings about a quarter of a mile from the. Fatehsagar
lake, and close to a metalled road; On the morning of the 16th January
1931 in the presence of a small gathering,, the foundation stone of the
building of the original Vidya Bhawan School :was,, laid by,the late Sir
Sukh DeoPiasad, the then Prime Minister of Mewar State.

............... . .
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Birth of Vidya Bhawan
To begin with, the little school was to have Only four form?; of ,

the Middle Section, V, VI. VII and VIII. It was further, a deliberate
decision to keep the numbers down in each class in order _ensure
individual attention. Only 58 children were admitted with n teachers.

(ettr

Shrimali, our first life-worker, was selected as Headmaster. More than
half the stall* belonged to the old Scout troop of Udaipur.

In a burrowed building
As the School building was not yet ready the new school had to

be started in a borrowed building olaside the city, (which was wholly
unsuitable for the purpose). With a brief and simple ceremonya
couple of devotional songs and a short talk to the staff and studehts
in the presence of a few parentsat 7 O'clock on the morning of,,,
Tuesday, the 21st July; 1931, Vidya Bhawan was ushered into the
world ! That function is vividly imprinted in our memory today after
the lapse of forty years. It is impossible to dEscribe the emlions which

welled up within us something like the feeling oi' a great triumph o.
the thrill oreaching a high Himalayan peak. After the first school
assembly. Shrimali and I retired to the Headmaster's room. We were
alone there. We embraced each other in silence. completely choked by
emotion, our eyes wet with tears (Sf joy. It was an unforgettable
experience. i
Basic Social Ideal

During my school and college days most young people were (lapply
moved by the idealism which stirred the whole country following the
partition of Bengal. We were obsessed with impatience to sec India
free and great, the Indian people awakened, self-reliant and progressive.

But for me there was more of emotion and less of thinking behind all
those day dreams. As I grew older, the picture of this revolutionary
change began to form itself. The concept of a liberal democracy, rather
than the cult of the °tomb' appealed to my imaginatiog. The ideal...*,
and purpose.of the Servants of India .Society founded by that great
Icader, Gok ale. held a great attraction for me. Quite by chance I

came in touch with the Boy Scout Organisation. This had the effect
of giving shape to vague thoughts and aspirations for thauture of the
society in a sense, the dark street in which I was groping for my way
was suddenly lit up. The new idea was social reconstruction through
eduCational reform. A revolution in education rather limn a political
revolution appealed to me a sounder and more effedive,:way of bringing..
about social, change. But-education can play a. revolutionary role only
if the educator has a clear and strong idealism, revolutiimary zeal and

..o.

a broad grasp of social problent.
Aims defined

With .this faith in our social idea; we ;to difwn the following
objectives for Vidya lihawan ;

(a) to' provide facilities for the full and harmoitious;development
of each individual child according to its own aptitudes:

( b) to cultivate in the children a broad and open. minded outlook
on life:

(c) to enable the cOdren to adjust themselves to their . environ-
ment;

(d) to prepare useful citizens with a keen sense of duty : ndres-
ponsibility towards, society; and

(e) to utilise scientific methods of child training
' j3 3 8
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Threefold obligations

At this stage it would prehaps be appropriate to unburden myself
on another subject. The scheme imposed on us threefold duties; that
Is towards parents, the society including' the State, and our wotkers.
(i) To the parents we undertook to provide for their children a really
good school, better than the conventional school in which the-child
was lost in the mass, and the teacher was, more or less, a ruthless drier
of his flOck,. or like ''' prison warder. Vidya Bhawan was to try and draw, .

but each child with a view to developing its faculties and personality
keeping in view its individual needs, difficulties and home environment
(ii) The Society (and the State) were to understand that Vidya Bhawan
was not concerned with political controversies, Sectional conflicts or
anti-Government agitation. Its positive purpose watlkto provide for
children an atmosphere of freedom for growth, and to promote in
them a sense of civic responsibility. No doubt, this might in due course
undermine our outof-date social structure and the strongholds of
reactionary force's. But the staff and students of Vidya Bhawan would
not, it was clear, line up' behind external organisations for any sections
or political ends. And finally, (iii) the social workers who had agreed
to devote themselves to the work of Vidya Bhawan would find full
scope for their zest and energy in working for the broad social ideal
described above. We had, therefore, a perfectly clear conscience in
the matter. There has been no moral compromise or inconsistency or
breach bf faith. none whatsoever, in the discharge of this threefold
obligation, whatever may be the loose talk of our critics.
EducatiOn: A waj of life

Before describing the distinctive features of Vidya Bhawan through
which an attempt was made to realise 'this comprehensive objective,
it is proper to note that all along emphasis has been laid in the insti-
tution, on education as a .way of life': The purpose of Vidya Bhawan
was largely reflected in the daily life of the institution. in the mutual

,relations of different sections of the Vidya Bhawan community and
the oiganistation as a whole. Social for the removal of which a
herdic effort was being organised in the country. were generally not to
he countenanced within our little community. To take a couple of
stray examples. the wives of many teachers who were Used to a life of
secrbsion ( purdah) in the past, spontaneo.aKcame out and took their
place in the community. The son of the school sweeper (Bliangi )
would join the boys in their games during the time he was off duty
without any fuss or excitement. Similarly, respect for the child's per
sonality was just accepted as an article of faith, and the relation of the'
Headmaster with the teachers and of the teachers with the children
was-based on an elder-brotherly leadership and did not spring from

crude authoritalian power. Thus, self-discipline more than' chscipune
imposed from above provided the "sanctions" in support of "law and
order" in the community. This way of life 1-ecame a part of the un-
written code of Vidya Bhawan. To sum-up, Vidya Bhawan was not,
for its members and, orkers, merely a place for learning And teaching,
but also in a large measure the replica in miniature of the world as it
should be, the land of our dreams and desire. This aspect of the life
of Vidya Bhawan; however intangible jv may scent to outsiders, has
had some significance not only in itself, but also in creating certain

. values and traditions.
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Distinctive features

Mention may now be made of the more concrete features whiCh
gave to Vidya Bhawan a distinctive--character..'Soine of them may. not.
appear at first sight to be very important. and others had, in the light
of experience, to be modified. But' they have all made their own con-.
tribution and,are therefdre importan't on this act:Aunt...

Co-education, Non:Seetarian, interno*tional Outlook
In keeping with thmational basis'nd progressive character of the

project. it was det,ided to introduce to-education in Vidya Bhawan.
In the Elementary Schools and at the University stage, cocducrition is

generally found in most placet -in kidia, but at the Secongary
p.

co- education was Mitt. al and even frowned upon in Indian Society:.
In the feudal s.urrorieding I Rajasthan. it was indeed a bold and
rather radical measure. Then again in the heart of a very oldfashioned.
and caste-ridden society, Vidya BhaWari was difinitely indifferent to
caste and worked on a completely non - denominational basis. We felt
that the caste system had outgrown its period of vitality and survived
only to block the progress of society, and kept it chained to reactionary
customs and traditions.- Vidya Bhawan also steered clear of sectarian
ties and religious aigerences. We aimed at the renaissance of our society
and at rebuilding the fife of our country on a national basis, -cutting
across. sectional, and denominational groups and loyalties. Indeed, even
this national outlook was not to be narrow, car of a militant nature.
We did not wish to hold up as a model before our boys and girls the

.
European ideal of nineteenth century nationalism. In our desire to
build up an atmosphere of internationalism in Vidya Bhawan, we
looked out for suitable persons frorri' other countries to tome and
work in Vidya Bhawan, provided they conformed to our general out-
look and felt enthusiastie'about our social and educational objectives.

Whote day School

Although Vidya Bhawan was only partially a Boarding School, it
was a firm decision to make Vidya Bhawan a "whole-day school": that
is, childrao, stayed in the school from morning till dusk. The mid-day
meal, was provided at the school for those who did not get it from
home. This gave to Vidya Bhawan the advantages of a residential
school.

Group System
Another special feature was the "Group System ". ,The children

were allotted to one Group or 'another, each under a senior master
assisted by two, three or more junior teachers.

ft
The Group is the family in which each child lives his person I life;

and his general development is promoted. Groups are also th Units
for orgaOsing different activities. such as parents' meetings, social func-
tions, camps. hikes and tournaments. The Group System as in the
course of years developed into a powerful means for building up extra
currIcularlife, for individual attention; and for promoting the child's
all round development. The Group Masters seek parental co-operation
in order to get acquainted with the family of children, and their diffi-
cultic, at home. This duty of the teachers threW upon them a heavy
burden, apart from being very trying and in some cases extremely de-
pressing. Some parentsare responsive and appreciative, but the majo-
rity have been indifferent and un- cooperative.
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Staff Council and Psychriggical Laboratory

The Staff Council collectively discussed the individual child. This
is a continuous process in which both the class teachers and Group
Masters exchange ideas and help each other. The Staff Council also
functions, in.aninformal way, as the advisory and deliberative body 'for
safeguarding and promoting the basic ideas of Vidya Bhawan. Now,
after forty years, its discussions constitute an educational record of
great value. Soon after the foundation of Vidya Bhawan, abegin-
rung was made with a psychological laboratory for gauging the mentaland physical, capacities of childre.. -Ind the level' of their Intelligence.In a few cases, serious emotional t..rric.ulties or neurotic troubles have
received attention,

Morning Aisembly

It has beea,the practice for tbe School to begin its work every daywith the School Assembly. There is an excellent devotional atmos-
phere ot quietness in this community gathering organised on 'a -ittom-
pletely non - denominational basis. At the end ot the week, the 111664w_
assembly becomes a specially big community affitir and is attended by
all the members of the staff, sometimes accompanied by their families,
other non-academic members of the community.h`hd even outsiders.
For the members of the community, this weekly event has had a pro-
found cultural significance and many an 'Old Boy' of Vidya Bhawan
likes to come back to join this weekly assembly. It has become an
important institution.

Chhatra Mandril and School Panchayat
The sense of civic responsibility and interest in higher values of

life find scope for develOpment. in the functions whict are organised
from time to time, to which parents and other ests from outside
are invited as a general rule. The -children have de loped a large mea-
sure of self-reliance and some experience in self- overnment s ough
the Chhatra Mandal (The Students' Parliamen and t *NI_ an -
chayat(representative Executive Body). They have hot I be orne sturdy
features olthe life of Vidya Bhawan.

Project Method
It was the aim and purpose of Vidya Bhawan to try new methods

and- conduct educational, experiments. A brief reference may now be
made to some of the expiriments carried out with varyinghtneasures of
success. -A significant experiment is the Anniversary Project in which,
for 'a fortnight work in literature, social 'studies, art and crafts is . inte-
grated round a ihene of cultural importance. The Project culminates
itta pageant enacted at the Anniversary Function. The lives of Buddha,
Christ and Ashoka and other thenrs such as In n Culture, Our
Rajasthan,' Hindu Muslim Unity and the struggl for Human Values
have formed the subject of the Project.

Dalton Plan
Dalton Plan has also been tried. But it cannot be said t much

success was achieved in this particular experiment. It had ultimately
to be given up.
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Labour'Service Scheme.. re
Under the Labour Service .Scheme each pupil is required to put

in\a minimum amount of physical labour of 'some. sore -or. other. This
manual work is often a part of some constiuctiv.c estivity or social set--
vice which brings the children near in thought to the life and position-
of peasants and labourers.

OpenAir SIkssion . sik

Another experiment of which Vidya Bhawan has good cause to beN,
proud _is. its Open Air Session', Its educational technique and achieve-
ment are -discussed in a separate book I written, by an old worker of
Vidya llhawan.
Broad Basis-Aesthetic, Irfobbies, Health and Physique, Camps andBikes

Vidya Bhawan has adopted a broad basis for its educational work.
This is in keeping with -its main purpose. Aesthetic education is given-
a prominent place in this scheme:girdle, painting, dancing are inclu-
ded in the activities of Vidya Bhawan. Craft work is not negleeted.t
It comes in either as part of the curriculum or as -hobby. Health and'
physical development receive special attention, amid -systematic.lecords
of physical growth and heaith have been maintained. learn games and
atheletie activities form a permanent part of school life. Camps and
hikes have been another important feature of Vidya Bhawan which
has not only built up pbysical fitness and self.nreliance, but has inculca-
ted in the children a love bf nature- and a spirit of adventure.

4
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I. K N. Srivastava : Vidya Bhawan Open air Session. Now De1hi.+11inistry
of Education, 09vernxiiont of India.

6,Sproutittr-and Growth .

SO far. we have tailed about the seed, how it lay b led uuder the
ssurface oftthe earth for so, c time. the field in toArEttilwas laid, and
how it sprouted. It is'n-my le briefly to view the' growl of the; plant -.,-
and.. alt+mugh co yousig.the Wa-its -Oa igs and young. bOnclieStearne ..-; --
5) ut and spread theinseives.

'
,

Why it began only with Middle Seelion
For good reasons it was decided (a ) to begin i e., NN ith four

classes only, and (b) with the middle section of school education The
higher stage's Would have been expensiOr out resources. Islorebvar,
we did not wish to take in older boys and girls whost'tharacter, habits
and outlook had already been largely formed in the conventioriaT
schools. For the education of the children of rite lower groups, that

, 'is the elementary and the pre-sChool age,the standard of w hicb..js.
unfortunately very lo%in our coUntrY'zifie did not have adequale:.
sources. either in presonnel or equipment: From -the little nucleus."°
with which we started, our plan was gradually to expand bothiajcpwards
and downwards, But we were forced to -break away, mud against our
will and judgement, from,these plans. When Society feels the- need for'.
some service, sup I becomes irresistible. The truth of this'was realised

14..-by,us time and a "ain. In face, it runs through.the whole life story of
Vidya Bhawan

.
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Kesstire for Expansion

Within a few weeks of its start as soon ms the novel and special
character of its service came to be known in the town of Udnipur,

tall .rI pressure was brought to hear on Vidra Bhawan to make some provi-
sion for smaller children also ItAva indeed an unusual request, for
which we were not prepared and yet it could-not be turned down. After
some reluctance, it was agreed to admit a few children in, what we
called by an omnibus name, 'the Preparatory Class'. The number_was
restricted to r2 and they were tdclave a separate programme not of
formal studies bht consisting of games, music, observation' of plants
and birds ancl""a little training in the three R's by means of suitlitble
apparatus.

lligh School
At the other end we were faced Ifitth a different dilemma. .For

reasons already stated, we were not prepared to ,have the High School
section in the beginning But .within a few months it became clear that
the children of \Idyll Blum an would be misfits and find themselves in
a strange, esen tinw holesome atmosphere when the left Vidya Ilha-
wan to join another High School, and Much of-our work would be
undbne if the) changed schoel at that stage. After careful considera-
tion we felt obliged to start High School classeS at the' beginning of
the nest session (July ', 1932). Within a year, Vi4yal3hawan expanded

upwards (it becanre a High School) and 'downwards (its youngest child
was leis than six years old). It was cleat that the Society needed an
educational institution of a new type Very soon Vidya Bhawan became
known in many p.uts of North India and began to attract children from
distant places. They came frOrn-at far as CalcUtta' and Cuttack. .

Lack of Resources

While a coniprehensise schethe of all round education was the
purpose and aim, the organisers of Vidya Bhawan constantly wished
to keep the pace of expansjou slow for stev praCtical reasons. For the
realisation of.its objective it 'needed a superior type of teacherwhich
was not - easily availableand also. a proportionately larger number of
teachers thah in an ordinary school. And then Vidya Bhawan existed
as it were, in, a constant state of famine. Collection of funds seas a

nerve-racking experience. There has always been an acute shortage of
accommodation. A building meant to be a hostel cum- Store -House was.:
used as the Junior School. For fifteen years Vidya Bhawan ltud no
playing fields of its own.

Basle School
In late thirties Gandluji gave' to the world his new 'educational

concept which eventually came to be 'called Nai_Talirn. It attracted
considerable thought and auention,:frOm educational' leader: in the
country. Vidya Bhawan could 'MA very well stay Out of this 'great cur-
rent ofirs.tional educe/tn., It was decided to establish a Basic School
under the auspices of Vidya Bhawan. Fortunately, we were in a posi-

0
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Ation to make orne positive contribution to the building up of this
new system which was still in its e rly stages. Less than two miles
from the parent institution, an excelle t cite was selected in the midst
of a cluster of villages. The foundati n of Vidya Bhawan Basic School
was laid on the 27th October, 1940 by Sir T. Vijayaraghavacharya, the
then Prime Minister of Mcwar State, at a well attended function and
it was inaugurated on the 23rd April, 1941 by Dr Lakit Hussain,. By
1946 this institution had grown into a full-fledged Senior has School
comprising an eight-year course, ,Aitli 72 pupils. For the first file yerrs
spinning was the basic craft and by 1945 agri titre was introduced.
Ten years later weasing and carpentry were added t he list of lubsi-
diar t:I.ift. -Niyojit Seva" Scheme has been an important feature of
our ttasic school by which the children assume the responsibility of
running the ...bool dispensary, the seed store, the library and boys'
shop some saluable results have been acliiesed in the correlation of
studies wi,qt the craft; and the aciisities of the school. The -work of
the Basle school was rather diffICOil And calk(' for originality on the
educationAvitl and heasy arduous labour in overcoming the hard
conservatism of ur village people. Now the Basic School has an -Cn-
rolnient of about 200 pupils.
Nursery School

According to our original plan, the section of the smallest child-
ren was separated from the Junior School. It had its own staff and
necessary equipment in order to provide a suitable atmosphere for the
children of preschool age. We call it-the Nursery School, and are
very pgoud of it. The foundation stone of the new Nursery School
building was laid in October, 1954 and it was rtady for use by the
end of 1955. In its design. structure and'amenities, it is a very fine
construction wholly appropriate for the purpose. It meets an imporiant
educational need

Education Society
As the stream of Vidya Bhawan rose in volume and velocity, ano-

ther practical proposition forced itself on us. Its growth and expansion
was fast outrunning our original plan and pattern. It was no longer
a sintile, school, but was becoming a cluster of institutions; instead of

i
-...

one tree, nourished, pruned and prepared for the children of urban
r society, it was beeonlitig, inspite of ourselves and our meagre resources

an educationargarden rich with a variety of shrubbery and foliage, even
trees and wild hushes! It became necessary to form the Vidya Bhawan
Society with a legal corporate status,qind inv4 t it with due authority
for undertaking and managing these new responsibilities. This body
was formed in August, 1941, and was registered under the Public So-
cieties Act. This step not only justified itself, but soon iCbecame clear
that it \vas not taken a day too early.

-.P Teachers' College

The distinctive value, of the work of Vidya Bhawan was being
widely appreciated. In order that its benefit should reach a wider area
I

IN.
n the country, it was felt that the establishment of a Teachers' College

under the auspices of Vidya Bhawan Society would meet an agent
educational need. After all, for producing a new type of citizen for the
nee& of a Changing society, it was essential to find and prepare the
teacher with a new outlook. Again it became difficult to resist this big
challenge. The authorities of Vidya Bhawan took another bold step
forward by estahlishing ;he Teachers' College. The late. Seth GovInd-

-3377-
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ram Slii natria gate us a gencrOus donation of Rs. 90,0001-for I e
ing of The College .which was named after him. The fotindatl n-stone
of the Vidya flhawan Gosindram Seksaria Teacters.cCollege tt s laid
by Sir Maria Isniail, the then Prime Minister of Jaip4r 'n the

October, 1942. It is an elegant building,-sinfple and beautiful

Like all other activities of Vidya. Bliawan this also began as
small effort with eighteen pupil watts Prparing for ,the Certificateof Teaching. It has rapidly developed, and is now big Training
Institution preparing its alumni for Post- Graduate courses. 'the B. Ed.
Class was started in 1948 and the number of teachers under training
has gone up to 236. M. Ed. (Master of 'Education) course and a
Research Section for Ph. D. Degree came,to be added later. The whole
of the B. Ed. and Ld. syllabuses havLbeen reoriented in keepingwith the latest developments in the theory and Prric9ce of Education.

The latest addition is a course in Early Child Education, which helpsAO supply teachers qualified in Nursery School methods. The Teachers'College of Vidya Bhawan seems to have a big future tot only for thetraining of teachers in progressive methods, Intl also for promotingeducational reforms, research and reorganisation:
vv.

v

A special feature of the Teachers' College was its eachers-in:Service' scheme. It provided guidance to the alumni Of the Collegefor at least two years after they went out. It consisted of supervision oftheir work in their schools by the members of the College Staff. andorganisation of study circles, periodic seminars and conferences. ALibrary Service was also devised for them. This scheme was initiatedat the request of old Mewar Government and unfortunatelyvanie to anend with the merger of that State in the new and greater State ofRajasthan. It has, however, survived in a modified form as a Depart-..mcnt of Extension Services. sponsored by the Union Ministry of Educa-tion as part of an Alfindia Scheme.
Handicrafts Institute ( Kala Sansthan )

The services of Vida Bhawan was sought in another cognatedeparernem on the "request of the then Mewar, Ciosernment. While theprovision for the training of teachers genetally lacks vitality andurgently calls for reform, in another connected spher'e almost completedarkness reigns cis, r the scene I refer to the facilities for training craftteachers. Vidya Bhawan had not only special facilities, but the properonflook for this purpose. and thereforcl the Government requestedVidyi Bhawan to start a course or training in crafts for the teachersof the State Schools. The result was the establishment of Vidya BhawanHantNrafts Institute in January. 1944.
At first the course cosered a period of four months and a half,but very soon' it )1-.14ft.Surld that this period was utterly inaslet)tiate- aiidit was extended to a' full session of ten months. The Handicrafts Insti-tate has steadily developed during the last twelve years. The Instituteprovides training in the following crafts: (1) Spinning. (2) Wea..j12.(3) Carpentry. (4) Wood turning (5) Card-board work. (6) PapierMache, (7) Leather wakand (8) Tailoa ring. Every trainee has to spe-cialize in one of these crafts-and selects another as a subsidiary subjet-

Besides handicrafts, the pupils receive tiainirg in drawing and design-ing and a simple course in general education. The Handicrafts Insti-tute also serves the Craft Section of the Teachers' College. and pros idestraining in hobbies to the children of the Vidya BhawarrSchool. Thisis now named .Institution of Arts and Crafts r(tiir,tinn
IL

L
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S.E.O.T C.
In 1956. a centre for training Social Education Organisers for

Community Development and National Extension Services Block was
started under the auspices of the Ministry of Community Develop-

,
ment. in the first batch. of 34 trained' there were rePresintatives of
more than five states. Vidya Bhawan with its special background of
social idealism offered a suitable place for organising such a training
scheme If it succeeded, that is, if the'trainees went out inspired by the
ideas which lie behind the growth of Vidya Bhawan, this movement
would carry its revolutionary fervour into the homes and farms of our
rural population. But unfortunately Goverment decided to close the
centre in the year 1967.
Rural Institute

In 1956, there was another very important addition to
the list of the Constituent institutions of Vidya Bhawan Society. In
fact. the youngest of the children of Vidya ahawan bids fair to grow
up as the heftiesvand most powerful in social significance. It will be
remembered that the Central Government appointed a Committee
under the Chairmanship of the 'then Deputy Minister of Education
Dr. K. L. on the development of Higher Education in rural
areas. On the report of the Shrimali Committee, the Goyernment of
India decided as an experimental measure to entrust ten 'Selected ins-
tittltions in the country the task of establishing lt ural Institutes. Vidya
Mayon Society was one of these ten. So. the ninth anniversary of our
lndjpendcnce Day. 15th August. 1956. saw the birth of Vidya Bhawan
Rural Institute. The foundation-stone. of the projected building of
the Institute was laid by the Gosernor of Rajasthan, Slut Sardar Gur-

muklt Nihal Singh, on the 19th of January, 1957. The function an this
occasion had a. liely rural setting and will be long remembered by us.
The aim of the institute is to proside courses in higher education, both
general and technical, but specially related to the needs of the rural
community. A three-ear diploma course in rural services and a three-
)ear certificate course intrural cisil engineering sere stated. The Rural
Institute meets the deeply felt need of the orl,ers of Vidya l3hawan
to roitalise the life in the rural areas and to infuse a new and dyna-
mic spirit among our village folk. Without this our social democracy
would remain somewhat anaemic. The realiation of this high purposewill depend ery largely on the success of the Rural Institute.

Later on, a one. ear Certificate Course for Sanitary Inspectors wasstarted in the car 19(10 which had to he closed in July 1968 as there
was no scope for further employment of the trained personnel.

The Rural Institute is now affiliated to the University of Udaipur
and is running the following courses.

1. Three Year Degree Course in Arts leading to 13. A. Degree.
2. Three Year Degree Course in Science with Biology and

Mathematics leading to B. Sc. degree,

The students have to offer a paper on Community Develop-
ment and Extension.

3. Two Year Post-Graduatelitourse leading to M. A. ( Rural
Sociology).

1 he Department of Rural and Civil Engineering of the Institute,
which runs a Three Ycar Diploma Course, is affiliated to the Board
of Technical Education, Rajasthan, Jodhpur.,,

The Rural Institute has an Extension Department which is doing
useful work in the neighbouring villages. The Department has encoura
ged people to adopt new methods of Agriculture and to use improved
seeasipnd fertilisers.

3 16
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The Research Department of the Institute has taken up a number
of projects some of which have been completed and some are in
prowess.

Publication Department
The Publication Department of Vidya Bhawan should also be

mentioned in this account. This activity has not made any great head.
way. We still do not possess a Printing Press of our own, although its
need has been badly felt all the time. A monthly magazine, 'Jan
Stmt.. mostly for the benefit of parents and teachers, is brought
out in Hindi. Attempts have been made to maintain a good standard
and the quality of its articles has been appreciated. Some of our wor-
kers headed by Dr. Shrimali have produced books and pamphlets on
educational subjects. It is ohsiously necessary. .that this Department
develops further and, by the value of its works, renders greater help in
the future than it has done in the past in revolutionising educational
concepts and reformingcducational techniques.

Multi-Purpose Higher Secondary School

The original tittle school with which Vida Bhawan began it;
life more than thirty-five years ago has itself grown beyond recogni-
tion. It has now become a Multi-purpose Higher Secondary School with
provision for fine. arts, scientific studies, technical courses and huma-
nities. Adequate buildings, well equipped Laboratories and Workshops
have been provided. The Gymnasium and the Museum, which are
perhaps the first of their kind in Rajasthan, provide ample -opportuni-
ties to children for their physical and mental development. The School
has about 700 children on -its rolls. The number of girls is compara-
lively small. The teaching staff now consist of more than three times
the number of teachers with which Vidya Bhawan began its work.

Farm and Dairy
Vidya Bhawan maintains a small agricultural farm and dairyof its own, Although the purpose is mainly utIlitar.i_arr, that is, to pro-videTruit, vegetaNes and milk to the community and the schoolkitchen, this deparrment has the incidental aspect of giving to Vidyallhawan a completeness, in its community life We attach to it a socialimportance in another sense also It would be a proud day for us whenour sugarcane fields, orange orchards and young pedigree bulls attractthe attention of a larger number than hitherto, of the people of thevillages in the neighbourhood in order to find a model for improvingtheir cattle and cultivation

All India Scope and Character
It is remarkable that Vidya Bhawan has already assumed a nationalcharacter in the scope of its services. It is drawing its pupils and pupilteachers from many parts of the country.

Non-Teaching Nlembers of she Community
I must say a word about another sectitu4 of the community consist-ing of cooks, domestic servants, peons. messfrgers garden labourers,chauffeurs, mechanics and the like. Our relations with them have allalong been inspired by the basic ideology of Vidya Bhawan. and inturn, have had a profoupd influence in their development, drawingtheir. loyalty and raising the quality of their_ services. This has beenan experience of real joy and satisfaction. They too are happy and ingeneral enjoy ttear association with Vidya' Bhawan. Occasionally tliey
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arrange dramatic performances, hikes, camp fires all on their own
initiative, Some of them have been in Vidya Bhawan for thirty years
or longer. Our teachers organised a ?'j tt School for them and their
families. This school has had a chequered career with many ups and
downs, consisting of a healthy vigorous life, dying state, efforts at arti
ficial respiration, complete collapse and rejuvenation. the latest news
is that there is a desire to revive it. This section of the community con-
sists now of 135 souls and the number will be at least twice as many
if their families and dependents are taken into account. The leadersof Vidya Ilhawan arc not 'indifferent to their so:ial needs, general
development and living condition's. When our ship comes home it is
interested to provide proper quarters for diem.
Life Workers' Pledge

Mention must also be made of the scheme of 'Life Workers',
although quite naturally it has now lost its basic importance. But view-
ed in historical perspective it cannot and should not be forgotten northe early value of its service underestimated. When Vidya Bhawan
was brought into existence, I received an assurance. from some young
men that they would stick to their work with undiminished zeal anddevotion even if they did not receive any salaries for some time. Theunderstanding was that we would somehow just feed and clothe them,and they, in their turn, would bear the hardship of going without pay,if necessary foirtwo or threeyears. It would put the society on its trial.I was convinced that if Vidya Bhawan really proved its usefulness,it would not die. It was on'this moral faith and uncertain hope thatour ship was launched on'a rough and uncharted sea. A few years laterthe scheme was formally put before the Executive Committee andgiven proper recognition. Then it was incorpbrated in the Constitu-tion of the Vidya Bhawan Society. Fortunately, though surprisinglyenough, our crises neser, rseached that pitch when salaries could not bedisbursed to the teachersfor more than two or three months. Howeverthe sense of devotion and the reckless spirit of self-abnegation behindthe pledge of our Life Workers has a 'place of hono.sfsur in the historyof Vidya Bhawan. Of the members who joined the scheme not allcould livelipto their original intention, but many did. The minimumperiod of a Life-Worker's pledge was put at twelve years during whichhe was to draw such salary or allowance as was fixed by the Societyfor him and never above a certain amount. Dr. K. L. Shrimali was thefirst Life-Worker. A few others like him have completed their periodand are still working in Vidya Bhawan,

Unique Developnient
Even this somewhat sketchy account of the growth of Vidya Bhawan brings out one fact in bold relief namely that around the littleoriginal school, the starting point of Vidya Bhawan, a number of otherassociated activities gradually arose and developed which, made it aunique educational community, a cohesive, comprehensive group ofseparate and self-reliant but constituent institutions. Many. other insti-tutions have grown from a.modest start to enormous size( and stature,but Vidya Bhawan has, as has been seen above, developed variousdepartments of different types, all mainly educational, and yet as unitsand parts of the whole. It has, been a world in itself spreading andgrowing, unitary in its socialrideal and purpose, but federal in activityand administration, in which the ideals of the original foundation re-main invisible but alive and strong. One knows and feels them all thetime thonqli nne b.nrc cn`rto
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Distinguished Visitors

To turn to another aspect of this story, Vidya Bhawan bus had the
advantage of receiving many distinguished persons. Mostly they were
invited to preside over'the Anniversary Functions or over Teachers'
Conferences convened in that connection. They came from different
walks of life and even from distant cbuntries. These great names form
an inspiring list indeed. Some a them arc no longer with us like the
late Rev. C. F. Andrews, Sir\Maurice Gwycr, Shri A. V. Thakkar,
Acharya Narendra Dcv. Principal A. B. Dative, Sir T. Vijayaraghva-
charya and Shri B. G. Kher. Besides the late Prime Minister Pandit
Jawahar Lal Nehru, we have had with us Shri C. Rajagopalachari, Dr.
Radhakrishnan; Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzrtr, Shri Jayaprakash Narain,
Prof. Jadu Nath Sarkar. Sir John Sargent, Sir Mirza Ismail, Shrimati
Rameshwari Nehru, Mr. A. E. Foot, Dr. Zakir Hussein. Sadhu T. L.
Vaswani, and Prof. Pierre Bovet. Above-tit, Dr. Rajendra Prasad,., the
first President of our Republic. honoured us by Presiding over the
Silver Jubilee Function of Vidya Bhawan on.the 10th of October. 1956.
It was a signal privilege and indeed an inspiration for our workers
and pupils that the Head of our State and a man of Rajen Babu's
character and noble record of sacrifice for the Nation should.have been
in our midst on that occasion.

1 I
Our Esteemed I rees

&Tic of these leained leaders have teen associated with the grow-
th of Vidsa Bhawan in another, way. We 'lase reared up in our campus
trees with losing care. A few of them were planted by these distinguish.
ed sisitors such as Rajaji, Sir Maurice Gwyer. Dr. 1Lakir Hussain, Mr.
F. G. Pearce and others. Two banyan trees were, Plallnn4ed, one to com-
memorate the death of Kasturba and the other on the I2,th day after
the death of Mahatma Gandhi. In course of time these two trees will
join and continue their growth with Vidya Bliawan for scores of years-
perhaps centuries-giving to this educational home their cool shade,
protection and inspiration.

'Turn the,Aearch light inwards'

The opinions which respected leaders and distinguished scholars
have expressed about Vidya Bhawan have given us much comfort and
encouragement, particularly when there was adversity and discourage-
ment all round. But quite apart from what others have said, it is ne-
cessary that we should form from inside our own assessment and ap-

, praisal of the results of Vidya Bhawan. In order that the balance does

not tilt too much on one side, some strict self examinatien is necessary.
Let us 'turn the search-light inwards."

Broadly speaking Vidya Bhawan was foundd with a three-fold
objective : (a) To infuse a new spirit into the social work of the country
by sending out young people with zeal, idealism and strong character.
We never deceived ourselves with the hope that everyone of our alum-
ni would pass this test, but had hoped that a small percentage would.
(b) The young people who come under the influence of Vidya Bhawan
would, on eniering life, give a better account of tbernselves in civic life,
and (c) the educational standards of Vidya Bhawan all round would be
distinctly higher by a good margin than those of other schools in the
country. Let us examine these three propositions.
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In itchieving the first objective we have NMI miserably. Among

those who have gone out of Vidya Bhawan, a lamentably Sm`all num-
ber applied themselves to social- service. Regarding the second item,
we have had only a partial success. Somd very encouraging result's can
be placed alongside definitely unfavourable cases. But it is true that in
a large number of case ;, life in Vidya Bhawan left a strong and healthy
impression on the outlook and individuality of our boys and girls. final-
ly with regard to educational standard, we compared very favourably
with common schools in the country, but certainly not so well with
some public schools and leading progressive institutions.

Home Fnvlronment

It may be safely stated that the enthusiasm and devotion of our
11"workers and the fine atmospher of Vidya Bhawan had an effect in

moulding the children's charact . At the same time one should also
note the factors which adversely affected their bringing up. The home
environment and the influence of heredity, witftObd to our cost, were
a constant hindrance in the efforts of the,-teache ;It was not easy to

c.i.., ....,,

defeat these adversaries. Some wise ma 2, has' said that it takes three
generations to edUcate a human being! Moreover, the service of Vidya
Bhawan was definitely intended to reach mainly the lower middle lass.
Children fro r ese homes did not always bring with them the c !tura!
and ctual advantages generally enjoyed by the more f tunate
se lions of the society. This worked as a real disadvantage in e effort

attain superior academic resultsan advantage easily a ilable to
he richly end?wed private schools.

Right Type of Teacher
The second most important element intimately related to our

work was the quality of the teacher. Vidya Bhawan obviously needs a
superior type of worker. By and large the teachers whom we were
able to secure had not had the advantage of going to a progressive school
of the type of Vidya Bhawan. They had themselves been the victims
of the disease which they had set out to cure ! Then again a teacher
used to a rigid authoritarian system did not easily fit into an organisa-
tion which was differently conceived. This was an everlasting problem.
Then, we did not have the wherewithal to attract competent or pro-
mising teachers. In the beginning the scales of salaries were extremely
low, and much later came near the scales of the ordinary state school
(without the advantages of pensions, promotions, etc.)

Methods of Freedom, Initiative and Responsibility
Finally there was another factor, although intangible yet very

powerful, which often made heavy weather for us. Its source was inter-
nal. It is indeed difficult to describe it precisely. The special nature and
methods of our work created difficulties in one respect namely,, the
problem of self discipline, human relatibn and behaviour. The very
mode of our choice became our chastisement in a way. Vidya Bhawan
at4horities treated their workers in a more human and person! manner
and not on the usual basis of strict regulations and discipline. It was
an article of faith for Vidya Bhawan to leave to the workers maximum
freedom and initiative, and expect them to carry on their duties with
co-operation individual responsibility and corporate loyalty. The res-
ponse to these methods from some was wonderful. and yet from
others, in equal measure, poor. Deplorable cases of irresponsibility and
shirking of duty constantly came up and caused us much grief and... ......
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harrassment. Even such a thing as the opportunity of free discussion in
committees, the Staff Council and the Governing Body was often
abused. In spite of this experience we did, not wish to give up the me-
thods which had been chosen after careful consideration and with an
awareness of the dangers. It was an article of faith for tts. Educationists
talk of a problem Child; we in Vidya Bhawan have suffered from the
Problem Teacher on the internal side. and from Problem Parents in
our external relations.

Social and Political Setting
This narrative will be incomplete w

setting.' Then alone can be under,)

It

!tout a descriptiOn of its social
od the terrible struggle which

Vidya Bhawan went through for its survival. From its very infancy it
earned the distrust and displeasure of the orthodox and the reactionary
elements in Society. Vidya Bhawan was accused of attacking the caste
system, undermining social tradition and class authority. The Repre-
sentative of the Blitish Government at Udaipur and_high officials of
the State Government considered Vidya Bhawan as disloyal to the
Ruler of the State. They thought it 'dangerousey radical and anti-
BAjish. The Education Department was then 'presided over by un-
imaginative and anti-deluvian officials who dismissed it as a visionary
and extravagant adventure, lacking in discipline -and decorum. It was
indeed a long drawn-out period of suffering, even veiled persecution.
At one time Government officers did not feel it safe to visit Vidya
Bhawan. And a grant-in-aid front the public funds was in those days
out of question. This state of affairs lasted for nearly ten years, when
the Prime Minister of the time, Sir T. Vijayaraghavacharya, courage-
ously lifted this heavy load of suspicion and oppression by advising the
Ruler to appreciate the special value of this educational effort. In this
matter His late Highness the Maharana Sahib acted in a characteris-
tically constitutional manner Earlier he had accepted the opqnion of
his Ministers. Similarly he readily changed his mind in accordace with.
the neve,Prime Minister's favourable judgment. At the start His late 4..4
Highness was generoui enough to make a donation to Vidya Bhawan o
front his privy purse.

A new era sets in
Then a new era dawned on Vidy Bhawan. While its financial

difficulties and the problem of finding suitable workers in adequate
number continued to cause anxiety. t to official hostility was on the
decline. Since the attainment of ind pendence, we have not only
enjoyed public support and approbatio , but also understanding and
confidence on the part of the Central a d State Governments.

Suffering and Suppression ProduceHi h Spirit and Enthusiasm
When we recall the first phase of the life of Vidya Bha'van, it

seems a wonder how it survived at all. In a region where society was
still largely feudal, and social orthodoxy and political autocracy pre-
vailed. it was indeed astonishing that this tiny little school managed
to keep its head above water. Even some parents, while sending their
children to Vidya Bhawan, were abtively allied with its enemies. They
hoped to see it starve to death. All this developed in Vidya Bhawan
powers of resistance against drought, famine and social pressure. Its
destiny appeared to he wedded to poverty and suffering. Those were
indeed hard and bitter days, and yet the spirit olour workers rose to
the occasion. Their enthusiasm /matched the measure of distress. The
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ext nt of hardship caused by suppression seemed to build up the requi-;

site powers of endurance; selflessness and de'otion. This was visibly
-observed by everybody. And it "found confirmation not only in the
spirit. of our staff but also, by the outlook of a large number of our .

'Old Boys.'

The Staff
'The young men on whose courage and keenness this venture was

initiated soon proved to be too few for its needs. The rest, the majo
rity, had to be recruited in the open market. Despite this, it is a 'glo-
rious record to the credit of that small nucleus that on the whole they
set the standard and the tone. The main purpose was not allowed to
go under. The distinctive atmosphere of Vidya Bhawan was kept' clear
and vital. Thus our workers built up Vidya Bha van and, in its turn,
Vidya Rhawan has produced new workers ,and strengthened old ones,
This is the basic explanation 91 Vidya Bhawan's vitality today. It k
indeed remarkable how in a blinding storm, some of our workers kept
the torah alight. And further, by their example. they inspired the new
entrants into the family.
Old Boys

I shall never forget a remark made more than twenty years ago by
a Professor of St:John's College, Agra. that in a big class of fifty
students one could at once spotia, boy from Vit4 t Bhawan. This u

solicited testimony gate me treiilendous satisfaction. In other ways and
on different occasions we found further confirmation of it. Substantial
number of boys and girls who spent five or six years in Vidya Dhow an
carried the stamp of the institution. Quite frankly this could not be
said about everyone of them. But, by and large the, "Old Boys," this
expression includes girls also, did imbibe .much benefit from the life

tradition and educational methods of Vidya Bhawan.' It included up-
rightness. individual integrity and a sense of social obligation which
was often easily noticed. Their loyalty to the Alma Mater was, in a
large number of cases. deep and strong. This did not prevent them
from criticising, the parent institution when they considered it neces-

sary in its interest. On the whole, they are a fine open-hearted lot. and
feel drawn towards each other, because of the memories of, their com-
radesh at school Some of them are, I am happy to say, trusted, and,,
devoted embe of the Vidya Bhawan teaching staff. The "Old Bays"
made a wonderful gesture on the o:casion of the Silver Jubilee by
didecing to prevent to Vidya Bhawan a Guest House. The building
cost fifteen to twenty thousand rupees: It is a magnificent monument
of their loyalty and also a positive achievement of Vidya Bhawan. The
Old Boys' Association has a constitution of its own and is a living
organisation, actively interested in the progress and fortunes of Vidya
Bhawan. The Constitution of Vidya Bhawan Society provides, for re-
presentation of the Old Boys on its Executive Committee.
Financial Aspect

We now turn to an element which has constantly enveloped Vidya
Bhawan right from the start namely, financial difficulty. We have lived
in a state of continuous poverty, and seem to have tfirived on it!
It is a bare truth that at no time in these long lean years has the de-

% mon of financial hardship loosened its cruel grip. The income of Vidya
Bhawan has always been short of expenditure. Raising of fees involved
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the risk of shutting out the children oft towel income groups. Vidya
Bhawan has had the unique misfortune of being always in debt. In
the matter of buildings, equipment, library needs and laboratory appa-
ratus, it always lagged behind the need The living conditions of the
AM.,' and amenities for students remain at austerity level. People often
ask such questioris: "How much reserve fund have you ? Vidya Bha-
wan must have some endowment)" Negative answers to such enquiries
surprisebur friends. I say to myself : We have a permanent reserve
fund of poverty and debt, and our .endowment consists of the rich
spirit of our workers.

Gratitude to Donors
For many years Vidya Bhawan had no grant-in.:aid or official sub-

sidy. Efforts had to be kept up to cover the deficit through donations
and subscriptions, which was a very depressing experience. However:
it is only right and fair to record our sense of whole-hearted gratitude
to our friends and donors who responded to our appeals To them goes
the great credit of giving a lease of life to Vidya Bhawan from .year to

Particular mention must be made of the philanthropic business-
men of Bombay, Calcutta and =several other places. I must cite the
noble example of a munificent donor ( he insists on remaining anonv
mous). When our fortunes were very low indeed, and Vidya Bhawan's.
very existence seemed to be in peril, he offered to meet our deficit by
paying five- thousnd rupees per month for a period of three years.
He really pulled Vidya. Bhawan out of the jaws of death. To this gene-
rous friend (as also to others from wrbom we received financial help)
we cannot be too grateful.

Abnormal Children
As the reputation of Vidya Bhawan spread in the country, we

became the victim of another difficulty of a different type. Nobody
had anticpated it. although in the retrospect we can understand how
natural it was.. Many parents brought their difficult children to Vidya
Hhawan. afner having used all manner of harsh methods to "improve"
them.. They did not care to understand that Vidya Bhawan was meant
for normal children and was not a hospital for defective children. How-.
ever, good luck favoured us. To the great credit of our staff, in a large
number of cases, (though not all), the achievement was phenomenal.
We received touching and unsti ted tributes of appreciation. Some
boys of this category radically changed and their .lives were rescued
from-disaster. Had it not been for Vidya Bhawan, they might have
ended up in a prison or distinguished themselves for some anti-social
activity or heroic misadventure.
'Why at L'daipur

Some sympathetic friends who appreciated the work of Vidya
Bhawan and wished it to thrive often expressed a surprise that we

should have made the mistake of establishing it at Udaipur. Placed
in the back-waters of Rajasthan, which itself had just emerged from its
medieval phase, Udaipur had neithei' the resources-nor the enlighten-
ment to stomach a radical institution like Vidya Bhawan. This is
reasonable criticism and yet it shows a lack of imagination. Both prac-
tical and ideolegical, considerations called for this decision. It was
quite clear that for a long time the work would call for close and \
continuous personal direction. This would be only available at the
place where the founders and first workers lived. Secondly, we felt
that this spearhead in social adventure should be introduced in our
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own ultra-conservative society. Its Ncry backwardness was the stimulus
and justification for locating it there, because it was needed more
urgently in our area than in other parts of the couutry So we took
this step with an awareness that Udaipur was- too poor and 'too back-
ward to sdpport a new effort like this. If Vidya Bhawan had been
established in a large town like Delhi, Bombay or Kanpur. most of
our troubles. particular). lack of funds and shortage of good teachers
would not have been so serious. But for reasons explained above. it
would not have been so satisfying. The big.* social purpose would
have been largely lost and we might have ended up by establishing
a good school in the narrow sense.
Statistical View

It may now be interesting to summarise the comparative develop-
ment of Vidya Bhawan in a statistical form also. One can get an idea
of its. growth from a glance at the following figures

VIDYA BHA \VAN
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF PROGRESS-1931-1967

Position at the end of the
Session

S. Svbjeet Remarks
No. 031-32 1941 - 42 1056-37 1966-67

(After After (After
year)

I. Number of pupils :
(a) Boys

4 (b) Girls ...

2. Number of teachers
3. Number of trained

teachers

4. Salaries of teachers :

67

1

Rs.

(a) Lowest Salary 15

(b) Highest Salary.... 125
5. Number of non-teaching

members of Staff

6. Value of 13uildings 61,2()0
7. Budget :

(a) Income 37,348

(b) Expenditure.. 42,148
(e) ... 4,800

8. Debts .. 40,000

9. Government ,Grant :
(I) Rajasthan Govt.
(2) Govt. of India

10 yrs.) 21 Sri.)

176 675 1099

18 120 199

22 85 130

2 40 50

Including Pu-
Pil Teachers.

Rs. Rs. Rs.

25 . 90 90

100 S00 1450

82 73 Including
clerks, acc-
ountants,
storskeepers

& other em-
ployees, ,

R s, Rs.

1,06.499 12,29,322 44,57,159

58,365
84,453

26.088

45,000

4,07,600 21,37,849
4,81,018 23,11,878

73,338 1,74.029

6,00,000 13.32,050

10,000 1,60,319 3,4S,292
1,15,259 2,60,665

Reminiscences

In reading this monograph the reader has travelled on a long and
dreary road viewing a quickly changing landscape. I now propose for
him a break in this wearisome experience a brief rest before the
end of this journey, to see some cameo pictures of the life of Vidya
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Bhawan by relating a few incidents which I can recollect off hand.
they are fairly representatiVe of our experience, and also illustrative
of this story

(a) When we had dicided.to launch the scheme of Vid)a Bhawan,
many practical problems, such as securing land, presented baffling diffi-
culties. letvas a constant light against ,heavy odds. For example, we
made one effort after another to obtain land, but for some reason or
other, we did not succeed in our efforts. On 'many occasions when the
anxiety was unbearable, I remember, I used to bolt the doorsof my
rocurrrom inside, go down on my knees like a trembling, child with
hot cheeks and pray with feverish earnestness for God's favour for our
plans. It was a nerve-racking experience and the strain of meeting
obstacles anefailure often became almost unendurable.

(It'is the first time that I am exposing this aspect of my behaviour
to pubic view, Even now the memory of this experience shakes me ! )

(b) When in spring of 1931 some newspapers carried the' news of
the 'foundation of Vidya Bhawan, one day I received a letter from a
South Indian living in Simla. lie. felt pleased with our scheme. He was,
he said, eagerly looking, for a school of that type to which he desired
to send his little son. He asked for a 'copy of the prospectus. We posteld----N___
one innedia. His letter had given us great joy. Promptly came' his

\reply, bringinNornewhat angry reaction. H said that we had provided
for a monthly tuition fee of Rs. 3(- for the pupils of Vid)a Bhawan.
He was convinced that the type of school described in the prospectus
could not possibly be run on-that low fee. He had, "thciefore, decided
not to send his child.

(Precisely'at the same time at Udaipur and in Rajasthan, we were
being attacked for charging fees from scholars, ar. act of hardship and
injustice to the common man ! Government sclitools charged no fe°es
at all).

(c) A few months after Vidya Ithawan had started functioning, an
sunsophistiroted parent came to me and said something which I shall
never forget. He 'aid he had no intellectual capacity to judge the educa-
tional quality of Vidya BhaWan. However, he did wish to tell us that in
one respect his children had changed since they joined. Vidya Bhawan.
Formerly; they had to be 'literally pushed out of th homes to go to
school, but al'te'r being admitted to Vidya Bhawan, th erse process
had set in. they would rather skip their meal th for 'o a day of
Vidya Bhawan. This report touched me deeply.

(d) When we applied for affiliation to the Board of High School
and Intermediate Education, two Inspectors came to visit. Vidya Bha-
wan and submit their report. On the day the Board's Inspectors came
I also went to`meet them at the-School. In the course of our conversa-
tion about the special features .and difficulties of our work. I placed
before them the form of children's progress report which we bad de,viSed
after considerable thought and discussion. Thiq report used to be sent

atto the parents at the end of each term. I thou that this special effort
would please- the educationists. I was shocked at their reaction. With-
out even looking at it, the senior Inspector quickly and ca'Sually put it
aside and asked to see the ledger book of the school account. Shrimali
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and I felt likiT was . nthers, indignant and bewildered, We couldWc)Pi
have smashed our heads against stone walls, but we -Suppressed our
feelings, It was indeed a revealing though painful experience.

(e) Vidya Bhawan had gone on for about a year and a lialf.. One
night we had a strom of extraordibary velocity. 'Early' next morning
I rushed to Vidya Bhawan and what I found was horrifying ! We stood
aghast at the scene of the damage under the shadoP of Shakespearean
thought : "When misfortunes come,, they come not as single'Spies, but
in battalions The temporary sheds, roofed by corrugated, iro sheets.,.,
were blown off and some sheets were tying more than 100 y rds aw-ae
and the bamboo chip wallshad 'completely disappeared. I had brought
from Europe a large number of pictures, the reprints of masterpieces in
the different art galleries and museums of Paris, Dresden. Amsterdam,
London. Vienna. Berlin. They had all been blown off. Not a single
picture, not a trace of even their frame or glass, was visible anywhere.
The state of our feelings and nerves can be easily imagined.,

(f) One year I invited the late Rev. C. F. Andrews to preside over`

the Anniversary function. It was our practice to bring pur distinguished
visitori in touch with our workers. Two days after the Anniversary, I
brought. C. F. Andrews to Vidya BhaVan to have an informal chat
with the staff. I know that he was a deeply religious person. In order
that he should not take away any false ideas about our attitude towardS
religion and religious education, I decided to exPldin to him our views
and practice. We invited learned men Of different religions to speak
to our boys-so that-they developed respect for and understanding of
great faiths and creeds, but we did not provide direct teaching of any
dogma. We emphasised the. moral, VultUral, and spiritual aspects of
life, but did not touch denominational or sectarian side. I was afraid
that this inforit,Itionswould disappoint our guest. Hie expressed his re-

action by [slating to us an interesting anecdote. fle said that Pandit.
Jawaharlal ehru dnce told him (C. F. Andrews) that he was not a
rcligiourperson. C. F. Andrews then repeated to us what he said to'

Pandit Nehru in reply. He .did not accept Pandit Nehru's statement
as correct and maintained that since he (Nehru) had in,him the righte-
ous earnestness, -for good cause, in C. F. Andrews' view he (Jawaharlal-

ji) was a deeplircligious man. With this imaginative remart_he at once
put our\ninds at ease.

(g) Mr. A. E. Foot, the Headmaster of the leading, Public School
f India ( The Doon School ) came' and spent.a few days with us in

Vidya Bhawan. One evening we were having supper with the staff and
our conversation turned on our dific.ulties, such as lack of 'funds, equip-
rrent, playing, fields etc. We coulil not raise the scale of fees for other

"i wise the children of the lower middle class people would be shut out
. Foot, after listening to all this in a somewhat stony silence, turned to,

'hie and spoke in a tone of righteous indignation, '.11ehta, you are here
doing just the type of work that loc to do." There was so
much feeling behind his words. It ihipressed me .deeply. We understood
the force of his cryptic remark. The Doon School attracted the cream
of society, the children of the rich and the fortunate. We, on the other
hand, reached a ,differeirt seciion of society.
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-350-. 'fl; Go hag Body -of Vidya Bhawan was a tepresentative body
drawn from,different scoions of society, official- and non-official One
of the "heathers was the Head of the local Scottish Presbyterian Mis-
sion. On a day when the Executive Committee was convened and just
as the members were :mixing. a letter was delivered 'to me from our
Rev. friend. What did I find on opening the letter ! It'xyas his resigna-
tion. He had expressed his inability to continue his membership of
the Governing Body. We wer'e astonished and did not understand the
reason of his action. I wrote and asked him why lie tad withdrawn his
to-operation which we had always valued. Would he like to talk things
over ? To this he agreed, and we met two or three days later.

.

The s,lission-ary friend ca'' e straight to the point and said that
.among his fellow Europeans i the town, His life had become miserable.
1 hey could knot understat; ow he allowed himself to be associated
with.an Institution whi 1 was known to be seditious, disloyal to the

-Indian Ruler and th British GovernMent. He could not continue to
he a party to .4ch an organisation. He then teferred to a speech of
Pandit Motile, 'chru and.4.V.'-attother statement of bit son, Pandit
Jawaharl Nehru, in which it as openly said that Indian Princes wer
an ah hronism in modern society and had no business to continue
He roce)ded to ask, me whether we subscribe to those ideas. The dis--
c scion, brutally frank, was carried on in a cordial and friendly spirit.
.1 told him that. Vidya Bhawan as such had no political creed in the
narrow sense. It was not our aim or butiness to support or oppose any ...

'particular party or group or political ideology. Our concern was to send
11---stut young men and women into society with good character, a broad

outlook , and, a well developed civic sec\se. After leaving Vidya Bhawan
it was for them to *choose whether they could become Civil Servants.

'Army Officers, Busincstmcn,dr politicians: We would be ,happy and
satisfied if they worked, whatever may be their vocation' or activity
with integrity and devotion to duty. Beyond that 1 could give no other
assurance about the future attitude or political outlook of our Children.
And then, I added with a certain amount of emphasis-, "Could you .

guaranme that tie boys of the state Schools and Colleges run by dill
Government would not, laterin life, share the opinion about Indian

,

Princes to which you nave referred: This is a very brief gist of our talkvhich went on for nearly fifty minutes. Let me record with deep appre-
ciation that it ended by my -friend sincerly asking my permission towithdraw his resignation. I was greatly touched by his moral courage'and openagartedaess. I kvw.quite well to what risks he was exposing
himself. We parted as closer friends than even before.

These are all true incidents. and arc interesting and 'representative
samples whittethroyv,Sice tight on the-story of Vidya Bhawan.

The storyof the birth and the earl/years of Vidya Bhawan has allthe ingredients of a pioneer effort-plenty of obstacles, a fair shareof hard-ship and a tough struggle. There was also the joy of 1.41.
united comradeship in creative endeavour and a thrill of achievement.

Whatever may be the measure of its success, for many of us Vidya
Bhawan has been a great teacher, truly a temple of wisdom. Thoughin fhe hard way, we have received exiillent ecraation and our fives
have had a rich experience, indeed it hbeen a daiamiC, evolution of
our mental horizon. Even if Vidya- Bhdayan suddenly collapses to.-
morrow, its contributton witf c v able. 35 7

a
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The future wears the mantle of mysterious uncertainly Vhatever

be our aims, their realisation will largely depend upon the spirit of our
workers. Their devotion and earnest labours alone 'can inspire hope

for the -future We have before us a grand btu difficult purpose But
great social ideals are not realised in a single generation. This; however,
should not worry us. so long as the effort goes on. The desired result
may even consist in keeping up the match towards the goal and not
necessarily in actually reaching it I The struggle of light against dark-
ness, of the forces of good against evil must go incessantly. For this
arduous journey, let us hope. our "Old Boys" and Workers will be
given the necessary moral fervour and firmness of faith, and arc not
overcome with spiritual fatigue. ;(' this little lamp is ken!' alight' they
need not worry about the results. Their watchword will be the inspiring
motto of Vidya Bhawan (taken from the Bhagwal Giro):

"To action alone thou hast a right, and never at all to its fruits."

9
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SEVA MANDIR

1. ORIGIN: Seva Mandir has its roots 111 the social vision of Dr. Mohan
Sinha Mehta, inspired by the ideald of Servants of India ,

Society and similar social reconstruction efforts in England
and the U.S.A. I

Dr. Mehta's dream took the first concrete shape towards realisation in
1952 when he put aside Rs. 50,000/-, his life's savings, into a public
trust. Earlier a small plot of land had been acquirqd by him in
Udaipur for the project. In 1965 a small building was putt") on this
site. Dr: Mehta as the first.Life Worker and the Chief Member
(Adhishthata) of Seva Mandir took up residenc64in this building in
1966. From then an active start was made in Seva Mandir's many sided
efforts.'

2. PURPOSE AND APPROACH: The main purposes of Seva Mandir are:

2.1 To provide opportunity and atmosphere for understanding human Values
and dispassionate study of the trends, needs and problems of the

_ countryy and to place So far as possible, the results of such study
before society.

2.2 To undertake practical measures for promoting the social, 4Conomic,
educational and intellectual development of the rural and the urban
community.

2.3 Seva Mandir seeks t( be a dynamic, positive and action oriented move-
ment under the lead rship of a algall group of devoted, disciplined
and! dedicated worke s with the attitude of meeting challenges by
seeking and applying solutions to,socialproblems rather thari I

engaging in mere critique

3. ORGANISATION

3.1 The ChierMember (The Adhishthata) is the executive and administrative
head of Seva Mandir. .

3.2 There is an Executive Council consisting of the Trusteeliand equal.
number of elected members. This Counci lays down the general *policy

guides the activities of:Seva Mandi .

3.3 Secretaries: They have coordinating responsibilities forthe pro-
grammes and activities of Seva Mandir. There are Secretaries for
general administration organisation, programmes, continuing_ education
and development.

`-v

3.4 'Directors: Each activity of Seva Mandir is organised under the
leadership of a Director. Their work is Coordinated through a regular
fortnightly meeting under the Chairmanship of the Adhishthata.

3.5 N. Seva Mandir is a Registered Body with.a written Constitution.

3 5-9
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MEMMETSHIP: There are six categories of memberships: Life .Workers,
Active Members, Honorary Members, Life Members, Ordinary
Members and Institutional Members. At present bulk of
the membership is located in Udaipur. Seva Mandir has
a small branch in Jaipur and there are a few life
members in other partskof the world.

5. ACTIVITIES: The aims of Seva Mandir are being persued through the
following activities:

5.1 Adult Education: At present in volume and outlay of resources this
is the main area of Seva Mandir's concern. It
includes:

5.1.1 A Functiocial*Literacy Programme in the Panchayat Samiti (Block') of
Badgaon. (Population 63,000 in 150 villages in an area of-250
squaremiles.)

v.

5.1.2 An Experimental Functional Literacy Project; aided by the Ministry
of Education, Government of 'India has.been started in adjoining

. Kherward Panchayat Samiti to find out m ivational factors for
ace it g literacy skills and test effect veness of different

tterns of supervision through conductin 100 functional literacy
centres.

.5.1:3 A Rural Mobile Library (financed by the Union Ministry of Education)
has beep started in adjoining villages as a follow -pup programme of
the literacy drive. Apart from making books available at the door

.1 -,-steps of the reader it will also strive to find out reading in-

f
terest of the masses and effective patterns of book distribution.

u
.5.1.4,-A Centre for Continuing Education has beereset up in assistance with

1' the University of Udaipur to offer a variety of courses and seminars
of general an$ vocational nature for people of different sections
of society.

zo

5.2 Discussion Group (Swadhyaya Mandel) - Discusses issues and problems of
social, economic, political and philosophical concern at national and
international levels - often introduced by eminent scholars and public

. figures.

5.3 Youth Group (Yuva7Dal) Organises social work programmes for its
members on the basis of their interests and capabilities and community
needs.

v.5.4 Womens Ass6ciation (Mahila Sabha) - Holds meetings and organises
cultural activities f* women to promote their educational and voca-
tional capabilities.

1

5.5 Students Forum.(Vidyarthi Sangam) - Provides a forum for university
and college level students to discuss problems peculiar to their'
situation and evolve.constructive programmes for their resolution.
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5.6 Publications (Prakaahan) - This section has made a beginning with
publishing functionally-oriented material for neo-literates. A few
pamphlets of general social value have been published. A periodical
reflecting the values and concerns of Seva Mandir is being planned.

5.7 Comprehensive Village Development (Samagra Gram Vikas) - Under this
rogramme selected villages are taken up for sustained and concentrateds

1500//Fgork of all round development by the villagers themselves assisted by
a full time worker of Seva Mandir who will live in the villages.

5.8 Amateur Dramatic Society (Abhinay Goshthi) - Is concerned with de-
veloping interest in drama and music as media and means of social
awakening.

5.9 Elderly Persons' Association (Vayovriddha Jan Samiti) - Organises
cultural and social activities for elder] r people retired from active
working life.

5.10 Other Activities - In addition to the above activities sponsdr.vd by
itself, Seva Mandir also collaborates with Amnesty International and
Shanti Sena. This year, Seva Mandir has undertaken relief work in the
draught and famine affected areas of Udaipur District. The work in-
cludes digging of new wells and deepening of the existing ones. As
many as 80 wells have been covered in the programme.

6. LOOKING AHEAD: Seva Mandir's work is less than six years old yet it
has already made a noticeable impact on the lives of
people in the villages and in Udaipur where Seva
Mandir's programmes are carried out. In the near
future new activities such as Mobile Library Services
and a variety of courses at-the Continuing Education
Centre will be launched. The Central Library is now
nearing completion and will be shortly put into use.
Thus the activities and the organisation grows but
Seva Mandir is constantly vigilant that its resources
be put directly at the service of the people in the
community with an organisational structure which is
both efficient and accessible.

7. SEVA MANDIR MANAGEMENT

7.1 Board of Trustees

7.1.1 Dr. Mohan Sinha Mehta; Adhisthata, Seva Mandir

7.1.2 Dr. K. L. Shrimali; Vice-Chancellor, Banaras Hindu Upiersity, Banaras

7.1.3 Shri Chandra Sinha Mehta; 17, King Edward Court, 55, Chowranghee
Calcutta - 16,

7.1.4 Shri Chandan Singh Bharakatiya; 20/3, Yashvant Nivas Road, Indore
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7.1.5 Shri K. L. Bordia; Chairman, Board of Secondary Education, Ajmar

7.1.6 Shri F. L. Vardia; 62, Cunningham Road, Banglore-1

7.2 ExeCtlye Council .

7.2.1 D . han Sinha.Mehta

7.2.2 Dr. K. L. S imali

7.2.3 Shr Chandra Sinha Mehta

7.2.4 Shri Ch; dan Singh Bharakatiya

7.2.5 . L. Bordia

Shri F. L. Vardia

7.2.7 Shri Siddha Raj Dhaddha

7.2.8 Dr. L. M. Singhvi

7.2.9 Shri L. R. Shah

1.2.10 Shri Devilal Samar

7.2.11 Prof. P. N. Mathur

7.2.12 Shri K. N. Shrivastava

7.3 Enquiries may be addressed to: The Programme Secretary,
Sava Mandir,
Udlipur (Rajasthan) 313001
Telephone: 351

csa
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Education Services

The Sabha has established Balwadics especially
for the children of working women, one each in Hy-
dcrabad,'Sangareddy, and Madras. Sperially trained
teachers and Mahs provide education and recreation
to children below the age of six. Primary Schools
are also attached to the Balwadies in all the three

v, places for the education of children upto class five.
A High School for Girls has been established

and is being maintained by the Andhra Maltila Sabha
in Hyderabad. A similar High School for boys and
Girls is run under the auspices of Andhra Mahila
Sabha in Sangareddi. In Madras, a Mahila Vidyalaya
for coaching Girls and Adult women for the Matricu-
lation examinations of the Banaras Hindu University is
cond ucted.

The Andhra Mahila Sabha's educational act ivities
extend also to Collegiate Education for woman. T.vo
Colleges have been. established in IlyderabadThe
Arts and Science Collcgo,and the College of Education.

The Andhra Mahila Sabha in Hyderabad is also
implementing the Central Social Welfare Board's
Scheme for Condensed Course of Education for Adult
Women who arc not in a position to take advantage
of the High Schools.

It will be seen from the above that Andhra
Mahila Sabha provides facilities for the 'complete'
erkcation - from the Kindergarten stage for the child
to college stage for the youth. "lhe education of the
Qrthopaedically Handicapped and the Islcntally retard.

cd is not forgotten. The Andhra Mahila Sabha is
conducting a school for them in Madras, recognised
as a special School by the Government of Tamilnadu.

The education d training of the Adult Farmers,
who are illiterate is Iso an important plank in the
programme of the Andhra Mahila Sabha. The Sabha
is implementing Functional Literacy Programmes for
the farmers in selected blocks, in eight districts of
Andhra Pradesh. These projects are integrated with
child-care and Family Welfare programmes.
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Health Seri lees
The Andhra Mahila Sabha has established two

Hospitals, one in Hyderabad and another in Madras
with a Bed strength of 75 in each to provide for me-
dical care and treatment of women and children, be
lonying especially to middle and lower income
groups. Desides regular Medical Staff, experts in the
fields of Medicine and Surgery are giving their servi-
ces as honorary consultants. The Nursing Homes
are adequately equipped with Operation Theatres,
X-Ray clinics and I'athological Laboratories. The
Nursing l.lome in Madras conductskwo Family Plan-
ning Clinics and is also implementing a scheme for
Pregnancy Counselling. The Nursing Home in ¶iy-
derabad runs a Family Planning Clinic and has esta-
blished a separate Sterilization Ward.

The Nursing llama in Hyderabad provides Train-
ing to 130 girls as Auxiliary Nurse Midwives and to
80 as General Nurses. Similar Training as Auxiliary
Nursc Midwives is provided for 60 each in Maim-
boobnagar and Sangareddi and 130 in Madras.
Rehabilitution'Services

A special feature of the programme of Andhra
Mahila Sabha is the Orthopaedic Centre established
in Madras for the treatment, education and rehabili-
tation of the Physically handicapped children. The
Centre 'provides treatment and exercises in its De-
partments- of Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy,
hydro Therapy, etc., A special School is attached for
the education of the Orthopaedically handicapped.
children while undergoing itcatment. A Vocational
Rehabilitation Unit is also established for the training
and rehabilitation of the physically handicapped and
mentally retarded children.

Employment Services

Training and Prodtiction. Units for Handicrafts
like Dyeinp. and Textile Printing, Toys and Artistic
Leather Workailealso set up in Hyderabad, where a
number of women trained in the Handicrafts Institute
are employed. The Packaging and Binding Unit trains
women and employs them in Book-binding etc. TI-e
Mahila Press undertakes Printing of Registers and
Stationery for Andhra Mahila Sabha Institutions and
Books and other publications for the Litcracy Pro-
jects. The Press also undertakes job works from the
public. The Press also is engaged in printing of
Andhra Mahila Sabha's monthly magazines in English
and Telugu Vijaya Durga.
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Hostels

For the benefit of the students, trainees had staff
of its institutions and also for working women, the
Andhra Mahila Sabha has established five hostels - one
in Hyderabad for 400, two in Madras for 150 and SO
respectively and one each in Mahaboobnagar and
Sangareddi with a provision for 60 each- Thb two
Colleges of the Andhra Mahila Sabha in Hyderabad
also runsa hostel for the benefit of their students.
Tourist Hostel

Andhra Mahila Sabha 'perhaps the only Volun-
tary Social Welfare Organisation in the Country
which has established a hostel for accommodation
and board for the Tourists Foreign and Indian.
The Tourist Hostel in Madras reckoned as a Star
Hotel by the Department of Tourism, Government
of India, has provided all modern amenities, besides
6. Conference Hall and an open-air auditorium. It
caters vegetarian and non-vegetarian food.
Gandhi Bhavans

The Andhra Mahila Sabha has' constructed a
Gandhi Satabdi Hhavan in its College campus in-,.
Hyderabad to propagate th(ideals of Gandhiji and
to promote constructive work. The Sabha has also-
been instrumental in the construction of Gandhi
Bhavans in 10 districts in Andhra Pradesh su far.

Committees have been constituted for organising con-
structive
Buildings

Thlre Andhra Mahila Sabha has constructed buil-
dinp at a total cost of Rs, One crore approximately
for all its activities.. .im Hyderabad., Maltaboobnagar
.and Sangareddqn Andhra Pradesh an in Madu's in
Tamilnadu StatC.,'

4
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THE INDIAN MYSORE MOVEMENT IN NONFORMAL UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION ADULT EDUCATION, 1933-53 introduction from a forthcoming article

I. ENTRODUCTIM

In 1.'13..! a band of dedicated and devoted teachers.at the University

o'Mysore in India started a non'- credit, nonformal Adult Education

1

extension movement, later referred to as the "Mysore Experiment." It

was a movement developing and utilizing a university extension service

to take the ideas and perceptions of the Indian tradition and the

modern world from behind university walls and bring these to both the

nonliterate and literate people in the villnr,es.

The idea Or a university extension service for adults in the

ccfnmunity,erlier had been developed and used in other nations, in-

eluding Arent Britain and the United States, but had not been

developed or used in India in such a unique way prior to the Mysore

r,:ovement.
Gm.

HO4CV0V the Iridinn University extension services for

:Idult:; did not eti.er,,e until inter and lucked the foundation and the

broader !Aid role definition of the university as a
N,

covalnity :'ervice n::ency. This limited definition of the university's
.01114

role 11:,:. be n noted by two authorities on Indian Adult Education, Dr.

Amrik 1;inr,h, :;ve(Anry or the Indian University Association for Adult

Education mil Dr. ohan S. Mehta, past president of the Indian Adult

Education Iti;;;ociation, and

)1

'ormer vice chancellor of the University of

Bnja!;than. ,D

3
A.1 Dr. i.ngh has pointed oat, -

Be;;inning towards the end of the last century, a number of
social and other presssures helped to enlarge the role of the
Enrolienn university ... While it is true of universities of
other colintries, it is not true of our universities
Voonled over a century ago as schools for the training of
those who were preparing to enter-into administration at
the lo.:er level they have gradually extende T their scope of
wool: and also raised their -sights. Today best that can
be said 'about our universities ds that they are suppliers.

. or trained manpower both at the lower and higher levels.
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Dr. Mehta has noted, 4

The Indian university has been, since its .birth about
110 years ago, an exotic.plant:in our country.' It ha-s
not yet fully acclimatized itself in the land of its
activity... Even in the West adult education has oc-
vasiunally been treated as a step-child of the university.
lint in India the position is much worse. It is not even
recognized by many responsible people as a- legitimate
tnnction of the unipversity. This factor is like a big
boulder in the-way. Of our advancement.

. .

Recognizing the very limited nature of extension services provided

by the )Indian Universities to adults in their communities, the Kothsri

Commission (1966) called for an expansion of the services provfded
5

by the universities.

llie UniversitieS in our country-must take upon them-
selves a much larger share inthe responsibility of
ethicating the adults... the function of the University
is to help the social, economic, educational and cultural
growth of the community which it serves... Universities
should organize social service camps and adopt villages
for in tensive programmes for development and erradication
of illiteracy, as well as, for maintainanwof schools and
other similar social services ... There no end to the
was which a University can adopt makin their extension
services effective.

Unfortunately, repeated calls for extension services for adults in

the community have not brought adequate responses from 'Indian Uni.-

varsities. Dr. Singh has'noted the existOnce of this situation in

India.6 "in other countries of the world there is considerable cross

fertilization between the universities and the government and other

sectors of society representedby public life, industry, busines's, law,

journalism, publishing, broadcasting, etc. In our country however,
.

here is very little of this

Dr. Singh also suggests that a deep university commitment to serve the

public through extension services is of greater long -range public
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significance than the mere establishment by a university of a department

of extension services.

The thing to reflect upon is not the inability of our
universities to have yet another department (of extension
work) but the inability to change their direction of work.
Extension work is not'an additional programme of work
undet-Cken in response to certain pressures and in
certain situations. It is, to put it simply, adding
another dimension to the mission of the University...
These barriers have been broken down in most other
countries of the world... Indeed it would not be too
much to say that we are imprisoned in that mould which
took over from nineteenth century England. That we
should still be imprisoned in what that country herself
has outgrown is ironical in the extreme.

Referring to the historical attempt to develop and continue

extension services, of which the Mysore Movement was a significant

part, Dr. Singh has noted,

Efforts have been made, in.recent years to popularize .

extension work but have 4ot met with much success.
Brodly speaking, these fall into two well defined
phases. 'Ilisre were universities like Mysore and Viswa
Bharati which,right from the day of their cstabli hment,

tive itTartante-of-Aoing soinething for the
community. They did some very useful work in cradica-
'ting illiteracy from the countryside, publishing some
reading material largely for the use of the rural
masses and inspired quite a few other activities in
furtherance of this objective. Baroda and Poona, which
ware srl up a little later, followed more or less the
ame kind of programme. These efforts, however, did

and in the course of time began to
ow down to a halt. By the end of the last decade,

the general social and political tone of dedicated
work h.egan.eo look more and more
it no more strongly.

The UniversitT,of My8;ore presently has a Prasnrann, or extension
oro

service department, as do other universities in India. But, as Dr:

Singh has noted, these institutions have not expanded nor maintained

their original coliniitments to provide coilununity service to the adult

population.
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The case study of the Mysore Movement reported in this paper

should provide some insight and perspective on-the dedication,

stages of development, process and personages, and decline of the

extension idea at Ita major univsity in South India. 'This case

study also will. Provide additional
int:formation-on the process and

reasons for decline of the sense of dedication at Mysore, and

suggest a pvSsible framework to understand other adult education

movements in India.

The Mysore Movement in Adult Education as part of South India's

local history and the particular heritage oC approximately thirty-

million Kannada speal,.ing people. Currently, the State of Mysore,

with its capitol city Ban7,alore and the city of Mysore, is a con-

stituent state in the Bepublic of .India. It is physicatirbounded-brr--

Bombay, Andhara, Madras and Kerala. The cultural and political heritage

of the people of this area dates back to thelKadamba Dynasty, mentioned

by Ptolemy, which ruled until the 12th century. It also includes the

British establislmtent of a protected state ( dual mandate ) in 1799,

and the British restoration of a descendent of the Hindu Raj to the

throne. The Hindvodynasty provided a significant line of enlightened

rulers, and included Krishnarnj9 Wadiyar IV, under those rule The Uni-

versity oi:.Mysore founded. Many,p407eople in Mysore clearly identified

themselves with the i{annada linguistic and cultural heritage Of Mysore

and some, including those connected with the Mysore /%ivement worked to
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The Mysore Movement flourished between 1932 and 1943 and brought

the,world of ideas and learning to thousands of people in the rural

and urban arcas.of Mysoi-e. There was a sense of hope and an intense

dedication to service which inspired this "experiment" and an

optimistic vision of the future. :These were linked to:a unique

confluence of social and historical factors, the type of dedicated

and cauble people involved in Indian Adult Education, the Kannada

nationalist movement in Mysore State, and a cosmopolitan democratic

humanist ideology which transcened the existent traditional elitist

and aristocratic notion of the university.

ti
a

1

Nys.ore_ Movement has significance whigh transcends-the

local context, belongs to the Indian people; and shows the character

and issues of Indian Adult Education. It reflects the'-idealism,

dedication to service and, great capabilities of-the Indi-an people

in coping 1,4,.11 and surmounting staggering problems. It also represents

a significant milestone of high quality nonformal university extension

education. The long-range failures of this moue4ent might beiCon-

sidered along with the,failures of other university extension

services for adults,to suggest possible procedural aid structural

guidelines for greater success. Except for the fact of its limited

success and eVentual° decline it cond. serve as a model for the up-

lifting of adults and improving the human condition, pot just on the
111

Indian scene but on the broader global stage. As'a statement in time and space,
4

it, should be held as a 'beacon and prevented from being obliterated

bj the passai;e ni time. Given the unique situation or the .1930'; and

1940's, the confluence of variables produced a brilliant. f'las'h ofd

'human accomplislunent and achieVtent, a guide Cor further tic ivity,

and a significant marker on the long trail of human experience.

1
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Tnis cu.le'study is nn attempt to reconstr .or the more

,significant aspects of that human experience

in a context ipersonal, socidl and ins

II. CCGTEXT 0.0 4Y3ORE MOAWNT

A. Nervieq or Vactors

and place developments

ional forces.

There were anumber pr fundamental long:range caii6'4 the

Mysore Movement,, as well `as immediate or crystallizing factors .N,

Fundamental causel, included some of the populist ideas expressed

in th founlim; or the University or Mysore. Although-not

plemeaLed, they formed, a limited ideoiogieal. cOnte.,:t for providing

'icce tability Cor this major movement. Devotion to the Kannada

lancance nil culture movement was anoeffer fundamental cause and

represented nn nwireness of the bond or linguistic and cultural

heritage nmong the Kannada people, This reeling was,heightened by
o

the wivocncy or: B. M. Srikantia, professor or English Literature

at the Itniversity or Mysore, respected symbol or the Kannada

Renaissance Co,.. many or the fariders or this movement, and sub-
0

sequently alliwhonorary professor or Kannadn language.

Also-included among the cause Was_lbe populist; pressure to

justify public support for the University clueing the hard times
tc4, .r

4'44of the 1930 dekession. This was accanplished by envgirg,in
. -

expanded public service, rather than continuing in the-traditional

exclusive role'of a university as an elite "center. of axcellence."

iThere were major int leAtial and social movements, bo(, in

the United States and in India, that also helped to crystallize

the MTiOre Movement.. .For example, J9hn-Deesey5. the American

Progressive Movement, and the idea'S of Mohanias Gandhi pertaining
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to be need rm. a graLt roots Renaissance in India were the con-

textual Frames Cor Harhunantha Rao'a thoughts and actions. The

key leader in 0,0 MV sore Experiwnt, lianuatantha lao qal described

as the enf,ine, ,,and d.i.iving force "'or this alovemeht and its

signiCicantcosmopo itan

The My:, t 'ord welded,anto an orgndization by

HammInt:ha Rao, then ProfessOr of Philosophy at the University of,

Mysore..and'his associate S. V. Krishna :3,1anarmggr, then Proressor

oP,Political Science. Leadership and dedication wereor vital
11

signiCicance in the use rind develoment of the.Mysnre Movement.

Af3o (IC vital nigniricnnce wan the institutional support syste.n,

the Unive 3ity ranchers' Associat% , ounicd and directed by

Inattlian..hn ;ac). Th13 enable!' ptflization Or the Ide6/ogie3,

ideas, charismatic energi)?.s and pressures of that time in

constiAuctive sm.s.

V

During ql
the,per0) iod of the Mysore Movement, stress on the,

v.

ernacular and literacy had begun in other areas of India 0

well, However; no other legion took up this i d of woikA1th

such persistency, and consistency as-did the Mysore region. In
\ . ..-

.

the field of educatiOn of the adult, literacy camvaignA, social

mot:Zia the villages and the Mysore type of
_

elec tur extenston on
.

. . ,

4
! -

dvanced suhlects, the Mysore area wn:-. highly reoductivb-nd

:rth'clo-sijniCicAnt contributions

4
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